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The thesis focuses on policy measures between 196A and 1978 to improve
performance and growth in U.K.'s private industry. Underlying structural
weaknesses and institutional constraints characteristic to U.K.'s company
sector are identified and analysed in Part One. This exercise provides the
basis for both a definition of the concept of "industrial policy" and a critical assessment in Part Two of its relevance and effectiveness to tackle industry's main difficulties. In discussing policy initiatives to assist companies with public funds for investment finance, industrial reorganisation
and the application of new technology, a variety of problems associated with
state intervention in private industry are highlighted. The various attempts
by policy-makers to overcome shortcomings in the coordination of policy,
communication with firms, public monitoring and exercise of control as a result of experience with existing measures and by means of new, more powerful
instruments are examined in detail. Industry's growing difficulties and
pressure on policy-makers to expand or at least improve public assistance
meant that industry policy evolved, despite controversy and policy shifts,
with a certain degree of continuity. In the three case-studies which follow,
shipbuilding, computers and the NEB, these dynamics are explored in depth.
One useful contribution of this thesis is to explain industrial decline
in the U.K. economy in terms of supply-side constraints in the private sector. This approach avoids the methodological shortcomings of currently popular theories which instead concentrate on factors outside private industry,
such as the public sector or international trade. The analysis of overall
industrial policy since 1$6A and the attempt to develop criteria for assessing its effectiveness contribute to a better understanding of this subject.
The case studies cover new areas of research. By linking the analysis of
policy-making with theoretical hypotheses concerning industry's main problems
the effects of policy measures in private industry can be evaluated to determine both the limitations and the potential of state intervention in private
industry.
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PREFACE
The following details should be kept In mind, when reading the text:
a) Notes: These are Indicated in the text by consecutive numbers In parentheses at the end of the relevant sentence or paragraph, such as (1), (2),
and so forth. They are arranged chapter by chapter and can be found at the
end of the thesis, following Appendix 1.
b) Abbreviations; When used for the first time In text, abbreviations are
usually written in parentheses after the words abbreviated; for example,
"....the National Enterprise Board (NEB)...." In subsequent use, the text
contains the abbreviation only. A list of frequently used abbreviations
In alphabetical order Is attached, following the footnotes.
c) References: When a specific article, pamphlet, or book is mentioned in
the text (or In the notes) for the first time, the name of the author(s)
appears In capital letters; thereafter, in case of repeated reference, the
lower case Is used. Each reference In text includes the name of the author(s), the year of publication, and specific pages, tables, chapters or
sections of that publication, where relevant.
For example: 1) S. YOUNG (1974, pp. 92-101)
this implies a specific reference to pp. 92-101 of S. Young's book which Is mentioned here for the
first time.
or 2) G. Ganz (1977)
this refers to Ganz's book as a whole
and Implies that this publication has already been referred to previously
In text (or footnotes).
In case of reference to different materials by the same author(s) published in the same year, these are distinguished by capital letters: e.g.
M. Wllkinson (1978A), M. Wilkinson (1978B). A complete and alphabetically
ordered bibliography follows the list of abbreviations at the end of the
thesis. The titles are underlined, In the case of a book or an unpublished mlmeo, and in the case of an article the name of the journal is under1tned.
The sign for the British pound used In the text is b.

PART 1 :

PRODUCTION CONDITIONS AND ELEMENTS OF STRUCTURAL WEAKNESS I^M THE
PRIVATE INDUSTRY OF THE UNITED KINGDOM

INTRODUCTORY NOTE
The first part of the thesis presents in two chapters an analysis of
the conditions for growth in U.K. private industry. Recent attempts to
explain the comparatively low growth in the U.K. economy on the basis of
the declining share of Its manufacturing sector are critically assessed
In Chapter 1. Therein we argue that these theories of "deindustrialization M , which emphasize the contribution of manufacturing in the economy
as an important determinant of overall growth, are inadequate. Their focus
on manufacturing industry and on constraints to its expansion, which operate outside that sector's own dynamics, is shown to be incapable of providing a satisfactory explanation of U.K.'s industrial problems.
In Chapter 2 we attempt an alternative framework of analysis by concentrating Instead on private industry and Its internal supply factors determining growth which we term "production conditions." Among these we
stress in particular: a) the lack of investment activity to add new and
more modern production capacity at a sufficient rate; and b) the apparent
Inability within private industry to use existing resources efficiently in
the process of production.
It Is our hypothesis that these two deficiencies on the supply side of
growth acted combined as a serious constraint on the expansion of U.K. private industry In the post-war period. Attention Is then focused on identifying Institutionalised "elements of structural weakness": limits on external finance, managerial Inefficiency, out-moded work practices and techniques of production. These elements, which are structural in the sense of
constituting deep-rooted and institutionalized problems with a long history
of evolution in the context of the U.K. economy, are analysed more closely
In order to explain why the production conditions, most notably investment
and efficiency in production, are so unfavourable.
The aim of this analytical exercise in the first part of the thesis is
thus to establish tiie theoretical framework, within which major problems of
U.K. private industry can be identified. Based on our explanations and
findings concerning the constraints to expansion within the private sector
In the first two chapters, we can then proceed to evaluate certain policy
measures which have been introduced recently in this country to deal with
those constraints.
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CHAPTER 1 : THE LIMITS OF ESTABLISHED EXPLANATIONS OF LOW GROWTH IN
THE U.K.

1 1 .The U.K. Economy's Growth Record after WW2 in an international
context
Over the last 100 years the U.K. economy has declined relative to
other industrialised nations. This process, expressed in terms of its
falling share of world exports, increasing import penetration and a growth
rate of its industry that was gradually declining over time compared to
previous periods and in relation to other countries, had already commenced
The longevity of this downward trend points to deepin the 1870 1 s.
rooted, historical weaknesses within the U.K. industry. Even during the
world-wide boom after WW2, which created even in the U.K. sustained expansion, full employment and record growth of exports to an unprecedented extent, the U.K. economy as a whole did less well ,than other major economies,
as Is evident from Table I.I.'2 '
the U.K. economy in an international conTable 1.1. Comparison data
text during the 1960's and early 1970's.
average ann.ua',
average annual
change in average annual
trade-share growth-rate of growth-rate of growth-rate of
real GDP per
real GDP
1961-197^ export volume
capita
1961-1972
1961-1972*
1961-1972
2.0*
2.5%
4.9*
-5.1*
U.K.
8.9*
+0.8*
Belgium
k.7%
10.3*
+0.5*
France
3-6*
4.5*
8.9*
West Germany +2.3*
4.1*
4.8*
10.8*
-0.9*
Italy
8.9*
10.1*
15. n
+5-5*
Japan
k.k%
5.6*
10.1*
Netherlands +1.2*
3.0*
3-7*
7-3*
-0.1*
Sweden
U.S.A.

-5.2*

6.4*

3.2*

SOURCE: OECD (197*0
These data show convincingly that in terms of growth and trading performance the U.K. lagged behind its main competitors even during the boom period. In addition, the average growth rate of the U.K. economy began to
fall from cycle to cycle from the mid-1960's onwards, thus ending a short
period of more rapid growth In the early 1960's which had been encouraged
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by reflatlonary economic policies. After 1973, which marked the beginning
of a recession in the U.K. and elsewhere, the average rate of growth fell
to a level substantially below even that of the second half of the 1950's,
during which a rigid policy of demand deflation in the interest of reestablishing the convertabllity of the currency had contributed to comparatively
slow growth (see table 1.2).
Table 1.2: The deterioration of growth In the U.K.
Year
real average growth rate of GDP p.a.
(measured over cycles from peak to peak)

1955-59
1960-63
1964-67
1968-72
1973-77

2.24%
3.10%
2.90%
2.46%
1.36%

SOURCE: CSO (1976, T.I.12, p. 15); Trade and Industry, 2/6/1978, p. 495.
To explain the comparatively poor and more latterly deteriorating growth
record of the U.K., recent studies have pointed to the contraction of the
manufacturing sector In the U.K. Its share in total GDP fell from an
average 35.5% In 1955-59 to an average 30.7% in 1970-/5 with a low point
of 28.7% in 1975. 5 ' While manufacturing declined relatively to other
sectors also in countries, such as the USA, Sweden, and even Japan, this
process was most pronounced in the U.K. 'Table 1.3. compares the relative
strength of manufacturing industry In terms of growth of output, employment and productivity In 6 EEC-countries and confirms the U.K. position.
Table 1.3: Data of manufacturing industry's growth in selected
EEC-countries
1) Annual growth rates of output In manufacturing (in per cent)
1960-6**
196*1-69
1955-60
196^-72
Belgium
4. 08
7.22
5.67
5.37
France
5-72
7.11
6.48
6.46
West Germany 7-72
5.95
6.15
4.60
Italy
7.13
8.02
8.00
5.32
Netherlands
6.28
6.33
6.63
5.23
3.16
3.25
2.83
U.K.
2.78
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growth-rates of employment In manufacturi ng
1955-60
1960-64
1964-69
Belgium
0.53
2.16
-0.43
France
1.26
2.13
0.15
West Germany
2.66
0.58
0.56
Italy
2.88
3.46
1.37
Netherlands
1.49
1.82
-0.38
U.K.
0.62
0.09
-0.23
2)-Annual

1969-72
0.71
1.80
0.22
1.14
-1.75
-1.61

3) Annual growth-rates of output per person employed in manufacturing
1955-60
1960-64
1964-69
1969-72
Belgium
3.53
4.96
6.12
4.62
France
4.40
4.87
6.32
4.58
West Germany
4.92
5.34
5.55
4.37
Italy
5.00
3-54
6.53
4.14
Netherlands
4.77
4.38
7.04
7.11
U.K.
2.19
3.40
3.15
4.46
SOURCE: D.T. JONES (1976, pp. 75-77)
The growth differential in manufacturing between the U.K. and the rest
was substantial during the whole period 1955-1972. The U.K. manufacturing
sector managed, however, to increase the growth rate in productivity (elbelt from a very low starting base) and thus to prevent any further widening of the 'productivity gap. 1 At the same time the achievement cane at
the expense of falling levels of employment and could therefore not be
transformed into higher output growth. Only the Netherlands had a stronger decline in employment after 1964, but maintained it's output levels
through significant productivity gains. All the other countries continued more or less to experience net employment gains and therefore enjoyed
higher growth-rates of manufacturing's output.
It seems from T. 1.3. that the price for improvements in productivity
In the U.K. was a net reduction of employment In manufacturing, as capacity expansion and with it the creation of new jobs were InsuffIcierr to
absorb all those made redundant. According to R. BACON and W. ELTI3
(1975» PP« 34-38) the rate of growth of industrial production fell in the
U.K. from 35% in 1955-65 (equal to a 3.0% p.a. average) to 17% for 1S&57 75 (1.5% P«a. on average). Productive capacity expansion in manufacturing
fell from 35% between 1955-65 to 22% (2.5% p.a.) between cyclical p-eaks
1965 and 1973. At the same time productivity In the manufacturing sector
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grew 33% in 1965-?** (3-2% p.a.). In as much as productivity growth since
the mld-60's exceeded those of .capacity expansion and industrial production, there was a consequent decline In the numbers employed in manufacturing of 12.5% In 1965-71* (1.5* P-a«) together with a fall in the number
of hours worked. The key problem seems therefore to have been insufficiclent capacity expansion with the effect that productivity gains did not
result in higher levels of output. Without a higher level of net investment the contraction of U.K. manufacturing in relation to the rest of the
economy could neither be prevented nor stopped. This process of a relatively declining manufacturing sector (usually expressed in terms of its
falling share in total GDP) was recently termed ^industrialisation. 1 (A)
1.2. The limitations of the 'deindustrialIsation' concept as the basis
to explain low growth
Deindustrialisatlon, as defined by Bacon and Eltis, has recently become the concern of economists and policy-makers, because, as Slngh (1977,
p. 122) points out, manufacturing Is the most Important source for infc
creases In productivity, rapid technologies! change and expanding exports.
We will argue in this section that 'deindustrialisation'-theories, as recently formulated by R. BACON and W. ELTIS (1976) or A. Singh (1977) to
explain the low growth of the U.K. economy, are inadequate. Bacon and
Eltis, for example, distinguish between a market sector where products are
sold at a market price above costs, and a non-market sector which covers
all activities of the public sector to the' extent that they are not sold
at all or are sold at a subsidized price below costs, such as defense, law
and order, administration, health, etc. They note the expansion of employment in and relatively fast growth of non-market activities. They assume
further that all Investment goods and exports are marketed and that all
the money spent by wage and salary earners and pensioners is spent on marketed output. Hence the combined marketed output of the manufacturing and
service sectors must supply all the private consumption, investment and
export needs of the whole economy (pp. 26-27). Because of the expansion
of (non-market) public sector enjoyment and activities a steadily increasing proportion of marketed output Is consumed by those who do not add to
the country's resources. At the same time industrial workers have through
wage militancy maintained their consumption share, resisting successfully
a reduction in real net take-home pay. Therefore, as more resources are
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absorbed by those who do not add to marketed output and as personal consumption of those producing marketed output cannot be lowered, the reduction of resources available to the market sector had to come entirely from
investment and exports (p. 28-29). This leads them to conclude that all
the major economic ills in the U.K., be it the growing defensive militancy of
of the industrial workforce, increasing balance of payments deficits, accelerating inflation, the squeeze on profits and investment in the market
sector, were caused by the rapid expansion of employment and absorption of
resources in the non-market public sector. This theory provides the basis
for economic policies that aim to rechannel resources into investment and
exports by cutting public sector employment and expenditure and by keeping
wage increases down.
But this theory, which has had some impact on policy-making, has
serious limitations:
1) The claim in Bacon and Eltis (1976, p. 27) that all investment is marketed is factually wrong. A growing proportion of investment in industry
Is, as will be shown in subsequent chapters, heavily subsidised and supported by public expenditure. Support for industrial investment in the
form of allowances and grants, artificial low-cost pricing of products from
public sector suppliers (steel, energy, transport, etc.)* regional aid, and
selective investment aid schemes increased rapidly during the 1960's and
1970's.
2) The analysis of Bacon and Eltis concentrates entirely on the costs of
public sector activities and ignores their potential and actual benefits
to private industry through raising the level of education, training and
health of the workforce, as a source of aggregate demand or through direct
subsidies.
3) G. HADJIMATHEOU (1977, p. 22-23 and T.2-*0 showed for the U.K. that
at constant prices the share of public expenditure in GNP had actually
fallen between 1955 and 197^. Therefore the claimed relative increase of
the public sector was mostly due to relative price effects. The aboveaverage inflation rate in the public sector resulted possibly from lower
productiv/tty and other cost pressures. He also pointed out that the fastest increase in public sector activities came in transfer payments to
those outside the work-force and in net lending. Both findings contradict
the claim by Bacon and Eltis that the present economic crisis is caused by
the expansion of public sector activities directly depriving the private
sector of needed resources. G. HADJIMATHEOU and A. SKOURAS (1977) exten-
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sively attacked Bacon and Eltis on both statistical and theoretical
grounds, casting further doubts on the validity of their theory.
A) According to the empirical evidence in OECD (197*0 and in R. NEILD
and T. WARD (1976) other Western European countries experienced in the
I960 1 s and 1970's proportionately larger and/or more rapidly growing nonmarket sectors (expressed in terms of levels and increases of both public
expenditure and taxation) than the U.K. without having suffered from similar consequences in terms of growth, inflation, balance of payments deficits.
5) The shift of resources into the public sector can only become a problem if the production of marketed output has not been increasing sufficiently to absorb the growing claims from an expanding public sector without reducing at given wage rates the proportion left for investment and/or
exports of the market sector. This point is even briefly mentioned in
Bacon and Eltis (1976, pp. 123-1210. But they make no attempt to explain
why production in the private sector has not expanded at a high enough
rate. Instead of focussing on this underlying problem they shift the emphasis on the rapid expansion of non-marketed activity which can only become problematic as a consequence of marketed output not having risen
enough. It is the latter that needs to be at the centre of any explanation
of low growth in the U.K.
6) The implication of their theory that a shift of resources back into
the market sector is a) achievable and b) takes care of major..economic ills
Is dubious. It assumes that workers made redundant in the non-market sector will find suitable employment in the market sector. This would presuppose extensive retraining facilities, motivation for occupational mobility and large enough capacity expansion in the market sector with production technologies of a less labour-saving nature. There is little indication that all this is likely to occur. It is in addition less than certain that the private sector will actually use the finaocial resources set
free by cuts in public expenditure and taxation to achieve more investment
and/or exports. In order to make this assumption it would be necessary to
analyse the determinants of investment decisions, production techniques,
employment levels and export potential in private industry. An investigation of such factors is, however, entirely outside the reach of Bacon and
Eltis 1 theoretical framework.
The second variant of the 'delndustrialisation 1 theory with policy
Implications has been most clearly formulated by Singh. His basic argument
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in Stngh (1977, p. 11*0 is that the weakness of U.K.'s industrial economy,
for whatever reasons, has been exacerbated by its increased participation
in world trade, made possible by institutional arrangements such as free
trade and currency convertibility. This has been due to a number of reasons: 1) The 'competitive aspects' of economic expansion elsewhere will
create alternative sources of supply competing with and constraining a
country's industries even in their own home market. 2) Successful competition from other industrialised economies might occur most likely in the
technically most advanced industries with largest potential for productivity growth. This affects the structure of demand and output of a less
successful economy even more adversely, as its sectors with the highest
potential for future growth are most severely hit. 3) A deteriorating
foreign trade position may via balance of payments deficits and a weakened
>
exchange rate force the government into deflationary policies and thus
have an adverse effect on the aggregate level of demand at home, k) This
constraint on demand and the pressure of foreign competition on the profitrates of domestic firms will reduce their incentive to invest. For the
same reasons foreign companies are less likely to invest in the U.K., while
U.K. firms are rrore likely to invest abroad to the direct detriment of the
already difficult balance of payments position of the U.K. This Is particularly true in a country like the U.K. with its long tradition of overseas investment and its comparatively large number of multinational corporations.
The combination of all these forces in a situation of inadequate
international competitiveness will perpetuate the deindustrialisation proThe major shortcoming of
cess and accelerate industrial decline.
Slngh's theory Is that the lack of international competitiveness is already
assumed a priori. His arguments concern only the aggravating effects of
International trade on an already weak domestic industry. Their purpose is
to present a strong case for Import controls. Singh explicitly (p. 119)
does not attempt to Identify the prime reasons for the underlying weakness
of U.K. industry. As in the case of Bacon and Eltis his analysis of deindustrial icat ion only refers to constraints external to manufacturing industry, and fails to analyse specific factors without which the expansion of
the public sector or international trade could not have had such negative
effects. This criticism requires In Singh's case, however, a minor qualification because of some important clues at the end of his article (p. 131)
He notes that despite productivity improvements and relative price and cost
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advantages as a result of a series of devaluations since 1967 the trading
performance of U.K. manufacturing deteriorated continuously.

This phenom-

enon Is probably not attributable to peculiar features of the structure of
U.K. demand, because there Is evidence that a) the patterns of demand in
all advanced economies (including the U.K.) are not very different from each
other and grow Increasingly uniform, and b) the comparatively lower growth
of personal Income in the U.K. has reduced the likelihood of rapid changes
In U.K.'s demand pattern and has correspondingly also reduced the problems
for Industry having to respond to such changes.

He concludes that conse-

quently the main reasons for such lack of competitiveness at home and abroad
must be non-price factors operating on the supply-side and negatively affecting industrial performance.

He then discusses briefly recent studies

that have emphasised two key problem-areas with regard to U.K. industry's
supply-side: its disappointing investment record and the poor effectiveness
of Its investment with regard to raising output.

These are first clues to

an important direction of further research which will be more fully developed below in Ch. 2, where we attempt to identify elements within U.K. industry that may account for Its persistent lack of competitiveness and sat~
isfactory growth.

Such an analysis should overcome the major short-comings

of the deindustrialisatlon theories discussed, namely their concentration
on factors external to industry (in this case manufacturing industry), be
they International trade, public sector expansion or inability to shift
labour from agriculture to industry.

An alternative analysis of U.K.'s economic problems in terms of
supply-side constraints within industry, as attempted in ch. 2,
could, however, Justly be criticized for ignoring possible de=
mand constraints on growth and their relation to macro-economic
demand management. It is not denied here that growth has in the
past been adversely affected by policy-induced restrictions on
aggregate demand. Such deflationary policies, as introduced in
1961, 1966, 1970 or 1975 § were always considered necessary after
only short periods of demand reflation, exactly because domestic
industry appeared incapable of preventing rapid growth of imports
and the occurrence of supply bottlenecks or of achieving sustain=
able increases in levels of output, export and investment. The
resulting instability, as reflected in larger balance of payments
deficits, higher inflation rates and a threatened exchange rate,
forced policy-makers repeatedly to deflate the economy. By redu=
cing aggregate demand more room would be created for exports,
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while the influx of imports and the bulla-up of inflationary
pressures could be brought under control at the sane time. Thus
the return to a healthier balance of payments position and the
prevention of a currency crisis were achieved at the expense of
a higher growth rate of both demand and productive capacity.
This raises two questions» firstly, how can these recurring
crises be avoided in the future? We argue here that the growing
balance of payments deficits and the acceleration of inflation
during the upswing and boom phases of the business cycle (usually
in the U.K. induced or supported by reflationary policies) have
in the context of the U.K. economy been caused (or at least been
exacerbated) by the inadequate productive capacity and competiti=
veness of domestic companies, A higher level of investment acti=
vity and more efficient use of existing and new capacity would
probably help to prevent supply bottlenecks, reduce the growth
of imports, improve U.K. industry's ability to export, and control
inflationary pressures. This in turn would strengthen UK's balance
of payments position, making crises and the adoption of drastic
demand-curbing measures less likely events.
Secondly, are there better methods than demand deflation to
deal with short-term balance of payments constraints, given that
improvements of industry's competitiveness and supply-oriented
policies may be absent or involve long-term processes of change?
Remedial action to tackle within industry the underlying causes
produce
of the balance of payments constraint is unlikely to
results soon enough to prevent the outbreak of yet another crisis.
Should such a crisis provoke another round of demand deflation,
it would certainly have the most serious repercussions for ratio=
nalisation and expansion programs of domestic firms. Already com=
pleted projects may not bring the expected benefits because of
lack of market demand. Reduced levels of capacity utilization,
profitability and availability of investment finance will lead
to interruptions of ongoing projects and to the postponement or
abadonement of Investment plans for the near future. Policies to
reduce aggregate demand are therefore detrimental to those efforts
aimed at the supply-side constraints within industry without
which the chronic oalance of payments weakness will not be over=
come. In addition, such policies bear very heavy social costs
through the losses of output, income and employment opportunities,

as existing capacity is underutilized and possibly even preroatu=
rely scrapped, unemployment is increased, investment plans are
cancelled, and state revenues to finance, say, public welfare
3
are reduced.
The need to find less costly and less disruptive alternati=
ves to deflation has been first recognized as an urgent issue in
the early 1960's, when, as we shall discuss more fully below in
sec 3«^ol, concern for higher growth gradually replaced currency
stability as the top economic policy priority. France's success=
<*
ful method of avoidingbalnce of payments crises and subsequent pe=
riods of policy-induced recessions by devaluing its currency from
advocates in the U.K. Devalua=
time to time found, after 1961,
tion would make imports more expensive, while domestically produ=
ced goods would become more price-competitive both at home and
abroad. The consequent increase in demand for domestic products
and the improvement in the trade balance would facilitate demand
management towards a higher growth-rate at the full employment
level. However, devaluation of sterling could also undermine the
strength of the dollar and thus the international monetary system.
In addition it could add to Inflation, which would eventually wipe
out any temporary improvements in the price competitiveness of
UK goods due to a lower exchange rate. To avoid those difficulties,
some economists proposed import controls as an alternative to de=
valuation. In this way the balance of payments could be improved,
while at the same time supporting domestic firms by shifting de=
mand towards their goods and giving them an opportunity to under=
take necessary reorganisation without the threat posed to their
continued existence by overseas competitors.* '
As difficulties with UK's external balance continued, defla=
tionary policies were applied even after the mid-1960's and during
the 1970's despite their obvious costs in output and income lost.
It seems therefore appropriate toaialyse why sporadic attempts
after 1964 to find alternatives to deflation have not produced
the benefits which their protagonists in the still ongoing policy
debates have been promising. Devaluation, as first tried in 196?
andsince the adoption of a floating exchange-rate in 1972 a more
or less continuing process (with the possible.exception of the
last two years), has, as pointed out in Singh(l977,p.i3i), failed
to halt the deterioration in the trading performance of U.K.firms.
-12-

There are several factors that reduce the effect of a lower ex=
change-rate on industry's international competitiveness or the
trade balance c Firstly, its impact on the sterling prices of UK
Imports may be lessened, because other countries might devalue
their currencies as well. This was the case in November 1967,
when the devaluation of the sterling was followed within a week
by similar action affecting eleven other currencies, or in the
recent period of currency instability, which in 1976 prompted
governments of the industrialised West to accuse each other of
currency warfare 1 as the modern successor of protectionist trade
wars. Secondly, as UK costs and prices (in £) rise as a result
of devaluation (causing in 1967,for example, a 3% increase in the
retail price index), the prices of UK exports (in foreign currency)
will not fall proportionately. Thirdly, devaluation worsens a
each object exported
It causes
country's terms of trade.
to earn less foreign currency and hence export volume must be
Increased to earn the same amount of foreign currency. Thus deva=
luations, such as In 1967 and 1975/76, have been accompanied by
policies to restrict public expenditure and personal consumption
(through checks on» nominal wage increases) and to thus set free
resources for increased exports. Devaluation has in effect never
been an alternative to deflation. Quite to the contrary, it has
resulted in restrictions on aggregate demand at home,not only to
increase export volume, but also because UK's propensity to import
failed to decline after devaluation and instead continued to- be
high. Fourthly , as established by P.HOLMES(1978, pp.93-10^)
In a study of the pricing behaviour of large UK companies in the
aftermath of devaluation, a majority of the larger UK firms under
investigation did not take the opportunity to use the devaluation
for price reductions of their goods (expressed in foreign curren=
cy) and to increase their export volume, but Instead preferred
to keep their export prices in foreign currencies unchanged and -so
increase their profit margins (in B) abroad'!. He also found a
positive relation between the degree of concent rat ic-n (i.e, the
market structure) and the degree of competitive behaviour, with
oligopolistic firms less likely to increase volume of sales rather
than profit margins. The high degree of concentration in many in=
dustries and among exporting firmslimite the use of devaluation
The problem.is aggrevated in
to increase export volume.
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the case of UK's multinationals, which traditionally have relied
much more than their German or Japanese counterparts on direct
investments overseas as an alternative to aid thus at the expense
of sustained-export efforts. Furthermore, as pointed out in the
LABOUR PARTY(1977.P* 30 f.)i the ability of multinational com=
panies to set transfer prices in their intra-company trading across
national boundaries meant that those corporate giants, in effect',
set their own exchange rates. This is especially probable, when
the trade is not in finished goods, but, as applies to the majo=
rity 6f intra-group trade, in parts
and components.
Hence devalation will have less impact on such a company's export
and import policies. Consequently, for devaluation to have its
desired impact on trade, domestic producers must Become more com=
petitive and import substitution needs to be encouraged (to reduce
the country's inelasticity of demand for imports), whereas the
decisions of UK's multinationals concerning their pricing strate=
gies and their plans for exports or overseas investment need to
be more closely scrutinized, and if necessary, influenced as part
of policy-making.
What about Import controls? In November 1964, against the back=
ground of a balance of payments crisis (with a deficit at the then
unprecedented level of B 800m. p.a. and Imports rising by an alarm=
ing 19# p«a.) and after having decided not to devalue, the newly
elected Labour Government imposed a 15# import surcharge on most
imported manufactured goods, which covered roughly a third of all
merchandise imports in 1964. By making imports relatively more
expensive, demand would be shifted to competing domestic products.
At the same time the surcharge acted-as a tax on all the imports
that continued despite the tariff. This, revenue was expected to
reduce domestic expenditure by fe 200m. ana to thus counteract the
inflationary effect of reducing Imports (by an estimated £300m. p.a.)
and switching instead to domestic products.
Subsequently the
official forecasts of the reduction of imports turned out to be
far too optimistic. The surcharge had much
less impact on
imports than anticipated. S.JOHNSTON and M.HENDERSON(196?), for
example, put the savings in imports due to the surcharge over the
whole 2-year period af its existence at no more than fc 210m. (in
1964 prices). The storm of
protests overseas, which followed
the introduction of the surcharge , led within a month to private
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assurances by the UK government that the tariff would be first
reduced and then abolished as soon as possible. General knowledge
of the temporary character of the measure diminished however its
effectiveness . Many foreign suppliers absorbed the charge them=
selves rather than lose their grip on the UK market, helped in
some cases, as were the Irish exporters to the UK t by a partial
or full refund of the surcharge by their own governments. Import
unit values, which before 1965 had gone up steadily, stopped ris=
ing in 1965/66 despite continued price increases in most exporting
countries. Because of the temporary nature of the surcharge many
domestic firms did not reorient production to replace imports for
such a short period of time. Furthermore, a uniform tariff, such
as Labour's surcharge, lacks the degree of selectivity required
to take account of differences in extent and impact of import
penetration in various domestic industries.
The limited effect of this general and temporary measure does not,
however, invalidate the case for quantitative controls on imports,
such as quotas, and their selective and more long-term use. As
mentioned above, Singh(l977) has shown, how domestic industries,
which lack international competitiveness, are further weakened
by unrestrained imports and constraints on demand following balan=
ce of payments and currency crises. The application of quota res=
trlctions or other non-tariff barriers to trade may then permit
the government to avoid such crises or deflation. The argument
that, unlike devaluation, import controls do not support exports
is of less relevance, as long as the larger firms in control of
most exports use a lower exchange-rate to raise their profitmargins rather than their volume of sales abroad or prefer di=
rect investment overseas over exports. It is also weakened by the
inflationary impact of devaluations (as alternatives to controls),
which further reduces any benefits in terms of improved price
competitiveness. The alleged loss of efficiency, caused supposed=
ly by the shift of demand from more efficient foreign suppliers
to less efficient domestic firms, is, as calculated by A.LEIBEN=
STEIri(l966 A,p.393) and R.COOPER(1968,Ch.9,Annex), in the case
of import controls small compared to the costs of deflating the
economy below its productive potential. Furthermore, the increase
in demand and thus in capacity utilization may in itself directly
improve the efficiency of domestic firms, while at the same time
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encouraging a higher level of investment activity to expand and
improve production facilities. In general, import controls would
have to be accompanied by other forms of assistance and selective
intervention to make sure that firms take the steps needed to
make them more competitive , while being given the'breathing space*.
It is therefore quite possible that import controls may well im=
prove, rather than reduce, efficiency in the longer term. Finally,
It is often argued that such restrictions on trade are to be avoi=
ded , because they violate international agreements and invite
retaliation against UK's exports. This ignores the fact that such
treaties often have loopholes or exemptions permitting the use
of Import controls. This policy option deserves therefore the
serious consideration which unions, certain economists and parts
of the Labour party have given it in .recent years.
In Ch.l we have argued that existing explanations of UK's
industrial decline often tend to focus on factors outside in=
dustry, such as the expansion of the public sector and partici=
patIon in free trade, rather than on supply-side constraints in
industry without which these external factors would not have be=
come problematic. However, emphasis on industry's supply-constraints
to Justify micro-economic supply-management must not ignore the
importance of demand constraints for industry's ability to finance
investment and maintain sales. There is a mutual interdependence
and the removal of supply constraints will in the long-run help
to avoid demand constraints, whilst the latter may in the mean=
time impede efforts by firms and policy-makers to bring about the
requires changes on the supply side. This Is especially true in
the case of demand deflation because of its adverse effects on
capacity utilization, productivity, investment finance and busi=
ness confidence. Among the alternatives to deflation we found
that selective, quantitative controls on imports may well be more
effective than general, temporary import surcharges or devaluation
of the currency.
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Chapter 2: SUPPLY-SIDE DETERMINANTS OF GROWTH IN THE PRIVATE
COMPANY SECTOR
2.1. The presentation of our general argument
One methodological difficulty of the analyses of U.K.'s low economic
growth mentioned so far, which prevents them from looking at factors operating within the various industries as constraints to a higher rate of
growth, is their conception of 'industry. 1 Most of them (Bacon and Eltis
(1975), Kaldor (1966), Smith (1975) or Singh (1977)) focus on fl:,ianufacturing Industry." Such an approach makes no distinction between public sector and private sector industries, while at the same time ignoring service
Industries. Bacon and Eltis (1976) try to avoid this problem by differentiating between a 'market'- and a 'non-market 1 sector. This creates new
problems, such as considering all exports and investment as marketed.
- I?-

Their distinction refers only to activities and is not argued on the
basis of specific characteristics of a particular sector. Therefore they
do not need to distinguish between nationalised industry and the public
service sector. Once the nationalised industries 'market 1 their product
(at a price including a mark-up over cost) they would become part of the
market sector. This ignores the reasons why they were nationalised in the
first place and abstracts further from the fact that even when having a
legal duty to earn a commercial rate of return nationalised industries will
continue to operate differently from the private sector. Most of them, for
instance, are licensed monopolies. They are bound to take into account the
government's social and political objectives with regard to, say, regional
policy, industrial democracy, preferences given to specific customers and
to domestic suppliers
often in contradiction to profit considerations.
With the government as the only shareholder they may have easier access to
external sources of finance.
The least problematic distinction seems to be that between the public
\
sector and the private sector
not on the basis of whether products are
'marketed' or not, but whether the means of production are owned privately
or by the state.
The rationale for such an approach is that despite
the popular notion of a 'mixed economy 1 this system is nevertheless fundamentally a capitalist economy in which the function of the public sector
is mainly to support private industry and to intervene where market forces
fail or where private profit interests contradict social and political objectives (termed the 'national interest 1 ). In terms of determining the
balance of payments, prices, overall capacity expansion, regional balance,
and so forth, the private sector is still the decisive force. And profitability is still the overriding criterion for location of plants, creation
of employment, investment decisions, organisation of production, choice of
type of technology and-~prodttcfrs-r-artd determinat-i-en of wage revels, although
the public sector may be used to a 1imited extent to give a lead. (2) From
this follows the need to concentrate on the internal conditions and determinants of growth in the private company sector.

Using the Retail Price Index as a deflator, Table 2.1. indicates a
deterioration of growth in the private sector (i'ncluding the financial
companies) since 1956.
Table 2.1: Growth in the U.K. company sector 1956-76
average annual real growth-rate
real growth rate of
of company sector's GDP over
U.K. company sector's GDP
cycles (from beginning of downturn to next peak)

1956
1957
1958
1959
1960

2.0%
2.2%
0.9%
5-5%
8.0%

1966 0.8%
1967 0.3%
1.4%
1968
1969 -0.3%
1970 2.4%

1961

2 5%

1971

0 4%

1962

-0.6%

1972

3-9%

1963

3.6%

1973-

3.4%

1964
1965

5.8%
0.7%

1974 -6.3%
1975 -6.4%
1976 J.0%

1956-60:
1961-64:
1965-68:
1969-72:
1973-76:

3-72%
2.82%
0.80%
1.60%
-2.80%

p.a.
p.a.
p.a.
p.a.
p.a. (incomplete

cycle, underestimated figure due
to recessionary bias)

SOURCE: nominal GDP of company sector (including financial companies, gross
of capital consumption, net of stock appreciation): CSO (1966, T.13, p. 15)
and CSO (1977, T.I.10, p. 15); Retail Price Index: CSO (1976, p. 42) and
OECD (1978, p. 118).
Since the mid-60's the company sector seems to have more or less stagnated in real terms. Its rate of expansion as a trend has been below that
of the U.K. economy as a whole.

Consequently its share in the GDP of the

U.K. economy fell from an average 56.4% in 1955"59 to an average 52.9% in
1970-75.

Within the sector the financial companies grew relatively faster

than the industrial and commercial companies and increased their overall
share in the private company sector's GDP from 4.9% in 1956 to 8.9% in
1975.

The figures in Table 2.1 are therefore likely to underestimate the

degree to which industrial and commercial companies alone within the private sector experienced stagnating or low growth.

By identifying major factors operating within the private
sector as constraints to growth we may be able to clarify which
policies are required to achieve and sustain a higher growth-rate
and more competitve performance among domestic firms. Such an exercise must be based on a theory of industrial decline. Using
Belgium as a case-study, but developing a theoretical framework
applicable to other 'low growth 1 economies, such as the UK,
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A.LA.,rAL'J-oY( 19^1 ,u!..e, V ;.ndiO) fccussed especially on the dif;rc =
rent impacts of market stagnation and rising demand on firms' in=
vestment behaviour and their consequences for growth.
In rapidly^growing markets firms will frequently experience
short-term capacity shortages, with prices and profits rising as
a result. There will thus be an inducement to invest and thus
with
increase capacity to supply growing markets more products. Lam=
falussy(l96l,p.73ff ) termed this type of investment consciously
aimed at expansion "enterprise investment 11 . It usually takes the
form of major innovations, implying a complete overhaul of pro=
duction processes, large building expenditure and frequently the
erection of new plant. The growing confidence, resulting from
high profits and steady Increases in demand, leads to a lower
premium for uncertainty, which investors add to the interest rate
in investment decisions. This cheapens capital relative to labour
and stimulates therefore the adoption of more capital-intensive
techniques. Investment plans in expanding markets will also be
less hindered by the indivisibility of capital assetsi if brandnew plant cannot be fully employed at the present level of demand,
regular increases in demand ensures full capacity utilization
sooner or later. In a rapidly expanding economy investment acti=
vlty and thus the demand for capital goods will be higher, leading
to a more active market and higher prices fc.r industrial buildings,
c
second*-hand machinery and even scrap. This encourages the srapping
of old, but not yet fully worn out plant and machinery which in=
novation and the introduction of new production techniques often
may require. Firms facing regularly expanding markets are also
more inclined to interrupt production to rebuild new plant and
bear the short-term decline of profits due to innovation than
firms struggling for survival in stagnating markets which are
much less able to afford loosing a single customer. Furthermore,
In a growing economy there will be more cash available to finance
B&D and a higher willingness of firms to commit more of the re=
sources for the introduction of new processes and products. But
widespread "enterprise Investment", initially encouraged by actual
and expected rapid growth, will in turn provide the basis for new
Increase in demand, be it as a result of additional employment
and wage income, by strengthening those sectors supplying the new
plant and machinery, or because new products create new markets.
-20-

The complete overhaul of production processes and possible cs=
tablishrcent of new plant, which charactelze "enterprise investment" , are more likely to lead to maximum scale economies and
more rapid technological progress. The consequences v,ill be lower
unit costs, Improved quality 6f existing products and frequent
introduction of entirely new products. The resulting gains in r
efficiency and international competitiveness provide the basis
for export offensives and import substitution both new sources of
demand. Expanding markets(the demand side) and "enterprise in=
vestment"(the supply side) are thus interrelated .and condition
each other, providing cumulative self-reinforcing benefits.
In a situation of declining, stagnating or only slowly grow=
ing markets firms will not have the means and incentives to un=
dertake "enterprise investment". If other firms do not simulta^
neously Increase their levels of investment activity and demand
does not rise sufficiently, then those firms undertaking major
investment projects may end up *rith excess capacity, lower profitrates and subsequently more restricted and expensive access to
sources of external finance. Whereas in a rapidly expanding eco=
nomy firms may lose market shares and profits to competitors,
if they do not keep up with the generally high investment activity,
firms in a 'low growth' economy run large risks, if they do engage
in "enterprise Investment" projects. Major innovation and capacity
expansion will also be hampered by the lower cash flow, the longer
pay-off periods for previous investment, and the low scrap values
for old, but still functioning capital equipment characteristic
of a 'low growth' economy. Instead firms, facing stagnating mar=
kets and their consequences, will try to defend their marketshare rather than expand aggressively. Their "defensive invest=
merit" will focus more on the improvement of existing capital
goods through rationalisation (i.e. organisational, rather than
technological, innovation independent of long-term research, big
R&D-budgets, expensive use of professional staff and automation
devices) and minor innovations which can be dene without major
investment expenditure and costly scrapping of existing plant and
machinery. The effects of this "defensive" investment behaviour
are less capacity expansion, slower pace of technological change
and introduction of new products, longer use of old plant and
machinery* As firms spend less, fewer new employment opportunities
-21-

be created. All this results in production belov; the optimal
efficiency levels, continued lack of international competitiveness
and inadequate creation of new sources of demand. A 'low growth 1
economy therefore not only leads to "defensive investment", but
is at the same -time reinforced, perpetuated by it. The question
is how to break out of this vicious cycle. Is it primarily a prob=
lem for traditional macro-economic demand management and a question
cope with demand constraints other than
of developing means to
self-defeating deflation (as discussed above in the analysis of
devaluation versus import controls)? Or is there in addition a
need for a policy oriented towards supply-side constraints within
Industry to complement appropriate demand management measures?

Recent studies, whose conclusions were briefly summarized in A. Singh
(1977), stressed in this context the need to focus on 'supply-side 1 deficiencies.

The problem of inadequate levels of investment activity as well

as the failure to use existing resources In production efficiently were
both mentioned in Singh's concluding remarks as having contributed to the
lack of growth and international competitiveness of domestic producers.
In addition the empirical evidence of Table 1.3 indicated that insufficient
creation of new capacity prevented higher productivity from being translated Into higher levels of output and led instead to a net loss of employment (in manufacturing and thus in significant parts of private industry).
A formal way of presenting these relations between , on the one hand,
Investment and efficient use of productive resources, which in accordance
with our definition in the

introductory note to Part 1 are part of the

"production conditions 11 In private industry, and growth on the other is
through a reformulation of the HARROD-DOMAR accounting identity g «= s/k
Expressed In supply-terms g stands for the rate of growth of output and k
for the capital-output ratio, while s can be dePned as the share of net
Investment In output, because actual savings equal investment by deflnlt.on.<*>
Using the formula with Its most simplifying assumptions, as spelled
out In footnote A, we can say that, ceteris par I bus, the growth-rate In
the private company sector depends on a) the net investment share and b)
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the capital-output ratio.

Later we will discuss in more detail why the

capital-output ratio can be used as a proxy to'indicate investment efficiency.

Our argument has thu^ far developed the following hypothesesi l)The
'deindustrialisation 1 theories based on the lack of capacity expan=
sion (Bacon and Eltis) or competitiveness (Singh) of domestic in=dustry fail to explain
supply constraints, but instead as=
sume then a priori. 2) The effects of UK's balance of payments
difficulties, aggravated by repeated deflation, and the interaction
between 'low growth 1 and 'defensive investment' being one of mutual
reinforcement, as analysed by Lamfalussy, emphasize both the need
for demand management policies which help to create the environ=
ment for more rapid growth.
However, because expansion depends
also on the Investment behaviour of firms and their ability to
overcome existing supply-side constraints, we direct our attention
to these factors. In the rest of Ch.2 we will examine more fully the
effects ofinvestinent and of efficiency on growth in private industry,
2.2. The trend of investment activity In the U.K. company sector
2.2.1. Empirical Evidence
Table 2.2. is a time-series of the net investment share (i.e. net domestic
fixed capital formation as a proportion of net domestic product) of the
U.K. company sector as a whole, and of the industrial and commercial companies including and excluding the North Sea oil-related "petroleum and
natural gas" sector.

'

Table 2.2: The net investment share of the U.K. company sector 1956-76
Year
net Investment share
s of industrial
s of ind. and
s^S/Y of total U.K.
and commercial
comm. companies
company sector
companies
less "petroleum
and natural gas"

1956

6.5%

1957

7.4*

1958

7.2*

1959

7.1*

1960

7,7*

1961

8.7*

1962

8.1*

1963

7.0*

1964

8.5*

1965

9.0*

8.3*
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1966
196?
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
197**
1975
1976

8.2$
7.6$
8.5$
10.2$
10.3$
8.8$
8.2$
10.7$
11.1*$
9.9$
8.6$

(Table continued)
7.2$

6.1*$
7.0$
7.9$
8.1$
6.9$
6.4$
7.8$
8.7$
7.5$

7.9$
6.6$
5.9$
6.9$
6.7$
3.1$ (est.)

n.a.

n.a.

SOURCE: CSO (1966, T.62 and 65), CSO. (1976A, T.I.11, T.14.1, T.12.9,
T.11.8), CSO (1977, T.11-10), Business Monitor, Provisional Results, 197^,
and Business Monitor PA104, p. 3.
The net investment share s can, given the specified assumptions about
capital consumption and replacement investment (see footnote 5), be taken
as an indicator for capital expenditure to expand capacity. Table 2.2
implies that the actual increase of the net investment share of the company
sector after 196V65 was mostly due to the rapid expansion of financial
companies and North Sea oil-related investment. Apart from these growth
sectors the capacity creation in private industry seemed to have declined.
That is, the proportion of the already slowly expanding company sector and
Income spent on new capacity has been declining, if we exclude insurance,
banking and financial business service and the installment of plant and machinery to exploit U.K.'s oil reserves. We can conclude that the levels
of investment activity in most parts of U.K.'s private industry has in
relative terms, i.e. proportionately followed the decline of its growth
rate since the early 1960* s or, to put it less strongly, has not substantially increased. Even the rise in s for the company sector as a whole
does not necessarily indicate a major increase, because it is measured in
relation to a declin ing" growth of income.
the construction of an
2.2.2. Determinants of investment activity
Investment decision equation
Table 2.2. confirms the hypothesis that capacity creation in industry
(particularly in manufacturing) was falling between 1965 and 1975 and was
therefore incapable of generating enough new jobs for all those made re-
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dundant. The Harrod-Domar formula suggests that net investment is one of
the supply-side factors determining growth. In this section we shall try
to identify the factors influencing the investment decision process.
The willingness of firms to invest depends on business confidence,
expectations about future demand trends and firms' target market share.
On this basis, firms will estimate their future capacity needs and will
assess the various possible investment projects according to their expected rates of return. But these expectations are very much affected
by the degree to which firms 1 predictions have proven to be accurate in
terms of actual profitability, capacity utilization and demand levels during the recent past. If, for example, firms have been too optimistic and
the actual increase in demand turns out to be below expectation, leading
to overcapacity, then expectations will tend to be scaled down and investment activity for the next period will tend to be lowered. Investment decisions are therefore made as a response to divergencies between
expectations and outcomes (expressed, say, in terms of profits) in a
process of continuous adjustment to changing market conditions, extrapolation and rational decision-making.
In as much as investment involves expenditure, the capacity of firms
to invest wi 11 depend on the amount of money resources available to finance their projects. These can be financed either internally through
retained profits (i.e. gross trading profits net of dividends, interest,
taxes, and non-trading expenditure, but including depreciation provisions,
investment allowances and interest revenues from financial assets), or
from external sources, such as banks or the equity market.
Given these behavioural specifications, investment will depend largely on expected profitability. Discrepancies between past expectations and
current outcome, even if stated in terms of demand/sales or degree of capaclty utilization, will show up as differences between expected and actual
profit-rates. Furthermore, for any given level of appropriations (tax
rate, interest, etc.) internal investment finance will depend on profits
generated. Ultimately, the capcity of a firm to generate funds externally through bank loans or the issue of shares at the stock market is
(6)
determined by its actual and anticipated profit-rates.
With expectations, the experience of divergence between previous
market evaluations and current outcome (prompting adjustments in planning
ahead), internal and external investment finance the principal determinants of investment behaviour we can construct the following simple,
linear Investment decision equation: D t = a t (l+x t )S t with D t standing for
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investment decisions, S indicating internal finance, x being external
finance as a proportion of internal finance and a^ constituting an adjustment variable in light of changing expectations, all in period t. D will
go up with an increase in investment fina'nce (S or x or both) and/or in
expectations a . We can write
0>(e) -(P(e) -P(a) D

at s

Rei;

where P(e) expresses expected profitability at the start .of period t and
P(a) t stands for actual profits as they materialize during period t. With
no discrepancy and profits occurring as expected we get P(e) -P(a) = 0,
hence a t= 1 and D remains unaffected. If, however, expectations were too
optimistic, then P(e) -P(a) is larger than zero, a is below 1 and D
will start to decline over period t. The same process in reverse happens
with too pessimistic expectations. Furthermore, the expectations at the
start of the next period P(e) . are an increasing function of the adjustment a during t. Therefore, with firms being too optimistic in period t,
a downward revision of expectations would follow in the next period:
P(e) .< P(e) as a < 1. The exact reverse effect takes place in case
of too pessimistic expectations during t: P(e) t ,, > P(e) as a > 1. The
experience in one period will thus affect decisions in the next period.
If therefore profits turn out to be higher (lower) than expected and
a> 1 (a < 1), then more (less) investment projects are a) needed to meet
increased (decreased) growth of sales, b) now rendered profitable and c)
can be financed because of higher (lower) levels of internal and external
investment finance. After a certain period k (during which investment
goods are ordered, constructed and installed) the investment decisions D
will turn into actual investment in new plant and machinery:
In most of the econometric studies of investment behaviour in U.K.
Industry capacity utilization was used as a proxy variable for business
confidence. In other words, our adjustment variable a would have to be
formulated in terms of capacity utilization instead of profitability.
Such a step is viable, because in a situation of surplus capacity a) investment is made less urgent due to lack of pressure on existina capacity,
b) expectations about future capacity needs will be Icwered, c) profitabil
ity will be depressed as unit costs rise with lower capacity utilization.
There Is thus a close relation between the rates of profit and of capacity used.
Apart from this modification the studies confirm the validity of our
. 26 .

approach to determine the factors influencing investment behaviour in U.K.
industry: a) !n all the studies mentioned here, that is, D.J. SMYTH and
G. BRISCOE (1969), J.P BURMAN (1970), P.N. JUNANKAR (1970), A.R. NOBAY
(1970) and M. PANIC and K. VERNON (1975), capacity utilisation was the
statistically most significant variable with the highest correlation coefficient to explain the level of investment decisions; b) Nobay (1970),
Panic and Vernon (1975), and Smyth and Briscoe (1969) also found that
profits, when replacing capacity utilisation, were statistically significant and highly correlated with investment decisions; c) These three
studies also used proxy data for expected output change (Nobay), investment intention surveys of the CBI and Financial Times' share price index
(Panic and Vernon), and Board of Trade (now Department of Industry)-inquiries about investment intentions (Smyth and Briscoe) to estimate business confidence. They found that each of these indicators performed
reasonably well to explain investment decisions and was highly correlated
with capacity utilisation; d) Those who included different financial variables for both internal and external finance (Nobay and Burman) found
that they made a significant contribution to the explanation of investment behaviour; e) The estimation of the 'reaction lag 1 between variations
In the independent variables (e.g. spare capacity) and related changes in
investment orders varied between 1 quarter (Smyth and Briscoe) and 3 quarters (Burman). The 'gestation lag 1 between investment orders and delivery
(including a "queuing" time depending on capital goods supply bottlenecks
and a "production" time) was estimated by Nobay and Burman to vary between
3 and 5 quarters. Total lag estimation varied between 9 months (Panic and
Vernon) and 2 years (Burman).
To sum up, other studies have emphasized the importance of business
confidence on the basis of recent experiences and to a lesser extent also
of investment finance availability in explaining investment behaviour.
They also pointed to the existence of lags. On the basis of such empirical findings and also in reference to our equation we can now examine the
extent to which the inadequate level of investment activity in private
industry has been possibly resulting from lack of confidence because of
expected low profitability and/or from any limitations on financial resources within many U.K. companies. These two factors within the "production conditions" of''private firms are more fully discussed in the
following sections.
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2.2.3. The decline of the profit-rate in U.K.'s private company sector
Table 2.3*. The rate of profit of U.K. industrial and commercial companies
1956-1977
Bank of England
Year
Glyn & Sutcliffe
Series
Series

1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963

1965
1966
1967
1968
1969'
1970
1971
1972
1973
197*
1975
1976
1977

12.
11.6%
11.0*
11 .6%
12.5*
10.
9.
10.7*
11.0*
10.2*
8.3*
8.8*
8.1*

11.5*
10.5*
11.
11.
11.2*

9.9*
9-9*
10.0*
8.5*
7.3*
7-3*
7.5*
6.6*

6.
5.

3-1*
3.5*

SOURCE: A. GLYN and B. SUTCLIFFE (1972), JrJ. Fleming, L.D.D. Price, and
D.H. Ingram (1976), and Trade and Industry, 22/9/1978, p. 675 (for figures

1975-1977).
Both series are before tax, but after correction for stock appreciation
and capital consumption. Both used the replacement cost-approach to calculate the value of capital stock and of accumulated stocks. The difference in the absolute figures of the two series is likely to stem from different methods of evaluating firms' income and assets. As both move almost
exactly together that difference does not diminish their validity of indicating a significant downward trend of the profit-rate over the cycles
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since 1960. (8)
Glyn and Sutcliffe's explanation for this "profit squeeze," is the
most elaborate among those which stress wage pressure and international
competitiveness as the main causes. Rising wage costs could according to
this theory not be fully passed on into higher prices because of increasing competition 'botb at home and abroad. In this context the findings of
S. HENRY, M. SAWYER and P. SMITH (19?6) that unions in the U.K. based OR
average their money wage demands on a target increase of real net earnings in line with productivity increases (i.e. 2-k%> p.a.) confirm the
notion of strong wage pressure. As pointed out by D. JACKSON, G. TURNER /
and F. WILKINSON (1972, p. 98-99) inflation, incomes policies and the
'fiscal drag 1 , moving the average wage-earner into higher and higher income tax brackets, meant that the money wage demands had to be increasingly inflationary just to secure modest net gains in real net pay.
Glyn and Sutcliffe do not, however, explain why the growing wage
demands in money terms could not be compensated for by equivalent productivity increases. For the profit-rate we can write P/K = Y/K (1-W/Y)
with P for profits, W for wages, K for capital-stock and Y for income,
derived from the standard formula Y - P+W. This implies that the profitrate does not only depend on the distribution of income, but also on the
capital-output ratio. Glyn and Sutcliffe only concentrate on the wcge(or profit-)share, emphasizing the decline of the profit-share as a result of not being able to recuperate the growing money wages through
higher prices. According to our formula this decline may not necessarily
cause a fall in the profit-rate, if the lower profit-share was accompanied
by an equivalent decrease in the capital-output ratio, indicating (as
will be discussed below) higher efficiency in production. With higher
productivity (leading to higher Y/K) companies could afford to pay higher
a point ignored
wages without having to suffer from lower profitability
by Glyn and Sutcliffe. Therefore the profit-crisis is not only a product
of wage pressure and tougher international competition, but could have
been avoided with a sufficiently high improvement in production efficiency.
Why this has not happened will be discussed in sec, 2.3 below.
Our conclusion so far is that the deteriorating growth-rate of U.K.'s
private industry is related to inadequate levels of nat investment caused
by falling profit-rates. This process is self-reinforcing. Low investment
itself will in reverse keep down not only growth, but also profits over the
(q)
coming period, thus causing its own perpetuation. ^-"
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2.2.1*. investment Finance
The downward trend in profitability will not only have a consistently
depressing effect on business confidence and thus on investment into new
capacity. It is also reducing the internal cash funds for investment,
while at the same time making it more difficult and costly for companies
to obtain external finance.
Lower profit-rates will weaken internally generated liquidity, unless
there is a simultaneous and proportionate fall in the sum total of all the
appropriations (replacement investment, stock appreciation, dividends,
tax, interest) deducted from the companies' gross earnings. It is reasonable to assume that any such fal1 has not been sufficient to compensate
firms for their lower profitability.
Table 2.4: Company liquidity, financial surplus/deficits and net investment of industrial and commercial companies, all in nominal terms (h m.)
Year

retained and undistributed profits
(i.e. gross trading
profits minus appropriations)

1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975

1665
1242
1001
1476
1756
1687
1351
1493
1876
1700
1178
1489
1944
2493
543
1042

net fixed
investment

874
1056
1004
835
1237
1292
1178
1076
1243
1489
l 44
1508
1577
2089
2725
3009

value of
physical
increases
in stocks

566
246
- 23
170
654
457
267

financial
surplus (+)
deficit (-)

+ 225
- 60
+ 20
+ 421

- 126
- 62
- 94

206

+ 211

354
353
433
- 94

+ 279

- 166
822
1079
-1631

- 142

- 899
+ 75
+ 533
- 418
-3259
- 336

SOURCE: J.S. Fleming, L.D.D. Price, D.H. Ingram (1976)
With retained and undistributed profits as a fairly accurate indicator of
available internal investment finance, Table 2.4. clearly points to the
deteriorating ability of firms to finance net investment expenditure in-
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ternally, especially in the recession 197^/75 after a short-lived improvement in 1972/73= We also-note the relative stagnation of net investment in nominal terms (indicating a decline in real terms) with the
exception of 1973/7^, with changes in investment activity lagging about
one year behind those in retained profits. The situation has recently
been made worse, because since 1969 the fluctuations of stock levels
lagged behind those of internal finance. This increased the financial
deficits in the recessions of 1970/71 and 1973/7 2* considerably.
In addition, because of depressed profitability in domestic industrial activity firms will spend a higher proportion of their already deteriorating internal funds on other assets wi.th an expected higher rate
of return. With U.K.'s long tradition of investing overseas it is not
surprising that U.K. companies raised their long-term investment spending
abroad from h791 m. in 1970 to hl863 m. in 1975, compared with the much
lower Increase of direct investment by foreign companies in the U.K.
(from h7^7 m. in 1971 to t1255 m. in 1975). Higher nominal interest rates
gave firms an additional incentive to build up their liquid assets fairly
substantially during 1971~73. These were run down during the liquidity
crisis of ^^7k t but in 1975 U.K. firms rebuilt their holdings of liquid
assets and allocated k2500 m. for this purpose.
Such a deterioration in the position of internal investment finance
was made worse by the effects of lower profitability on external investment finance. With regard to equity finance low profitability depressed
the confidence of shareholders and thus share-prices. Firms with rapidly
declining prices of their shares face growing risks, as other firms with
larger financial resources can more easily exploit this weakening of a
firm's market position and launch successful take-over bids. At the same
tirr.e, low profitability sets limits to the extent to which firms can pay
out higher dividends to create demand for their stocks. Higher dividends
not only represent increased costs to management, but might also generate
unjustified expectations which will have to be frustrated later. In addition, with demand for. shares falling in a depressed market, competition
between firms over the reduced amount of buyers will intensify and new
share issues to finance investment will be made more difficult.
The risks and costs of borrowing from banks are even higher. In relation to interest payments, managements have to pay the fixed charges set
by banks and thus loose the remaining flexibility they had over determining dividends. Nominal interest charges go up during periods of accelera- 31 -

ting inflation, but also when banks want compensation for their higher
lending risks to financially weakened firms. When lending to those firms
with a lower credit rating banks can also impose restrictions and controls, including sometimes changes in management apart from very detailed
information and monitoring procedures. In case of default on repayment
banks may refuse another loan (which would in any case be even more expensive) or impose a moratorium and thus force the firm into liquidation,
giving them complete control over the firm. Therefore a worsening profitability situation not only reduces internal investment finance, but involves higher costs and risks for firms seeking external sources of supply
of funds.
An additional constraint in terms of external investment finance in
the U.K. is the relation between City-banks and private industry as one
'element of structural weakness. 1 U.K. banks have traditionally been less
involved in and tied to the operations of industrial firms than in the
case of, say, West Germany, Japan, and the U.S.A. This relative separation between industry and finance in the U.K. has developed institutionally and historically since the 1880's. It has meant not only a lower
level of bank borrowing as a proportion of total investment finance in the
U.K. compared to other industrialised countries, but also a less stable
supply of funding from banks. When industrial enterprises had to borrow
heavily to cover financial deficits in a particular year, they tried to
reduce this dependency on banks as rapidly as possible by early repayment
of thei r debts.* '
But despite the preference for internal finance U.K. firms were
forced by the accelerating profitability decline in the 1970's to increasingly borrow from banks, because they could not generate enough cash flow
by themselves. With the related erosion of confidence there was during
1973/7^ little possibility to issue new shares at the stock market. These
recent developments in the wake of the present crisis are summed up in
Table 2.5.
Table 2.5: U.K. Industrial and Commercial Companies
per cent of total funds

sources of funds in

1968-70

1971

1972

1973

197A

493
163
83
153
123

463
133
73
163
183

403
353
73
73
113

383
383
13
103
133

293
483
03
A3
193

undistributed income
bank borrowing
capital issues (U.K.)
other
overseas sources

SOURCE: NEDO (1975, p. *»
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With firms having as a last resort to borrow increasingly from banks
at nominally increasing interest rates and tighter conditions their debt
burden grew significantly. In 197** interest payments of U.K. companies
rose to 87% of pre-tax real profits, compared to only 13% in 1959. Many
firms could not repay their loans and had to go into liquidation, leading
to post-war record- figures in bankruptcies (2575 in 1973, 3720 in 197*»,
5398 in 1975 and 5939 in 1975). As uncertainty intensified, the decline
of confidence continued, conditions in company liquidity and the stock
market further deteriorated and more firms had to take more expensive
credits, the cost of capital went up sharply. Considering equity finance
and bank borrowing together and allowing for uncertainty as an additional
cost factor, J.J. Flemming, L.D.D. Price and S.A. Byers (1976, p. 197)
found that the real post-tax cost of capital (defined as the rate at which
future earnings are discounted by the capital market) rose from k.k% p.a.
in 1972 to 5.9$ p.a. in 1975.
We can conclude that as a consequence of the decline in profitability
the capacity of firms to generate internal funds for investment weakened,
while external supplies of finance were either more difficult to obtain or
involved increasingly higher costs and risks. The climax of this process
came in the recession of 197^ and 1975 with serious liquidity problems and
widespread bankruptcies as a result.
2.3. Efficiency in private industry
2.3.1. The capital-output ratio as a proxy.for "production efficiency"
Up to now we have confined our discussion to the level of investment
activity and its underlying determinants as one of the supply-side elements Influencing growth in private industry. We now turn our attention
»
to the second element in the Harrod-Domar accounting identity, g = s/k, in
order to complete our analysis of low growth in O.K. Industry.
It Is our intention in this section to use the capital-output ratio k
as a proxy variable for "efficiency" which as part of the production condition within industry (together with investment finance, profitability
and the level of new capacity creation) will be shown to have been a major
constraint in the U.K. for the achievement of higher growth within private
Industry. As C. ROWLEY (1977, p. 7) claims, most economists have used the
term "efficiency" In the sense of "allocative efficiency" relating it to
the correct allocation of resources between sectors. In this context
"correct allocation" Implies that the prices charged to .the consumer re-
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fleet the marginal costs of production.
But since the introduction of the concept of "x-efficFency" in H.
LEIBENSTEIN (1966 A) as an alternative micro-level measure, many economists have become concerned with examining whether firms obtain the maximum possible output from given resource inputs, i.e. use their resources
as efficiently as possible. This "x-efficiency" concept has been further
refined by R. WARE (1977, p. 77) who has termed it "labour efficiency."
As such it deals only with organisational techniques and methods applied
to raise output with given inputs. In addition "technical efficiency"
refers to the development of new production techniques and improved machinery to push up output. In our discussion we use "production efficiency"
as including both labour and technical efficiency. It can therefore be
defined as the degree to which existing and potentially available resources are used both from an organisational and technological point of
view to give the maximum possible output.
In addition to the mainfold and different uses of the "efficiency 11
concept there are also enormous measurement difficulties involved, because "efficiency," as A. SILBERSTON (1970, p. 59) pointed out, is neither
visible nor absolute, and therefore not directly measurable.
As an alternative to direct measurement economists have generally
used proxy variables to indicate the extent of "production efficiency."
In this context empirical studies have shown the capital-output ratio k
(either expressed as the incremental K/Y-ratio ICOR, measured as the ratio
of net investment over growth of output net of capital consumption, or as
the average K/Y-ratio ACOR, measured as net capital stock over net output)
to be the best proxy for "production efficiency." This is in line with
the accounting identity g * s/k of Harrod and Domar in which the capitaloutput ratio (as ACOR) is one of the growth determinants. Accordingly,
the importance of production efficiency as an element of the production
conditions determining growth has been emphasised recently by a number of
/iM

economists, v '
Table 2.6. shows that the capital-output ratio In the U.K. company sector
has steadily increased since the mid-1960's indicating growing production
Inefficiency, as more and more capital was required to generate one unit
of output.

Table 2.6: The capital -output ratio in the U.K. company sector (in net
terms) 1955-1976
net capital stock over net domestic product (ACOR)

1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976

1.45
1.46
1.51
1.54
1.47
1.45
1,47
1.52
1.51
1.48
1.60
1.63
1.62
1.68
1.80
1.87
1.91
1-97
2.12
2.49
2.60
2.56

SOURCE: CSo (1966), T.66, T.72 and CSo (1977), T.11.10, 11.11
Not only has there been a rising trend for ACOR (and thus also for ICOR),
but production efficiency seems also to have been significantly below that
of U.K.'s main competitors. Both H. LEIBENSTBIN (1966 B) and M. Panic
(1967), for example, showed that investment in U.K. industry was relatively more concentrated than elsewhere in types of assets (e.g. dwellings)
and sectors (e.g. public utilities) with high ICOR which created an al locative bias against the U.K.'s overall capital -output ratio. And otherfindings confirm the deteriorating and comparatively low capacity of U.K.
firms to use capital efficiently for the production of output.
2.3-2. Elements of Structural Weakness as Causes of Low Production Efficiency
This section will attempt to present an outline of the forces re'35 '

stricting the achievement of higher production efficiency. In as much as
these have developed over a significant period of time and are institutionalized factors characteristic to the U.K. economy in particular, they
are "elements of structural weakness."
2.3-2.1: Concentration of Industry and Size of Firms: A common argument
relating to production efficiency is that the more concentrated industry
is and the larger the size of its firms, the more efficient will they op-.
erate as a result of economies of scale concerning access to finance,
risk-sharing, management structure, production techniques, or marketing.
Because of these economies, larger firms will achieve higher productivity,
more rapid technological change, and faster growth rates than smaller
firms. One might then argue that a possible reason for lower efficiency
in U.K. industry resulted from comparatively lower levels of concentration
and smaller size of its firms limiting the 'benefits of possible economies
of scale.
But such an argument has very little validity. First of all, in many
sectors U.K. firms are among the largest international firms. G.F. RAY
(1970, p. 11), for instance, points out that in 1969/70 six of the largest
ten European firms were from the U.K. and that the largest companies from
Canada and Japan were also smaller than the largest U.K. firms. Only the
U.S. had significantly larger companies than the U.K. in nearly all secIn addition there is convincing evidence that concentration
tors.
(I.e. the market share of the largest firm) has quite rapidly increased
in the U.K. since the mid-60's, which is precisely a period during which
efficiency in relative terms seems to have declined. Not surprisingly a
number of studies showed no positive correlation between size of firms or
It can safely be
degree of concentration in industry and efficiency.
assumed that neither size nor the degree of concentration in UK. industry
are major factors in explaining its low efficiency.
2.3.2.2: Product Mix and Resource Allocation between sectors: The findings of H. Leibenstein (1966 B) and M. Panic (1967), mentioned above in
2;3.1, could be extended into a hypothesis that the lower efficiency in
the U.K. was mostly an allocative problem with too many resources concentrated in sectors with low productivity and long-run stagnation. This
may be a result of the historically early industrialization in the U.K.
taking place mostly in traditional sectors that are now declining, such as
textiles and shipbuilding, with insufficient subsequent real location of
resources into new growth sectors. There are, however, many studies that
contradict this argument. M. PANIC (ed.) (1976) in a NEDO study of pro-
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ductivity differences in 1*» sectors 'performed systematically worse than
their German competitors despite strong similarities in the patterns of
Industrial growth across industry, structure of labour and capital inputs
(ig\
Both R. Caves
and the dependence of both countries on foreign trade.
(1968, p. 29*0, and G.F. Ray (1970, p. 6-8) present evidence to show that
as in other countries there was also in the U.K. during the 1960's a significant real location of resources from declining, low-productivity sectors into high-productivity, "growth" sectors, such as chemicals, electrical engineering. So allocative inflexibility and disadvantageous product mix in U.K. industry have not been recently major problems.
2.3.2.3: Production Runs; It is possible that despite the comparatively
large size of U.K. firms (in terms of both average size and with regard
to the largest enterprises) their production has been more fragmented and
less centralized than elsewhere. Pratten (1976, pp. 28l), for instance,
points out that many U.K. firms have smaller production runs, that is,
smaller rates of output of individual products than their U.S. and EEC
counterparts. Large production runs do not necessarily require large
total output and company-size, as relatively small firms can achieve long
production runs through specialization. But they are crucially important
for the achievement of economies of scale. They increase the scope for
using units of plant and machinery with higher capacity ancj little or no
extra labour to operate them. They facilitate the mechanization and automation of production and reduce the setting-up time for machinery. They
maintain an even flow of work and allow for large savings in the use of
indirect labour employed on stores, inventory, production and quality
control. According to Pratten the early start of industrialisation in the
U.K. meant that in the early decades of this century domestic industry was
«
more fragmented than the then rapidly industrialfsing economies of the
U.S.A. and the rest of Europe. Despite large-scale merger activities and
higher concentration in later decades (in particular during the 1960's)
leading to larger-sized firms, rationalisation of their product ranges and
concentration of resources into fewer products and plants (that is, postmerger rationalisation) was often delayed by U.K. companies. They therefore failed to increase their production runs. Manufacture of components
continued in small quantities, as firms did not sufficiently integrate and
rationalise the production and supply of spares. Caves (1968, p. 288-291)
confirms the relatively high level of product differentiation and smaller
scale of production runs for individual products even after mergers and
despite the large size of firms. Again this is viewed as a consequence of
- 37-

inadequate rationalisation. Hence -the elements of structural weakness
derived from early industrialisation and inadequate subsequent readjustment in the U.K. seem to focus less on insufficient concentration in
industry or on a disadvantageous product mix across sectors. Instead the
key problem, historicallyspeaking, in terms of adjustment and reorganisation is to be found within the organisation of production itself. Small
production runs, lack of integrated production facilities and an overly
fragmented range of products resulted in competitive disadvantages, when
compared with the frequently more centralised and rationalised industrial
activities in other countries.
2.3-2.A: Capital Vintage; C.F. Pratten (1976, p. ^l) stressed the older
vintage of factories and plants in the U.K. in comparison to the U.S.A.,
West Germany and France. A special problem here is the predominance of
old, multi-storey as opposed to new single-storey factories. The consequences of this old type of industrial buildings are more difficult production control, higher stocks and overhead labour requirements and less
use of automated production control systems. Furthermore, U.K. companies
seem also to have been slower in adopting "Best Practice Techniques" and
in achieving possible technical improvements by scrapping machines that
are still technically serviceable but already technologically obsolete.
This was especially true in labour-intensive sectors, because the cost of
labour relative to capital equipment was so much lower in the U.K. than,
say, in Germany, France or the U.S.A. An important argument concerning
the slower technological change and inefficient use of new equipment (with
more modern machinery being installed without significant improvements in
productivity) is the "defensive investment" hypothesis of A. LAMFALUSSY
(1963, pp. 105). He argues that the U.K. has been more than other countries characterised by an existin a prewar inheritance of old plant which
did not have to be replaced or rebuilt after the war. This combined often
with low post-war rates of investment in new plant and machinery. And
consequently modernisation investment was basically "defensive" and usually" involved wedding of relatively small units of new equipment to oldfashioned blocks of capital. The findings of BACON and ELTIS (197M that
the service life and average age of U.K. machine tools are, over a wide
range of different types of machine tools, the same as in the U.S.A. are
therefore incomplete, as they abstract from the persistence of old plant.
The resulting complementarity between old plant and modern equipment was
often an alternative to large-scale changes of production facilities and
*
techniques and prevented more fundamental rationalisation. New equipment
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was therefore not always efficiently used.
2.3.2.55 Management Inefficiency;

The failure of U.K. firms to reduce

product differentiation, achieve larger production runs and use new equipment more efficiently points to behavioural aspects as an important Element of structural, weakness underlying the persistently low level of production efficiency in the U.K.

This has become a matter of increasing

concern for scholars and policy-makers analysing the growth constraints in
U.K. industry:
"...whatever combination of influences adversely affects the
performance of United Kingdom industry, their widespread nature
does suggest that there may be evidence of some deep-rooted
malaise: some combination of attitudes, expectations and
tastes that 'locks' United Kingdom industry to its present
position." (A. Mueller, (1977, p. 26k))

More often than not the emphasis on such 'behavioural aspects'* in
explaining UK's economic problems and weaknesses is used as a pre=
text for demands to curb the power of the unions. According to
D.PURDY(l9?6A,pp.27l-2?4) the strength of UK's labour movement
derives from its comparatively deep historical roots, from having
escaped repression and destruction in the 1930's (and the postwar reconstruction in highly centralised structures under moderate
leadership, as in Austria, West Germany or Scandinavia), from not
having to experience the political divisions of the unions in
France, Italy, Belgium or the Netherlands or the difficulties
associated with a minority position of the urban industrial wor=
king class and with an ethnically and racially heterogenous la=
bour force, as is the case in the USA. But the probably most lm=
portant characteristics of the UK labour movement are its unique
system of shop steward organisation and workplace bargaining and
the decentralised structure of its unions. Both C.F.Pratten(19?6,
P»53-55) and L.ULMAN(196&,pp.352-5) comment upon the power of
shop stewards in the UK to conduct plant bargaining in order to
drive pay above nationally agreed wage rates ("wage drift") and
to force management into negotiating work procedures and Job
specifications with regard to labour mobility, manning levels for
different types of work and new technology, speed of operations,
and demarcation between unions (to protect especially the smaller
craft unions) To conclude from this, however, that unions are
the main force behind inflation or prevent more efficient organi=
satlon of production, is one-sided and simplistic. D.JACKSON,
H.A. TURNER and F.WILKINSON (1972) have shown convincingly how

unions have in general exhibited growing militancy and pushed for

substantial wage increases- in reaction to rapid price increases,
the 'fiscal drag 1 and incomes policies which led to losses in real
take home pay, but failed to control prices. From their empirical
evidence it is also clear that in order to Just achieve increases
in real, nefe pay in line with productivity growth the unions had
to ask for higher and higher monetary wage increases. The existen=
ce of widespread restrictive work practices (especially overmanning)
in many industries, as analysed and confirmed by L.Ulman(1968,p,
or C.F.PRATTEN and A.ATKIKSON(l9?6,p.57^). is likely to have had
a negative Impact on productivity. But neither inflation nor re=
strictive working practices can be abolished by attacking the
unions. The failure of such attempts in the past makes that clear.
Higher(not lower) wages provide the level of demand necessary for
higher growth and facilitate Improvements in efficiency/producti=
vity, as the wage gains are transformed into more demand,benefit
work motivation and vthe climate of industrial relations, espe=
dally if they are contingent on increases in output or on accep=
ted changes in technology and work content, or induce management
to Invest In more capital-intensive, labour-saving techniques.
Given UK industry's record of low pay, of labour-shedding, of in=
adequate investment to create sufficient new jobs at home and es=
pecially in depressed regions, and of direct investment overseas,
It is not surprising that unions and their members on the shop
floor defend Jobs and working practices against proposed changes,
try to maintain manning levels and often oppose new technology.
Their position is often hardened by the lack of consultations,ne=
gotiations and information channels on management decisions that
affect their working conditions and pay. There is no doubt that
the changes necessary to establish conditions for higher growth
will require rationalisation of production, mobility of labour,
more use of new technology, reallocation of resources, and reforms
of the collective bargaining process. But precisely because indus=
trial regeneration depends on such large-scale changes, is it
neceseary to gain the cooperation and participation of the workforce by extending the scope of bargaining, by giving the unions
and the shopfloor a larger .say in the affairs and plans of compa=
nies, by improving the flow of information and communication, and
by offering workers tangible material benefits in exchange

for accepting changes in v.jj.^i,.. J^cii LIt is not only a question of democracy or fairness, but also
one of prudence on the part of management to involve the workforce- actively in the planning of massive changes that affect
their working conditions. This would enable management to bene=
fit from the knowledge of their employees, to win their coopera=
tion, and in this way to carry out the mutually agreed initiati=
ves without confrontation and delay. By being able to participate
in the formulation of plans, to evaluate management proposals
for changes in the work-place, and to ultimately share in the
benefits of improved performance to which they contributed,
industrial workers are probably more willing to accept and adapt
to necessary reorganisation of production. Resistance to change
has up to now mostly been motivated by the perception of the
unions and their members that any
motives and proposals of
management weredirected against their own interests, that the
status quo had to be defended against initiatives demanding
sacrifice, and that management's monopoly of control had to be
countered through extension of the scope of bargaining and,
whenever necessary, through industrial action. Moves towards
industrial democracy would therefore help to reestablish a more
constructive approach to common problems with both sides seeking
acceptable solutions.
But the degree to which firms compete successfully and expand
their operations depends also on the quality of their managers in
terms of of production planning , cost controls, appraisals of
investment opportunities and markets, and their ability to carry
out remedial action in the areas o f weakness. Evidence points to
need for improvements on how UK firms are managed. Ulman (1968,
P«335) and pratten (I9?6,p. 52) have both analysed the widespread
problem of overmanning in UK industry and concluded that this is
mostly due to management inefficiency.According to Caves{l968,p.303)
the majority of U.K. firms do not use the best investment appraisal and work
study techniques.

And C.C. NEW (1970) in a study of 186 plants in the

U.K. engineering industry showed that the proportion of production time,
during which operations were uninterrupted, averaged less than 30% (1).
No less than 70fc of the time taken to produce components was spent queuing and waiting for the next operation.

This led to much longer produc-

tion time of single products than necessary, excessive levels of stock
and work In progress, long delivery lead times and unreliable delivery
dates

all major non-price competition disadvantages.

He found that

only 20% of the plants studied achieved a target of 30% delivery on time.
The key problems were inadequate methods to organize and monitor the
production process, covering the determination of work methods and work
flow patterns, the rate of technological innovation, and the scheduling
of production in relation to delivery times.
Pratten (1976, p. 6k) compared U.K. firms and U.S.-subsidiaries in
the U.K. and found apart from lower productivity also less successful product development and investment proposals on the part of the U.K. firms.
The U.S.-subsidiaries concentrated their efforts and resources much more
on product designs which reduced the number of components required for
production. They also managed a smaller product range which allowed in
turn larger production runs and easier production control. Or they opted
for special products which could be sold at high prices, providing high
levels of value added per man. They also compiled more often than their
U.K. counterparts computer records of production sequences for various
products to facilitate optimal utilization of the most efficient machines
and manpower. Pratten (1976, p. 52) also noted the lack of "administrative" efficiency of U.K. firms to keep updated management and control data
and thus avoid or reduce lost waiting time. J. DUNNING (1966) found that
U.S.-subsidiaries in the U.K. spent a smaller fraction of sales revenue
on administration and more on marketing and distribution than their U.K.owned counterparts.
Pratten and Atkinson (1976, pp. 57^-575) have pointed out that this
degree of management inefficiency within U.K. firms had been identified
as the principal cause of production inefficiency in 20 post-war studies
of low productivity in six major sectors of U.K. industry. It therefore
seems to be a widespread phenomenon. Caves (1968, pp. 302-305) related
poor management quality to a preference in many firms for filling top
management positions with graduates from Cambridge or Oxford. Those tend
to be trained in classics rather than engineering, have the Civil Service
as thetr model and play therefore too much of a trustee role. He also
noted the imderuti1ization of qualified scientists and engineers and the
lack of interest and general training in formal business management methods. Compared to other countries there is much ] ess inter- and intra-company mobility among U.K. top managers and a smaller proportion of them
rose from the firms' own ranks to top positions. These factors have also
been emphasized in the detailed sector-by-sector study of U.K. industry
by D.F. CHANNON (1973, PP- *»3ff.).

Summing up, It seems clear that industrial performance in
the U.K. has suffered from the widespread absence of efficient
methods to organize production, appraise investment and develop
new products. The combination of low productivity, sub-optimal
production techniques, smaller production runs, inferior quality
controls, unreliable delivery time and inadequate technological
innovation has meant that resources absorbed as inputs in produ'c=
tion are less efficiently utilized and transformed into output.
This has led to a higher capital-output ratio and consequently
depressed growth. All these supply-side constraints are the like=
ly outcome of "defensive" investment, but, as we have tried to
argue in this section, may well have been exacerbated by poor
Management quality. Their successful overcoming will therefore
not least depend on more efficient management.
CONCLUDING REMARKS TO PART 1

We started our analysis with evidence that the rate of growth in
U.K. industry has been low by international standards and has been deteriorating as a trend since the early 1960's.

In Ch.1 we argued that

attempts to explain this comparatively unfavourable situation as a result
of the declining share of manufacturing's output and employment fail to
identify underlying forces, which act as constraints on more rapid growth.
We then discussed different policy options for demand management

to cope with UK's balance of payments crises. At the same time we
argued that UK's industrial decline is not solely a problem of inadequate demand and has to be analysed in terms of supply-side
determinants of growth within private industry.
In particular, we discussed in this context both the low net investment activity and the inefficient use of existing resources in production
as underlying factors negatively affecting the rate of growth in private
industry.

Inadequate levels of net investment were seen as a consequence

of declining profit-rates.

This downward trend of profitability depress-

ed the domestic creation of new productive capacity via its negative
effects on business confidence and internal and external investment finance.

In addition, we also focussed on the underlying reasons for the

growing inefficiency in production as the second influence on low growth.
Supported by the findings and conclusions of various recent studies on

dif-fereru *, ^ cts o f efficiency, we. argued that U.K. irrdustry suffers in
particular from sn-o i ^rruSct-'^n runs, a comparative lack of modernizing
whole plants and production lines, *.,. inadequate application of "Best
Practice Techniques."

(Other factors witli r ---Tb^« impact on efficiency,
such as the size of firms-, the degree of concentration in u.f r ^rent Indus-.
tries, the allocation of resources between sectors and the product mix,
oo ,, . -^«i to have contributed to that extent to U.K.'s competitive weakness in the post «r period). These factors, discussed above in 2.3-2.3
and 2.3»2.4, are togetnex k.l';';. +M& co.T>p«rat'i'»ciy " o~- level of investment activity mentioned above to be understood as the outcome
of widespread "defensive" investment. As shown by Lamfalussy, such
investment behaviour, concentrating mostly on minor innovations
and rationalisation, is not only typical for a 'low growth 1 econo=
my, such as the U.K., but tends to reinforce stagnation as well.
Efficiency in the production process as one of the "production
conditions" determining growth, may,.however, not just suffer
because of "defensive investment" behaviour, but may be further
hampered by poor industrial management, as has been argued in
sec. 2.3.2.5.
In the course of our analysis of how the "production conditions" contributed at their various levels directly and indirectly to (the lack of)
growth we mentioned repeatedly different institutional and historical
characteristics specific to the U.K. economy that exacerbated the competitive disadvantages of U.K. industry..

We refer to these particular char/
acteristics as "elements of structural weakness," inasmuch as they are
deep-rooted and integral parts of the structure of this country's economy
and cannot simply be changed or resolved by conventional means of shortrun economic policy.

They call for more far-reaching processes of trans-

formation and structural change within the institutional framework of the
domestic economy which policy-makers can only help to create or accelerate
by introducing appropriate incentives or measures of control.

Among those

elements we discussed briefly the role of the city, the decentralized
nature of collective bargaining and structure of the unions, and the continuing Importance of overseas
quence of U.K.'s colonial

operations for many U.K. firms DS a conse-

past and previous dominance in the world market.

It Is therefore our thesis that economic growth in this country has
suffered because of low levels of investment and production efficiency.
To the extent that low growth itself will reduce profits and investment
and will make it more difficult to generate the resources necessary for

an improvement in production efficiency, that process of industrial
decline is self-reinforcing. Cbnsequently we conclude that to break out
of this process requires fundamental changes within industry so that
efficiency can be improved and investment activity increased. In the
following chapters we will examine the development of industrial policy
In the U.K. since the mid-1960's and in particular examine the impact
and limitations of measures within this branch of economic policy in
bringing about sustained improvements in the production conditions of
private industry.

PART 2:

THE EVOLUTION OF INDUSTRIAL POLICY IN THE U.K. BETWEEN
1964 AND 1978

INTRODUCTORY NOTE
In Part 2 of our thesis we discuss the evolution of policy measures
In the U.K. which were designed to tackle the problems within private industry as outlined above In Ch. 2. We begin our discussion in Ch. 3 by
defining these measures through the concept of "industrial policy." We
then proceed to explain why policy-makers began in the early 1960's to
accept the need for a more active role of the state in the promotion of
economic growth. This reassessment of priorities and scope of economic
policy In the period of 'indicative planning 1 between 1960 and 1966 led to
a transition in the U.K. from purely macro-economic demand management
towards state Intervention In the private sector equipped with new types
of economic policy. At the end of Ch. 3 we assess this development in
terms of Its significance for the introduction of first industrial policy
measures after 1964.
In Ch. 4 we differentiate, In correspondence with the Intentions of
policy-makers when Introducing such measures, between various areas of intervention and objectives of industrial policy. More specifically £ we
categorize Industrial policy measures as either a) aiming mainly at an increase of Investment finance within private industry, b) attempting to
accelerate the restructuring of specific Industries or firms, or c) promoting technological change and innovative activities throughout the private sector. Within each of these categories we analyze relevant measures
Individually with regard to their underlying objectives, actual implementation, and relation to other previous and current policy initiatives.
Special emphasis In these analyses of single measures is laid on assessing
their Impact on Industry and on the continued development of industrial
policy. (The case-studies In Part 3 will provide us with an opportunity to
deal much more extensively with this task).
The structure of our analysis In Ch. 4, and particularly the grouping
together of measures Into different categories according to common objectives, reflects the expansion of Industrial policy under the Labour Government 1964-1970. During that phase policy-makers undertook a number of initiatives to Improve the liquidity position, the Industrial structure and
the application of new technology within many sectors of private Industry.
But at the same time policy-makers relied often on relatively limited mea-
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sures with narrowly defined aims and conducted industrial policy without
formulating any explicit strategies beforehand 6r attempting any overall
coordination of policy measures In the course of Implementing those. The
repeated expansion of measures beyond the initial intention of the government and the constant need to Introduce additional means of public assistance and/or control underscored, In our view, already in the late 1360's
the necessity for a more extensive and integrated policy of state intervention In private industry.
In Ch. 5 we discuss how industrial policy developed gradually during
the 1970's from Its Initially frequent reliance on experimental 'ad hoc'
measures with limited objectives into an autonomous and increasingly integrated branch of economic policy with Its own range of government institutions. Whereas we will already have discussed in sec. A.1 (investment finance) and sec. k.3 (science and technology), how industrial policy has
been strengthened during the 1970's within specific areas of intervention,
we turn our attention In Ch. 5 to those central policy initiatives after
1971/72 which were intended to tackle a variety of problems simultaneously
across a wide range of industries within the private company sector: the
Industry Acts 1972 and 1975, and the Industrial Strategy after 1975. This
extension of industrial policy must In our view be understood as a consequence of both the rapid deterioration during the 1970's of private industry's production conditions (as characterized and analysed above in Ch. 2)
and the experience gained by policy-makers from the successes and failures
of previous Intervention in the 1960's.
In Ch. 5 we also point out that this expansion of industrial policy
took place amidst Intensified political controversies concerning the extent
of state Intervention In the economy. In sec. 5.1 we analyse the attempts
of the Conservative Government after the 1970 elections to 'disengage 1 the
state apparatus from private industry. The failure to carry out this
strategy and Its subsequent reversal, which restored a high degree of state
Intervention, are to us clear proof of the need for industrial policy as
a politically justified and potentially effective framework within which
remedial measures can be formulated to deal with problems in private industry. In sec. 5.2 (and again further below In the case-study on the National Enterprise Board In Part 3/ Ch. 7) we have to conclude, however, that
the radical proposals for more far-reaching and powerful means of state
Intervention and public control in private industry, which became official policy of the Labour Party in 1973/71* and were to be implemented after
Labour's election victories In 1972*, failed to materialize in the face of

widespread opposition among industrialists, financial institutions and
more moderate or conservative politicians. Judging from the actual evolution of industrial policy between 196A and 1978, it seems clear that
both parties were despite major ideological and political differences
forced to adopt similar policy measures. In the face of growing economic
difficulties in the U.K. both parties had to expand the scope of industrial
policy. At the same time opposition from within industry prevented either
party from successfully carrying out a policy course in line with its own
ideological preferences. Any ultimate conclusions concerning the effects
of industrial policy in orivate industry (as attempted in Part VCh. 8),
which may lead to arguments for either less or more state intervention,
will therefore have to tske account of these existing pressures on policymakers. Whether determined economically or politically, such pressures
are likely to reduce any government's ability to adopt policies of its own
choice.
CHAPTER 3: DEFINITION OF "INDUSTRIAL POLICY" AND iTS INTRODUCTION (N THE
CONTEXT OF U.K. POLICY-MAKING
3-1. A note on attempts at definition in the existing literature
With the growth of state intervention in private industry during the
I960's and 1970's the body of literature on the relationship between state
and industry has expanded considerably. At the same time the concept of
"industrial policy" has neither become widely established, nor has it been,
up to now, adequately and precisely defined. The basically institutional
analyses (for example, E. MOONMAN (1971), E. DELL (1973), N. ABRAHAM (197 2*),
A. KNIGHT (1973)) consider Government and Industry as two different organisational systems. Each is analysed In terms of its own objectives, mode
of operation, and historical development. Then common interests, mutual
Interdependencies and the historical decline of "laissez faire" are more
closely examined as factors responsible since the inter-war period for the
experienced growing intensity and scope of interrelation between these two
entirely different institutional structures. Each of the authors mentioned
proceeds with concrete case-studies to show the contradictory nature of
this relationship which, while being essentially one of mutual dependency,
Is frequently dominated by conflicts of interest.
Their institutional perspective allows only a description of the most
apparent developments in industry which on such a level of generalisation
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are.valid for other economies as well. They abstract from any problems
peculiar to U.K. industry. Furthermore, neither Abraham (197*0 nor
hoonman (1971), for instance, use the term "industrial policy" at all.
Instead they prefer the more general "Government intervention/involvement
in industry" or "Government-Industry relation", referring usually to a
wide range of government activities, including education, arbitration in
industrial relations, fiscal and monetary policies, and so forth. Only
Dell (1973, pp. ^6) actually introduces the concept of "industrial policy,"
but defines it so widely and vaguely, as to include almost the whole range
of government policies affecting industry.
The so-called economic liberals concentrate their writings on a strong
defence of the "free market" economy and are consequently principally
To
opposed to any extension of government activity in the economy.
varying degrees they may acknowledge the existence of market imperfections^
such as oligopolistic market structures, which justify limited government
activity to safeguard the "public interest." But any extension of state
intervention in industrial affairs beyond that is usually, as in
S. Brittan (1971, pp. 19-20), assumed to be either politically motivated,
unfairly discriminatory or aggravating the situation by preventing the
market forces from properly functioning. To use and elaborate on the term
"industrial policy" implies the acknowledgement of contradictions and problems that cannot be resolved by private industry and the market mechanisms
alone. The term is therefore beyond the scope of and in opposition to the
rationale of "economic liberalism."
At the other end of the political spectrum are those arguing the case
for a transition to socialism, often on the basis of contradictions, irrationalities and injustice within the capitalist type of market economy.
In their view direct state Intervention in industry is a vitally important
(2)
part in any overall transition program. v ' They all stress, for example,
the potential of recently introduced industrial policy tools, such as the
National Enterprise Board (NEB) and Planning Agreements, for any such
transformation and regeneration of industry. But despite its key role in
their programs "industrial policy" once again does not exist as an established concept. Instead, the use of alternatives, such as "soci?list
planning strategy" in S. Holland (1975, Ch. 8), "industrial strategy" and
"democratic planning" in A. Benn et al. (1975), and "planning" in M. Ellman et al. (197*1, Ch. 3), reflects the emphasis on an all embracing pro"Indusgram to transform the economic system governing U.K. industry.
trial policy" in this context is clearly seen as too restricted a concept

in as much as it refers to a more narrow sphere of intervention and basically Implies measures within the given confines of the existing system.
The only group of literature to explicitly introduce definitions of
"industrial policy" is the one dealing with specific phases or measures
But these "partial analyses" (of measures and/or
of that policy;
phases) do not usually look at the development of industrial policy as a
dynamic process over the last 15 years. They therefore ignore the connection between various measures, as experience led to more refined and/or
stronger policy initiatives. Moreover, they lack an overall assessment of
industrial policy, while in some cases there is not even a conception of
"industrial policy." F. BROADWAY (1969) refers, for instance, only to
"intervention" or "interventionism" and as a sub-categcry to "policies
towards capital investment, industrial structure and technology." The
various articles in R. Caves (ed.) (1968) separate different parts of industrial policy and discuss these without a single reference to an overall
"industrial policy." Thus fiscal policy, "specific interventions in industry" (p. 317), or policy on science and technology are all terms used
to cover specific industrial policy measures.
Other authors in this category use "industrial policy" in a very general sense, including regional, manpower, competition and other policies
affecting private industry in the widest sense. Such a broad interpretation of the concept, as for example used by A.^SKUSE (1972), or OECD (1970,
disregards important characteristics of each specific policy in terms of
objective, type of policy tools and measures, administration and implementation. It is much too general and superficial to be of any use for our
purpose which is to discuss a specific range of measures that all have as a
common objective the removal of growth constraints within private industry's production conditions.
The feWj mnrg spprifjr definitions of industrial policy, such as in
S. Young (197**, p. 16) and A. Graham (1972, p. 182), that are confined to
a narrower range of measures, are neither based on nor related to any
theoretical framework or empirically tested hypotheses about the major
difficulties inherent in private industry. There is consequently no explanation why these policy measures were necessary or how they could be of
help in solving industry's problems. Furthermore, without a theoretical
basis it is difficult to assess the impact of various measures within industry. They are no more than descriptive ex-post definitions arrived at
by simply looking at different measures after they have been introduced
and summing up their respective objectives.

This brief comment on the existing literature covering the subject of
state intervention in industry points to the need of a more comprehensive.
definition that is related to an underlying analysis of industry's major
internal difficulties or short-comings. Only on that basis can the objectives and effects of industrial policy be evaluated.
3.2. Industrial policy defined
In Ch. 2 we investigated the main factors within private industry
which constrained the achievement of higher growth-rates and international
competitiveness. The state will not only be concerned with these factors,
because of the Government's social and political obligations to ensure
full employment, price stability, higher personal income, the generation of
wealth, better regional balance, and so on. Nor will the state only intervene, because the balance of payments and the capacity to finance public
expenditure depend both ultimately on the strength of private industry.
In addition to all these considerations state intervention in industry
becomes necessary, because individual firms themselves are often incapable
of carrying ovit the necessary remedial action on their own. They may lack
the required framework of planning to carry out large changes because of
the predominance of more short-run profit considerations. They may not
have the financial resources, the technical knowledge, or the organisational capacity necessary to take steps that would improve performance. Such
steps may involve considerable risks and/or costs which firms may be unwilling or incapable of facing. Or the problems they face may be beyond
the scope and influence of individual firms, such as limited access to external finance, bottlenecks and delays in sectors that supply industry with
essential goods and services, or unfair practices by foreign competition.
For all these specific reasons the state validly intervenes in the interests of private firms.
Industrial policy is one specific part of state intervention in private industry. It can be defined in relation to the previous chapter's
analysis of supply-side determinants of growth. In reference to that
theoretical and empirical framework industrial policy comprises all those
measures by the state that are explicitly and directly concerned with
improving the production conditions within private industry and aim to
influence management decision-making in this direction.
More specifically it includes measures that will: a) try to improve
the provision of internally generated funds for the purpose of investment

(such as double taxation of dividends, investment incentives); b) increase
the supply of external investment funds (for instance, through the state
offering grants, loans, equity participation to private companies); c) improve business confidence (such as government purchasing policies assuring
firms of sales, risk-sharing through joint ventures between the state and
private firms); d) change the structure of industry to facilitate the
achievement of economies of scale and/or growth (promoting mergers and
sectoral reorganisation towards a more rational structure of a particular
industry, taxing employment in some sectors, whilst paying premiums for
employment in others); e) accelerate reorganisation of a particular firm
by promoting rationalisation, financing modernisation and expansion of
production facilities, facilitating the cutting down 01 product ranges,
lengthening production runs, integrating the flow of production processes,
improving management techniques and pushing for changes in the management
personnel; in other words, deal with the organisational aspects of production efficiency; f) support the improvement of production technology
and its application in industry, the promotion of product development, design and quality, and the expansion of "high technology" industries.
All these objectives concern increasing investment activity and/or
production efficiency as preconditions for higher growth and improved into tackle identified
ternational competitiveness. They all are designed
i
problems within U.K. industry's production conditions. Industrial policy
can therefore be viewed as part of supply management at the more disaggregated level of sectors and individual firms. We confine ourselves here to
measures directed at the private sector only, even if these lead to the
eventual take-over of private firms into public ownership. We exclude the
traditional nationalized industries because of the wider scope of state
regulation and different modes of operation in these activities (for
example-, as 1 icensed-fflonopoii^s^-QT wi th c^os44eEa£-ions that- are predominantly non-commercial),
Although most measures have more than one of the objectives specified
above, we can group and classify them according to their principal objective Into the following categories: genc-al investment finance (see a) and
b) above), industrial restructuring (see c) to e) above) and science and
technology promotion policy (point f)). As a form of direct state intervention in private industry the following problems concern industrial
policy and determine its effectiveness: a) the expansion of the state
apparatus to carry out such a policy; b) the gathering and processing of
Information to form a picture about the extent and type of problems that

need to be tackled and about the priorities expressed by representatives
of Industry; c) the formulation of policy measures that are adequate and
effective responses to problems and expressed priorities, and the learning from experience by the state authorities as a method of poUcy Improvements, d) the degree to which measures contain powers to influence
and direct decision-making in private ffrms; e) the need to control and
monitor progress in industry after use had been made of measures; f) the
possible opposition and resistance by private firms to industrial policy
which they may consider to be "outside" interference; g) the coordination
of measures within industrial policy and also with other policies not only
to maximize the overall effectiveness of economic pol.icy and its flexibility, but also to avoid policy contradictions; and finally h) the extent to
which industrial policy can be applied selectively, so as to differentiate
between and correspond to the specific characteristics and needs of a
firm's or a sector's production conditions. Each of these problems has
played a major role in the evolutionary process of industrial policy. And
each will contribute to the failure or success of any particular initiative
in this area of policy-making.
With this preliminary clarification of the concept of "industrial
policy" we can now proceed to discuss its application isn the form of different measures. But before that we will briefly deal with the international dimension of industrial policy in as much as it concerns policy-making
in the U.K.
3.3. The international Dimension of industrial Policy
Industrial policy has a much longer tradition and is more extensively
applied in other countries, whilst in the U.K. this policy has only been
fairly recently developed in response to unsatisfactory performance and
growth in industry. In countries such as Austria, France and Italy,
rapid growth of industry has resulted at least partially from the extensive involvement of the state in the private sector since the end of the
war.
In Austria, for example, consistently high growth rates and investment activity with expansion mostly in growth sectors and a strong export
position have been achieved largely on the basis of successful development and marketing of specialized products. This strategy had been made
possible by the combination of a very centralised and strongly statecontrolled financial sector, a large public sector run strictly along
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comroercial lines, State-funds for specialised and applied R&D, and in particular the very active public share-holding agency OelAG.
Italy has the most developed system of public share-holding agencies
and industrial development banks. !RI was* founded in 1933 and, together
with ENI, established in 135**, was until the late 1950's mostly concenand natural-resources sectors. But its success
trated in basic industrial
*
in running its industries profitably allowed, its gradual extension into
building up import-saving and export-oriented growth industries or advanced
technology sectors, such as communications equipment, computers, nuclear
power plants, cars, aerospace. IRI has also been engaged in countercyclical
investment activity during recessions (in particular between 1968 and 1971)
and in bringing major investment projects to the less developed South. It
has increased competition in otherwise extremely concentrated sectors, such
as cars where it took over Alfa Romeo to challenge Fiat. It has also acted
to prevent foreign take-overs in the food-processing and nuclear engineerIng Industries. ENI was initially formed to secure Italy's autonomy in the
energy field. It was responsible for the exploitation of natural gas in
Italy and for the importation, refining and distribution of oil and petroleum products. Later it expanded into other sectors, such as the textile
industry. GEPI, created in 1971 t is primarily a state-holding agency providing funds and organisational support for smaller and medium-sized firms
In financial difficulties.
"Planification" In France has given the state apparatus wide central
powers over industry to direct and distribute industry's investment activity both sectorally and regionally. Until the early 60's this has been
successful in reducing industrial backwardness through very rapid expansion. During the last 10 years industrial policy efforts have initiated
large-scale restructuring and modernisation in several key sectors, such
as Iron and steel. In addition "national champions" have been created
through centralisation of production into one or two giant companies in
high-technology growth sectors such as computers, aerospace and nuclear
energy. The French state also extended its control over direct investment of foreign multinational companies through state-supported joint
ventures of these with French firms.
These few examples indicate that industrial policy is by no means an
Isolated phenomenon in the U.K., but has been applied even more widely
IQ)
success.
noticeable
with
often
countries
other
in
earlier
and
A. WHITING (1976, p. A6) points out rightly that because of each
country's specific industrial environment measures, which were successful

in one country, might not work anywhere else. Despite this limitation
on the standardised use of policies across borders, industrial policy in
the U.K. has been affected by measures being carried out elsewhere. For
example, the success of "planning" in France in the late 1950's was partly
responsible for the adoption of "indicative planning" in the U.K. during
the early 1960's. The extensive range of activities and intervention possibilities of para-governmental agencies acting as holding companies or industrial development banks in other countries certainly influenced to some
extent U.K. policy-makers when they designed and then set up the National
Enterprise Board (NEB) between 1973 and 1975.
Apart from specific measures in certain countries U.K. industrial policy is increasingly also affected by the initiatives of the EEC-Commission.
Despite the considerable powers given to the EEC Commission in the Treaty
of Rome the EEC had made very little progress over the last 20 years. Its
most serious constraint has been the principle of having to approve all
major policy decisions of the EEC Council of Ministers on a unanimous basis
rather than by majority vote. This has not only blocked many initiatives,
but has made it nearly impossible for the EEC to move against the national
Interests of any member state. But recently, and again as a result of the
International recession, the EEC has become more activexand capable of
undertaking its own industrial policy initiatives, especial.ly since the
EEC Industry Directorate has now been upgraded. Under the new leadership
of Industry Directorate Davignon the EEC Commission has been active over
the last two years In setting up so-called "crisis cartels" in sectors
which suffer in all member-states from long-run excess capacity and losses.
These were made possible, because the overcapacity in those sectors threatened each member and its companies in the wake of massive losses and pricecutting. These cartels usually contain agreements by all EEC-firms covering specified price and production levels, intra-EEC trade levels, quotas
against imports from outside into the EEC, capacity reduction or limitations on expansion by firms, and sometimes even detailed outlines of major
readjustment plans or proposals. The EEC Commission not only initiates,
but also monitors these agreements, and can impose fines and other sanctions In case of violation. Such cartels now exist in synthetic fibres
and steel, while similar proposals are currently in progress for shipbuilding and chemicals (especially plastics and base petrochemicals).
With Increasing competitive pressure from Japanese and U.S. companies and because the scale of operations is moving more and more beyond
the capacity of individual national firms, the EEC Commission has recently
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stepped up its efforts to promote joint ventures and collaborative agreements across national borders in the advanced technology and/or growth
sectors, such as computers, aerospace, nuclear energy, cars, and telecommunications. Up to now this has brought results only on a very limited
scale, but currently the Industry Directorate is working on a report on
"growth industries" to launch more effective initiatives in this area. It
also plans to expand the borrowing 1'imits and lending activity of the
European Investment Bank (EIB) which finances the EEC's social and regional
funds, its industrial policy and loans to member countries in payments
difficulties.
The key question concerning these initiatives by the EEC is whether
they can prevent national industrial policy measures that are designed to
support a member's own industry If necessary also against the interests of
other EEC-members. It is not yet clear to what extent the authority of the
EEC-officials will succeed in establishing control over national policymaking. Recently there have been a growing number of examples where industrial policy in the U.K. has come under attack from the EEC-commiss'ion, as
for Instance, U.K.'s shipbuilding intervention fund to help its own uncompetltive shipyards in getting orders from overseas through subsidies for
artificially low prices, or its temporary employment subsidies for firms
that give up redundancy plans, or in the debate as to whether U.K.'s aerospace Industry should reenter EEC's Airbus project or should link up with
Boeing from the U.S.A. '' From the examples discussed in this section it
Is safe to conclude that an international context exists for industrial
policy and that U.K.'s own measures have already been affected by it in
isolated cases. It is probable that future national industrial policy
will be determined or at least influenced to a growing extent by supranational forces, such as the EEC.
3.4. The era of "indicative planning" 1960-1966 as a transition period
In the U.K. towards more direct state intervention in industry
3.A.I. The shift towards the idea of "planning" during 1959-1962
During the 13 c O's economic policy in the U.K. was based mainly on
macro-economic demand management with the various Conservative Administrations refraining from direct intervention in industry. The emphasis was
to minimise government interference with market forces: This was partly a
reaction to the use of wide-spread controls under the Labour Government in
/o\
the immediate post-war years 1945-51.
The formulation of policies dur* 56 -

ing the 1950's was almost entirely carried out by the Treasury-Bank of
England nexus, reflecting the lack of any policies other than fiscal and
monetary ones. As a result the economic policy priorities were strongly
biased towards reflecting the interests of the financial sector to make
the currency convertible, attract foreign depositors through high interest
rates and a strong exchange rate and react with adequate policies against
balance of payments deficits and/or international speculation, if those
threatened the stability of the currency. In this way the international
Importance of the City as a world financial centre and of the sterling as
a world reserve currency could be maintained.
We have already mentioned above in sec. 2.2.*i. the institutional separation and conflict of interests between private industry and the City as
one element of structural weakness in the U.K. economy. This element was
extended into policy-making. In the interests of the City periods of deflation were necessary in an attempt to contain inflationary pressures and
to prevent balance of payments crises from undermining confidence in sterling. These were regularly interrupted by short-lived reflations to maintain high employment and to increase the government's popularity with the
electorate before elections. These "stop-go" cycles underscored, however,
the inadequacy of the state apparatus and the lack of committment on the
part of policy-makers to tackle the underlying problems in t industry. They
also involved frequent policy reversals, a committment to keep the domestic level of interest-rates above that of other countries to attract depositors from overseas and an exchange-rate which in the interest of maintaining a "strong" currency led to cheapened imports and inflated export
prices. The combined effect of all these consequences of "stop-go" policy
was positively harmful to industry. As pointed out by J.C.R. Dow 0965,
pp. 207"211), even depreciation allowances, compajny taxation and conditions
of borrowing from banks, which all affect investment finance, underwent
frequent alterations as part of the "stop-go" cycles. (9)'
In I960 pressures to alter this policy began to build up. The return
to full convertibility of the currency in 1958 had been accompanied by
three years of demand deflation. During that period other European economies had expanded very rapidly. France, in particular, had been successful after establishing a system of "indicative planning". In the wake of
yet another deflation the Federation of British Industries (.the predecessor of the CBI) urged the Government in November 1960 to adopt a policy
with growth as the top priority and within a "planning ahead"-framework
to avoid rapid switches of policy. This position was reinforced by a re-
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port in 196l of the influential and usually conservative Council on Prices,
Productivity and Incomes. The failure of exports to rise despite depressed
demand conditions at home and buoyant world trade in 1960/61 and the
sterling-crisis of July 1961 followed by additional deflation finally
forced the Government to consider an alternative to its policy of reactive,
destabilizing, short-run "stop-go" measures.
After exhaustive discussions with representatives from industry,
including the TUC, the National Economic Development Council (NEDC) was
finally set up in 1962 as a "planning bureau". The structure of the NEDC
included a) the Council as the central tri-partite communication forum to
formulate the overall direction of policies, b) the sector-specific and
equally tri-partite Economic Development Committees (FOCs) to study particular problems and growth conditions of industry on a sectoral basis, and
c) the Office (NEDO) to carry out research work and act as a counterweight to the Treasury. The NEDC-framework has since then managed to act
as a communication network between industry and government ensuring an
ongoing and continuous dialogue between all parties concerned. As such it
also became the principal body within the state apparatus to gather information on the problems of industry and the specific constraints, weaknesses and needs of different sectors within industry. At the time of its establishment it filled a major gap in the state apparatus which up to then
had not been equipped to carry out analyses of industry's activities in
order to develop policy measures in response to identified difficulties.
The NEDO thus opened up the era of "indicative planning" in the U.K.
After setting a growth target of k% p.a. with approval from the Government,
industrial inquiries were carried out in various key sectors to study the
implications of the growth target in the production sphere. These inquiries were subsequently expanded into EDCs and v/ere thus given a more permanent existence. On the basis of this concerted effort to analyse the
underlying difficulties of U.K. industry it published its first report,
NEDC (1963 A), which was subsequently supplemented by NEDC (1963 B), containing policy recommendations with regard to such matters as education,
labour mobility, taxation, balance of payments, regional development, etc.
Subsequently NEDC (196*0 dealt with ways to increase exports. Although the
Government did not commit itself to carrying out any of the proposals of
NEDC's "Plan", the latter had some limited impact on economic policymaking. The *»%-growth target was accepted marking a shi.ft in policy
priorities towards growth followed by demand reflation. The Board of
Trade responsible for sponsoring private industry was strengthened and
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thus became the first inside-challenge to Treasury-Bank of England control
'
over the formulation of policies within the state apparatus.
3.*4.2. The National Plan
Labour's election victory In 196*t ensured a significant expansion of
"indicative planning". Even before the NEDC-structure was set up, Labour
had undertaken a first commitment to planning in H. WILSON (1961). In H.
WILSON 0962) and T. BALOGH (1962) it had attacked NEDC's "plan" as too
weak, too general, and ineffective because of lack of government commitment to specific policy actions. Economists and businessmen sympathetic
to Labour Party policies argued, as for example in T. BALOGH (1963),
LORD SAINSBURY 096*0 and R. HARROD (196*0, for a more extensive form of
"planning" carried out by the Government itself with a commitment to undertake specific actions. And in a series of pre-election speeches the Labour
Party developed a comprehensive "new policy" program around a "plan" which
included support for science and technology, incomes policy, and incentives
to accelerate modernisation of industry.
After the election the necessary changes in the state apparatus were
carried out in order to diversify the process of economic policy formulation beyond the Treasury. The Department of Economic Affairs (DEA) was
set up to carry out the planning exercise, the Ministry of Technology
(Min Tech) was created to promote science and technology, and incomes policy became the responsibility of the new National Beard for Prices and
Incomes (NBPI). Using the NEDC-structure and the concept of Industrial
Inquiries to study on a sectoral basis the likely consequences and problems
of trying to achieve a specified growth target, the DEA finally published
In September 1965 the "National Plan" (see DEA (1965)) as the climax of
these "planning" efforts.
On the basis of a growth target of 3-8% p.a. for 196*4-70 the Plan set
sub-targets for investment, productivity, exports, etc. The findings of
the Industrial Inquiries formed the basis for specific policy initiatives,
summed up in a "check list of actions" (pp. 17-21). Each particular 5et
of policies, such as manpower policy, investment, prices and incomes policy, measures to contain the balance of payments problems, regional policy,
was then dealt with in separate chapters. Part Two of the Plan contained
the Industrial Inquiry Reports on different sectors.
Although the Plan was to be only a relatively short-lived exercise
and considered as such a failure, it was in retrospect nevertheless an
important step in the evolution of industrial policy in the U.K. It pro-
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vided the first detailed and sectoral inquiry by Government into the problems of private industry and identified in DEA (1965. pp. M», pp. 55, 626*0 the lack of adequate investment and of industrial efficiency as key
constraints on growth. It concluded the accelerating shift away from the
previous economic policy of "stop-go." As an alternative to sole reliance
on fiscal and monetary policies it proposed the expansion of the state
apparatus and range of new economic policies to allow for direct and selective state intervention in private industry, with higher economic growth
as the top policy priority. The Plan thus prepared the ground and acted as
a catalyst for the actual carrying out of new types of policy, such as incomes, manpower, regional, and industrial policy, after 196V65. The measures proposed in the Plan and subsequently introduced had a life-span
beyond that of the Plan, and in many cases they formed the basis for continued expansion and refinement of policy-making.
But the Plan also had serious shortcomings. Its insights into the
depth and complexity of industry's problems were admitted to be limited.
This is why it emphasised the need for further EDCs to be set up in many
more sectors in a fact-finding and policy-recommend ing role (p. kkff).
The whole question of inadequate investment levels, for instance, was
dealt with only in relation to external constraints (regional balance,
other demands on resources, output target) without analysing the internal
conditions determining investment decisions, as done in Ch. 2 (.see p. 55}.
The Plan had neither a fully worked-out strategy nor a defined concept for industrial pqlicy. Its various areas of intervention (see our
definition in sec. 3-2.) were treated by the Plan in isolation from each
other without connecting them into an overall approach. Instead areas,
like efficiency in industry, technological change and investment, were
understood and rationalised sole'/ in relation ta external factors, such
as the need to reduce the balance of payments deficit. While there was
general agreement that efficiency, capacity utilisation or the industrial
structure all needed to be improved, there was no attempt to analyse why
these were unsatisfactory in U.K. industry.
In addition policy recommendations were mostly expansions of already
existing policies or leaned on already previously developed idecs. "Indicative planning 11 itself was borrowed initially as an Idea from France and
then institutionalised by the Conservatives. Labour only expanded it.
The same was true for the NEDC and its EDCs which it had inherited from t!~e
previous administration, but which had been unsuccessfully proposed as
early as 19*»8 (see footnote 8). The proposed Selective'Employment Tax (SET)
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can be traced back to a discussion on a payroll tax in 1961. With regard
to Investment Incentives and company taxation the Plan proposed only
reforms of already established systems.
The really innovative initiatives, which in the coming years became
the central parts of industrial policy, were at this stage (1964/65) still
only very vaguely formulated intentions. The policy towards science and
technology, although often mentioned, relied in this early phase mostly on
expanding the resources of already existing research bodies and on reducing
defence R&D in favour of civil R&D. The Government had at that point already set up Min Tech, but had only given it largely co-ordinating and information providing powers, while keeping its intervention powers in specific industries initially to a minimum. The phenomenal expansion of Mm
Tech's influence and range of intervention began only after mid-1966. The
IRC, after 1966 the centrepiece of industrial policy, was confined to a
very short and vague reference in the Plan (p. 49).
Not surprisingly, the Plan did not define the concept of "Industrial
Policy." The term is used only in reference to measures relating to import substitution, standardisation, rationalisation and export promotion
(pp. 46-48). Measures aiming at an increase of overall investment activity
were excluded and instead termed "investment policy" (pp. 62-64), while
science and technology-related measures were also seen as distinct from
industrial policy (pp. 48-51).
The most widely discussed criticism of the Plan addressed the nature
of "indicative planning" itself. Such a method of planning gave the Government neither sufficient powers of implementation nor controls to determine decision-making in private industry and thus ensure the realisation
of the planned targets. Instead the Plan merely "indicated" to industry
how much investment was required and which bottlenecks had to be overcome
in order to achieve the growth target. Unlike "regulatory planning" the
Plan's only powers lay in persuasion, in the creation of confidence and in
raising expectations designed to produce a change of attitude within industry. From this should follow efforts to achieve a higher growth rate.
Industrialists, however, did not have to commit themselves to any particular action and were free to ignore the Plan altogether. It was therefore
not surprising that up to 1970 none of the targets (except productivity)
a clear indication of the limited impact of merely
were actually met
' The Government itself abandoned the
indicative planning on industry.
Plan de facto in July 1966 when another sterling crisis led once again to
the adoption of deflation measures. These buried any remaining hopes of
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achieving the Plan's growth target.
The real importance of the Plan was not in-terms of its direct results. As the climax of the "indicative planning" era as a transition
period of change in economic policy-thinking the Plan's historic significance was that it spelled out the Government's commitment to implement
for the first time new forms of policy, including industrial policy, which
(12)
from then on became significant features of overall policy-making.
CHAPTER k: THE AREAS OF INTERVENTION AND OBJECTIVES OF
INDUSTRIAL POLICY

Our analysis in Ch. 2 of the production conditions in U.K. private
industry identified the lack of adequate levels of investment to carry out
large-scale modernisation and capacity expansion and the existing limita\
tions on efficient organisation of production as two main problems with
adverse consequences for domestic growth and international competitiveness. Defining the concept of "industrial policy" as a series of policy
measures designed to deal with these problems and the underlying factors
that cause them, we distinguished in sec. 3-2. such measures according to
their specific objectives to assist private companies in their attempts to
improve their respective production conditions in different ways. We concluded that industrial policy measures focused either on (internal or external) investment finance, industrial restructuring (of single firms or
whole sectors), or more rapid and widespread application of new technology
in production. In all these areas of intervention policy-makers will aim
to introduce measures which are expected to have a beneficial impact on
business confidence and thus influence managerial decisions in a desired
direction. This latter objective has, as we shall see in the following
sections below, frequently been a major factor in determining new policy
Initiatives and their particular form and content.
Such categorisation of industrial policy according to objectives not
only serves the purpose of structuring the arguments of our analysis, but
reflects also the actual evolution of the policy during the 19^0's. As
pointed out in sec. 3.^.2., the Labour Government did not start out with
an integrated concept cf "industrial policy," nor did it present in the
National Plan of 1965 a coherent and coordinated strategy of direct state
intervention in private industry. Instead the Plan proposed sets of measures to deal separately with the problems of industrial restructuring and
efficiency, investment activity, and technological change. Consequently
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policy initiatives after 1965, reflecting this lack of coordination and
this degree of separation, remained in their initial stages of implementation confined to either one of these categories, as discussed more extensively in Ch. 4 below. The development of industrial policy towards
more far-reaching measures with multiple objectives that cut across these
categories was therefore a gradual process. As pointed out in Ch. 5, it
did not fully materialise until the Industry Act 1972 , although the establishment of the Industrial Reorganisation Corporation (IRC) in 1966 and
the enactment of the Industrial Expansion Act 1968 were major steps in
this direction. This is why we discuss in Ch. 4 the various industrial
policy measures of the 1960's and their succeeding initiatives and modifications during the 197C's in separate categories according to their different objectives, while focussing in Ch. 5 on the expansion of industrial
policy since 1972 through multi-objective measures.
4.1. Measures to increase investment finance

4.1.1. Labour's Reforms 1965/66
The measures to increase sources of finance are confined in their
objective to raise the amount of funds available to private firms and to
Influence corporate decision-making by linking the level of benefits to
expenditure on fixed assets. These measures consisted up to 1964 principally of: a) changes in the level and in the structure of profits taxation to increase profit retention as a form of internal investment
finance; b) depreciation allowances which allow firms to set a specified
c) the
amount of their investment expenditure against their taxes;
supply of funds for investment projects in industry through financial
Institutions, namely the ICFC end the FCI, which were partly Owned by the
Bank of England and were thus only to a limited extent policy instruments.'
One of Labour's first initiatives after 1964 in the area of industrial policy aimed at a substantial reform of these measures. In April
1965 the previous system of taxing profits through a combination of the
income tax at the standard rate and a profits tax was replaced with a new
Corporation Tax. Under the previous system any change in the income tax
also affected company taxation and had to be compensated by a change in
the profits tax. With the new tax wage-earners and companies were taxed
separately which was seen as a step towards potentially greater distributional equity and simpler administration. But more importantly, the rer 63 -

form was to encourage the retention of profits by double-taxing dividends.
With industrial investment in the U.K. mostly self-financed such a move
was intended to raise the proportion of internally generated funds available for investment expenditure.
Between April 1958 and April 1965 both retained and distributed profits had been taxed- at the same rate which before the 1965 reform had
stood at 53*75%. With the new Corporation Tax retained profits were only
to be taxed at *iO%, while share-holders had to pay twice for dividends
received: A0% corporation tax plus the income tax standard rate of 38.75%
on the remaining 60%, giving a tax total of 63-25%.
The objective of this new tax, namely to lower industry's pay-out
ratio and to encourage a larger retention of profits, seems, however, not
to have been met. Empirical evidence suggests that dividends were not
lowered. They continued to grow between 196^ and 1969 by about the same
amount as undistributed income before depreciation and stock appreciation.
The only major effect of the tax differential might have been to redistribute post-tax profits to firms with a low pay-out ratio that were growing
rapidly and needed high profit retention to finance their capacity expanThe 1965 Reform also abolished tax exemption for overseas profits in
order to discourage U.K. firms from investing abroad. In isolated instances this might have instigated companies to expand domestic capacity as
an alternative to overseas investment, as was for example the case with
the British Aluminum Corporation's decision in 1968 to build an aluminum
smelter in the U.K. Combined with the old'and at that time still operating
system of allowances the new Corporation Tax at **0% reduced the value of
investment incentives because of the lower tax liability base. Hence,
while profits were taxed at a lower rate, the incentives to invest in the
form of allowances at any given rate declined as well, because there was
less profit tax to deduct them from. Only when the Labour Government completed its reform in January 1966 by replacing investment allowances with
Investment Grants were the benefits to industry restored to at least previous levels (see D.E.A. (1966)).
Although the grants were set initially at a level (national rate of
20% of capital expenditure incurred), which in absolute terms did not yield
noticeably larger benefits to industry, they were for a number of reasons
designed to make the incentive system more effective. First of all, many
firms did not take investment allowances into account when deciding where
and how much to invest. This is clearly a consequence of management ineff-

iciency (discussed above in subsection 2.3-2.5), expressed In this particular case by the widespread failure In U.K. industry to use more sophisti-ated investment appraisal methods that allow for the calculation of incenives to be included in investment decision-making.
It was hoped thit
r irms would take more notice of grants than of tax allowances with a conequently stronger impact of incentives on investment decisions. Furtherore, by making incentives Independent of the achievement: of profits,
.rants gave firms a higher degree of certainty that they would reaily be
ible to take full advantage of the Incentives offered. Because of this
independency the grant system aided In particular small but rapidly ex-andlng firms whose investment needs exceeded .their capacity to generate
profits and cash flow. Under the old system these finr.s could not take
*"ull advantage of the available benefits, as their profit tax liabilities
vere smaller than the sum total of their allowances. Thus part of the
allowances were either lost or had to be deducted later with Inflation
eroding their value in the meantime. For the same reason the new system
as more capable of encouraging new entrants Into industry, which usually
ake time to achieve profitability, but on the other hand face Immediate
nvestment expenditure. And investment projects with a long gestation
erlod and other high-risk projects benefltted therefore from the new
system as well. In general, grants allowed for a speedier recovery of
cash, and firms did not have to wait for profits, before they could make
;se of the Investment Incentive. Thus the new grant system helped especially those firms and projects with the most likely cash problems and
'he greatest difficulties In getting support from banks or the equity
narket.
An additional advantage of the new grant system was the flexibility
*or the policy-maker to use It selectively. Under the Industrial Oevelop7»eot Act 1966 grants were set at *»0$ (of capital expenditure) for invest<^nt in U.K.'s development areas to encourage investment especially In
^pressed regions. As In the case of the SET later the grants discrimin-fid In favour of manufacturing and against the service sector whose only
;neflt was a 30% Initial allowance. Tne system was also used to support
e manufacturers of such Items, as computers, ships, and hovercraft veicles, which qualified for grants as well. Special assistance tn that
iy was also given to Investment In plant and machinery for the purposes
scientific research which besides grants enjoyed also a 100$ write offlit ia! allowance.
Sec. 8(2) of the 1966 Act demanded from applying firms the provision
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to the Board of Trade (and later Min Tech) of information on the project
for assessment. Sec. 8(5) entitled the Government to authorise inspectors
with power to enter and inspect any premises where the asset in question
was supposedly installed. And Sec. 8(6) regulated offences, proceedings
and fines. Thus the grants increased the degree of monitoring by the
Government with regard to the use of public funds in private industry. (6)
For all these advantages over the old system the grant system involved major expenditure of state funds. The annual total payments for
investment grants increased steadily from k288 m. in 1967/68 (the first
full year under the scheme) to h544 m. in 1970/71 with a constant decline
afterwards as a result of a decision by the newly elected Conservative
Government in 1970 to phase the scheme out. The distribution of grant
payments is specified in Table 4.1. below.
Table 4.1.: Investment Grant Payments 1967/68 - 1972/73 (in h '000)
Plant and Machinery
(sec. 1 of Industrial
Development Act 1966)
a) manufacturing, ship
repairing and
generation of energy
b) extraction of
minerals
c) construction and
civil engineering
Totals a) - c)

total

standard
rate

development
area rate

947,401

1,045,779

1,993,180

42,738

42,293

85,031

88,686
1,078,825

38,392
1,126,464

127,0.78
2,205,289

140,821

4,224

145,045

2,182

nil

2,182

394,166

nil

394,166

35,525

8,958

44,483

1,139,646

2,791,165

Special Qualifying Assets
a) Computers (sec. 2)
b) Hovercraft (sec. 3)

c) Ships (sec. 5)
d) Mining Works (sec. 6)
Total

1,651,519

SOURCE: Dfi (1973 A , App. C, p. 36 )
Hence, the grant system cost between 1967/68 and 1972/73 h2.8bn. with
over 40% of it spent for investment in the development areas.
In evaluating the impact of this expensive scheme on investment behaviour we have found the various econometric studies because of their
restrictive stochastic assumptions concerning the estimation of invest-

ment behaviour and the often admitted difficulty in fin'ding adequate data
to be only of limited usefulness. '' Other studies, such, as G.C. HARCOURT
(1966) and T. STARK (1966) compared the grant system with the old system
of allowances by comparing their effects on the DCF-value of specified
Investment projects. On that basis they both found that grants should
have slightly more impact on the level of investment activity. But given
the limited use of the DCF-method in industry there are considerable
doubts whether firms acted as these studies predicted.
The initial reaction by representatives of industry was scepticism
and opposition. "Unfair discrimination" and fear about delays and administrative uncertainties were frequent worries. They were expressions of
Industry's suspicions towards Labour's return to office after 13 years
in opposition and of its hostility against the then still unusual use of
grants as a form of assistance and of selective intervention. Later, howro\
ever, many firms favoured grants over allowances. ' Both G.C. Harcourt
09661 and T. Stark 0966} showed that grants were more beneficial than
allowances even for profitable firms and projects with high rates of
return which countered the frequent objection that grants promote nonprofitable investment.
The selective use of the grant system certainly ha.d some beneficial
effects. Evidence from the Expenditure Committee 0972) and DTI (1970,
para. 8) suggests that grants for ships helped the order books of shipbuilding firms. Of similar help were grants pa.id for the purchase of
computers. ICL estimated in SCST (1971, vol. 2, Q. 887-8) that without
grants the computer market would have been'reduced by 20% in 1971. Other
computer firms confirmed that grants helped their cash flow positions
(ibid., vol. 1, para. 150). P.V. ELLIS (1969, p. 186) pointed out that
because of grants computer firms could reduce the proportion of equipment,
which had to be rented rather than sold, and thus also increase their cash
flow further. The study by Min Tech 0970) found that firms responsible
for over 50% of the investment covered by its survey increased capacity
and capital expenditure In the development areas because of the regional
grant differential. But, as argued by D. BURN (1970, p. 51) many of the
projects in the development areas were capital-intensive, as those types
of investment benefi tted especially from the higher grant rate. Therefore
the grants had very little effect in raising employment levels in those
regions.
Finally, A. Graham (1972, p. 206) notes that despite pessimistic
forecasts investment in manufacturing fell much less in the recession
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1967 and also in 1968/69 than in previous cyclical downturns. This, he
argues, may very well have been as a direct result of the grant scheme -a point made also repeatedly in the evidence presented in Expenditure
Committee (1972).
We can safely conclude from the evidence mentioned that grants were
more effective in promoting investment than the previous combination of
initial and investment allowances. From the point of view of the evolution of industrial policy their introduction established the concept of
grants as a form of assistance which in the light of its later expansion
was an important step. Equally significant was the concept of selective
intervention applied for the first time through the grant scheme. On the
other hand it was a very expensive scheme and it is far from clear whether
Its impact justified the costs.
J|.1.2. Policy Changes under the Conservatives 1970-7**
When returning to office, the Conservatives (as part of a more fundamental reversal of Labour's policies, discussed below in sec. 5-1) decided
to phase out the grant scheme. This step was justified on the grounds of
Its public expenditure costs, its preference for "uneconomic investment",
tts "unjustifiable discrimination" and its administrative burden on the
government (see DTI (1970), para. 2). Instead a first-year initial allowance of 35% and a writing-down allowance of 25% (valid already from first
year of expenditure onwards) was introduced so that 60% of capital expenditure could be written off immediately and 25% of the reduced balance of
expenditure successively in later years. Discrimination in favour of the
assisted areas was maintained by allowing free depreciation for expenditure on new plant and machinery and a higher initial allowance on industrial buildings. Free depreciation, where firms were free to choose the
timing of claiming their allowances, and which took mostly the form of a
100$ Initial allowance, was also provided across the U.K. as a whole for
ships and capital expenditure on scientific research.
These changes of policy were clearly disadvantagous to industry. A.
Brown calculated with the DCF-method that on a five-year project with a
10% expected return the grant-scheme resulted in a post-tax return of 19%
while the new allowances only gave a 10%. On the basis of the same project the old scheme gave h156 worth of incentives by moving into a development area for each hlOO worth of incentives outside the assisted areas,
compared to only hi 11 under the new system (see Expenditure Committee
(1972 , vol. 3, Q. 2766-2768)). With such a reduction in the benefits of

the regional differential it was not surprising that the number of inquiries by industrialists about investment into the assisted areas fell
from 2*400 in first quarter of 1970, when grants were still in full operation, to only 1083 one year later (after grants had started to be phased
out) (see Trade and Industry, 19/5/1971, p. 352). The Government openly
admitted that this change had led to a "liquidity gap" which was to be
compensated by a staged reduction of the Corporation Tax rate by 5% (see
Trade and Industry, T»A/1971, P- 70).
When investment activity in 1971 and 1972 was significantly lower
than in previous years (as indicated in Table 2.**) pressure grew on the
Government to reverse its policy on incentives once again to provide
larger benefits to investing firms. After gradually increasing the rates
of the various allowances from the summer of 1971 onwards it extended
free depreciation (100% initial allowance) 'from the assisted areas to the
whole of the U.K. According to the survey by Min Tech (1970) this form
of incentive is even more popular with private firms than grants.
On top of this firms were to receive a Regional Development Grant
(Part 1 of the Industry Act 1972) of 20% in the Development Areas and 22%
in the newly created Special Development Areas for expenditure on both
Industrial buildings and plant and machinery. In the 1972 Budget the
Corporation Tax system was reformed to end discrimination against dividends. Under the new so-called "imputation system" a firm paid one single
basic tax rate for all profits, whether retained or distributed. In the
case of dividends it paid in addition an Advance Corporation Tax measured
by reference to the amount of profits distributed during the financial
year which could later be set off against the regular corporation tax.
The reform included also a lower tax for the profits of small firms which
introduced a series of measures up to 1978 aimed at easing the tax burden
on smaller firms.
These measures more than compensated industry for the decline of
benefits caused by the abolition of the grant scheme and the reintroduction of depreciation allowances in 1970. They established the most extensive system of incentives so far: free depreciation, which provides for
speeJy recovery of benefits, easy administration and maximum flexibility
for firms to optimize the timing of their claims, supported by the return
of a grant scheme applied for investment in assisted areas. The doublereversal by the Conservative Government reflects, together with other similar examples, the failure of the "disengagement" strategy with its
emphasis on reducing the role of the state in favour of market forces.
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The recession of 1971/72 forced the return to a more pragmatic approach
and justified the existence and extension of industrial policy. Furthermore the importance of experience with previous measures for the formulation of subsequent policies, which was a-vital element in the development
of industrial policy, was once more underlined here.
4.1.3- The extension of measures under the Labour Government 1S74-78
In principle the system of incentives established in 1972 was preserved by the Labour Government. During 197^/75, however, U.K. firms
faced, over a wide range of sectors, their worst liquidity crisis since
the depression of 1929-1934 (see Table 2.4). Not only had profitability
declined considerably and the debt burden increased (see 2.2.4.), bur
accelerating inflation had rapidly pushed up the replacement cost of fixed
assets and of stock. Representatives from industry started a publicity
campaign on the basis that inflation seriously distorted the level of
"real" profits. The method of calculation based on historic cost was
seriously underestimating the value of capital stock and reducing the real
value of investment incentives. The profits made on stock appreciation
should not be considered real as stocks will eventually have to be replaced at higher cost.
As a result of the liquidity shortage and these arguments the Government introduced in November 1974 stock relief to exclude profits made on
holding stocks now worth more because of inflation from the corporation
tax. Between 1974 and 1977 this measure alone was estimated to have reduced the tax liability of U.K. firms by a,bout h3 bn. To correct the
overestimation of profits by valuing capital stock at historic cost ignoring the fact that the replacement of assets has become much costlier, a
public debate was started to introduce a system of inflation accounting.
Progress in this direction of replacing the historic cost-method with one
that is based on current cost has been slow. Under the presently adopted
Hyde guidelines firms publish three figures in their accounts to correct
their profits for the impact of inflation. Once the current cost accountIng method is fully established, it will further reduce the tax liability
of profits. The most ambitious recent initiatives in the area of increasing Investment finance concerned the institutional relationship between
private industry and the financial sector. In Ch. 2 we identified this as
an element of structural weakness in the U.K. economy. The much closer
relationship between banks and industry has most likely contributed to the
high growth rates of the German and Japanese economies.. This shifted the
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attention in the U.K. to the availability of long-term borrowing faciii(9)
ties for industry.
During 1975/76 political pressure by the unions and from within the
Labour Party (with a National Executive Counci1-proposal to nationalise
the largest banks and insurance companies) against the City and for growing government intervention in financing investment increased. In response to this and in the aftermath of the liquidity crisis of 197^/75 the
Government decided in 1976 to set up a "Committee to review the functioning of the financial institutions," chaired by Sir Harold Wilson. On the
basis of evidence from all parties concerned and research studies the
Committee is undertaking a detailed study of the relation between financial institutions and industry with a final report expected for 1979- In
the interim report of December 1977 the Committee discussed the lack of
external finance for small firms, the growing power of investing institutions, such as pension funds and investment trusts, and their threat to
the proper functioning of the stock-market, and the limits and difficulties
for industry to get long-term funds at reasonable rates. While noting
that there was otherwise no shortage of funds for industry, the evidence
presented reveals a lack of communication between industry and lenders, a
strong risk aversity of companies to borrow extensively and of banks to
lend for projects with uncertain outcomes. Furthermore, compared to other
countries such as Germany and Japan, U.K. financial institutions are resisting involvement in industrial management, such as holding equity, appointing directors, or evaluating projects for possible support.
It Is yet unclear what the results an.d effects of the inquiry will be
In the end and what policy initiatives will follow from it. The TUC demands the establishment of a tl bn. investment fund, financed partly out
of industry's profits and partly with public money to support projects and
companies with long-run viability but la^k of institutional support. More
likely Is the establishment of a central monitoring commission with participants from industry, finance houses and the Government to look after
the various aspects of the City's activities. More minor institutional
changes and adjustments in certain specific areas, such as special lending
facilities for small firms, wil! probably be recommended as well. The
Inquiry is, however, not expected to have the far-reaching implications
for U.K.'s financial and policy-making institutions of the report by the
Macmlllan Committee on Finance and Industry in 1931, in which the Government's goals and control mechanisms in the sphere of monetary policy were
defined for the first time.
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4.1.1*. Concluding remarks
The measures discussed above under the category of the general provision of investment finance have, in relation to the expansion of other
parts of industrial policy, become increasingly less important. Their
impact on raising the level of investment activity was always hampered by
a variety of factors, such as their dependency on the extent to which
firms respond to the benefits offered. Nevertheless, their evolution
reflects some of the most important problems involved in the formulation
of industrial policy.
One of these problems concerns the ability of policy-makers to influence management decision-making. In the case of investment incentives
private firms have complete power to determine on their own whether and to
what extent to use benefits. Given the already discussed lack of use of
effective investment appraisal methods the entirely voluntary character
of these measures left the Government with little power to extend the use
of benefits against this constraint of management inefficiency. The measures were also restricted because they allowed little public monitoring
over the choice and realisation of investment projects by private firms.
Thefr degree of selectivity to take into account different production
conditions in specific sectors was very limited. All these factors (public control, monitoring, selective use) are important conditions for any
effective industrial policy measures. And in all these aspects general
Investment incentives were less developed and forceful than the subsequent measures. Given these limits they are by and large a very expensive
method of assisting private industry.
The various reforms and changes made with regard to investment incentives are also indicative of the forces that determined the evolution of
Industrial policy as a whole. For instance, drastic changes and reversals
characterised not only this group of measures, but were a destabilising
element on a more general scale. Investment incentives during the 1950's
frequently had their rates varied in the wake of short-run stop-go policy
considerations. After 1965/66 not only rates, but the whole system of
incentives was repeatedly altered. The discontinuity of measures and/or
shor«--run changes i,i the levels of benefits considerably reduced the predictability and security required In long-run investment planning.
On the other hand, with a more interventionistic policy and improved
Information gathering, measures, such as the grant scheme, could be introduced that were considerably more suited to meet industry's needs and had
a greater impact on firms. In addition, despite the uneven application of

these measures, policy-makers managed to expand, refine and coordinate
them ultimately into a comprehensive system of free depreciation and
grants. This gradual evolution of policy measures towards a higher level
of Integration, despite temporary interruptions, was typical of industrial
policy as a whole between 1965 and 1978.
4.2. Measures to encourage "industrial restructuring" in the 1960' s
4.2.1. Introductory remarks on the SET and the Shipbuilding
Industry Act 196?
After the "indicative planning" era ended with the deflation measures
in July 1966 and even more after the sterling devaluation of November 1967
raised the potential for increasing exports and import substitution the
Labour Government shifted its attention and policy efforts towards promoting directly the reorganisation and modernisation of private industry.
This area of industrial policy, known as "industrial restructuring," involved measures aimed at facilitating changes in the production conditions
of various industrial sectors that would lead to higher production efficiency, modernised production processes, a more rational range of products and better management quality as means to higher growth and improved
international competitiveness within U.K. industry. This shift of emphasis marked a turning-point in the evolution of industrial policy. Previously that policy was confined mostly to information-gathering (NEDO,
National Plan) and financial support to industry through general investment incentives which involved only a limrted degree of selectivity, public control, monitoring, and influence over management decisions. Measures in this category, however, expressed a more directly interventionistlc, selective and forceful policy approach towards industry's problems,
carried at the level of individual firms or sectors. Financial aid was in
general made conditional on some specified course of action by the companies affected and was not any longer the prime objective and end in itself,
but became the means to realise other objectives. In addition public
monitoring and follow-up checks to evaluate the progress made and to see
a project through as intended were also emphasised. All these characteristics increased the power and control of policy-makers over the use of
public funds by private firms.
The Shipbuilding Industry Act 1967, one of the measures in this category, was based on a detailed Parliamentary Inquiry into that declining
sector tn which a strategy of reorganisation was spelled out (in the
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Report of the Committee of Inquiry into the Shipbuilding Industry, Cmnd.
2937, 1966). It established the first sector-specific para-government-:})
agency, the Shipbuilding Industry Board (SIB), for the purpose of carrying out and supervising the restructuring of a particular industry. It
was the first example of a coherent government strategy, combining a series of different measures, for a single sector outside the "advanced technology" industries. And its subsequent failure to achieve the intended
results provides important insights with regard to the limitations and
difficulties, but also potential of industrial policy. For all these
reasons measures concerning the Shipbuilding Industry will be discussed
more fully as a case-study in sec. 6.1.
Another measure concerning "industrial restructuring" was the Selective Employment Tax (SET). This will be dealt with here only briefly because of its limited importance for subsequent industrial policy developments and its lack of lasting impact on industry. As a tax on the employment of labour it was introduced in 1966 primarily to broaden the State's
revenue base. It gave manufacturing industry a refund in excess of the
Initially paid tax (in other words, a premium to firms for the employment
of labour), but at the same time did not piovide the service sector (and
construction) with any refund. One reason for this selective discrimination was to compensate manufacturing industry for its relatively heavier
tax burden based on indirect taxes that did not apply to the service sector. As a measure promoting "industrial restructuring" it was the brainchild of N. Kaldor who at that time was economic advisor to the Labour
Government. His work, as pointed out above in sec. 1.2, concentrated then
on the role of manufacturing as a source of higher productivity and for
that reason also of higher growth. In this context the SET was designed
to d) induce labour-saving in the service sector to improve productivity
and. growth there and b) to redeploy within manufacturing labour set free
from the service sector as an incentive for capacity expansion.
In assessing SET's effects it seems to have increased productiv r ty
both by improving efficiency in the service sector and also by shifting to
some limited degree output into industries with high productivity levels.
But the precise extent of this effect is hard to calculate and was the
subject of heated debate. It is also likely that the SET somewhat slowed
down the expansion of.the service sector's output share while increasing
manufacturing's share in total output and employment. But the actual
shift of labour from services into manufacturing was probably rather minimal. Instead the SET caused a reduction of vacancies in the service sec-

This meant that the labour typically shed in manufacturing during
tor
recessions was no longer after 1966 finding employment in the services
sector, but remained unemployed or dropped out of the labour market altogether. Such a hypothesis identifies the SET as one contributory factor
in the above-trend rise, of unemployment and the remarkable decline by over
1/2 m. workers employed in the private sector during 1966-70. Its overall
impact, however, seems both in terms of productivity gains and labour market
It was certainly a very
shifts to have been rather insignificant.
indirect method to achieve a shift of resources between sectors and to
improve productivity and growth. In 1971 it was abolished as part of the
"disengagement" of the Conservatives.
We will now discuss in some detail the two other measures established
by Labour during the 1360"s in this area of intervention, namely the IRC
and the Industrial Expansion Act 1968.
k.2.2. The establishment of the IRC as a para-governmental agency
The termination of the planning exercise in mid-1966 left the government without any significant policy tool to intervene in the production
conditions of private industry on a major scale. In particular there was
no policy measure capable of promoting industrial restructuring. To fill
this gap rapidly the Government decided to accelerate the setting up of
the IRC. Hardly mentioned in the National Plan previously and still only
very briefly and tentatively outlined in a White Paper at the beginning
of 1966 (Cmnd.2889, Jan. 1966), the IRC was to become within a short
period of time (in December 1966) the most ambitious and powerful industrial policy project of the 1960's.
As a para-governmental agency the IRC was a novelty in the U.K.
a body outside government departments but publicly financed. The Government's control over the JRC was limited to determining its legal powers
and duties, setting its overall budget limit, demanding the presentation
of regular reports and accounts and in giving the IRC occasional directives to act in legally specified circumstances on the Government's behalf.
The day-to-day running of the agency and the decision-making with regard
to support for projects in industry was otherwise entirely the IRC's own
responsibility. This relative independence from Government interference
and control was designed to increase IRC's effectiveness to initiate
changes in Industry. It could In contrast to Government act without being
subject to political pressures and without having to take into account
non-commercial factors. This was In line with the Government's Intention
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to support only commercially viable rationalisation projects with public
funds channelled through the IRC. By staffing the corporation with experienced managers, industrialists were supposed to be reas.sured, At the
same time the IRC could thus concentrate a higher level of expertise and
thereby respond more effectively to the needs of industry.
The concept of a paragovernmental agency located state intervention
very close to industry by creating an independent corporation with powers
to intervene fn the equity and credit markets and alter the structure of
an industrial sector. The IRC was envisaged and designed to establish a
continuing dialogue with individual firms. This would allow a more detailed gathering of information, a more flexible intervention and improved
monitoring of projects than was possible with sole reliance on government
(12)
departments.
The functions and powers of the Corporation were set out in the IRC
Act 1966. Its basic functions were to "(a) promote or assist the reorganisation or development of any industry; or (b) if requested to do so by
the Secretary of State, establish or develop, or promote or assist the
Sec. 2C2) gave
establishment of, any industrial enterprise" (sec. 2(1))
the IRC the legal entitlement to gather information and to decide by
Itself in which Industries to intervene. According to sec. 2(3) the IRC
had the "power to do anything...calculated to facilitate the discharge of
Its functions." More specifically this section mentioned the acquisition
and holding of equity, loans and loan guarantees, the setting up of new
companies and the acquisition (or disposal) of buildings, plant and machinery as possible methods for the IRC to achieve its objectives. Sec.
7 gave the IRC a budget of t150 m. to carry out its activity.
The Act defined the functions of the IRC rather vaguely and gave it
very wide and general powers of intervention. T*his was partly a result of
the rapid Introduction of the IRC after-the-Jul 4y 196&-crisis which had
prevented the Government from clarifying Its role and operations more prefiT,)
of reference

clsely. :)l In addition the Act's rather unspecific terms
were Intended to maintain a high degree of flexibility for the possible
range of its initiatives. They made it possible for the IRC to gradually
develop its modus operandi and to expand the scope of its activities
through "experience in office."
The IRC inltally met with strong opposition from many industrialists
rfho feared its wide powers and its obviously significant intervention potential. Its ability to obtain equity holdings in private firms created
/1 1^ \
the suspicion that It might be a means for "backdoor nationalisation."
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In response to this hostility the Government restricted the operations of the IRC in a number of significant ways to gain initial wider
acceptance of the IRC in industry.

For instance, the IRC had no compul-

sory powers to take action against the will of the companies concerned.
Assistance for the rationalisation and/or expansion of an individual
firm, as distinct from aiding the reorganisation of several firms in a
particular sector through mergers or sector-wide investment schemes, could
under sec. 2(1) only be provided at the request of the Secretary of State.
This was clearly a restriction of its activities and led to directing its
principal efforts at merger projects. Sec. 2(3) excluded grants as a
form of IRC-assistance to dispel industry's suspicion that the IRC was a
"soft option" lender. The IRC repeatedly rejected this criticism and
stressed its role as a "lender of last resort" imposing stringent conditions on its loans to firms (see IRC (1968), p. 7), B.R. CANT (1969,
p. 1»6), and M.E. BeesTey and G.M. White (1973, p. 79)). In this role
funds were only offered by the IRC if a) all reasonable alternative
sources of finance were exhausted, b) the project was commercially viable
and expected to earn the IRC a commercial return on its contribution,
c) the management of the assisted firm appeared sound and able to complete
the project successfully, and d) the company concerned agreed to IRC's
monitoring and follow-up conditions.
Furthermore, the IRC clearly was not designed to act as a state holding company (like Italy's IRI). So there was no danger of backdoor nationalisation. Its equity holdings were supposed tc be only temporary and
to be disposed of after the successful completion of the project. As a
form of support equity financing was only to be used when the size of assistance demanded a higher degree of control or when a firm's gearing ratio was stretched to the upper limits of sound financing. In general the
restrictions Of a

rat^r
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In financial markets only temporarily forced the IRC to turn its funds
over as quickly as possible. It aimed therefore to recover them rapiuly
so that they could be put to work elsewhere. This imposed a certain limit
to its degree of using more long-term fruity finance.
In addition to these operational restrictions the small IRC-Board was
purposely composed mostly of industrial managers and merchant bankers with
good success records,, and a reputation for strong opposition to nationalisation. The first Managing Director of the IRC, Grierson, was known to
favour a more passive, limited and less interventionistic role for the IRC.
Finally, because of the vague terms of reference and the initially
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narrow interpretation of its powers by the IRC-Board the Agency started
very slowly and cautiously. In its first year of existence the IRC concentrated mostly on gathering more information about various sectors and
establishing a two-way communication network with a large number of firms.
In this way it tried to build up confidence among industrialists about its
usefulness and intentions. The only setback came when the Government requested in January 1967 that the IRG should take a share in the troubled
car producer Rootes in order to maintain some U.K. control over the firm
when it was acquired by the U.S.-multinational company Chrysler. S. Young
0971*, p. 92) and A. Lejeune (1973, P- 100) describe the frustration of
some members of the IRC-Board that its first intervention (i.e. the Rootes
case) strengthened industry's fears about the IRC being basically a Government tool to achieve its political aims and acting as a prop for firms
in financial difficulties.
But apart from that the legal restrictions, the composition of its
Board and its cautious beginning soon helped to convince many firms that
the IRC was a potentially useful source of assistance. However, during
Its lifetime the IRC never stopped being controversial and on many occasions firms resisted its attempts at intervention. But all in all there
was no shortage of firms asking for its help or expressing their willingness to cooperate.
4.2.3. The formulation and implementation of IRC's initiatives
In order to select promising projects in private industry for possible support the IRC had to gather and process information so that it
could determine where assistance was required and in what form. As part
of this exercise industrial sectors were identified which were of major
importance for the U.K. economy as a whole and which could benefit significantly from IRC support. Once this was done companies and potential
projects within high-priority sectors had to be examined.
The most important external source of guidance and information in
this research activity was the government Itself. For example, during the
earliest phase (1966/67) the IRC worked on a DEA-list of problems and of
Industries that needed attention, including wool, footwear, cables, pumps,
scientific instruments, turbines and transformers. Later the government
asked the IRC on a number of occasions to study specific problems and possibly intervene in sectors, such as vehicles, ball bearings, industrial
process control and automation, numerically controlled machine tools.
Throughout Its existence it maintained a close relationship with other
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Government departments and agencies-, such as Min Tech and the National
Research Development Corporation (NRDC)> and used their information resources and advice. In addition, it obtained information through frequent contacts with merchant banks in the City, employers associations
and the EDCs.
But most of the search activity for possible projects was, according
to IRC (1969, p. 8), carried out by the IRC itself through desk research
of available statistics and visits to companies for detailed discussions
with management. In assessing sectors the IRC would look at indicators,
such as their respective export-import balance, size distribution of
firms, the employment of qualified scientists, value-added-ratio, productivity, relation between demand and capacity and international comparison
of industry in terms of structure and performance. IRC's thoroughness and
depth of analysis in its research on sectors has been repeatedly stressed
by authors familiar with the agency, as for example in W.G. McClelland
(1972, p. 26) and in M.E. Beesley and G.M. White (1973, p. 78). In general sectors characterized by either substantial balance of payments contributions, high value added, high technology content, large productivity
potential or significant proportion of employment in assisted areas were
all considered to be high priority cases for intervention.
With regard to the more detailed research concerning individual firms
particularly important indicators were the quality of management (see
sec. 2.3.2.5« for assessment criteria), research and development expenditure, investment plans, profitability-, company liquidity, productivity,
capacity utilisation. This evaluation would precede any negotiations on
the terms of a scheme.
This process of information gathering and the expertise to make use
of it, combined with the availability of funds arid intervention powers,
secured the IRC a strong position to -i-R-k-iate changes-witKin a variety of
sectors. Its generation of knowledge and experience at the level of company appraisal and its access to confidential information from firms under
protected secrecy was unmatched by any Government department. Various
parts of the Government machinery started to make increasing use of the
IRC's fact-finding abilities and growing experience in assessing companies
by asking the agency to conduct inquiries and make policy recommendations
In complex industrial situations, such as a study on the relation between
telecommunication industry and Post Office, proposals to build aluminium
smelters in the U.K., study of the bacon curing industry's structure.
From 1968 onwards the IRC was also increasingly asked to implement its
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recommendations after it reported on its findings (e.g. in the case of
reorganising the nuclear power industry, helping Rolls Royce and Cammel1
Laird to overcome their financial difficulties). Thus one of the functions of the IRC which developed through experience in office was to act
as the government's merchant bank.
Every project undertaken by the IRC involved not only extensive preparatory research but also the establishment of monitoring procedures and
controls to examine the progress made and to check whether its funds were
used as intended. Usually conditions were attached to the offer of financial assistance. These covered to a varying extent, depending on each
particular case, repayment terms, performance targets, and the time-table
necessary to complete a restructuring scheme, and the follow-up procedure.
This gave the IRC considerable power vis-a-vis assisted firms. It could
ask for changes to be carried out, steps to be implemented and standards
to be met over a wide range of issues. In certain cases, where the IRC
was not satisfied with the quality of management it insisted, for instance, on sweeping management changes, as was according to S. Young
097*1, p. 76) the case with Kent, Ransome Hofmann Pollard (RHP), Rolls
Royce, Cammell Laird and Brown Bailey.
After assistance had been granted for a specific project, the followup procedure allowed the IRC a continued dialogue with the firms concerned
and gave it control over the implementation and fulfillment of the initially agreed conditions by those firms. As IRC (1970, pp. 12-13) points
out, the IRC standardised this monitoring procedure during 19&9-70. It
then consisted of follow-up visits on a twice-yearly basis and reports on
these visits (all carried by one and the same IRC-member B.R. Cant) to the
IRC Board. In addition the companies had to regularly supply the IRC with
thefr accounts and information on specified items (sometimes on a quarterly or even monthly basis, usually only twice a year). By early 1970
follow-up arrangements covered k& projects involving IRC-assistance which
was a substantial majority of all its initiatives.
To strengthen its control even further the IRC sometimes offered companies stand-by facilities for later use or phased its loans in different
stages subject to the achievement of specified targets, such as in the
case of British Insulated Callenders Cables (BICC), the Steel Group, Samuel Osborn, Marvin. This was designed as an incentive for firms to meet
their performance targets. Rootes, Herbert Ingersoll, the Laird group,
Kearney & Trecker, and the nuclear power construction firms were all examples where the IRC took minority shareholdings as an additional method
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of control. S. Young (197**, p. 77) mentions that In 11 such cases involving the IRC in equity participation it appointed its own director to the
board of the assisted company to make its monitoring even more effecApart from loans and equity participation as forms of assistive.
tance the IRC could often generate action on the parts of private firms
as a "catalyst" by bringing together companies and persuading them to take
appropriate steps. This could bring desired results without any financial
aid. To create the necessary pressure on firms the IRC from time to time
used what W. McClelland (1972, p. 3*0 called "stimulation of third parties," by approaching, for instance, the media, a firm's customers or
shareholders to bring them into the negotiations.
To conclude this section, the IRC not only raised the level of information gathering involved in an expanding and increasingly selective industrial policy, but also broke new grounds in policy-making with regard
to the exercising of control and monitoring procedure over the publicly
funded activities in private industry. And the use of a variety of different forms of assistance gave the IRC also an improved degree of flexibility to adapt its support to the specific conditions of each particular
case.
k.2.k. The scope of IRC's activities
The most important concern of the IRC was to tackle identified constraints on growth, competitiveness and efficiency by promoting "restructuring" within the private sector. W. McClelland (1972, p. 2*0
points out that during the late 1960's this was "...an euphemism for creating larger units." According to IRC (1970, p. 5) "...the bulk of IRC's
work has been devoted to effecting reorganisation through company mergers."
This equation of "reorganisation" with "mergers" was based on the somewhat
dubious assumption that the principal "structural weakness" in many U.K.
sectors was a high degree of fragmentation compared to other countries and
to what was considered to be optimal size of a firm in those sectors.
B.R. Cant (1969, p. 5), when discussing this problem, stresses the competition ("*uitual attrition") between U.K. firms which "confront each other
with comparatively small competing production units ranged across a wide
front of manufacturing activities." In such a situation only few companies can take full advantage of the production volume to accelerate the installment of automatic processes and product development. G. ROBINSON
(1970, p. 76) argues that the problem in this context is not so much one
of an inadequate degree of concentration in a particular sector, which ex-

ceeds in the U.K. often that of other countries, but instead should be
viewed in terms of diversified activity at the product end. Even the
larger U.K. firms do not aim at large production runs of a few products,
but remain conglomerates producing too many products at relatively small
volumes. Our findings in-sections 2.3-2.1. and 2.3-2.3. support this
argument.
The IRC, as stated clearly in IRC (19&9, P- 7), considered the question of company size only relatively in the context of international competitiveness and the size of a sector's largest firm in other countries
or as determined by technological considerations. Especially in the "advanced technology" sectors (such as aerospace, nuclear power, computers,
telecommunications, other parts of electrical engineering) RSD expenditure,
product development and other overhead costs have accelerated considerably
In the wake of international competitiveness which has pushed up the minimum viable size of a company. In sectors with a large balance of payments
contribution and/or a high technology content the IRC concentrated thereThis involved the mergfore on the creation of "national champions."
ing of already large domestic firms into a single, nationally dominant
company to improve international competitiveness by achieving greater economies of scale in marketing, product development and investment.
In other sectors characterized by many small firms, obsolete equipment, inadequate management and a long-run decline (such as wool textiles,
pumps, paper and board) the IRC also pushed for mergers to reduce fragmen/«0\
It justified its merger-promotion by claiming that market
tation.
forces alone would not bring about these changes at all or only to an insufficient degree, because no finance was available, or shareholders lacked information, or managers rather followed their vested interests of preserving the status-quo. Mergers were never considered by the IRC to be an
end in itself, but as a means to facilitate the necessary rationalisation
that had to follow.
With the conclusion of the "merger phase" in September 1968 (when the
GEC/EE-merger created the last "national champion") the IRC's efforts
shifted towards the provision of assistance for selective investment
schemes, as regulated in sec. 2(1) of the Act. As opposed to meigers
those were rationalisation schemes yielding early results and beneficial
to the national economy in the form of promoting technological change, import substitution, exports, additional capacity creation and new jobs.
Judging from IRC (1971) this activity became the most important one in the
last phase of IRC's existence, covering 11 projects out of a total of 15
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since February 1970 alone. In this context the IRC filled, according to
W. McClelland (1972, p. 25) and Q. Robinson (1970, p. 78), a "credit gap"
caused by generally tight credit conditions, and an unwillingness of banks
to support rationalisation projects through medium- and long-term loans. In
addition, the IRC unlike the City-institutions got involved in the management of industrial firms, undertook active search activities to identify
projects, played the role of a "catalyst" approaching firms, and established follow-up procedures. For all these reasons the IRC filled an institutional gap, which we have identified (in 2.2.J*.) as one of the elements of
structural weakness in U.K. industry^ by supporting selective investment
schemes. Without IRC-funds these would not have been undertaken.
In IRC (1969, p. 7) the corporation emphasised that the success of
mergers and selective schemes depended largely on management efficiency to
carry out the necessary (post-merger) rationalisation process. its close
ties with a number of firms, its follow-up procedures and its use of minority shareholdings as a means of control gave the IRC ample opportunity to
determine the quality of any given management by assessing a firm's marketIng strategies, financial control, product development, industrial relations and other areas of management responsibility. In accordance with
our hypothesis in 2.3.2.5. the IRC found that inefficient management was
frequently a reason for a company's unsatisfactory performance. Especially
In rescue cases and with regard to ill-run companies the IRC proposed the
Introduction of changes in management personnel and techniques. W. McClelland (1972, p. 25) termed this activity of the corporation its "stimulation" function.
Another activity of the IRC was checking foreign multinational corporations (such as Chrysler, SKF, Rank, Phillips) in their attempts to gain
(19) The IRC was also set up to take into accontrol over U.K. companies.
count regional pol icy-considerations,, but this n^ver_became_gne of its major concerns. Politically more problematic was its role with regard to
Industrial relations and trade unions. In IRC (1969, p. 7) it clearly considered this an important area for change. Furthermore, according to
statements by IRC-executives Grierson and Roll in Expenditure Committee
(1972, vol. 2, Q. 1260), the policy-makers believed that the injection of
public money and the Labour Government's backing through the IRC would help
to generate trade-union-support for private industry's rationalisation. As
a token measure the IRC had one trade union member on its Board. But when
certain IRC-supported mergers resulted as part of the post-merger rationalisation in mass redundancies, as was the case in Woolwich and Merseyside

with GEC-workers or in Chelmsford with RHP-workers, it became clear that
the IRC had never considered it necessary to draw up any contingency plans
These would have included provisions for labour redeployment in case of
redundancies, proposals to reform the industrial relations system in firms
with the approval of unions affected, and evaluating the social effects of
rationalisation 6n regions and employment. After growing opposition by
unions and the labour-force against redundancies in IRC-supported firms
talks were started with the TUC in 1968/69 to draw up a code of good practice in merger situations.
All in all, the scope of IRC's activities was considerable and grew
with "experience in office." Its initially rather vague terms of reference and the unspecified definition of its role left the IRC a high degree
of flexibility to develop and determine the range of activities itself.
fr.2.$. The assessment of the IRC in terms of its impact on industry and
Its role in the overall development of industrial policy in the U.K.
According to W. McClelland (1972, p. 33) 51* IRC-projects out of a
total of 70 were in early 1971 proceeding satisfactorily. Another provisional evaluation conducted by the IRC in late 1971 showed that out of
90 projects 75 were considered successful. Except for a first year loss
of ir.come
the IPC achieved between 1968/69 and 1970/71 annually a surplus
t
over expenditure. In 1971/72 it earned gross profits (before interest,
tax and dividends) of L7.07 m. on capital assets and investment expenditure of k107.6 m. (a gross pre-tax profit-rate of almost 7%). This indicated that the IRC could be commercially viable with its returns covering
Its borrowing costs and administrative expenses.
In a wide context however the capacity of the IRC to engage In profitable and successfully proceeding projects was not^ sufficient. As is evident from Tables 2.1. to 2.*»., the IRC failed to halt the decline of capacity expansion, profitability and growth in the private company sector.
Given a small budget, short life, limited intervention powers (which ruled
out compulsion, use of grants, permanent holding of equity, or assistance
to Single firms other than by government directive) and an overriding
emphasis on commercial viability rather than social objectives, the IRC
was not equipped to produce the far-reaching long-run initiatives required
for any reversal of the industrial decline.
This Is not to deny its impact on specific economic variables, such
as the level of concentration in industry or improving medium-term loan
financing of industrial investment projects. With company mergers as its

principal activity the IRC played, for example, a key role in the "mergerboom" of the late 1960's.
Table ^.2: U.K. acquisitions by large companies (with net assets above
tO. 5 m.) in U.K. company sector
number of
companies acquired

196i»
1965
1966
1967
1968

939
995
805
661
598

expenditure on
acquiring subsidiaries
in b m.

502
507
W
883
1653

SOURCE: Industrial Policy Group (1970, p.
Table A. 2. shows that during 1967/68 the number of acquisitions fell compared to the previous years, while the scale of transactions rose at the
same time dramatically. This was primarily a result of IRC-support for a
number of very large-scale mergers. As a result of the merger boom
1968 the degree of concentration increased noticeably in many sectors of
(21) There is, however, at the same time considerable
private industry.
doubt whether mergers as such or a higher degree of concentration actually
lead in general to higher productivity, improved efficiency, and other
claimed benefits. Over time, as in IRC (1970, p. 6), the agency itself
became increasingly aware of the limits and difficulties involved in getting tangible benefits out of mergers. " And in sec. 2.3.2 we have pointed
out that compared to other industrialised economies the U.K. has a high
degree of concentration among its industrial companies, while at the same
time suffering from constraints, such as small production runs, "defensive"
investment and management inefficiency. These reflect a failure of firms
(22)
tion.
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When assessing the sectoral impact of the IRC there can be no doubt
that Us intervention caused significant changes in the structure of a
number of industries. For a complete summary of IRC's projects see its
annual reports and S. Young (197*», p. 231-236). We will concentrate here
only on the more important ones.
Reorganisation in electrical engineering was probably the most farrcachtng and successful example of IRC-induced structural change. In June
1967 the IRC supported as its first major initiative as "catalyst" the
merger between English Electric (EE) and Elliott Automation (EA) with a
k15 m. loan in order to overcome a liquidity problem as the last remaining

hurdle in the negotiations. This helped to create one of the largest and
best-equipped European firms in the field of automation and industrial
control systems. The merger gave EA's RSD-skills the necessary financial
back-up structure, while allowing EE to diversify out of the declining
heavy engineering sector, and reduced the duplication of effort. In September 1967 the IRC decided to support the General Electrical Company (GEC)
In an outright take-over bid for the weaker, but strategically important
Associated Electrical Industries (AEl), after previous merger talks had
failed. To overcome the resistance of the AEl-management the IRC had to
act as an "accelerator," by successfully using pressure on the AEl through
the media and shareholders. This acquisition promised the reduction of
duplication of effort in sectors with rapid technological change and major
economies in R&D and in production, such as telecommunications, switchgear, transformers, turbogenerators, microcircuits, process control and
domestic appliances. Thus resources could be set free for more investment
and more rapid product development, enabling GtC to carry out its planned
export offensive. Finally, when Plessey made a bid for EE in August 1968,
the IRC pushed instead successfully for a merger between GEC and EE in
September 1968. (23) Thus the IRC helped to create a combine that controlled *»0% of the whole electrical engineering market in the U.K. In
sectors such as turbine generators, transformers, switchgear, radar and
aerospace aids, and communication equipment the GEC's U.K. market share
exceeded 60S. ^
After the mergers the GEC, as envisaged by the IRC, carried out massive rationalisation. From the Census of Production in BUSINESS MONITOR
(1976, T.I, pp. 2-23, and 1978, T.I, pp. 2-37) it is evident that all sectors with substantial GEC presence were characterised between 1968 and
1971 by a significant decline of employment and strong increases in productivity. G. HAYS (1972, pp. 76-77) points out that during the period
1968-71 the GEC made 36,000 of its initial workforce of 265,000 employees
redundant. An additional ^0,000 workers were called upon to switch their
Jobs within the company. Thirty-two plants had been closed down and a
further seven plants were in the process of closure by mid-1971- At the
same time GEC's earrings per share had gone up by 50% in those three years.
The public debate sparked off by the mass redundancies in GEC at Woolwich
and at Merseyside emphasised IRC's dilemma of promoting commercially successful rationalisation that inflict social costs and contradict some of
Its alms In the areas of industrial relations, employment and regional
policy.

The mergers centering around the GEC satisfied another IRC-objective?,
namely to create "ripple effects 11 in related sectors. EE 1 s.computer activities were hived off and went into the newly created International Computers Ltd. (ICL). The GEC/AEI-holdings In C.A. Parsons were merged with
A. Reyrolle 6 Co. into Reyrolle Parsons which later also acquired Bruce
Peebles with IRC-support. Later (1976/77) the Government tried however
to reverse this hiving off by bringing Reyrolle Parsons back into the control of the better managed GEC. Apart from this intervention in the power
plant industry the IRC also provided funds in the merger between the boilermakers Clarke Chapman and John Thompson. All these moves were part of an
overall reorganisation of the heavy engineering sector necessitated by the
decline of orders from the Central Electricity Generating Board (CEGB).
After a study in close consultation with the CEGB of the resulting overcapacity in the supplier industries (power plant and boilermakers) the IRC
decided to promote the mergers described above. As in the case of its
support for establishing two consortia in the nuclear power industry (see
below in sec. *».3)» which were later (in the mid-1970's) merged into one
with the GEC again in overal1 control, these interventions by the IRC
marked only the beginning of a long-run process of structural change and
paved the way for continued government involvement in heavy engineering. (25)
Other successful "national champions" with significant market shares
In the U.K. were created in mechanical engineering, such as the steam turbines and diesel engine sector, where the IRC supported mergers to create
in January 1968 Amalgamated Power Engineering. In the compressors and
hydraulic equipment sector the IRC helped to merge firms into International
Compressed Air Corporation in April 1968. In 1972 this new firm employed
a workforce of 37,000, with an average ^-year growth in capital employed of
8% p.a. between 1968 and 1972 and a post-merger increase of the pre-tax
profit-rate from H».U in 1967/68 to 2k.Q% in 1969/70 despite stiff competition from larger U.S. and Swedish multi-national firms and their U.K.
subsidiaries.
Similarly successful were its intensive and elaborate efforts in the
ball hearing industry where the IRC prevented the Swedish multinational
firm SKF from gaining a dominant position in the U.K. market and instead
promoted the setting up of a sufficiently large and competitive domestic
firm, the RHP. As part of post-merger rationalisation which the IRC helped
to finance, RHP improved its management structure, substantially reduced
Its product range, achieved a 20% productivity increase and shortened the
delivery times for most types of bearings from up to one-year down to 8-16

weeks within two years. This allowed the RHP as one of the few remaining
local producers to face the growing competitive pressure of the Swedish
and Japanese multinational firms in a declining market plagued by worldwide overcapacity.
However, some mergers promoted by the IRC
failures. This was especially true in the car
ing in the Chrysler/Rootes acquisition was not
monitor or initiate rationalisation despite an

turned out to be subsequent
industry. Its equity holdsufficiently utilized to

IRC-nominee on the company
board. Later the IRC-shares were sold to Chrysler and thereby the government lost all control to oversee and direct the affairs and strategies of
the company. In December 1975 the Government had to accept a very costly
rescue operation after Chrysler had threatened closure of its loss-making
U.K. operations (see below in sec. 5-2.1.1). This could have been avoided
had the Government maintained a continuous measure of control.
The creation of British Leyland (BLMC) through a merger between Leyland Motors arid British Motors Holding Corporation in January 1968 required the IRC to put pressure on the BMH-management. It also provided a
k25 m. loan for a h200 m. investment plan to deal with outdated plant and
machinery, the overloaded product range, comparatively small production
runs, the lack of quality in product development, the widely dispersed network of plants and a poor industrial relations record. The IRC was convinced of the quality of management in BLMC and thus confined its monitoring role to a minimum. But the rationalisation efforts were never completed and BLMC continued to loose its market share until 1975, when the
Government was forced into another expensive rescue operation. Only now,
after 10 years, are there finally first concerted efforts of substantial
reorganisation in the company supervised and financed by the NEB. (26)
Failures of IRC-induced mergers which marked the beginning of a long
series of government interventions, occurred also in the machine tool industry. There the IRC-support for Marvin, Kearney & Trecker, and Herbert
Ingersoll had to be followed up by additional public funds to overcome in
each case serious financial difficulties. Both in the fields of scientific
instruments and instrumentation (G. Kent) and of steelwork plant and
pressure vessels (Da^y-Ashmore) the IRC had supported mergers that failed
to result in the intended economies. In both cases the IRC had to provide
more funds combined with .stronger monitoring, detailed rationalisation
plans and new management personnel and techniques. This helped both firms
to succeed in recovering.
At the end of its existence the IRC was asked by the government to

look into the liquidity problems of Rolls-Royce
Cammell Laird (shipbuilders) (see also sections
cases the IRC undertook detailed investigations
reaching changes covering management techniques

(aero-engine producer) and
k.3 and 6.1). In both
with proposals for farand rationalisation plans

as conditions attached to providing financial assistance. The abolition
of the IRC in 1971 prevented it from seeing both projects through, and subsequently both Rolls Royce and Cammell Laird had to be bailed out shortly
afterwards at far higher cost to the public than the original IRC-assistance.
There were other examples, such as the Textile Re-equipment Scheme in
the cotton and allied textile sector, where promising and important IRC
projects were prematurely interrupted by its abolition.
In some cases attempts to promote sectoral restructuring in usually
fragmented industries failed to materialise because of management resistance and IRC's lack of compulsory powers. This was the case in plastics
machinery, textile machinery and computer software, while initial suspicions In the pumps and wool textile industries were overcome after a slow
start with the IRC supporting.in the end a number of proposed mergers.
Less difficult for the IRC was the promotion of structural change through
merger-support in the construction equipment, private steel, mining machinery, yarn bulking and household textiles sectors.
IRC's mixed fortunes reflect both its potential as an instrument of
Industrial regeneration in a variety of sectors and its limits to intervene effectively in a low-growth economy with constraints imposed on its
legal powers, limited lifespan and capacity to combine commercial with
social goals. Its Importance in the overall development of industrial
policy, however, should not be underestimated. In many sectors its activity marked the first step in a series of industrial policy initiatives to
follow (cars, machine tools, nuclear power plant, etc.). It provided a
model for para-governmental agencies in other countries (e.g. Belgium) and
In the U.K., where especially the initial proposals in 1973-75 to set up
thp NEB reflected a learning-process to avoid the shortcomings of the IRC
and to build on its strengths and benefits (discussed in Ch. 7). Its selective investment schemes, such as the Textile Re-equipment Scheme, were
a model for later initiatives of that sort under the Science and Technology
Act 1965, the Industrial Expansion Act 1968 and sec. 8 of the Industry Act
1972 (see below sec. 4.2.6, A.3. and 5-2.1).
Its capacity to intervene selectively, gather information from individual companies, monitor the activities of assisted firms, and push
through management changes and/or rationalisation plans made it the most

important industry policy initiative of the Labour Government 1S6A-/0. In
all these aspects the IRC filled an institutional gap in a state apparatus
which up to then had had neither the expertise, nor the legal frajnework to
carry out such activities. It was also the first policy instrument with
the expressed objective of intervening in the production conditions and to
address some of the underlying elements of structural weakness in U.K. private industry (credit gap, management inefficiency, fragmentation of prosee Ch. 2 above). Its "expansion in office" proved the need and
duction
potentials of government intervention on that level.
The IRC also improved the level of coordination between various government agencies and economic policies. The mergers it supported were not
to be referred to the Monopoly Commission (MC) and thus exempted from the
Government's competition policy. The justification given was that resulting benefits in production efficiency more than compensate any possible
(2j\
decline in allocation efficiency caused by increasing monopoly power.
The IRC was required to maintain close contact with the MC which had to be
consulted in order to approve specific schemes in advance. Because of the
Corporation's interest in supporting "high technology" sectors it established an ongoing exchange of information with relevant EDCs, the NRDC, and
in particular Min Tech which by 1969 had become responsible for sponsoring
most industries and giving directives to the IRC. Government departments,
such as the Ministries of Defence, Agriculture, Power, etc., made use of
the information-gathering abilities of the IRC by asking it to undertake
studies of particular sectors. Where private firms supplied state-owned
firms, the IRC considered the preferences and plans of these public sector
consumers and thus used public purchasing or procurement policy as a factor
to promote the reorganisation of supply industries. Examples were the mining machinery firms and the National Coal Board (NCB), the boilermakers,
power plant producers or nuclear power consortia and the CEGB, telecommunications manufacturers and the Post Office, private steel firms and British
Steel Corporation (BSC).
Given all those different aspects involved in the evaluation of IRC's
Impact its importance as a major step forward in the historical evolution
of industrial policy and as a point of reference for future po 1 :cy initiatives was significant. Its effects in some industrial sectors were farreaching. But while it pointed to the potential of intervention in industry by Government or independent public agencies, it emphasised at the same
time through its limits and failures the need for a much more comprehensive
policy approach vis-a-vis private companies.

ii.2.6. The industrial Expansion Act 1968
In January 1968 the Government announced its intention (in the White
Paper "Industrial Expansion," Cmnd. 3509) to provide itself with, intervention powers as a possible substitute for the IRC because of its slow stnrt
in 1967. Added to this objective was the need felt by the Government to
support in the aftermath of the sterling-devaluation in November 136? 5e ~
Icctive schemes that would generate benefits in a short period of time,
would not necessarily have to be commercially viable if compensated by
results in the "national interest" (import-saving, export promotion, job
creation, expansion of capacity in strategically important sectors or regions, etc.)» and would otherwise not go ahead early enough because of lack
/2g\
of available external finance.
These so-called "industrial investment schemes" could according to
sec. 1(2) and 1(3) of the Industrial Expansion Act 1968 be proposed by any
government department and had to be approved by Parliament. They had to
satisfy the vaguely formulated condition that they were ''likely to benefit
the economy of the United Kingdom," defined in terms of higher efficiency
and/or profitability, additional productive capacity, or technological improvements in processes or products of an industry or parts of it (sec.
2(1)). The forms of government assistance for these schemes were specified in sec. 2(2) as loans, grants, credit guarantees, under-writing of
losses, purchase of goods and services from the companies in question,
share holdings and outright purchase of the undertaking or of part of it.
Sec. 2(3) made the financial support of the government conditional on the
company's consent and thereby excluded any compulsion powers.
In addition sec. 3(0 and 3(2) covered so-called "general schemes"
setting up boards for specific sections of private industry to make recommendations to or carry out administrative functions on behalf of any government department concerning the selective investment schemes. Min Tech
and other departments were on the basis of sec. 5(1) and 5(*0 to be advised
regularly by an Advisory Committee consisting of representatives from industry, IRC and NRDC. Sec. 5(5) regulated the relation between IRC and
HROC with the Industrial Expansion Act by allowing explicitly the IRC and
MROC to cany out investigations and negotiations for the purpose of formulating and administering investment schemes. In that way the government
could make use of their expertise and ties with industry. Aggregate expenditure on these schemes was limited in sec. k(2) to t100 m. with a possibility of being raised to h150 m. under sec. M3)
But the considerable legal powers thus enacted in 1968 were subse-
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quently hardly utilised. Only two such investment schemes were ever put
before and approved by Parliament. Both were however major initiatives,
covering a variety of measures to support the establishment or expansion
of two industries. On their own the two schemes are good indications of
the potential force and extent of a comprehensive industrial policy.
The first such scheme was put forward in MINISTRY OF TECHNOLOGY
(1968). It established the largest European commercial and scientific
computer hardware producer, International Computers (Holdings) Ltd. (ICL),
in a three-way merger supported by Min Tech through equity participation
and a research and development grant. This scheme which marked the start
of an increasingly extensive government involvement in the U.K. computer
industry and which involved Min Tech in detailed monitoring procedures will
be discussed more fully in our case-study on computers in 6.2.
The second scheme (in BOARD OF TRADE (1968)) covered government support for the building of three aluminium smelters in the U.K., each of
which was envisaged to produce up to 120,000 tons annually at full capacity from 1971 onwards. As in the case of shipbuilding or computers, this
scheme was an example of a more coherent industrial policy approach which
combined different measures into an overall strategy for a particular sector. For instance, all the smelters were to be located in development
areas so that the companies involved could benefit from the higher investment grants. The government agreed to supply the aluminium smelters with
cheaper electricity to help in cutting down their operating costs, as the
huge amount of electricity required would otherwise constitute a major cost
element. The scheme therefore included Special Electricity Contracts between the British Aluminium Corporation (BAC) and the North of Scotland
Hydro-Electric Board, and between the CEGB and Rio Tinto Zinc (RTZ) which
in a consortium with BICC had set up the Anglesey Aluminium Metal Corporation (AAM) to build and operate the Anglesey smelter. °' To get this
cheap supply of power from the most modern nuclear reactor type (the Advanced Gas-Cooled Reactors (AGR) then still under construction) the aluminium companies were made to pay a capital charge (for the production of i:he
power stations and transmission grids) plus an annual payment to cover the
reactors 1 operating costs, without receiving in return any claims or ownership rights with regard to the power stations and their products. To be
able to pay their share of the reactors' construction and operating costs
the BoT provided under the scheme loans of h30 m. to BAC and h33 m. to RTZ,
with repayment over 30 years at a fixed interest rate of 1%.
The third smelter was to be built by Alcan Aluminium (U.K.) Ltd. which

had its own generating station using cheap coal supplied by the NCB. No
BoT-loan was needed in this case.
All three smelter proposals had been analysed beforehand in a study
by the IRC on behalf of the Government to "which it reported in January
1968. The scheme therefore combined investment grants, cheap supplies of
basic inputs from the nationalised industries (coal, electricity), government loans and an IRC study to set up a domestic aluminium industry and
save imports in the post-devaluation period.
After initial difficulties the three U.K. smelters are now running at
full capacity. They produced in 1977 350,000 tons of aluminium. This
leaves the U.K. still with annual imports of 100,000 tons, worth t60 m.
But the direct balance of payments savings of the smelters now amount to
circa b210 m. annually. Initially heavy capital outlays and a slump in
demand during the crisis of 197^/75 meant that only now, 10 years after
the introduction of the scheme, has the operation of the smelters become
profitable. Alcan (U.K.), for example, achieved after years of losses from
its investment finally a pre-tax profit of h10 m. in 1976 and of h24 m. in
1977. The major advantage of the scheme was that the smelters were constructed before the major cost and price explosion of the early 1970's.
If built today the smelters would cost about three times as much to be installed and operated. Apart from the import savings, the government found
the scheme, however, to cost more than originally envisaged. Because of
major delays in the construction of the nuclear reactors more expensive
power from less cost-efficient plants had to be supplied to the smelters
at the agreed subsidised rate. The aluminium companies are currently
planning to expand their smelters' capacity pending negotiations with the
government about another beneficial agreement to guarantee the supply of
cheap electricity. These plans have been prompted by the optimistic demand forecasts, the how profitable operation of the smelters, the high
costs of building a new smelter and the fact that the U.K. is still a net
Importer of this material/ 31 '
The powers under the Act to introduce "industrial investment schemes"
were used very little, because the IRC expanded its activities during and
after 1967/68 and included many of the potential schemes under the Act.
Furthermore, industry was frequently not willing to cooperate, while the
schemes depended on the consent of the affected firms. For example, Min
Tech was forced to abandon a scheme under sec. 3(1) of the Act to set up a
Machine Tool Industry Board in 1968 because of the opposition from the
Machine Tool Trades Associates. Finally, the Act was repealed in 1971.

Despite its modest and limited impact the Act was fairly important
for a variety of reasons. For the first time the Government gave itself
wider selective intervention powers that had-up to then been confined to
para-governmental agencies (NRDC, SIB, and above all the IRC) or specific
industries, such as the aerospace, shipbuilding or nuclear power industries. These powers went beyond those of the IRC or the SIB because of
the emphasis on benefits in the national interest beyond purely commercial
considerations. The Act provided the Government also with the means to
set up advisory bodies and thus establish its own machinery for information-gathering, project evaluation and monitoring of progress. Many of
the Act's concepts and provisions, such as the principle of selective investment schemes, the concept of direct government intervention in private
industry in the "national interest," and the use of advisory bodies by the
Government to implement its policies, were later used again and extended,
wfth the Industry Act 1972 as an obvious example. Finally, the Act helped
to fill certain loopholes by amending existing legislation.
The few times the Act was used for selective schemes (computers, aluminium smelters) it resulted in successful and far-reaching interventions
by the Government in the area of Industrial restructuring on a sectoral
basis. In particular,the Act allowed a combination of different measures to
be applied in a coordinated way in order to achieve maximum impact. As in
the case of the IRC the potential of industrial policy to intervene in the
production conditions and structure of different sectors was also shown
in relation to this Act. But at the same time policy was again limited by
the opposition from industry, the premature abolition of a measure and
constraints on the extent and scope of its use.
The major difference from the IRC was that this measure involved direct Government intervention in private industry which allowed the inclusion of non-commercial criteria, the provision of grants, and assistance
ttT'indivtdual- firms irr~horTimSrgeT'~s~ituati"on~s~. ATThe same'Ttme the Government itself at this point did not necessarily have the close, ongoing
contacts with private firms, or the flexibility and expertise in project
evaluation which characterised the IRC. To overcome these disadvantages
the IRC was consulted regularly a<= part of Min Tech's Advisory Committee.
In general, the measures to promote industrial restructuring in the
late 1960's advanced the capacity of the state apparatus to intervene selectively in private industry. In a number of sectors major changes induced by industrial policy took place with varying degrees of success. On
many occasions projects put forward by the SIB, the IRC or under the Indus-

trial Expansion Act marked the beginning of continuous Government involvement with regard to these sectors and specific firms. This was necessitated mostly by failures on the part of management or policy-makers to
see through successfully projects of rationalisation, restructuring and
modernisation. The measures discussed above under the category of industrial restructuring certainly were a breakthrough in the evolution of industrial policy. They were also models for future measures. But their
effectiveness was nevertheless limited by a number of factors, including
insufficient legal powers, inadequate monitoring and exercise of control
over industrial affairs, premature abolition in light of the long-run
nature of their projects, and industry's opposition. Thus any beneficial
impact of these measures was confined to particular firms or sectors,
while the general decline of profitability, capacity expansion, and production efficiency in private industry as a whole continued and even accelerated during the late 1960's (see relevant tables 2.1, 2.3 and 2.4).
4.3- Measures in support of Science and Technology
4.3.1. The rationale for a "science and technology" policy in the U.K.
Measures in this category had been introduced to a limited extent
already before the general expansion of industrial policy after 1964.
During that process over the last 14 years they were constantly extended
under both Labour and Conservative administrations al'ke and frequently in
response to demands from private industry.
The reason, why political parties and.firms find a science and technology policy in general justified, lies in the nature of the subject
Itself. Both production techniques and product development are key factors In determining the efficiency, market share and expansion of firms in
any given industry. At the same time there exist frequent obstacles to
success which prompt governments to intervene: a) Firms may neither be
willing nor capable of facing the high risks involved in many R&D-efforts
whi.ch often may not result in commercially promising projects, with consequent abandonment and loss of money invested. Another risk factor in
R&D is frequently the long time-scale involved, making cost and revenue
estimates more difficult and potentially inaccurate. Firms that are typically characterised by a relatively short time-horizon and risk aversion
in their decision-making prefer short-term, less costly improvement innovations and product differentiation at the expense of risky, long-run R&D

(*?}
projects. 0 '
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b) Technological change
or a product innovation may not materialise because of management incapacity to assess the costs and benefits of a R&D project, to understand the
potential significance of a project, or to organise company resources efficiently in order to exploit the results of R&D. This argument was elaborated in K. PAVITT and S. WALD (1971).

Especially smaller firms and

those in traditional sectors rarely have in-house RSD facilities or contacts with external sources of scientific and technical knowledge.
c) Government funding frequently is the only source of finance for RSD activities of firms which do
not have sufficient internally generated cash-flow and cannot rely on banks
or shareholders to back RSD projects with high risks and long gestation
periods.

d) To be commercially successful an innovation must meet users' needs. There may be a communication problem between producers and users with the supplying firm not being
adequately informed about the customers' needs and the potential buyers
not being aware of the availability of a product. L. NASBETH and G. RAY
(ed.) (197*0 point also out that the first users of a new product or technique may face considerable financial and technological risks.
e) In addition there may
exist what K. PAVITT (1976) termed "indivisibilities." These occur when a
large number of firms each require relatively small amounts of knowledge
in a specific area below a scale large enough to justify expenditure on
R£D. Alternatively, in the so-called "high technology" sectors of aircraft, space, computers, and nuclear energy, the scale of resources required for the commercially viable launching of products and processes in
terms of basic research, testing facilities, components and equipment supply may be beyond the reach of any single firm.
For all these reasons there may be an "exploitation gap" in industry
with RSD either not being carried out at all, being terminated before
reaching the stage of commercial use, or never becoming commercially viable, although it led to an innovation. Many firms carry out large-scale
RSD successfully without any government help. And often innovations take
place through experimental development rather than expensive, full-scale
R&D efforts. But this does not invalidate the rationale for government
support for RSD in industry in order to overcome some of; the constraints
discussed.
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i».3.2. The range and development of U.K. government policy in
science and technology
Before 196*» measures were mostly confined to the undertaking of basic
research in government-owned laboratories .or research establishments and in
universities, administered and promoted by the NRDC. In addition R&D in
"high technology 1 ,' sectors, such as aerospace, nuclear energy, electronics,
was supported by the'government 1 s defence contracts with spin-offs for
civil R&D.
The period 196A-1970 saw a major expansion of government intervention
in this area. The Labour Government set up Min Tech with initial responsibility for the publicly owned research establishments, the NRDC, and sponsorship for the computers, electronics, telecommunications and machine tool
industries. By 1970 it had expanded to cover all aspects of industrial
policy and sponsorship for most sectors. Under Labour the emphasis was
also shifted away from defence-related R&D towards civil R&D. Priority of
assistance moved from basic towards applied research, advanced Cor exploratory) development, demonstration projects in the pre-production stage in
the form of prototypes and pil.ot plans for testing and evaluation purposes,
and above all full-scale commercial development of specific products and
processes. Many initiatives originated from Min Tech and its various bodies in support of these more advanced stages of R&D beyond purely basic research in order to fill the "exploitation gap." They were mostly made possible by the Science and Technology (S&T) Act 1965 and the Development of
Inventions Acts 1965 and 196?. At the same time the government increased
its involvement in the high-technology" sectors. Support for projects in
the aerospace industry grew rapidly because of the cost explosion in a few
high risk cases. The rationalisation of the structure of the nuclear power
plant producers was begun by the IRC which also intervened in other
research-intensive industries, such as machine tools, electronics, telecommunications. Most important was thesesfabt1shmen"f~6f a coordinated
strategy to promote the U.K. computer industry which centered around the
creation of ICL under the Industrial Expansion Act 1968, but included many
more new measures (see relevant case study in sec. 6.2).
During 1970-7** the Conservative Government tried to improve the coordination and effectiveness of the widely dispersed and constantly proliferating state initiatives in support of private industry's R&D by setting
up sector-specific Research Requirement Boards (RRBs). They were charged
with monitoring existing activities, inquiring further into the R&D support needs of various sectors, and starting new schemes accordingly. In

addition the customer/contractor principle was introduced as a form of
standardised management techniques to regulate the funding and carrying
out of R&D projects within the state apparatus in correspondence with
users 1 needs. Rationalisation in and support for the aerospace, computer
and nuclear power industries were continued.
Under the Labour Government 197^'78 existing support measures were
further consolidated. New measures focused on supporting the last stage
of industry's RSD through funds for product development, technological
change within production processes and the diffusion of commercially viable
innovation, often in sectors that so far had been not at all or only insignificantly assisted by the State. For this purpose the Government made
extensive use of its new powers under the Industry Act 1972 (selective
investment schemes) and the Industry Act 1975 (NEB). Under the "Industrial
Strategy" the Government increasingly sought, to integrate its RSD policy
with other industrial policy measures into overall sectoral strategies for
particular industries.
The range of policy initiatives has thus been gradually expanded to
cover all aspects from basic research to full-scale commercial development
of products and processes In an increasing number of sectors. The different phases briefly discussed above express together an overall evolutionary pattern from an initially very limited range of policies towards a far
more extensive and coordinated strategy of government support for and involvement in the various aspects of industrial RSD. This development was
based on "learning" from many failures, a continuous flow of inquiries concerning the effectiveness of existing measures and the specific needs of
particular sectors, and an on-going dialogue between representatives from
industry and government agencies on..possible improvements in policy-making.
In the following paragraphs we shall discuss the most important elements of
the "science and technology" policy in the U.K. more fully.
4.3.2.1: Support for Basic Research: This area has traditionally involved
public bodies. Despite possible benefits private industry may not adequately get involved in the generation of scientific knowledge through basic
research because of its distance (In terms of time and probably applicability) to commercial development.
Apart from basic research carried out
In universities and Research Councils (see footnote 33) the Government funds
this type of activity also in the so-called Research Associations (RAs).
Started in 1917 the RAs carry out industrial research cooperatively, en-
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abling firms with similar interests to pool their resources for the pur.
(3*0
pose of economies.
Of major importance in this area are also the Government's own research establishments and laboratories.

These include: a) Establishments

whose work is principally in support of the Government's statutory and >-eq-ulatory functions with regard to the social costs of existing or new technologies in terms of health, safety, pollution or amenities.

Those are

the Safety in Mines Research Establishment, the Laboratory of the Government Chemist, the. Torry Research Station (handling and processing of fish)
the Fire Research Station, the Forest Products Research Station, the Hydraulics Research Station, the Water Pollution Research Laboratory, and the
Civil Aviation Navigational Services Programme.
b) The main industrial Research Establishments (iREs), specifically the National Physical
Laboratory (NPL), National Engineering Laboratory (NEL) and the Warren
Springs Laboratory (WSL).

Together with the Atomic Energy Authority (AEA)

they may support the Government's statutory and regulatory functions, such
as projects of the NPL on developing new standards of measurement or on
industrial cleaners, of WSL on air and oil pollution or of the AEA on fireresistant materials and medical technology. But for the most part they
undertake a wide range of R&D activities of potential benefit to private
industries.

c) R&D establish-

ments in support of specific high technology sectors, such as the Royal
Aircraft Establishment (RAE), the National Gas Turbine Establishment (NGTE)
and the Rocket Propulsion Establishment (RPE) for aerospace, the AEA for
nuclear power, and the National Computing Centre (NCC), the Computer-Aided
Design Centre (CADC), and the Advanced Computer Technology Project (ACTP)
for computers.
We concentrate here only on the IREs, including AEA's civil R&D activity carried out under sec. ^ of the S&T Act 19&5 which was introduced to
expand public support for civil R&D and make better use of AEA's resources.
Establishments under category a) have no direct relation to private industry, while those under category c) are discussed more fully below, such as
those in support of the computer industry in sec. 6.2.
The activities of the IREs generate scientific knowledge In a wide
fir}
range of areas. *-*' These involve according to SCST (1972B, para. 30-30
mostly "long-term research" not undertaken by private companies because of
lack of qualified staff, financial resources or approprfate R&D-infrestructures and testing facilities. Sometimes firms are not aware of the application potential of specific projects or prefer less risky innovations with
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a bhorter time-span.

The IREs therefore, filled a (jap.

But apart from AEAs

sec. 4-work (all authorised hy the Government and carried out usually in
collaboration with private firms) the activities of the IRFs during the
I960's were generally self-generated without any prior considerarion of
industry's needs and evaluation of their respective commercial viability.
Evidence, such as in SCSI (1972.B, pr»ras.'37, 39 and 55) , suggests further
that the IREs undertook only slight efforts to promote the results of their
work or offer their services to industry.

In 1971"72 only 6Z of NPL's, }h%

of NEL's and 13% of WSL's total costs represented work done directly for
private industry.
First steps to overcome this shortcoming of the i.REs were introduced
in the late 15)60's, with the emphasis on information and advisory services,
such as WSL's courses on process control computers in 1967 and 1968. With
the establishment of the customer/contractor'principie in 19/1/72 contract
work became finally the main principle guiding the formation of R&D-projects. At the same time RRBs were set up for all research-intensive sectors to monitor and finance the activities of the IREs and AEA, to act as
a catalyst between industry and government establishments, and to analyse
the R&D-needs of specific sectors. These measures resulted with regard to
the IREs in a gradual expansion of contract work, stronger orientation towards users' needs, and more concern for exploratory and even commercial
development rather than purely basic or applied research. The IREs thus
became more directly beneficial to industry.
ZL3.?.2.: The NRDC: Initially, that is, between 19^8 and the mid-60's, this
para-governmental agency was mainly involved with funding the basic and
applied research carried out by universities, individuals and the government's research establishments and with patenting any inventions arising
out of this activity. It also was supposed to promote the commercial use
of these inventions by way of license agreements with private firms in exchange for royalties. As pointed out in SCST (1972C, Q. 73, 81), this relieved the IREs and even the AEA from having to exploit their own resulcs
commercially and thus contributed to their lack both of contact with private firms and of eviluating their projects in terms of market criteria.
Under the Development of Invention Acts 1965 and 1967 the powers of
the NRDC were extended to include so-called "joint ventures" with private
industry.

In these the corporation provides a fixed contribution (usually

50%) related to the project's estimated development costs, to be recovered
with interest in case of successful completion by means of a levy on salos.
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This type of assistance is known as "launching aid." It war, first applied
to fund aerospace projects (see below). It involved the NRDC ir. projects
thai otherwise would not have been possible for a firm because of lack cf
With the repayment to the NRDC depending on the success of the
resulting product's marketability it also acted as a form of risk-sharing.
Firms were given an incentive not to spend beyond estimated costs, because

finance.

the level of assistance was fixed in advance of actual expenditure and any
overspending had to be paid by the firm alone. As an additional form of
support the NRDC sometimes acquired shares of private firms. In exceptional coses, as in the case of hovercraft or export of computer software, the
NRDC formed new companies as its subsidiaries to sell products or processes
which it had previously supported In their RSD-staqe. By 1976/77 the NRDC
was involved in 185 joint ventures at an aggregate cost of fc.23.17 m. and
held shares in about 20 firms.
Since 1971/72 the corporation managed to satisfy its statutory duty
to earn a commercial rate of return on its operations. Since then it has
repaid all government loans. In 1976/77, for instance, it achieved a surplus of h10.62 m. from an operating income of h19-39 m., based on royalties
from its 5,000 patents and licensing agreements and on revenue from hundreds of joint ventures. The NRDC achieved some major successes of commercial development, most notably the setting up of the hovercraft industry
with the U.K. as a world leader and the exploitation of Cephalosporin (a
penicillin-type drug with cumulative royalties exceeding h30 m.). The successful development.of computer software packages, of fibre materials to
reinforce concrete components, and of underwater engineering with many
specific applications in the exploration of North Sea Oil added to NRDC's
income as we11.
But these successes and the impressive, income figures ignore the. fact
that the majority of NRDC-projects were high-risk ventures resulting freby the corpquently in failures. ^f-96 ~new^Tteveh3pmetrt-p
oration in 1970/71 59 failed and were discontinued, while only 25 entered
the exploitation stage. Despite the general success with the Hovercrart 2
firms (Sealand and Tracked Hovercraft) went bankrupt in 1973 alone due to
failures of product development. Moreover, plans to apply the concept
elsewhere (Hovertrain) had to be abandoned. Another typical case was carbon fibre, developed by the RAE and the AEA as a reinforcement material
with superb qualities, 3 wide range of potential users to replace other
fibres, and the potential to attack the dominance of U.S. fibre producers.
The NRDC then licensed the invention to Rolls-Royce which subsequently had
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to face the risks of first users when serious problems with its explication
in the new RB 211-engine led to the firm's bankruptcy. Two other U.K.
firms (Courtaulds, Morgan Crucible) with licenses from the NRDC- refused to
set up domestic production facilities for -carbon fibre, because demand
existed at this point only potentially (but not actually) and risks were
therefore too-high; Instead they both concluded agreements with U.S. fIrns
covering production in the U.S.A. and the exchange oi: technical information
so that U.K.'s potential competitive edge wc.s lost. The NRDC had no legr.!
power to encourage or direct the firms to set up production facilities In
the U.K. and thus exploit this important innovation in the "national interest.» (36 >
^.3-2.3«: Informa t ion and Advj spry Se rvjjjc. cs : These became increasingly important after 196^4 as a means to deal with imperfect knowledge of industrial users and to promote the application of new technologies. Apart from
already mentioned efforts of RAs, IREs and AEA, they include, for example,
Min Tech's Technical Information and Library Services Reports Centre which
organised and made publicly available a substantial flow of technical reports published throughout the world. This was later extended by Dol's
Technology Reports Centre as a national clearing house for unpublished
technical reports from the U.K. and overseas. The Low-cost Automation
Centres were effective in promoting the use of automation techniques, hln
Tech also set up a Numerical Control Advisory and Demonstration Service to
help furthering the diffusion of NC-machine tools. Similar services to expand computer application will be discussed in sec. 6.2. The Industrial
Liaison Scheme of Min Tech had centres in various regions to improve local
industries' awareness of new technologies and to put firms with technical
difficulties in touch with appropriate organisations for help. In May 1977
*
NEDC set up the Manufacturing Advisory Service to assist firms in making
best use of available techniques' in marTuTactuTlng"Tech~ndl6gy and o'rganisation. Dol's Committee for Industrial Technologies which promotes especially
new innovations concern1 ing terotechnology, materials handling and corrosion, and the Centre for Interfirm Comparison are the latest in a long
series of such services.
'». 3 2. '*.: Further measures to support exploratory and ful 1 "^ol^^cj.Mi^iencial development: We have already discussed some measures in this direction aimed at bridging the "exploitation gap," such as AEA's non-nuclear
R£D-work under sec. ^ of the S&T Act 1965, the switch to .more contract
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work by the IREs, and NRDC's "joint ventures."

Deyonc! thai; sec, 5 of the

S&T Act 1965 gave Min Tech wide powers to further the practical applic.3i.ior,
of K&D-results in industry.
One major initiative under sec. 5 were the so-called Pre-Proouct.ion
Order Schemes to help first users in dealing with the risks of using a new
product and to provide at the same tine producers with test information
facilitating its full-scale launching.

Under the scheme Min Tech. purchased

special pieces of advanced machinery not yet in full production from selected manufacturers.

It then placed them for a certain amount of time on

free loan with potential users who were required to report to both Hiri 'lech
and the producer on the equipment's working performance. Ai. the end of the
evaluation period the machine was either sold, rented, or otherwise disposed of.

Its first such scheme in 1966/67 covering new machine tools was

a full success with all items sold to the initial users.

By 1970 such

schemes had been extended to machinery for textiles, plastics, printing,
fish processing, mechanical handling, construction, and scientific instruments. According to G.M. Fields and P.V. Hills (1976, p. 19), 60 such
schemes worth t5.5 m. had been entered into by February 1975, with public
funds now being recovered through a levy on the sales of the thus promoted
new machines.

Under sec. 5 Government departments have also over the last

decade increasingly placed collaborative development contracts with industry to fund specified R&D-projects with commercial potential carried out
by private firms. As a result of an IRC-study such contracts were, for
example, given to leading U.K. firms in 1969 and again in 1972 to further
work on micro-circuits. At the suggestion of various SCST-studies on the
U.K. computer industry contracts were after 1972 also offered to software
houses as a means of supporting their R&D-activity. A more detailed analysis of these two examples is undertaken in sec. 6.2. below.
Finally, in July 1977 t20 m. were made available under a sec. 5~
sc"Heme "to support the"""3eVeTopm"ent~of new"p"roduct? and processes in rnanu-

facturing industry. (37)

This resembled in outline schemes put forward in-

creasingly after 1973 under sec. 8 of the Industry Act 1972 (discussed below in sec. 5.2.2.) which aimed at promoting large-scale modernisation efforts of specific sectors and of^on included also special assistance for
product development.

By combining a variety of aid forms developed under

sec. 5 and by covering all sectors and all stages of RSD, the scheme consolidated and extended the support available under the S&T Act 1965- It
marked the most coordinated effort to direct science and technology policy
more towards industry's own R&D and towards completion of projects by

bringing new products or processes onto the -market. It thereby constituted a major step forward in the gradual tendency of policy-making ofter
196^ to move beyond purely basic, and applied research carried out by Government establishments.
1} . 3 . 2 . 5 . ' R&D-support i £L_Lll£__sp_l££J ' ed "nig h_ te c i^nc > 1 c:n y ' ^_ s e_c t£r_s_ ; i\ 1 s k s
and costs with regard to RSD in these sectors are often beyond the means
of most private firms.

Their projects generally have long "gestation per-

iods" from the basic research and design stage to the actual commerc i a i
application of a new product. This results in forecasting difficulties
and uncertain investment appraisals, especially when unforeseen technical
problems and other unpredictable cost factors may play a major role. These.
risks make the funding of a project often very problematic, not only because major sums are involved, but also because shareholders and banks prefer more secure Investment projects, and firms have to wait a long time
before any of their expenditure is recovered by sales. These difficulties
are often exacerbated by rapid technological change despite the long gestation period, and by overwhelming competitive pressure mostly from the
much larger U.S. companies.
In order to maintain independent U.K. production facilities in those.
"high technology" sectors, such as computers, nuclear energy, aerospace,
and to a lesser, but still significant extent, machine tools, telecommunications, or scientific instruments, increasingly massive Government support has been required and was readily provided in the post-war period.
The U.K. Governments have justified their more and more expensive involvement in the advanced technology areas of U.K. industry usually be reference
to the deliberately vague term "national interest." More specifically this
could imply import savings, maintaining important resources witMn the
U.K., pioneering in the achievements of technological breakthroughs, or the
strategic importance of certain products for spreading technological change
and innovative activity in industry as possible reasons for state intervention.
In D.E.A. (1967) the Government realised the importance of the public
sector as a customer in the context of intervening in the structure of the
supplier industry or directing its product development. Especially with
regard to various advanced technology sectors Government purchasing policy
(including local authorities and nationalised industries) discriminated
against overseas producers, and gave domestic firms a more or less guaranteed market outlet in which new products could be tested <<r,d proven for
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their commercial applicability and quality.
With regard to computers, for example, the Government successfully
combined d I scrirninatot y public purchasing, R£L'>-5upport for product development of hardware, software, data transmission and microcirujits, equity
holdings, international collaboration agreements arid promotion of conputer
application in many industrial activities to establish and sustain a stronu
domestic industry (to be discussed as a case study in sec. 6.2).
In the nuclear field R&D was carried out by the AtA as a public monopoly. Over a span of 25 years the AHA fully developed up to the pilot plant
stage four generations of nuclear reactors (Magnox, Advanced Gas Cooled
Reactors (AGR), Steam, Generated Heavy Water Reactors (SGMWR), and presently
the Fast Breeders) and participated in international RtD-collaboration projects, such as the High Temperature Reactors (HTR), centrifuges, and thermonuclear fusion. It also managed to become a world leader in the R&D and
production of nuclear fuels. In its role as monopoly buyer through the
electricity generating boards the Government has consequently favoured U.K.
reactor types over others, especially the enormously successful U.S. light
water reactors (for more details see below in sec. A.3.3-2). And it has
repeatedly intervened in changing the structure of the private nuclear
power plant industry. In July 1968 the IRC, asked to implement recommendations of its previous report on this sector, helped with equity participation to create two consortia. In 1975 pl^ns were finalised to merge the
two into one U.K. nuclear design and construction company with equity participation of the AEA as a means of public control. At the same time a
tri-partite Nuclear Power Advisory Board was sec up to coordinate the R&D,
producer and consumer interests better and to assist the Government's decision-making in this area.
In aerospace Government research establishments, such as the. RAE, supported the R&D-activity of private firms. Up to the mid-1970's the Government supported mergers-, leav4iig-^^fina1nrt^oiTly-n3^
and
two airframe producers in the U.K. Public ownership in the industry was
gradually extended, beginning in the 1960's with small firms (Short Brothers and Harland, Beagle), then Rolls-Royce in 1971 and finally ending
in full-scale nationalisation of the whoi^. industry in 1977- Discriminatory public purchasing and the promotion of international joint collaboration projects were also in this sector parts of policy. But the largest.
form of support came through continuous "launching aid" for the full-scale
commercial development of a whole series of engines anci airframes. According to data from N.K. GARDNER (1976, p. 1^-1^5), the launching aid by suc-
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cessive governments since 19^5 came to an equivalent c( hi50
prices) of which only 101 had been recovered by 197'*. Even Vvhe.n abstracting from the most expensive projects (that is, Concorde, Rolls Royce's
RB 211) launching aid contributions of hU-^o m. for eight airframe and
six aero-engine projects compared with b30.9 m. in recoveries
The Viscount as the only project^ where recoveries exceeded ccntr i but ions, d id r,ot:
earn the Government enough surplus revenue to allow for 3 reasonable rate
of interest on public funds. The major justification for this level of
Government support was in terms of the benefits to the balance of payments,
as exports in civil aerospace of h^SOO in. and import savings of L3500 m.
(all in 137^ prices^ of which 75% came from projects supported by launching
aid, resulted in a combined benefit of h8000 m. between 19^5 and 137'<« At
the same, tims launching aid into a few extremely costly aerospace projects
absorbed a disproportionally large part of the total public support for
R&D which otherwise could have been more evenly spread over a wider range
/oO\
of sectors.° '
*».3«3. Assessment of science and technology policy
In general the funds provided by Government in this context averaged
around 30% of total R&D-expenditure in manufacturing industry. Some policy initiatives, such as the pre-production order schemes, hovercraft, desalination, were clearly successful. And Government support was vital in
the process of building up and maintaining a strong U.K. presence in nuclear energy, aerospace, computers and other sectors of advanced technology. But there are nevertheless a number of problem areas to be discussed with regard to the science and technology policy in the U.K. which
have not yet been fully dealt with and which have constrained the policy's
effectiveness.
^.3.3.1.: Allocation of Government funds: Before 1965 more than 90% of the
total public funds went into defence R&D. Since then this has been corrected, and presently support for civil R&D exceeds that for defence by a
ratio of 3:2. Through policy initiatives after 1965 (including joint ventures by the NRDC, contract work by the IREs and the AHA on the basis of
the customer/contractor-principle and under guidance of the RRBs, development contracts, technical information and advisory services, and pre-production order schemes) funds were shifted increasingly away from basic and
applied research outside industry towards exploratory and commercial development of marketable products.
These measures meant that policy be- 106 -

came more oriented towards industry's needs as a user, "the market, potentials of new products, the diffusion of knowlednr^ ?: r.,j. the transfer of
technology
all important factors in reduc r ng the "exploit.>';ion gap."
Policy was also improved in terms of gradually strengthening the contacts
between Government and industry and between manufacturer and user of new
products.
Despite these policy shifts the most crucial aspect of allocating
funds most effectively over a wider range of sectors was not addressed.
The largest proportion of public R£-D funds was taken up by a rev; exceedingly expensive projects in research-intensive, high-risk sectors that
may have a high export propensity or import saving potentials. In 197 V72
and 1972/73, for instance, between 80 and 8$% of the U.K. Government's
total R&D-suppcrt was spent on the nuclear industry, Concorde, and the
RB-211 aero-engine alone. These projects with long time-horizons and considerable technical uncertainties turned out subsequently to be far more
costly than originally estimated. The prevention of unemployment, bankruptcies of important firms, promoting prestige through the achievement of
technological breakthroughs, averting foreign competition with its threat.
to national independence in key sectors of advanced technology, and the
desire not to waste already spent public funds were all considered important enough reasons to continue, support despite exploding costs. Such extensive funding of a few projects came at the expense of cheaper, but effective measures designed to encourage innovative activity over a wide
range of industries where the competitive performance of U.K. firms had
continued to deteriorate. The measures introduced after 1965, which aimed
at product development, technology transfer and diffusion of knowledge (see
above), were not sufficient to prevent a relative decline of industry's
R&D~efforts, as is evident from Table ^.3.
Tabled.3.: U.K. industrial innovation __m_manuf act_y_r i_ruj. bY sector JS6_3~
1975, measured in terms of total RGD-expenditure as a % of value of net
output.

1963

1968

1972

1975

k.k

*1.1

3«7

3« c<

total manufacturing
food, drink and tobacco
chemicals and drugs

1.2

1.1

0.9

1.0

6.3

5.8

6.^

6.7

petroleum products

8.6

6.1

5-8

2.2

iron, steel and other metal
products

2.1

2.0

1.5

1.5

mechanical engineering

3.2

3.2

2.1

2.0
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(Table ^.3- continued)
6. 0

4 .6

11. 2

11 .1

1. 9

1 .0

4. 5

4 P

4.

42. 5

fabricated metal products
textiles and man-made fibres

scientific instruments
electrical and electronics
shipbuilding

motor vehicles
aircraft and missiles

.

5. 5

3. 9

c.
o

10. 0

1. 0

f;

2. 6

'J

5. 5

3^ .2

34. 6

29, C

1. C

0 .8

0.

1. 6

1 .1

} .0

*

*~t

10.

u

0. 5
1t

•

4

SOURCE: U.K. Government Statistics (e.g. Census of Production), analysed L.y
Sussex University Science Policy Research Unit and presented in Financial
Times, 28/4/1978, p. 15.
The declining trend of R&D~act ivi ty in most sectors is part of U.K.,
industry's overall deteriorating position (discussed above in Ch. 2).

It

resulted most likely from a combination of general underinvestment, pressures on company liquidity that leave little finance for less immediate
activities such as R&D, and management inefficiency to keep informed about
and/or apply new technological developments and to pay adequate attention
to design and marketing.

The impressive record of German and Japanese firms

In recent times has clearly shown the importance of product innovation,
specialised design, marketing strength, and rapid application of advanced
technology (such as electronics) especially in machine building and process
engineering.

The overproport ionate concentration of Government funds in

a few, expensive projects did not help U.K. firms to overcome their backwardness with regard to these vital aspects of industrial competitiveness.
Instead science and technology policy should now continue to expand at an
accelerated pace initial efforts after 1965 in support of product development, application of new production techniques, diffusion of knouledge and
technology transfer in industry as a whole.
4.3.3.2.: Ri sks : Promoting already existing scientific knowledge is safer
than funding the commercial development of new products and processes.
Public fun-J^ repeatedly fell victim to the high risks of many R&D-projects.
Since i960 three aerospace firms (Handley Page, Beagle, Rolls-Royce) became insolvent and had to be bailed out by the Government because of setbacks in projects supported by "launching aid." Many NRDC-act ivities h:icJ
to be discontinued after public funds hdd been committed and spent.

Ti'.s

same was also true for aerospace projects, such as the Airbus which incidently became a commercial success after completion by France arid Germany.

and the Channel Tunnel.
But the most serious miscalculations with devastating results in terms
of public expenditure on RoD occurred in a few high-risk projects. in the
case of Concorde, for example, development and production costs were at
the time of the joint collaboration agreement between France and the U.K.
in 13o2 estimated at h150 170 m. with strong future demand prospects r'or
supersonic jets. Substantial technological problems, concerning the design of wings and engines to meet pollution and safety standards and aerodynamic requirements, caused delays and helped to push up costs to over"
hi bn. of which the U.K. Government will have to pay h56*J ni. (in 1373
prices).

There are so far only nine orders from British Airways and AirFrance, so that production of only 16 planes is planned. The selling
price of Concorde does not even cover production costs, let alone recover-

any of the development costs. So far passenger demand at a ticket price
of 20% above standard first-class in subsonic jets is completely insufficient to cover operating costs, inflicting heavy losses on the two airlines
using Concorde. Rolls Ro/ce's RB-211-engine was based on some revolutionary technological improvements- with commercial advantages in terms of reducing noise and weight. The consequent power and fuel economies enabled
Rolls Royce to conclude a contract with Lockheed in 1968 before the development of the engine against strong competition from U.S. firms under which
its new Tristar jet was to be supplied with RB 211-engines. This agreement
included very tight concitions regulating the delivery dates, a low fixed
selling price-based on Rolls Royce's overoptimistic cost-plus estimates,
and stiff penalty clauses in case of delay, The U.K. Government agreed to
contribute h^7 m. in launching aid on the basis of the company's initial
development cost forecasts. Subsequent technical problems caused costs to
explode and the project to be delayed. In various^ stages more public funds
were provided for the project until Rolls Royce finally went into liquidation in 1971, unable to deliver the engine on time. Faced with even more
expensive alternatives the Government decided to nationalise the firm, renegotiate the contract with Lockheed and put up the money required to finish t'-'e project which in the end cost a total of 1:225-5 m. before any recoveries set in. Fortunately the engine in its different versions is presently selling well, with a recent agreement to use it !n new Bee ing-plane-:
as its latest success. In the wake of the experience with Concorde and
RB-211 launching aid policy was finally changed in 1975 to include n-ore
elaborate methods of cost evaluation and to apply stronger scrutiny or. the
part of the Government over the financial position of the- companies in-

volved and over the carrying out of projects.
Failures have also occurred with U.K. nuclear reactors. Original
cost estimates ot the AGR between 1%5 and 1-968 amounted to 1.89-32 m. At
that time the AGR was thought to be cheaper, safer and mon... fuel-efficient
than the light water reactors developed in the U.S.A., with considerable
export potential as a result.

But the building of AGR-based power stations

was delayed by 3~5 years because of technical problems.
1975 costs per station had increased to b?,20~280 m.

And by the end of

The AGR also turned

out to be less efficient than initially planned, whereas technological
progress on the light water reactors had made these more competitive. While.
the AGR, not .yet successfully tested and proven in the U.K., did not win a
single export order overseas, the U.S. reactor? became an enormous success
at the world market.
A.3«3«3- Management inefficiency and lack of public control: These have
frequently aggravated the problems of supporting RSD in industry with public funds. The NRDC, as discussed above, was not capable of exercising
control over the dec is ion-making of firms that were given licenses to exploit carbon fibre. Consequently this potentially valuable invention was
lost to U.S. firms. According to G. GANZ (1977, p. 9-10 and 18-19), the
feasibility studies by the U.K. Government between 1956 and 1959 concerning Concorde were confined entirely to technical issues, and failed to
look at the market forecasts for supersonic jets under different sets of
assumptions. Both in the case of Concorde and RB-211 major sums were committed by the authorities without any public debate, say, in Parliament.
Rolls Royce's figures on costs^and delivery times of the RB-211 were not
checked, nor were the affairs of the company and the progress of the project monitored by the Government. The late efforts by the IRC (which were
in addition in 1970 prematurely halted in preparation of its abolition by
the recent 1 y e 1 ec ted Con s e rva fTv e~1jo v e r rime nT) HtcTffia Re~firrtTie?" f i nanc i a ]
assistance by the state conditional on cost-cutting rationalisation, change
of management techniques and personnel, and the regular provision of detailed information was strongly resisted by Rolls at the beginning. The
IRC concluded that the company was badly run. Managers had only little
knowledge about the effects of the technical difficulties encountered despite the very tight contract with Lockheed as concerned delivery time and
Their information flow differentiated only between divisions, but
not between individual contracts. No contingency plans for any possible
cost and time overruns hod been made, so that the company had accepted r,
price.
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contract far too big for its own financial resources even with
aid contributions. The IRC also noted a low degree of coordination between the company's divisions, overmanning, anc! djp'l icat Son of effort,
Lack of information, monitoring and control on the part of the Government
(k}}
made any preventative measures impossible.
The failure'to export U.K. nuclear reactors was partly also caused by
the two producer consortia not having standardised the components, fuel
and core designs of their plants. Only in the mid-lS'/O' s were initiatives
set by the Government to overcome this problem, including the merger of
producers into one group (the National Nuclear Company), stronger R&Dcol laboration between the AEA and the consortium of producers, and the
setting up of a consultation machinery (the Nuclear Power Advisory Board)
between all parties concerned.
The problems discussed above point to the need for improving the communication network between Government bodies and industry in order to identify more precisely problem areas in the development and application of
new technology. For a more effective science and technology policy the
Government will have to expand its control powers and expertise. Its
support measures could then be more adequate responses to industry's needs
both as producers and users of new products and processes, while at the
same time be also a more influential factor in the considerations and decisions of private firms. So far Government has not found a method or centralised mechanism to set priorities determining the allocation of funds,
to gather information from industry and to coordinate, the various existing
measures. Beginnings in this direction have been made with the RRBs or
the process and product development scheme under sec. 5 of the S&T Act
1965. These need to be extended further, together with joint ventures,
information services, and development contracts. ^Involvement in high-risk
projects of advanced technology in certain research-intensive sectors
should be decided upon on the basis of much more accurate and detailed
analyses of risks, costs and benefits and should be carried out under more
intensive monitoring. But above all emphasis should be laid on cheap and
effective ways to encourage technological change, product development and
design improvements in as many sectors as possible.

CHAPTER 5: THE EXPANS 1 ON OF I i^DUSTR \ AL_ POL I CY J N J'H^_J_970 ' J?J^! ! [ ' C'I
INTENSIFIFD POLITICAL CONTROVERSIES CONCERNING THE CXTI-.NT
OFJSTATE I NTEKVENT1_QU__i N Ti-JE r^CONOW
!n the previous chapter we analysed the evolution of industrial policy
within specific areas of intervention, such as the provision of additional
funds for investment finance, initiatives to encourage indust r i,-:! res true
turing, and assistance for research and development in private industry.
Our discussion of the various Pleasures introduced since 19^'? svre?sc;d the
growth of state intervention in private industry under the Labour Government 136*1-70.

During that period important policy initiatives were carried

out in all three areas of intervention.

Especially in relation to the pro-

motion of industrial restructuring within different sectors of private industry we discussed (in sec. *4.2.) measures, such as the IRC and the Industrial Expansion Act 1968, which Indicated the potential of industrial policy to alter the structure and production conditions of private companies.
These measures were not only key instruments for the attempts in the 196o's
by the government to improve industrial performance, but constituted also
important novelties in domestic economic policy by introducing the concept
of the para-governmental agency or because of the wide powers of direct
intervene ion in private industry assumed by the state.
In our discussion of measures to raise investment finance (in sec.
*».1.) and to promote science and technology (in sec. *4.3.) we did not confine ourselves to the policy changes of the period 196*1-70, but pointed
also to the consolidation and extension of- state intervention in these
areas during the 1970's. This latter development was part of on overall
process which began in 1971/72 and which marked a new stage in the evolution of industrial policy towards a more coordinated and worked out approach by U.K. policy-makers to deal with the problems of private industry.
Apart from consolidating policies within limited areas of intervention,
such as investment finance or science and technology, as described above,
the most significant characteristic of industrial policy in the 1970's has
been its more extensive coverage in terms of both sectors and objectives
on the basis of only a few, very powerful measures. These have greatly
increased the flexibility and the ability of the state to intervene in a
variety of industrial situations. At the same time, while industrial policy thus expanded its scope considerably during this dpcncie, the idcosooical conflicts within and between the political parties over the role of
state intervention intensified. In Ch. 5 we discuss therefore <«) the tm~ 112 -

plementation of those major policy initiatives of the iS/O's which have
avoided the problem of industrial policy in the 1960's to rely primarily
(with the possible exception of the IRC and the Industrial expansion Act
1968) on more narrowly defined measures separated from each other on the
basis of limited objectives;

and b) the ongoing political debater, as

they affected the course of industrial policy since 1970.
5 1

The f a J1 u re of ''d ? se^gngernent" ujide r^ t h£,jCo£se rvo_fc i ^e_. Op^nTrne r\t
1970-197**

This section discusses the attempt of the Conservative Government to
"disengage" the state apparatus from the economy. Its failure and the
subsequent reversal towards more intervention in private industry provide
a clear indication of both the need for and the rationale of an industrial
policy in the context of the U.K. economy.
The concept of "disengagement" as a broad strategy was developed step
by step in the period 196^-1970, after the Conservative Party had abandoned its previous committment to economic planning. It was formulated in
opposition to and as an alternative to the Labour Government's increased
involvement in the private sector and expansion of the state apparatus.
It consisted of different elements which together were designed to bi ing
about a substantially reduced, but more effective range of government
agencies and policies.'
With regard to industrial policy disengagement was based on a reduction of state intervention in private industry. Its major aim was to encourage private enterprise wherever possible and to replace the selective
and discriminatory intervention under Labour's Min Tech with only "general pressures." These should create the appropriate climate for market
forces alone to bring about the desired changes through competition and
adjustment. Consequently many of Labour's industrial policy measures were
abolished. These included investment grants, SET, IRC, and the Industrial
Expansion Act, thus dismantling the whole apparatus developed over the
previous six years to address some of private industry's essential problems. In addition, a "lame duck"-po1icy was announced in October 19/0
at the Party Conference in a speech by DTI-Secretary J- Davies, in which
assistance "to bolster up or bail out companies where (the Government) can
see no end to the process of propping them up" would be refused. Certain
industries, most notably aerospace and to a lesser extent shipbuilding,
were excluded from this policy, but at the same time warned thai;, while
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needing a "supporting hand," an "open-ended liability" v..,.uld not I.-* tolerated.
This policy course appears to have harmed many private- finis. The
negative impact of phasing out investment grants and ro i n inuj'icing investment allowances has already been discussed above in 4,1.2, 1 he abolition
of the IRC together with that of the Industrial Expansion Act 1968 in the.
Industry Act 1971 stripped the government of any powers Lo intervene selectively on the level of firms or sectors in support of industrial reorganisation or capacity expansion.
In the case of the IRC there was no evaluation of its costs and benefits carried out to justify its abolition. Instead it reflected more the
Conservatives' long-standing opposition to its powers and lack of public
(2^
accountability. ' More than 40% of IRC's assets were disposed of very
rapidly by the DTI through sales of its equity at the stock market. The
termination and dismantling of the IRC interrupted its follow-up and monitoring activity prematurely in the middle of many iong-term rationalisation projects. The DTI which took over responsibility for IRC-projects
abstained from exerting pressure on management and from exercising control
over the progress of various schemes. Subsequently companies, such as
Kearney and Trecker, Rolls Royce, Cammell Laird, Chrysler, and Herbert,
failed to succeed in effective rational sat ion and had to be. bailed out
at great cost to public expenditure. This might have been avoidable with
continued public monitoring and control, as was typical for the IRC. Its
Textile Reequipment Scheme, which provided small- and medium-sized textile
firms with otherwise not available cash for reequipping their outdated
capital stock, was another victim of its abolition, with significant potential benefits not being materialised.
In 1971 the government reduced also Its export promotion services by
charging firms fees for participation in trade fairs and other services
and by ending financial assistance to meet the translation and travel
costs of firms in pursuit of export markets. These cuts were implemented
at the time of U.K.'s entry into the EEC which was supposed to open up new
export possibilities for U.K. products, but in effect led to a sharp deterioration of U.K.'s trade balance with the other ZFC-members after 1971.
Funding under the S&T Act 1965 was also temporarily reduced in 1972,
with cuts being pushed through fairly indiscriminately. According to
SCST (1973 B, App. 1, p. 141-142) for example, the budget of the up to
then highly successful ACTP, a "launching aid" program for product development in computer technology (including software and peripherals), was
- 1)4 ~

cut in 1971/72 by nearly 30%.
The effects of disengagement on industry v/ere even more agqravoted by
the government's "lame duck" policy. In the case of UCS such a policy
added to management inefficiency, lack of post-merger- rat.ion r~l I rot ion and
inadequate monitoring by the SIB, and finally led to the downfall of the
company (more fully discussed in the case-study of the shipbuilding industry in sec. 6.1). (3) The government's refusal to provide- DCS with additional funds of t$-6 m., which combined with proper controls to enforce
rationalisation could have saved the firm, should be compared with the cost:
of h55 rn. to bail out UCS by setting up Govan as its nationalised successor. In 1970 the DTI refused aid to Herbert Ingersol1, a machine tools
project previously supported by the IRC, and five years later Herbert had
to be rescued as well. In 1970/71 aid was also denied to motor-cycle producer Birmingham Small Arms (BSA) and to the.Mersey Docks and Harbours
Board (MDHB), only to be followed in 1973 by rescue operations that cost
the government 1:3-5 m. in the case of the MDHB and h4.8 m. for BSA.
The "disengagement" strategy was ultimately defeated, The withdrawal
of involvement in and assistance to the private sector of industry came
during a period of falling investment, cash liquidity problems and significantly lower profitability across industry (see tables 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4).
Unemployment, surpassing the one million-mark, reached post-war records,
while the competitive pressure on U.K. firms was probably still exacerbated
by U.K.'s entry into the EEC. The government had not only deprived itself
of powers to intervene in this process of deterioration within industry,
but had most likeiy contributed to it. Political pressures to reverse
this policy course were beginning to build up with demands from both sides
of industry. They reached a first climax with the crises of UCS and Rolls
Royce in early 1971. Both were companies of national importance In their
respective industries and could not continue to operate without further
massive injections of public funds. Rolls Royce was important as a large
direct and indirect employer, for the domestic development of advanced
technology, for national defence, and for maintaining a viable aerospace
industry in the U.K., with major international obligations in addition.
UCS was a significant employer in a depressed area. In both cases public
funds already spent would have been wasted in case the firms stopped operations. There was also tremendous pressure from the unions with the UCSworkers occupying the yards to prevent closure. For all these reasons the
government decided to save the firms by bringing them under public ownership. This first move away from a rigid "lame duck" policy was soon after-

wards followed by the rescues of the shipbuilders Harl,;.nd am! V.'oiff
(largest employers in politically unsettled and ccoiioivika i 1 y depressed
Northern Ireland) and Cammei1 Laird, and later of BSA and MDHB.'
By 1972 policies under d i sengagement' were, further abandcncd with the
adoption of a statutory incomes policy and s substantial overall increase
RSD assistance was restored to pre-election levels
or, as in the case of supporting RSD in the computer industry, went beyond
them. The final end of disengagement in the area of industrial policy carre
with the passing of the Industry Act 19/2 which even exceeded previous

of public expenditure.

powers of state intervention. It combined assistance : n ih-j context of
industrial policy to further, for example, modernisation in various sectors
with regional policy goals to increase investment and create employment in
(*0
U.K.'s depressed regions.
The various categories and forms of aid under the Act were, modelled
after previous measures, such as investment grants, the IRC, and the Industrial Expansion Act. Part 1 of the Act, for instance, reintroduced a
grant system, the Regional Development Grants (RDG).'5)
Sec. 7 of the Act introduced as a result of political pressures
against high unemployment in 1971/72 selective assistance for projects
that benefit employment in assisted areas in terms of providing, maintaining, or safeguarding jobs. The section allowed for a very wide range of
intervention possibilities by making basically all activities of any industry in those specified regions eligible for assistance. These included
explicitly modernisation, efficiency improvements, capacity expansion, reconstruction, and also the orderly contraction of a sector's activities
which clearly indicated the end of the "lame duck" policy in 1972. Assistance was to be offered only with the consent of the firm, and when no other
source of finance was "appropriately" available. t The forms of assistance
not only included the standard loans and equity holdings, but were extended
to cover also loans without interest or at concessionary interest rales
(usually 3% below the commercial rate), and government assurances or guarantees to meet contingencies, such as a *irm's default on repaying loans
or its non-fulfillment of contracts. This implicitly meant the provision
of assistance in future rescue cases and for projects without commercial
viability. Following up on the difference between the IRC and the schemes
under the Industrial Expansion Act section 7 reconfirmed that direct government intervention was thought more appropriate than para-governmental
agencies to take into account non-commercial, socio-political aspects cf
industrial activity.
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Sec. 8 regulated financial assistance t ot nl 1 i nj up to r.i','0 m. for
projects "in the national interest. .« 1 i holy to benefit the economy," thiiLremoving the sec. 7"constraints of employment safeguard:, and local ion
Parliamentary opprovcil w^ required for projects
consuming more than h5 m. in public funds. The forms of aid ware the some
ones as under sec. 7» except that full-scale national 5 salioii of any firm

within assisted areas.

was ruled out by allowing the state only to hold maxirmlly i>0/; of company
shares.
As was the case with the Industrial Expansion Act 1368 this Act also
set up a machinery to gather information, advise the government, administer
the schemes and monitor their progress, centering around the Industrial
Development Advisory Board (IOAB) set up by sec. 9 and the Industrial
Development Executive (IDE).
Lastly, the Industry Act 1972 provided a follow-up program of support
for the shipbuilding industry after the SIB had expired in 1371. Under
sec. 10 Shipbuilding Credit Guarantees were extended to include mobile offshore installations. Sec. 11 provided both sectors with a further subsidy
in the form of construction grants, worth 10-20% of contract price depending on the different phases of construction. As a result of the IDE-study
on shipbuilding, which emphasized the need for modernisation schemes to
raise productivity, sec. 7"assistance to this sector was exempted from the
usual condition of generating or safeguarding employment.
A relatively slow start was made in using the wide powers under this
Act. According to-DTI (1973A) 115 projects with total value of h**5 m. and
creation of 7800 new jobs were supported in 19/2/73 under sec. 7 through
assistance totalling b10.8 m. A total of b25*5 m. in grants, equities and
loans was spent under sec. 7 on rescue cases of firms with employment in
assisted areas, such as Carnmell Laird, MDHB or Govan. Under sec. 8
t 1.25 m. was spent to merge Kearney & Trecker and Marvin (both first
supported by"the IRC)" and create in KTfl a viable advanced machine tool
firm. A new motor-cycle firm Norton Villiers Triumph (NVT) was created by
rescuing BSA with a h*».8 rn. equity holding under sec. 8. In July 1973 the
government started to expand the use of sec. 8 by introducing a sectoral
scheme of assistance worth b15 i"- to promote the reorganisation of a speThis scheme,
cific industry, in this case the wool textile industry.
modelled after the Cotton Act 1959 and IRC's Textile Reequipment Scheme,
became the first such example of using sec. 8 to prcmoie sector-wide modernisation in a series that expanded rapidly after Labour's election victory in 197A and covered more and more industries (discussed below in

5.2.1).

Despite the slow beginning with regarcl to rescue cost", rnd selec-

tive sector-wide schemes the i ar- reach i rig potentials of the Act's cowers
were already indicated under the Conservative Government. Th<: severe recession and Labour's return to office in i$7''i finally sot the conditions
for applying the Act's powers as widely us possible (sc2 below in 5.2.1.).
But the mere fact of introducing the Act with unprecedented povers in an
ciccomodat ion of industrial policy to changed circumstances and by encorporating the experience with previous measures is in itself full proof of a
shift away from disengagement towards continuing the evolution process of
industrial policy.

Thus the attempt to do with as little state interven-

tion in private industry as possible and to rely instead on the concept of
/o\
"rfidrket forces" ultimately failed.
5.2. Consolidation and new challenges for industrial policy under the
Labour Government 197^-1978
At the time of the elections in early 197^ industrial policy had already developed into an important part of policy-making. Strategies in
which it. was to play a less dominant role (indicative planning, disengagement) had failed (see sec. 3-^ and 5-1 above) and had been followed by rapid
expansion of industrial policy measures covering more and more sectors and
aspects of industrial activity on an increasingly selective basis.
While giving government increasing powers to intervene in private industry and improving its understanding of industry's problems, industrial
policy overall did not succeed in reversing the decline of U.K. industry in
terms of investment activity, profitability, production efficiency. Although it produced significant changes in a number of sectors (discussed
especially in 4.2. and 4.3. above), its effectiveness was ultimately weakened by major policy shifts and consequent short-lived duration of measures,
by insufficient monitoring and follow-up procedures concerning specific projects, by lack of overall policy coordination, by inadequate communication
with industry, and by an inability to overcome industry's frequent opposition and influence the decisions of its managements, without major concessions.
The beginning of a world-wide recession at the end of 1973 meant at the
same time that the new Labour Government was almost immediately faced with
a situation of run-away inflation, negative growth rates., rapidly declining
investment activity, soaring trade and budget deficits, rising unemployr^r.i ,
and an unusually severe liquidity crisis in private industry which led to a

series of bankruptcies even among the l-niger domestic firr.ib.

'mo inicr~

national dimension of that crisis posed nv:my nc-w pioblomG, .in terms of a
monetary system, trade agreements and a redefined relationship between developed and developing economies.

Additional challenges i"or the vsricus _;>

national industries resulted from market saturation for established products and overcapacity in many sectors, new technologies and ;;;ore expensive
energy sources.

For those reasons the recession was not simply o normal

part of the business cycle.

With regard to U.K. industry it brought the

long-run trend deterioration (analysed in Ch* ?.) to a hc.r.d ond called urgently for a more substantial and complete industrial rec;enerat ion.

Faced with the limitations en industrial policy so far and the need for
policies capable of initiating more massive changes In the private sector t:o
meet the challenges in the post-crisis recovery, the Labour Party had adopted as official policy during its last years in opposition «3 new and powerful, but politically controversial approach to industrial policy. To allow
a form of more regulatory "planning 11 within the wider context of a "social
contract" with the unions, which would promote reforms of labour legislation and collective bargaining, industrial democracy and an improved welfare system in exchange for wage restraint, the stste was to take strateaic
control over many important sectors of private industry. This was to be
achieved by nationalising the key companies in s number of sectors through
a state holding corporation, concluding binding planning agreements witn
the largest private and publicly controlled firms and enforcing
disclosure of information on their affairs and intentions. This
program clearly constituted a radical departure from the industrial
policy measures exercised up to then. It challenged both the ra=
tionale and the methods of existing policy through new forms of
intervention. In sec. 5.2.4 (on the "Industrial Strategy" as an
alternative to the Initial planning proposals) and in sec.7.1 (in
the case-study on the NEB) we will discuss the various elements of
this program more fully and analyse their subsequent subversion
into much more limited and less powerful policies. In addition
we will also deal (in sec.5.2.1 to 5.2.3) with the full use of the
powers under the Industry Act 1972 especially in rescue- cases
and sector- wide rationalisation schemes by th* Labour Government.
5.2.1. The use of industry Act 1972 in rescue cases
The depth of the liquidity crisis in the mid-70's was reflected by the
financial difficulties of many U.K. firms which during th,-t period were
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threatened with bankruptcy.

They consequently required oo'/ernvnt assis-

tance to avoid pi ant'closures, mass redundancies and a further reduction of
(j.K.'s industrial base with serious consequences for employment and balance
of payments.

See. 7 (for firms with employment mostly in assisted areas 1

and sec. 8 of the Industry Act 1972 had already been used by the previous
Conservative Government to rescue some firms (KTM, Govari, Cam,, eil Laird,
NVT, KDHB). But after 197'j this activity by the State was rapidly expanded.
In 1975 alone h7'-i rn. were paid out under the Act for the purpose of rescuing
firms. V'hat had been between 1966 and i971 only an occasional port of industrial policy, as in the case of IROaid to Root.es/Chrys ler and D;.wy Ashmore or the bailing out of Rolls Royce and DCS in i97i, became in the mid70's after years of progressing deterioration of U.K.'s industrial strength
a major area of intervention.
Table 5.1: Rescue assistance under the Industry Act 1972 after i97^

Industry Act 72
Sector/
Fi rm

rescue aid:

Previous
Assistance

a)amount

b)form

h100m

Guarantees

c)date

long-run
rationalisation program

a)Vehicles
British
Leyland

Chrysler
U.K.

Fodens

IRC

May?5

IRC

Transfer to NEB, h500 m.
in loans and equities
under Industry Act and
from NEB for 3-year modernisation program

h200m

Equities under
British Leyland
Act 75

hl62.5m

loans,
grants

Dec75

Aid to cover losses over
A years and fund specified investment and product development

Guarantee

Jan75

Rescue project later
funded by City

b)Shipbu?Iding (apart from Govan and Cammell Laird which were assisted
under Industry Act 72 before 197*0
In April 76 world's lar~
Aug7^
Equity
hl6m
Sunderland
gest fully enclosed
Shipbuilders
shipyard opened, based
on successful integrated
assembly line produce ion
technique of Appledorc
yards

(Table 5.1 Continued)
scun
t'.y,-. Ac t ^ 3 7 2 ~
Previous ___________

Sector/

Assist-

Fi rm

ance

a)amount

ny-run
I: iona 1

b)form

c) Motorcycles
Created h8m
in 1973
through
Industry
Act 72 rescua
of BSA

NVT

Guarantee

Har75

Fu r t he r aid r e f u s e-d i n
Jan. J6 v.'hcr; only small
grant was offered to
allovj orderly disposal
of unsold motorcycles
and run-down of product i on

NVT Engineering Ltd.

NVT

bO. 2.75m

Loan

Jan76

Set up to continue production of motorcycle
parts and engineering
sub-contract work

Wolverhampton
Industrial
Engines Ltd.

NVT

hO. 2m

Loan

Oct76

Set up to take over NVT's
capacity in the production of industrial petrol
engines

Synova Motors
Ltd. (Heriden
Workers Coop)

NVT

m

Set up to produce motorcycles in previous NVT"
plant with outside management advice. Purchase
of NVT's marketing organization in 1976. Loan,
technical assistance,
marketing and management
advice from GEC in Jan 77

Loans,
Grants

d)Machine Tools
KTM

IRC,

hi.9m

Industry
Act 72 Assistance in
1973
A. Herbert

IRC

Loans
Equity
Write-off

June76
June76

Vickers took controlling
interest and provided
management

of previous
government
funds
hkm

h15m

fiiianaafce^

Uovjk

Equity

July75

Guarantee

July75

To-^ay ©4f 4e.bts and
strengthen firm for longterm investment plan
through capital restroc."
turing, later transferred
to NEB

e '^J ectr ica1 Engineering and Electronics
Ferranti

-

h15m

Equity

May75

NEB-transfer

Equity

Oct75

NEB-transfer

f)Scientific Instruments.
IRC
Cambridge
(Kent)
Instruments

b^.Sm

Ind.
Act 72
(SMI)
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(Table 5-1 Continued)
Sector/
Firm

Prev i ous Industry Act IS/?- - rescue a i d :
long-run
Assist"
c)dat.c rational!
a)amount b)form
ance

g)Domestic Ap p1i a n c c s

19741978

[Repeated fundi
e s s a ry to cover 1 o s s c s ,
allow debt, repayment ^''id
fund working capital.
Finally in late 1978 Doi
refused further assistance
with experiment appearing
therefore to fold.

hS.Orn

Grants

h)Newspapers
Scottish News Enterprises
(Workers Coop)

hi.75m

Loan:

QClothlng
Bear Brand
(tights and
hosiery)

hO.35

Loan

Mar75

To fund modernisation
program

Equity,
Loan,
Grant

May75

Airfix Industries took
majority interest in firm

Kirkby Manufacturing
and Engineering Ltd.
(Workers Coop
to produce
heating radiators)

Was subsequently abandoned
as an experiment in industrial democracy

J)Toys.
Triang
Pedigree

SOURCE: own research based on material from Trade and Industry-issues and
G. Ganz (1977)
Table 5.1. briefly sums up the major rescue cases under the Labour Government, using the powers of the Act. in most cases assistance was offered to
safeguard employment, and maintain production of firms in advanced technology sectors or with important contributions to the balance of payments (exports, import saving). When large funds were involved, the government fir_.t
granted guarantees against defaults by the firm in repaying loans, paying
interest or fulfilling other contract obligations. This was usually an interim measure to allow the company in question to carry on with its operations, while final reorganisation plans were worked out. These usually
specified a program of capital restructuring, investment, rationalisatIon
of production and product development, supported by government funds and
(3)
monitored by the machinery (I DAB, IDE, etc.) set up under the Industry Art.
Sometimes the government managed to get other firms or banks involved in
supporting rescued firms, as, for example, in the case of Fodcns, Chrysler,
Synova, KTM, Scottish News Enterprises, Triang Pedigree.
0
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The most likely form of assistance w,-,s loans.

Equity holdings, which

in the cases of Sunderland Shipbuilders, Govan, British Leyland, A. Heruert,
and Ferranti amounted to full-scale nationalisation or at ler;st majority
public control, were used predominantly to-avoid ovcr-q^arincj by a firm end
as a method to secure public control.

Grants were generally offered to

cover a firm's actual and expected losses or to finance the r-pcymeri t of
debts.

And to improve the chances of successful rationalisation new compan-

ies were created with the help of public funds (e.g. NVT, KTM, Cambridge
Instruments).

The most important rescue operations involved not only equity

participation by the government, but. ulso long-range modern i sot ion plans.
To secure in these important cases continued exercise of public control and
high-quality monitoring, especially as additional funding for these plans
was likely, the government transferred its equity holdings in British Leyland, A. Herbert, Ferranti, Cambridge Instruments (together with those in
Rools Royce. !CL, and other firms) to the NEB (see sec. 1.2}.
In seme industries these bail-out interventions had a major impact.
In the vehicles sector the government took British Leyland, U.K.'s largest
And soon afterwards it. prevented the
(10)
In shipbuilding the Industhreatened pull-out by Chrysler from the U.K.

exporter, under public ownership.

try Act 1972 provided the intervention framework to succeed the efforts of
the SIB during 1S&6-1971. Used for the nationalisation of Govan and Sunderland and for supporting the modernisation of other yards, such as Cammel:
Laird or Austin 8 Pickersgill, it preceded the extension of public ownership
over the whole sector in 1977 (see sec. 6.1.). After initially heavy funding of motor-cycle manufacturer NVT this sector became the first and only
case in which the Act's provisions to assist the "orderly contraction of an
industry" were used, with Synova Motors the only remaining U.K. producer.
With rescue operations in the machine tools, electronics, and scientific
*
instruments sectors the government reemphasised its determination tc support U.K. firms engaged in advanced technology -- an objective repeated in
the nationalisation of the airframe industry in 1977.
With Meriden (Synova) , Kirkby Manufacturing and Engineering Ltd., and
Scottish Daily News the Labour Government supported the setting up of workers' cooperatives.

Following in each case work-in occupations hy the. work

force to prevent plant closures in areas of high unemployment, these support schemes were made possible by the Act's wide powers to fund projects
also for non-commercial, social reasons.

Especially during i97't/75 with

A. Benn as Secretary for Industry they were considered important industrial
experiments and in line with intentions among a significant part of the La-
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bour Party to further industrial democracy and to use induMrur. 1 policy
politically as a means of reform in the interest of socialism. Since then
the government has become less willing to support these ^ncl possible fur(11)
.
ther worker-run companies.
As evident from table 5.1. the rescue-aid under the Act was often o
continuation of already previously granted support. On certain occasions
however the powers of the Industry Act 1972 were not sufficient and k;d to
be widened by amendments) or the rescue operations were based on previsions
(12)
outside the Act. v '
It is still relatively premature to judge the success of most bail-out
cases. Certain firms, such as NVT cr Scottish Daily Ne^s, clearly foiled
to achieve long-run viability. Others continue to face considerable difficulties with uncertain future prospects. These include A. Herbert, iMeridori,
Kirkby, British Leyland, and also Chrysler (U.K.) whose heavy losses continued after the rescue despite the introduction of new models and a rising
market share; and eventually Chrysler announced in mid-1973 its intention to
sell its European operations to Peugeot~Ci troen. Because r.he U.K. government initially failed to purchase equity, it has now despite a voluntary
planning agreement with the U.S. multinational firm very little control cver
Chrysler's pull-out and its effects on U.K. operations. The most successful
recovery after being rescued was achieved by Ferranti, while other NEB-subsidiaries (Cambridge Instruments, and even Herbert and British Leyland -see sec. 7.?-.) and shipbuilders (Sunderland, Govan) have also made some
progress in their rationalisation program. In general, firms which were
more tightly monitored by the government (e.g. NEB-subsidiaries, publicly
owned shipbuilders) have had a better recovery record so far than firms
with less public control (e.g. Chrysler),
5.2.2. Labour's sector-wide rationalisation schemes under sec. 8 of the
Industry Act 1972
The crisis of the mid-70's exposed in most U.K. industries more than
ever before the fundamental competitive weakness in terms of their production conditions (defined and analysed in Ch. 2 as composed of investment
activity, production efficiency of existing resources, investment finance
and profitability) and their underlying elements of structural weakness
(management inefficiency, industrial relation, "defensive" investment,
insufficient production runs, product differentiation and duplication of
effort, inadequate product development and design, limited involvement, of
banks and shareholders in industry). In this context policy efforts to

remove these constraints in many sectors became increasingly urgent.

With

the Wool Textile Scheme in 1973 policy-makers had found an effective a It :M native to the more far-reaching but controversial policy proposals of the
Labour Left which called for substantial expansion of public control in private industry, compulsory disclosure of information and legally binding
planning agreements (see below in sec. 7.-1).

The success of that schema

paved the way for its application in a rapidly growing number of sectors
and established this particular use of sec. 8 as the Act's most important
(1 -2 }
function after 197V75.
The schemes were an improvement on previous measures of selective intervention, such as the Cotton Act 1S5**» the investment grants, the development contracts under the SST Act 1965, IRC's Textile Reequipment Scheme,
the SI 3, and the schemes of the Industrial Expansion Act 1968.

With regard

to many sectors they continued previously interrupted and uncompleted policy efforts.

For example, rationalisation and product development was now

supported in, say, the textile machinery or machine tool sectors, where the
IRC had begun restructuring by supporting mergers. Or previous SST Act 1965'
funded support for the development of micro-circuits was now extended
through a sec. 8-scheme. But while earlier measures had been limited to
specific aspects of industrial activity (RSD, mergers, etc.) or to specific
sectors only, these schemes could be applied within one single, policy measure, the Industry Act 1972, and at the same time could combine different
forms of assistance for a variety of activities which rll would strengthen
a particular industry.
Table 5-2.: The sector-wide rationalisation schemes under sec. 8

Sector

Duration

Amount Form
of
of
Assist-Assistance
ance

AssociaAssist- ted
Num- ance Prober Ofter-ject
Costs
ed
of
Offers (hm) (cm)
Purpose
of
Assistance

(31/ (31/
12/ 12/
77) 77)

Clothing

Oct75"
Dec77

c°.0m

grants,
loans

consultancy use by
small firms, rationalisation, use of modern,
specified machinery

Drop
Forgings

Nov77'
Dec78

hf;m

grants,
loans

aid to small firms,
modernisation investment
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(31/
12/
77)

(Table 5.2. Cone inner!)

As-

Sector

Durat ion

Electronic
Components

Jan77July78

Amount Form
of
of
Ass is t-Ar«si st
ance
ance
b20rn

Purpose
of
As si stance

grants,
loans ,
inter
est
rel ief

product development,
consultancy use, re
structuring

grants,
loans ,

investment in new
capacity, efficiency
and working condi
tions, product
qual i ty

c 3
ted
Pro

s i s i:
NUIII- anot
ber Off':,
Costs
ed
of
Offers (bni) (tm)
(3V .(31/ (317

I?./

77)

I?./

77)

77

8.5

10

grants

Ferrous

Foundry

Aug75~
Dec76

h80m

inter
est
rel ief
grants

Footwear

Apr78Apr79

b^.5m grants.
loans ,
inter
est
rel ief

grants

Nov77"
Apr79

b10m

grants

investment in new
capaclty

Machine
Tools

Aug75"
Dec77

fc30m

grants,
loans

product develop
ment and design, ra
tional isation of pro
duct range, invest
ment in new capacity

Microci rcui ts

Mar78Mar79

b10m

grants

product development

Non-Ferrous Jan77~
July78
Foundry

b20m

grants,
loans,
inter
est
relief
grants

see Ferrous Foundry

grants

June76- h23m
June/8

296

consul tancy aid to
smal i f i rms , reequipment, restruc
turing of industry
(mergers)

Instrumentation and
Automation

Paper and
Board

33A 65.0

115 11.5

59.6

33

2.5

10.8

31
recycling techniques,
processiny of indigen
ous fibre (waste paper),
storage facilities andnew machinery for waste
paper

6.6

30.1

(Table 5-2. Continued)
Asso

sf." ted
Nurrr once Pro
be r Offcr-ject

Sector

Duration

Amount Form
of
of
Assi st-Ass i st 1 •
a_nce_ ance

of

Purpose
of
Ass i stance

ed

Offers (i:m)

(317 (317
127 1?7
77) 77)

Costs
(hm)
(317
127
ZZl

h5m

grants

investment in new
capacity

Aug76Dec77

h15m

grants,
loans,
interestrelief
grants

16
product development»
consultancy use, ration
alisation of product
range, improved produc"
tion faci1i ties

2.5

12.7

Redmeat
Slaughterhouse

Nov76'
Nov78

h20m

grants

investment in new
capaci ty

39

2.5

20

Text i1e
Machinery

Aug76Dec77

L20m

grants,
loans,
interesf
relief
grants

see Printing Machinery

13

.6

Wool
Text i1e,
Stage 1

July73
Dec75

grants,
loans,
interestrelief
grants

306
reequipment and re
building, scrapping of
old and replacement
with new machinery,
elimi nation of
marginal capacity

16.6

Wool
Text!le,
Stage'2

Nov765ept77

grants,
loans,
interestrelief
grants

consultancy use by
small firms, re
training of workers,
reequipment of plant,
machinery and building

Poultry
Meat
Processing

Mar77

Printing
Machinery

2.2. 1

22

8.3

0.1

SOURCE: Trade and Industry-issues
Table 5.2. clearly indicates the wide-spread application of sec. 8-schemes
after 197^/75, made possible through additional allocation of funds for In
dustry Act 72~projects. The schemes attempt: a) to modernise production
facilities in declining sectors threatened by growing import penetration
(wool textiles, clothing, footwear, paper and board); b) to expand capacity
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and accelerate rationalisation and product quality in key supply industries
where bottlenecks had previously occurred (ferrous foundry, non-ferrous
foundry, textile machinery, printing machinery, poui t. rymcat processing,
redmeat slaughterhouse); c) to strengthen U.K. producers of advanced tech
nology goods (machine tools, instrumentation and automation, electronic
components, micro-circuits).
The schemes were usually introduced on the basis of detailed sectoral
studies and extensive tri-partlte discussions between government officials
and representatives from industry (unions, management) in the context of
the "industrial strategy" (see below in 5.2.*4.) and its EDCs or Sector
Working Parties (SWPs). Because of this intensive info:mat ion-gather ing
and problem analysis the schemes could directly address identified con
straints and weaknesses of each particular sector. Policy could therefore
be tailored to meet an industry's specific needs, as, for instance, sup
porting retraining of workers and reduction of overcapacity in the wool
textile sector, better product quality and improved working conditions (to
attract skilled workers) in ferrous foundries, the expansion of use, pro
cessing, and storage of recycled waste paper to cut raw material costs of
paper and board producers, and so forth. In general, grants, concessionary
loans (with an interest rate of 3% below the average market rate) or inter
est-relief grants (reducing a firm's interest burden by 3%) were offered in
most sectors to improve certain production conditions and overcome essen
tial weaknesses in areas already identified and discussed in Ch. 2: product
development, capacity , modern!sat ion of production facilities, rationalisa
tion of product ranges, length of production runs, and management efficien(l k)
To examine applications and
cy (by promoting the use of consultants).
administer each scheme Advisory Committees with members of the relevant
sectors' EDCs or SWPs were set up. These agreed to offer assistance only
after being convinced that a project was viable, strengthened the company,
met - the object i ves -spec-i-f-i-ed—by—ea&h - pa-F-fc-f eul-a f=—S€-heme—-Ceove-r-4-ng size, t-lin
ing, and purpose of eligible projects), and was undertaken by a firm with
sufficient financial, technical and managerial resources to carry it out
within the specified time limit. Otherwise an aplication was rejected or
had to be withdrawn, which happened in 32'' out of 3058 applications under
the various schemes up to 31/12/1977. This very detailed project evalua
tion procedure was continued with tight monitoring of a project by the
(15)
Committees through frequent progress reports from the assisted companies.
The success of these schemes is not yet clearly determi n.ibl e. The ma
jority of projects nre still under consideration (1^29 compared to 1305
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where assistance had already been offered by the end of 19/7)> and ev.;n
those already approved are often not completed before 1979/30. However,
the schemes Introduced earlier, 33 the one for woo] textile firms rric-.nt loned
above, have already produced first promising results. The Ferrous Foundry
Scheme, for example, not only met a strong response from industry, but K-d
also to significantly improved working conditions, a 202; capacity increase
in the sector as a whole and over 2000 new jobs. Substantial productivity
increases and 1500 new jobs are expected results of the Non-Ferrous Foundry"
Scheme. Strong demand for assistance characterised also the Machine Tool
Scheme, although its Advisory Committee paid special attention to the appro
priate use of modern management techniques by applicants as a condition of
support. K. GOOD ING (1977) notes the high proportion of product development
projects under the scheme. In 1977 this sector improved its trade balance
by 31% over 1976, indicating improved competitiveness. These results are
all preliminary, with a more final evaluation only possible years from now,
In terms of monitoring, preceding problem analysis, project evaluation,
differentation of assistance according to sector-specific requirements, and
flexibility through combining and adapting various forms of assistance to
meet industry's needs, however, the sec. 8-schemes mark together with the
NEB (discussed in Ch. 7) the climax so far in the evolution of industry
policy towards ever more wide-ranging, but at the same time increasingly
selective measures.
5.2.3. ' Support for countercyclical investment under sec. 8 of the Industry
Act 1972
To bring forward worthwhile investment projects, which as a result of
the recession had been shelved or postponed, the government introduced in
April 1975 a so-called Accelerated Projects Scheme (APS). This offered
b50m. in loans (with concessionary rates and possibly also initially inter
paest-free periods), equivalent interest-relief grants, or equity partici
ft / \
Con
tion to avoid overgearing, for investment costing more than b.2.5m.
ditions of assistance were that the project created new capacity (or mod
ernized existing production facilities), was commercially viable, was
started and completed early, and would have been deferred or not undertaken
at all but for government aid. Projects with the largest balance of pay
ments benefits were given priority. To increase the government's monitor
ing powers and give firms an incentive to keep on schedule the assistance
was phased and paid in tranches subject to satisfactory progress.
APS is generally considered to have been a success in encouraging
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counter-cyclical investment activity during a period of recession. By July
197£ (the closing date for applications) 118 pro]eels iiad been approver >.<ii.h
(17)
assistance totalling tSA.im. for investment worth fcbMUm.'' ' In 1970/77 APSfunded investment constituted an estimated . k% of all manufacturing invest
ment and a quarter of its 13% increase over 1S75//6, with a farther quarter
attributed to the sectoral schemes. The highest proportion of APS-assist
ance went to the petroleum, chemical, and mechanical engineering see tors.
With APS being part of the "Industrial Strategy 11 special priority v/as. giv-n
to capacity expansion in sectors with identified future suppi/ bottlenecks,
such as diesel engine components, electrical motor;:.,, bearings, plastics for
packaging, valves, oil pumps, serni-conductors. power cables, aluminium pro
ducts, and steel tubes (k2 projects). After completion of the projects
12.800 new permanent jobs should be created. Over 50/o of the aid vrerit into
the assisted areas. After 1380 the. projects are estimated to benefit the
balance of payments by bSOOm. p.a. In the meantime they should create be
tween 1976 and 1979 b*475m. worth of orders and 70.000 man-years of employ
ment for the depressed construction and components industries.
The success of the APS encouraged the government to announce in Decem
ber 1976 a h100m. follow-up program, the Selective Investment Scheme (S[S).
The eligibility criteria of the S!S were much broader than those of the APS.
Besides bringing investment forward or preventing it from being shelved,
the SIS assisted projects which might have been otherwise built abroad, re
duced in size, or different in nature. The balance of payments benefits
were not any longer the sole criterion (as was the case with APS-aid), but
were replaced by the wider condition of "improvement in performance leading
to significant benefits to the economy" which included in the context of the
Industrial Strategy productivity increase, technological development, ra
tionalisation of production, more ambitious marketing goals. The definition
of eligible costs was therefore expanded to include associated R&D for pro
duct development, 1 icensing , -training and- the—sett *mg~ trp of -market-ing- fac i 1 ities.

Projects from non-manufacturing sectors were also considered. At
the same time the monitoring procedures were tightened under the SIS, with
companies having to agree in advance to the performance achievements of
specific levels of productivity, sales or job creation as a condition for
receiving further tranches of aid. The SIS was therefore less than the APS
a device against declining investment activity during the severe recession,
but instead emphasised strategically important projects with lasting bene
fits to the U.K. economy. By the initial deadline of June 197tf 75 projects
amounting to h370m. of investment and b37m. of assistance had been approved,
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mostly in chemicals, mechanical engineering and vehicles. With a further
185 applications worth U800m. in investment and ti80m, in aid under con
sideration, the SIS was extended in duration and by a'further h5'Jrn. of
funds. Balance of payments benefits are estimated at: (:250;n. p.a. after
1S82 and orders for the construction industry and plant manufacturers in
the meantime are valued at h250m. After completion SIS-projects should
Sections 5-2.1. to 5.2.3- have indi
create about 10.500 permanent jobs.
cated the extent to which the industry Act 1372 became under Labour the
principal intervention tool within industrial policy to help industry face
the economic crisis of the mid~70's. Apart from having set aside by the
beginning of 1978 under sec. 8 more than h250m. for the sector-wide schemes
and b235m. for APS and SIS, a further k303m. had been committed under sec. 7
between 1972 and 1978 to over 3000 projects in assisted areas costing a
total of fc3bn. which allegedly created 203.000 new jobs and safeguarded a
further 98.000. Funds and powers under the Act were constantly expanded,
with service sectors, for instance, also made eligible for assistance or
the definition of costs qualifying for RDG being widened. The use of the
Act (in terms of public expenditure and combining different types of selec
tive intervention) was only matched in extent, by the NEB. Together the two
measures reflect the recent massive qualitative and quantitative increase
of industrial policy.

5.2.4.

LilkPJ^JLJLif^^
1975 - 1978

Even though the Industry Act 1972 marked an improvement; over previous
measures in terms of information-gathering, monitoring ana providing
different forms of assistance for specific objectives and problems,
it still remained within the confines of industrial policy, as
defined above in 3.2.

Such a conception of direct state intervention

in private industry, albeit different from the indirect intervention
of the traditional macro-economic management of demand and income,
usually implies the supply of public funds to help private firms to
cope with their difficulties and to improve their performance.

Inter

vention and assistance by the government in the context of industrial
policy is usually justified by the need to deal with the failures and
contradictions of a system organised by the market and by profitability
considerations of those who own capital privately.
All measures discussed so far, including the Industry Act 1972, have tried
to improve that system and have accepted its inherent logic, in which
the predominance of private ownership establishes profitability as the
prime objective and as the key criterion in guiding decisions and
measuring success.

Consequently, all measures were based on voluntary

cooperation by industry and lacked the power to compel private firms
to take specified courses of action.

This "consensus policy" assured

private industry that public assistance would only be forthcoming in a
form acceptable to its own interests.

In certain instances monopolisation

or risks and inadequate profits or even losses forced the state to act as
an entrepreneur, owning and managing enterprises in the utilities,
advanced technology sectors, or those rescued from bankruptcy.
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This

type of public ownership does not pose a challenge, to the market
economy, not is it a threar. to private interests.

Instead it represents

a necessary step to cope with the system's difficulties without altering
its fundamental mechanisms.
During the early 1970's the Labour Party, then in opposition, began to
discuss the shortcomings of this type of

state intervention.

These discussions resulted in a series of alternative policy proposals
to cope more effectively with the difficulties of private
industry.

It had become clear by then that the loans, grants and

limited use of equity participation provided by the various industrial
policy measures of the 1960's and by the Industry Act 1972 did not
lead to more rapid growth and higher investment (as is also evident
from table 2.2., for example)..

Even with increased supply of external

investment finance through public funds capacity was not increased
beyond levels justified by the immediate expected growth of demand.

The

risks of having to repay loans during periods of comparatively lower
profitability and the costs of ending up with spare capacity pre
vented any sustained expansion of investment activity.

In sec, 1.2.,

when discussing the virtues of import controls over deflation and
devaluation and the surrounding policy debates in the 1960's and 1970's,
we already pointed to the interrelationship between demand management
on the macro-level and supply management on~~the micro~-leveT.

Without

adequate levels and growth of aggregate demand and an effective policy
to tackle demand constraints, such as balance of payments deficits,
supply-side deficiencies restricting investment and efficiency will
continue to exist despite growing policy efforts directed at them.
This has been even more clearly established in our discussion in
sec. 2.1. of the vicious circle between "low growth" and the resulting
"defensive investment" pattern in large parts of industry.
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The

implication of this connection between the growth of deraand and
investment decisions for policy-makers is to combine, coordinate and
carry out their micro-level interventions on the supply-.cide with
conscious efforts on the macro-level to increase aggregate demand.
Up to now such an integration of policy-making has been missing and
industrial policy has largely been carried our. in isolation of demand
management considerations.

The relation between demand and supply, between

macro-level and micro-level decision-taking is, hcvcvar, not simply one-sided,
with changes on the supply-side and the effectiveness of micro-level
policy depending on sufficient growth and policy-induced stimulation
of aggregate demand.

The reverse is also true.

In sec. 2.1., for

example, we have also, discussed how "defensive investment" in industry
depresses aggregate demand and causes "low growth" conditions to be
reproduced.

The relation is therefore one of mutual interdapendency,

with supply-side constraints and activities on the micro-level of
sectors and firms also affecting aggregate demand.

For the most part,

industrial policy has so far neglected to fully consider the possible
consequences of selective intervention on the economy as a whole.

Only

on certain occasions have policy-makers gone beyond the narrow focus
on direct costs and benefits for the firms or sectors receiving public
assistance and instead determined their initiatives primarily on the
grounds of "externalities," on the basis of indirect costs and benefits
of industrial activity en -the--eeenoray-^s- a- who\te.

Examples were the

aluminum smelter project (sec. 4.2.6.) to encourage import substitution,
the rescue cases under the Industry Act 1972 (to safeguard employment s
U.K.-controlled capacity in important actors, exports, etc.), govern
ment support for advanced technology projects (to secure U.K. presence
in those sectors, such as micro-computers, and to accelerate technolocigal change).

In these cases indirect cost arid benefit considerations

prompted the government to intervene irrespective of whether the pro-13*1-

jects supported were commercially viable in the short or n^dium term.
But apart from these instances industrial policy, confined by its
overall objective to strengthen and support; private industry by its
acceptance of profitability as the overriding criterion by which
performance is measured and projects are appraised, and by its reliance
on voluntary cooperation on the part of industrial managers, is
primarily determined by "internalities," that is by the direct costs
and benefits of supported projects for the firms involved.
This secondary role of excernalities in the process of formulating and
implementing policy, which resulted from intervention aimed at correcting
the failures of the market mechanism in support of private firms and their
interests, also restricted the scope of industrial policy.

It meant, for

example, that the effects of "defensive investment" in one sector on the
rest of industry, such as creating supply bottlenecks for user industries
in need of that sector's product or causing lower demand for construction,
process plant and machine tool firms and suppliers of other components,
were neither systematically analysed nor adequately considered in policymaking.

Although first attempts to overcome this limitation were made

with the.sector-wide nationalisation schemes under sec. 8 of the Industry
Act 1972 there has up to now not been any concerted effort to analyse
the interconnections and dependencies between different sectors on the
basis of inter-industry (matrix) multiplier effects.

This deficiency

is particularly serious in light of the continued widespread practice of
"defensive investment" across many U.K. industries.

To break out of it

requires noL only higher levels of aggregate demand for domestic products
(and thus a shift away from public expenduture cuts, monetary restraint,
incomes policies to reduce the real wage, and other severely deflationary
policies),but also a substantial increase in investment activity to
expand productive capacity and undertake "enterprise investment" on a
large scale.

Given that this increase of capacity in one sector depends
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on the one hand on supply and demand conditions in other sectors
and determines those on the other hand, and given thi.it the wave of
new investment activity should take place in a more or less coor
dinated fashion and should he simultaneous (or within a defined
timing framework) to avoid the disproportionalities and costs in
terms of delays, shortages and overcapacity, the required coordination,
setting of priorities and allocation of public funds in the process
of state intervention cannot take place without due consideration of
"externalities" in terms of multiplier effects between various
industries.
Probably the most serious shortcoming of state intervention in private,
industry, which within the confines of "state capitalism" has been
based on "consensus policy," on limiting the extension of public owner
ship beyond the traditionally nationalised industries only to declining
industries, high risk advanced technology enterprises and other rescue
cases and on giving "externalities" at best only a secondary role,
relates to the lack of any strategy to deal with the power exercised by
the largest domestic manufacturers in -general and the multinationals
among them in particular.

In sec. 2.3.2.1. we have already mentioned

the rapidly increasing degree of concentration in U.K. industry during
the 196Q's and 1970's and the comparatively large*size of U.K.'s top
firms.

S. Holland (1975, p.49) notes that the proportion of net

manufacturing output in the U.K. controlled by the largest 100 manufac
turing firms rose from 15% in 1910 and 20% in 1950 to over 50% in the
1970's and that this trend is still continuing.
U.K. f s exports in 1974 came from only 135 firms.

Almost tXv'o-thj'rds of
There have been some

attempts by U.K. Governments to protect national companies from being
taken over by foreign multinationals, as was the case with IRC's inter
ventions in the RilP and Kent/Cambridge mergers (discussed in sec. 4.2.4.)
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But in general industrial policy was more concerned wirh establishing
"national champions," i.e. U.K.-'owned Tuulniiialiuuais, to compete more
effectively at home and abroad while at the same rime velcoir.ing
investment by overseas companies in the U.K.

Policy decisions abstracted

in general from the effects of growing concentration of capital (through
internal growth or acquisitions and mergers) in the hands of fev/ firms
(per industry) on the economy as a whole and on other firms.

Nor was

there any attempt to analyse the impact of multinational corporations
and their operations on national economic policy.

In sec. 1.2. we have

already discussed how multinationals undermined, the effectiveness of
devaluation.

tfca

We mentioned there relative preference of U.K. s multi

nationals to directly invest overseas rather than export.
of production overseas to exports of two compares,

U.K.'s ratio

according to the

Labour Party (1977, p. 14), with ratios of 1 for France and roughly
one-third for Germany and Japan.

Overseas investment may be comple

mentary rather than detrimental to exports, but, as emphasized in The
Labour Party (1977, p. 18), it is equally reasonable to assume that
foreign investment replaces home investment and would not otherwise
have taken place.

In this case direct overseas investment would in

volve a loss of income and of

employment (both in terms of direct and

indirect jobs) to the U.K. economy, apart from resulting in lower ex
ports and capacity expansion.

Furthermore, we mentioned in that

context also "transfer pricing" in the intra-company trading between a
firm's subsidiaries across national boundaries, which now absorbs already
one-third of U.K.'s exports.

This enables multinational corporations to

reduce their tax burden, to inflate the costs of cheir capital investment
projects through artificially costly imports of components and thus
receive larger benefits from a government's investment incentives, to
bypass tariffs and to reduce the risks of currency fluctuations.
*

In

terms of the balance of payments it could overstate the value of imports
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into the U.K. and understate the value of exports, thus increasing
the trade deficit.

.».ranker pricing

enables iuultiiiiiitiGu.il coipui —

ations to move internally generated funds from one subsidiary to the
other across national borders.

This and the access of these firms to

the Eurocurrency-and Eurobond- markets undermines in effect national
monetary policies aimed at credit restraint.

The objectives of fiscal

policy will also be eroded by multinational corporations which, al
though needing such help less than, for example, smaller national
companies with more difficult access to external finance, lower profits
and operating in declining industries, have the power and through
"transfer pricing" also the means to reduce taxation on their profits
and to use tax concessions and investment incentives more fully.
Exchange controls can be circumvented effectively by multinational
corporations through transfer pricing, international allocation of
overheads, scheduling of intra-company debt and the payment of fees
and royalties at various rates, all of which enable funds to be trans
ferred overseas without subjecting them to controls.

But precisely

the ability to move funds easily across borders and to time imports and
exports or their payments (the so called "leads and lags" to reduce
losses or to benefit from expected variations from the exchange rates)
contributes to the instability of currencies.
The investment decisions of these, large -and int-ernatiorrally organized
firms will also have an effect on regional imbalances within a nation's
economy and on regional policy.

Offers of

subsidies

(in the form of

regional investment incentives or cheap loans, for example) may attracc
investment by those firms in the regional development a<-eas, but the
costs of such projects (and thus also the subsidies) may be dispro
portionately high, either because of artificial inflation through
"transfer pricing" iu the case of imported components and/or because
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of the capital-intensive nature oC the projects v-'hich, in cddiuion,
also limits Lheir benefits to the regional economy in tenus of
creating new employment opportunities.

Furthermore, operations and

subsidiaries in depressed regions of tea have low priority within the
hierarchy of a multinational corporation. Especially In sectors such
as textiles, electronics and increasingly also nv;>tc.c vehicles, labourintensive operations will be continuously threatened by low-cost
areas, such as Hong Kong

Singapore, Taiwan, South Korea or Latin

America, where wages are much lower.

This competitive disadvantage

may be further aggravated by the growing tendency of goverruner.es in
both developed and especially developing countries to attract investment
by multi-national corporations through ever larger and more extensive
incentives. These firms are therefore in a strong position to make their
investment plans dependent on increasingly costly packages of
government aid

(see, for example, the extensive costs for the U.K.

government to subsidize the new Ford-plant in South Wales, or the
competition between France, Portugal and Austria over Ford's plan for
perhaps another new plant in Europe). Even when subsidiaries have been
set up in depressed regions, they may later be closed down again or run
down In favour of more profitable investment opportunities elsewhere,
with often devastating effects to the regional or even national economy.
The power of multinational corporations is also expressed with regard to
their work-force.

They may establish industrial relations and collective

bargaining procedures contrary to a country's practice (see IBM's refusal
to recognise unions in the UK) and they can shift work to subsidiaries in
other countries or threaten to close down operations in the face of union
militancy (as happend in 1977/78 during strikes at the UK operations of
Mnssey Fergusson and Chrysler).
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The decisions over technologies and division of labour are. increasingly
centralised and determined by corporate strategies on a v;orId-wide
basis.

Apart from thus restricting and controlling the access of a

nation's industry to technological improvements, a nation':! labour
market will also be directly affected.

Using increasingly capital-

intensive production techniques to displace labour in the developed
countries and moving labour-intensive production processes t:o developing
economies with lower wage levels leads, for example, ir the industrialized
West to the loss of employment for unskilled and semi-skilled labour rna
to shortages of skilled labour.
The wide-ranging effects of multinational corporations discussed here
briefly are likely to be particularly pronounced for a country^ such as
the IKK.j which has a higher degree of concentration within its industry
than most other countries, which hosts a comparatively large number of
multinational corporations from overseas and whose own biggest firms
have a tradition of preferring overseas investment (rather than exports).
As emphasized here and discussed at greater length recently in S. Holland
(1975) or in The Labour Party (1977), multinational corporations are
exercising growing power over national economies and are increasingly
capable of undermining the effectiveness of national economic policies
in pursuit of their own objectives.

More and more oligopolistic market

structures in-different industries imply pricing strategies among the
larger firms which are directly contributing to inflation.

Prices in

those industries are determined by the costs of the least efficient
firm which the market leaders setting tut price want to survive.
Costs are passed on dirr-cfly to the consumers to the point of possibly
eroding their purchasing power and thus leading to a Iocs of output
and sales.

The leading companies can squeeze smaller firms by tempor

arily adopting a strategy of artificially low prices to eliminate

them or to prevent them from entering the tnavkitt in irlir: iiirst p.lac^.
U.K.'s development of a semiconductor 1nrhi.stvy ; r.o-7 in 197S the fiubject
of concerted intervention efforts by the Labour Coverr^ant (^ee $fic. G..2.3
below for more details) was seriouslv interrupted and delayed -r. a
i
*
J
result of "elimination pricing."

During the recession of 1970/7 1> Texas

Instruments, the largest U.S. semiconductor firm, reduced the price of
one of its key micro-electronic components from 75p to 9p in Jess tnan
18 months.

As a result Fairchild, its main competitor with regard to

this particular component, lost $19.3 m. in 1970/71 sad GEC's facilities
for the volume production of semiconductors ar Mr-rconi Elliott, v.-hich
was the first and only one in the U.K. run by a domestic company and
which was closely linked to Fairchild using its designs, had to close
down.

Smaller firms lack the economies of scale in production, distrib

ution, management and risk, the same access to sources of finance and
the flexibility to fully use investment incentives or to avoid profit
taxation which characterize larger companies.

They are therefore pushed

into the lower end of their industry, and are often confined to serve
local markets.

Many small firms depend as suppliers of components or

as customers to a very large degree on a single large firm.

During the

1960's state intervention in the U.K. aimed at merger promotion (such
as the IRC) and relied to a large degree on various forms of subsidies
(such as investment incentives, cheap loans) but failed to distinguish
between small and medium-sized firms on the one hand and large
oligopolies on the other hand or to exercise public control over the
decisions of multinational corporations.

By helping thus to accelerate

the trend towards greater concenlration and by act channelling public
funds to those that needed it most, industrial policy may have inadver
tantly further weakened" already squeezed smaller firms, while at the
same time strengthening those firms whose international operations
undermine national economic policy.

Public assistance in the form of loans and grants, which char,'iclerized
industrial policy measures between 1964 and 1974, uM not ^uccaeJ LO
encourage "enterprise investment" and a consequent rise in investment
activity across private industry.

They were clearly inadequate to

break the vicious cycle of "low growth" and "defensive investment .'"'
The reliance on voluntary cooperation and consequent neglect by policymakers to exercise control and leverage over decision-makir.g in private
industry, meant that its industrial activity was largely determined bycriteria of risk, private costs and profitability for private firrac,
by their "internalities."

And given continued stagnation in home

markets, the growing pressure from overseas competitors, the expected
low returns on investment in new plant and machinery and the constraints
on availability and cost of capital (see Ch. 2), U.K. firms were in no
position to expand capacity rapidly, to undertake major modernization
of their production facilities or to carry out major innovations, only
to face then possibly the risks and costs of overcapacity and of a
heavy debt burden.
On the basis of our argument so far we can identify the following
requirements and objectives for state intervention prerequisite to the
successful regeneration of U.K. industry not only for the benefit of
private companies, but also in the interest of U.K. f s labour force, its
consumers, its regions:
than hitherto used; b)

a)

more effective means of public assistance

a coordination of policy between macro-

economic demand management and micro-economic supply-management which
avoids repeated regress to deflation; c)

the implementation of selec

tive intervention within an overall planning framework for industry
based on and taking account of "externalities'^ such as tha consequences
of corporate decision-making and activities for the economy as 3 whole
or the multiplier effects and interdependencies between differcnr firirs
and sectors within industry; d)

the exercise of public control.

especially over the larger, multinational firras so that 'their
powet Lo undermine economic policy, to act. against Die publJc inf-erast
and to weaken smaller firms can be reduced ' ao<] their aci-.ivit.ie:> can
be influenced.
These objectives imply a forrn of state intervention quire: different
from industrial policy, as carried cut up to 1273/74.-

Precisely Ch,:

failure of existing and previous industrial poUcy .ae-sur^o Lo adults
the challenges and cope with the problems posed by both a continuous
"low growth" economy and the growing

power of corporations: operating

within a world-wide oligopolistic market structure prompted the Labour
Party to discuss and ultimately formulate between 1972 and 1974 avi
alternative, far more comprehensive and powerful strategy for state
intervention.
and

Its key features were new instruments of both planning

public control. So called "Planning Agreements' 1 were to be con

cluded between the U.K. Government and both private or publicly owned
companies with an annual turnover of t50 ni. and more (so calJed
"Category I" firms). This "Planning Agreements System" (P.A.S.), which
was developed from those already in operation in Belgium, France and Italy,
would cover the medium and long terra strategies of those companies in
such areas as investment, prices, product development, marketing»
exports and imports requirements.

ihe firms would"have to provide

information concerning both past performance and advance programs,
including those of the different subsidiaries at home and abroad.

TUc

government would thus be assured of a flow of data concerning a company's
turnover, its investment expenditure, projects and location, enployne.at,
profits, price strategies, value of exports and imports by main product
categories (including separation between intra-company and extra-com
pany trade across national borders), salaries i?nd trinse benefits for
management, wage structure, trade union membership, fiourcts of finance.

budgets for R. & D. and advertisement, network of dealers arid
suppliers, and costs of using transport facilities, fuel and
environmental controls.

The regular supply and updating of this

information on all aspects of a company's plans and activities,
which would be backed up by new legal powers

to compel firrns to

disclose such information to the responcibl-3 goverrunenc deparnnenr
and, where feasible, also to the trade unions, would certainly
increase the public accountability of the large and dominant companies.
As a form of social and economic monitoring s the P.A.S* would not only
help the government to appreciate the impact of these firms on macroeconomic activity and policy, but would also enable it to determine
whether their programs Conformed with economic and social objectives.
The information provided would help the government to identify and achieve
its own planning objectives and to correct any discrepancies between those
and the firm's own goals.
As part of the P.A.S. and on the basis ot the flow of data the two sides
would negotiate agreements specifying what the firms must do to meet
certain clearly defined objectives, such as increasing investment in a
key sector, or creating a certain number of new jobs in a regional
development area, and how the government will assist them to achieve
these targets.

In light of experience; progress and changed circumstances

these agreements will be regularly revised.

Those planning agreements

could be entered voluntarily as long as the disclosure of information
would be compulsory for qualifying firms and the government could use
a variety of sanctions against those companies which either refused to be
drawn into the system, breached already made agreements or failed to
meet specific national economic and social objectives.

For example, the

coordinated use of existing subsidies, such as loans and grants under the
S & T Act 1965 or Industry Act 1972, investment incentives and oi;hc?r tax
allowances, export credit guarantees, and support through preferential
-1

public sector purchasing could be made conditional on signing a
planning agreement and could be. channelled only to those tlrrarr willing ro
help meet the nation's planning objectives.

The government should he

given additional reserve powers to issue directives to companies to lake
a specific course of action (in the "national interest") on a vide range
of issues, such as prices or location of investment* pui: an "Official
Trustee" in temporary control of any company, which fails to laeet its
responsibilities to shareholders, workers, consumers or the community as
a whole, or to remove directors in firms with which the government has
concluded a planning agreement.
But the most effective means of sanctioning and controlling private
companies was to be the extension of public ownership into the profit
able and growing sectors of industry which traditionally are also
characterized by a high degree of concentration and the dominance of a
few large companies.

According to the original proposal in THE LABOUR PARTY

(1973) a newly established

state holding company„ the NEB, would take

over existing government holdings and should within A to 5 years of
its existence create a substantial base in the private sector by
acquiring shares for a total holding or at least a controlling interest
in 20 to 25 of the top 100 manufacturing firms operating in the U.K. in
key sectors.

Details of these proposals will be discussed more thoroughly

in sec. 7.1. at the beginning of our case study on the NEB.

It suffices

here to say that the NEB was seen as a necessary complement to the. P.A.S.
"Enterprise investment" of its subsidiaries, which in may key growth
sectors would be among the largest firms, would have a "push effect" on
industry as a whole, because it would increase the demand for investment
goods and services from suppliers.

It would presumably also have a.

"pull effect" by forcing major competitors of NEB's subsidiaries in »:he
key growth sectors of the economy to expand capacity.

Through both

effects a-large-scale increase of investment activity in industry as a
•-*• ^i —
•~ -ii Lie,

whole should be achievable.

A broad base in many sector;.: of industry,

made possible by giving the state holding company (the NEB) legal powers
of compulsory acquisition arid by a policy of providing public fund'.; to
private firms only in exchange for public .share-holdings in those com
panies, would be necessary to achieve the wide-ranging increase in
investment activity required to get the economy onto a "high growth"
path.

But "enterprise investment" of the NEB will also serve other

policy objectives.

As part of its investment strategy the?. NEB could

through its holdings locate new plants in depressed regions and provide.
much needed jobs there.

New capacity could be created in the ILK.,

especially for purposes of import substitution and export promotion in
particular industries.

Major gains in productivity and efficiency are

frequently made possible by "enterprise Investment" involving major
innovations, new and better designed equipment, the application of the
most advanced technology and more efficiently laid out new plant.

The

subsequent reduction of production costs could be used by the new
public enterprise to exercise pice restrainl, combined with a reduction
of price inflation of import goods caused by "transfer pricing."

In this

way the NEB companies could force their competitors to act more com
petitively for fear of losing their share of the market.

The NEB can

therefore through public ownership and control of market leaders increase
competition and play a leadership role by setting "good practice patterns"
in many key sectors which other major companies will have Lo follow.

The

power of oligopolies in general and of multinational companies in
particular can thus be effectively harnessed.

The competitive threat of

NEB's subsidiaries will furthermore make it more difficult for private
companies to resist participation in the P.A.S. or to ignore the govern
ment's economic and social goals and planning objectives.

In addition,

public ownership would also improve information on the real nature of
costs, prices and profits in domestic and international trade a^d thus makcontrols on prices and capital flows more effective.

The Nbti and the planning agreements, both part of the government's
overall planning machinery organized by a powerful new planning ministry
and backed up with the legal powers of a new Industry Act, wo'^ld overcome
the shortcomings of industrial policy as exercised so far.

It: would give

the government strong leverage over the .activities and plaas of large
domestic and multinational corporations.

Managers in these firms would

still be responsible for day-to-day decision-making, would still determine
the tactics of their firms in the market place and would still formulate
long term strategies and plans.

But their course of action and decisions

would be checked against the government's broader economic and social
goals, would be examined in light of their effects on and contribution
to meeting the nation's planning objectives and would certainly be influ
enced by the competitive threat of new public enterprise.

Their power

over the government, other firms, the trade unions and consumers would be
reduced and their accountability to the public would be greatly increased,
At the same time the flow of information generated by the P.A.S. and public
ownership in key growth sectors of the economy is likely to enormously
facilitate the government's task of formulating specific planning object
ives for industry and of coordinating/planning corporate initiatives and
their multiplier effects on an inter- and intra-industry level.

Sectors

with high import penetration or with export bottlenecks can be identified
as a basis for coordianted efforts to encourage import substitution and
export promotion.

Practices of transfer pricing of imports can be reversed

with further benefits to U.K.'s trade balance.

To the extent that

"defensive investment" can be recognized in many industries on the basis
of available data, the government can direct its policy tools tox^ards
providing incentives or applying pressures for a coordinated program of
"enterprise investment."

It can also use available sanctions to assure

the location of job-creating new investment in depressed regions.

The

planning exercise of the government will thus noi; only be a lot more

detailed, but also more effective in producing aad rnoui toi. xuy, the necessary
activities on the level of individual firms.

Apsrf tro:n pj arming .<?grve-

ments and the issue of directives, both of v/nieh are capable fo commit.:
firms to a specified course of act ions, a strong base through the new
network of: public enterprises in different sectors is particularly
capable of initiating a coordianteJ industry-wide e.x pension of. capacity
and implementation of major innovation.

This will not: only directly

benefit other social and economic objectives but because of the copper if -.ivp
pressure exerted, by NEB's subsidiaries on the rest of industry is also
likely to force other private firms to follow suit.
To further improve state intervention aimed at creating the conditions
for a "high growth" economy and at harnessing the power of oligopolies
and multinational corporations over the national economy, the Labour
Party also proposed the setting-up of a Foreign Investment Unit (FIU)
as part of the overall new planning machinery of the government.

According

to The Labour Party (1977), the FIU would centralize all the existing
control measures and government bodies dealing with multinational
companies into one effective unit, would be given more extensive powers
to investigate the economic and industrial effects of proposed incoming
investment, on the basis of which it will decide on applications by
foreign companies to invest in the U.K-. , would negotiate and monitor
planning agreements with foreign companies concerning their U.K. operations
and with domestic firms concerning their investment overseas, would
collect data on intra-group trading and lay down general guidelines for
U.K. firms operating abroad.

The FIU was designed to be an additional

check on the activities of multinational companies.

Furthermore, the

Labour Party proposed also the nationalisation of the biggest domestic
financial institutions.

This would secure a wide-ranging portfolio

of publicly held shares mostly in the larger manufacturing firms, where

the commercial banks and insurance companies in rjuesticn have
traditionally concentrated their domestic-industrial investment:; to
reduce their risks.

Such a step would help and strengthen any Labour

Government's efforts to break out of the "low growth" economy through a
coordinated investment strategy.

It would also increase competition

and improve consumer service in the finance industry, but most: Importantly
public control over institutional investors would prevent: those financial
institutions from speculative investments, which do aot increase r.he real
productive capacity of the economy (as was the case with the. shore--lived
property development boom 1972/73), and from utilising their pov't-/: ag^lastthe new public enterprise companies across manufacturing Industry.
Considering these various proposals together we can conclude that the
Labour Party had formulated an integrated strategy of state intervention],
composed of a variety of measures, whose ccope and power went beyond
existing industrial policy, and which were to be coordinated within an
overall planning framework.

This program, as outlined briefly above,

was designed to fill the existing vacuum between traditional management
of aggregate demand and isolated, piecemeal intervention in industry,
based on "consensus policy" and the use of loans and grants with limited
exercise of public control.

Taken together the new measures would directly

ana widely affect corporate decision-making and would aim at a cv"irp
industry-wide effort to undertake ''enterprise investment" on a large,
scale and to share in the benefits arising from such activity.

The t

obstacle to the successful implementation of these proposed measures was i.o
be

the organised resistance to the use of compulsory powers and

sanctions, the extension of public control and the expanded scope, of
intervention by the government which these proposals would imply.

The

consequent shift in the balance of power between private industry ;>n.d
the government and also between corporate managers snd their workforce.

(in as much as unions would benefit from the disclosure of infor
mation-provisions, the planning agreements and the mandate of the new
public enterprises to promote industrial democracy), was strcr^ly
opposed by the CBI, as made clear in CBI (1974), and by spokesmen of
the City's financial institutions.- Moderate members in the new Labour
Government soon began to block the full-scale implementation of these
proposals despite their previous adoption in the policy program

and

election manifesto of the Labour Party in an effort to finti new and more
effective answers to the problems facing industry.
These proposals broke with the tradition of "consensus policy" by using
compulsory powers and were conceived by industrialists and financial
institutions as a threat to their own power and interests. Their imple
mentation required therefore the strong political will and determination
which depended on a more unified government arid party.

Sustained mass

campaigns and other manifestations of support for that, program by the
party constituencies and the unions with widespread participation of the
country's workers, all of whom stood to benefit from the proposed policies,
could have put sufficient pressure on the new Labour Government to over
come its internal divisions and introduce the new measures in line with
Labour's "Programme 1973" and its election manifestos of 1974.

But in

absence of adequate mobilization the disagreements within the Labour
Party and the Cabinet over the role of long-term planning and of the
new type of public enterprise soon surfaced and ultimately led to the
adoption of much weaker alternatives.

The moderate wing of the Labour

Party wanted the new state holding company to be more limited in size
and less powerful so that its role would be secondary to that of macroeconomic policy.

Furthermore, they wanted planning agreements to be

voluntary and the right of unions to participate and have access to cor
porate information restricted.

These positions reflected their -preference

for continued "consensus policy" and for macro-economic demand ir-snagc"po.nt

as the primary role of economic policy in contrast to the initially
proposed economic strategy of transforming U.K.'s; economic problems
through planning policies based on the P.A.S. and a powerful new
type of public enterprise.
This conflict over the direction and extent of state interveniion w.s
also reflected within the state apparatus.

The Treasury wanted to

maintain the primacy of demand management and thereby also.protect its
key position in policy-making together and in coordination with the
Bank of England.

In addition, these two complimentary policy-making

bodies, whose decisions are constantly related to the pressures of inter
national economic interests, as represented by other governments, the
EEC, the IMF or the currency and financial markets^consequei.tly also
resisted any government policy .(or proposals) possibly violating the
conditions and rules of U.K.'s participation in the international net
work of markets, institutions and agreements.

On the other hand, the

newly created Dot , headed by A. Benn, wanted to be given the proposed
powers and tools of intervention which it felt were required to deal
effectively with the problems of the U.K. economy.

A long term planning

framework as the basis for economic policy was considered especially
important in light of the long time horizon of management's decisions
and plans concerning major investment projects and'corporate strategies.
Short-term demand management,

involving more'Than one budget per year

and general policies affecting aggregate variables, is no substitute for
supply management and planning which on a highly selective basis are
oriented towards the activities of firms over a time span of 5 years
and more.
By raid-1975, in the wake of a rapidly deepening world-wide recession, a
sterling crisis of unprecedented proportions, which- in turn led ro
deflationary policies imposed by the IMF and to cuts in real v?a^e.s
f*
I JL-

accepted by the TUG, and strengthened by the outcome of the EECReferendum, the moderates in the government
upper hand.

finally gained the

In sec. 7.1. we shall discuss in more derail how the

planning agreements were subsequently condemned t.o irrelevance! and hov
the original plans for the NEB were modified to create a much smaller
and weaker state holding company.
In this section ve only
want to mention briefly the "Industrial Strategy" implemented by the
Government in late 1975. (i9 )

i n the context of this exercise mote oc

less detailed profiles of 40 sectors were constructed by the EDCs and
the new SWPs through regular tri-partite discussions between repre
sentatives from government, industry and unions.

The reports on the

various sectors, presented by the tri-partite bodies in December, 1976 s
provided a systematic statistical and analytical framework to identify
the strategic importance and the most urgent problems of each particular
industry.

These reports included a catalogue of suggestions for

management or unions and proposals for government policies thought
necessary and appropriate to strengthen the respective sectors.

In

connection with the work of the EDCs/SWPs during 1975/76 the government
began to introduce various schemes under sec. 8 of the 1972 Act (seeabove sec. 5.2.) to promote and assist rationalisation and capacity
expansion in a number of sectors.

During 1977 the EDCs/SWPs studied _

the likely impact of specific objectives and performance targets, which
had been specified in the reports with regard to domestic market shares,
productivity, exports and import substitution in. the various industries,
on employment, Investment, finance, etc.
to overcome existing constraints.

They concentrated on ways

More refined proposals dealt with

methods to raise productivity, rationalise widely duplicated or overspecialised product ranges, apply modern production and niann
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techniques, overcome shortages of skilled workers, reduce over-
capacity and improve communication between suppliers (of components
or raw materials) and industrial customers.

In term-; of Indusi:ila 1.

policy initiatives in the context of the Industrial Scroaf;ep,y during
1977/78 the government continued to expand its assistance t:o private
industry under sec. 8's sectoral schemes and also under the S £ T Act
1965.

The budget and range of activities of the British Overseas Trade

Board (BOTB) were increased, and the terms of guarantees and export
finance by the Export Credit Guarantee Department (ECGD) were eased in
order to improve the promotion of exports.

The use of public, purchasing

programs, manpower policy (industrial training) and its influence in
international trade negotiations were to be more closely directed towards
industry's problems and needs as identified by the SWP's.

In

addition, five key sectors in terms of exports and import substitution
(industrial engines, construction equipment, office machinery, electronic
components, and domestic electrical appliances) were chosen for special
attention and intensified efforts to improve performance.

Plant and

firm level negotiations were started by the respective SWPs in these
sectors during 1977 which resulted in 1978 in a series of initiatives
by the NEB to restructure and strengthen domestic firms, especially in
the construction equipment, electronic components and office machinery
sectors (see sections 6.2.3., 6.2.4., and 7.6. below).
The Industrial Strategy has clearly been useful as an extensive and
comprehensive exercise of information-gathering and problem analysis
and has improved the general understanding among government officials
and in industry of the specific weaknesses and growth constraints in
different sectors.

It has also had up to now some impact on. policy-

making, resulting in certain industrial policy initiatives v:hich,
although always hampered by limited powers and inadequate money reso.irroc,
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were, nevertheless on the basis of the findings of the SWPs more
directly addressing industry's aeeos than wa,s prtiv.luusly '-he case.
However, the Industrial Stretegy is neither in itself a planning
mechanism, nor does it provide any framework within which pJcanning
could take place.

First of all, it lacks any power or control r.vsr

the decision-making process in individual fires.

The .limitations

of such a voluntary approach, confined basically to communication
and exchanges of opinions between a few selected representatives of the
different parties involved and to the level of Indus tric-,1 sectors as
a whole, became most apparent during 1978, when the prime tat-k was to
move from analysis to action at the firm level.

Individual companies

may or may not agree to enter into negotiations with their respective
SWPs.

Even if they do, they most likely will only want to inform them

selves about the findings of the SWP.

They do not have to worry about

being forced into disclosure of information, about getting involved
in discussions concerning their strategies and plans, or about having
to commit themselves to a specified and agreed upon course of action,
because the Industrial Strategy is not equipped with any of the legal
powers and tools necessary to influence corporate decision-making.
It is therefore exactly the opposite of the planning agreements.

In the

context of the latter individual companies could be forced into dis
closing information.

Refusal to participate could mean a substantial

loss of publicly funded assistance for the company.

Qualification

for public aid could be made contingent by the government on the
conclusion of a planning agreement and on the subsequent adherence
of the firm to the provisions agreed upon.

The agreements themselves

would commit private firms to specific actions over a broad range of
issues in line with the government's planning objectives.

To assure

progress towards these objectives the government could use the
powers of the NEB or issue directives to force firms into specified

activities.

The Industrial Strategy hus none of these provisions

and means of pressure.
individual companies.

It is not based on any sr,reetrients involving
It abstracts entirely froru the need co make

private firms publicly accountable to those who are daily affected
by their decisions and actions.

It fails to even consider iihe problems

posed by the power of large, especially multinational corporations to
undermine economic policy and to act contrary to the country's economic
and social objectives.

And finally the Industrial Strategy does not

attempt to base its selective analyses of specific sectors on specified
planning targets for growth, balance of payments and other macro-economic
variables.

Despite all its shortcomings discussed in sec. 3.4.2., the

National Plan tried at least to establish a link between macro-level
targets, consequent requirements on demand management to avoid deflation
and the related needs for new supply-management policies on a micro-level
to cope with identified constraints and bottlenecks.

The interaction

and coordination between macro-economic demand management and microeconomic supply management

and the interdependence of different

industries (both, as emphasized above, crucial factors in any strategy
towards higher growth) are largely ignored by the Industrial Strategy.
The whole exercise has been introduced in 1975 as an alternative to
the P.A.S. and has since then consistently provided the government with
an excuse not to plan.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS TO PART 2
In Ch. 2 (of Part 1) we analysed the forces responsible for the longrun decline of competitiveness and growth in the U.K. private industry.
With individual firms unwilling or incapable to undertake on their own the
drastic steps necessary to reverse this trend we have discussed in Part 2
the evolution since the early 1960's of policy measures designed to help in
dustry overcome its problems. After defining these measures (In sec. 3-2.)
as industrial policy, we first analysed (in sec. 3.*».) the "indicative pl<>n
ning" period 1960-1965 as the transition phase which paved the way for the
introduction of a series of such measures after 1965. We then examined IP
Ch. I* the most important policy initiatives in the areas of provision of
general investment finance, Industrial restructuring, and promolic>f of

The failure to reduce st^te intV.rvnU lor: in private
industry and instead rely on market forces ur/Jsr the Corse^v'«t i yes' "uifergagement" experiment 1S70-72 was presented in sec. 5-1. as an important
science and technology

justification for industrial policy. And we. ended our study in sec. 5.2.
with a discussion of the Labour Government's expansion of indi's tr id policy
into a more coordinated strategy to deal with the consequences of the econ
omic crisis after 197^Taking thus Part 2 as a whole it becomes evident that from the mi.d1960's onwards industrial policy developed from an initially insignificant
combination of a few measures into an autonomous and increasingly import.-.nt
branch of economic policy. However, as pointed out in sec. 5-1this growth of policy intervention in the private company sector
the 1970's increasingly a subject of political controversy among
of both major parties. On the one end of the political spectre,

and 5-2.,
became in
politicians
the Conser

vative Party developed between 1964 and 1970 its strategy of "disengagement"
which, as analysed in sec. 5.1., was based on the rejection of state inter
vention in industry on a selective basis, a call for abolition across the
board of economic planning controls and the reintroduction of private enter
prise wherever possible through denationalisation. As evident from the docu
ments of the Conservative Political Centre (CPC), such as CPC (1965) and
D. HOWELL (1970), from public statements (see footnote 8 of Ch. 5), or from
the Conservative's 1970 Election Manifesto "A Better Tomorrow," the empha
sis of policy-making was to rely on competition and market forces, rather
than regulation, and on "general pressures to create the conditions for in
dustry's expansion" as an alternative to the selective and discriminatory
interventions under Labour in the 1960's, The politically opposite approach
to the Conservative dogma of "disengagement" and "free-market economy" was
the program of the Labour Left which was mostly formulated in 1973/7** ^nd
subsequently adopted as official policy by the Labour P_arty in 197**-. -As
spelled out in S. Holland (1975) and in "Labour's programme 1973" (and more
extensively discussed in sec. 7.1. below), this radical alternative called
for a much more extensive role of the state in private industry in order to
both change the balance of power, now concentrated mostly in favour of the
largest companies, and to introduce a system of regulatory planning that
could reverse the industrial decline caused by the "failure of private en
terprise." More specifically, "Labour's Programme 1973" recommended the
compulsory acquisition of some 20 to .25 of the largest U.K. fln.is by a
newly created state holding agency (the NF.B) , the conclusion of compulsory
and legally binding "planning agreements' 1 between all major nirinul octur ino

firms and the government, and powers for the., yovernnicmt to compel a company
to disclose information about its current affairs and plans. As already
mentioned above in sec. 5.1. and 5-2. (arid discussed below in J.I.}, neither
of these political programs on industrial policy could be successfully real
ised in practice. This is not to deny that both had durinq short period? of
time a major impact on the evolution of industrial policy in ths U)70's, nor
does it imply that either of these strategies has been abandoned by its in
itial protagonists.

On the contrary, the continuing crisis of U.K. Industry
provides politicians of both political parties with enough arguments to con
tinue pressing for the adoption of their own solutions. The dramatic aban
donment of the "disengagement" strategy in 1S71//2 in the face of mounting
difficulties within the private sector and the political defeat of the Labout Left In 1975 in the face of a coordinated campaign of opposition to its
plans by the City, the CBI and moderate, or conservative politicians, however,
have indicated the difficulties to translate these programs into actual pol
icy. In practice, both parties have so far beet, forced by political condi
tions and the economic circumstances to adopt ultimately more cautious, but
nontheless increasingly extensive policies of intervention in the private
sector that contradict their official positions. And either party, when in
government, has used measures previously introduced by the other party. (21)
To give a notion of the evolution of industrial policy, we have summed
up its composiLion and changes since 1964 in Table 5-3- below.
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(Table 5.3. Continued)

SOURCE: Trade and Industry (30/5/197'i, p. Mi2 and 27/1/19/8, p. 162). NOTE:
This table does not include assistance to private industry under basically
regional policy measures, such as the Local Employment Acts, the Region,:;]
Employment Premium, and the Northern Ireland, Welsh nnd Scottish Develop
ment Agencies. Also excluded is government assistance to ihe space, tour
ist, and film industry, grants to the RAs, the Technical Advisory and In
formation Services, and the massive subsidies in form of depreciation al
lowances (see sec. *».!.)
Although not covering all forms of government ass I stance fo industry (see
note above) and stating figures in nominal terms, Table 5-3 indicates the
expansion of industrial policy after 1966, the trend reversal under disen
gagement during 1370-73 and the renewed reliance on government intervention
in private industry after 1973/7'* in the wake of a world-wide recession and
Labour's return to office. Reflected in the figures above is also the
trend towards stronger reliance on selective, rather than general interven
This was true for all three categories of industrial policy,, as evi
dent from the replacement of investment grants by RDGs, the scale of select
ive assistance through the 1972 Act and the NEE after 1973/7^ and the decline.
of new funds for the NRDC in favour of development contracts. The dispro
portionate absorption of funds by a few "high technology" projects (especial
ly Concorde, RB 211, and nuclear reactors) discussed in k.3: is also clearly
tion.

evident.
In concluding Part 2 we can argue that the expansion of industrial
policy after 1965 followed a clear pattern of evolution. We have repeatedly
stressed the importance of "learning from .experience" as an influential
determinant in the development of industrial policy. This was made possible,
as policy-makers introduced a number of wide-ranging, but initially only
vaguely defined measures, such as the SsT Act 1965, the IRC Act 1966, the
Industrial Expansion Act 1968, and the industry Act 1972. In all these ex
amples the government created a legal and budgetary framework which in its
practical application allowed a gradual expansion of policy initiatives of
a .'new type and for a growing number of objectives under one single Act.
The learning process was also reflected in the modelling of new measures
after previous ones and on the bas's of the expo? fence with those. Examples
are the links between NEB and IRC, between Industry Act 1972 and Industrial
Expansion Act 1968, between RDG and investment grants, between the differ
ent types of depreciation allowances, or between the. Industrial Strategy
and earlier "indicative planning" initiatives. More specifically, partial
reorganisation of industrial policy was frequently undertaken as a result
of inquiries into the effectiveness of hitherto existing measure's. Thi?.

wos, as already pointed out, the case with the introduction of investment
grants in 1966, of free depreciation in 1972, of the Industrial Expansion
Act 1968, with the switch of emphasis in 19&V65 from defence R&D to civil
R&D, with the expansion of NRDC's activities in 196.G and 1967, with the establishment of RRBs and the customer/contractor-principle in "(371, or with
the amendments of the Industry Act 1972. The growing number of general or
specific inquiries Into the problems of various industries and possible
policy-Induced remedial actions, as carried out by the CDCs, the S!B, ths
IRC, the I DAB/IDE-network, the SCSI, the CPRS, the Expenditure Committee,
or the Industrial Strategy's SWPs, not only improved the understanding of
Industry's difficulties a.nong policy-makers, but in many cases had a direct
Impact on policy-making and led to changes of existing or the introduction
Because of all these various aspects of "learning from
experience" there was a certain continuity in the evolution of industrial
policy despite frequent and sometimes drastic policy changes. This contin-

of new measures.

uity was further strengthened, as the government was frequently forced to
Intervene in sectors and assist private firms which had already previously
been supported.

Certain measures, such as the IRC, SIB, the RRBs, the product and
process development scheme under the S&T Act 1965, and the sectoral schemes
under sec. 8 of the Industry Act 1972, significantly improved the coordination of different, simultaneous initiatives which covered a variety of firms
and/or sectors, relied on various types of assistance, and/pr implied diverse objectives. The growth of contract work by the IREs, the
expansion of technical information and advisory services, the
establishment of joint ventures by the KRDC,the introduction of
development contracts and pre-production order Schemes, and the
of the 1972 Act to offer different
flexible use of the sec.6
types of assistance for various sector-specific rationalisation
projects indicate furthermore the growing concern and ability of
policy-makers to tailor policy measures more closely to the iden=
tified needs of private industry. Better coordination and *ncreas=
ed relevance of .industrial policy measures were both
emphasized as preconditions for more effective intervention, The
Industrial Strategy, although certainly Inadequate as a substitute
for the proposed system of planning agreements and lacking the
powers required to bring about remedial actions by individual
firms, has to be seen in the context of these objectives as an
attempt to Identify the most important problems facing specific

.sectors r,nd to formulate adequate DO), icy responses.
In part 2' we 'have also presented evidence that measures,
such as the lHC f or tne schemes under the Industrial Expansion
Act 196b acid Industry Act 19?~» encouraged in a number of sectors
major reorganisation and rationalisation* Investment grafts, sector- wide schemes under sec.8 t APS andsiS had all a counter-eye^
lical impact on investment decisions during recessions. The scien
ce and technology policy led to a series of commercially success
ful innovations (hovercraft, desalination, etc. } and improved both
the diffusion of knowledge and transfer of technology within in
dustry . The key role of the IRC In the * merger boom 1 of the late
i960 *s has already been discussed in detail above in sec.-;-K2«5*
In the case-studies of Fart 3 and in the Appendix we will discuss
further examples of policy-induced rationalisation which streng=
thened particular sectors or firms. The massive structural chan
ges, supported by industrial policy, led especially In the second
half of the l96o e s to an impressive Improvement of average produc™
tivity in UK industry. This seems to have been achieved by exten
sive shedding of labour, resulting in a somewhat higher level of ( 2'
"structural" and therefore permanent, r non-cyclical unemployment 0 v "
But its capacity to bring about changes in industry has,
nevertheless, been only a limited one. On certain occasions, es=
pecially with regard to post-merger rationalisation, the achieve
ment or maintenance of long-run commercial viability by various
individual firms or the successful conclusion and exploitation
of high-risk projects in advanced technology, industrial policy
failed to get satisfactory results. More generally, all of its
measures combined have so far been incapable to halt, let alone
reverse, the trend of industry's decline in terms of capacity
expansion, production -e^fficienoys pro£i-tabH-ik^, investment fi~
to
nance, and international competitiveness* This is not v argue that
industrial policy as a form of intervention against these supplyside .constraints Is- dispensable. Rather does It seem on the basis
of our analysis so far to imply that measures have not gone far
enough. Having determined state intervention primarily on the
basis of private industry's interests imposed certain. limits:
on policy-making which consequently restricted its ability to
promote and achieve industrial reorganisation to isolated instan
ces. With emphasis placed almost exclusively on the 'internal it 5 e,

defined by private industry, such as profitability, indu: trir.i
policy did not sufficently focus on the effects of corporate ac
tivity on other firms and industries or on the economy as a whole.
No serious attempt was made after the failure of the National
plan in 1966 to carry out supply management in coordination with
macro-economic.demand management and on the basis of analysing
and influencing the various inter-industry multiplier effects*
This would have required a planning apparatus f such as Labour's
proposed, but never implemented p.A.S., supported, both by other
tools of selective intervention with leverage and powers of con=
trol over prrvate firms and by new innovative demand management
policies to avoid deflation. As argued in sec. 1.2, 2.1 and 5»2.4,
the vicious circle of 'low growth and "defensive" investment needs
to be tackled with a mechanism to Integrate the different polici=
es at the macro^- and micro-levels and requires the use of measures
with adequate powers so that a simultaneous and coordinated in«
crease in investment activity can be achieved and combined with
improved production efficiency and expanding markets as the foun
dations for a 'high growth 1 ' economy. In addition, policy-makers
so far have also failed to address, let alone cope with, the prob=
lems posed by the comparatively high degrees of concentration and
internationalisation of both domestic and foreign firms with In
terests in the U.K. In sec.5»2.4 we analysed the power of these
very large corporations over smaller domestic firms and their
ability to undermine the economic and social policies and objectives of any national government. Public control and means of
pressure to influence and, if necessary, even direct their deci=
sions and plans through new policy tools are clearly needed t
given their dominant position within industry and their potentials
ly disruptive effects on economic policy. Up to now industrial
policy was based on 'consensus' policy and thus dependent on the
voluntary cooperation from industry. Its objectives had been nar=
rowly defined by the interests of private companies. It was car
ried out in isolation from other policies and largely without any
adequate planning and overall coordination. It was therefore illequipped to meet the challenges of "defensive"investment and multl=
national corporations. While having certainly expanded and gradual*
ly become more effective to achieve positive results in specific
situations, industrial policy in the U.K. has up to now never
-I6H-

gone beyond a piecemeal approach to mitigate the effects of in
dustrial decline by channelling public fund.c, into private Indus
try. Only the proposals of the Labour party in 1973/7^ discussed
in sec.5«2.^ &n& again below in sec. 7.1, have so far identified
and outlined the policies required to break out of this decline*
The case-studies (on shipbuilding, computers, and the KS3) in
Part 3 will further analyse the potential and limits of industrial
policy so far by concentrating on examples of it-s most developed
and extensive application.

PART 3:

E- STUDIES OF

INTRODUCTORY NOTE
This third part of our thesis consists of three case studies concern
ing the evolution of industrial policy in the U.K. since 1 (j6n. Their ob- .
jective is to provide a more detailed analysis and to give concrete exam
ples of the potential and limitations of attempts by government to inter
vene in private industry.
!n Part 2 we discussed the overall development of such attempts since
the early 1960' s in the context of the constraints on industrial growth and
competitiveness analysed in Partl/Ch. 2. The case studies follow up on
this by elaborating and exemplifying more thoroughly conclusions and hypo
theses of Part 2. in particular they allow us to present evidence about
various central issues involved in the development of industrial policy.
For example, all three studies focus on:
a) the continuity of policy as determined both by the influence of previous
measures on new measures and by private industry's recurrent difficulties;
b) the efforts to improve policy-making through better coordination of ex
isting measures and introduction of new measures which are more relevant to
the problems of a specific sector;
c) the reasons for success or failure of industrial policy measures, such
as the appropriateness of a particular measure to deal with identified
problems, or its effectiveness in terms of control, public monitoring and
exercise of legal power over private firms to induce desirable changes in
a particular industry.
Many arguments made in Part 2 with regard to the development and im~
pace of industrial policy in the U.K. during the 1960's and 1970's will
thus be reexamined and further clarified.
Two of the studies cover specific sectors of industry and are present
ed in Ch. 6. This focus on industries allows us to discuss a variety of
policy measures, each of which was introduced in response to a particular
set of sector-specific problems. Industry studies do justice bo':h to the
growing emphasis among policy-makers on selective intervention and to the
difference in the problems characterizing the production conditions of var
ious sectors. From a methodological point of view they offer the best
approach for an in-depth analysis. of industrial policy which at its most
developed level is composed of a range of selective measures combined into
a sector-specific policy strategy.

-
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For the purpose of industry-related case studies we have selected i.-.o
sectors with very different problems and production condit ioris, both of
which have, however, experienced up to now extensive governi'ient interven
The ship-building industry in the. U.K. is a classic example of a
traditional, declining sector in which many of the problems v/ith'n produc
tion conditions and structural weaknesses (such as underinvestment, unration-

tion.

alised product range, lack of profitability and company liquidity, etc.)
discussed in Ch. 2 exist in an especially pronounced way. Because of its
strategic importance for trade, defence, employment, and the balance of
payments of the U.K. on the one hand anc! its relative competitive weakness
in the world market on the other hand this industry has been the subject of
growing assistance and intervention by the state (analysed in sec, 6,1.).
The choice of this sector as a case-study is also justified by the fact
that many policy initiatives directed towards specific problems within
shipbuilding had limits and shortcomings typical of industrial policy in
general.
In the second sector, the U.K. computer industry, policy measures
(discussed in sec. 6.2.) had to deal with and relate to the requirements of
a growth sector within the field of advanced technology. These included:
support for RSD and product development to keep up with the rapid pace of
technological change, provision of finance and risk-sharing arrangements
for projects with high costs and uncertain outcome, promotion of product
application, and assistance designed to strengthen U.K. production facili
ties to cope with intensive international competition. Although more suc
cessful than the policies with regard to shipbuilding, the measures to as
sist the domestic computer industry provide excellent examples of the prob
lems and difficulties involved in developing an effective strategy of in
tervention for a particular industry.
In these case studies of Ch. 6 we therefore selected two different
sectors with extensive coverage by industrial policy and with specific char
acteristics somewhat typical for particular groups of industries (i,e. the
declining, traditional ones on the one hand, and the research-intensive
"high technology" growth sectors on the other hand). In addition those
sector-based analyses serve to indicate the flexibility of industrial poli
cy to respond to various industrial needs, while at the same time enabling
us also to focus on its limits and constraints.
In the third case-study (which is the subject of Ch. 7) we cover a spe
cific policy measure, the National Enterprise Board (NEB). This is a very
recent initiative which has up to now neither been sufficiently analysed,

its effects as the most: interesting, potentially far-reaching
industrial policy measure in the U.K. up to date ever he.en rbjcc I ively
evaluated. The importance of the NEB is reflected in a number of factors:

nor have

the controversy surrounding its introduction and subsequent implementation,
its relation to other previous and present measures, its different simul
taneous roles (as. a state holding company of government-owned subsidiaries,
an industrial investment bank for small, profitable and rapidly growing
firms in a variety of sectors and as a strategic policy too'1 i'cr industrial
reorganisation in important growth industries), and its combination of dif
ferent types of assistance with a multitude of objec.tives, Oir choice is
further justified, considering that its operations over the last three
years clearly reflect the pressures and conflicts, but also the potentials
and the rationale of U.K. industrial policy in general.
One purpose of choosing and structuring our case-studies in this par
ticular way, so as to include both industries with different characteri stics and also an important measure, Is the possibility of covering thereby
a wide range of interrelated policy initiatives. At the same time a common
ground for identifying and analysing the factors, which determine success
or failure of industrial policy, is thus made possible on the basis of
comparative studies.
CHAPTER 6: CASE STUDIES OF SELECTED INDUSTRIES iN THE U.K. PRIVATE
COMPANY SECTOR
6.1. Case Study 1: Industrial policy in the U.K. Shipbuilding industry
196*1-1978
6.1.1. The Industry's Decline
The U.K. shipbuilding industry has been a declining sector throughout.
the post-war period. Its output -has experienced a "fa1T~ 'IrTcTbs'dl ute fe'rms ~
Employment in the industry, which tradition
during the last 30 years.
ally has been concentrated mainly in depressed regions, fell from 170.000
in 1955 to below 70.000 in the mid-1970's. In the related ship repairing
sector it was halved between 19&3 ap-d 1973- As an indication nf lacking
international competitiveness the world market-share of U.K. shipbuilding
decreased from 27% of all new orders in 1955 to between 3% and 5% in the
period 1973-1977. This meant that, whereas the U.K. still led the world
market in 1955, it was between then and 19/3 overtaken by Japan, U.S.A.,
Sweden, West Germany, Spain, and France. Presently its position is further

endangered by the recently accelerated capacity expansion of shipbuilding
in Eastern Europe and developing countries, such-as South Korea and Brazil.
A further sign of inability to compete effectively on the world market has
been the rapid growth of orders by U.K. shipowners placed abroad rauier
than with U.K. yards. In 1965 the proportion of ships (in terms of ton
nage) ordered abroad for U.K. registration amounted only to 30.5% of the
total order book of U.K. yards. In only five year's this had risen to
99.6%, implying that U.K. shipowners ordered in 1970 (and through most of
the 1970's) about as many ships to be built abroad, as they and overseas
customers wanted from U.K. yards.
The increasingly tough international competition for U.K. firms had at
least up to the mid-GO's been exacerbated by the fact that in most other
countries (such as Denmark, France, West Germany, Netherlands, Japan,
Italy, Sweden) shipbuilders enjoyed substantial subsidies from their Gov
ernments in form of direct assistance to finance new productive capacity,
export finance schemes, credits to domestic shipowners, and refunds of pur
chase tax.

These and other forms of assistance were up to 196'+ not pro
vided to U.K. yards which might have been one factor in the accelerated
decline of their output levels between 1958 and 1963 (see footnote 1 above)
As a result of competitive pressures in the world market U.K. yards also
had to quote for orders on the basis of fixed price tenders without pro
visions in their contracts for variation of the purchase price to meet inflationary cost increases. (2) The combination of rapidly accelerating
cost inflation in the 60's and 70's and the relatively long construction
period of ships meant that shipbuilding firms in the U.K. (and to a lesser
extent also elsewhere) often had to accept contracts at fixed prices too
low to even cover full costs. The alternative was frequently between no
orders at all or loss-making contracts. Not surprisingly, U.K. firms
therefore suffered from low profitability even during periods of high order1
levels. As pointed out by- S. tfays- -(Tftf2 t p. 9&i, ^JTO-S-S trading profits of
shipbuilding end marine engineering companies in the U.K. fell by 26.7%
from h30m. in 1959 to h22m. in 19&8, compared to an average profit increase
in manufacturing of *)8.3% during that period. Shipbuilding and associated
industries was the only sector within pi I.'ate industry that showed an ab
solute decline of profits during the 60's.
Given this deteriorating profitability and as an expression of the
sector's long-run decline U.K. shipbuilders also invested less than the
average of private industry.
Because of low investment levels and lack
of internally generated funds most U.K. shipbuilding facilities became out-
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dated, as firms could not afford expensive moclerni sri •;• iori projects -- a
point emphasised in S.I.B. (1369, p. 11 and IS'/iA, p, 11). .As a res-jit
companies i.n this sector suffered from substantially lower produce i v> !_y
than the rest of U.K. private industry. According to 5, HJVS (1^72, p. 9'0
net output per person employed If- U.K. shipbuiIdirq (as an i rd i<::: :;or for
productivity) amounted to h1082 in 1?63, compared to an industrial average
Most likely productivity levels were net only depre^sc-i by thr
absence of modernising fixed assets, but also by widespread jestrictive
work practices in the industry. Trade unions often managed to resist re
of h1364.

duction in manning levels and changes in work rules which -aimed at break
ing down rigid job demarcation to increase labour mobility and job flexi
bility.
Low profitability and inadequate internally generated liquidity not
only constrained investment in general, but was also responsible for ship
The lack of inno
building's abnormally low level of R&D expenditure.
vative activity in the industry had* certainly a negative impact on product
development and thus further exacerbated the competitive weakness of U.K.
firms. A good example is the delayed entry of U.K. firms into the superlarge tanker business which during the 1360's became the most important:
source of growth in shipbuilding on a world-wide scale. U.K. firms started
to set up necessary production facilities (and even then only after pres
sure and generous offers of assistance by the government) in the late
IS^O's, after overseas companies had already established their market po
sition and benefitted from the boom conditions prevailing in this segment
of the market.
The difficulties faced by U.K. shipbuilding firms in the form of com
petition from overseas, low profitability (or even losses on fixed price
contracts), plus lack of finance for modernisation, R&D, and product de
velopment, were frequently aggravated by management inefficiency. Many
companies took on orders for different types of ships. This product mix
prevented the achievement of large production runs and the standardisation
of components and production techniques, with a consequent loss of econo
mies of scale. Official inquiries into the industry also found in the 60's
generally inadequate market research and a widespread lack of strong sa'es
departments within U.K. firms. The same sources also noted the extent to
which domestic shipbuilders relied on antiquated management techniques,
resulting in entirely inadequate accounting practices and cost control
methods. This led many firms to underestimate production cost? and tirescale and to accept unrealistic contracts (both in terms of price and de-
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1 ivory times). Often managers also lacked precise information r.bc'Ut cur
rent levels of expenditure and revenue and thus failed to take pi eventive
action. Because the majority of firms in ihe industry did not (at least, u
to the late 60's) set up procedures jointly with the unions to deal with
complaints and disputes and did not consult or seek cooperation agreements
with the workforce before introducing changes> the record of industrial re
lations in the industry was dismal. Frequent strikes, which in m^ny cases
could have been avoided by granting the workforce other channels of expres
sion, led to production delays and even higher losses on fixed price con
tracts. ^'
From this brief discussion of important characteristics in the U.K.
shipbuilding industry over at least the last 20 years it is evident that
not only has this been a declining sector, but also one in which the prob
lems and weaknesses of U.K. private industry (as analysed in Ch. 2) are
especially strong and pronounced: falling growth, declining profitability,
lack of investment finance and low investment activity, aggrevate.d and re
inforced by uncompet1tive productivity levels, troubled industrial rela
tions, insufficient innovative efforts and other aspects of management in
efficiency.
6.1.2. Rationale and Phases of State intervention in the U.K. Ship
building industry
Intervention by the state in this sector (i.e. shipbuilding, ship re
pairing, and marine, engineering) began on a major scale only after 196*1.
The initial reasons for developing industrial policy measures in relation
to this sector were summed up best in R. Geddes (1966, pp. 25-26, 132-135,
1^0-lM). One justification dealt with the need to accelerate the ration
alisation and modernisation of production facilities and thus restore the
international competitiveness of U.K. yards. It was felt that this objec
tive requi red substant-i-al -gevef-nmefM: a-s-s4-s-tance, -be-emrse ffrtns could not
undertake these efforts by themselves. In addition a number of policy mea
sures were required just in order to provide domestic firms with the level
and types of subsidy enjoyed by most of their competitors overseas. in
general it had become evident by the rnid SO's after years of accelerating
decline in the industry that only a major, government-supported reorgani
sation of the whole sector could prevent its gradual collapse.
The government had-for a number of reasons a strong interest in main
taining a viable, domestic shipbuilding industry centering around U.K.'s
dependence on overseas trade, the world leadership of its merchant fleet,

and the industry's role as employer in depressed areas. Defence consiaorations and benefits from exports and import saving weie secondary, but
nevertheless important, additional reasons for support.
The first phase of intervention which lasted from 196^ io 1S'71 center'
ed around the Shipbuilding Industry Board (SIB) as a means of assisting
industry in its restructuring efforts. As was typical for this period
(see, for example, sec. k.2.}, the SIB concentrated mostly on promoting
mergers, but, as we shall discuss below, supported to a more limited ex
tent also modernisation and post-merger rational isat ion of production facil
In addition the government improved credit facilities one! intro
duced a series of other measures to raise the industry's competitiveness.
During the second phase (1971-1977) the government relied heavily on
the Industry Act 137?- to rescue, a number of firms whose resources were
ities.

overstretched and whose rationalisation efforts were not sufficient to
deal with a deepening recession. The Act was also used for other purposes,
such as financing modernisation projects. In general, massive government
intervention continued, mainly because the SIB had been only a measure of
limited duration and effectiveness. At the time of its abolition in 1971
and afterwards (especially during the recessions in 1971/72 and since 197^0
the failure of the SIB to complete rationalisation projects in the industry
successfully was made painfully clear on a number of occasions. Having al
ready injected considerable public funds into the industry the government,
when faced with closures and mass redundancies, had f <j.w alternatives but
to continue support. Since 197^ the shipbuilding industry world-wide has
suffered from an unprecedented crisis which is expected to last until at
least 1982. Despite the major efforts after 19&^ to strengthen the domes
tic industry U.K. yards continued to depend on government assistance and
proved incapable of facing the consequences of this recession on their own.
After having increased the levels of assistance and extended public
ownership in the industry during the phase 1971-1977 the Labour Government
finally enacted its nationalisation proposals for shipbuilding in mid-1977,
thus starting the third phase of state intervention. Presently plans are
being finalised which will reduce rapacity and rationalise the remaining
yards in preparation for the next upturn. The steps taken in 1977/78 thus
conclude the evolution of industrial policy with regard to this particular
industry.
since 196^4.

The following sections will .analyse the various initiatives

6.1.3' The first phase of intervcnti on iQb't- 71 : The SM Kb',j SJ J_i i \ cj
Industry Act 1967
Government intervention in U.K. shipbuilding began in May 1S'6.3 with
the Shipbuilding Credit Scheme under which h75m. were made available to
U.K. residents ordering the. construction or alteration of ships of r.'.ore
than 100 tons at U:K. yards. The Ministry of Transport was made responsi
ble for administering the scheme with the help of an Advisory Corri.Tii ttee.
The introduction of the scheme came in response to a significant decline
of new orders and rapidly increasing redundancies in the industry during
This measure helped industry to main.tain capacity in
the early 1360's.
a period of low demand. According to R. Geddes (1966, p. 25) and S.R.M.A.
(1972, para. 3-1, p. 693)» the scheme resulted in an addition of some
0.9m- gross tons to the order books, raising the level of new orders from
an annual average of 0.5m. gross tons over the three preceding years to
over 1.3m. in 1963. Within six months the loan funds had been fully ap
plied for.
But despite the measure's success in increasing demand from very de
pressed levels profitability of U.K. shipbuilders remained very low be
cause of rising costs on the one hand and world market competition holding
down prices on the other hand. Between 1962 and 196^4 six yards were
closed down, and even during the improved market conditions of 196A/6 ti
many firms were in financial difficulties as a result of accumulated
losses on their fixed price contracts. Shortly after the election of 19^
the new Labour Government set up a committee to inquire into the problems
of the industry and to recommend remedial action. On the basis of its re
port — see R. Geddes (1966) — and its policy proposals the government
then introduced in 19&6/67 a series of measures which closely corresponded
to the recommendations of the Geddes Committee.
Ships were made eligible for investment grants in the Industrial De
velopment Act 1966 to support demand levels In the industry by reducing
the costs of purchasing or altering ships. The government introduced in
the Finance Act 1966 "Shipbuilders' Relief," designed to offset those
Indirect taxes (such as purchase tax, vehicle excise, and hydrocarbon oil
duties) that entered into shipbuilding costs. The rebate, set at 2% ol
total sales price, applied to vessels for both the home and the overseas
4.

It was introduced as an alternative and extension to the then
existing Export Rebate in recognition of the fact that international coinpetition net only restricted orders for U.K. yards from overseas clients,
but also from home owners. In addition, as argued strongly by R. Geddcs

markets.
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)66, p. 143), the measure was necessary to offset a competitive disad
vantage for U.K. yards, as countries in Western Eutope and Scandinavia had
already previously relieved their shipbuilders from any internal indirect
tax on ships for domestic and overseas clients.
With the success of the Shipbuilding Credit Scheme 1963/6'* in mind
and noting the importance in Japan of extensive credit facilities lo fi
nance ship orders, R. Geddes (1966, p. 141-142) also urged the U.K. Gov
ernment to give guarantees to bankers and other lenders which offer loans
to U.K. shipowners for orders in home yards. Consequently, sec. 7 of the
Shipbuilding Industry Act 1967 introduced the socalled "Home Owners' Credit
This scheme,
Scheme" for credit guarantees up to a total of !:200m.
which matched the credit facilities enjoyed by other shipbuilders overseas
and which unlike the 1963 scheme did not involve any public expenditure,
unless shipowners defaulted on their debts, was generally considered to be
a real success. Because of the support from government in form of guaran
tees banks were more willing to lend money to U.K. shipowners which in turn
increased the order books and work load of U.K. shipbuilders. The aggre
gate ceiling of the credit guarantees had to be raised repeatedly in order
to satisfy demand and was ultimately extended beyond the life-span of the
SIB. The scheme was not self-sustaining, because the applications for new
guarantees constantly exceeded the repayment of previously guaranteed
loans. This cind the continued demand for new guarantees during a period of
recession caused the Conservative Government in Augus^ 1971 to raise the
ceiling to tlOOOm. for orders over the next five years and to relax the
(9) SIB (1969> p. 8)
conditions under which guarantees would be offered.
found the scheme to be "a powerful stimulus" for U.K. shipowners to place
orders at U.K. yards. And SRNA (1972, para 3.4, pp. 693-4) argued that:
without the scheme "the U.K. shipbuilding industry would, by now, have
been reduced to a vestige even of its present diminished size."
But the most important initiative resulting from the report of the
Geddes-Committee was the setting up of the SIB in 1967 as the first sectorspecific para-governmental agency in the U.K. to organise industrial re
structuring. As in the case of the IRC (see 4.2,2.) it was the need for
clocc contacts with <:he industry and the importance of concentrating a
maximum of expertise to analyse problems and monitor progress which
prompted R. Geddes (1966,. p. 145 ff) to recommend the establishment of an
independent body as a more effective alternative to direct government in
tervention. Sec. 1(3) of the Shipbuilding Industry Act 1967 gave the S!B
wide powers to "carry on any activity" considered advantageous to promote

the international competitiveness of; U.K. yards. The control by the ijovernment of SIB was ensured by the Act's specifications and limits imposed
on SIB's funds, the obligation of the SIB to publish annual reports and
accounts, and the right of Min Tech to issue "directives of o general
character" concerning SIB's activities under sec. 1(^). It. should be noted
that SIB's range of intervention included Northern Ireland and all U,K.
marine engine manufacturers.
Apart from its advisory function concerning credit guarantees (see
above) the SIB. which consisted of one chairman and 2-'f members (all ap
pointed by Min Tech), was supposed to support mergers and modernisation of
production facilities as the main components of industrial restructuring.
To accomplish this the SIB was provided with the following funds under
sees. 2~k of the 19&7 Act: a) hi50.000 worth of grants for consultancy
fees in connection with assessing the feasibility of merger proposals,
b) h5m. worth of grants for reorganisation projects in the industry likely
to increase production efficiency, c) t35«5m. worth.of loans to firms for
the acquisition of shares in mergers, for regrouping schemes as such, or
for improving production facilities (including the retraining of workers),
d) grants for interest-relief to reduce the debt burden of firms, and
e) as an alternative to loans equity purchases by the SIB to reduce the
gearing of heavily indebted firms.
In anticipation of the 19&7 Act the SIB began to work soon after th-o
publication of the Geddes-Report in mid-1966. Until March 1968 the Board
established contacts, began negotiations with management and unions of most
firms, visited shipyards at home and abroad, commissioned studies, and fi
nally began with the implementation of its functions. Its initial strategy
was to merge firms into two groups in North East England and two on the
Clyde in Scotland, and to then reorganise the firms' production facilities,
aiming at improved production efficiency.
Sec. 9(1) of the 1967 Act specified th'at the SIB was to be dissolved
by the end of 1971 at the latest. During its relatively short-lived exis
tence of five years the SIB spent t19,2m. (out of a maximum of h20m.) in
grants, t21,63m. in loans (out of a possible total of b35.5m.), b2,25m. in
interest-relief grants, and b3m. in equity holdings. ' ' In addition it
processed applications for credit guarantees by Min Tech, that cover 80% cf
cost, on ^88 ships with an estimated total contract value of L1095m.
A major portion of SIB's assistance went into its efforts to merge
yards into larger groups and thus reduce the fragmentation, duplication of
efforts, and lack of resources for rationalisation in t'>e. industry. Of the
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27 firms covered by the Geddes-Report (of which two stopped product!en be
tween 15b6 and 197'i) the Si 3 managed to group 2M into seven new yioupb,
.Robb Caledori in East Scotland, DCS on the Upper Clyde, Scott Llthgow on
the Lower Clyde in Scotland; in North East England Austin £• Pickersglll
and the Doxford Group on the V/ear, and Swan Hunter on the Tyne/TecL; and
Vosper-Thorneycrof t In Southern England. The recommendations of R. GeJdes
(1966, p. 150) concerning the mergers on the Clyde were thus foilov.ed,
although SIB (1369, p. 6) expressed a preference for a further merger be
tween Scott Lithgcw and UCS into one firm only on the Clyde, !n the North
East three companies were established, compared to the initial!y 'envisaged
reduction to two. liar land & Wolff in Belfast remained an independent firm
outside the regrouping schemes.
Apart from the promotion of these mergers the SIB spent a significantamount of funds on the rationalisation and modernisation of capital stock
to increase the productivity and competitiveness of U.K. shipbuilders.
New steelworking and outfitting facilities were financed by the SIB for
Harland & Wolff, Scott Lithgow, Robb Caledon, Drypool, Swan Hunter and Dox
ford. New cranage was provided also for Harland & Wolff, Scott Lithgow,
Drypool and Doxford. Automated panel lines were set up with S!B~assistance
at Scott Lithgow and Swan Hunter. Further projects included a new stock
yard for Scott Lithgow, Europe's most modern totally integrated covered
shipbuilding dock at the Appledore yard which allowed the company to devel
op a highly successful assembly-1ine production technique for medium-sized
ships, Europe's largest covered berth facility at the Yarrow-yard, Swan
Hunter's centralisation of service departments, and new fabrication sheds
plus enlarged building berths for Doxford. SlB-grants for new shipyards
at Harland & Wolff, Scott Lithgow and Swan Hunter designed for the pro
duction of large ships in the range of 250.000 to 1 m. tons finally put
the U. K.- i nto a pos i t ion- -to—compete- m—the-^as-t-es-t—g-Few4-tt§-s-egment of the
shipping market. Already by 1971 58% of the orders to U.K. yards were for
ships over 100,000 tons. Finally, grants were also offered to companies to
improve the amenities for their workforce, such as heating, ventilation,
toilets, showers, lockers, canteens, and car parks. As a result of this
type of SIB-activity investment in fixed assets by U.K. shipbuilders and
marine producers rose quite dramatically in the late 60's, as shown in
table 6.1.
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Table 6.1.: The level of investment activity in the industry
1966-70 (in km.)

1967
1368
1969
1970

8
4
1'*
15
19

SOURCE: Trade and industry, 13/7/72, P- 52
Financial assistance by the_SIB was spread over a wide range or
domestic firms, but was (as evident from table 6.2.) nevertheless heavily
concentrated towards a few companies that absorbed an cverproport ioriate
share of the total aid. This imbalance in the distribution of SIB-ald was
caused by the heavy losses and/or expensive investment projects needed to
enter the market for super-large ships.
Table 6.2.: The largest receivers of SiB-aid (1967-74) (current values)
Company
(shipbui Iding)

Amount and Form of Assistance

Harland & Wolff

k5.778 m. in grants

UCS

k8.0
k5-5
k3.52
k3.C

Swan Hunter

t5.8l6 m. in grants

Scott Lithgow

fc1.4
k3.8

(main engine builder)
G. Clark & NEM

m.
m.
rn.
m.

in
in
in
in

loans
grants
loans
shares

m . in grants
m. in loans

faO.218 m. in grants
b37.032 m. = 80.3% of total SIB-aid

SOURCE: SIB (1972, p. 16)
In addition to financial assistance the SIB was also involved in pro
motional activity and lobbying efforts to generate remedial action on a
number of important issues within the industry. For this purpose it: used
the meetings, reports and working partie3"~of the Shl pbCTt tditig and Ship"
•
Repairing Council which was set up under sec. 11 of the 1967 Act to super
vise the woi k of the SIB and to discuss industry's progress with regard to
its competitiveness. (12) It also relied on its own inquiries and con tads
to put pressure on the relevant participants. In the context of these act
ivities the SIB, for example, concentrated on ways to increase productivity
and to improve methods of measuring productivity. Concerned with the qual
ity and techniques of management in the industry it set up in 1968 a study
group of finance directors from the largest shipbuilding firms to push for
standardised and more complete financial reports and cost .accounts in the

industry. The Board also identified inadequate market inn strategics, un
attractive design and inefficient product mix as major compctStive weak
nesses of many U.K, firms and continuously emphasised the need for improve
To encourage F<£D and makj
ment in those crucial areas of management.
government policy in this area more effective the SIB participated in the
establishment of both the Committee on Marine Technology and the Ship
building and Shipping Advisory Committee by Bin Tech, and held regular
meetings with the BSRA, SRNA's research establishments and HPL's Ship Divi
sion. It inquired into the delays in delivery of components and campaigner
on behalf of the industry against higher steel prices. Both actions were.
designed to benefit shipbuilders through cheaper and more reliable supply
of needed inputs.
The most important initiative by the SIB in the context of promotional
activities concerned, however, the unsatisfactory state of industrial re
lations in the industry. A series of discussions was organised, involving
the Confederation of Shipbuilding and Engineering Unions, the SRNA and the
Department of Employments to negotiate and conclude industry-wide agree
ments on procedures for consultation, prevention of disputes, the simpli
fication of the very decentralised wage structure, the reduction of demar
cation, the increase of labour mobility between yards, and an incentive
scheme. By 1971 some progress had been made with regard to demarcation
(see the National Demarcation Procedure Agreement), increased job flexibil
ity between trades and yards, and consultation, but a lot still needed to
be done and strikes in the industry continued at historically high levels.
On the surface one may thus conclude that the SIB had a major, overall
beneficial impact on the shipbuilding industry. It contributed to a mas
sive change in the sector's structure by regrouping most firms into larger
units. Its support for capacity expansion schemes enabled three U.K.
firms' entry into the rapidly growing market for super-large ships. Some
of its rationalisation and modernisation projects substantially raised
productivity levels and further strengthened already efficient and profit
able firms, such as Swan Hunter, Austin & Pickersgill, Doxford, and Appledone. Due to its intervention investment rose significantly from previous
ly depressed level r.. The scheme of credit guarantees undoubtedly encour
aged new orders and also managed to reduce the otherwise large cyclical
fluctuations of demand. .And finally, the SIB also directed its efforts
towards overcoming some fundamental weaknesses in the sector, such as in
dustrial relations, management techniques, inefficient organisation of
production, R&D, or unreliable supplies of inputs.

But on the other hand the SIB suffered from a series of <Jef ic I one i os
which limited its effectiveness. Obviously many difficulties elated f'ron
periods before its establishment in 19bb (such as fixed price contracts,
the state of industrial relations) or occurred after its abolition in 13?l
(such as the present world-market crisis, leaving especially the builders
of large ships with permanently high overcapacities). This, however,
should not abstract from the fact that SIB's own weaknesses freqi'ently
prevented successful intervention.
In retrospect it is clear that the Geddes-Report, which formed the
basis for the Labour Government's intervention strategy in shipbuilding,
underestimated the difficulties faced by the industry. !t concentrated
mostly on mergers and subsequent rationalisation efforts as solutions and
was overoptimistic in its assessment of the time-scale involved In bring
ing about the required changes. Subsequently the guidance given to the
SIB and its limited lifespan of five years proved to be inadequate. Man
agement inefficiency and constantly strained industrial relations slowed
down the reorganisation and modernisation of industry. Fixed price con
tracts and delays in the construction of ships or in the completion of in
vestment projects during a period of accelerating inflation led to sub
stantial losses for shipbuilders on most orders. Therefore a large pro
portion of SIB-funds was absorbed by firms in financial difficulties
(Harland & Wolff, UCS, Scott Lithgow) to cover losses instead of being
used for rationalisation. It also meant that most firms required continMM
ued government assistance even after SIB's abolition.
Furthermore, the SIB itself made seriously wrong assessments of var
ious companies or evaluations of investment projects. For example, with
regard to the UCS it studied the feasibility of that merger and gave a
favourable report in 19^7, on the basis of which UCS was set up in Feb
ruary 1968. And in SIB (1968, p. 6) "excellent progress in securing or
ders, In reorganising its management and"resources, and m~its arrange
ments with labour" was registered for the UCS. In reality, however, the
structure of UCS was from the very beginning extremely weak and problemridden, which could have been ignored only by an extremely superficial
study. And iater the SIB mistook first and minor initiatives by the new
firm for already well advanced and substantial steps of reorganisation.
It took the SIB almost a year to realise that UCS was in serious difficult
Similarly, the SIB underestimated the time-scale and cosi-f. of
ies.
major investment projects at Harlcnd k Wolff and Scott Lithgow. 'incse
costs added to losses from fixed-price contracts and brought both firms
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repeatedly into serious financial difficulties v/hich required more public
assistance to be provided for short-term liquidity purposes.
Related to faulty assessments were also-major def ic ienclc:.- in the mon
itoring by the SIB of firms and projects which were supported by public
funds. Unlike the IRC the SIB never had the expertise, nor did if: ever
establish close contacts and follow-up procedures as preconditions for ef
fective monitoring. The SIB supposedly had access to the books of firms
and the freedom to visit yards, It also used its right to refuse assist
ance, if it was not convinced of the project's viability and contribution
to the competitive strength of the firm in question. Sometimes, as in the
case of the first loan to UCS, it made Its support dependent on satisfact"
tory corporate plans or it phased funding subject to specified performance
targets. When additional assistance became necessary for the UCS and H.arland & Wolff, the SIB also insisted on management changes as a precondition
But despite these steps its monitoring did not go far enough. According to
the evidence by former UCS-managers in Expenditure Committee (1972,
Q. 2112-2117, 2253"^)> for example, the SIB never properly monitored the
company on the basis of a continuous dialogue, but instead confined its
control to irregular and informal contacts. G. Ganz (i977, p. 60-61) and
Expenditure Committee (1972, Q. 2309) also pointed out that even with
access to company accounts and regular progress reports the SIB's monitor
ing was often weakened by management's failure to update and complete
available information. In crisis situations, such as with UCS, Harland &
Wolff, Cammel1 Laird and Scott Lithgow, the SIB thus had no early warnings
to take preventive action. Given the known» difficulties in the industry
with management, industrial relations, and losses from fixed price con
tracts the SIB should have developed much more intensive and exhaustive
monitoring arrangements.
The effectiveness of SIB's interventions was also hampered by its lack
of" power to overcome resistance to change and unwillingness to cooperate by
*
parts of the industry. For example, the SIB failed completely to improve
the structure or to accelerate rationalisation among U.K.'s main marine
engine builders. Apart from a few grants this sector resisted by and
large any offers of assistance and any merger proposals. SIB's efforts to
increase productivity and improve the industrial relations in yards were a!
best only partially capable of overcoming inflexibility by the work-force
and managers. Many firms were also reluctant to provide the SIB with in
formation about company affairs. This hindered its work on standardising
various accounting and measurement techniques, on recommending better cost:
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control methods or strengthening marketing departments. Without powers to
intervene compulsorsly and enforce the disclosure of in forma it on the S!G
entirely depended on the limited voluntary cooperation from industry.
Another major shortcoming in this first phase was the relation be
tween SIB and the government. This became clear in the contradiction be
tween commercial and wider social and polltical-objectives of aid to pri
vate firms. According to the 196'7 Act the SIB should assist firms primar
ily to restore or maintain their competitiveness, but had no- brief to take
i.nto account other issues, such as safeguarding employment. Therefore the
SIB refused in 19&9 further aid to the DCS which it did not consider likely
to become commercially viable. To avoid mass redundancies Hin Tech stepped
in and provided h?rn. worth of funds to the DCS, which the SIB had to moni
tor and administer, although they were offered clearly outside its legal
entitlement and against its recommendation. In the case of Cammell Laird
SIB ultimately also refused aid on grounds of lack of commercial viability,
but took up such a long time with negotiations and considerations that the
company finally had to be rescued after the dissolution of the SIB by the
government.
According to G. Ganz (1977, p. ^S-AS) and Expenditure Committee (1972,
d. 2178), many representatives of the industry believed that the SIB did
more harm than good as a buffer between industry and government. Many
firms would have preferred a direct relationship to the government. Be
cause of the SIB Min Tech refused to undertake any negotiations, assess
ments or monitoring itself. Despite the legally provided possibilities it
hardly exercised any checks and controls over the SIB and approved almost
automatically SIB-proposals for assistance. Without any ongoing dialogue
with and direct access to the Min Tech firms felt that the government did
not fully appreciate the problems and aid requircm^nts of the industry. At
the same time Min Tech's position .of nojr:Involvement prevented any correc
tion of SIB's lack of effective control and monitoring over the expenditure
of public money.
Given all these limitations of the SIB it only managed to bring about
initial changes in the industry, but failed to complete the process of sec
toral reorganisation successfully.- After its dissolution in 1971 more
Intervention became therefore necessary.
6.1. *t. The second phase of intervention 1971-77? The industry Act 19_7_?,
The recession 1971/72 hit shipbuilding very hard and exacerbated the
financial difficulties especially of those firms which had already pre- 181 -

viously relied on the SIS to cover their losses. Initially this second
phase was therefore characterised by various rescue operations of the DTl
which after 1971 assumed direct responsibility for assistance to this r-.ec«.tor. 06)
With unemployment reaching record figures in 1371/72 the governn-cn I
could not resist pressures to rescue shipbuilding firms, such as UCS,
Harland & Wolff, Cammel1 Laird, with substantial employment in depressed
regions. In June 1971 UCS went into liquidation after the government had
refused further aid of over h5 in. to recover its trading deficit. Sis
closure would have led to the loss of 15.000 direct and indirect .jobs on
the Upper Clyde, where unemployment already exceeded 10%. The government
would have lost its previous investment funds and all the at least partial
ly successful rationalisation efforts over the last three years would have
To keep the yards open, while rescue plans v/ere consid
been in vain.
ered, the government had to pay h^f m. alone to the Liquidator, because sup
pliers insisted on payment in advance and creditors refused to help UCS to
raise funds through increased debts (with its liabilities amounting already
to h32.2 m.). Initial intentions based on DTI (1971) to keep only two
yards open, close the other two yards, and make 6000 workers redundant,
sparked off an occupation and work-in by UCS-workers and strong opposition
from the unions. This resistance pushed the government to develop an al
ternative solution that would keep all yards open. According to this plan
UCS would be taken over by a fully nationalised, newl/ established succes
sor company Govan Shipbuilders, with control over three yards and guaran
tees for the completion of outstanding contracts. Some shipowners agreed
to a renegotiation of the price after the unions committed themselves to
The remaining yard, Clydebank, was sold in February
1972 to U.S. multinational Marathon for the production of mainly oil rigs,
after the government agreed to a h12 m. subsidy under the Local Employment
Act-provisions. The conditions attached to the rescue operation, which
delivery on time.

t

included 2100 redundancies, a joint agreement between unions and manage
ment on working practices, and the acceptance by the work force of Govan's
structure, were finally met in eari/ 1972. On the basis of a feasibility
study by Hill Samuel, published in DTI (1972B) and covering cost, revenue.
and productivity forecasts, the government agreed in mid-72 to provide
b10 m. for equity purchase, h9-95 m. for working capital purposes, and
b8.6 m. to meet losses up to end-197^. Overall DTI (19/2B, sec. 6) esti
mated that h17 m. would be required from the government to pay for UCSlosses up to mid-72 and a further tl8 m. for Govan's working capital, ln-

vestment and losses over five years.

/1 o \

After changes in management and a new corporate plan mcf of fir. i^i
approval, the government took up the Si B- recommendation and offered in
November 1971 a t3 nn. loan to Cammell Laird.

A further b3 m. would be made.

available later to finish.the firm's modernisation program, subject to
union cooperation in improving industrial relations.

On top of these funds

the government added a further h1^ m. under sec, 7 of the Industry Act 72
in September 1972 towards the company's modernisation program.

With these

funds the government completed the reorganisation process which had begun
in 1970 with the establishment of Cammell Laird (S£E) as an independent
shipbuilder, owned jointly by the government and the new Laird Group at:
50% of the shares each.

Unlike Govan and Harland & Wolff Cammell Laird was

profitable both in 1972 and 1973The third major rescue case involved Harland & Wolff, Northern Ire
land's largest employer.

Despite the rescue-operation in Spring 1971* in

which its management was strengthened through replacements and substantial
assistance was provided to overcome its financial difficulties (see foot
note 16 above), the company continued to accumulate losses on its existing
fixed price contracts, amounting to fc1^ m. in May 1972.

In the meantime

the new management had put forward a fc35 m. modernisation plan to turn Har
land & Wolff into one of the world's most competitive manufacturers of
very large ships.

The plan was to expand yard capacity in terms of incre-

sing steel throughput from 120.000 tons p.a. to 200.000 tons and create
^000 new jobs in an area of high unemployment, while at the same time ad
ding to the firm's profitability.

The company was willing to pay a sub

stantial proportion of the project costs from its own resources, but also
wanted support from public funds.

This cams forward in Hay 1972, when the

government agreed to cover its losses of h1*t m. ar>d to contribute with a
grant of t23.*4 m. to the investment project.
continued to increase in 1973 by h22 m.

Losses on existing contracts

These resulted mostly from pro

duction delays caused by strikes and other labour relation problems, as
Northern Ireland's Commerce Department failed to get a formal declaration
of support from the unions.

This deterioration triggered off another

rescue operation in July 197^.

By. the time the project was finally com

pleted, the world market for large ships had already entered a severe
recession.
While these major rescue operations in shipbuilding, which followed
the phase of 5 IB-intervention, produced mixed commercial results, the gov~

^rnmcnt h-3c! certalnl^' learned from the experience of SIB's Tack of rnonl' ri r"
ing. Its public ownership of Govan (100?;), Cammei! La i rd (50£)> and Har™
land & Wolff (^7.8^) enabled it to exercise a high degree, of control and
monitoring.

For that purpose the DTi insisted on changes of man3<jerrant

personnel, approval for major capital development projects., continuous pro
vision of information concerning cash flow, profit arid loss accounts, per
formance targets, and regularly updated corporate plans. The intensive
dialogue between DT! (and after 137 1-' Do!) and the firms was complemented by
frequent visits of officials to the yards. (19)
The last case in the first half of the 19?0 : s Involved Court Line
which had in previous years overexpanded its shipbuilding interests. After
the government had approved aid for the modernisation of one of its sub
sidiaries, Sunderland, in November 1973, it agreed in July 1974 to take
over the Group's entire shipbuilding interests for bl6 m. in order to safe
guard SOOO jobs in assisted areas and at the same time ensure the continua
tion of Court Line's existing holiday operations. The implementation of
the agreement was delayed because of complications arising from the col
lapse of Court Line in August 197^.

But in September 197 ;* the fully na

tionalised Court Shipbuilders was set up to succeed Court Line as a parent
company for Doxford.Engines, Welsingham Steel, K and L Marine Equipment,
Sunderland Shipbuilders (previously Doxford), Appledore Shipbuilders, and
North East Coast Shiprepairers.
'
The repeated necessity to bail out ailing shipbuilders not only led to
the abandonment of the "larne duck" policy and "disengagement" after 1971/7?-,
but also convinced policy-makers of the need for a follow-up intervention
strategy towards shipbuilding to succeed the now defunct SIB. The Conser
vatives had continued the highly successful credit guarantee scheme after
1970/71 and had even raised._the aggregajLe_ _1 i_m_it,_a_s _ajj-eacly_. merit ipnsd above
in 6.1.3. and footnote 9. Furthermore, as part of the "functional" ap
proach under "disengagement" (see 5.1-), the government had set up in 1972
the Ship and Marine Technology Requirement. Board (SMTRB) to determine R&D
requirements in this sector and coordinate government assistance for that
purpose.

'

But apart from these measures the government felt the need in 1971/72
for a more powerful policy strategy that could counter the lack of confi
dence in U.K. shipbuilding as a result of declining orders in the reces
sion, growing unemployment, the liquidity crisis and bankruptcy of firms.
and the growing subsidies to overseas competitors.

As part of this new strategy, sec. 11 of the Industry Act 1972 pro
vided shipbuilding firms temporarily (until the 'end of 197*0 with construc
tion grants on contracts to build ships or mc-bil offshore inr r.a] lat iops in
These grants, which were the first direct production subsidy <n
this sector in the U.K., were set at 10?, of contract costs in 1372, k% \-\
1973 and 3% in 197'*- The contract costs, on the basis of which the grtmt.s
were calculated, were phased into six periods of payment (ranging from 10':;
the U.K.

at the beginning of construction and date, of delivery to 2% in the mi del 1:?.
of the construction period). The reduction of the grant's rates from !0/i
in 1972 to 3% in 197^ was designed to encourage counter-cyclical ordering
and production activity during the last phase of the recession. The phas
ing of contract costs was intended to reflect realistic payment practices.
Between August 1972 and February 197^ this subsidy alone amounted to
L26.3 m.
Additional measures included discussions organised by the Department.
of Employment with unions and managers to improve industrial relations,
and a committment: by the Ministry of Defence to place Navy-orders only at
three specialised yards as part of using government procurement and pur
chasing policy in the interest of better production efficiency. But the
most important initiative came as a result of a long-run appraisal of U.K.
shipbuilding which DTI had ordered the IDE to carry out in 1972. It was
published in mid-1973, after IDE had contracted the consultancy firm BoozAllen to undertake this study on its behalf. Based on its findings and re
commendations the DTI committed itself to assist individual modernisation
projects of viable firms under the provisions of the Industry Act 19/2.
To encourage al1-important productivity increases concessionary leans under
sec. 7 were also given exceptionally for investment programs of ship
builders which did not maintain or even increase employment levels in as
sisted areas.
Thus the" Industry Act 1972 became the major intervention tool with
«
regard to shipbuilding in the post-SiB phase of the 1970's. We have al
ready mentioned its use to bail out and cover losses of firms, such as
Cammell Laird and Govan, to raise the limits of the credit guarantees, and
its construction grants. Modernisation projects, such as those of Cainmell
Laird and Sunderland, have also been discussed above. Other projects in
this category included aid to the highly successful and rationalised
Austin & Pickersgill for improvements at its Southwick shipyard and inter
est relief grants under sec. 8 for the conversion of ships for use in con
nection with drilling for oil.

The functions of the Shipbuilding Industry ACL 1367 were therefore
replaced by those of the Industry Act 1972. But many of the potential ben
efits of intervention under both Act::, were seriously endangered by the
deep world-wide recession which not only depressed order levels after 197^,
but led also to increasingly subsidised overcapacity with no substantial
demand upturn expected until 1982. Total orders outstanding (including
ships under construction) fell world-wide according to Lloyd's Register of
Shipbuilding from the record of 133-^ m. gross tons in Marc!-, 137** to
55-3 m. tons at the end of 1976 and 36.7 m. tons at: the end cf 1977- In
the U.K. new orders fell to an incredibly low 0.067 rn. tons in 1975 and
0.383 m. tons in 1976 with the threat of widespread closures and mass re
dundancies rising rapidly. Under these conditions of overcapacity and
tougher competition over fewer orders the U.K. Government announced In Feb
ruary 1977 a t65 m. intervention fund under sec. 8 of the 1972 Act to sub
sidise yards with proven records on delivery dates, profitability, produc
tivity and standards in their otherwise uncompetitive bids for orders in
the world market and to replace the construction grants. (22) This (and
the other measures referred to in footnote 22) was a necessary step to
save at least 10.000 jobs threatened by the desperate shortage of orders,
the increased levels of subsidies overseas and the delays in Parliament
over passing the shipbuilding nationalisation bill. As such the fund was
successful and nearly doubled the level of orders in 1977, compared to the
previous year. It was clearly responsible for the placing of some major
orders in U.K. yards, such as the t115 m. order from Poland (secured by the
fund's h28 m. subvention). And it was used up much more rapidly than in
itially envisaged. It certainly helped the industry to survive without any
major wave of shut-downs and closures.
6.1.5. The third phase of intervention after 1977: British _Sh|pbuiJ_der^
This last phase actually began in July 197'j with the announcement by
the Dol-Secretary that the new Labour Government intended in accordance
with Labour's Election Manifesto to nationalise both the aerospace and
shipbuilding industries. With regard to the latter public ownership would
be extended agains; compensation to private owners to all the major ship
builders (except for Harland & Wolff which was controlled by the Secretary
of State for Northern Ireland), ship repairers, and six specialist makers
of slow speed dicsel engines. This initiative was seen' as a logical step,
given that in the previous decades massive public funds had been channel led
into U.K. shipbuilding without restoring its world market competitiveness

and enabling private firms to survive independenti>.

The meaM're was

simply designed to establish public control in correspondence with the pub
lic funds required and to complete the already started rat: icn.i! i sat ton ond
modernisation across the whole sector.
The implementation of .the measure was delayed by a parliamentary con
troversy over whether the bill was hybrid, because it included the Marathon
yard which produced oil rigs.

Finally, the vesting day for Bri.rish Ship

builders (BS), the company running the nationalised industry, v^as set for
1/7/^977.

In the meantime the industry suffered from its deepest recession

which forced the government to introduce the intervention fund and the mar
keting holding company in February 1977 (see above), both of which were in
corporated into BS after July 1977.
BS made, during 1977/78, some progress in its first objective, namely
to increase its order books and thus provide work for its workforce, by
fully utilizing the resources of the intervention fund and its marketing
organisation (including frequent overseas travels).

But its merchant ship

order book of 1.5 m. gross tons at the end of March 1978 represented only
one year's output, and new orders during 1977/78, although significantly
above levels of the previous years, were equivalent to less than 50% of
(o?)
productive capacity.
During 1977/78 BS was working on a corporate plan
which would specify redundancies and capacity cuts.

Under the terms of the

Nationalisation Act the firm had to set, by July 1978, a performance target
for 1978/79 that would result in an adequate return on the capital employed,
But with losses of at least h^5 rc. between July 1977 and March 1978 there
is no realistic possibility to break even in the year after March 1978.
This corporate plan is certain to involve yard closures, but the government
has so far rejected publicly the idea voiced by the EF.C Commission of plan
ned cuts in capacity. And the plan is not expecte^l to be published before
the end of 1978.
In the meantime first major rationalisation efforts are already under
way.

BS has told the unions that some of its sections would have to close,

unless there was real progress towards job flexibility.

For yards to be

allocdted orders their workforces have to give guarantees of "normal" work
ing practices (including a "no-strike" clause).

Without such undertakings,

as was the case with the stewards' refusal at Swan Hunter and Smith's Docks
to sign such a guarantee, yards do not get any orders and face redundancies
and eventual closure.

With this pressure management intensifies its at

tempts to simplify the wage structure, gain control over manning levels and
job specification, and raise productivity.

- is?-

It has helped1 BS to make 2300

workers redundant in the first year of its exist:oner., with more C'.tr, im
minent. Although still at an- early stone of the' proems:- with IndustiI?)
relations in the sector deteriorating, US is dot'ermined to establish a
profiloble, competitive industry and to thereby brine; the industr!j' -olicy
efforts over the last 14 years in this sector to a successful conclusion.
6.1.6. ConcJ iiis ion of case -s t udy _on^JJ^. K_. sji i pbi_i:__[Jj r: q
Our discussion of industrial policy with regard to U.K. shipbuilding
is important for a number of reasons. First of all, the sector is one ov
the traditional industries now facing structural decline and pressures for
readjustment,. in which many of the problems of U.K.'s private Industry dis
cussed in Ch. 2 are especially developed. Secondly, the sector experienced
the first attempt by policy-makers to develop a sectoral policy strategy
(instead, of just a series of initially uncoordinated ad~hoc measures} in
the U.K.. As we saw, this was based on a wide variety of measures., such as
government procurement policy, paragovernmental agencies, demand manage
ment, production subsidies, and employed an equally wide range of different:
forms of assistance (grants, loans, equity> credit guarantees, interest:
relief grants, marketing expertise, outs ide -consul taricy , etc.) Excluding
Shipbuilders' Relief, general measures of assistance (e.g. investment
grants) and any form of assistance after 1975/6 (such as the h65 m. inter
vention fund) the government spent h156,2 it. between 1965/66 and 197V75
to assist U.K. shipbuilding and associated industries through merger pro
motion, support for modernisation, production subsidies, R&D, rescue cases,
etc.
Also in the case of shipbuilding industrial policy had some of the
characteristics already analysed in Chs. h and 5: a) the "learning from
experience, 11 with new measures (for example, aid under Industry Act; 72,
credit guarantees, intervention funds) being influenced by older ones
(stjch as-the credit sctreme" T565/S=2'i, STET) and/br~ being based on official
«
inquiries into the industry (Geddes, IDE), b) the self-feeding process of
intervention, where previous public funding breeds further assistance, and
c) the gradual qualitative expansion of industrial policy which ! n this
case led to full-scale nationalisation or the whole -industry.
In the context of the industry's decline, which was exacerbated by o
world-wide recession and consequent delays in benefits from completed ra
tionalisation projects, state intervention has generally fsi led to estab
lish a fully viable, sufficiently modernised, competitive orv.! opt ino i • v
efficient industry.

Nevertheless, it has undoubtedly ace-:. 1 era led change

and initiated a number of important steps* in the desired direction.
Certain lessons for policy-makers may be learned not only fron- suc
cessful policies, but also from failures.

A? pointed out repeatedly above,

short-run policy measures, such as the SIB, are not sufficient in the con
text of the time-scale required for the massive reorganisation o!: a whole
industry.

Nor are the promotion of mergers per se and/or the support for

individual investment projects enough.

Firms may have installed the most

modern yards and still go bankrupt because of management mistakes and
losses from existing contracts.

The crucial questions determining the

outcome of rationalisation are a) whether progress can be made lo integrate
the different subsidiaries after a merger, b) whether management is capa
ble of achieving the possible benefits of increased scale, and c.) to what
extent can the cooperation of the labour force be won.
Therefore industrial policy must go beyond mere supply of financial
assistance and include monitoring and the exercise of public control as
means of effective influence over management's actions and decisions. The
absence of these policy dimensions has, as our case study shows, often had
major, negative implications for the use of public funds in private hands.
From our case study of the shipbuilding industry we can also conclude that
any reorganisation on a major scale may be easier achieved with the coop
eration of the work-force in exchange for tangible benefits in the form of
higher pay, improved working conditions, continuous employment. Lastly,
our discussion above also briefly touched on the controversy between inter
vention in a national framework and on a supra-national level, such as the
EEC.
In general, many points already made in Part 2 have been further
elaborated and exemplified in this section, as will also be the case in
our discussion of intervention in the U.K. computer industry in sec. 6.2.
be 1ow.
6.2. Case Study 2: Industrial Policy in the U.K. Computer Industry
196*4-1978
6• 2• 1 • The sector's characteristics and the rationale fojr_ government
support.
Although product ion.and use of computers en a mass scale started only
25 years ago the strategic importance of the industry as the prime, force
behind the current, still limitless "second industrial revolution" is to~
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day undeniable.

The potentials of revolutionising prodi'C i ion , offices,

services, leisure activities and mass consumption nrt ic: i c::. with this tech(24)
nology are immense.
With ever-expanding application poss i hi 1 i i: (e.s the
computer industry has experienced world-wide very high growth rotes over
the lost two decodes.

According to SCSI (1370, p. 6-8), the U.K., market

grew between 1959 and 1%9 at a rate of kO% p. a. and durii.-g the: 70's at. an
annual rate of IS-20%.

Slightly higher growth-rates were rccoi d<.:d for

V.'estern Europe and Japan.

In the U.S.A., by far tlv largest market, the

major period of expansion had already occurred in the i^O's.

Since then

growth hod slowed down to an average of 30% P.O. during the I960 1 -:, c.nd
10% p. a. in the 1970" s.

Despite signs of a gradually loss rapid expansion

in the industrialised West demand for computers still continues to outpace
the growth of GDP.

This will continue especially, as new technological

developments in the industry further enhance the range, of computer appli
cations.
Table 6.3.: Growth and Trends of U.K. Computer Market 1962-82 (Hardware)

_1.96_2.

(est.) (est.)
971 1376.

central processors
central peripherals
data entry

11,0

100

180

A,0
35,0

55
20

150

270
280

data communication

0,1

25

1 ,2
51,3

10
210

30
80
20
A60

30'
210
AO
830

control systems
Total:

(in b m. at current
prices, figures for
1976 and 1982 are
estimates)

SOURCE: Computer Working Party of National Electronic Council in SCST
(1973B, App. 1, p. 1/41)
Table 6.3. not only indicates the phenomenal expansion predicted for the
industry as a whole (with output in nominal term? quadrupling every 10
years), but also points to a number of significant trends within the sec
tor. In the initial phase of growth during the 1960' s computers were
generally medium-sized central processors for data storage and/or compli
4

cated calculations based on numerical information input?, consisting of
gradually more efficient and thus also cheaper components for data entry
and control. In line with developments in computer technology and design
the trend during the 1970's has been towards a polar! b-M ion between on
the one hand very large systems for extremely speedy, multiple information
processing, which because of their capacity to receive and supply data to
and from remote locations moke extensive use of peripherals (such os re
mote terminals, visual display units) and of data communication devices,

and small, special purpose computers on the other hand. uo)
The pixRfln*; j on of the industry is h^scd on rep id technc^co i 02! ch^r n c
and product development (as described, for example, in footnote 25), './hid:
makes this sector very research-intensive. Only the cerospac- sector,
according to different comparison indices published lor the I'.!-, in Tr?--.?
and Industry, 2/5/197^, p. 211, or in SCSI (1971A, pp. 106-107), exceeds
the computer industry in this respect. The comb in:.1 1 ion of 1 r. rge RtD-ex
penditure on risky projects with long gestation periods and the fast pare
of changes in technology end products has been a dominant factor in the
success or failure of many firms. To cover costs and riskr, firms need to
achieve high-volume production and optimally be the first in the market
with a new product. The world market dominance of International Business
Machines (iBM) v-.'ith a share of 65~70% of the world ! s computer mainframe
production is a result of that firm introducing commercial, transistorbased computers first fn the 1950's. Similarly, the competitive edge of
Intel in the semiconductor/microprocessor market and of the Digital Equip
ment Corporation in the distributed computing market was also based on
being the first ones to launch successfully a pioduct that created a new
market. Once these firms have managed to capture a lion's share of a
particular market segment they can drive down production costs through
longer production runs and constant improvements of the product, wnile at
the same time forcing smaller competitors to design products compatible
with their own system. This guarantees them continued demand and makes it
difficult for other firms to catch up. Because of the high risks involved,
the large minimum scale of production required to fund the development and
upgrading of products, and the costly entry into already established mar
kets, many firms are not able to survive independently. From 19 major
hardware firms in the U.S. in 1359 only four survived in 1973- Attempts
in countries with a small domestic market, such as Belgium or Italy, to
set up a national computer firm failed for the same reasons.
U.S. companies therefore benefitted enormously from the huge horn?
market base and the relatively early acceptance of computers in the U.S.
These factors gave them the production volume, the financial resources and
the necessary time lead to establish their world-wide dominance. Outside
the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. only the U.K. and to a lesser extent Japan have
nationally controlled computer firms with a home market share above that
of the U.S.-multinationals. In the other countries American hardware pro
ducers, such as IBM, Univac, Honeywel1, and the Control D*ta Corporation
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(C.D.C.), control more than 50% and up to 9lK of the market and hnve sub
stantial production facilities through their sub r, i <i i ,.r IPS .
Nevertheless, over the last 15 years most govc r:ihien t s i r, the larger
European countries and Japan have, decided to support their own indcpendop;.
computer industry.

The justification for such i nt'-rveni-ion drives mipniy

from a) the strategic importance of computers for technolo.jic.al progress.
b) the expansion potential of an industry with u hi oh v^l'ic-ad Jw>d coiiif.'C-:v:- ! i!.
and major benefits for the balance of payments and emp loynv.n L. c) t ! u> ri:-ks
and costs involved in an advanced technology .ecto:", anci d) the pressures
of international competition generated by the dominancL. of U.S.-fir-ns anJ
the support of other governments for their own domestic industry. in gen
eral, such iritervo.nt ion focussed on programs to expand the application of
computers, to improve training facilities and user education and to fund
During the 1960's most governments in Europe and Japan also en
couraged the creation and strengthening of nationally-owned hardware manu
R&D.

facturers

through preferential purchasing, cheaper finance for R&D-snd

investment projects, and the promotion of mergers.

f9( \

In the 1970's this

support was extended towards new products in the sector, such as data
transmission, micro-electronics (semiconductors) and software, as those
became increasingly important and at the same time dominated by U.S.-firms.
In addition, governments in many countries also started to become involved
in promoting the use of computer-based technology in other sectors, most
predominantly telecommunications, office equipment, industrial plant and
NC-machine tools.
6.2.2. Industrial policy initiatives with regard to hardware production
and RSD since the mid-1960's
The Conservative Governments during the late 1950's and early 19bO's
were, according to E. Moonman (1971, p. 86), against an independent U.K.
computer industry.

This was exactly the period, when the U.S. multina

tionals set up their own subsidiaries through acquisitions or direct in
vestment in U.K. and the rest of Western Europe. Between 195? and 1965
these U.S.-firms raised their market share in the U.K. from almost 0% to
Concerned about: this trend and generally determined to develop a
science and technology policy (the socalled "white hoi; revolution" an

50%.

nounced by Harold Wilson 'in 1963) the Labour Government reverse.! 1 the po
sition of non-intervention adopted by their predecessors and e.vU'M i shed
in Min Tech a government department to sponsor, among other sectors> the

Min Tech's intentions, which r.f r<.-r 19G|j became off ic im
policy, concentrated mainly at that stage on policies to si. ren^ then doi,ie <: "

computer industry.

tic hardware producers and support the sector's R.8D-e.fforls botn of which
will be briefly discussed in this section,
Rationalisation among domestic manufacturers of hardware had already
begun in 1959-in the wake of the entry into the U.K.-market of U. S.-f i i n; c ,
when British Tabulating Machines and Power Samas Accounting M/.chinc;,
merged to create International Computers £• Tabulators (ICT).

Between i'^i

and 1963 ICT acquired the. computer activities of General Electric, EM!,
and Ferranti which gave it the technical and financial resources to ia.jncn
Faced with this expansion of ICT, Englir-h
Electric (EE) took over Leo Computers in 19&3 snc^ Marconi's Computer Divi
sion in 196*4. By the time of Min Tech's creation in 196'-* the U.K. hsd
its successful 1900 series.

therefore three, major computer firms, IC'F, EE and El 1 iott Automation (EA) ,
each with its own series of computers to cater for the different market
needs. Because of the strong presence of U.S.-firms in the U.K. and as
part of the publicly supported "merger boom" in the second half of the
1960's the Labour Government believed like officials elsewhere in Europe in
the need for creating "national champions" (i.e. single, dominant, domestic
firms in sectors such as computers) as the only way to maintain viable and
internationally competitive industries under domestic control. One step
in this direction with regard to computers came in 196? > when the IRC sup
ported in its efforts to rationalise the electrical engineering sector i hemerger between EE and EA (see sec. A.2.5. above). In the meantime the
government had developed close contacts with ICT and had become convinced
of the firm's qualities in management and product development. When ICT
approached the government in 1968 with a proposal to integrate EE/EA's
computer activities into its operations, Min Tech was mere than willing to
provide the required support. (77)
After a Bank of England-directive tTght~eriedn~eastng finance and^began
*

to affect ICT's export business, a large proportion of which was carried
out on a rental basis, the company wanted to strengthen its base. On the
basis of results from its company model (described in footnote 27), which
found the linkage with EE/EA viable and emphasised the emerging convei gence between data processing and communications equipment, ICT proposed
to Min Tech a merger between ICT and EE/EA with participation of telecom
munications producer Plessey and asked for financial assistance from the
government. Under the powers of the Industrial Expansion Act 1368 (see
k.2. 6.) Min Tech agreed to invest h3.5 m. worth of shares for a 10,^9%

holding in the new firm ICL, in which former ICT-share holders v.'ere to
hold 53.55% and the rest was to be evenly shared between ilL' and Plfsscy
at 17.98% each.

The merged group had at that time (mid- I SbS) 3^.000 em

ployees and was the largest producer of commercial and scientific computers
outside the U.S.A.
Besides continuing to develop, manufacture v market and service exist
ing ranges of computers, including iCT's 1900 sciies, Ef. ! s System '-! (sup
posedly the. world's first all-purpose system employing fully integrated
microcircuits and including with its most versatile computer V/S also
U.K.'s first rnul t i-access central processor), and EA's ^100 range, ICL and
Plessey agreed to form a joint development company (called Data CcmTiUn i ca
tion Sciences) to study and promote the convergence bet<veen computer and
communication activities.

Based on company estimates of its R&D-require-

mcnts, including expenditure on upgrading and integrating its existing
ranges and preparing a "new generation of computers, grants of up to h13«5 m.
were to be provided by Min Tech between 1968 and 1971 in support of ICL's
R&D.
The comparatively tight conditions of public control and monitoring
included: a) the appointment of a government nominee to ICL's board;
b) the approval by Min Tech of changes in the management personnel and in
the structure of the firm's share capital, of association with a foreign
company, of changes in the nature of its business, of any disposal of as
sets or undertakings that requires consent of its shareholders, and of its
dividend policy; c) a commitment by ICL to maintain R&D at or above an
agreed level; and d) bi-annual reports on the firm's progress and plans
concerning R&D, as specified in Min Tech (1968). This detailed agreement
was based on continuing the close links between ICL and Min Tech.
In July 1973, after the recession of 1971/72 had reduced ICL's inter
nally generated cash to be spent on R&D, the government agreed to provide
ICL with fc^O m. as launching aid for the development of a new range of com
puters which became known as the 2900 series. This aid followed an ap
praisal of iCL's forecasts and detailed projections 1970/71-1975/76 by a
merchant bank under commission from the DTI and was made recoverable
through a levy on pre-tax profits (In excess of 7-5% of turnover up to a
maximum of 25% of total profits between 1977 and 1985). in the meantime
ICL's R&D-programme and financial performance were to be monitored regu
larly by the government to link the payment of installments of aid to pro
gress in R&D and corporate finance which further increased public control.

ICL also received substantial help from the (|ov<>i nnicn c through mc<:sures which v;ere designed to increase the firm's sales. Ai:>.?.rt from mkinu
computers eligible for investment grants, the government adopted a pi.-rchosing policy that gave, preference to Id-computers. (2.8) Reflecting a general
principle spelled out in D.E.A. (1967) to use public procurernent as a means
of support ing .domestic firms especially in advanced technology areas, buoh
as nuclear power, aerospace, telecommunications, this policy was paitic.ularly effective in the case of computers, where., according to r>CST (1^/1,
Q. 635, p. 103) and SCST (1971A, pora. M), public sector demand grew faser in the last decade than that of private industry. The pi ^.ference for
ICL-computers was established, as described in SCSI (1971A, para. 1'fO), by
single tenders for Id's large computers (and oftcr 1971 also for ii:s snail
computers). Competitive tenders (including at least one offer for a system
manufactured in the U.K.) were only made in those cases, where 1CL was un
able to meet the conditions of single tendering demanding satisfactory
price, performance, and delivery dates. In exceptional circumstances,
where the penalties of transferring from another manufacturer would be too
great, further orders went to those firms (other than ICL) which were the
original suppliers of a particular system. This policy in support of ICL
was especially effective for orders within the central government over
which the bodies responsible for public procurement had a much higher de
gree of control than with regard to computer use by local authorities ond
the nationalised industries. (29)
ICL demanded in SCST (1970, p. 33"3^) improved management techniques
and information-gathering methods within the government and civil service,
that would increase the use of computers. It also wanted "statements of
intent" by officials of long-run purchasing plans to give ICL time end
security for its product development. But it is clear nevertheless that
«
preferential public purchasing helped the firm to raise its domestic mar
ket share and to gain substantial export orders from customers impressed
%
with the extensive application of ICL-computers within the U.K. Government..
With public sector demand absorbing in 1970 30% of the total U.K. market,
ICL claimed in SCST (1971A, Q 885, p. 159) to have won between 1968 and
1971 70% of all orders by the central government, QO'l cf those from the:
local government, and 75% of those from the nationalised industries. Cen
tral government's orders of ICL-computers alone totalled b.36.1 m. between
1368 and 1971 and continued during the 1970's at an annual rate of fcl?20 m. The government decided to maintain this discriminatory bias in
favour of ICL throughout the 1970's despite complaints hyt U.S.-co;r,p.-jnSc.-3
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and criticisms directed against this practice's effect on efficiency.
'
By and larae. government support for the iniii-n) merger > M 1968, for
subsequent R&D-activities and for the marketing of proc'ucls through prefer
ential procurement policy has strongly contributed to the strength and con
tinued growth of ICL.

Between 1968 and 1972 the company carried O'.it sub
stantial post-merger rationalisation which largely improved its interna
tional competitiveness. This process included a rnr>jor reorganisation of
its management structure which shortened lines of communications, concen
trated its very large R&D-activities under single management control, and
created new divisions aimed at more aggressive marketing of its products.
Between early 1971 and September 19/2 the workforce, was cut from 37.500
to 27.700. ICL also diversified its activities to respond to new market
trends, to integrate its production through better control over the supply
of components and to upgrade its computer systems.
After initial post-merger difficulties, which arose from having to
market two largely incompatible products and having to overcome technical
problems with the rather uncompetitive System k (which it had inherited
from EE), ICL used the funds from the government to integrate its product
range, its different production lines and it.3 R&D-organ isat ion. Continued
public assistance for its RSD provided ICL with the necessary financial
backing to launch technically very advanced and price-competitive products
that corresponded to the changed user needs (see footnote 30 and thus were
commercially successful. ICL was not only Europe's largest computer firm,
but was also its only company which refused to follow the "compatibility"
strategy of designing products that v/ere interchangeable and integrable
with IBM-systems. Instead ICL managed to create its own market segment
independent of IBM's products.
With these massive initiatives the company succeeded in rapidly con
verting losses of up to h5 m. on System 4 after 1968 into profits which
v/ere steadily expanding 'in the 1970's. In the crucial post-merger period
1969~72 ICL increased its turnover, pre-tax profits and productivity by <n
annual average of 12-15%. each year. During that period the firm substan
tially raised production efficiency (indicated by better asset utilisation)
as a result of rationalisation. Stock turnover was improved in the period
1968-72 by 63% which according to SCSI (1973B, p. 22 f., para. 15) reduced
the total funds required per unit of turnover and thus also the need to
obtain short- and long-term loans. It achieved a strong increase in iis
domestic market share which, helped by preferential purchasing in the |.HI'J-

lie sector, exceeded 50% in the early 19/0's. Its creation, reonjnnir.ation and expansion, all assisted by public funds, led to the decline of"
IBM's U.K. market share from 42% in 1«6? to 28% in -969.
In 1976 the government's equity holding was transferred to the NEB
and subsequently increased to 24.4% at a cost to the NEB of c.7.11 in. This
enabled ICL to acquire the international operations and certain manufactur
ing assets of U.S.-owned Singer Business Machines and Coyar Corp. which
significantly enhanced Id's strength especial iy in crucial export markets.'
Its sales increased by 20% in 19/5/76 and by 45% in 1976/77 to h4l8,6 m.,
with exports rising by an astonishing 85% in 76/77 to provide for the first
time more than half of total revenue. Pre-tax profits increased by 42% in
75/76 and by 31% in 1976/77 to b30,3 m. These impressive growth figures
were achieved in a period of generalized world-wide recession during which
capital investment in most countries was rather sluggish.
Reflecting Labour's emphasis on expanding its science and technology
policy, a series of initiatives were undertaken after 19^5 that were de
signed to support R&D, user application, training and product development
beyond direct intervention in the computer hardware sector centering
around ICL. NRDC's role in support of ICT's semiconductor activities has
already been mentioned. This was part of a L8 m. programme in the mid-60's
through which NRDC also helped EA in its work on industrial process control
and both EE and Ferranti to develop their computer range. Furthermore, we
have also discussed above (in 4.3.2. and 4.3.3.) the RSD-activities of the
(32^
government-owned IREs.
'
Sec. 4 of the S&T-Act 1965 entitled the government to commission cer
tain non-nuclear R&D-projects to be carried out by the AEA which in the
course of its nuclear reactor program and related work had acquired consid
erable expertise in the use of computers. Its main sec. 4-funded activity
in this area began in 1966 with the establishment of the Aldermaston Pro
ject for the Application of Computers in Engineering (APACE) at the AEA to
foster the use of computers in engineering design, in management, and es
pecially for NC-machine tools. With an operating budget of tO,l65 m. p.a.
APACE held many educational courses, designed program packages for NC tools
and, most importantly, encouraged the use of computers for production and
stocK control. Despite its valuable contribution in the area of computer
application public funding of the APACE was stopped in the wake of disen
gagement during 1970/71. Under sec. 5 of the S&T Act 19^5 Min Tech,
through its newly created Systems and Automation Division, placed extra
mural contracts on a cost-sharing basis with private industry to fund
4
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risky projects which, if successful, would promote computer explication
and automation on an sector-wide basis with significant gains in efficien
cy.

Projects included automation of warehousing, cold strip rolling m : lls,
and drawing offices in addition to inventory control and production con
trol.

In collaboration wi.th Cambridge University Min Tech set iip in 19^7
the Computer Aided Design Centre. (CADC) to make if the primary rational
centre for the demonstration and application of computer aick'd. design tech
niques using large multi-access computers. Because it took s long time
and large capital outlays to make the CADC operational (including services
to industry for example in North-West England using remote terminals con
nected to the Centre in Cambridge through GPO's communication network), it
only had about 50 registered users by 1971 paying CADC b100.000 p.a. for
its services. The tempo of its activities increased however, rapidly dur
ing the first half of the 1970's.
To encourage product development within the computer industry Min
Tech decided in ?965 to expand the range of activities and the funding
carried out under its Advanced Computer Technology Project (ACTP). Based
on the launching aid-principles of splitting project costs equally between
private industry and the government and of recovering public funds through
a levy on sales of successful end products, ACTP had supported since its
start in 1963 basic research with the aim of developing pre-prototypes of
new computer systems. In 1965 its scope was widened to include support for
promising developments, which private firms would not have been able to
undertake on their own, in all aspects of the computer industry, including
peripherals, software and application techniques. ACTP-contracts were
closely monitored by Min Tech's special Project Officers who not only
received progress reports from each contractor, but also brought in the
IREs and thus provided an outlet to industry for expertise within govern
ment laboratories. Of the 76 contracts completed until 1970 (mostly in
hardware) only 21 were directly commercially exploitable, 28 required fur
ther work and 27 did not bring any satisfactory results. Nevertheless,
ACTP was seen by many firms as a valuable method of support to encourage
advanced developments and reduce unnecessary duplication of effort.
In June 1966 Min Tech established also the National Computing Centre
(NCC). Drawing income from members' subscriptions, charges on Its con
sultancy services and a grant-in-aid, by which the government covered NCC's
deficit, the Centre was to act as a focal point for encouraging the use of
computers. It provided information and advice (such as on existing computer

programs which it has collected and collated), organised educational pro
grams and training courses for computer personnel, and designed proqr.iin
packages or data processing standards. Although at least to some extent:
successful in the fields of education and training (where it helped to
tackle the severe shortage of skilled manpower in the industjy), standardi
sation of programs and languages, and information, lack of funds in the
early 1970's forced the NCC to expand its revenue-bringing service activi
ties at the expense of its other, free benefits to industry. Neverthe
less, with 480 members (in 1970) it managed to cover roughly one third of
all the computer installations in the country.
While all these Min Tech-initiatives in support of R£-D in the computer
industry did not involve large sums of public expenditure (as evident from
Table 6.4), they clearly benefitted a wide range of manufacturers and users.
Not surprisingly, in evidence to the various inquiries by the SCST into the
industry during the early 1970's many firms demanded higher levels of pub
lic support for their R&D-activities and objected to the budget cuts during
1970/71. Reduced funding affected most of these measures in the wake of
disengagement, but was soon later reversed (see Table 6.4.). Industry also
criticised the lack of coordination between the various support schemes and
of commercial judgement on the part of policy-makers in charge. Again in
response to these complaints voiced by private firms in the -SCST-Reports,
the government tried to improve the situation, this time by setting up in
197^ the Computers, System and Electronics Requirement Board (CSERB) to
administer, coordinate and improve the market-oriented relevance of public
support for the sector's R&D,

Table 6.4. Public Expenditure for computer-related R£D-activity
1968/69 - 1972/73 (in t'OOO)

ICL ReD-support
ACTP
APACt
CADC
NCC

other extra-mural
contracts

Total

1968/69

1969/70

1970/71

1971/71

1972/73

Jf,000

4,000

530
119
1,136

A25
127
W

2,250
450
-

8,800
665

550
313

419

___

596
313

3,250
628
130
493
643
360

606
230

___

668
807
170

h6,648 m.

___

fc5,915 m.

___

b5,504 m.

___

-

h3,955 m. hi 1,110 m.

SOURCE: SCST (1971A, para. 188) and SCST 0973B, App. 14, p. 181).
NOTE: Excluded from T.6.4 are the

iREs-projects which are not separately

identifiable, support by the NRDC, R&D-gronts from the Science Research
Council, expenditure by the CSD In support of proc.ut einent policy, and new
government initiatives in 19/2/73 and after which will he discussed belov;.
6.2.3. Extension of industrial policy af_t_er_J_97_2 into new expd n_sjon areas
of the computer industry.
The detailed analyses and mass of evidence from industrial represent
atives, which covered all aspects of the corr^uter industry -and formed the
basis for SCSI-Reports between 1969/70 and 1972/73 on this sector, revcnlcd
an overconcentration of government intervention in the hardware sector of
the industry and a lack of much needed public, support for other, rapidly
expanding computer-related activities. This one-sided allocation of public
resources seemed particularly short-sighted in light of future market
trends which predicted extremely rapid growth for software, peripherals,
semi-conductors. Although U.K. firms engaged in latter activities were
comparatively stronger and more, competitive than their European counter
parts, they were seriously threatened both at home and overseas by the much
larger and technologically more advanced U.S. firms. The compelling find
ings and recommendations of the various SCST-Reports convinced the Conser
vative Government of the need for action and triggered off a series of in
dustrial policy measures after 1972 which since then have been constantly
expanded Into an overall strategy.
6.2.3.1. intervention in the software and services sector: New technologi
cal developments (such as minicomputers for special purpose applications,
"real-time" and distributed computing with large, multi-access central pro
cessors), growing varieties of computer applications and number of users,
and the pressure to use expensive nachlnery, such ,3S computers, efficient
ly, all combined to enhance the importance of software, services and con
sultancy (for details se,e footnote 25). The fragmented software and serv
ice industry in the U.K. managed early enough to take advantage of this
trend, and its firms outgrew in the late 1S60's and early 1970's the much
more centralised and initially larger French competitors. But despite
growth rates of 30% p.a. U.K.'s so.ftware houses, service bureaux and con
sultancies felt increasingly constrained by lack of financial resources
and skilled manpower which made it more difficult to win large orders at
home, and abroad against the overwhelming competition from U.S. firms. The
pressure on U.K. firms to substantially strengthen their operations was

exacerbated during 1968*72 with IBM's decision of "unbundl I m.], " by which
hardware sales were separated from software sales with belter prospects of
large, lucrative "turnkey contracts" being awarded to software firms, and
because of the growing tendency of U.S. firnu to or. ier the booming Euro
pean market through acquisitions and direct investment to set up local
subsidiaries.
Against this background of developments representatives of the soft
ware industry (including bureaux and consultancies) felt tha-: up to 19/0/7
government policies not only had ignored, but actually had in their wider
repercussions harmed private firms. The SET as a tax on employment in the
service sector between 1966 and 1971, for example, seriously impaired the
cash flow of the labour-intensive software houses. According to N. Foy
(1971, P« 20-21), the NCC did not sufficiently advance the standardisat ion
of software products or make available information about existing software

elements which together constrained the market demand in this sector. At
the same time NCC competed with private firms by selling its own packaged
programs and consultancy services.
In general, private industry was strongly opposed to the development
of internal software and service bureau facilities within government de
partments and laboratories. The government was inclined to build up its

own "in-house" software capacities, because a lot of its activities were
confidential and because many bodies within the state apparatus claimed
to have better knowledge of the specialised applications and software re
quirements of their computerised work than any private contractor. But.
as evident from N. Foy (1971, p. 23~25) and SCST (1970, Q. 763, Q. 1060,
Q. 1193~7), private firms felt: a) that this practice exacerbated their
manpower problem by absorbing too high a proportion of scarce skills and
labour resources, b) that many of the "in-house" facilities were ineffi
cient because of underut i 1 izat ion and lack of commercial testing, c) thc-t
some government bodies with substantial software capacity, such as GPO's
National Data Processing Service (NDPS), AEA, NCC, and some of the IREs,

were an "unfair" competitive threat to private firms because of their
financial support from public funds, and d) that the resulting absence of
contracts from government weakened private firms in terms of both finance

and capacity/expertise to win much needed export orders. Government pro
curement policy with regard to software was also restricted by the prac
tice of placing the total order to the hardware firm (mostly 1CL) which
then either provided its own software or (as was the case with U.K.'s
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first real-time system, the London Airport Cargo Elcctronir Oota Proccu:;ing Scheme, and later similar systems for U.K. airlines) subcontracted v . S
firms.

For these reasons independent U.K. software houses had been ex

cluded from government contracts, while U.S. competitor'-, benefi tu-.d not
only from strong preferential purchasing by their own government arid exter
nal financing through the "over the counter 1 '-market in shares., but also
from orders of the U.K. Government. In addition, the lac 1' of public fund-
ing for R&D in software was also subject to strong c.r i t ich-rr..
In response to these complaints the U.K. Government b-^gan in 137? to
formulate an industrial policy that comprised a scries of measures in sup
port of the software sector.

For one thing purchases by the public sector

of consultancy, software and support service from private U.K. firms were
raised from a level of hO.8 m. p.a. between 1969 and 19/1 to over 1:2.5 m.
p.a. in 1972/73. In DTI (1572C, para 5) the government announced in addi
tion a program in support of R&D in software which made up to h3 m. p.a.
available under Sec. 5 of the S&T Act 1965 and was to be administered by
the newly created CSERB. This program included: a) the reorientation of
ACTP towards software, and in particular the setting up and funding of an
ACTP-monitored Applications Development Scheme, under which contracts
would be placed for the development of advanced application systems to
meet customer requirements, involving in addition to ICL also computer
users and software houses; b) a Software Pioducts Scheme, in which the NCC
would in close collaboration with the software industry and on a "pumppriming" basis support the development of software products to help users
improve their programs and the efficiency of their systems (with the inten
tion of sustaining this launching aid scheme thereafter by the proceeds of
a levy on the sales of developed products); c) contracts placed again on a
cost-sharing basis for the development of suitable software to be used in
connection with remote computer terminals and thus advance the all-import
ant "real time" technology; and d) study contracts placed by the DTI and
the CCA (e.g. on data networks) aimed at increasing industry's capability
to meet market demands. With all these schemes being based on cost-shar
ing development contracts the government's contribution (of up to t3 m.
annually) represented only about 50% of tne program costs. This initia
tive, supervised by the CSERB in close consultation with industry, custo
mers, and the state's RsD-bodies, clearly represented a break with the
past of concentrating public support almost entirely on hardware and proMr \

vided the softv/are industry with much needed fund:, for R-T-D.
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After the 197^ elections the commitment: to support the domestic soilware industry was continued by the Labour Government..

In April 1975 the

provisions of the Industry Act 1972 were revised to rrvike ccmp'jter software
eligible for RGD.

And in footnote 1*» of Ch. 5 we hove already discussed

briefly a sec. 8-scheme since September 1977 to finance feasibility stud
ies by consultancies to discover application possibilities for computeraided production management (CAPM) in small firms.
Despite increased government support and the doubling of its turnover
from t^5 m. in 1970 to b.90 m. in 1976, the U.K. software industry itill
did not overcome its major 1imirations.of undercapitalisation, fragmenta
tion (only nine of its 300 firms had sales in 1976 of over 12 m.) and lack
of export orders (sales overseas amounted in 1976 to only 10% of total
turnover).

At the same time the importance of software had rapidly in

creased during the 1970's, accounting in 1976/77 on average for over 70£
of the cost of a working computer installation. This situation led in
1977 to a significant expansion of state intervention in the software sec
tor to tackle its difficulties. More than six years after leading soft
ware houses and service bureaux had asked the government for special as
sistance in their exporting activities, the NRDC set up in January 1977
a subsidiary, Compeda Ltd., with a budget of t2 m., to undertake the world
wide marketing of computer-based application systems related to engineering
design. These included software and system packages developed recently
with support from public funds by universities, private firms and the var
ious government-sponsored research organisations, such as industrial engi
neering software for job costing and production line optimisation, and a
system for designing integrated circuits.
But the most important policy initiative in this sector so far came
with NEB's decision in February 1977 to establish a subsidiary, INSAC Data
Systems, at a cost of h20 m. until 1982 and as a major intervention tool
to satisfy the needs of the industry at a lime, when technological develop
ments in micro-electronics (especially the arrival of microcomputers based
on thumbnai1-sized chips) are likely to create a mass market for computers
and thus also for software. NEB's strategy, as spelled out in detail in
C. LORENZ (1977), is based on taking shareholdings of at least 25V in a
few selected leading firms engaged in software or service activity as a
method of providing much needed external finance for their expansion.

In

exchange these firms would become members of INSAC's Board which would
organise the marketing overseas of existing product? to raise the sector's
export potential and overcome the competitive disadvantages of fragmenta- 203 -

tion and lack of coordination. INSAC would also fund and coordinate be
tween its members the development of new products with good . prospects of
selling in selected overseas markets.
Since September 1977, when INSAC became operational, I,T!J h-is acquired
a) a 29.9% stake in CAP (one of U.K.'s largest software companies with
sales of h6.5 m. in 1976/77) for bO.55 m., b) a 30* stake in SPL for
hO.6 m. (a computer service firm with an export-share of 50% which NEB
helped to restructure into SPH, i.e. SP Holdings Ltd.), c) a 2ot stake fohO.5 rn. in Systime Ltd. (one of U.K.'s largest independent systems houses,
producing hardware, writing its own software and providing fui] mainten
ance support, with sales after four years of existence reaching b/4,2? in.
in 1976/77) and d) a 26% stake for hO.18 m. in Systems Designers Interna
tional Limited (SOIL, another computer service firm, specialising in con
sultancy and system programs for mini- and micro-computer applications).
In addition NEB offered loans to SPH (hi m.), Systime (hO.7 IM.) and SOIL.
(b0.3.rn.). Discussions with other firms are continuing, as NEB plans to
increase INSAC's membership to 10 by 1978/79.
INSAC's long-run strategy depends on establishing a presence in the
U.S., where the market for computer services is worth b6 bn. p.a. (i.e.
50% of the world market) and has been growing by 19% p.a. on average over
the last few years. With pay for system analysts and programmers anH
development costs for program packages in the U.K. only half of those ir.
the U.S. the NEB is optimistic about INSAC's market entry in the U.S.
For this purpose it has established an office in New York, and also plans
some "strategic" acquisitions of U.S. firms. Over the last year INSAC
began its marketing operations which included a) GPO's new real-time, dis
tributed computing system, Viewdata, which uses any television as a compu
ter terminal to receive required information (about business statistics,
timetables, etc), b) CAP's so-called "cross translation" method of pro
gramming microprocessors and -computers which is a technological break
through with substantial sales potential for a new market, and c) support
for CAP's product development, including funds from HCC and NKDC for its
Micro-Cobol project costing b2 m. (a program language for mini-computers),
plus negotiations with Mostak (one of the leading producers of micropro
cessors in the U.S.) to use Micro-Cobol for programming its new small bus
iness computer. Within 15 months INSAC has thus managed to attract five
new members (the four NEB-subsidiaries and the GPO with regard to export
ing Viewdata) and to begin selling some very promising new products. It
is, however, yet too early to say whether INSAC's main objective, to sol!
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software and services to the large U.S. computer manufcYciiun-Ts and users,
will be met with success. Nevertheless, it ib clearly the climax of sf-^re
intervention in the software industry which since 1972 lias been constantly
intensified.
6.2.3.2. Measures in support of semiconductor technology: As in the case of
software this is an area of rapid technical advance and massive growth po
tential, dominated by U.S.-firms (see footnote 25). It cerotors around con
centrating a maximum of components into integrated circuits and intercon
necting as many of those as possible within a socalled "chip." Today chips
are produced at a size of a thumbnail that have the processing power of a
large computer (more than ten thousand times its s>ze) 15 years ago. The
consequent reduction of production cost not only resulted in o booming
mini- and microcomputer market, but opened computer use to a mass market
with an unpredictably wide range of application possibilities which are
now beginning to be explored (e.g. typewriters, digital watches, calcula
tors, learning aids, etc).
Until 1978 both production of integrated circuits and government sup
port for the development of semiconductor technology in the U.K. had
reached only fairly modest proportions. In the years before 1967/68 the
NRDC had funded Ferranti and especially ICT to build up "in house" capa
cities of integrated circuitry for use in their own computer series (see
6.2.2. above). After an early IRC-study of micro-electronics and its fu
ture potential in 1967 Min Tech and NRDC concluded an agreement with GEC,
Ferranti, and Plessey for a b5 m. support scheme between 1968 and 1972 to
assist those companies in R&D and production of custom-built integrated
circuits for specialist applications. This was followed in December 1972
by another h10 m. aid fund under the S&T Act 1965*to ensure until 1978 the
continued government support for the expansion of this activity by the
three leading U.K. manufacturers of semiconductors. By mid-1976 122 pro
jects had been approved which involved the development of approximately
300 custom-built circuits at a cost of h3-9 m. in public assistance. At.
that time total sales of the three firms in this field exceeded L10 m. p.a.
of which kQ% were in direct exports. Encouraged by the success cf the
scheme the government decided in February 1978 to provide a further blO m.
under sec. 8 of the 1972 Act for the development of micro-circuits to keep
the U.K. micro-electronic components sector up to date with the latest
technological developments. At the same time (in March 1978) NCC set up
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three new working groups to study the problems and future of microproces
sors. And both the Electronic Components SV/P and the NCB wore involved !o
discussions with the industry as part of the Industrial Strotcqy, in the
context of which electronic components hod previously been selectee as one
of five sectors for especially intensive industrial policy efforts (see
above 5.2.^.)•
It was precisely this intensified exercise of analysis and di scurf, ion
as part of the Industrial Strategy during 1.977/70 which exposed tiic inade
quacies so far of U.K. Government intervention and industrial efforts it,
light of dramatic developments in semiconductor technology and which re
sulted in major pol I cyinduced reorganisation and expansion of this sector
during the latter half of 1978. The key reason for this higher level of
intervention was the fear expressed by many U.K. industrialists and offi
cials that the U.K. (and other European economies) would become totally
dependent on importing standard mass-produced circuits, which are likely
(''? ^' }
to find growing application in many new areas, from the U.S. and Japan.
While the techniques of making silicon chips out of microscopic cir
cuits with ever higher storage density will radically alter the computer,
telecommunications and other parts of the electronic industry, its future
impact more generally on mass consumption articles and standard production
methods is still yet unforeseeable, but certainly enormous. Total world
sales in 1977 of chips already amounted to U.S.-$3-5 bn., but will increase
to at least U.S.-$10 bn. by 1985. Presently, more than 90£ of the world's
integrated circuit production is carried out by Japanese or U.S. firms,
with Phillips being up to now the only major European producer.
Not only is this a market with vast growth potential, but the costs
of producing standard integrated circuits are extremely high because of
automated production methods and the expensive replacement of the present
etching process with electron beam lithography needed to achieve the much
higher densities of future generations of circuits. Therefore only with,
high volume production wi11 firms be able to cover the overheads and at
the same time compete with the already established giant U.S. sernicond-.ictor firms, such as Intel, ITT, Texas Instruments, and Motorola. Given
thece high entry costs massive government support has become a necessary
precondition in any national effort to catch up with the U.S. multination
als and create a domestic, independent semiconductor industry. The Japan
ese Government has been spending over the last years blOO rn. p.a. to sup
port R&D and coordinate the investment into production capacity. Between
197*1 and 1978 the German Government contributed some h75 m. to the invest- 206 -

ment program of Siemens and AEG, but its support for Siemens' entry into
the production of silicon chips is likely to continue after 19?8 at a con
siderably higher level. The French Government has offered h'/'O m. to
Thomson CSF and Phillips 1 subsidiary RTC (France's two largest semi conduc
tor firms) on the condition that they agree to a joint v^-ntijre with a
U.S. firm. And Phillips 1 strategy, supported by Dutch officials, has been
to buy U.S. technology.
In the midst of all these international initiatives bo:;!i SV/P and NEB
concluded together that the U.K. industry was in on extremely weak position
The R&D-support schemes to Fcrronti, Plcssey and GEC between 1968 <nnd IS/o
had resulted in sales of semiconductors of h;20 m. p.a. or less than 1% of
world output in 1977- In addition, almost ail of tho products marketed by
the three firms had so far been special circuits designed for a particular
customer which were comparatively unprofitable because of low production
volume. Possible expansion into higher volume-production of standard com
ponents specific to a particular industry (which many experts believe is
the only viable European strategy against U.S. and Japanese firms concen
trating predominantly on standard mass-produced components) has been block
ed by order delays of the GPO for its new System X. Merger talks between

Ferranti and Plessey failed in 197^ with Ferranti's rescue by the NEB and
again in 1978 because of Plessey's lack of capacity to expand its produc
tion of circuits into the higher-volurne markets of standard components
with special performance characteristics or for particular industries.
Ferranti (now owned to 50% by the NEB) on the other hand was intent to
grow through investment into the development of a SK-chip and into the ac
quisition of Interdesign Inc. to market its micro-circuits in the U.S.
To reverse this situation of competitive weakness and
duction facilities a series of initiatives were undertaken
1978. GEC, whose semiconductor operations so far had been
confined to R&D, recently signed a joint venture agreement

lack of pro
after summer
very small and
with U.S.-giant

Fairchild to set up a plant in the U.K. that will mass-produce standard
components, such as computer memories and microprocessors (based on th^
metal oxide semiconductor (MOS) technology applied for LSI circuitry), for
special industries, such as telephone exchanges (e.g. GPO's System X).
At the same time GEC will also take over Plessey's semiconductor interests
to expand the design and production of low volume, high-technology tailormade circuits for individual customers. It also expects to benefit from
the production of Plessey's newly developed high-density magnetic bubble
memories which Plessey despite promising market prospects could not manu-20? -

facture because of lack of resources.
In July 1978 the NEB decided to spend hSO m. over the next years to
set up a subsidiary, INMOS, that would begin in 19&0 with Uie production
of standard mass-produced computer memories (i.e. memory circuit^ which
fit almost any computer produced anywhere in !:ho world) and v.v.uld therefore
directly compete with the giant corporations of the U.S. and Jjp-an for a
world-wide mass market. NEB expects INMOS to have by 1933/8'! an pnnu'jl
turnover of hlOO in. p.a. and a workforce of ^000. To achieve this goal
INMOS will produce VLSI-chips. While 16X chips only begin to appear rlcjhc
now, IMi'OS will produce, the next generation, the 64 K chips, and. wi i * thus
be one of the first: in the market to offer these new mi cro~c i rcui ts. I MHOS
managed to employ some top U.K.-technicians, which had emigrated to the
U.S., but were willing to come back to the U.K, They are three of the
maybe 25 engineers in the present-day world that can cope with the extra/ TQ \

ordinarily complicated. design of the 6^K chip.
In addition NEB will continue to support the expansion plans of Ferr~
anti, which it controls through a 50% stake and which since its rescue in
1975 has experienced a remarkable recovery, with possible integration into
INMOS at a later stage. To round up its new industrial policy with regard
to semiconductors the Do I announced in July 1978 two industry-wide schemes.
A b15 m. scheme under sec. 5 of the Science and Technology Act 1%5 was
designed to encourage the use of micro-processors in a wide range of indus
tries. Grants were to be paid for training and education courses by the
NCC, for consultancy and feasibility studies concerning the application of
microprocessors (with the WSL in a coordinating and supervisory role), and
for projects by companies to apply microprocessors in production processes
or end-products. A second scheme, using funds under both sec. 5 of the
S&T Act 1965 and sec. 8 of the Industry Act 1972 totalling h?0 m., aimed
at providing financial assistance for projects by both U.K. firms and the
domestic subsidiaries of foreign multinational coinpanies which would in
crease their production capacity for mass produced standard micro-elec
tronic circuits, lower volume specialised circuits, or components used in
the manufacturing of these chips. In December 197o the government added
another h^O m. to the first scheme in order to ?c;.elerate the use of micro
processors in industry, provided another b35 m. for educational initiative
by the NCC to inform within three years up to 50.000 decision-makers in in
dustry of the significance of this technology, and L25 m. for a program
to train annually 3000 people in programming and systems analysis. Within
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a very short period of time the effort!, by the NEB and .SWP resulted ihur,
in a major reorganisation of the whole sector. Two strong .domestic groups
(GEC/Fairchild/Plessey and NEB'5 INMOS/Ferranti) hove been created in mid1S78 to ultimately produce the whole rang'? of integrated circuits, rang i P.';
from the custom-built special circuits (Ferranti, Plcsscy) to the standard
ised chips fo'r application in specific industries (GEC-Fai rchi Id) to
INMOS' mass produced multi-application chips. Although the effects of ell
these initiatives will only be felt in the 1980 ! b and cannot be cvaluutec
now, it is clear that during 1378 the Do I finally committed itself with a
total of k300 m. in public funds to support the production, development
and use of this important technology.
2.3.3« Government support for computer peripherals: This is another part
of the computer industry characterised by fragmentation and lack of fi
nance on the part of U.K. firms and the overwhelming dominance by U.S.
firms. Despite very rapid expansion of the peripherals market over the
last ten years and a major increase of imports in the U.K. due to the
limited production capacity of domestic firms the U.K. Government has
until now hardly supported this sector. A few RCD-projects had been sup
ported by the ACTP and NCC in the past. The public purchasing policy ir
preference of Id's computers helped until 1972 also its peripherals sub
sidiary DRI. And after 1972 DRI was supported by NROC's equity participa
tion. It was again th*- NEB, which seriously began to tackle the problem
of undercapitalisation among U.K. peripherals producers, after having
identified the surge of peripherals imports in recent years as the prime
source, of U.K.'s trade deficit in the computer industry. In July 1376 the
Board acquired a 53-^%~stake for fc3.1** m. in DRI (Europe's largest inde
pendent peripherals producer) and has since then funded its expansion pro/ ] f\ \
*
gram.
Current plans focus on linking DRI with a major U.S.-firm, most
likely CDC because of its existing collaboration agreement with ICL, to
give it a mass market overseas.
6.2. A. Government intervention to promote, the applicat ion of computer
technology in related sectors.
So far we have discussed in 6.2.2. and 6.2.3- government support for
the producers of hardware, software, semiconductors, and peripherals. Be
yond direct intervention in the creation ;.md expansion of production capa
city in the various parts of the computer industry we have also r.cnt

the projects and advisory services carried out by government-owned bociios,
such as NCC, ACTP, CADC, APACE, IREs, or through the b.r>5 m. scheme under
the S&T Act 1365, to further the application of computers in industry fur
design, process control, management, and automation of product 'CM- Thei-e
measures to spread the use of computers were thought, to both strengthen the
domestic computer industry by establishing for it new market cutlets and at
the same time accelerate technological change in a variety of activities
and sectors v/ith major efficiency benefits a likely consequence. Durinc.
the 1970's, however, the initial piecemeal support by the- Labour Governneni
of the IS^'O's for R£D in computer applications has been extended and inten
sified to include direct state intervention in those industries which manu
facture products embodying computer-based technology. The government res
cues of KTM in 1973 and of A. Herbert in 197V5 (now a subsidiary of the.
NEB), plus the sec. 8-scheme for the machine tool industry announced in
August 1975 (see 5.2.1. and 5.2.2.), for example, were all part of a sec
toral strategy of public support and control to ensure the continued growt'i
of production and use of NC-machine tools in the U.K. These measures help
ed to maintain the predominance of domestic producers of NOtools in West
ern Europe and were an extension to NEL's previous work (in collaboration
with ICL) on the development of computer programming systems for production
methods based on NC-machine tools. (il)
Possibly the most important link between computer technology and ap
plication occurs presently in the telecommunications sector wh : ch on the.
one hand supplies data transmission products for the rapidly growing real
time, time-sharing and distributed computer networks and on the other hand
makes increasing use of computer-based techniques in the new generations
of telephone exchange and switching equipment. Through its role as sup
plier and user the publicly-owned GPO has a crucial and, as we shall ?ee
below, also controversial role to play with regard to both of these as
pects in the link between computers and telecommunications.
i

Remote computing (see above footnote 25), based on a large central
processor and many smaller computers and terminals, which together con^titute a computer network, allows th 0 more effective use of computer reso'irces, greater speed of service and the more efficient organisation of
geographically widespread establishments, such as banks, airlines, or
petroleum companies. With the growth of such corn-nunication-oriented sys
tems, which according to S. Gill (1971, p. 32) will corvsth.ute by 19^0
90% of all data processing capacity (compared to only 303 in 1970), data
communication equipment becomes an increasingly important oK-.mcnt it. new
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computer installations.
modems

As a monopoly supplier of this equipment, such :v.
(i.e. devices that enable telephone circuits to be ui.ed for date

transmission) or telephone circuits, the GPO controls the development and
expansion of remote computing.
According to the evidence in N. Foy (1971, p. 22} cind S. Gill (19/1,
p. 35-^3) private industry has in the past been very sceptical and criti
cal of GPO's role in this respect. Complaints by private sofuvaie houses
and service bureaux about GPO's NDPS as an "unfair" and threatening com
petitor in the service bureau industry have already been briefly mentioned
in 6.2.3.1. Other firms specialising in software and conc-ji tancy for user-'.
of remote computing systems, such as Urwick-Orr or ITT Data Scrvicos. com
plained about delays by GPO to supply modems and telephone circuits, a:evident from 5. Gill (1971, P- 35). Further tension between private fii PIS
and the GPO arose, when it became increasingly clear in the late 19&0'b and
early 1970's that telephone circuits equipped with modems, (as supplied by
the GPO) were increasingly inadequate in coping with the rapid growth of
data transmission activity.
To overcome this bottleneck the government intensified its efforts to
promote the development and installment of socalled "packet switching"
circuits which significantly improve the speed and the capacity of data
(*42)
transmission.
According to evidence from CAP and other firms in
S. Gill (1971, p. ^2), the new packet-switching circuits imply that data
processing devices will more and more be based on computer designs and
less on voice-traffic devices supplied by the GPO. Therefore the competi
tion and conflict of interests between the computer and telecommunications
equipment producers on the one hand and the GPO on the other will intensi
fy, as each side tries to gain supply contracts at the expense of the
other.
Problematic in this context is also the related need for a new data
transmission network which will not be based on GPO's traditional tele
phone system and switching circuits ("modems"). With the setting up of
EPSS the GPO intends to secure a monopoly position also in this new tech
nology. Private industry has repeatedly expressed reservations about de
pending completely on GPO's supp-y monopoly of computer networks and in
recent years private banks or British Rail have set up their own indepen
dent networks. This tendency, however, poses the problem of establishing
a series of incompatible sub-systems, which cannot be easily merged, and
increases the need for growing standardisation In the design of equipment
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to facilitate the transfer and interconnections between different network.
In order to solve all these problems and ensure the. required degree of
collaboration and planning between all interested parties, the government
set up in October 19/6 the National Committee on Computer Networks (NCCN).
The NCCN was created by the Do I as a forum for discussion Tor al! parties
concerned (including the GPO and various government deparIrnents) and as a
body to advise industry and government on computer networ!,:•>. The particu
lar areas of interest for the NCCN are the social and economic iiv.pl i co 1. ions
of using computer networks, the interests of suppliers and users of h.ircJware and software, national and international standards, ihc relation be
tween private and public networks, and international collaboration.
The government has also recently begun to strengthen domestic pi-oduction of telecommunication and data transmission equipment which as in thecase of computer networks and telephone exchange equipment is a follow-up
to the IRC-study in 1967 cf the relation between the GPO and the tele
communication suppliers. In August 1972 the NRDC provided Plessey with
b*{ m. to assist its projects to develop improved computer-controlled
"stored programme control" (SPC) switching techniques. Plessey benefitted
In this area of R&D also greatly from its joint development company with
ICL (since 1968). It will use this technology in the next generation of"
U.K.'s telephone exchange systems (System X). In April 1978 the NEB ac
quired for a total of hO.15 m. a 30% stake in Automation and Technical
Services (ATS) and for bO.92 m. a 28% stake in Computer and Systems Engi
neering (CASE), both important domestic producers of communications equipment. (A3) This is most likely the beginning of NEB's activity to strength
en this sector's international competitiveness. In addition, the GPO an
nounced in mid-1978 a whole series of new products in the field of communi
cation media, based on using the television as a computerised information
terminal and the telephone as a data transmission device. (W
Finally, the G P 0 also plays a crucial role as a user in the computer
isation of existing and conventional communication systems (i.e. princi
pally telephone exchange and switching equipment). Currently the GPO and
supply firms, such as GEC, Plessey, and the U.S.-owned Standard Telephones
and Cables (STC), prepare the launching of U.K.'s first fully electronic,
digital exchanges, the "System X," by 1981.
This system is intended
to restore the international competitiveness of U.K.'s telecommunication
firms and to provide a major market outlet for the mass production of
standard integrated circuits in the U.K. (see 6.2.3.2). But up to now the
suppliers of telecommunication equipment have suffered f.rom GPO's ordering
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and development strategy. Apart from its decision in the
early 1970's not
to go ahead with a competitive SPC-system tho GPO has also
taken five year;
of discussions and design changes to award the first developm
ent contracts
on the "System X" in mid-1977. And until now the GPO has
been reluctant tc
give any firm commitments about the size of orders for new
c-.quiprncnt. Fur
thermore, GPO's specifications of telephone switchgear have
so far been
very complex and rigid which implies expensive components
for the "System
X" and consequently less competitive U.K. suppliers. A furt
her problem
has been the lack of coordination between the three main U.K.
suppliers
and producers, Plessey, GEC, and SIC, which in the moment
all work sep
arately on different semi - independent, interlocking modules
of "System X,"
but eventually will have to bring together these various elem
ents of the
system and jointly market the system as one package. With
these delays,
uncertainties and communication problems characterising the.
development of
"System X," the U.K. telecommunication industry lost Vc?;luable
time and
opportunity to compete effectively in the booming world mark
et with on
advanced and already proven system. During a time of unpr
ecedented ad
vance in semiconductor component technology designs with too
long a gesta
tion period (even the ones as sophisticated as ''System X")
risk being ob
solete before they are tested.
Again in the context of new computer-based technology the
NEB an
nounced in October 1978 a major initiative in the office equi
pment sector
as a result of its inquiries into this industry. These were
triggered off
(as in the case of•semiconductors) by the decision of policy-m
akers to pay
special attention during the second phase pf the "Industrial
Strategy" to
the expansion of five key export sectors, including office
machinery. The
NEB found a market dominated by large foreign multinational
firms and ra
pid import increases. The generally small U.K. producers
have no complete
product range and suffer from their failure to use micro-el
ectronics tech
nology to develop new products, such as accounting machiner
y, small busi
ness computers, word processors, or automatic typewriters.
For this rea
son the NEB decided to set up for an expected b^O m. a new
subsidiary to
award development contracts for new electronic products and
to market
them. Like the INSAC-concept this new subsidiary would incl
ude private
firms as members and recipients of support for marketing and
R&D in ex
change for NEB's equity participation.
The major question here, which
as in the other instances of sector-related NEB-initiatives
cannot yet be
answered, is whether the NEB-subsidiary can compete effectiv
ely against
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huge firms from overseas without a) integr.it ion between marketing, manu
facture, design and development, without b) on inieiirau-d product, range
to overcome the specialisation of the member firms into their cn.'t: pro
ducts, and c) without being able to match the size of the foreign multi
national s.
In addition, the NEB in November 7& had already taken a con t ro 1 ! i nq •
interest in the rapidly growing, but over-stretched Sinclair Radionics to
promote the development of mass consumer articles which made extensive use
of microprocessors and related elements of micro-electron ice, such r<:- di
gital watches, calculators and pocket-sized television sets. As such,
Sinclair is the only major U.K. firm with new products as advanced as thos
of the U.S. and Japanese producers of semiconductor-based mass consumption
goods.
The industrial policy discussed in this section is a clear indication
of the growing importance of computer application in a wide variety of
sectors. The use of computers has become the central force of technologi
cal change in many industries, leading to radically different production
techniques and products. At the same time growing computerisation of
many products and activities generates the necessary demand for new comput
er technology to be used as software in the areas of industrial process
control, remote computing and data transmission equipment, and as inte
grated circuits and powerful silicon "chips" in telephone exchanges, new
communication media, office machinery, digital watches, calculators, and
mini-televisions. Because of this dynamic Interrelation between computerproducers and users and its importance for- the acceleration and spreading
of technological change the U.K. Governments of the 1970's have gradually
intensified and extended their intervention in support of new areas of
computer application.
6.2.5. Conclusion of case study on U.K. computer industry
For many reasons both the computer industry and industrial policv in
support of this sector are crucially important factors in the development
of U.K. private industry as a whole and in the overall relationship be
tween government and the private sector. For crc, this sector is rapidly
expanding on a world-wide scale, embraces more and more products and act
ivities, and is already playing a central role in determining technologi
cal progress in an increasing number of industrial sectors. At the same
time, the growth prospects, the high risks of developing and producing

advanced technology, the rapid pace of innovations, the international com
petition, and the strategic importance of computer application for many
activities and sectors, alt together have contributed to the pressures
calling for extensive state intervention.. Consequently, industrial policy
in the computer industry, as we have analysed above, consists of a growing
number of intervention tools in support of product devclopme.u1-., K&D into
applications, the establishment of first markets for new products through
purchases by the state apparatus, establishment of domestic oreduction
capacity, and provision of financial resources of firms. It also covers
a constantly widening range of computer-related sectors, apart from hard
ware, such as software, microelectronics (microprocessors and "chips,"
replacing large and loosely combined components with microscopic, more
efficient and powerful, integrated circuits), peripherals, data trans
mission, and user industries (e.g. telecommunication systems, NC-machine
tools, industrial process control, office machinery, mass consumer arti
cles). Therefore, industrial policy has not only been directly useful for
the domestic computer industry, but, due to its extensivencss, Its use of
new tools and techniques of intervention, and its rapid evolution, has
also gradually developed into a central source of influence for overall
state intervention in private industry. For example, it is the sector
with the closest cooperation between private firms and public officials
or bodies, with the most intensive public inquiries, with the widest ra°ge
of policy measures in support of R&D, and with the most extensive involve
ment of the NEB. It is ultimately the major sector in which a high degree
of public control combines with rapid growth and a good profitability
record.
Thus it is not surprising that our analysis of industrial policy in
the U.K. computer industry not only covered in this section practically
all the measures discussed more generally in Part 2. It also reinforced
many of our conclusions about the limits and potential of state intervent

tion in private industry which we arrived at previously in our discussion
of the general evolution of industrial policy in the U.K. (see Part 2).
For example, we again pointed to the negative consequences of having no
industrial policy at all or reducing the level of government support, as
was the case with the effects of "disengagement" (the abolition of invest
ment grants and the IRC, the phasing out of APACE, the budget cuts of ACTP
and other public R&D bodies) and with the lack of public assistance for
software (until 1972), peripherals (until 1976), micro-electronics (before
1978), and office equipment (before 1978).
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A related problem has been the

difficulty for policy-makers to determine the be-it methods of support, os
expressed, for example, in the comparison between the efforts of the IRC
and those of the NEB in the software industry. This also covered the
question of how to avoid the misallocntion of resources, as was the case
with the monopolisation of support for iCL before 1971/72, wiiich wr.s espcc
ially important because of the rapid technological chanr;.?. i;, the industry.
Delayed intervention in the software, microelectronics, peripherals, tele
phone exchange, and office equipment sectors meant that U.K. producers
frequently fell behind overseas competitors (mostly from JapcT. and U.S.A.)
and that a proportionately larger amount of public funds became necessary
to help U.K. firms to catch up. On the other hand, where public funds
were actually spent selectively in support of specific projects and firms,
such public investment often discriminated against firms without such
assistance and/or involved high risks, such as the case of purchasing unproven and new products from ICL or financing the mass production of stan
dard micro-electronic components through the NEB. The offers of financial
support were usually preceded by Inquiries to determine firms and projects
with the most likely maximum of benefits to the competitive strength of
the industry and were accompanied by a monitoring procedure to reduce
risks and ensure the efficient use of public funds by private firms. But
there are not necessarily any adequate criteria that may guide policymakers in their discriminatory intervention and risk prevention. As a
result, industrial policy in the computer industry, as well as generally,
has often been criticised by private firms as "arbitrary" and "unfair" and
by public representatives, such as Parliamentary representatives and com
mittees, as "wasteful" and "inefficient."
Our case-study in this section, however, also confirmed previous
findings and provided new insights concerning the potential of industrial
policy. Not only was the evolution of state intervention in the computerindustry characterised (as elsewhere) by an extension into new areas and
the use of new measures, but to an cv-^n higher degree than vis-a-vis othe
parts of the private industry policy initiatives in this sector became
increasingly coordinated. Good examples of this development were the re
organisation of the machinery responsible for public purchasing (with the
CCA set up as the central agency) in 1972, the establishment of the CSEfU!
in 1972 to coordinate BSD-support measures, and the series of NEB-initiatives in 1978. Both the extension of policy ond its improved integration
into a sectoral strategy resulted directly from "learning processes 15 on
the part of policy-makers, made possible most notably by the inquiries of
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the IRC, the SCSI, the NEB and the SUPs in the context of the industrial
Strategy. The success of Industrial policy In rr.s case of (CL, the com
mercial exploitation of publicly funded projects of product development
and the establishment of INSAC by the NEB were all 3 direct consequence of
close cooperation between private firms and government officials. The
same process of collaboration enabled the various governments to set up
effective monitoring procedures (as with ICL, ACTP, etc.), exercise public
control (as, for example, through the various equity holdings of the NEB)
and readjust measures more towards industry's needs (see the changes of
government procurement policy, the emphasis after 1572 on joint USD-pro
jects where costs and risks are shared both by industry and government,
and NEB's initiatives).
All in all, it is clear that industrial policy helped the U.K. comput
er industry to gain and maintain a strong international position. In the
production of hardware, software, peripherals, and possibly in the 1980 ! s
also of micro-electronics, and telecommunications U.K. firms are leaders
in the European market. It is yet premature to determine whether the re
cent policy initiatives will suffice in the longer-run to establish do
mestic firms capable of competing world-wide with the much stronger firms
of the U.S. and to a lesser extent also of Japan. A logical move against
the competitive threat from the U.S.A. and Japan would be the intensifica
tion of joint collaboration and cooperation at the EEC-level. But various
efforts in this direction have up to now failed to achieve satisfactory
results because of conflicting national interests, the EEC Commission's
lack of intervention power and the slow pace of negotiations, during which
projects under discussion became obsolete because of rapid technological
(L-j\
advances. v "
CHAPTER 7: CASE STUDY 3: LABOUR'S NATIONAL ENTERPRISE BOARD 1975"1978
7.1. The gap between initial conception and actual implementation of
the NEB
The range -»f NEB's activities, its powers and different functions,
which will be discussed in the subsequent sections of this chapter,
developed after 1975 very differently from Labour's original plans
to set up a new and very powerful state holding
company.

These saw the NEB essentially as a major tool of a new Planning

•Mil
Ministry and as a necessary complement to the Planning Agr events SysLei

(?,A.S.)»

In sec ' 5.2.4. we discussed how these-two new instruments, namely

ation
the NEE and the P.A.S. (backed by other measures, such as the nationalis
a
of the largest clearing banks and insurance companies, the setting up oil
Foreign Investment Unit (FIU) , and legal provisions for {.he implementation
of industrial democracy), were to play

a key role in controlling

the power of the largest private, firms to act against the government's
economic and social objectives or to ignore its planning targets.

We also

stressed there that the NEB and the PAS were designed to generate together
the necessary conditions and pressure within private industry for the wide
de
spread adoption in the U.K. of "enterprise investment" which would inclu
n
rapid capacity expansion, major innovational activity, the use of more moder
the
plant and equipment and of the most advanced production techniques, and
accelerated introduction of new products.

This type of investment behaviour,

ice
quantitatively and qualitatively different from the current general pract
an
of "defensive investment" (as defined in the beginning of sec. 2".!.), is
es.
essential component in the achievement and sustainment of higher growth-rat
regen
Although always viewed as part of Labour's overall program of industrial,
n of
eration, the party strategists and politicians involved in the formulatio
c
the initial policy proposals emphasized the need for a new type of publi
ownership in particular in light of the weakness of state intervention in
the past.

So far UK's public sector (with only 20% of UK's GNP in 1973

relatively smaller than that of other European economies, such as
Austria,

Sweden or Italy) had been mainly confined to either

unprofitable basic

industries and infrastructure services or to high-risk

advanced technology sectors.

In order for the state to play a more active

role in industrial reorganisation and to harness the market power of the
er,
leading companies, so as to restore economic sovereignty, it must, howev
command the strategic heights of the modern market
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economy.

This requires an extension of the public sector into Mie

profitable and rapidly growing areas of manufacturing industry.
Furthermore, as pointed out in The Labour Party (1973, p. 10 ~ 11),
past incentives, exhortations and limited measures of control in the
context of industrial policy have had little impact on the level of
investment in industry.

They need to be replaced with more effective

policies, especially since the level of employment, the extent of
regional imbalances and the state of the balance of payments are
largely determined by industry's investment decisions.

Given that

private and public interests concerning these issues do not always
coincide, only direct control through ownership of a substantial and
vital portion of the growing manufacturing industries, which hold the
key to the overall investment performances of the economy, would allow
the Labour Government to achieve essential planning objectives in the
national interest.

Conscious of the fact that, compared to private

companies, existing publicly owned firms seemed to give only few
advantages to their workers, consumers and the general public, the nev;
type of public enterprise would also be explicitly charged with trans
forming power relations by promoting industrial democracy, giving con
sumers more say, and by being judged on the basis of different financial
criteria than private firms.
The NEB, as the newly created state holding company, would therefore be
rs
given adequate power to extend public ownership across key growth secto
in manufacturing industry and to establish the nev;, more democratic type
of public enterprise.

According to the proposals of The Labour Party

(1973, p. 12 and p. 21 - 22) the NEB would have an immediate base by
taking over all existing government shares in joint public-private firms
(such as BP, Short Brothers) and in wholly publicly owned companies (such
as Rolls Royce).

It would gradually acquire a substantial base in the

private sector and should within 4 to 5 years control about one-third
of the turnover, two-fifths of the profits and one-half of the em
ployment of the 100 top manufacturing firms by taking at least a
controlling interest or, wherever possible,
these largest 100 firms.

full control in 20 to 25 cf

The purchase of shares by the NEB for the pur

pose of take-over should be compulsoryj wherever necessary.

Otherwise

take-over attempts could push up the market price of the affected firm's
equity dramatically, if private investors know that the NEB wants to move
fast and has a potentially bottomless purse.

Further expansion of the

NEB would be assured, provided the intentions of the Labour Party to
offer public funds to private industry only in return for a public
share in the assisted firms are realised by future Labour Governments.
Then the NEB would hold all the shares thus acquired by the government.
In the long term, the NEB, by investing mainly in the most profitable
areas of industry or in firms with significant profits after success
fully completed modernisation, would accumulate large sums of retained
earnings for reinvestment and thus expand its influence and its holdings
even further.
The question of how many and which companies to take over in order
to give the NEB the critical minimum size required to carry out its
functions was hotly debated in the Labour Party during the drafting of
the Green Paper on the NEB and of Labour's "Programme 1973."

It was

finally agreed that ownership and control over one of the leading
companies in a particular sector could be adequate, as long as the
holdings of the NEB were spread through

tn/»i»ufacturing industry

to facilitate the coordinated planning of a simultaneous and broad
wave of increased investment acti.vity through the linkages between NEB's
(2) It was also understood that for
subsidiaries in different sectors.
the NEB to exercise strategic control in a particular industry its

subsidiaries would have to be strong and large enough so that their
investment plans and pricing policies would influence the decisions
and plans of the other market leaders.

This does not necessarily

require a controlling public holding in the largest firm of a sector.
Smaller, but still very powerful firms often are more dynamic and bette:
managed than the industry's top firm.

They may in addition be more

likely to require the backing of the NEB in order to overcome obstacles
to their continued expansion, such as "no entry" barriers imposed by
larger domestic firms, blocked access to foreign markets because cf the
power of larger foreign competitors, or inadequate availability of
funds for rationalisation and enterprise investment.

Data from

different sectors and companies, covering trade performance, investment
levels, innovation activity, price decisions and policies, and contri
butions to regional development, can be used to select the companies
with the highest potential to benefit from public ownership, to con
tribute to the government's objectives and planning targets, to affect
the activities and decisions of other firms, and to expand their own
operations at the same time.

The collection of data on performance

should be supplemented by negotiations between government officials
and representatives of the different firms in question.

The P.A.S. was

designed as the framework, within which both these activities were to
be carried out together.

In this way the Planning Agreements would

help to determine the criteria for NEB's interventions.
As integral part of the new planning machinery the NEB was envisaged
to play » very active role in pursuit of the Labour Government's
economic and social objectives.

As stated in The Labour Party (1973,

p. 14 - 16), unlike the IRC the NEB "vould not simply follow the
market and take commercial opportunities for intervention," but instead
be represented in the new commanding heights of a modern capitalist

economy.

It was envisaged to take the necessary vidor view for a
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Of key importance is NEB's ability

erprise
in this context to generate the conditions for widespread "ent
ussed in
investment" which, as defined in A. Lamfalussy (19^3) and disc
stment
sec. 2.1. above, not only increases the rate and range of inve
economy.
activity, but is a prerequisite for more rapid growth in the
and defen
To play its part in breaking the vicious cycle of low growth
the
sive investment the NEB has to take over companies which have
r leaders.
efficiency and scale to challenge the remaining private secto
l effect"
Only then will the activities of NEB f s subsidiaries have a "pul
those
on the other market leaders in that particular industry and force
example,
to follow suit for fear of losing their market shares. If, for
es capacity,
the company owned by the NEB significantly expands and moderniz
technology.
introduces new products and uses more efficient new production
to do
the other oligopolies are likely to find themselves pressured
ess and
likewise in order to prevent an erosion of their competitiven
market power.

Furthermore, the NEB must be represented in a broad

range of manufacturing sectors.

Otherwise, with holdings confined to

able to
isolated cases in a few industries, it would at best only be
reverse the sectoral trend of underinvestment.

Capacity expansion,

er
thus taking place in some industries and not in others, may furth
rs, but
exacerbate bottlenecks and disproportionalities between secto
ries
would not lead to sustainable higher growth. With NEB-subsidia
eous
spread across many parts of industry and undertaking simultan
rest of
"enterprise investment" there would be a "push effect" on the
the industry.

Increased demand for products from the capital goods

sectors is likely to be followed by further investment there.

Gains

s, all
in employment and income and the removal of supply bottleneck
encourage
consequences of the initial surge in investment activity, also
additional investment.
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Linkages and coordination of the capacity expansion projects under
taken by NEB's subsidiaries may therefore have a catalysing effect on
the investment behaviour of the rest of industry.

The very nature cf

"enterprise investment, 11 involving frequently new plant, enables the
NEB to create new employment opportunities in depressed regions with
above-average, mostly "structural" unemployment.

Through conscious

location of new plant in regional development areas public enterprises
may contribute to the reduction of regional imbalances in the UK by
changing the industrial structure in those regions from declining sectors
and marginal firms towards soundly based, efficient firms in expanding
sectors and by securing in this way long-terra, high income employment.
This objective is not only justified by humanitarian and social reasons,
but has also an economic rationale.

The costs of unemployment and redun

dancies in purely financial terms are very high, especially if one
includes the waste of underutilized plant, manpower and skills which are
all valuable and scarce resources.

However, the transformation of

regional economies and the involvement of the NEB in this process is a
long-term process and must be based on economically sound foundations.
It will therefore not provide immediate employment opportunities in all
redundancy cases and must therefore be supplemented by other government
policies for more short-term help, such as using planning agreements to
direct new contracts regionally so as to keep existing plant alive,
public purchase of completed goods, supply of finance from regional
development agencies to tide over short-term difficulties, and financial
assistance for work schemes run by local authorities.
Another objective of NEB's subsidiaries made possible by their largescale investment projects is the encouragement of import substitution
and export promotion.

While the P.A.S. would also focus on the. practice

of large U.K. firms to invest directly abroad and ir.s adverse impact

on U.K.'s trade balance, public enterprises can directly contribute
to the reversal of Luis tendency,

with holdings in sectors with

identified high import penetration and/or export bottlenecks the NEB
may direct investments in entirely new plant to raise import-sub
stituting home production and/or to have a capacity margin for export
promotion abroad.

An additional important benefit derived from

"enterprise investment" is the promotion of the government's price
policies.

The acceleration of technological change .'ind the expansion

of innovational activity in terras of new products and production
techniques, which result from this type of iuvesr.ment involving
more efficiently designed plant layout plus fuller use of modern
equipment, should lead to significant gains in efficiency and productivity
The improved competitiveness of NEB f s subsidiaries, following the
successful completion of their investment projects, enables them to
carry out a policy of price restraint.

This not only helps the gov

ernment's price controls, but is the principal mechanism, by which
public enterprise is used to counter monopoly pricing in an oligopolistic
market structure and to create the required "pull effect" on the dominant
private firms.

Introducing competitive pressures again in highly con

centrated sectors will force the other firms to follow the public
enterprise in defence of their market shares.

Import prices, which

had been artificially inflated by transfer pricing in intra-company
trading, will as a result also come down and reduce the country's
import bill.

And finally, both import substitution and export promotion

will be facilitated by improved competitiveness and price restraint.
Furthermore, the NEB will be in an excellent position to tackle the
spread of multinational corporations and check their power of under
mining national sovereignty and economic policy, which we discussed
in sec. 5.2.4.

As The Labour Party (1973, pp. 16 - 17) points out,

the NEB will own companies that can challenge those rnuJ r^na^
fii:ulS in Lhe home market and can produce at coot levels which reveal
their transfer pricing.

Its holdings in key manufacturing sectors

will obviously also include controlling interests in U.K.-based
multi-nationals which will shift their emphasis to
import substitution, export promotion, and competitive pricing, in
contrast to the usual practices of the largest: privately controlled
firms.

The position developed in The Labour Party (1977, p. 56 - 57)

made it clear that it would not necessarily be a viable general policy
for the NEB to take over the operations of foreign, multinational com
panies in the U.K.

Nationalisation of U.K. subsidiaries with compen

sation would be very expensive.

It also cuts off these subsidiaries

from the world-wide marketing network and the. R & D-facilities of the
parent companies and isolates them from the resources of other sub
sidiaries overseas.

However, it is necessary to identify those sectors

where foreign companies dominate the U.K. market and where some of their
U.K. operations should be brought into U.K. ownership.

In cases where

the loss of domestic control would be against the national interest,
legal powers would enable the NEB to acquire those U.K.-owned firms
threatened with a take-over by a foreign company.

Subsidiaries threatened

with closure by their foreign parent company are also likely targets for
NEB-intervention.

They may be integrated with U.K. firms in general

or NEB-subsidiaries in particular or they may be able to exist as
separate entities after successful completion of rationalisation,
modernisation and diversification programs supported by the state holding
company.

As an alternative to outright take-over (and common practice

in less developed countries, Eastern Europe, but also in Western Europe,
as in France) the NEB could enter into joint ventures with national or
foreign multinational companies, sharing jointly in the costs> risks
and rewards of the project.

This may be sometimes required and recom-

mendable because of the scale of the venture, the costs of its
establishment and the package of skills involved.

These joint ven

tures could be extended to include other public companies, especially
other state holding companies in Western Europe or elsewhere.

The NEB

will therefore have a number of options with regard to controlling the
U.K. operations of foreign firms and will have to decide each case on
its own merits.
The NEB would also be charged with promotion of industrial democracy.
Because of the unwillingness in the private sector, public enterprises
need to take a lead in this area.

Industrial reorganisation necessarily

involves the use of new technology, rationalisation of existing capacity,
and the reallocaticn of resources away from production activities char
acterized by low growth and low efficiency to improve industry's com
petitiveness arid ability to expand.

Initiatives in this direction

will therefore have a direct impact on the work-force.

Work practices

will change, new types of work will be demanded, while some of the more
traditional ones will become redundant (see e.g. the current debate over
the effects of microelectronics on employment and production technology),
and labour may have to become both regionally and occupationally more
mobile.

The process of transforming U.K. industry into one capable of

higher levels of growth, efficiency and competitiveness will therefore
pose new demands on the work-force and the unions that require adjustment.
Its success will ultimately also depend on their response to the changes
in the labour market, the job specifications and the collective bargaining
process.

In sec. 2.3.2.5. we have stated that the resistance of workers,

and their representatives, to change is based on their mistrust of uni
lateral decisions made by corporate managers and is justified by the
sacrifices demanded of them.

The continuous experience of lacking

control, of being confronted with decisions made by others, but directly
affecting them, leaves workers with little choice but to defend their

interests against management's proposals.

Obviously, Lhe induscriai

labour force will oppose technological change if 3 I leads tc higher
productivity and possibly more intensive. work efforts without any
proportional wage increases or if it involves redundancies (or e.ven the
closure of certain old plants) without any redeployment cr new job
opportunities elsewhere.

Participation by the work-force in corporate

decision-making and a more democratic corporate, organisation sre there
fore not only necessary preconditions for the successful completion of
projects to restructure and modernize industry, but are also very likely
to directly benefit U.K. firms by unleashing the talent of working people,
by improving their motivation,and by including their knowledge and
Labour's pro

experience in production as a resource, as an asset.

posals covering planning agreements with the leading firms and the
disclosure of information on company activities and plans set the frame
work for increased union and shopfloor participation.

Workers would also

benefit from the activities of the NEB or other state holding companies
(as described above in footnote 1 of this chapter) aimed at redeployment
of redundant labour and creation of new jobs in the wake of strengthening
regional economies and rationalizing small or medium-sized firms in
declining sectors.

In addition to those new policies NEB's

subsidiaries,

representing a new type of public e'nterprise also in this respect, were
to encourage union-appointed worker directors or other forms of par
ticipation and changes in the structure of the Board of Directors
acceptable to the work force and the unions.

This may well have a

"pull effect" on other competitors, if the unions demand the practices
in the new publicly owned firms to be introduced by the private firms
as well.

In this way .the NEB could help to make a reality of any even

tual legislation concerning industrial democracy.

Among the other

long-term objectives of the NEB specified in The Labour Party (1973,
pp. 14 - 20) were its functioning as an agency in a national

policy, which the TUG had demanded for a long tim.i.

Possibly in part

nership with the nationalized industries as purchaser, NEB companies
could become alternative sources of supply in cases of insufficient
capacity or excessively high prices and costs in the private sector.
Furthermore, the NEB could enforce Labour's pledge to renationalise
without compensation those parts of the nationalised industry v;hich
previously had been "hived off" by the Conservatives during the dis
engagement.
This new state holding company was therefore designed as a very powerful
instrument with holdings and control in the largest companies spread
across manufacturing industry.

The scope of its operations and its

unprecedented powers of intervention should help to bring about the
far-reaching changes in industry and to realize the government's economic
The

and social objectives covering many aspects of industrial activity.
Labour Party (1973, p. 19) leaves no doubt about NEB's role as a new
source of enterprise in inefficient and badly managed industries.

In

relation to our discucsion of management inefficiency existing among
U.K. firms possibly beyond the practive of "defensive investment" in
response to low growth, Labour's document makes clear that the NEB
would acquire parts of industry, where management had failed to adopt
the best practices.

It would th^n try to overccy.ae those deficiencies,

look out for neglected export opportunities and profitable import
substitution, and change the relations between managers and the work
force through the promotion of industrial democracy.

The supply of

public funds to private firms without any measure of public control in
return, which characterized most of the past industrial policy initiatives
and which has repeatedly failed to achieve desired results (as was the
case with the gradual deterioration of Rolls Royce. into collapse or the
bailing out of Chrysler), would be stopped with che establishment of the
NEB.

Public support from now on would only be granted in return for

equity.

Provided its long-terra profitability prospects are gnod ,?.r\d

the fiiw thus viable, once the factors behind present difficulties.
such as lack of management expertise or too small a scale of operations,
are overcome, the NEB is then in a position to eyercise control and get:
involved in those industries and firms receiving state cosiarance.
The. Labour Party viewed both the Planning Agrterncats v?ith the largest
firms and the NEB as its principal instruments within its planning
machinery.

It stressed the importance of using bor.h together iu a

coordinated manner as essentially . complementary and mutually reinforcing
measures.

The P.A.S. provides the NEB with the detailed data ?md ofher

information to clarify deficiencies of sectors and companies, identify
areas of intervention and select firms for possible acquisition.

The

P.A.S. forces private firms to take account cf the government's ob
jectives and planning targets.

In this wr.y negotiated agreements can

be used to influence corporate decision-making in support of NEB's
"push"-and "pull^-ef f ects across industr> .

Finally, the ongoing dis

cussions to update and review planning agreements give the NEB good
insights into the effects, which the activities of its subsidiaries had
on other private and public corporations.

Vice versa, the P.A.S.

depends for its successful implementation on the NEB.

Resistance by

private companies to enter negotiations or conclude planning agreements,
possibly (and as later shown to "be really the ca.se) accompanied by
threats of non-cooperation on other issues and investment strike, is
certainly rendered less effective and may even be overcome by the
pressure and powers of the NEB.

Its activitip" are also likely to

make it more difficult for private competitors to ignore their
commitments made in the planning agreements and to act contrary to the
public interest, because its subsidiaries pose a permanent competitive;
threat and the Board itself has substantial powers to further ex
tend public ownership and control.

Public enterprise, in mauy sectors

gives the government Lcuiticr.al ir.f orviation o.n tne rcc 1 n&turi..
of costs, pricing policies end profitability cG\^rir,;5 both do::.^-tic and international operations* This :nay help the' £overn::;ent
to close loopholes of existing, planning agreements and improve
its price controls, exchange controls, ironltorinr; of transfer
pricing, and collection of corporation taxes. Not surprisingly
the proposals for both the P.A.S. and i;E3, which marked a radical
departure fron traditional state intervention based on "consent
sus" policy, were vehemently opposed by industrialists, financial
institutions and moderate or conservative politicians.
The members of the Labour Left around A. Denn (industry Secretary
until June 1975), who were instrumental

in the formulation of these poli

cy proposals as an explicit part in their strategy of reforms for a "tran
sition towards socialism," underestimated, however, the political power of
private industry and the City and the divisions within the Labour Party.
The CBI, the City, and also Labour's right wing, such as the Manifesto
Group, began in 197^/75 an increasingly effective campaign of lobbying and
pressure against the above proposals.

Their msin arguments centered

around the use of threats and compulsion by the government, the "politi
cal ly"-motivated controls threatening "economic" freedom and the basic
foundations of U.K. society, the allegedly proven incapacity and arbitrari
ness of the state apparatus to run industry, the commercial damage to
firms forced into planning agreements, and the negative impact of such
measures on international confidence, on U.K.'s creditworthiness, on the
supply of able managers, on creating'distortions in the economy anc! a cli
mate of "political divisions."
During 1975 the CBI threatened the government with investment strike,
break-off of communications and a policy of complete non-cooperation on
vital

issues,

if the proposed measures were implemented as intended.

Sub

stantial modifications with regard to the NEB and planning agreements were
demanded.

The victory in the EEC-Referendum on June 5th, 1975 t

in which

not only the anti-EEC position, but in effect the whole "alternative poli
cy program" of the Labour Left and the major unions was rejected by the
majority of voters after an intensive and massively financed publicity
campaign of industry, finance, and their supporters In the media and pol
itical parties, was probably the crucial turning-point.

its effect was to

isolate the proponents of Labour's official program on industrial policy.
During the same period speculative attacks on the pound sterling provided
the necessary background of "lack of business confidence" for Important
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policy reversals, such as drastic wane controls and public expenditure
cuts. Shortly before the•Referendum E. Heffer, who up co then had been
a minister in the Dol responsible for industrial policy and a strong sup
porter of the initial proposals on the NEB, was fired after defying a Cab
inet-decision in the parliamentary debate on the EEC. Soon after the Ref
erendum A. Benn was replaced by the more moderate £. Varley es Secretary
for Industry and moved to head the Department of Energy. This move was
preceded by a threat of the major clearing banks to the government that,
unless the government's industrial policy plans were substantially weaken
ed, the public sector borrowing requirements would not any longer be fi
nanced through the banks' long-term gilt-edged securities, but only
through Treasury Bills, thus making deficit financing more difficult for
the government.
In the wake of such pressure and increasing moderation of the Labour
Government both NEB and the concept of planning agreements were signifi
cantly weakened, resulting basically in an abandonment of the initial pro
posals. The White Paper on "The Regeneration of British Industry" (Cmnd.
5710, August 197*0 did not include any provisions for compulsory acquisi
tion by the NEB except with specific parliamentary approval in the case
of loss to unacceptable foreign control of an important manufacturing
undertaking (later enacted in the Industry Act 1975, sec. 11-20). In
stead the NEB could only buy shares in private industry "by agreement"
(Cmnd. 5710, para. 31)• The plan to take over 25 leading firms was also
dropped and instead the NEB was more vaguely entitled "to extend public
ownership into profitable sectors." In addition the NEB would also act
as a holding company to control and exercise central management of certain
existing government shareholdings vested in it. Planning agreements would
be entered with major firms in key sectors of manufacturing and in select
ed industries outside manufacturing to cover "strategic issues" of a firm's
intentions and the li^vel of- government crss-fs-t-ance for- a- period of three
years. But the White Paper did not foresee any statutory requirement
upon a firm to enter into such agreements, although there would bo min
isterial reserve powers to require from firms the disclosure of information needed to formulate and monito, the planning agreements. (M
Furthermore, the government funded the NEB at a much smaller scnle
than originally intended. In sec. 8 of the Industry Act 1975 the total
limit of NEB's budgfct was set at fclOOO m. over five years — a substan
tial reduction of the initially proposed blOOO m. per year. Although the
Dol would reimburse the NEB for the expenditure caused by any Dol-dircc231

tive under sec. 3 of the Industry Act 107.'.' lo assist firm:, in financial
difficulties with funds from sec. 7 and 8 of the Industry Act 1372 on be
half of the Do I , the budget of hiOOO m. included ail the NEB-funds to
those publicly-owned firms transferred from the Do I to the NEB under sec.
2(2)(e) and 5 of the 1375 Act. This was clearly contradicting official
party policy to fund the costs to the NEB of taking over responsibility
for previously government-controlled firms separately. As thene firms.
especially British Leyland (BL) and Rolls-Royce (i97l)(F'S), which the. KEB
inherited involuntarily from the government, were likely to require at
least h^OO m. in funds up to 1380, the NEB would only be left with at best
b600 m. to intervene in private industry over the next five years. Even
worse, the Public Expenditure White Paper (Cmnd. 6393, session 1375/7°)
allocated the sum of tlOOO m. up to 1379/80 in cash terms rather than in
constant prices, allowing inflation to reduce the real value of NEB's bud
get even further, and imposed an annual spending limit of t225 m. p.a.
This was later in 1976 raised to h275 m. p.a.
*
In addition to financial restrictions and lack of compulsion powers
the NEB was to be further constrained by a much higher level of government
control than was for instance the case with the IPxC. Sec. 10 of the 1375
Act specified that in cases of NEB-acquisitions exceeding 30% of the firm's
votes or k10 m. in cost the consent of the Do I will be necessary before
hand. The guidelines, given by the Dol-Secretary under sec. 7 of the In
dustry Act 1975 and having legal force as The National Enterprise Board
(Guidelines) Direction 1976, required the NEB to get Dol-approval for any
acquisition exceeding 10% of a firm's shares without the consent of the
directors (para. 5). The same guidelines, reprinted in NEB (1977, P. M~
^9) > also directed the NEB to "charge a rate of interest not less than
that paid by commercial companies of the highest standing when raising
finance"(para. 11). This accommodated fears of private industry that the
NEB would act discrlminatorily as a "soft" lender with loans offered at a
subsidized interest rate.
Sec. 6(3) of the 75 Act required the NEB to achieve an "adequate re
turn on capital employed" on its investments taken together, which under
sec. 6(1) was to be determined by the Industry Secretary. As stated in
NEB (1978, p. 63), Mr. Varley specified in December 1977 this return (be
fore interest and taxation) to be within the range of 15"20% by 1331 on
total NEB-investments other than those made on behalf of the Do! under
sec. 3 of the 75 Act in firms with financial difficulties, for which t.hs
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NEB would be reimbursed. Under the same sec. 6(1) the Secretary of State
used his right to make different determinations for different assets and
activities of the NEB. According to NCB (1S7B, p. 6*0, he specified in
April 1978 a return by 1981 of 10% (before interest and taxation) on cap
ital employed in the case of BL, while that for RR has yet to be determined
Para. 9 of the quidelines requires the NEB to get Del-approve! for
investment in any form of assistance above b25 m. end to give the Do I ad
vance notice for projects costing more than fcIO m. To further please the
private sector the guidelines also weakened UUiB's statutory duty of "promoting industrial democracy in undertakings which the Board control" (sec.
2(2) (d) of the 75 Act) by only demanding in para. 29 from the NEB "appro
priate arrangements with their subsidiaries" that management follows gov
ernment policy on industrial democracy which so far has not been able to
enact any legislation against industry's opposition.
The concessions to industry were therefore extremely far-reaching and
transformed the nature of the NEB from an unprecedented instrument of state
control over private industry into a much less powerful combination of
state holding corporation and investment bank. Industry welcomed the re
duction of its budget, Its lack of compulsion powers, its obligation to
lend at commercial rates and achieve a commercial rate of return, the
Dol-controls over its major intervention projects, and the voluntary,
legally non-binding nature of planning agreements confined to a firm's
activities within the U.K. and without necessary involvement of the unions.
The first attempt in the U.K. to use industrial policy as a means of struc
tural reforms to further the transition towards socialism was thus clearly
defeated.
Nevertheless, the NEB had powers that went beyond those of previously
ce and some
introduced measures. Although its purposes, forms of assistan
*
of Its functions, such as reorganising sectors and assisting individual
firms, were along the lines of the IRC or the Industry Act 19/2, sec. 2(2)
of the Industry Act 1975 provided the NEB with additional functions. Un
like the IRC or IDE/IDAB (under the Industry Act 1972) the NEB had a stat
utory duty to: a) "extend public ownership into profitable areas of manu
facturing industry" (sec. 2(2) (c}} and thus act as an investment bank pro
viding equity finance on a long-term basis beyond the satisfactory comple
tion of a particular .investment project;
b) play an active role In regional policy (sec. 2(l)(c})
rather than IDAB's more passive role of waiting for approaches by industry
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and then deciding on the applications;
c) promote industrial democracy in its subsidiaries (sec.
2(2)(d)); and
d) take over, hold and manage publicly owned securities and
other property as a state holding company.
On the basis of the experience with IRC's take-over battles In the
G. Kent- and RHP-cases to prevent U.K. firms from passing into the. control
of foreign multinationals, the NEB was equipped with compulsory powers
under Dol-directives to acquire (under sec. 11-20) any undertaking of na
tional importance threatened with a take-over by a foreign company. To
retain the most controversial political decisions, i.e. political respon
sibility for rescue cases, within the government's own control, the Indus
try Secretary could under sec. 3 of the Industry Act 197$ direct the NEB
to exercise as his agent his powers of giving selective assistance under
sec. 7 and 8 of the 1972 Act. For any such assistance, which will be ac
counted for separately, the NEB will be reimbursed. The analyses in the
following sections of how the NEB carried out and accomplished its various
tasks will show that despite restrictions and much more limited scope than
the original proposals it still constitutes the most powerful and poten
tially effective industrial policy measure implemented in the U.K. so far.
7.2. The NE? as a state holding company
Apart from acquiring Itself majority holdings in formerly private
firms to strengthen their capital structure in its role as a provider of
funds for industrial Investment (see 7.3. and 7.^. below), the main func
tion of the NEB as a state holding company has up to now been the manage
ment of public share holdings in companies which had Been previously ac
quired by the government through the IRC, the Industrial Expansion Act 1968
or the Industry Act 1972. In line with the provisions of the Industry Act
1975 these holdings were transferred in 1976 from the Do I to the NEB.
They included shares in BL, Brown Boverl Kent, Cambridge Instrument, Dunford & Elliott, Ferranti, Herbert, id, and RR, added to NEB's capital
debt at a valuation (determined by the government under the provision of
These publicly owned
Schedule 2, sec. 6 of the 1975 Act) of b503,6 m.
subsidiaries of the NEB, which It acquired either by transfer from the Dol
or later on its own initiative, are all part of a new type of public enter
prise. In the traditional nationalised industries public sector companies,
such as the CEGB, BSC, GPO, NCB, BR, NHS and the Gas Corporation, are usu-

oily monopoly suppliers, subject to direct i;>i n i s tr ; i n 1 control. Responsi
ble ministers and civil servants have in the past frequently u^ed these
companies as instruments ot government policy and have intertered in their
day-to-day activities. Social and political considerations have often
been the overriding criteria determining management decisions and plans in
these firms. The resulti rig trading deficits and non-commercial funding re
quirements have up to now been mostly covered by special legal and/or fi
nancial provisions of the government, such as raising the firm's borrowing
limits or grants in case of losses. Contrary to th?t» NEB-subsidiaries are
expected to survive profitably in a competitive market situation. Their
decisions and planning are based on essentially commercial criteria. In
stead of detailed interference by civil servants they have an arm-length
relation with the NEB and only indirect contact to government with the. NEB
as the communication link.
The relationship between the NEB and its subsidiaries was thus char
acterised by a combination of the company's responsibility for day-to-day
management and NEB's exercise of strategic control. As a controlling
shareholder and/or provider of loan finance the NEB demanded from the re
spective company boards regular monthly information on performance and
financial prospects of the firm. In addition its subsidiaries were requir
ed to provide annual and long-range corporate plans and to submit major
capital investment proposals, acquisitions and disposals to the NEB for
approval. As part of the monitoring process the NEB would also establish
informal contacts at board and senior management levels, as mentioned in
NEB (1977 f p. 8). Further below we will also mention cases, where the NEB
made the provision of funds dependent on the achievement of specified
performance targets or used other forms of incentive to improve the qual
ity and efficiency of management. In addition to monitoring the NEB fre
quently used its right to change the management 'personnel in subsidiaries
when they obviously lacked managers of-quaHty or were characterized by
inadequate cost controls and investment appraisal. Share holdings also
enabled the NEB in most cases to appoint one or more nominees to the com
pany board as non-executive directors. Together these measures allowed
the NEB to exercise a fairly high degree of control end to initiate,
where necessary, steps of reorganisation and correction, without having
to intervene in company affairs on a day-to-day basis.
Together the seven firms, transferred to the NFB by the government,
left the NEB in a position of considerable control and influence in cer
tain key sectors, such as motor vehicles, scientific, instruments . ae.ro-
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space, machine tools, and electronics (including computers).

In 197& these

subsidiaries provided direct employment for 750.000 workers and had a com
bined annual turnover of more than L3000 rh., of which over A0% were in ex~
ports.

Over the three years of NEB's existence these firms have absorbed

the vast majority of NEB's budget and a major proportion of its staff's
attention and time, requiring, as we shall discuss below, in almost every
case major NEB-intervention.
7.2.1: British Ley land (BL): The reorganisation of U.K.'s only major domes
tically controlled motor vehicles firm arid largest exporter had a i ready
before the establishment of the NEB in November 1975 involved state inter
vention on a major scale.

Its creation in 13&8 marked the IRC's single

largest investment (see 4.2.5.K But the rationalisation, which the IRC
helped to finance to modernise outdated equipment, integrate dispersed
production facilities and improve the product range with fewer, but more
atrractive models, was never carried out. In the wake of falling market
shares, growing liquidity problems, lack of consumer confidence, and un
resolved industrial relations problems BL had to be rescued by the govern
ment at the end of 197^. The interim assistance of b100 m. In the form of
guarantees under sec. 8(8) of the Industry Act 1S72 and the provision by
the government of h200 m. (giving it a 95% stake in the firm) under the
British Leyland Act 1975 made this the most expensive of the many rescue
cases in the crisis of 1973~76. And even now, BL is in terms of size,
difficulties and funding requirements by far the most important and demand
ing problem-case for the NEB.
At least until the end of 1977 the NEB based its intervention in BL
on the recommendations made in the Inquiry Dol (1975), headed by the first.
NEB-Chairman Lord Ryder (former successful chairman of one of the largest
British multinational paper and publishing companies, Reed International).
This socalled Ryder-Report provided the NEB with a very detailed program
of modernisation which covered all the major aspects and activities of the
company and aimed at restoring the competitiveness and profitability of BL
by 1981. The main provisions of the Ryder-Report, ss spelle j out in Dol
(1975), can be summed up briefly as: a) The reorganisation of the manage
ment structure along functional lines into four separate profit centres
with maximum autonomy of each. Those four centres were: BL Trucks and
Buses, BL Special Products (combining various profitable non-vehicles sub
sidiaries Into an Industrial holding company within BL), DK International
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(responsible for BL's overseas manufacturing operations), and fri- Cars
(through which the previous six car divisions were amalgamated into a
single integrated car business).
b) .A detailed outline of the internal
and cross-divisional organisation of BL's management to improve the quali
ty of information-, communicat ion > deci sion-maki ng and cost control.
c) A substantial program of product
rationalisation with the launching of new models of trucks, buses, volume

and specialist cars to give BL competitiveness in all the major sectors
of the vehicle market, and a mere effective marketing network at home and
overseas,
d) A massive investment: program to
integrate body and assembly operations, rationalise the production of en
gines, suspensions and transmissions, increase the manufacturing capacity
of its foundries and components (carburettors, radiators, etc), together
with a reduction in the number of different parts through deliberate ccmmonisation, improve plant layout, and modernise machines and equipment.
e) The establishment of workers'
participation through a new structure of joint management/union committees,
and negotiations plus agreement on a reform package of collective bargain
ing, which would substantially cut down the number of bargaining units and
renewal dates for agreements and possibly introduce some incentive element.
This should allow a reduction of industrial disputes, more efficient pro
duction, more realistic manning levels, more mobility and interchangeabi1ity of labour, and thus higher productivity.
The Report assumed a BL-market share of 33% in the U.K. and 3-6% in
Western Europe by 1981/82, a cumulative benefit of fc^OO m. up to 1982 from
Improved industrial relations and higher productivity in BL's plants, and
a gradually declining inflation rate reaching 102 p.a. by 1979/80. On the
basis of these predictions the Ryder Report foresaw~an increase of "BL's
return on capital employed from 3.6% (the average in the period of 19687*0 to 19.6% in 1981/82. It estimated the cost of the recommended capital
investment program and the working capital requirements up to 1981/82 to
amount to h2,800 m. in inflated price terms.

On the basis of these cost

and profit forecasts the Ryder Report calculated th* oovernrnent's funding
requirement to BL between 197V75 and 1980/81 at hi ,*fOO m. , of which
b900 m. would have to be provided before September IS/8.

This implied

that funding of BL's operations and investment up to 1980/81 would be
equally shared between BL's own internally generated cash flews end the
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government's contributions through the NfB ond sec. 3 of the Industry Act
1372. More specifically, in addition 10 the existing overdraft facility
of h200 m. (partly guaranteed by sec. 8 of the 72 Act) ::nd the h20C m. of
equity (provided by the BL Act 1975), Do! (1975, p^ra. !.'">.23, p. 70-/0
foresaw loans of h500 m. between mid~19/6 and mid-'iS78 and a further
h500 m. In loan or loan/equity fro;n late 1978 onwards, made available under
the Industry Acts 1972 and 1975- The Report recommended (in para. 9.9 and
15.23) that the injection of new finance by the government: should Le staged
(blOO m. in 1976, b200 m. each in 19/7 and 1978) and at each stone be marie
dependent on evidence "that some tangible contribution is being made both
by BL's work force and its management to the reduction of industrial dis
putes and the improvement of productivity" (ibid., para. 9.9, p, 33).
As the basis for extensive reorganisation of a major U.K. company and
detailed guidelines for intervention and assistance by the NEB the Report
constituted a new level of industrial policy. It did not any longer rely
on the formulation of investment projects by the companies themselves and
confine the role of state institutions to the approval of proposals, their
funding and the monitoring of progress, which characterised industrial
policy up to !975. Instead, the Ryder-Report and following NEB-Involvernent
reflected a more active approach, in which the specification of reorgani
sation anu its implementation on the company-level was initiated by bodies
set up by the government to carry out Industrial policy. In retrospect,
however, the Report's assumptions about BL's capacity to achieve progress
in terms of productivity, Industrial relations reform, competitiveness,
time-scale of investment and self-generated funds proved to be overoptimlstic and consequently unrealistic.
Despite a record export performance and a return to profitability
during 1976 BL suffered from continued industrial relation problems, lag
The major
ging productivity and a deteriorating home market share.
difficulties for BL concerned the number of strikes and the achievement of
satisfactory output levels. After a wave of strikes In the last quarter
of 1975, during which 1,11 m. manhours were lost, the NEB ordered in
December 1975 a temporary halt of dL's investment program. This pressure
led to a decline c^ Industrial disputes during the first half of 1976,
with the exception of April, when 1,06 m. manhours were lost through
strikes. In July 1976 the NEB agreed after a review of BL's position to
supply BL with the first blOO m. tranche, of which fc30'm. would be drawn
from the funds of the 72 Act under sec. 3 of the 1975 Act and later repaid
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Al the Lunie time the NF.li re- c -.mphos i f.ed t.hdt i-s
approval and financing of any new project v;ould be made conditional on
commitments by the work force to achieve specified productivity targets.
to the NEB by the Dol.

'

Taking the hlOO m. loan as a sign of NEB's willingness to support BL in
the long-run, the work-force seemed to have felt Icsr.. pressure to main
tain discipline and the number of strikes again began to grow during the
second half of 197&. As a result of internal and external disputes seed
ing to frequent disruption of production, BL Cars fell badly behind pro
duction targets. Although the losses in man-hours and output duo to
strikes and consequential lay-offs were in 1575/6 below those of 137V/5,
BL could not raise its production levels high enough to stock and supply
enough vehicles to meet booming demand in 1376. Output was estimated by
BL-management to have baen between 20 and 23% below the target required
from existing facilities. With fewer new BL-cars on the market and longer
waiting lists BL's U..K. -market share fell during 1975/76 from 321 to 27%
and the market leadership in the, U.K. was for the first time lost to
Ford (U.K.).
Progress on new arrangements for employee participation during 1976
was also slow. Despite commitments by union officials to participate in
the newly created joint union/management committees, many stewards com
plained that, with management's "right to manage" in the absence of con
census, shopfloor representatives had nu power of decision-making or veto.
This and the widely-shared belief that managers and directors could still
be appointed without prior consultation of the shopfloor and could still
decide on major issues among themselves, rather than through the commit
tees, led many stewards and some union officials to refuse participation.
Negotiations on reforming the collective bargaining system proved diffi
cult and time-consuming. The start of new investment projects in 1976
was frequently delayed because of initial unwillingness of the work-force
to give the productivity assurances required by the BL-managers and the
NEB and because of public controversies over the pro and contra of specif(q)
ic projects. w/
1977 began with encouraging signs of much improved outpu* figures,
the go-ahead on the Mini-project after a productivity committment at Longbridge and the approval of NEB and Dol, and, most importantly, an agree
ment with union officials on a comprehensive reform of collective bargain
But in February a series of strikes erupted, culminating in the
ing.
month-long tool -makers 1 strike. These were only ended through management
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threats of dismissal jnd a N[B/Do ! -ul t i i.ial urn that, unless industrial
peace was restored immediately, future projects and thus j.obs v.ould have
to be substantially cut. These strikes, leading to a lay-off of 35.000
workers, the ..loss of vehicles worth about t150 m. at. showroom prices and
a shortfall of h?0 m. on projected cash flow, further reduced consumer
confidence in the company. The assumptions of the Ryder Report became in
this situation clearly obsolete. The market share of BL-cars in the U.K.
fell in the first quarter of 1977 to 23%. Because o!: the losses of BL
Cars the company could not any longer expect to generate the cash flow re
quired for its contribution to the investment program of the Ryder Report.
Its liquidity shortfall came after delays in the projects over the last
18 months had further pushed up the estimated project costs and the NEB
had publicly stated its unwillingness to raise its financial assistance
beyond the originally planned h500 m. up to mid-1978. The output targets
of 20.000 units a week had up to March 1977 not been achieved even once,
and there was little progress in improving industrial relations. Tensions
between the BL-management and the NEB/Dol-officials grew during the strike
wave over NEB-demands of a temporary investment freeze and a review of
BL's plans, as well as over threats by NEB and Doi to BL's workers of pos
sible cancellation of projects, trimming down of operations, and redundan
cies. The review by the company of its activities in April 1977 continued
to argue the case for the Ryder-Report's program of expansion, but doubts
in government circles *bout the latter's feasibility failed to be dis
pel led.
The turning-point and with it the abandonment of the Ryder Report came
in the late fall of 1977, after the resignations of Lord Ryder as NEBchairman in July 1977, and of BL's leading manager in October 1977 had re
moved the two most dedicated proponents of the initial strategy. Its re
versal had become inevitable, when the NEB had to provide BL in October
1977 with b50 m. out of the funds allocated for later to overcome the
firm's liquidity shortage and finance its working capital. The appointment
of Mr. Edwardes, up to then Chairman of the Chloride Group and part-time
member of the NEB, to head BL and subsequent replacements of BL-managers
in the last months of 1977 marked the beginning of a new corporate strat
egy for BL with the approval of the NEB. Sn November 1977 the package of
industrial relations reforms was finally accepted by the majority of BLworkers in a ballot, establishing the principles of a single company-wide
bargaining unit, pay parity for the same job regardless of plant, a common
starting date for all agreements, and In response to un.ion demands also £ii
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At the beginning of i'cbruary 1373 Mr. Eciwarclcs enounced
a new management structure for BL, based mainly on a separation in the car
division between volume cars and specialist cars and on the reorganisat ion
incentive scheme.

There were to be in addition some changes in produce
development to strengthen BL especially in the markets for models with high
er profit margins, while at the same time maintaining its position in the

of BL International.

planned on the basis
A number of investment projects,
\
/ ^
^
of the Ryder-Report, were triianied down or shelved.
The changes of management and plans included also some, more immediate
savings, achieved by tough action. The loss-making Speke plant: was cios-:-*!
volume car market.

in the spring of 19/8 to reduce the assembly overcapacity of sports cars
at a loss of 300C jobs. !n line with a lower forecast of BL's U.K. market
share of 20-25% up to 1980 the new management announced that the labour
force of BL Cars would be reduced (from its,level of 130.000 at the begin
ning of 1978) by at least 10,000 during 1978 and a possible further 20.000
in 1979-80 to achieve more realistic manning levels. There would also be
major redundancies among BL's administrative staff. Unprofitable manufac
turing operations in Australia, Scandinavia, and South Africa were further
rationalised and the U.K. production of Triumph 2000/2500 and the XJ Coupe
discontinued.
To provide BL with a more sensible debt/equity ratio., which would give
it more freeuom of manoeuvre and reduce both debt and future borrowing, the
NEB agreed to a reorganisation of the company's fins ices. In April 1978
the NEB provided hA50 m. in new equity, of which b150 m. came from funds
of the 1972 Act transferred to the NEB under sec. 3 of the. 1975 Act. But
the total financing of BL by the NEB and the 1972 Act up to 1980/81 is
expected not to exceed the predictions of the Ryder-Report, i.e. klOOO m.
from 1976 onwards. Linked to the new.Infusion of equity was also a change
in the relation between the NEB and BL, which will leave the subsidiary
much more independent. The Board admitted the failure of advancing money
on the basis of recent good performance and promised to end this method
of putting pressure on management and workers. The reviewing process was
shifted on to an annual basis to create more certainty and less worry
about BL's financinp a year ahead. This reversed the trend during 1977 of
growing NEB-Involvement In BL's affairs.
It is still too early to assess the effects of all these recent mea
sures. The implementation of the Industrial relations reforms, the changes
of the corporate structure and the investment plans are not yet completed,
and the new management had during 1978 to Intervene repeatedly in conflicts

and disputes that arose from these issues. In the shoit-ruFi DL is not ex
pected to improve its present U.K. market share of circa 22?' or to raise
pre-tax profits above the 1977'figure of onTy H3 m. But there is optimism
in the firm and the Board that the new strategy, if carried out as envisa
ged, will lay the foundations for expansion and competitive, strength of BL
in the 1980 l s. What has already become clear is the extent of NEB's in
volvement in the company and its willingness to intervene actively in ths
management, structure, product development, industrial relations, and In
vestment plans of its subsidiaries, supported by continued, c)c?e monitor
ing.
7-2.2. : Rolls Royce (RR): This is NES's other .najor, wholly-owned subs id(12) The relationship between the
iary with large funding requirements.
NEB and RR, as specified in the Memorandum of Understanding of February
1976, committed the firm explicitly to locate expansion in development
areas and to further worker participation in line with NEB's social obli
gations under sec. 2(l)(c) and 2(2) (d) of the 1975 Act. The Board was to
control RR's forward plans, capital spending decisions above b5 in. and
management appointments. But the Memo did not resolve the contradiction
that RR was likely to continue requiring as in the past government funds
on non-commercial terms as launching aid for new engines in. conflict with
NEB's statutory requirement of applying commercial standards on its in
vestments. One possible solution to this mixture of "national interest"
and commercial considerations would be to provide launching aid outside
NEB's direct budget, either through sec. 3 of the 1975 Act or the SST Act
1965. (f the NEB were to provide all the launching aid not any longer as
a subsidy, but confined to projects with a clear financial pay-off within
a time scale acceptable to a commercial lender, the consequence would be
either a run-down of RR to a commercially self-supporting size and/or col
laboration with European or U.S. firms on a risk-sharing basis. This
would represent a change of government policy away from technological in
dependence.
With the long-term future of RR thus undecided, the company was
struggling in 1976 to overcome more short-term liquidity problems, caused
by the depression in the aeroengine market and cost inflation of some of
its development projects. It ended the year with a loss of k2K9 m. on
sales of b620,2 m., compared to a 1975 pre-tax profit of h^.5 m. on sales
of h602.1 m., as stated in NEB (1977, p. 15). To reverse these losses the
company engaged in a rationalisation program with the objective of reducing
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its 62.000-strong workforce by 10?0 during 19/6-77. In direct contradiction
to its commitment of expanding employment in assisted areas RR closed with
NEB-approval three smaller plants in depressed regions, such as Scotland
and Northern Ireland. These cost-cutting measures and improved cost con
trol enabled RR to end 1977 with a pre-tax profit of h20.3 m. on sales of
b703,9 m. It was helped in this by a NEB-threat in October 1977 that fur
ther funds by the Board, would be withdrawn, unless RR's employees gave up
their pay demands of over 25£ and instead kept within the government's pay
guidelines — another example of the NEB applying heavy pressure on employ
ees of Its subsidiaries through conditioning of assistance on behaviour.
The more important aspects of the Board's role towards the firm con
cerned, however, the longer-term capacity of RR to remain one of the
world's leading producers of aero-engines and to compete successfully
against the much larger U.S.-based General- Electric and Pratt & Whltney*
These objectives would require the NEB to substantially expand RR's capi
tal base and approve a major product development program, so that the firm
could offer a wide range of attractive new engines for the next generations
of-small- and medium-range airliners In the 1980 ! s and. on a growina scale
(\\\
also for industrial use. vo; In 1976 and 1977 the NEB provided RR with a
combined h59 m. in new equity and h26 m. in loans for additional working
capital. On the basis of RR's expansion plans into the 1980's this was
insufficient and did not reverse the government's failure to properly cap
V

italise the company after the 1971 take-over. In its five-year develop
ment plan for 1978-82, of which no details were given to the public for
reasons of "commercial confidentiality" and which received NEB-approval in
April 1978, the RR is understood to have made no immediate specific cash
demands. But it gave advance warning to both NEB and government that dur
ing these five years It will need on short notice a substantial amount of
new equity from the Board and h^OO-500 m. In launching aid for new engines.
This product development program would keep RR competitive over a wide
range of engines for the next 20 years, during which the replacement of
existing aircraft with a new generation of planes alone is expected *o
create world-wide demand for new aeroengines of over fc13 bn. up to
(\k^
' Recent successes with the 52«*~ and 535-versions of the RB211
1?°0.
and also in the military, industrial and marine engine divisions (see foot
notes 13 and 14) will not only secure RR's long-run viability, but will
also result In major cash demands on NEB's budget for projects whose com
mercially significant returns will only emerge after a long period.

7.2.3«- A. Herbert (AM): ihis company (U.K.'s largest .machine tool produc
er) was rescued in mid-1975 with a L25 m. injection of cash under the 157?
Act and subsequently became in 197& a wholly-owned subsidiary of the NEB.
After a pre-tax loss of-b13.4 m. in 1375; the NEB concentrated initially
on a major reorganisation of the firm.

First it brought in new managers

who decentralised the running of the company by making the management of
each major plant fully responsible for its performance and profitability.
Divisional accounts, showing each plant's prime costs j=nd gross profit on
a monthly basis, were Introduced end under a newly set up participation
scheme freely discussed with the unions. This improved cost control and
industrial relations.

The unions, for example, accepted 800 redundancies

during 197& (cut of a workforce of 6700) and changes in the work practice
allowing for better labour mobility and selective night shift working in
loss-making plants with low productivity.

The new management also reduced

AH's product line and through price adjustments changed the mix of sales,
so that the more profitable lines sold better. Despite a very depressed
level of orders A.H. benefitted both in 1376 and 1377 from a b5 m. loan
under NEB's stockpiling finance scheme which enabled the firm to keep the
level of production up by building tools for stock, rather than for im
mediate sale.
These measures led to an impressive improvement of AH's liquid'ty and
profitability. After five consecutive years of losses the firm achieved
pre-tax profits of fcO./ m. in 1S76 and bO.l m. in 1977. During 1377 and
1978 further measures were undertaken to strengthen its competitiveness
and improve its efficiency. In January 1977, for example, AH entered into
a joint venture with Mexico's state bank and its largest private engineer
ing group to set up Herbert Mexlcana SA de CV which will make and market
AH-products under license from the U.K. concern,• thus giving the firm a
strategic platform for increasing sales in the large Latin American market.
New plants and office buildings created a more efficient allocation of en
larged capacity, leading to further labour savings in early 1978. As part
of the firm's long-term corporate plan the NEB agreed in April 1978 to in
ject another hlO m. of equity into AH, of which fcl.5 m. will be used to
repay debts, h5 m. will be spent on new plant and machinery, and h3.5 m.
will go Into a major product development program for both conventional and
highly sophisticated computer-controlled machines to make its product
range more attractive and competitive in the U.K. and overseas.

7.2.*K: Ferrant I : The company, with major capacity in such h i cjh-tech'iology
areas as computers and micro-electronics (integrated circuits, microproces
sors), had to be rescued in 1975, after annual losc-es in its power trans
former division reached a level of h?_ m. in 197V75-

Transferred to the

NEB and with the Board having a 62.5%-stake, Ferranti subsequently became
NEB's most successful subsidiary, turning a loss of fc(K5 m. In J97V75 into
pre-tax profits of b^t.1 m. in 1975/76, L6.1 m. in 1976/77 &nJ h8.5 m. in
1977/78, and nearly doubling Its sales between 197'i end 13/0. One major
factor behind this turnaround was the vastly improved cost control, est
ablished by the NFB-appointed new management. The other major beneficial
influence was a diversification program, agreed upon.by the NEB and
spelled out in the company's five-year corporate plan in the fall of 1376.
The subsequent reorganisation of the firm and its acquisitions greatly
strengthened its product range, and marketihg outlets at home and abroad,
while at the same time adding new jobs to its 16.000-strong workforce and
reducing the relative importance of its less profitable transformer and
' Ferranti also tried to improve in
electronic components divisions.
dustrial relations by establishing an employee participation system and
negotiating a planning agreement, both of which have yet to be completed.
The successful recovery enabled Ferranti In November 1977 to raise a
k25 m. medium-term loan at a low interest rate from a consortium of com
mercial banks, led by Chase Manhattan, to repay before maturity much more
expensive short-term borrowings of h15 m. and an equally costly NEB-loan
In accordance with
of t6.33 m., resulting In annual savings of tO.5 m.
an agreement reached with the NEB Ferranti obtained an official share
quotation three months before the set deadline of 1/10/1978, and, In ex
change, the Board sold 12.5% of existing shares, thus reducing its stake
In the firm to 50%. It kept a majority holding because of the strategic
importance of the firm's activities In advanced technology-sectors, such
as electronics.
7.2.5.: Holdings in other firms transferred to the NEB: Dunford & Elliot
(D&E) , a major private producer of special steels with 6000 employees and
a 25% share of the U.K. alloy steel market, faced a financial crisis in
late 1976 as a result of the slump in demand for steel and post-merger
difficulties after Its acquisition of Brown Bailey. Rather than engaging
Itself In the ensuing take-over battle between special steels firm John
son Firth Brown (JFB) , a group of Institutional investors (led by Pruden
tial, FFI and City's new "equity bank" ECl) and multi-product conglomerate

Lonrho

the NEB decided to sell its 2.6/;;-stoke in D&E, stemming from IRC's

involvement in the private steel sector, to highest biddinq Lonrho for
bO.12 m/ 17 ^
Government intervention in ICL has already been extensively discussed
above in. sec. 6.2.2.

It suffices here to mention that in May 137& the NEB

raised its share in the ICL from 10.'O^ (which v/ds the original government
stake at the 1968-merger) to 2k. 1*2% at a cost of t7.11 m.

The main justi

fications for this move were NEB's desire to invest in a rapidly growing
and profitable firm with rising dividend returns, and the feeling that the
initial holding was too small in relation to government's RSD-contrlbutlon
to and its interest in ICL and the computer sector as a whole.
From previous government intervention through the IRC and the Industry
Act 1972 the NEB also inherited holdings In the scientific instrument sec
tor.

Between April 1976 and May 1978 the Board increased its share in

Brown Boveri Kent (BBK) from an original 1*1,02% to 20% to benefit from
BBK's rapidly rising profits through a larger dividend return.

In contrast

to most of NEB's inherited holdings, the Cambridge Instrument Co. (CIC)
faced in the period 1976-78 continued and growing losses, rising from
h1.85 m. in 1975/76 to h2.93 m. in 1977/78.

The major reasons for this

deterioration were production difficulties, technical problems, delays In
the launching of new products, rather than lack of demand or industrial
relations.
of debt.

On top of these losses CIC accumulated also a growing burden
To prevent a collapse the NEB was repeatedly forced to provide

funds: t! m. in new equity in December 1976 with an increase of its share
in CIC from 28.2% to 46.3% and a bO.5 m. loan, a further hi.5 m. loan dur
ing 1977, and in April 1978 a capital restructuring agreement, In which
the NEB converted fc3«5 m. of previous loans into new equity to ease CIC's
debt burden and finance of working capital.

This last agreement included

an "incentive" scheme for CIC's management, comparable to that with Ferranti.

If CIC manages a 20% pre-tax return on capital employed for two con

secutive years between 1981 and 1985 then the firm will be floated at the
Stock Exchange and NEB's share reduced from the present 79-5% (after April
1978) to 50%.

Despite the disappointing results so far, the Board has ex

pressed its optimism that this target can be achieved, because the initial
technical problems have now been overcome, and the management structure
has been Improved, supported by a strong order book, technical know-how
and new products (both medical and scientific instruments).

7.3. The NEB as on investment bank
Next to its role as a holding company of previously assisted firns
on behalf of the government (see sec. 7.2. above), its activities as an
investment bank constituted the other major function of the NEP>> after its
Initial conception as an instrument of.control in private industry through
compulsory take-over of market leaders in key sectors had suffered aban
donment because of opposition from industry, the City banks and politicians
It was the main method, by which the Board fulfilled Its statutory duties
to extend public ownership into profitable parts of U.K., manufacturing and
to assist industrial firms under sec. 2(2)(a) and (c) of the 75 Act.

Un

like the IRC the NEB was freed from the constraint to only put money into
a firm, if the necessary funds could not be obtained from commercial
sources, and was thus in a position, much to the City's displeasure, to
actively seek out firms in need of assistance In competition with private
Investors.
Because a very large proportion of the Board's budget was absorbed by
Its involuntarily inherited subsidiaries (see 7.2.), it had to confine
Itseif to comparatively minor investments in small- and medium-sized firms.
This was in line with the growing interest of policy-makers in helping
small businesses which were seen as an important source of creating new
employment opportunities during a period of high unemployment.

Since 1375

official inquiries, such as the government-appointed Lever-study, the Wil
son Committee or NEDO's Roll Committee on investment finance, have all em
phasised the constraints imposed on smaller firms by the lack of available
external sources of funding.

Banks have traditionally preferred to offer

short-term borrowing and overdraft facilities rather than equity finance
and have concentrated on funding large, well-established domestic firms,
investing in non-industrial activities, such as property and government
bonds,or engaging in financial opportunities overseas.

In this situation,

smaller firms, especially those with a recent record of losses, a high
gearing-ratio, ambitious expansion plans, or high-risk projects of product
development, have found that their applications for financial assistance
either were refused by banks and other institutional investors or were
accepted at high costs and otherwise tight conditions which the aid-seek
ing firms could not meet.

There was hence a clear "equity finance gap" in the existing frame
work of relations between small firms in industry and financial institu
tions which the NEB as "a new source of investment capital for industry"-
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coul-d, according to its chairman Lord Ryder, help to overcome."

Although

legally hound to only invest in commercially viable projects and firms and
at the going market rates, NEB's terms and conditions were attractive be
cause of its willingness to offer equity and long-terns loans even in situ
ations of risk and uncertainty, Its speed of processing applications, its
monitoring conditions and information requlrements , and its acceptance of
having to wait longer before any returns were expected on its outlays.
These advantages led to a vast excess of demand for assistance over supply
of its funds, as evident from footnote 13 above.

While mostly concerned

with determining the commercial viability and management quality of poten
tial NEB-clients, the Board usually also took a wider view of a project's
benefits to the national economy and included in its decision criteria
issues, such as employment, exports, product development, technology, and
other factors of strategic importance.
Apart from those projects in the interest of regional policy, Indus
trial strategy, or overseas market-ing, which will be discussed below, the
NEB as an investment bank either offered assistance to: a) small, rapidly
growing, but undercapitalised and overgeared firms with good export poten
tials, frequently with employment in depressed regions, and important pro
duct development, whose expansion would otherwise not go ahead because of
lack of finance (see table 7-1- below)j or b) firms with financial diffi
culties, but good future prospects, if funds for a major reorganisation
and capital restructuring were available.
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VD
I

spark
erosion

office
equipment

paper
manuf.

shower
heads

AGEMASPARK

TWINIOCK

REED & SMITH

AQUALISA

machines

Sector
computer
peripherals

Fi rm
DR!

Mar 77

Dec 77

b0.07m(E)
h0.05m(L)

kQ%

-

25%
29.82
b0.79n(E)
(76)
h0.625m(L)
NEB sells Its stake to St. Reg is
at a net profit of b0.75m

25%
(77)

Nov 76

33-3%

30%
(76)
78%
(77)

hi. Om (E)

t0.15m(E)
b0.20m(L)

Sept76

Sept76

Feb 78

July76
77

Date

7no/
3U *

£i\

-

n.a.

n.a.

(/6)

0

(76)

(est.77)

"^"bO r 5^i

(75)
+b0.36m
(76)

-hC.22m

(77)

-bO.OGrn

(76/77)

-h0.15n

~b0.7m
(75/76)

(77)

+b0.l6m

-fcO.Olm

setting up of new
w i w
*-, vj i M
oro^ w »<t
bsgin
rm to
fi iiint
duct ion in Feb 7B

modernisat ion of
loss -making plant

capital
restructuring

debt repayment,
capacity expansion

Projects to assure continued expansion of small firms,
profit
sales
Purpose of
export record
growth
NEBAmount of
(pre-tax) NEB-assistance
ratio
p. a.
stake
NEB-ass? stance
capacity expansion
-b0.09m
60%
45%
53-9%
b2.l*m (Equity)
product develop
(76)
(76/77)
(77)
b0.73m(E)
ment, acquisitions
+b0.31m
bl.Om (Loan)
(77)
63.1%
h0.84m(E)

Table 7-1.J The NEB as an iijivestment bank: ^
1978
1 ^ / W
If 1C
January 1976 - June

O
l

packaging
machinery

tubs bending
machinery

MAYFLOWER
PACKAGING

POWER
DYNAMICS
t0.l8m(E)

*t0.12m(E)

Dec 77

Feb 78

t0.l65m(E)

t0.06m(E)

t0.25m(E)

tO. 2m (L)

t0.38m(E)

Amount of
tJEB-assi stance

Sept77

June77

Apr 77

Apr 77

Date

33, 3%

33-3%

30%

48.9%

34.4%

m

NEBstake

SOURCE: NEB (1977 and 1978), various Financial Times-issues,
Trade and Industry 2V2/78, p. 411.

control
systems
engineering

SAND I ACRE
ELECTRICS

packaging
machinery

PAKMET INT'L

vehicle
loading
equipment

precision
engineering

MOLLART ENG.

HYDRAROLL

Sector

Firm

Table 7.1. (Continued)

n.a

30%
(77)

25% .
(76/77)

20%
(76/77)
25%
(77/78)

(77)

O o/
O/b

sales
growth
p. a.

(77)

80%
(77)

-

i -<f \
\/v)
+t0.02m
(77)

(77)

+bQ.035m
(76)

-

+t0.03m
(77/73)

capacity expansion
product development

capacity expansion

marketing network
expansion for new
f i rm

capacity expansion
to meet rapid
order increase, pro
duct development

capacity expansion
and product devel
opment aimed at:
sales overseas

Purpose of
NEB-assistance

goes into
capacity expansion
receiv^rsh!p
in Nov 78 after
losses and NE8refusal of further
support

(76/77)

+h0.04m
(75/76)
-tO. 09m

profit
export- record
(pre-tax)
ratio
+t0.08m
10%
(76)
(77)
+b0.22m
(77)

In many cases listed in table ~J. 1 . the NEB was the only source of ex
ternal finance available, as firms were either overgcared, in temporary f'i~
ridnclal difficulties, embarking on ambitious and uncertain expansion pro
grams, or not quoted at the stock market. Alternatively, it offered the
best terms in the rest of the cases and thus was the preferred choice among
competing offers of assistance. As is also evident from table '/•*»•» in the
role of an investment bank it Intervened In a wide range of different sec
tors. Its purpose was not to select a few sectors and concentrate Its ef
forts in those, but to assist a specific range of firms, all of which were
small, rapidly growing, with a strong market presence overseas, and In ur
gent need of outside assistance in order to expand further, Independent of
any particular sector. Table 7.1., furthermore, shows that the NEB pre
ferred as a form of aid to take an equity holding in the range of 25%-kQ%.
That is slightly below majority control or the threshold, where it would
have to make a take-over bid, but still with a large enough basis to influ
ence and monitor management. Equl.ty finance was also the method preferred
by firms because of higher debt repayment flexibility (with the NEB willing
to defer dividend payments) and the beneficial effect on gearing (reducing
the relative debt burden). In cases of high risk, such as with the new
firms Aqualisa and Hydraroll, or with the ambitious expansion and product
development programs of advanced technology producers DRl and Moll.art, NEB
was willing to take an above-average stake. Loans were, if at all, only
offered in addition to equity. It is also noticeable that the HEB consis
tently managed to select profitable undertakings or firms which after temp
orary losses managed, as predicted, to return to profits with the help of
The only exception In this category of NEB-act \ vlties was Power
Dynamics which went into receivership only six months after the NEB invest
ed hO. 1 8 m. in equity.
The second category of its activities as an 'investment bank concerned
rescue operations of firms which wi thcmt—l-mmedia-t-e he4{> would face bank
ruptcy, but could through a restructuring of their capital and rationalisation of their fixed assets return to long-run viability. In these cases,
listed in table 7.2, the NEB not only took over ownership and control, but,
the NEB.

as was customary with all Its subsidiaries, appointed new managers, reor
ganised the firm's structure and financial base, pushed through rationali
sation measures, and concluded five-year corporate plans.
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i

to

100%

hl8.0m (E)

Oct 77

electrical
motors

Jan 78
engineering
(nuclear eng.,
bridge construction,
hydraulics, pumps &
valves, telecommuni
cations)

BULL MOTORS

FA I KEY
ENGINEERING
(F.E.)

establishment of new firm,
retooling and reequipment,
product development
establishment of new firm

n.a.

+h4.5m
(77)

(77)

establishment of new firm, plant
closures, strengthening of
marketing organisation

capacity expansion,
-hO.Olm
debt repayment
(76)
-h0.17m
(77)
sold by NEB in Oct 78
at a net loss of h0.35m

SOURCE: NEB (1977 and 1973), various Financial Times articles, Trade and Industry, 24/2/78, p.

100%

(E)

h0.5m

Feb 78

50%

902
100%

50%

h0.24m (E)
hO.lSm (E)

(E)
(L)
(E)

May 77

May 77
Mar 78

h0.5m
t2.5m
hi.5m

clockmakers

tanning
BRITISH
TANNERS
PRODUCTS (BTP)

THWAITES
& REED

Table 7.2.: The NEB as an Investment bank: Rescue cases, January 1976 - June 1978.
profit
NEBrecord
Purpose of NEB-asslstance
(pre-tax)
stake
NEB-ass I stance
Firm
Date
Sector
micro
product development, strengthening
-b0.36m
43%
h0.65m (E)
Nov 76
SINCLAIR
of capital base, launching of new
(75/76)
hi. 20m (E)
RADIONICS
electronics
Oct 77
73%
products, elimination of loss(consumer
hO. 75m (L)
-hi. 88m
making products and fixed assets
articles)
(76/77)

Judging from table 7-2. the NEB's rescue operations seem to have in
volved mostly loss-making firms in arbitrary sectors. But a closer look
reveals a clear purpose, both in terms of NEB's interest in these firms
and overall NEB-strategy.

Sinclair, for example, is U.K.'s biggest pro

ducer of calculators and an acknowledged world leader in the c[e_sj_£n_ of
micro-electronic consumer articles based on semiconductor technology.
Since October- 1377 the NEB has taken action or. Sinclair's worst problems,
namely Its electronic digital watch (which as a market fail Lire has beer,
abandoned), its overreliance on the calculator business, where it had to
directly compete with the giant U.S.-firms In a price war, and lack of cost
After massive reorganisation of production and strengthened man
agement, Sinclair successfully launched In 1978 a mini-TV and established
a market for this product, returning thus to profitability. Thwaites &
Reed, a long-established clockmaker and U.K.'s most important firm for

control.

servicing special clocks was sold by the NEB in November 1978 for a mere
b78.000, after injections by the Board of aver hO.^ m., a change of manage
ment and an expansion program failed to make the firm profitable. British
Tanners Products, the most serious persistent problem in this category,
has been established in a joint venture with the U.K.-multinational Barrow
Hepburn Group to rescue the letter's tanneries from closure. It is U.K.'s
largest tanning operations and after plant closures, massive redundancies,
debt reduction, and a strengthened marketing network during 1978 is expect
ed to return to profits. Bull Motors, which NEB acquired for tO.3^ m. from
U.S.-mult{national A. 0. Smith, is a world leader in the manufacturing of
lift motors and after redundancies in late 1977 is expected to end 1978
with a profit. Fairey Engineering was acquired by the NEB in a take-over
battle with Trafalgar for h20.5 m. and then set up as a new holding company
and NEB-subsidiary, while Fairey lc loss-making aviation business was hived
off. Before Fairey went into receivership, Its engineering activities had
been constantly profitable (t^.5 m. in 1976/77, for example). The new sub
sidiary should therefore boost NEB's income in the future. But even more
importantly, its activities in hydraulic^, pumps and valves, and nuclear
engineering provide the NEB with a first base for future sector-wide ini
tiatives in industries, where the Board wants to produce some structural
change. Therefore we can conclude that these rescues concerned firms of
major strategic importance to both U.K. industry and the NiEB, with the
subsequent rationalisation measures likely to restore their profltabll-
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y.A. NEB's regional policy
To strengthen the local economies of the North West (Merseyside, Man
chester, Lancashire, Cheshire) and the North/North East (Tyne and Wear,
Cumbria, Northumberland, Durham, Cleveland) the NEB set up in 137& Region
al Offices in each of the two areas to seek in consultation with local
authorities, the unions and local business, ways to expend their manufac
But the very limited resources of the NEB were entirely in
adequate to have any major impact, as discussed below. During 1977 both
the North West and the Northern Regional Offices conducted on behalf of
the government studies of the respective regions 1 economic prospects and
began discussions with local representatives on possible ways to use NEB(21) The limitations of existing gov
funds for regional policy purposes.
ernment policies (especially a) the lack of funds and legal powers for
local authorities to promote industrial development, b) the effect of
government subsidies on large firms as general incentives to locate their
turing base.

plants in assisted areas without long-term benefits for the local economy,
and c) the use of public funds In the construction of office buildings and
factories for speculative purposes) convinced the NEB-offices to invest
directly in small, but rapidly expanding and job-creating firms which were
locally controlled and engaged in growing, rather than declining sectors
of the economy, as listed in table 7.3.

bO.OSm (E)
bO.OSm (L)

(E)

Sept77

air
pollution
control
equipment

aud io
Oct 77
equipment
(cassette recorde.r)

sports
Mar 78
equipment
(tennis rackets)

NORTH EAST
AUDIO

VICORT
bO.Hfm (E)

bO.1 m (E)
b0.06m (L)

HI VENT

Feb 77

smal 1
electrical
transformers

KELAND
ELECTRICS

bO.OSm (E)

NEB-assistance

unmanned
Jan 77
submers ibles
(underwater
technology
for North Sea
Oil exploration)

Date

RR CHAPMAN
(sub-sea
surveys)

NORTHERN REGIONAL OFFICE
Firm
Sector

100%

26%

100%

kl.2%

NEBshare

•fb0.025m
(76)
n.a.

150

120

additional working capi
tal, new plant and ma
chinery to continue
rspid copacity expansion,
product development and
design

acquisition of Ferrograph
to increase NEA's
product range

capacity expansion,
put Into
liquidation stronger marketing
in Mar 78
after heavy losses

38

establishment of new
fi rm after acqui ring
assets from Keland's
Receiver

product development,
arrangement of leasing
faci1ities to help new
firm increase its sales

Purpose of
NEB-assIstance

+h0.02m
(77)

•fbO.Hm
(77)

profit
record
(pre-tax)

155

under 100

employment

Table 7-3-: Investment projects of NEB's Regional Offices 1976-1978 (June)

NJ

I

electronics
(photo
electric
controls)

Apr 78

(E)

t0.25m (E)
tO.15m (L)

bO.lm

tO. 3m

(E)
(L)

NEB-asslstance
tO.75m (E)
tl.Om (L)

150

202

100

190

29.

29.9%

33*

employ
ment
800

NEBshare

Purpose of
NEB-assi stance
reduction of overgearing,
product diversification
and risk finance for
overseas turnkey con
tracts to increase
exports

good
record
s ince
World War

financing firm's take
over by pollution and
environmental controls
producer CANNING

reduction of borrowings,
product development,
capacity expansion

capacity expansion,
-t-t0.12m
product development
(76/77)
sold in July 78
at a net profit
of tO,1m

profitrecord
(pre-tax)
•ft0.^3m
(76)

SOURCE: NEB (1977 and 19/8), various Financial Times-issues, Trade and industry, 24/2/19/8. p

HI 3D
BROWN

July77

Date
Apr 77

Aug 77
plastics
closures
for bottles
and containers
to supply
pharmaceutical
and chemical
f 5 rrns

coal-face
mining
machinery

PITCRAFT

HEHMJNGS
PLASTICS

process
machinery
for rubber
and plastics
industries

FRANCIS
SHAW

NORTHWEST REGIONAL OFFICE
Firm
Sector

Table 7-3. (Continued)

Apart from Hivent, where initiol jrv, i :>tance was later discontinued,
the NEB provided in this category of projects funds for profitable fi niis
with considerable employment expansion and local control in important
But the scale or NEB-support is minimal, when compared
with the size of any comprehensive government program that tried to reverse
the decline of the manufacturing base in these two regions. As long as
growth sectors.

the NEB continues to be legally forced to apply strict commercial criteria and
and to abstain from any form of even temporary subsidy, its role within
regional policy will necessarily be only a minor one.
Between November 1975 (NEB's vesting date) and April 1978 the two
offices checked through over 200 applications and, as evident from Table
7.3-» could only approve assistance 5n nine cases, of which one (Hivent)
turned out to be a clear failure and had to be written off as a loss. From
1978 onwards, however, the NEB might invest more frequently and at a larger
scale in firms based in the North West and North of England to overcome the
lack of positive action during 1976/77. The establishment of two Regional
Boards in December 1977 and January 1978 and their subsequent joint venture
with the Midland Bank indicate NEB's desire to strengthen its regional
policy machinery, although the long-term implications of these initiatives
remain uncertain. (22)
7.5. NEB's export initiatives
The oil price explosion in 1973 and the subsequent rapid industrialisa
tion planned in the oi1-producing countries provided a new opportunity for
many sectors, such as construction, transport, process plant, telecommuni
cations, in the industrialised West to win huge contracts In new markets,
while traditional customers cut their level of demand during the recession.
The size of these various contracts, often ranging between hlOO m. and
b1 bn., encouraged the formation of cor.sortia and the bidding on a ''turnkey" basis, where contractors would assume responsibility for all aspects
and stages of the project until Its ultir.-ate completion (plus maintenance,
servicing and management of the operation) and subcontract the various
parts of the project to the different partners in the consortium. The SWPs
under the Industrial Strategy and the NEB have focused both since the be
ginning of their existence on these new export possibilities for many U.K.
firms and on the reasons why U.K. industry frequently fails to exploit
chances for major contracts.
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One major problem with regard to large overseas contracts is the
practice of various customer's of demand i rig socalled "performance" bonds
which include assurances on cost limits rind'del i very dates and steep penal
ties for violations by the suppliers on these promises. Many U.K. firms
fall to participate in the bidding for such overseas contracts, because a
bad delivery record in U.K. industry end the relatively iiicih cost inflation
at home increases the risks of any project based on fixed-price tenders
over a period of several years of unpredictable inflation ran high fines
for delays and cost overruns. !n addition, domestic bank? tend to viev/ the
provisions under the bonds, i.e. the penalties, zs part of the respective
firm's total borrowing requirement and often refuse to provide the neces
sary guarantees to underwrite the bonds, thus adding financial constraint
V.'hen U.K. firms bid, they frequently do so at
prices. Early attempts in 1976 by the NEB to participate in
the risk bearer and underwriting capacity failed for exactly
A consortium with GEC, RTZ, and the Veir Group, in which the
to the risks.

uncompetitive
consortla as
these reasons.

NEB had offer
ed a one-third stake, to build a power station arid desalination plant in
Dubai lost against competition from five other countries. The bid by the
joint venture Avrail, consisting of British Rail, McAlpine, Laing, GKM, GEC
and a 35%~stake of the NEB, for a railways construction contract in Vene
zuela was withdrawn because of the unurually tough conditions on the per
formance bond.
After failure with these ambitious projects the NEB turned Its atten
tion to more modest initiatives which generally involved the establishment
of joint ventures with private companies to market their products overseas.
The setting up of INSAC in 1977 to market U.K. software especially in the
U.S.A. has already been discussed In 6,2.3.1. Discussions to form joint
marketing organisations or tendering consortla with NEB-participation have
been started as part of the Industrial Strategy in the construction equip
ment, telecommunication and process plant sectors, but have yet to produce
concrete results. Its most successful Initiative in this area of inter
vention has been in the export of medical equipment, where the NEB contrib
uted significantly to the creation of United Medical Enterpriser (UME) and
(23)
the letter's capacity to win major orders in the Middle East.
7.6. The NEB and industrial Strategy
In section 2(2)(b) of the 1975 Act the NEB was charged with "promoting
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and assisting the reorganisation or urvi-lopmcnt of an industry."

W> in ihe

Industrial Strategy being essentially a voluntary exercise without any in
herent means to pressure private companies into taking rccOif^endcic: action,
as pointed out in 5.2.J*. above, it v.'as logical fur the govornruttu io enqag-:-1
the NEB as an instrument of sectoral intervention in line with t!»e action
plans of various SWPs. Although still very much in its initial stage, this
part of the Board's functions Is likely to become increas ir.c } y important,
as the Industrial Strategy proceeds after 1577/73 towards concerted efforts
and company-level negotiations alined at getting selected firms to take
steps towards industrial reorganisation,
One example of such attempts by policy-makers to generate remedial
action on a sector-wide basis with the help of NEB's participation has been
Since mid-1976 the government has negotiated
with the main firms in the sector plans for mergers and redundancies in the
wake of falling orders from the CEGB and tougher competition overseas. NEBinvolvement was offered basically as a sweetener for the unions. But so far
in the power plant industry.

no concrete results could be achieved because of resistance from the unions
against the planned cuts in the labour force and GEC's insistence on a much
more limited role of the NEB than demanded by the unions.
In the telecommunication industry unions have also called for NEBinvolvement, as cuts in orders from the Post Office and lack of exports
have generated fears of mass redundancies. The Board has taken an interest
in the sector and, as already mentioned in sec. 6.2.*.. , has taken a stake
in two small producers of communications equipment, ATS and CASE. In Octo
ber 1978 the Board formulated a long-run strategy to rationalise production
and to unify the design of telephone exchange systems which should lead to
a more successful market presence overseas. It proposed a merger between
Plessey, SCT and the NEB and a joint marketing organisation (including GEC)
to sell System X abroad In the 1980's.
In a number of Industries the Board has just recently begun to explore
ways of sector-wide solutions to structural problems. Its acquisition of
Fairey Holdings was primarily motivated by that firm's activities in
nuclear engineering, hydraulics, and pumps and valves, and is likely to
play a rol^ in NEB's strategic work In these sectors within the near fu
ture. Its interest in offshore technology, a sector to which the govern
ment attaches greatest importance because of North Sea oil and other major
exploration projects overseas, may produce concrete act.I on on the basis of
Its holdings in R.R. Chapman (Sub-Sea-Surveys} and Ferranti's new acquisi
tions.

Lack of holdings in any of the dlesel engine manufacturer? has
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slowed down progress in NEB's work on that sector.
The most important initiatives occurred recently in ser-tors which in
the second phase of the Industrial Strategy in 1977 'nave been chosen as toppriority for structural change.

In one of these, construction equipment,

the NEB has used its holdings in BL Special Products to encourage 5 number
of mergers with some success. (25) In the office machinery sector, where,
according to the SWP-Report of April 1978, U.K. firms have in recent years
failed to catch up with the U.S. and Japanese firms and presently are In a
weak position to achieve the volun;e production and technological change
necessary to exploit the rapidly growing electronic equipment market, the
NEB announced a major project in October 1978 (see 6.2.4.). For an esti
mated h^O m. a new subsidiary will be set up as a joint venture between the
Board and various U.K. companies to develop and market office equipment
based on micro-electronic technology. Its first aim will be to develop a
word processing system for an automatic typewriter with magnetic memory.
That may subsequently be extended .to include small business machines and
communications equipment. In exchange for marketing support and funds for
product development through this new subsidiary the NEB will take minority
holdings in participating firms. Some of these firms, such as CASE, DRl,
and Systime, have already received assistance in exchange of shareholdings.
And further investments by the NEB in Logica, a software office systems
firm and U.K. leader in data word processing, for a stake of 20-30% at <3
cost of fc4.2 m. and In Monotype, a printing equipment firm with special
expertise In electronic text editing, for a 37.5% stake at a cost of
tO.25 m. and a loan facility of t3«25 m. have been finalised by the end of
1978. Muirhead, a leader in the facsimile transmission technology, and
Computer Technology Ltd., specialising In minicomputers and word processors,
have also been approached. The key questions here are the extent to which
the NEB can succeed in building a network that can compete with the few
multinational companies that dominate the world market. There is a high
risk factor involved, because the resources needed for the massive invest
ment on R&D and for the large-scole production required to compete inter
nationally are not available. Marketing, manufacture, design and develop
ment may also not be sufficiently Integrated, nor may the problem of lack
ing a complete and coordinated product range be overcome.
The NEB has used the same concept of a joint marketing organisation
with funds to coordinate and support product development of participating
firms, In which It has taken a minority holding, also in the software sec
tor with the creation of INSAC. But Its most controversial irove lies been
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its entry into the mass production of stiHidard semiconductor integrated
circuits to establish a U.K. presence in this new crucial technology. Its
plan to spend only h50 m. on the INMOS-project is considered unreal Ui; ica) ly optimistic by experts and the relevant SWP has found thin project to be
the most risky of all the available options to the U.K. firms (see 6.2.3.2.)
These recent interventions In computer and micro-electronic technol
ogy (INSAC, INMOS, and the development of electronic office machinery) may
only be one stage in a more elaborate long-run strategy which would in
clude NEB's other holdings in this sector. For example, Fsrrcntl's capa
city to produce custom-built circuits may be utilised In rhe office equip
ment-subsidiary or may be linked with INMOS. The NEB probably will also
want to integrate Sinclair Radionics, whose strength Is product development
of electronic consumer articles. There is also a clear overlap between
the different sub-sectors which in the foreseeable future will probably
lead the NEB to work out a more viable coordination and interrelation be
tween its new subsidiaries in this sector. Finally, if the NEB found its
own resources too limited for the scale of the projects it has started, it
may want to integrate ICL into this structure. Its wide range of holdings
therefore give the NEB a certain degree of flexibility to develop a longrun strategy of the sector as a whole and to reduce the risks of its investIn these top priority sectors of the Industrial Strategy the NEB has
certainly shown imagination and capacity to use its vunds and already ac
quired holdings as a basis for major initiatives. Within a five-year period
it will be possible to judge their impact and degree of success. Up to
then they remain high-risk projects, likely to absorb NEB's limited re
sources to the fullest. It has yet to be seen to what extent they and
further interventions on behalf of the Industrial Strategy in the other
sectors mentioned above will suffer from the budget and borrowing restric
tions currently imposed on the NEB.
7.7. Final remarks on the NEB in the context of U.K. industrial policy
As a state holding company and policy instrument to extend public
control in private industry the NEB is by no means a unique U.K. phenomenon.
Similar para-governmenta.l agencies, some of which with even greater rela
tive influence and a wider scope of activities, exist also in France, Celgium, Germany, Japan, Norway and especially Sweden, Austria, Spain and

Its actual implementation and evolution clearly .d i fforcd frcrr, the l.v.;y
it was envisaged at the stage of initial for mulct ion in 1373-

for example,

its link with the concept of planning agreements has never materialised.
The provisions under the Industry Act 1975. which, covered those agreements
and the disclosure of information, have much to the dismay of the trade
unions remained 'largely unused.

Only one planning agree-m&nt has been con

cluded in the last three years, namely with Chrysler (U.K.), £:nri even this
has been to some extent put into doubt with the sale of Chrysier's opera
tion in the U.K. and the Continent to Peogeoc/Citroen in the summer of
1978.

Negotiations on such agreements with 3 few other firms in the public

sector or with large dependency on government aid, such as BL, Ferranti,
and the power plant manufacturers, have up to now not led to a successful
conclusion.

Both with regard to planning agreements and the disc'icsure

of information the government has since 1975 preferred to rely on the
voluntary and informal communication network and information-gathering
exercise of the Industrial Strategy rather than use its legal powers and
sanctions under the 1975 Act. This has clearly not been the case with the
NEB, where the provisions and funds specified in the Act have been used to
a full extent. Although not any longer the central policy instrument for
a massive extension of public control over the leading firms of U.K. in
dustry as the basis for a new type of industrial policy, as discussed in
7.1., the NEB has during the last three years nevertheless managed to
evolve into the most important and powerful measure of U.K. industrial
policy up to date.
Its operations reflect the tendencies of state intervention in U.K.'s
private industry towards a higher degree of centralised coordination in
policy formulation and implementation and towards an extension of govern
ment intervention into new areas of industrial activity. This trend has
•
already been discussed in the general outline of industrial policy in
Ch. k and 5 and more fully analysed Tn the other two case-studies in Ch. 6
on the shipbuilding and computer industries. As with other industrial pol
icy measures the NEB needs to be related to previous measures and to be
see.n also as the result of a "learning process." More specifically, a
major portion of its overall activities and resources goes -nto the con
tinuation and successful completion of projects inherited from previous
industrial policy initiatives, such as the management of government-owned
holdings in firms supported by the IRC, the Industrial Expansion Act 1968,
or the Industry Act 1972. Furthermore, with the NEB policy-makers have

avoided IRC's limitation of confining intervention in the interest of irvdustria] regeneration mostly to the promotion of mergers. And they hcve
overcome the problems associated with direct Dol-contro) in establishing
the difficult balance between management independence :»nd strategic public
control with regard to publicly-owned firms outside the traditions] nation
alised industries.

And finally, the NEB managed to fill the gap created

by the abolition of the IRC which left the government without any indepen
dent, active and flexible tool of intervention and which could not be
balanced by the Industry Act 1372 and its slow-working, purely advisory
IDE/!DAB.
The Board also reflects the growing understanding and capacity of
policy-makers to formulate measures of intervention that directly address
the underlying central problems in U.K. private Industry outlined In Ch. 2.
The major problem with previous measures, such as the more meroer-oriented
and short-term assistance of the IRC, the launching aid for new products
in various sectors, or particularly the general investment incentives, has
f
been their confinement to particular, single aspects of industrial activi
ty, their lack of continuous and broadening involvement in the affairs of
a particular firm. In contrast, the NEB is quite explicit about the need
to establish a long-term and close relation with assisted firms, in which
a whole range of problems can be covered, on the basis of equity partici
pation. This has led the Board to get mure actively involved in management
techniques, cost control, forward planning, industrial relations, product
development, marketing organisation, the composition of financial assets
and liabilities, investment appraisals, rationalisation of production and
product portfolio of the firms it supports. There are already clear indi
cations that this focus and emphasis on underlying weaknesses through con
stant monitoring and insistence on remedial action by the NEB has produced
encouraging results and enabled firms, such as Ferranti, Herbert, Sinclair,
and Reed £ Smith to recover from heavy losses.
As a state holding company of publicly-owned assets the NEB has est
ablished in each case a close working relationship with its subsidiaries.
On the basis of regularly supplied information, informal contacts and fiveyear corporate plans it has in-tiated steps and offered assistance to
assure their long-term expansion, competitiveness and profitability. As
an investment bank it has clearly filled an existing need of smaller com
panies as either the only or the most advantageous supplier of external
funds for their continued expansion. An additional effect of this type of
activity has been the encouragement given to the City's Institutional in- 26* -

vestors to set up their own organisations to fill the market "gap" for
(28)
funds to small firms.
Recent measures in the areas of regional policy
and industrial strategy indicate that after a slow start the NEB intends
in the near future to become much me,re actively Involved in these policy
exercises.
Overall, the NEB has In exercise of its various function? between
November 1975 and October 1378 amassed e portfolio of 52 companies at an
expenditure of t720 nu In line with its statutory duty a cornrncrclal rate
of return on its capital has been achieved, although its overall revenue
still depends to a major extent on its disproportionately large invest
ments in 5L and RR, and its pre-interest return on capital employed tn the
other projects (BL and RR excepted) is still below the government-imposed
target rsnge of 15£-20% for 1331/82, Its capacity to achieve this target,
as indeed Its long-term future in general, .depend on the extent of the
intended increase in its budget and poscibly also on plans of any future
Conservative Government to abolish or at least curtail the NEB.

PART A:

SUMMARY OF PRINCIPAL FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS OF THESIS

CHAPTER 8:
8.1.:

THE LIMITS AND POTENTIALS OF U.K. INDUSTRIAL POLICY

Industrial decline as the rationale for state irit_crventiou

In Ch. 1 we argued that, various attempts to explain the long-terra
process of industrial decline in the U.K. have been inadequate.

The

assumption behind the modified version of Verdoorn's Lav in Koddor
(1966), as stated in footnote 11 of Ch. 1, concerning the constraints
on the supply of labour in a "mature" economy, such as the U.K., fails
to explain low growth in a period of higher unemployment.

Furthermore,

it is neither theoretically nor empirically established whether faster
growth of manufacturing output precedes and creates higher productivity
and more rapid growth of the economy as a whole or is a result of the
latter.

The theory in Bacon and Eltis (1976), which sees industrial

decline as primarily due to the expansion of : 'non-market" public sector
activities, is not only weak on empirical and conceptual grounds, but
fails also to explain why the "market" sector (that is roughly private
industry plus the profitable parts of the public sector) in the U.K.
should have been incapable of sufficient output expansion in the first
place to absorb the growth of the public sector.

Industrial decline in

the private "market" sector is assumed a priori, but not explained.
This is to a somewhat lesser extent also true for the attempt in Singh
(1977) to explain how international trade can further weaken an already
uncompetitive industry.

But this analysis concains at least a reference

to underlying supply-side deficiencies within industry.

And iiis

argument in favour of import contiols as an alternative to demand defla
tion andas an opportunity to encourage reorganisation and modernisation
in domestic industry is still in our opinion highly relevant.

Our

position in favour of import controls developed from our account of the
policy debates since the mid-1960's over the best means to avoid meecing

repratL-d balance oC paymont. crises v. .i t h ili-mand dc-flatlon.

Those- crJsc-r;

which gradually intensified throughout the postwar period in the U.K.
constituted each time a short-term constraint on demand management, but
recurred repeatedly as a result of the underlying deterioration of
international competitiveness in domestic industry.

In as much as they

were followed by policy-induced constraints of aggregate demand that
process of deterioration was even reinforced.

We argued in Ch. 1 that

macro-economic policies to raise the level of demand in the economy are
by themselves not tackling supply-related problems in Industry.

As

shown in the past, they are furthermore not easily sustained without
adequate capacity expansion and improved performance in domestic indus
try.

They are nevertheless necessary and indispensable, because they

encourage industrial reorganisation and investment.
those and is in this respect counter-productive.

Deflation discourages

Devaluating the

currency in an effort to avoid future crises and demand constraints
proved after 1967 to be ineffective, not least because many U.K. companies
prefer direct overseas investment over exports and higher profit-margins
over expanded sales volumes.

This limited the gains in price competi

tiveness and exports following devaluation, while demand for imports
seemed very price-inelastic and continued its growth trend.

Import

controls may therefore well be a more effective alternative to deflation
than devaluation.

They would have to be accompanied by state intervention

aimed at restoring industy's competitiveness and encouraging capacity
expansion in the U.K. so that the very weaknesses leading to these balance
of payments crises could be overcome.
Our conclusion of Ch. 1 emphasized the need to analyse the U.K.'s
industrial decline in terms of supply-side constraints within private
industry as an alternative to existing theories discussed above.

This

should not be interpreted as an attempt to minimize the importance of
demand and its management through macro-economic policy.

The debate

over import controls versus devaluation precisely addresses this
problem of how best to avoid disruptive demand constraints-.

Inadequate

levels of demand will discourage capacity expansion in industry.
According to our investment decision equation in sec. 2.2.2, the level
of demand affects investment plans through its impact both on current
profits (which determines the availability of internal and external
investment finance) and anticipated demand, capacity needs acid/or
profits.

The distinction between "enterprise" and "defensive" invest

ment patterns, as developed in Lamfalussy (1961) and discussed above, in
sec. 2.1.^has been made to show how the level of demand determines in
vestment activity not only quantitatively, but also qualitatively with
specific types of investment behaviour corresponding to different growth
rates.

Our case study on shipbuilding in sec. 6.1. is a good example,

where efforts of modernisation, rationalisation and capacity expansion
did not produce expected benefits because of a sharp world-wide contraction
of the market.

Hence industrial performance will very much depend on

adequate increases in demand. ^

Nevertheless, deficiencies on the

supply-side also affect the strength of industry and ultimately growthc
These may not be eliminated solely on the basis of demand management
because they depend on specific actions taken by firms.

To address those

deficiencies directly and encourage remedial*measures by firms requires
micro-economic supply management policies.

In sec. 2 we therefore

developed a theoretical framework that focused on supply-side determinants
of growth which we termed "production conditions."

Among the latter we

considered two factors as particularly important in contributing to U.K.
private sector's industrial decline:

a)

the consistent lack of domestic

investment in new plant and machinery as a result cf profit-related
expectations and financial constraints, and b)

inadequate, production

efficiency to make the best use of existing and new resources in the
process of generating and marketing output.

Both factors were not only

consequences of industrial decline, but themselves causes tor its
continuation.

There is thus a self-deeding, perpetual interrelationship

between low growth and inadequate levels of investment arid efficiency, as
the former results in the latter by encouraging "defensive" rather than
"enterprise" investment and thai: type of investment pattern itself
adversely affects current and future rates of growth.
State intervention to break out of this vicious cycle of industrial decline
is then justified as long as the market mechanism alone is unable to bring
about the changes and remedies required for the reversal of this trend.
The questions why and to what extent an economic system based on markets
and on the predominance of profitability (as the, overriding interest of
the owners and managers of the means of production) will not be able to
initiate and/or carry through the necessary reorganisation steps towards
more rapid expansion ana growth than hitherto experienced, are therefore
crucial in determining the scope and content of supply-management by the
state.

As we have seen in sec. 3.4. (on indicative planning in the U.K.

during the first half of the 1960's), sec. 5.1. (on the "disengagement"
experiment of the Conservative Government 1970-1972), sec. 5.2.4. and
7;1. (Labour's proposals for the P.A.S. and NEB in 1972/73 versus the
actual implementation of much weaker alternatives, once Labour was
elected), different positions on these questions had a major impact on
the evolution of supply-management in the U.K. after 1964.

Our definition

of "industrial policy" in sec. 3.2., which conceptualized the part of
state intervention explicitly and directly concerned with the supply-side
determinants of growth and the improvement of production conditions within
private industry, reflected implicity a certain position on these
questions.

On the basis of the preceding analysis of U.K. industry's

major weaknesses in Ch.2 we defined industrial policy as comprising
basically measures of state assistance in the form of supplying private
firms with public funds to a) increase both internal and extern;,.] finance
-XGS-

for investment, b) promote restructuring of sectors or reorganisation
of individual firms and c) support innovation, the coruincticial
development of new products, technological change in the production
process and the expansion of "high technology" industries.

These

were the areas of intervention identified in our analysis of industry's
decline, where policy-induced improvements would strengthen the com
petitiveness and performance of private firms and benefit the economy's
rate of growth.

Such definition of industrial policy was not only

based on an underlying theoretical framework (as developed in Ch. 2),
but was adopted here, because it most closely corresponded to the actual
evolution of state intervention in private industry's "production
conditions" after 1964 (as can be seen from our general discussion of
different measures in Chs. 4 and 5 and the case studies in Chs. 6 and
7).

This does not, however, imply that this specific definition is the

only correct one or the most feasible one in the process of conceptualizing
the role of the state in the process of industrial regeneration.

Other

positions on the limits of the market economy to meet the challenge of
industrial decline imply not only different, but perhaps also more
realistic and/or effective conceptions of the type of state intervention
most needed.

For example, the concept of "industrial policy," which

reflects usually the official position of the Conservative PartVj is much
more-narrow and res~tricClve~ than the one used in our thesis.

Conserva

tives tend to believe strongly in the ability of the "free market"
mechanism to resolve, and correct existing problems and constantly argue
against "interference by government" as preventing the market from
functioning "freely 11 and properly.

Left to itself the market would,

on the basis of free enterprise, competition* incentives and rewards,
improve and strengthen the economy.

According to this position state

intervention is only justified in quite limited cases of "market
imperfections," such as controlling excessive use of monopoly power,

-ZGS-

or providing risk capital for small, but rapidly growing, fims with
inadequate access to the capital markets, and in a few instances where
the social costs of private enterprise activity are too hi^h, such as
pollution control, or aid to firms in order to avoid mass redundancies
and loss of vitally important productive resources.

And even in the

few occasions calling for government regulations or aid, policy should
not attempt to transform the market mechanism, but play along with it.
Hence general measures are preferred over selective ones discriminating
between different competitors.

If finance needs to be made available,

it should not take the form of a subsidy but be a loan made under current
money market regulations.
absolute minimum.

Public ownership should be kept to an

All other forms of state intervention in private

industry must be avoided or abolished, since they impair the workings
of the market economy.

Before 1964 and during the period 1970--1972, this

much more limited conception of state intervention in private industry
dominated policy-making.

As we tried to show generally in our thesis

(especially in sections 3.4.1. and 5.1.), the policy measures of
Conservative Governments (or, to be more precise, their cutbacks in
intervention and lack of policy) worsened industry's position precisely
because their conception of the necessary role of industrial policy
was based on an unrealistic and far too narrow notion of "market
imperfections." ^ '
On the other hand, Labour's proposals in 1972/73 for a new type of
state intervention emphasized (as we already discussed in sec. 5.2.4.
and 7.1.):

a) Lhe inability of industry to break out of the vicious

cycle of low growth and "defensive" investment alone through a
coordinated, simultaneous and large enough wave of "'enterprise invest
ment" which would be required to achieve and sustain higher rates of
growth and capacity expansion; b) the power of large firms in oligo-

poiistic market structures and especially of: multi-national
corporations to uriuei-'mii'ti the national economic sovereignty of
the U.K. and its economic policies; and c) the possibility of a
conflict between the narrow, short-Lena interests of private firms
(especially the larger ones), as defined by profits or other
"internalities" and the government's economic and social objectives
which are assumed to reflect the public interest and have also to
relate to the "externalities" of the plans at id activities in private
industry.

In sec. 8.4. below we will analyse this approach and the

policies which follow from it more extensively and compare it with
the definition of industrial policy put forward in sec, 3.2. and the
corresponding policy measures implemented so far in the U.K. since 1964It suffices here to say that, although Labour's proposals also cleaily
view inadequate investment and lack of efficiency as problems related to
and perpetuating industrial decline, they nevertheless went significantly
beyond the existing concept and measures of industrial policy discussed
in the thesis in Ch. 4-7.

By addressing the problems of how to combine

micro-level intervention with macro-level coordination, of "internalities"
versus "externalities," of the power of oligopolistic, international
corporations in and over the domestic economy, new dimensions of policymaking had to be considered, new -objectives specified and new measures
of intervention found to cope with these additional challenges.

The

proposals for the P.A.S. and the NEB stressed correspondingly (and in
sharp contrast to the existing, more limited industrial policy
r.easures) the replacement of "consensus policy" with powers of compul
sion and sanctioning to force firms into a specific course of action,
the need for increased public accountability of private industry, t.lie
crucial importance of an effective planning machinery to coordinate
different policies, planning targets and corporate plans, and a now
type of public enterprise to enhance public control and support the
planning exercise.

Our thesis has been an attempt to contribute to the public debate
which has been carried out (and is likely to continue unabated in the
future) over the objectives, extent and means of state intervention.
in private industry.

We first defined a set of specific current or

previously introduced measures as "industrial policy" on the basis
of an underlying theoretical framework to explain industrial decline.
1973

Then we analysed their implementation during the period 1964 to

to develop in this way a notion of the limits and potential of industrial
policy as the type of state intervention actually carried out.

As we

shall argue in sec. 8.2., our findings in the thesis justify the con
clusion that those measures were not only objectively necessary, but
also benefitted private industry in specific instances.

Their con

tinued existence is therefore called for and needs to be defended
against attempts at "disengagement."

However, in sec. 8.3. we shall

summarize the reasons and indications developed in previous chapters
with regard to the limits of industrial policy so far.

This will

provide a basis for arguing that the concept of industrial policy
needs to be expanded towards and in the direction of the proposals
concerning new types of planning (P.A.S.) and of public enterprise
(the NEB).
8.2.

The evolution of industrial policy in the U.K.;

a gradual

process of improvement with—suc-c-o&sful -r-e-sul-t-s—in—Isolated
instances
As evident from our analysis of U.K. private sector's clifficulf-ies in
Ch. 2 and in particular from table? 2.1., 2.2.> c.nd 2.3., the deterioration
of the domestic.privately owned industrial and commercial companies in
terms of growth of output:, net investment activity and profitability
seemed to have accelerated since 1964 and especially after 1973/74.
Judging from these aggregate data, the growth of state intervention

during the same period was therefore apparently incapable of halting

(3)
this decline.

The various attempts, meaticnc-u in fouluule 3, Lo

conclude from this a positively harmful effect of industrial policy on
industrial performance fail to take account of existing elements of
structural weakness and supply-side constraints of growth (as analysed
in Ch. 2), whose correction is beyond the scope of individual firms.
These mostly polemic condemnations of industrial policy therefore ignore
the fact that private companies have repeatedly called for public
assistance to help them overcome their difficulties.

The failure of

"disengagement" in 1971/72 indicates in our view convincingly the need
for industrial policy as a concerted effort to tackle the problems of
U.K. private industry and invalidates these criticisms.
If we focus on the level of specific sectors or individual firms, we
can find many examples in Chs. 4 to 7 where industrial policy had major
beneficial effects.

A number of industries, such as aluminum (see sec.

4.2.6.), computers (sec. 6.2.2.), aeorspace, nuclear power plant, hover
craft, desalination (all sec. 4.3.), electronic components (integrated
circuits)(sec. 6.2.3.) and telecommunications (sec. 6.2.4.), required
for their initial stage of establishment and/or for their continued
existence substantial government support.

Products with major market

potential, such as NC-machine tools (sec. 4.2., 4.3.2. and 5.?.),
materials (carbon fibres) (sec. 4.3.2.), or electronic consumer articles
(sec. 6.2.4.), depended for their commercial development on public funds
and risk-sharing arrangements with the government.

State intervention

in shipbuilding (sec. 6.1.), machine tools (sec. 5.2.2.), mining machinery
electrical engineering (both sec. 4.2.4.), and other industries, led to
structural changes in those sectors which market forces alone would not
have achieved or only at a much slower pace.

In most cases of policy-

induced industrial restructuring, the sectors ended up with potentially

more viable firms, provided that, the various assisted undertakings
completed the process through internal rationalisation.

Where this

was the case, as for example with GEC (sec. A.2.4. and 4.2.5.)* ICL
(sec. 4.2.6. and 6.2.2.) or RHP (sec. 4.2.5.), industrial policy
provided the framework within which individual firms could success
fully expand their operations.

The establishment and subsequent

effective use of public control over firms, which had to be bailed
out by the state after a period of heavy losses, enabled them frequently
to carry out rationalisation of their operations as the basis for
successful recovery.

This was especially true for some of NEB's

subsidiaries, such as Ferranti, RR, Sinclair Radionics, A. Herbert,
Fairey Engineering and possibly after 1978 also BL, CIC and BTP (see
sec. 7.2. and 7.3.).

With regard to the selective supply of finance

the funds offered by the IRC during a period of credit squeeze in the
late 1960's (discussed in sec. 4.2.4.) and the equity participation
of the NEB in small firms (sec. 7.3- and 7.4.) clearly filled existing
"market gaps" and put competitive pressure on private financial com
panies to get more closely involved in domestic investment activity.
Investment grants in the late 1960's (sec. 4.1.) and the APS- and SISschemes between 1975 and 1977 (sec. 5.2.3.)? both directly supporting
counter-cyclical investment activity during downturns of the economy,
seem to have softened the recessionary impact on capital outlays.

In

Appendix I below we present empirical evidence to quantify the possible
benefits of industrial policy on the disaggregated level of single
sectors or firms and identify instances where the combination of public
assistance and public control in the form of industrial policy seems
to have succeeded in strengthening private companies.
While these selective examples of beneficial impact, together with the
failure of ."disengagement" and the indications of an existing objective

necessity for public assistance, made manifest by the repeated calls
of private companies for public funds to help them overcome both cyclical
and structural difficulties* seera to refute the critics of selective
Intervention by the state in industry, industrial policy has clearly
failed to halt, let alone reverse, the industrial decline over the last
15 years.

According to the empirical evidence presented in Ch. 2, the

production conditions of the private company sector deteriorated since
1964.

There are, however, methodological difficulties inherent in any

conclusions about the impact of micro-economic policy measures which
rely on aggregate macro-economic data such as those used in Ch. 2.
It is therefore very difficult to evaluate the combined effects of
«

industrial policy as a form of micro-economic supply management on the
macro-levels of private industry or the economy as a whole.

Never

theless, given the undeniable acceleration of industrial decline, it is
clear that, as actually carried out between 1964 and 1978, industrial
policy had at best (if any) only a limited effect on industry in
general.

On the basis of the arguments and evidence in the thesis, our

conclusions regarding the relevance, effectiveness and justification of
industrial policy in the U.K. since 1964 are therefore of a twofold
nature.

On the one hand, its record of implementation and its con

tributions towards strengthening specific sectors and firms seem
significant enough to allow for arguments in its defence against the
demands of its critics and the current plans of the Conservatives aimed
at its reduction or abolition.
(i.e. sec. 8.2.).

This is the objective of this section

On the other hand, however, its failure, to achieve

a reversal of the trend decline with regard to growth and competitiveness
in industry as a whole begs the questions whether industrial policy, as
conceptualized and defined in sec. 3.2. and carried- out through a series
of limited measures discussed in Chapters 4 to 7, was adequate to
address industry's fundamental problems and, if not, whether it should

be replaced with what type of state intervention.

These questions

form the subject of cec. 8.3. and 8.4.
Throughout the thesis we have argued that private industry's
difficulties and- the existing constraints to achieve higher growth
and improved competitiveness have justified the adoption of . various
industrial policy measures since 1964.

For example, the ability of

firms to invest depends partly on the availability of finance, to fund
their projects.

Many companies, especially the smaller, but rapidly

growing ones, have found their internally generated cash flow in-:
sufficient to undertake major investment projects.

Institutional

constraints on the supply of external funds, which have been recently
analysed by NEDO's Roll Committee and the Wilson Committee (sec. 4.1.3.)
and have been caused mostly by the costs and restrictions for firms to
have access to the capital markets by issuing new equity, selling bonds
or borrowing from banks, added to the limits on investment funds.

In

response to this problem, various governments over the last 15 years have
offered increasingly generous measures to raise industry's internal in
vestment finance.

These, as shown in sec. 4.1., took mostly the form

of tax allowances, investment grants or relaxation of company taxation.
In addition, grants, loans and equity were offered on a gradually
increasing scale under such Act 0 as the S & T Act of 1965, the IRC Act
1966, the Industrial Expansion Act 19£B and the Industry Acts 1972 -and
1975 to act in substitution for the stock market and the City-institutions,
But even with adequate levels of finance available , private companies
may not want to increase domestic investment activity, if, as emph^jized
in sec. 2.2.2., expectations about future demand levels, capacity needs
and/or profits do not justify it.

More profitable and/or less risky

alternatives can often be found when investing in fixed assets overseas
or in the domestic or international markets for liquid, assets.

Recent

measures under the Industry Acts 1972 and 1975, such as NEB's support
for small but rapidly growing and export-oriented firms, the counter
cyclical investment assistance (APS, SIS) and the sector-wide schemes
under sec. 8 of the 1972 Act, all supported capital spending of
selected private firms to encourage capacity expansion at home.
Apart from leading to low levels of investment activity in industry,
"defensive investment" patterns of many companies in the U.K. depressed
growth also by discouraging the efficient use of existing and new
resources.

This type of investment behaviour (described in sec. 2.1.)

left little room for major innovation activity, modernisation, full-scale
rationalisation towards more integrated production units, R & D, the
application of new technology, adoption of "best practice" techniques
and the timely introduction of new products.

Industrial policy has

become increasingly concerned with those supply-side constraints on
efficiency.

The shift of S & T policy in the late 1960's and 1970's

away from b^sic and applied research or defence projects towards more
public assistance for the development of commercially exploitable pro
ducts has been discussed already in sec. 4.3. with the expansion of the
NRDC, Min Tech f s pre-production order schemes, development contracts
under the S & T Act 1965 and the creation of RRB's.

Several sector-

wide modernisation schemes (see sec. 5.2.2.) and the product and pro
cess development scheme have broadened public assistance for product
development since 1975.

Further concrete examples of this objective

can be found in our case-studies of Ch. 6 and 7, namely SIB's support
for U.K.':: entry into the supertanker market (sec. 6.1.3.), the
various public initiatives for hardware, software, semiconductors,
and data communication in U.K.'s computer industry (sec. 6.2.), and
NEB's priority given to firms and projects with major product develop
ment programs (RR, Sinclair, Ferranti, etc.). •

In the second half of the 1960's industrial policy was also ex
tended to support measures among selected private firms which aimed
at improved economies of scale through Changes in the organisation of
production to do away with small production runs, overly diversified
product ranges, outdated capital vintage (applying also to the usa of
new machinery together with older equipment and/or aged plant as caused
by the widespread practice of "defensive investment") and sub-optimal
production techniques.

All these were factors responsible for the lack

of production efficiency.

Examples for this policy extension were IRC-

sponsored rationalisation attempts among textile equipment firms, GEC,
RHP, and in other sectors (discussed all in sec. 4.2.4. and 4.2.5.), SIB's
grants and loans to newly merged yards (sec. 6.1.3.) and ICL's successful
integration process in the early 1970*s financed by a grant from the
government.

Later on, the Industry Act 1972 allowed government: funding

of modernisation and rationalisation projects in companies and sectors
(without viewing preceding mergers as a necessary condition for support)
through funds to qualifying firms under sec. 7 or 8 and through the
sector-wide schemes under sec. 8.

And as pointed out in Ch. 7, the NEB

used its equity holdings in firms to encourage substantial programs of
rationalisation which would reduce the number of different production
units, cut loss-making plants and those with overcapacity, extend
production runs, build new facilities, purchase the most modern equip
ment and improve the product mix through standardisation, lower degrees
of diversification and marketing research into the optimal combination
of products.
In sec. 2.3.2.5. we emphasized the importance of industrial relations
as part of the organisation of production and the need for changes
in this area towards more rational structures of collective bargaining
and expanded industrial democracy to facilitate and strengthen the

process of industrial reorganisation.

Lack of concern over this issue

meant that interventions by the IRC, SIC or NEB and government ! s rescue
operations, such as in the case of GEC in 1968/69j UGS in 1971 or BL
in 1978/79, were frequently accompanied by losses of employment or at
least the threat of dismissals and by changes in the working conditions
without adequate consultations.
of the work force.

They therefore provoked the resistance

Realising the importance of improving industrial

relations^policy-makers gradually began to cautiously address this
problem with concrete steps, such as funds provided by the SIB and in
some of the sector-wide schemes of the 1972 Act to improve amenities
and working conditions, SIB's attempts to establish agreements and
mechanisms for consultation, negotiation and dispute arbitration and
NEB's efforts to promote employee participation in BL, Ferranti, AH and
other subsidiaries.

But all in all, very litLie real progress has been

made on this issue which has recently suffered serious setbacks from
private industry's successful resistance and the Labour Government's
lack of political will concerning the conclusion of planning agreements
with the largest private and public companies, the use of the disclosure
of information provisions of the Industry Act 1975 and the Implementation
of the proposals made by the Bullock Committee on industrial democracy.

In sec. 2.3.2.5. we have also argued that lack of management quality in
the U.K. may well have aggravated the existing lack of production
efficiency caused by a long tradition of "defensive investment."

Ir» the

course of our thesis we have come across a number of examples which
seem to confirm this hypothesis, such as the predominance in U.K.'s
private industry of imprecise and outdated methods of investment
appraisal (noted in sec. 4.1.1. and especially footnote 13 of Ch. 4),
lack of contingency planning in high-risk projects (as was the case
with RR's RB 211-project discussed in sec. 4.3.2. and 4^3.3.), lack of

appropriate cost controls and regular information (contributing to
the bankruptcies of UCS, RR, Ferranti and AH), acceptance of lossmaking contracts, which in the cases of RR and many of the shipbuilders
(sec. 6.1.) overstretched the respective firm's financial resources,
and failure to undertake the required post-merger rationalisation and
integration of previously separated parts (for example, BL, UCS,
Cambridge Instruments and other cases mentioned in sec. 4.2.5., 5.2.1.,
6.1. and 7.2.).

To avoid the repetition of similar difficulties in the

future, policy-makers have (especially where additional public funds
became necessary to avoid bankruptcy, such as with regard to RR, UCS,
some of IRC's initial failures, and the rescue casss in 1974/75)
insisted on changes in management personnel as a condition of any
government aid, have appointed non-executive directors to company boards,
or have gradually intensified their monitoring and tightened f.heir
information requirements.

IDAB has been explicitly charged with evaluating

management resources and ability before granting firms assistance within
the various schemes under sec. 8 of the 1972 Act.

Recently, policy-

makers have also become aware of the need to improve management quality
particularly among small firms and have for that purpose intensified
policy efforts, as indicated by the expansion of information and advisory
services or the funding of feasibility studies concerning joint
collafio ration agreements or the use of computer-aided production manage
ment.

Our discussion of the NEB as a holding company (sec. 7.2.) and as

an investment bank (sec. 7.3.) underlined repeatedly its active role in
changing the structure and techniques of management in its subsidiaries
and other, mostly small firms where it took on minority holdings.
However, none of these initiatives aiming at strengthening the organisa
tion and running of business operations will themselves suffice to help
U.K. firms expand more rapidly and compete more effectively.

Even im

proved management is likely to continue with "defensive investment"^ if

the limited financial resources available and/or the prospects and
forecasts do not justify "enterprise investment" (of the type discussed
in sec, 2.1.).' Therefore, the underlying more fundamental constraints
in industry may continue unaffected by changes in management.

Never

theless, it is clear from comparing the successful policy-induced re
organisation and subsequent expansion of well-managed firms, such as
ICL (sec. 6.2.2.), Ferranti (after its rescue) (sec. 7.2.) or even GEC
(sec. 4.2.5.) with the failures of publicly assisted and badly managed
firms, such as UCS, BL or RR, that management quality can have a decisive
impact on a firm's relative strengths or weaknesses.

Efforts to correct

management inefficiency are therefore of importance, although they are
not panaceas for industry's difficulties and must be carried out within
a much broader context of measures aimed at overall industrial reorgani
sation.
We have again outlined the various areas of intervention for industrial
policy in the U.K. as analysed previously in Ch. 2 in order to refute
the arguments made by representatives from the private sector, economists
and politicians (mentioned in more detail in sec. 3.1., sec. 5.1. and
footnote 3 of this chapter) that state intervention in U.K.'s private
industry after 1964 has been "arbitrary," "unnecessary" and "the source
of industry's problems."

One of our intentions in this thesis has been

to show that the existing supply-side constraints in the private sector
objectively necessitated and required remedial actions supported or
induced by policy initiatives and continued public assistance.

Our under

lying assumption, which we tried to put in a more theoretical framework
in Ch. 2 and which we will later in sec. 8.3. formulate and expand upon,
has been that the market mechanism, if left to itself, and short-term
profitability considerations as the key criteria guiding decision-making
in private industry tend to create and reproduce these constraints.

The

lack of external finance from private sources for high risk projects
or relatively less profitable firms, the continued preference of large
domestic firms for more lucrative direct investment overseas, the
inability to organise a whole sector into a more viable and effective
structure, the unwillingness and inability of firms to undertake
"enterprise investment" in a traditionally low growth economy, the one
sided form of rationalisation within "defensive investment" through
labour-shedding without adequate redeployment available y and other
deficiencies within the private company sector are all outcome and part
of the dynamics in which the market system of private enterprise operates
in the context of a "low growth" economy.

Let. it be emphasized that

such a conslusion is in our mind neither a moralistic nor a politically
biased statement, but a realistic reflection of the limits of a par
ticular economic system in the context of the U.K.

If this is the case,

then references by the opponents of industrial policy to the virtues of
private enterprise, the "free market" economy and competition are at
best misplaced, because they abstract from precisely these limits and
deficiencies and ignore the historic transformation of the economy
away from approximating the "perfect competition" model.

Of course,

and in light of overwhelming evidence not surprising, certain market
imperfections are admitted to exist'and to require state intervention,
but these are viewed in much too narrow a context of exceptions, rather
than seen more appropriately as principal forces and problems in a
modern economy, such as the growing concentration of production into
larger units, the effects of the internationalisation of firms on
national economies, or the conflict between private benefit (or costs)
and public costs (or benefits).
Related to this debate about the necessity for and extent of state
intervention in private industry is also our attempt in-the thesis to

establish a position against plans and actual implementation of
"disengagement," that is, of reversing the tendency for more public
assistance to private firms and more state control over their decisionmaking.

Such a policy reversal, in which raany industrial policy

measures were abolished, occurred between 1970 and 1972 under a
Conservative Government«

Although, as described in sec. 5.I., ultimately

a failure, a similar strategy of "disengagement" (see footnote 2 of
Ch. 8) will be carried out, provided the Conservatives return to power
in 1979.

In our opinion such a policy strategy will probably have to

be abandoned after a series of very painful and (both socially and
economically) costly failures, especially since it will most likely
be accompanied by deflationary fiscal and monetary policies.

In any

case, it will phase out or curtail some of the useful tools of inter
vention, such as NEB's role as an investment bank for small, but
relatively rapidly growing and in the longer-term viable private
companies or even the sector-wide schemes under sec. 8 of the 1972
Act, which both benefitted raany firms (see sec. 7.3. and sec. 5.2.2.).
It will undo a lot of efforts aimed at promoting industrial reorgani
sation, which depended on continued and long-term public assistance and
on ongoing communication between private firms and respective govern
ment institutions, as in the case of ICL and other important national
firms or the coordination of restructuring whole sectors.

It may

threaten already achieved progress in sectors and firms, where indus
trial policy had begun to make an impact, such as accelerating capacity
expansion in microelectronics, supporting the application of computer
technology across inany industries, or assistance for modernization and
"enterprise investment" through the NEB and/or funds from the Industry
Act 1972.

And finally, it will certainly interrupt the evolution of

industrial policy which since 1964 has gradually developed into a
more coherent set of measures.

Our argument against another round of "disengagement" is not only
based on our position claiming the objective necessity of industrial
policy in light of identified supply-side constraints.

Nor is it

solely justified on the basis of the previous experience with dis
engagement during 1970-1972 which, as we have already shovm with many
examples throughout Chs. 4 to 7, was positively harmful to a large
number of firms and had to be reversed.

It is, maybe more importantly,

a logical outcome of our analysis of industrial policy since 1964, whose
pattern of evolution has been the subject of identification and discussion
from sec. 3.4. to the end of Ch. 7.

One conclusion we arrived ar in this

study is that industrial policy expanded not only as a result of the
conscious will of policy-makers.

It grew also because the gradual and

continued deterioration of the economy produced pressures on the state
to increase its assistance to private industry.

New manifestations of

the economic crisis, such as the rapid increase of "structural" un
employment and reduction of new emplo>.aent opportunities in already
depressed regions, the growing imbalance between exports and direct
investment overseas, a growing number of firms in financial difficulties
and threatened with bankruptcy, accelerated loss of international
competitiveness in many sectors of industry or new challenges of ad
vanced technology, demanded larger and larger injections of public
(8) Furthermore, in many instances
funds into the private sector.
already previously spent public funds had to be followed by additional
state offers of assistance in order to prevent the initial funds from
being lost through bankruptcies or by forcing firms to interrupt
ongoing projects because of lack cf further aiu to complete those.
In certain instances such follow-up programs of aid were clearly
necessitated by the inability of firms to correctly forecast or
control costs, timing and external finance requirements of projects
(as was the case with RR's RB-211 project or some of the modernisation

schemes in the shipbuilding industry).

Sometimes, as for example

with BL, Cambridge Instruments, Chrysler UK, KTM, DCS, initial
intervention in the reorganisation of individual firms did not produce
the expected beneficial results, because public funding vzas not accompanied
with adequate measures of public control to insure the carrying out of
(usually post-merger) rationalisation.

Management failure to reap the

benefits of economies of scale ultimately forced these firms to ask
the respective governments for additional support to overcome financial
difficulties.

The adoption by the NEB of long-term corporate plans as a

strategic tool to commit firms to targets, to specified courses of
actions and to various expansion projects plus the supply of funds
through equity participation as the basis for NEB's control over the
implementation of these plans may help to prevent these costly
crisis interventions in the future.

For the most part, however, short-

term support for private firms has been (and will continue to be)
inadequate, simply because rationalisation and expansion projects,
product development and sectoral reorganisation are all long-term
processes beyond a particular measure's limited lifetime.Intervention
through relatively short-term measures, such as the SIB, IRC, the
formation of the ICL with aid from the Industrial Expansion Act 1968,
rescue cases and sector-wide schemes under the Industry Act 1972, had
to, as we pointed out in the relevant sections of our thesis, be
followed up after their expiration with new measures of additional
support to complete longer-term projects and processes of change. (9)
To abruptly abolish industrial policy measures and stop funds for
ongoing initiatives in industry, as happened in 1970/71 and may be
again the case in 1979, is therefore disruptive and counterproductive.
Instead, the precisely opposite approach, as proposed, in the Labour
Party programs and manifestoes since 1973, namely to conclude planning
agreements with the largest private and public corporations operating

in. the U.K., backed up by public shareholdings in return for public
funds offered to private firms, is called fot to establish between the
two sides the necessary long-term relation of support ana control,
so that long-term projects can be seen through, future crises be
avoided through corrective and preventive action, and private firms
be made publicly

accountable and committed to actual implementation

of plans.
The quantitative growth of state intervention after 1964, most clearly
evident in table 5.3., where the most important measures between 1964
and 1978 were summarized and their annual expenditure figures listed,
was accompanied by qualitative improvements in the formulation and
Beginning with the sectoral

implementation of industrial policy.

inquiries leading up to the National Plan in 1965, the information
gathering machinery available to policy-makers was steadily expanded
and refined.

This did not only cover new bodies set up to examine

industry's problems, such as the EDC/SWP network of the NEDC, the IRC,
Parliamentary Inquiries into various sectors, such as the CeddesCommittee on Shipbuilding or the SCST Reports on Computers or Nuclear
Power, the Advisory Committees under the Industrial Expansion Act 1968
or Industry Act 1972, the IDE/IDAB network under the 1972 Act, the RRB>*
and the NEB.

In addition variou3 government ag&r.cies or Parliamentary

Committees conducted inquiries with regard to the effectiveness and
shortcomings of existing or previous industrial policy measures, such
as MinTech's study of different types of investment allowances or the
work of the Expenditure Committee.

In this way policy-makers gradually

improved their understanding of the specific problem and support neads
of different industries and could respond with relevant measures to also
cover

industrial activities not yet covered by industrial policy, but

in strong need for public assistance.

Both of our case sLudies on ship-

building and on computers have especially clearly shcn.-a the decisive
influence of these information-gatherlug exercises and prohTpm-pv^luPtin
inquiries on the formation of industrial policy in these sectors.

This

has been substantiated by other examples in our thesis, such as the
research work undertaken by the IRC or the discussions within cba SWPs•
leading to the sector-wide sec. 8 schemes and interventions by the IIEB.
Another aspect of qualitative improvement in policy-making has been the
growing emphasis on coordination of separate measures into mere balanced
and refined strategies for specific situations to deal with their
different aspects through a combination of different tools and forma of
aid.

This has been a gradual process.

Industrial policy in the 1960 l s,

as can be seen throughout Ch, 4, was still mostly characterized by
relatively little coordination of different policy tools which instead
were introduced separately with fairly narrow objectives and implemented
parallel to each other. ( 10 '

The first signs of increased coordination

and integration came after 1968, when the IRC ended its "merger pro
motion" activities and expanded instead its activities as a government
merchant bank and its support for selective investment schemes, while
the Industrial Expansion Act 1968 was at the same time supposed to fund
projects in the "national interest."

To avoid overlaps, assist the

government with project evaluation and identify the best fora of
support the IRC became inv_Q_lve.d on .a regular basis with government
bodies administering the funds and schemes under the 1968 Ace.

Since

1972 there has clearly been a tendency towards more centralized indus
trial policy instruments through which various forms of aid for
different objectives can be integrated and better coordinated.

For

example, the setting up of RRBs in 1972 to make the best use of the
inherently very flexible and broadly applicable S & T Act of 1965

and

to identify the ways in which existing and new S & T policy measures

can best satisfy the specific R & D needs of different sectors,
the different aid categories and functions of the Industry'Act 1972,
such as for rescue cases, promotion of counter-cyclical investment
activity, or sector-wide rationalisation schemes (tha subject of
discussion in sec. 5.2.1. - 5.2.3.), the Industrial Strategy (sec.
5.2.4.) and the different functions of the MKB (discussed in Ch. 7)
are all expressions of growing emphasis and understanding on the part
of policy-makers concerning the need for more coordinated Interventions
in different industrial situations.

Together with increased centrali

sation and coordination we noted for the period 1972-1978 also an
expansion of intervention into a wider range of industries, especially
through the sector-wide schemes under sec. 8 of the 1972 Act and the
NEB.

Furthermore, on the basis of more centralised measures and better

integration of different available channels of public funds policymakers increasingly began to intervene in terms of sectoral strategies
or

with regard to particular firms through a combination of different

measures and forms of aid.

Our case studies in Ch. 6 on shipbuilding

and computers, plus those mentioned in Appendix 1, such as machine tools,
promotion of applications of computer technology in industry, or
construction equipment, clearly express this tendency towards improved
integration and coordination of industrial policy measures into sec
toral strategies of intervention.
Finally, the quality of industrial policy improved also with regard to
developing the means and tools of intervention that corresponded
more adequately to specific problems of different sectors or firms .^nd
covered more aspects of industrial activity.

For exsir.ple, industrial

restructuring in the 1960's was mostly supported in the form of
merger promotion (by the IRC especially, but also by the SIB and under
the Industrial Expansion Act 1968).

This rather narrow approach

was gradually superseded in tl.a 1970's by measures such as the 1972 Act:
or the NEB. which could address many different aspect.1: of industrial
restructuring, such as modernisation, reorganisation of production
facilities, scrapping of excess and/or outmoded capacity, joiut ventures
for product development or overseas marketing, simultaneously with a
The latter measures warp also

number of different support programs.

capable of more selective intervention on the level of firms or
individual sectors to take account of the different company or sectorspecific "production conditions" and difficulties.

We also discussed,

to give another example of this type of qualitative improvecitni;, in
sec. 4.3. the expansion and shift of S & T policy away from support for
basic and applied, mostly defense-related research toward funding
commercial development of non-defence products and the application of
new technology in industry.

In general, industrial policy began more

and more to initiate changes and find solutions to problems in industry
whose complexity demanded more sophisticated policy approaches then
merely undifferentiated and general supply of funds with little or no
strings attached.

Increasingly, therefore, policy-makers were in a

position to deal directly with more substantial issues, such as
\

management methods of investment appraisal, product development,
rationalisation of existing plant and machinery, application of new
production technology, or marketing networks, and incorporate them
into their schemes of selective intervention.

The growing ability to

address these questions was achieved partly as a result of "learning
from experience" (both from previous intervention and through im
proved information gathering and communication networks) and
partly on the basis of new policy initiatives, such as the 1972 Act
and the NEB, which allowed for more selective intervention geared to
the specific problems of a sector or firm.

In addition, and again

as a result of "learning from experience" with previous failures,

-zss-

policy-makers developed means to improve the impact of industrial
policy on management decision-making and the monitoring of progress
made by firms in specific sectors.

Given the mistakes in the past,

where projects such as post-merger rationalisation had been inad
equately monitored, not seen through to the point of successful,
completion, and had therefore led to disastrous results requiring
subsequent correction at high cost, as was the case with RR, UCS, or
even BL, these improvements were of key importance in making intervention more effective.

(12)
v '

For this purpose equity holdings in

private companies became more frequent, especially with the NEB,
While these were often minority holdings and offered primarily to help
a company's financial position by reducing its debt ratio, they never
theless gave the state a potential basis for exercising to a limited
degree public control over the affairs of private companies.

Often

these holdings were accompanied by government nominees to the Boards
of Directors of assisted companies.

In practice, however, this

step did not necessarily insure control for the government, since
these nominees usually acted as corporate managers without special
ties to the responsible government agency.

More effective, and in

the case of Ferranti, RR, All and other rescued firms also quite
successful, was the recently more frequent insistence of the relevant
government agencies on changes in the management personnel of assisted
companies, whose problems had been evidently aggravated by management
inefficiency.

Growing emphasis in the conduct of industrial policy

was also laid upon improved monitoring to check the assisted firm's
progress and compliance with the conditions attached to the public
aid.

In order to achieve these objectives, the government departments

and agencies (Dol, IDE/IDAB-network and advisory committees under the
1972 Act, the NEB, etc.) involved with the support given to specific
•

firms would demand from them in return regular and detailed information,

progress reports and plans to keep up to date with the performance
of those companies and take corrective steps, if necessary, at the
/ -I o V

appropriate time.
To conclude, it is evident from our discussion of the evolution of
industrial policy in the U.K. between 1964 and 1978 in the thesis
that the tendency has been for quantitative increase and qualitative
improvement of intervention.

The fact that these have not been

adequate to reverse the trand of industrial decline in industry as a
whole and should therefore be replaced by more powerful and funda
mentally different measures, will be discussed below in sec. 8.3. and
8.4.

What matters here is that the growth of industrial policy sinca

1964 in the U.K., albeit still only on a limited scale, has achieved
nevertheless some improvements and has had some success in strengthening
the performance of specific sectors and firms, as mentioned in the
beginning of this section.

It is highly questionable whether these

achievements would have occurred without industrial policy, because
they resulted from changes in the structure of sectors, from re
organisation and rationalisation within companies, and from expansion
projects, all made possible with the help of public funds.

Abolition

or further scaling down of industrial policy measures would, as
already experienced with disengagement in 1970-72, probably harm
rather Hhan help the private sector and is likely to be in the longterm an untenable approach.

Current proposals for renewed "disen

gagement" within the Conservative Party are therefore to be rejected
on the basis of our findings in this the.sis.

They ignore that the

quantitative growth of public funds allocated for private industry has to
be understood in the context of worsening production conditions within
industry, reflects the growing need for support by firms facing ever
more severe problems, and is therefore the objective outcome of the

deteriorating position of U.K.'s private company sector.

They also

ignore the qualitative improvements made by pol Iry-rr.^k^rs through
better information-gathering, "learning from experience" with previous
policy failures, more flexible measures of selective intervention to
cope with a variety of specific problems end different conditions, and
better monitoring procedures which would all be lost in. the event of
disengagement.

They abstract from the evidence which indicates that

industrial policy has on a number of occasions apparently or definitely
helped private companies and that many firms depend at least temporarily
on continued public assistance to complete reorganisation and modern
isation projects.

Cutting off funds to firms, which may well benefit

from industrial policy, is more likely to weaken their position and is
going to interrupt ongoing processes of change.

There is little

concrete evidence for the claim that the market mechanism will succeed
to restore most firms to commercial viability, once it is allowed
again to operate freely and without interference by the state.

Instead

it is more likely that many firms, which after successfully completed
policy-induced changes could return to adequate levels of competitiveness
and profitability (as was the case with many of NEB's subsidiaries and
investments)) would without available channels of public support not
undertake these changes, face bankruptcy and closure of their operations,
or be acquired cheaply by large companies.

This would further increase

the degree of concentration in industry and possibly lead also to
further losses of domestic control over U.K.'s productive resources.
On the basis of our findings, summarized in this section, it should
be clear th tit industrial policy, as evolved since 1964, has been and
will continue to be a preferable alternative to "disengagement."

8.3.

The limits of industrial policy in the U.JC.

So far we have focussed on the contributions of industrial, policy after
1964 to assist the private company sector's efforts towards achieving
improvements in competitiveness and performance.

We have argued that

the measures, which were applied under the category of "industrial
policy" over the last 15 years have been objectively necessitated by
the ongoing process of deterioration in industry's "production
conditions."

Looking at the evolution of industrial policy

measures between 1964 and 1978 we have noted a process of quantitative
growth and qualitative refinement which enabled policy-makers to
achieve successful intervention in a number of sectors and firms.

We

have tried to show in our thesis that this expansion of .industrial
policy has on the one hand been a result of growing pressures arising
from the gradually worsening position of domestic industry, which
forced governments since 1964 to introduce and then increase public
assistance in more and more sectors.

On the other hand it has been

the product of "learning from experience" which permitted the intro
duction of more effective measures, made possible the correction or
avoidance of previous policy shortcomings and led to improvements
in information-gathering, in monitoring and in the degree of
selectivity necessary to address industry-or filia-specific problems.
All these factors involved in the evolution of industrial policy,
namely the necessity for public assistance to grow in a period of
accelerating industrial decline plus the ability of policy-makers
to improve intervention and achieve at least partial succesn in
aiding the industrial reorganisation or expansion of some sectors
or firms, indicate to us that this type of intervention, despite
its limits discussed in this section, is a more realistic, more
constructive and more effective approach to the problems of private

domestic industry than the strategies of disengagement tried In
1970-72 and currently once again predominant in the Conservative Farty.
While thus emphasizing the need for a minimum level of state inter
vention in the private sector, as constituted by the various indus
trial policy measures currently applied by this Labour Government only
after a long and gradual process of evolution, ve have to conclude at
the same time that these current and all the previous measures have so
far failed to reverse industrial decline in the private sector as a
whole.

Whatever the methodological

difficulties of measuring the

impact of micro-economic measures on the macro-level of industry or
the economy as a whole (mentioned in footnote 4 of this chapter), it
is clear that industrial policy has not been able to inititate, let
alone sustain or complete, a process of transformation and regeneration
within industry broad and far-reaching enough to create the conditions
for industry-wide expansion of capacity, innovation on a major scale,
creation of new employment opportunities and modernisation of existing
resources.

The challenge today is how to break ouc of the vicious cycle

between low growth and "defensive investment" and how to institute
instead "enterprise investment" across sectors which, as we discussed in
sec. 2.1., is not only the result of higher growth, but also the pre
condition for its continuation.

In the course of our thesis we have

repeatedly indicated, as in sec. 2.1., 2.3.2.5., 5.2.4. and 7.1., that
this process of transformation, this challenge of how best to regenerate
industry is not simply a matter of increasing the supply of public funds
to the private sector.

It does not simply require techniques that im

prove management decision-making and facilitate expansion within a
given structure of industrial organisation, that is, without changing
the relations between firms, or between management and the shop floor
in firms.

And it cannot be met by micro-economic supply-management alone

in isolation from other policies.

Instead, as

already briefly

discussed in the sections mentioned above, this process demands
policies to deal effectively with the power of oligopolies Ingeneral and multinational corporations in particular over the rest
of the economy.

Initiatives, actions and changes within industry need

to be supported not just on the basis of sector-or company-specific
"internalities" (that is, costs and benefits for private firms as
defined by their own interests mostly in terras of frequently too shortterm profitability considerations), but require also coordination on
the basis of "externalities" (such as indirect; costs and benefits to
other firms, other sectors and to the macro-level of the economy as
a whole).

This, as argued in sec. 5.2.4., can only be realized through

a central, powerful planning mechanism and through an integration of
micro-level and macro-level policies, of supply-and demand-management.
Furthermore, the current hierarchical corporate structure of management's
decision-making and monopoly over the "right to manage" has contributed
to a system of collective bargaining and industrial relations in which
the work force and its representatives in the unions have little or no
input in the formulation and implementation of changes which immediately
affect their interests, and have no control over management's decisions
and plans.

We noted in sec. 2.3.2;5. that this frequently forced the

shop floor and the unions to defend their interests and positions by
attempting to block, slow down or dilute changes carried out from
above.

Increased industrial democracy and workers' participation in

management are therefore not only justifiable on moral grounds, but
may well also have direct practical benefits by making industrial
reorganisation more realistic, more feasible, more effective, and less
disruptive.

In sec. 8.1. we mentioned that the concept of industrial policy,
which reflects the actual evolution of supply-side management measures
after 1964 and which is therefore used accordingly in our thesis, as
defined in sec. 3.2., implies a specific notion of market imperfections
and rests on certain assumptions about the ability and limits of an
economic system based on the market mechanism and profitability con
siderations to bring about the process of industrial regeneration by
itself.

The analysis of U.K.'s industry's difficulties in Ch. 2 and of

the actually implemented measures between 1964 and 1978 in Chs. 4-7
indicates that state intervention has been mostly concerned with
increasing both internal and external investment finance of firms with
accelerating

product development, promoting the application of new

technologies in industry and substantial support for firms involved in
high-risk projects of advanced technology, and finally, with the re
structuring of various sectors to improve competitiveness and growth of
their firms.

Stated in more general t^rms, measures to affect the supply-

side determinants of growth in the private sector have so far been
limited more or less to close certain "gaps" in the functioning of the
market system, concerning investment finance (including the "equity gap"
tackled by the NEB for small firms), information, risk, and sector-wide
coordination and incentive for structural change.

That last area of

intervention involved means of support either to counter a trend decline
through modernisation, elimination of excess and outdated capacity and
merger promotion (see case study in sec. 6.1.), to set up so-called
"national champions" for purposes of international competitiveness, or
to give companies in the "advanced technology'1 sectors more strength
and resources for product development, commercial exploitation of new
products, risk cover, better R & D, production and marketing facilities.
In other words, industrial policy has mostly tried to complement and
perfect the market mechanism of a "low growth" economy on the basis of

selective intervention and with regard to separate supply-side
deficiencies*

In sec. 8.2. we. summarized our findings to argue

that such an approach has had isolated successes and is overall
superior to a strategy of disengagement based on much more limited
intervention and-oh much stronger (and in cur mind unjustified) con
fidence in the strength of the market system characteristic to r.he
U.K. economy.

In this section 8.3., however, we will through further

elaboration of points already introduced in our thesis argue that the
concept of industrial policy and the various measures comprised
within this category are not far-reaching enough to really transform
industry as a whole and create the conditions for sustained levels
of higher growth.
To understand the limits of industrial policy and with it also the
reasons why it failed beyond certain isolated instances of identifiable
impact and success to first halt and then reverse the deterioration of
conditions within U.K. industry, we need to take a much broader view of
*3 T*Q

market "imperfections" in which thoseAnot considered marginal or exceptional
and in which the economic system of the U.K. is seen as having produced
and then reinforced industrial decline.

As we shall see in sec. 8.4., such a

different view has major implications for the type of state intervention
required.
First of all, it is important to understand that one historic tendency
within the capitalist system has been a continuing, dynamic process
towards higher degrees of concentration within most sectors as a direct
manifestation of growth.

To put it very briefly, the Internal expan

sion of firms itself increased their size in terms of production units
and volume of operations.

This enabled firms to reap the. benefits of

economies of scale associated with larger size and volume and to
strengthen in this way their competitiveness.

Within the1 process of

competition stronger firms could further enhance their relative
position in the industry by taking over smaller and/or weaker firms.
These acquisitions forced other firms into mergers so as to protect
themselves against the market leaders.

As a result the degree of con

centration in most industries has continuously risen as a- historic
tendency, gradually leading in the majority of sectors to oligopolistic
market structures dominated by a few, very large corporations.
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This has had a number of important effects on the working of the
economy:

a) it enabled firms to prevent or contain price competition

which previously had been the regulatory mechanism for resource
allocation, but which at the same time had encouraged price wars to
the disadvantage of all firms involved, b) Instead, oligopolistic firms
developed and refined the principle of mark-up pricing to achieve
target profit margins by passing cost increases automatically on.
The regulation, timing and extent of price changes became in general
a matter of coordination between competing firms through various
possible mechanisms, including cartels, price leadership, and
rotation of price-setting between firms.

This, together with a

tendency towards down-ward rigidity of nominal wages even in recession
ary periods, contributed to the inflationary pressures which gradually
intensified during the 1960's and 1-970's.

c) In addition, leading firms

in oligopolistic market structures are now in general capable of con
trolling the composition of their industries through price manipulation,
such as "elimination pricing," to undermine the strength of unwanted
competitors or "no-entry" pricing to prevent firms from entering the
industry.

This, together with the fact that, as emphasized iu C.F.

Pratten (1971), the minimum or optimal size for efficient production has
steac'ily increased

especially in the new advanced technology industries

beyond the reach of most firms, has blocked the previous ability of the
market mechanism to allocate resources freely and effectively,

d) Large

size and a dominant market position give the leading firms a lot
of power, especially over small firms which frequently defend on a
large company either as a supplier of components or as a customer.
Lacking a comparative ability to benefit from economies of scale,
smaller firms usually cannot in the long-term compete against the
market leaders of their particular industry, unless they are very
specialized and can achieve relative large production runs for
their special products.

But because of their limited overall size,

which on the one hand restricts their ability to generate large
profits and on the other hand limits their access to the capital
markets, they have often relatively large external finance require
ments which can most likely be only satisfied with the support of the
government.

In the case of the U.K. this problem has only recently

been recognized.

The inadequate ICFC/FCI network (now merged irto the

FFI), which relied passively on approaches by small and medium sized
firms and granted funds only for projects of commercial viability
within a short time, has since 1975 increasingly been surpassed by
NEB's active engagement in providing support for small, but rapidly
growing firms, whose long-term expansion plans and future commercial
viability have been endangered by lack of available finance, through
equity, loans or standby credits.

Within a relatively short period

of time NEB's activities in this area have prompted a variety of
private financial institutions to intensify their efforts concerning
small industrial companies and to increase their supply of venture
capital.

In addition the current Labour Government has especially in

1978 undertaken measures to reduce the tax burden of small firms.
In general, entry barriers such as minimum size of operations or
"no-entry" pricing by the large firms make it very difficult, if
not impossible, for small firms to enter into or survive- in many of

the growth industries.

They therefore tend to be more concentrated

and frequent in declining industries.

Attempts in these sectors, such

as wool textiles or foundries, to merge-many small firms into few
larger units with the support of the public funds (as tried by the IRC

-

or under the Indus-try Act of 1972) have only a chance for success if they
are accompanied by large-scale rationalisation and modernisation.

This

is often not possible because of lacking anticipated demand, inadequate man
agement

resources and/or finance which prevent firms frozi successfully

undertaking the necessary investment.

Our case study on shipbuilding

in sec. 6.1. showed these problems very clearly.

There restructuring

through mergers with the support of the SIB and other industry policy
c

measures was hampered by a combination of inadequate post-merger ration
alisation, management mistakes and finally lack of demand.
of policy-makers to take account of

the

The failure

existing dual structure in

industry as a whole with highly concentrated growth sectors on the one
hand and declining sectors, composed mainly of small firms, on the other
hand, and of the relationship between large and small firms, led
frequently to counter-productive policy measures.

As pointed out by S.

Holland (1975, pp. 62 - 63), price controls in the U.K. squeezed the
profit margins of smaller firms more than those of the larger firms,
whose prices should have actually been controlled by that policy.
Furthermore, the tendency of market leaders to set prices determined by
the costs of the least efficient firm in the sector, which leaders wish
to survive, is aided inadvertantly by the government's competition policy.
Thct policy encourages namely a long-term price strategy by leading firms
more designed to stay clear from the anti-monopoly agencies rather than
benefit consumers and.weaken less competitive firms through prices
reflecting higher efficiency.

The provision

of general investment

incentives in the form of investment allowances, accelerated depre
ciation or investment grants is less
-iOO -

geared

towards

small firms,

which generally have the largest need tor additional sources of
investment finance, and .instead benefits especially those larger
companies which have already more finance from retained profits and
easier access to the capital market.

This is particularly so since

large companies tend to have more capital-intensive investment projects.
(while placing their labour-intensive operations often in countries
with low labour costs), are capable of artificially inflating the
project's costs through transfer pricing concerning components im
ported from subsidiaries overseaSj and are often in a strong bargaining
position to demand the possible maximum in investment, benefits from
the national government and local authorities.

Investment incentives

have other undesirable consequences related to regional policy efforts.
In sec. 4.1. we have already noted that the benefit differential of
investment incentives in favour of investment in regional development
areas encourages capital-intensive rather than employment-creating,
labour-intensive projects in areas with relatively high unemployment.
Furthermore, by trying in this way to get large firms to set up subsid
iaries in depressed regions, the strength of local economies is under
mined.

In sec. 7.4. we mentioned the findings of the NEB reports con

cerning the industrial structure of the economies of the North and North
west of England which emphasized that the majority of industrial
enterprises in these regions were controlled by firms with headquarters
elsewhere and were considered by the parent company to be of only
secondary importance.

Therefore, many subsidiaries located in those

regions were run by low quality management, were not allocated sufficient
funds for ongoing modernisation and expansion, and were often volatile
investments likely to be the first ones to be closed down by corporate
headquarters during periods of recession, rationalisation and cutbacks.
Many smaller, local companies are either part of a declining industry
or suppliers to those volative subsidiaries of large companies, neither

of which gives them a great degree of stability or room for expansion.
Most controversial and contradictory in this context were, however, the
policies of the IRC.

Its emphasis on merger promotion to create large

and internationally competitive domestic firms has, as shown in sec. 4.2.5,,
most likely contributed to the merger boom of the late 1960 f s and to the
very rapid increase in the degree of concentration of many industries
But in sec. 2.3.2.1. we have mentioned evidence that an. increase in the
size of firms is not necessarily followed by improved efficiency.

Based

on evaluating the success of merger-promoting policies during the late
1960*s and early 1970 { s it is clear that mergers of smaller finas into
larger units per se did not strengthen the performance of those companies,
unless they were followed by very substantial post-merger rationalisation,
integration of formerly separate units and corporate restructuring to
benefit from the economies of increased size.

This is why GEC. ICL or

RHP, all formed through mergers in the second half of the 1960's, were
ultimately successful, while others, such as BL, UCS or GIG were not.
Having therefore, as described above in sec. 4.2.5., at best achieved
only mixed results with the support for the creation of "national
champions" through mergers, depending on the degree of post-merger
rationalisation, the IRC probably contributed to the problem of many
small firms by accelerating the process of concentration in many indus
tries.

As a result, smaller firms faced even more likely a situation

of dependence on large corporations, were even less able to compete and
survive in specific markets, and had even more limited access to scarces
of external finance.

At the same time, IRC's attempts to aid and bring

together small firms in declining industries, such as textiles, wool
textiles or pumps, were with a few exceptions (namely special steels and
mining machinery) either unsuccessful or of too limited scope to have
a lasting impact.

In sec. 6.2.3. v/e saw how government intervention in

the computer industry, which until 1972 was nearly monopolized by the

assistance given to ICL and which also encouraged the expansion of: u inhouse" facilities in software, computer networks, data transmission and
consultancies run by various government departments and agencies, had
a direct negative impact on small private firms with major potential for
futher growth provided these policies were reversed.

On the basis of

these examples it is clear that failure by policy-makers until recently
to comprehend the far-reaching impact of oligopolistic market structures
and to acknowledge the specific difficulties of small firms meant also
lack of policies addressing these problems and counter-productive effects
of some of the policies actually implemented.
An additional tendency of the market mechanism (and in a sense also s. by
product of the evolution of firms into large, oligopolistic corporations)
is the growing internationalisation of production and its integration on
an increasingly world-wide scale through the formation of multi-national
corporations.

More and more this has meant the establishment of oligo

polistic market structures on a world-wide basis with fewer, but increasing
ly huge conglomerates controlling production, trade and capital flows
across national boundries.

Recently this process has been further

accelerated by the phenomenal rise of the Euro-currency markets since the
late 1960's, which reflects the simultaneous internationalisation of
financial institutions more or less outside the crfatrol of national
governments. '

'

The intensified competition between leading firms

since the world-wide recession of 1973-75 and the gradually more
frequent relocation of labour-intensive operations away from the developed
economies and to those developing countries, whose industrial labour
force is growing rapidly, but whose average wage leveic are still
comparatively very low (particularly Mexico, Brazil, Taiwan, Singapore,
South Korea, Hong Kong) have recently further intensified this process.
In sec. 2.3.2. and 5.2.4. (plus note 5 of Ch. 8) we already noted the
relatively high degree of internationalisation of U.K. coir-panic-.s.

Given

the relatively low growth-rate and profitability prevalent in the
domestic economy U.K.-based multinational corporations have cClen
shown a preference for direct investment overseas.

As pointed out in

sec. 1.2.^ this is neither complementary, nor a necessary prerequisite
for an increase in exports, but rather an alternative to it which
has exacerbated U.K.'s balance of payments problems and has rendered
devaluation largely ineffective.

At the same time the capital outflows,

which according to The Labour Party (1977, pp. 42 f) have so- far been
controlled and monitored by U.K. Governments with inadequate mpians, are
likely to have aggravated U.K.'s industrial decline, as resources for
investment and job creation at home have been lost.

The volatility of

a large company's subsidiaries in regional development areas of the U.K.
has been in recent times repeatedly emphasized by threats and actual
attempts of closure as.a result of expansion plans of companies outside
the U.K. ^

'

Apart from contributing thus to the process of industrial

decline in the domestic economy, as company resources are lost or reduced
at home through direct investment overseas, multi-national corporations
also frequently weaken the local economies and increase the regional
*
imbalances within the U.K.

They are first able to extort huge

subsidies from the government (see, for example, the massive public funds
offered recently to Ford, or the GEC/Fairchild joint venture for setting
up new plants in depressed regions).

Subsequently,, their subsidiaries

in these areas are often suffering from cutbacks, phasing out, suboptimal management, underinvestment.
class" status
suppliers.

All this reflects their "second-

which also affects the viability of smaller, locally-owned

Those regional imbalances in turn limit the effectiveness of

macro-economic demand management, because before reflation can really
generate more investment and bring down the unemployment figures in those
depressed regions, overheating and shortages will have already occurred
in the more prosperous, expanding regions.
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Consequently, the continuation

of that policy course and of the business upswing will be endangered
by growing inflationary pressures and rapidly increasing imports.
State intervention has so far not come adequately to grips with the
impact of multinational corporations on the rest of the domestic
economy.

In general, most U.K. governments have in the past encouraged

inward investment by foreign companies in the- U.K.

This in itself may

well benefit the domestic economy in terms of jobs creation, mcra pro
ductive capacity, import substitution and capital inflows (both of which
improve the balance of payments) and improved access to technical "knowhow," were it not for the at least potentially volatile character of many
of these investment projects, the "persuasion costs" to the governments
competing with each other with offers of subsidies as Incentives for
companies to locate their plants in their respective countries, and the
ability of companies through intra-group trading and transfer pricing
to inflate import costs, to reduce their tax burden and to absorb a
disproportionate share of investment allowances.

None of these problems

have been addressed effectively within the category of "industrial
policy."

Disclosure of information, planning agreements, joint ventures

between foreign and domestic companies with government participation
through equity holdings or the state holding company's subsidiaries
could all be effective measures to control the costs and "externalities"
of inward foreign investment.

They are necessary because existing policy

tools have been inadequate in the U.K.. especially, as has been pointed
out in The Labour Party (1977, pp. 39 -43), when compared with controls
used in other countries.

For example, under the Exchange Control Act

of 1947, the permission of the Bank of England for all inward investment
is only based on evaluating the financial,but not the industrial effects
of this investment.

This is also true for the evaluation undar this

Act of outward investment by U.K.=based companies overseas.

The work of

the Foreign Exchange Committee, composed of civil servants from the Bank

of England and the Treasury, has focused on the effects of both Inward
and outward investment of multi-national corporations on the ..balance of
payments, U.K. *s reserves, on the broader context of the economy., such
as whether investment takes place in. an important sector, and ha^ also
evaluated various projects on the basis of their degree of selffinancing or according to whether the price in the take-over bids
involved

is fair.

The Committee's major shortcomings arose from the

Treasury's often uncritical support of inward investment, from the
extremely speedy processing of cases and from its much too limited
concern for any project's effect on the relevant domestic industries
and competing firms.

The Monopolies and Mergers Commission, charged

with examining the impact of these projeccs on the competitive structure
of the affected industries, conducted notoriously slow investigations and
confined these to the "U.K. operations of multi-nationals, rather than
looking at the whole international network of those firms.

Certain

progress within industrial policy has been made to protect domestic
industries from domination by foreign companies and to prevent the loss
of national control over key companies in important sectors which are
threatened by take-over from foreign firms.

In sec. 4.2. we discussed

instances where the IRC intervened in the stock market to stave off
take-over bids of foreign companies, such as by SKF in the RHP case and
by Rand in the Kent/Cambridge case, and keep control of U.K. firms in
domestic hands.

As already mentioned in sec. 7.1., under sec. 11 - 20

of the Industry Act 1975 the government is given powers of compulsory
purchase (so far an exception in industrial policy) to prevent, foreign
take-over of U.K, assets in cases where this would be judged as against
the national interest.

Under EEC-regulations, however, EEC-based

companies had to be exempted.

Their investment plans in the U.K. cannot

be controlled with these regulations.

Depending on the respective

government's interpretation of "national interest" and its political
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will to use its legal powers, this part of the 1975 Act could potentially
be used very effectively as a check on inward investment by non-EEC
companies.

The Labour Government has also begun to somewhat stregthen

the provisions for disclosure of information concerning corporate
activities, as enacted, for example, in the Industry Act 1975 and the
Employment Protection Act 1975.

Under the Finance Act 1975 the IRS and

tax inspectors can demand mere information covering the in-group trading
of multinational corporations to check their practice of transfer pricing.
But none of these provisions are fully adequate, especially when coinpared with the potentially much more effective proposals cf Labour
covering the P.A.S. and NEB's takeovers of 20 to 25 leading firms in key
growth industries (see sec. 5.2.4. and 7.1.).

Furthermore, these provisions

have not been as agressively used, as should have been the case in our
opinion, if any major impact was to be achieved.

And as long as the

provisions for disclosure under the various U.K. Companies Acts more or
less exempt information on the U.K. branches of multinationals and cover
only their subsidiaries, more than half of the activities of foreign firms
in this country will remain uncontrolled by these Acts.

Finally, a major

weakness of measures in the U.K. designed to check inward and outward
investment of multinational corporations is the absence of a central
coordinating body, such as Labour's proposed FIU, the Office of Foreign
Investment in the USA, or Sweden's comparatively powerful Exchange
Control Board.

Such an agency should be equipped with adequate powers to

refuse applications and proposals for incoming investment after having
fully investigated their economic and industrial effects^ to negotiate
planning agreements with foreign firms for inward investment and with
U.K. firms for outward investment, to monitor the fulfillment of these
agreements by the companies involved, to require the' disclosure of
relevant information (especially on transfer pricing) and to lay down
a set of general guidelines for U.K. firms operating abroad.

The failure by U.K. governments to develop as part of their inter
vention in private industry effective policies to deal with multi
national corporations reflects to a major extent the absence on the
part of the responsible policy-makers of any notion of power exercised
by private firms.

Within the concept of "industrial policy," which

as a categorization of state intervention in private industry has been
defined in sec. 3.2. and which, as is made clear in our thesis, relates
to a certain interpretation of industry's problems (see Ch. 2) and
involves specific measures (see Ch. 4 - 7), the question of power of
private firms over other firms, over consumers, over the work-force and
the unions, over the government and the community at large is not really
addressed.

The same holds for the related question of "externalities,"

of indirect costs, in general of the effects of corporate activities on
the rest of the economy.

This abstraction from such crucially important

questions explains many of the limits of measures designed to cope with
multinational companies which we discussed in the last paragraph.

Only

on the basis of ignoring these questions or of underestimating their
importance could policy-makers, as they did between 1964 and 1978 in the
U.K., define the objectives of state intervention, of the different
industrial policy measures in terms of the "internalities" of private
companies, could policy be determined by the immediate interests of these
firms (with regard to risk, profitability, competitiveness and retention
of control and decision-making power in the hands of the corporate
management) and by their criteria for calculating costs and benefits.
Consequently, industrial policy in thlc country has been conducted as
"consensus policy" and has excluded the use of compulsory powers by the
state.

It has relied more on "assistance" through loans, grants, equity

or tax allowances rather than tackled the question of "public control."
It has concentrated intervention and aid in declining sectors and in
advanced technology sectors, where there is less conflict between the
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interests of private firms in need of public funds and "externalities, :>
(that is, of indirect benefits of assistance in terms of saving jobs,
preventing the loss of valuable productive capacity, and so forth, or
indirect costs 'of not offering help), rather then directed its efforts
towards the profitable and rapidly growing sectors.

And, finally, it

has aimed at improving the status quo of social and economic relations
of power, rather than question or transform those.
This approach to the role of state intervention in industry, character
istic of all industrial policy measures discussed in this thesis, is
inadequate to cope with the power of multinational companies to undermine
a nation's economic sovereignty and its various economic policies, as
described in detail in sec. 5.2.4. and 7.1., in S. Holland (1975) and in
The Labour Party (1977).

So far the U.K. governments have reacted to the

growing internationalisation of production only defensively by helping
domestic firms to merge into "national champions" and by then protacting
these newly formed companies through discriminatory support measures, as
has been discussed above in the context of the IRC, industrial Expansion
Act (ICL), Industry Act 1972, NEB and our case studies on shipbuilding
and computers.

While thus improving the competitiveness and growth of

various domestic firms, whose size became adequate to achieve economies
necessary for the survival against international competitors, these
measures also at the same time may well have weakened other, smaller
firms (for the reasons spelled out in the beginning of this section)
and increased the power of the largest U.K.-based multinational corpor
ations.

A good example with regard to the latter point is GEC, formed

with the support of the IRC in 1967/68, which has since then exerted
pressure on the government on a number of occasions for policies to its
benefit, as discussed in our thesis with regard to restructuring of the
nuclear power industry, the semi-conductor industry, the power plant
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industry, or the domestic electrical goods industry.

In addition to

supporting the formation and/or rationalisation of U.K.-based com
panies, so that they could compete both at home and, if possiblGj also
overseas against very strong foreign competitors (for example, ICL, GEC,
BL and its subsidiary LSP, BS, BAe, BKDC, RR, K7NC, AH, Ferranti, Sinclair,
CIC. Fairey, RHP,< ICAC, HDL, INMOS and others mentioned as examples in
the main text and in Appendix I), policy-makers also developed policy
instruments, namely the IRC in the 1960*s and the NF.B plus the new
Industry Act after 1975, to protect important domestic companies from
threatened take-over by foreign multinational firms

All these measures

are, however, defensive, aimed at maintaining domestic control in impor
tant and strategic sectors, where intense competition on an international
scale demands large minimum scales of operation and increased financial
support from the domestic government.

They do not address the questions

of power and of indirect costs and benefits, which the activities of
large domestic and foreign multinational companies involve through their
effects on other domestic firms, on the U.K. economy as a whole and on
U.K. government's economic policies.

These problems of "externalities"

have so far been largely outside the scope of state intervention as
defined by the concept of "industrial policy" whose limits are very
obvious in this particular context'.

Hence, there is so far no adequate

mechanism by which the government evaluates and examines the effects of
inward investment by foreign firms and of outward investment of U.K.
firms on the economy or on the rest of domestic industry despite their
possibly major impact on the total level of investment activity at
home, on domestic employment, on U.K.'s regional balance, on its balance
of payments and currency (because of their effects on imports, potential
for import substitution, export ability and capital flows) and on the
competitive standing of other domestic firms.

There are no means by

which the government can effectively investigate or prevent transfer
pricing, although the iat.tcr distorts the balance of payments, inflates

project costs and with it the amount of public funds, for which the
investing companies claim to qualify, reduces tax revenues by allowing
underdeclaration of profits, and enables companies to bypass exchange
and price controls.

Without the political will to enact and/or use

provisions for directives, negotiations and agreements, disclosure of
information, accompanied by a powerful scate holding company with leading
domestic firms in key growth sectors as its subsidiaries as additional
leverage, the government is relatively powerless to control or influence
the decisions, current plans or activities, and long-term strategies of
dominant firms with a large international network of operations outside
the reach of national governments.

Given the potentially enormous,

multifarious effects of multinational companies on national economies
and their ability to bypass or at least shield themselves more effectively
against the impact of monetary, fiscal, regional, manpower, exchange rate,
income, competition, industrial (including S & T) and other policies, such
government measures of control are very important.

Their absence within

the measures of state intervention developed in the U.K. up to now may
well have limited the effectiveness of economic policy in general and of
(18)
industrial policy in particular to deal with U.K.'s economic problems.
So far we have focused on the tendencies of the market mechanism towards
oligopolistic market structures and' towards increasing internationalisation
of production.

As argued above, these have created problems related to the

power of large, especially multinational, companies and to the dual
structure in the economy (between highly concentrated growth sectors and
declining sectors and between large corporations and small firms) which so
far have been largely outside the scope and beyond the control of indus
trial policy measures.

But an equally serious limit of the "industrial

policy" concept relates to the tendency of the market mechanism to en
courage "defensive investment" in the private company sector as a response
to "low growth."

As emphasized in sec. 2.1., where we introduced this type
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of investment behaviour, first conceptualized and analysed in the ca?e
of Belgium in Lani^aiussy (1961), as a "low growth" symptom in the context
of the U.K., "defensive investment" perpetuates and reinforces industrial
decline.

The solution, which would enable the U.K. economy to break out

of this vicious cycle of low growth and "defensive investment" is to
encourage on an industry-wide basis "enterprise investment."

In this

way private companies would undertake major innovative activity, would
speed up the modernisation of existing plant and equipment, accelerate
the application of new technology in production and the commercial
exploitation of new products, and would expand productive capacity much
more rapidly and extensively.

The resulting improvements in productivity,

efficiency and ultimately competitiveness, plus the impetus for growth
of demand in both the capital goods sectors (due to an absolute increase
in investment activity through large scale "enterprise investment") and
the consumer goods sectors (following the increase in employment related
to capacity expansion and in wage-rates due to productivity gains), will
all set the conditions for a higher growth rate in the economy as a whole
that is sustainable inasmuch as further rounds of "enterprise investment"
are thereby encouraged.

The questions that need to be raised and answered

here are why industrial policy has so far been incapable of achieving such
a shift towards "enterprise investment" on a sufficiently large scale and
what type of alternative policies are necessary to bring about this shift.
First of all, both our investment decision equation of sec. 2.2.2. and our
Comparative analysis of "defensive" versus "enterprise" investment in sec.
2.1. make clear that tha level of capital expenditure and the specific
type of investment proiccts depend not only on the amount of available
internal and external finance for investment, but also on the expectations
of corporate managers with regard to future demand, capacity needs and
rate of returns.

We have shown in sec. 2.2.1. to 2.2.4. how in the

case of U.K.'s private company sector both current investment: finance

and anticipations about future growth possibilities wore affected
adversely by the existing trend of industrial decline and how they
in turn restricted investment activity.

In sec. 2.3.1. - 2.3.2. we

analysed the effects of firms' inadequate outlays for rationalisation,
modernisation and expansion of productive capacity on production
efficiency.

With regard to industrial policy we have seen that many

measures provided private firms with alternative sources of investment
finance in the form of grants, tax allowances, loans, equity, guarantees
and interest-relief grants.

These helped firms facing financial

difficulties and on certain occasions provided the necessary funds to
actually induce additional investment activity.

But by and large these

measures were entirely inadequate to generate the required industry
wide shift to "enterprise investment," mainly because, while mitigating
any potential or actual shortages of funds and liquidity crises, they
did not constitute any remedy against lacking business confidence, against
pessimistic forecasts and anticipations.

Even with sufficient funds

available firms will not want to expand their productive capacity, if
they do not expect demand and therefore their capacity needs to grow
accordingly or the rate of return on their investment projects to
exceed their cost of capital in terms of costs of borrowing funds or in
terras of opportunity costs of forfeited income from investing instead in
liquid assets or in fixed assets overseas.

Companies know that over-

expanding their capacity beyond the level justified by overall demand
and their market shares may lead to excess capacity and inefficient,
because underutilized, use of capacity, consequently to declining
profitability, m^yoe even difficulties to service their debt, and al
most certainly to more limited and/or more costly access to external
sources of finance.

Unilateral and unrealistic capacity expansion in

the context of a "low growth" economy carries therefore a "penally
effect" for an unjustifiably optimistic company.

This is precisely the

opposite to a rapidly growing economy (or industry), where underinvest
ment and lagging behind the expansion of other firms will seriously
undermine the performance and competitiveness of a firm.

The difficulty

for firms in the context of deciding on their investment plans is that
companies using a higher proportion of fixed capital to variable capital,
which given the increasingly capital-intensive nature of production
presumably reflects the use of more modern production techniques, more
rationalized organisation of production and a larger scale of operations
allowing potentially for more economies, benefit, if demand is adequate,
but suffer disproportionately if the level or growth of demand is too low
in relation to capacity.
This dilemma can be best explained by means of a short example. (19)
Assume three firms in a particular industry.

They all produce the same

goods and sell a unit of output for the sa^e selling price, say L2.

Their

only major difference is that they use different production techniques and
that consequently their respective proportions of costs in terms of fixed
and variable costs vary.

Firm A has fixed costs (FC) of £>6Q,000 and

variable costs (vc) of fcl per unit of output, Firm 3's FC = fc40,000 and
its vc = fcl.20 per unit of output, Firm C f s FC = £20,000 and its variable
costs per unit of output are fcl.50.

These different cost structures reflect

varying degrees of capital-intensity in the production techniques employed
by the companies.

Firm A with the highest FC and the lowest vc is as a

result of a proportionately higher level of "enterprise" investment
activity assumed to be .highly automated and to use modern machinery that
requires very little labour per unit produced.

Firm B reflects the average

composition of variable and fixed costs in the industry, whereas Firm C's
relatively high variable costs per unit of output and low fixed costs
reflect comparatively lower levels of investment activity and the use of
less modern, more labour-intensive production techniques as a result of

long-standing "defensive" investment activity.

These different cost

structures of the three firms will have, a major impact on their respective
competitive position.

First of all, the breakeven paint (that is, the

level of sales where costs equal revenues and thus the minimum point of
sales and production volume which the firm has to achieve in order to
avoid losses and/or to begin showing a profit) xvill be lower for companies
such as Firm Cjwhich have relatively loxv fixed costs, than for firms
with relatively high fixed costs at any given level of production. ^

'

This is the case because Firm C has the smallest amount of fixed charges,
U
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which accrue independently of the level of production, whereas a higher
proportion of Firm C's costs will vary directly with the level of output.
Henca, at low levels of output, say between 40,000 and 50,000 units
produced and sold, Firm C will show already a small profit, while the
other two firms-will still face losses.

In other words, as long as

demand for the product of these firms is relatively low and/or only slowly
increasing (or, to put it in even more aggregate terms,

in a "low

growth" economy) firms with low capital-intensity, that is, with low
fixed costs and high variable unit costs, will do relatively better than
average.

Firms, which have decided to undertake "enterprise investment"

and which therefore end up with high FC and lowvc^will suffer potentially
high losses, if demand remains at the same time low or is not significantly
higher than before.
However, in a situation of rapidly rising demand, Firm A will, once
its fixed costs have been recovered by sales (in this example at an out
put and Giles volume of 60,000 units), have a much more rapid increase
in profits than its less capital-intensive competitors B and C.

This

is so because its additional cost increases (namely the variable costs
in terms of payments for factory labour, materials and calss commissions)
will be 20% lower than those of Firm B and 50% lower than those of Firm C

for any given increase of volume.

In a situation of a rapidly expanding

market which, for example, allows all three firms to expand sales volume
from 100,000 units to 200,000 units, Firm A will have a profit increase
'91 )
of tlOO,000, compared to £30,000 for Firm B and k50,OOC for Firm C. V
In other words, a situation of rapid growth will benefit the firm with
relatively high levels of capital-intensity and higher propensity for
"enterprise investment" more than other firms, especially those relying
on "defensive investment."
This conclusion about the competitive advantage of Firm A at high volumes
of production and sales can be reaffirmed by comparing its average per
unit costs of production (that is, total costs (FC plus vc-Q)/ divided by the
total number of units sold Q) with those of the other two firms. At.
a level of output equal to 200,000 units Firm A's unit costs are tl.30 while
those of Firm B are tl.40 and of Firm C are M.60.

Hence, Firm A not only

will enjoy a higher profit-margin on sales, enabling it to expand further
more easily, but it could use its substantial cost superiority effectively
to increase its market share at the expense of the other firms.
cut the price of its product for example from L2 to fcl.50.

It could

At that price

level the profit-margin of Firm B would be significantly reduced, while
Firm C's operations would be unprofitable.

Firm C especially is therefore

in no position to compete with Firm A at that reduced price level.

If it

wants to maintain a positive profit-margin on sales, it will have to sell
its products at a price above fel.60, rather than follow Firm A and reduce
it to LI.50.

This in turn will reduce its market share and will adversely

affect its sales volume, total profits and rac« of capacity expansion at
given levels of technology.

However, it can on the other hand afford this

loss of market share and sales volume, because, as we already pointed out:,
its break-even point will be lower than that of the other two firms.

There

fore, as long as companies^such as Firm C, can avoid a reduction of their

selling price below their relatively higher unit costs and at the same
time manage in competition with the more cost-efficient firms to keep
their output levels, their market share, above their comparatively lower
break even points, they can survive despite their lower levels of efficiency,
investment, profits and growth.

This is likely to have been true for

marpU.K. companies which have been forced to compete both at home and
abroad with the more cost-efficient, higher-volume multinational corpor
ations of the U.S., Japan and the EEC.

While increasingly concentrated

market structures and oligopolistic pricing strategies even on a world
scale tend to limit the extent of price competition and instead lead to
price-setting of the dominant firms based on the costs of the least
efficient firm (which the market leaders want Lo survive and which has
further protected many less competitive U.K. firms from ultimate bank
ruptcy), the higher profits will enable the more competitive firms to
strengthen their market position and to expand further at the expense of
the less efficient, less competitive firms.

Translated back into our

example, it would mean that in a oligopolistic market structure it is
more likely that Firm A will not lower its selling price below -bl.60
which at the given output level of 200,000 units per firm is the unit cost
of Firm C.

At that price level its profit-margin is close to 20%, com

pared to 12.5% for Firm B and 0% for Firm C.

In that situation Firm A

can be expected to use its larger profits for more investment, more R & D,
more rapid product development, improvements in marketing and other
measures designed to maintain its competitiveness.

Lacking sufficient

profitability, Firm C will have neither the internally generated funds
nor the same access to external sources of investment finance to under
take similar projects of expansion and improvement.

The gap between

its operations and those of the more profitable competitors will there
fore tend to grow.

On the level of a national economy which, as in the.

case of the U.K. is composed of many companies with low cost-efficiency
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as a result of widespread "defensive investment," this widening gap
is expressed in terras of accelerated industrial decline, as -noted in
Ch. 2.
On the basis of this example we can now summarize the following points
concerning the difficulties of moving industry from a "defensive invest
ment" pattern to widespread adoption of "enterprise investment":

a) As

long as the level of demand is relatively low and/or expected to grow
only slowly, firms with a long standing practice of "defensive invest
ment" and consequently with relatively high variable costs and low fixed
cost have little incentive to undertake modernisation or capacity expan
sion based on "enterprise investment."

This type of investment would,

first of all, depend on adequate and sufficiently cheap sources of
finance - a condition unlikely to be met by the private firms or the
financial institutions alone in a "low growth" economy and therefore
requiring the state to step in and fill the "finance gap."

In addition,

as seen in our example, enterprise investment by raising fixed costs in
relation to variable costs also increases the break-even point for a
firm.

As long as demand for its product does not grow at least pro

portionately with the rate of its capacity expansion, the firm may
therefore suffer from a fall in profits or even losses, if it under
takes "enterprise investment," but ends up still producing at inadequately
low output levels because of lack of demand.

It is evident (from footnote

20 above) that at low levels of output (in our example within a range of
40,000 to 60,000 units produced and sold per firm) companies with a low
ratio of fixed to variable costs are better off than firms with more
capital-intensive techniques and larger productive capacity.

"Defensive

investment" is thus a rational, risk-avoiding response to expectations of
low growth.

This is especially so when an already precarious financial

position may deteriorate further as a result of any "enterprise invest
ment" and capacity expansion unmatched by adequate increases in dnnriand

and output sold.
policy so far.

This has had serious implications for industrial
More specifically, it has meant that the mare supply

by the U.K. governments since 1964 of investment funds in the form of
investment grants, tax allowances, interest relief grants and loans mayhave alleviated the shortage of funds in the U.K. private company
sector, may have helped firmed to continue investing at a necessary
minimum level and may even have reversed the sectoral trend of under
investment in isolated cases, but it certainly has failed to achieve a
shift towards "enterprise investment" on an industry-wide scale.

Further

more, the support for the creation of larger production units by promoting
merger activity through public funds has frequently not resulted in the
expected economies of scale.

These do not necessarily arise from mergers

per se, but instead usually depend on post-merger rationalisation and
integration of separate facilities and therefore often only accrue from
"enterprise investment."

Our discussion of ICL's success or BI/s failure

in the thesis emphasizes this point very clearly.

Furthermore, even in

sectors where growing involvement and extension of control

and financial

assistance by the government helped to achieve a reversal of underinvest
ment and led to large-scale rationalisation, modernisation and capacity
expansion that policy-induced shift towards "enterprise investment" did
not significantly improve industry's competitive position because of lack
of adequate demand.

This was, for example, particularly true in the case

of the shipbuilding ana tne macniue tool industries, where governisentassisted reorganisation and expansion projects were carried out and
finally completed at the onset or during severe recessions.
b)

On the other hand, our example has emphasized the benefits of

"enterprise investment" in terms of superior cost efficiency, improved
competitiveness and larger profits for firms using more capital-intensive,
automated production techniques, provided the level of demand and its
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growth justify capacity expansion and allow a high degree of: capacity
uiiciiiaLion.

we have also noted that, while the less competitive and

efficient firms may still be able to survive, the gap in terras of
performance and growth between them and the market leaders is going r.o
widen.

With industry's production conditions in a "low growth economy"

thus continuously deteriorating and industrial decline accelerating,
which on the basis of evidence presented in Ch. 2 has been the case in
the U.K., the need for a concerted effort to induce continued and
sustainable "enterprise investment" on an industry-wide basis and as
a condition for improved competitive performance and higher growth has
become pressing.

The problem is especially urgent, since many related

problems, such as growing regional imbalances, the chronic weakness of
the currency and of U.K.'s balance of payments, the decline in industrial
employment and lack of new job opportunities, the limits imposed on
public expenditure, the preference of U.K.- based multinational companies for
direct investment overseas and the compaiative lack of support of the
financial institutions for domestic, industry,- are exacerbated, if not
caused, by industrial decline and require improved industrial performance
and higher growth as conditions for their resolution or mitigation.
It is clear that, apart from isolated instances of beneficial impact,
industrial policy has not been able to meet this challenge of industrial
decline by encouraging "enterprise investment" in the private company
sector as a whale.

One major shortcoming was that policy-makers failed

to coordinate supply-and demand-management policies.

We have seen that

in certain instanceSjas in the case of sh^pbuildingjcomputers or machine
tools industrial policy included sector-specific measures to increase
the demand for the products of assisted domestic producers which clearly
benefitted those and facilitated their successful completion of rationali
sation and expansion projects.

Still, in many of these sectors those

support measures did not go far enough to protect the suppliers

of
adequately against the impactArecessions during the 1970*s (in par
ticular the one between 1974 and 1975).

Furthermore, we presented

in this thesis a number of examples where public purchasing policy Jn
preference of selected domestic firms and other forms of demand encourage
ment were defective and as a result actually harmful to the producing
supplier firms.

Generally this was caused by either delayed or in

sufficient orders, lack of consultation and coordination between public
sector users and private suppliers, or by wrong choices with regard to
the development and application of new products, as discussed in the
case of computer software, machine tools„ telecommunications, nuclear
power plant or construction equipment sectors *

But most important in

this context was the absence of any coordination between micro-economic
supply management and macro-economic demand management, the isolation of
supply-side intervention concerned with long-term structural changes
within private industry from the short-terra shifts in demand management.
Within the latter category both fiscal and monetary policies frequently
harmed industry and hampered the efforts of industrial policy by either
encouraging very rapid expansion of aggregate demand, which soon led to
speculative investments and supply shortages (as in 1972/73), or, as was
the case in the majority of years between 1964 and 1978, by deflating the
economy, restricting the growth of demand and making credit and thus the
cost of capital more expensive.
A further problem adversely affecting the ability of policy-makers to
encourage industry-wide "enterprise investment" was the already mentioned
concentration of state intervention in the declining sectors or the
high-risk, advanced technology sectors of private industry.

This clearly

followed from the emphasis on "consensus policy" and on confining
selective intervention to firms and sectors in difficulties.
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There

public assistance would be welcome and would clearly fall within
industrial policy's overriding objectives of supporting private com
panies and their goals and of filling existing gaps in the market
mechanism.

Because of these restrictions inherent in the concept of

industrial policy, state intervention has up to now failed to establish
any significant base of public control and influence in those key growth
sectors or profitable firms whose expansion arid investment decisions have
a major impact on the rest of industry.

For state intervention to be

more effective in the future and to have the capability of inducing
wide-spread "enterprise investment," policy-makers will therefore have
to direct their efforts towards those firms and sectors with the highest
potential for growth and for large capital expenditure programs.
Helping to increase investment there would create additional jobs,
would generate income and demand for the goods and services in other
sectors and thus have significant multiplier effects on the rest of
industry.

On the basis of the findings in our thesis we can safely

argue that such efforts should take the form of public equity holdings,
rather than grants, loans and other subsidies which so far have con
stituted the norm.

Equity holdings give policy-makers a greater degree

of control in the corporate decision-making process.

The question of

public control arises especially with regard to the large corporations
operating in growth sectors, because they are usually profitable, con
sequently relatively independent of government assistance and hence in
a stronger position to resist attempts by policy-makers to intervene
in their decisions and affairs.

Traditional forms of public assistance

are therefore less applicable vis-a-vis those firms and are even less
likely to influence the strategies and plans of corporate management.
In order to overcome these limitations, state intervention should be
based on public shareholdings acquired, if necessary, by legal powers
of compulsion.

This would enable the government to overcome Indus fry's

opposition and to avoid expensive take-over bids caused by private
investors driving up the price of equity of a particular firm for
speculative gains, once they know about the government's intention to
purchase this particular'equity and about its potentially limitless
ability to pay high prices for its acquisitions.

Given that, as we

have pointed out in footnote 21 of this chapter, firms with relatively
capital-intensive production techniques (and therefore probably also
with a high level of "enterprise investment") face larger than average
cyclical fluctuations of profits, they should rely on retained earnings
or equity as sources of finance for their expansion rather than on debt
in order to reduce their risk of getting into serious financial difficulties
during a downturn of business activity.

Public shareholdings may there

fore assume, especially during periods of low levels of reatined earnings
and of very limited supply of funds in the stock market (but even beyond
that because of the continuous vulnerability of capital-intensive firms
to large-scale swings in profits), a very important role as a key source
of finance for "enterprise investment" and for rapidly growing firms whose
capital outlays exceed their internally generated funds.

Finally, with

majority holdings in selected, profitable companies, which are sufficiently
large to threaten the dominant position of market leaders through
aggressive expansion strategies, the' respective government agencies in
charge of managing these holdings could, as argued in sec. 7.1., achieve
major changes in different sectors.

For example, they could initiate and

support certain activities of the publicly controlled subsidiaries, such
as price restraint, product development or expansion investment which
would put enormous competitive pressures on the other, privately owned
competitors to follow suit.
But even with such strategic holdings in many growth sectors state
intervention may fail to bring about a sustainable and industry-wide

shift towards "enterprise, investment."

For that to occur, there must

be a coordination of investment, activity in different seerors.

Tf the

wave of "enterprise investment" does not take place simultaneously in
many (or ideally in all) industries, then the multiplier effect:. ot: this
investment on growth via improved efficiency, new employment opportunities,
increased productive capacity and higher levels of demand (due to the
impact of both generally higher levels of investment on the capital
goods sectors and rising income from employment on consumer goods
sectors) will be below the maximum.

With growth then being consequently

lower, the potential for additional rounds of "enterprise investment" will
be less as well.

In addition, expansion of capacity and major reorgani

sation in one sector depends for success usually on other sectors.

If

capacity in the supplier industries, which produce the components,
materials and the capital equipment required for capacity expansion and
"enterprise investment" in dependent sectors^ does riot increase as well
and is hence

insufficient to meet the increased demand from expanding

customers, then investment projects of the latter will probably be
interrupted, postponed or cancelled.

If the user industries do not

expand, then the expanding suppliers may end up with costly overcapacity.
If industry in general does not grow and/or invest adequately, then the
ability to redeploy workers made redundant by the rationalisation in one
sector will be reduced and structural unemployment increase instead.
Further rationalisation may then have been made more difficult due to
increased resistance of the affected work force against additional
redundancies or changes -in the organisation of work.

All in all, it is

therefore crucial to coordinate "enterprise investment" in different
sectors and to plan the timing of different projects so that the best
impact on growth can be achieve^disproportionalities between sectors
can be avoided, and the occupational mobility and the flexibility in the
labour market can be improved.

So far industrial policy has paid lit Lie

attention to this fundamental question and has instead tended to carry

out selective interventions in different sectors in isolation of
each other and without common points of reference or overall coor
dination.

First attempts to correct this deficiency have been made

under the Labour Government after 1975, especially through the sectorwide sec. 8 schemes, and NEB's limited attempts to help restructure
industries where policy-induced capacity expansion was seen as having
a potentially major impact on other manufacturing sectors (either by
accelerating technological change, by eradicating chronic supply bottle
necks or by stimulating investment activity elsewhere).

But up to now

there has been within the framework of industrial policy no central
mechanism to adequately coordinate selective intervention in different
sectors and make possible a simultaneous, industry-wide wave of
"enterprise investment."
In this section we have tried to show how the concept cf "industrial
policy," as defined in sec. 3.2., has up to now implied certain limitations
on the extent of state intervention in U.K.'s private industry.

The

measures, which have bf.en introduced and implemented since 1964 within
the framework of this concept, have mostly tried to improve the workings
of the market mechanism, to correct market imperfections and to induce
within the private sector initiatives aimed at improved performance.
The principal objective of intervention was to eacourage a faster rate
of growth and increase the competitiveness of industrial companies by
assisting them with public funds in the form of loans, grants and other
types of subsidies.

The areas of intervention, which we identified in

Ch. 2 as supply-side determinants of growth, focused mostly on helping
firms with additional sources of investment finance, support for sectoral
reorganisation and restructuring efforts and the promotion of techno
logical change.

Where wider cost and benefit considerations v taking

account of the consequences for the economy as a whole,.demanded it,
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industrial policy would extend to rescuing firras from bankruptcy or
supporting projects of uncertain long-term commercial viability.

Other

wise, industrial policy was primarily defined by the direct cost and
benefit calculations of private firms and was usually concerned with
helping firms to achieve their targets determined by their own private
interests.

Accepting thus the private industry's own rationale, indus

trial policy was conducted mostly as "consensus policy," was thus based
on voluntary cooperation on the part of those companies accepting govern
ment's help and refrained from using compulsory powers to enforce a
specific course of activities on selected firms.

Within this context of

limitations and constraints industrial policy has so far failed to con
trol the growth of corporate power, to deal appropriately with the con
sequences of this power on other, lass powerful companies and, in par
ticular, to counter effectively the ability of multinational corporations
to undermine the country's economic sovereignty and its economic policies.
out
Furthermore, industrial policy has been carriedAin isolation from demand
management, which repeatedly has imposed deflation on the economy and
thus harmed the efforts of managers and policy-makers to strengthen
domestic industry.

Lack of establishing a base of public control within

the growth sectors of the economy and of coordinating intervention in
different sectors in light of mutual-interdependencies between sectors, so
as to be able to direct, plan and exploit the inter-industry multiplier
effects prevented policy-makers from achieving the shift from "defensive"
to "enterprise" investment in industry.
public control in the form of majority

That shift would have also required
holdings in profitable parts of

industry in addition to and as a more effective alternative to the mere
supply of funds to firms in need of public support.

All in all, we have

argued here that the limitations inherent in the concept of industrial
policy explain to a considerable extent the failure of state intervention
so far to halt, let alone reverse, the trend of industrial decline in the U.K
-32G-

8.-4.

Concluding Remarks

Our analysis of industrial policy in the U.K. between 1954 and 1978 has
shown that the deterioration of U.K. private industry's production
conditions, as analysed in Ch. 2, called for and objectively justified
supply-side management by the government*

In Ch. I we have argued that

U.K.'s economic problems can ultimately not be understood at their root
unless they are explicitly seen as the outcome of deficiencies within
private industry's supply-side determinants of growth, as analysed in
Ch. 2.

The evolution of policy measures directed at these deficiencies,

beginning with Labour's election victory in 1964 and its National Plan
in 1965, was the topic of Ch. 4 and Ch. 5.

Our case studies in Ch. 6

on shipbuilding and computers and in Ch. 7 on the NEB were attempts to
further concretize and reaffirm our findings in the previous chapters by
choosing to analyse and evaluate examples of highly developed intervention
within the context of industrial policy.

Our conculsions and hypotheses

regarding the pattern of evolution and the impact of industrial policy in
the private sector, which we developed in detail in the course of Ch. 4
to Ch. 7, have been summarized in sec. 8.2.

In general we have found

that policy-making evolved, despite frequent shifts and increasingly
intensive political controversies, with a certain degree of continuity,
caused essentially by the long-term nature of projects that required
continuous support often beyond initially envisaged and granted schemes of
assistance and by a process of "learning from experience."

The latter

process enabled policy-makers to gradually improve the quality of new
measures in terms of project evaluation, identification of Industrial
problems and of aid requirements, information-gathering and monitoring
the use of public funds and the progress of assisted projects.

While, the

general level of government subsidies grew rapidly in the late 1960's and
after 1972 in the wake of deteriorating production conditions in the.

private sector and expanded also to cover an increasing number of
sectors, this quantitative expansion was especially in the 1970's
achieved by centralising industrial policy into fewer new measures
(RRB's, Industry Acts 1972 and 1975).

Together with the S & T Act

1965, which survived the disengagement period 1970 - 72 and then
continued to be actively used,as, for example, evident from our dis
cussions of R & D - support for software after 1972 in sec. 6.2,3. and
of the product development scheme in 1977/78 in sec. 5.2.2., each of
these measures introduced in the 1970's combined a number of different
tools and forms cf assistance and had broadly defined powers and
The growing flexibility, which these new

objectives of intervention.

measures therefore permitted to cover selective intervention on the
level of firms or sectors with offers of aid and assitance schemes
increasingly tailored to identified firm-or sector-specific needs, can
best be seen in our discussion of the many different uses and aid
categories of the 1972 Act (sec. 5.2.1. to 5.2.3.) and the different
roles of the NEB (in Ch. 7).

In our case studies on the computer

industry in sec. 6.2. we saw how the combination of the S & T Act 1965
and the Industry Acts 1972 and 1975 (together with the sector-specific
RRB, the CSERB) was used by policy-makers after 1972 to undertake a
rapidly growing series of interventions and assistance programs with
regard to many different aspects of industrial performance and activities
in that sector.
This quantitative expansion and qualitative improvement, which we have
noted as characterizing the evolution of industrial policy and which
we have emphasized as resulting from a complex process of "learning
from experience," led in certain instances to success.

Despite the

methodological difficulties of evaluating the precise iinpace of indus
trial policy on a sector or firm and of defining criteria, which
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permit the measurement of "success" in terms of improved efficiency,
profitability^ competitiveness, shift to "enterprise investment," and
so forth, we have throughout the thesis tried to identify possibly
beneficial contributions of industrial policy measures and have pointed
out the instances where state intervention induced changes and remedial
action benefitting specific firms or even sectors.

A short summary of

some of these examples is given at the beginning of sec. 8.2., while
Appendix I contains additional information on instances of successful
intervention which previously in the thesis had been mentioned only
briefly.
But industrial policy, apart from being ultimately too limited a concept
for state intervention to reverse industrial decline (see sec. 8.3. arid
again further below) had also failures which were mostly due to short
comings in its implementation.

Examples mentioned in our thesis, where

deficient policy measures led to costly failures, were the short-term
(rather than long-term) nature of IRC's and SIB's investment projects,
their overemphasis on promoting mergers per se and subsequent failure to
sea through post-merger rationalisation, the failure of the IREs to
orient their R & D towards industry's needs, the lack of coordination
between the many different agencies conducting the government's S & T
policy, frequent examples of inadequate appraisals of projects requiring
public funds and of deficient monitoring of the use of public funds by
private firms, and faults in public purchasing policy.

In many cases,

especially after these failures led to costly rescue operations, as in
the casp of RR, BL, Chrysler UK, AH, UCS, industrial policy was changed
to correct these deficiencies and prevent further failures.

In this

context we discussed the establishment of the RRBs, the improved
monitoring and appraisal procedures carried out by the IDE/IDAS network
and the NEB, the shift away from confining the notion of industrial

restructuring to merger promotion towards a more complex concept of
sector-wide rationalisation, as evident in the sec . S schemes and iu
some of NEB's more far-reaching, sector-oriented interventions (dis
cussed in sec. 6.2. and 7,6.), NEB's emphasis on long-term involvement
in industry on the basis of equity holdings and corporate, plans, the
expansion of the information-gathering, problem analysis and communication
network through the SWPs, more intensive efforts by policy-makers to
appraise investment projects (especially in the advanced technology
sectors, such as aerospace, nuclear power) and to demand changes in the
management of assisted firms.
While these improvements, as part of the "learning from experience," have
overall improved the effectiveness of industrial policy, further
corrections are necessary and also possible without fundamentally altering
For example, much too little use

the concept of "industrial policy."

has been.made of the voluntary planning agreements, as enacted in the
Industry Act 1975, and of the various, recently enacted provisions for
corporate disclosure of information.

Both of these would substantially

Improve information-gathering and monitoring by policy-makers with respect
to the current activities, future plans and long-term strategies of cor
porations and would give the responsible government agencies more con
trol and influence over corporate decision-making s all of which is
desirable in light of the major impact of these decisions and plans on
the rest of- the economy.

By making the supply of public funds contingent

on the conclusion of planning agreements companies, especially those de
pendent on the government for assistance, could be made more willing to
at least enter into negotiations.

Assuming that Parliament will amend

the Industry Act 1975, as proposed by the Labour Government, before the
end of 1978 and increase thereby NEB's budget, the NEB should aggressively ex-

pand its support for small, but rapidly growing domestic firms and
intensify its efforts to strengthen the industrial base of regional
development areas (together with the SDA, WDA and NIDA) by shifting
resources there from declining to growth sectors and by backing locally
controlled firms with good prospects for future expansion.

The Enterprise

Board should also continue to promote "enterprise investment" (of the
INMOS type), set up joint ventures to coordinate strategies of overseas
marketing (of the INSAC type and as currently planned for office equipment,
telecommunications and construction equipment) and initiate structural
change (through subsidiaries, such as Fairey or BL ! s LSP).

These could

all be achieved through new types of public enterprise under NEB manage
ment and control.

Their aim would be to substantially expand or strengthen

the domestic productive capacity in key sectors.

Any of these functions

fall within the legally defined framework of NEB's objectives and opera
tions.

We alsc feel that the NEB has so far largely ignored its legal

obligat-fons with regard to reforming collective bargaining and improving
industrial relations through the promotion of industrial democracy.

While

the inability to pass legislation on this matter has clearly harmed the
prospects for major change, the NEB could nevertheless have played an
innovative role by putting worker directors into the boards of its
subsidiaries, by pushing worker participation in joint management/union
committees, where agreements could be worked out on many outstanding and
unresolved issues as alternatives to management's monopoly "right to
manage," and by promoting collective bargaining reforms to centralise
and simplify the process on the one hand, but include negotiations on
shopfloor proposals for reorganisation and on benefit packages in ex
change for productivity committments and acceptance of rationalisation,
redeployment and new techonlogy.

The success of these changes in NEB's

subsidiaries would encourage unions in other firms to demand similar
reforms and would thus put pressure on private firms to follow suit.

This is likely to considerably facilitate and speed up the implementation
of industrial reorganisation in firms and sectors where those changes
were successfully adopted and carried out.

Such an approach by the

NEB stands in marked contrast to its present record (especially with
regard to BL, RR and other subsidiaries facing major nationalisation)
of frequently putting pressure on unions and shopfloor workers to drop
demands and/or accept management proposals by making farther financial
aid conditional on this.
In general, the government should expand as much as possible public share
holdings in private companies as more effective means of control than
mere supply of funds.

Such a shift in the form of assistance would also

be more equitable, because the government would then not only share the
risks, but also the benefits with the company.

Legal powers, as estab

lished for the NRDC, the NEB and the funds supplied under the Industry
Act 1972 already exist for the use of public equity investment, provided
the affected companies agree.

These powers could be used more extensively,

especially with regard to firms with a record of bad management, currently
in temporary financial difficulties, but good long-term growth pros
pects on the basis of publicly supported "enterprise investment."

The

rescue of Chrysler U.K. at the end of 1975, where the government failed
to take any equity holding, is a case in point,'because it limited the
government's ability to implement or control the company's plans for
reorganisation and left the possibility of an eventual sudden pull-out
of the company from the U.K. still open.

Because the agreement links

government funds (up to a certain maximum) to the size of Chrysler U.K,'s
losses over a period of several years, but does not give the Dol full
information over Chrysler*s world-wide operations, the company, which
has a relatively high degree of intra-company trading between its sub
sidiaries across national boundaries, has an incentive'to use transfer

pricing to inflate its loss figures for its U.K. subsidiary.

Chrysler

could also find ways to use these public funds for expansion outside
the U.K., while at the same time gradually running down its U.K.
operations in preparation for a pull-out after the agreement with the
government expires.

Although the agreement with the Labour Government

contains certain commitments by the parent company with regard to its
financial contributions to cover losses, product development, meeting
existing contractural obligations, maintaining U,Ke operations and con
clusion of planning agreements, the degree of control by the government
over the fulfillment of these commitments and the company's plans
and decisions concerning its U.K. subsidiary in relation to its world
wide network of operations would have been larger with a public holding
in the company.

Monitoring, already difficult (judging from, past mis

takes) is essential and every improvement on the part of the policymakers should be encouraged.

But it is only part of, only a specific

aspect of exercising public control.

It gives the responsible govern

ment departments and agencies information about the effectiveness
with which public funds are used by the assisted firm, and about the
prpgress made so far, but it does not give them an active role in the
ongoing decision-making process of corporate management.

We have

already noted the passive role played by most government nominees to
the board of directors of companies with public minority holdings.

The

best solution within the framework of the "industrial policy" concept
is the one adopted by the NEB vis-a-vis its subsidiaries.

There

public control is exercised by the NEB in the form of "stretegic
control," in which the NEB approves management personnel, annual
budgets, long-term corporate plans and all major investment decisions
and receives regularly updated information on all activities and
decisions, while leaving the day-to-day running of the firm's operations
in the hands of its managers.

This, however, is only possible if the

government holds a controlling interest in the firm, which does not
necessarily have to be a 100% stake» but would have to be substantial
enough to constitute a relative (less than 51%) or absolute majority,
depending on the distribution of shares in each case.

Only control

based on ownership enables the government to play a more active, deter
minant role in the formulation of the company's plans, to give directives
with regard to the company's reorganisation efforts and to keep fully
up to date on progress made.

Other forms of control, such as appointing

government nominees to the board^monitoring agreements covering the
regular supply of inforraationj or imposing changes in the management
personnel, which have been applied even in cases where the government
had no equity stake or just a minority holding, allow the government, only
a passive role and leave it without necessary powers to enforce necessary
preventive measures.

Examples, where the limits of such passive forms of

control became very evident, were RR (before 1971), UCS (during the
phase of SIB's minority holding 1968-70), and BL (under IRC's loan
agreement in the late 1960 f s).

Each of these, had to be rescued, as

public aid and limited control failed to prevent major financial crises
caused (at least partly) by unchecked management inefficiency.

That

active control based on ownership can achieve significant organisational
changes, improved performance and resumed rapid expansion hac been
exemplified by NEB and some of its subsidiaries, such as Ferranti, Sinclair
v '
and Fairey. (22)
Other improvements, such as, for example, a better coordinated,
institutionally centralised and more extensively applied use of the
public sector both as supplier of goods to

private firms

and as a

source of demand through a policy of preferential purchasing, or an
expanded network of support measures to encourage product development,
the diffusion and application of new technology (with more powers and

a larger budget for the NRDC and the IREs to encourage new joint
"

T

ventures with private industry aimed at increasing the domestic
capacity to produce new products) are not only necessary, but also
possible within the existing concept of industrial policy.

Even

when abstracting from any of these proposals for further expansion
and correction, but judging instead simply on the basis 'of already
achieved results, we. can argue that industrial policy, as evolved since
1964, seems to have been capable of making useful contributions to the
performance, competitiveness and growth of certain firms or certain
sectors.

Judging from evidence, which we have put forward to make

this point, and from the experience of "disengagement" 1970 - 1972,
we can only conclude that the current proposals of the Conservatives to
sererely curtail existing industrial policy measures, if ever implemented,
will probably do more harm than good to the private sector and will
certainly mark a retrogression in the evolution of industrial policy.
If there has to be a change in the extent of state intervention, it should
instead be oriented towards a qualitative and quantitative expansion.

In

sec. 8.3. especially we argued that the concept of industrial policy has
implied a number of restrictions limiting the measures of state inter
vention and that these have been responsible for the inability of policymakers to reverse industrial decline or even avoid its acceleration.
We stressed the necessity of a widespread shift to "enterprise invest
ment" across industry as a precondition for higher growth and discussed
the Inadequacies of existing policy measures to bring about this shift.
From this we concluded that the concept of "industrial policy" may well
be too narrow to allow for the type of state intervention which in our
opinion stands a better chance to bring about the required industry-wide
changes and to induce higher growth rates.

An expanded notion of state

intervention to match the challenge of "defensive investment 11 and indus-

trial decline would have to deal with the consRquenc.es of oligopolistic
market structures and the power of large firms in general and multi
national companies in particular.

This requires, first of all, tougher

laws for the disclosure of information and planning agreeratns (as
discussed in sec, 5.2.4.) covering the domestic and overseas activities
and plans of the largest companies operating In the U.K.

These

measures would enable the U.K. government a) to make these firms more
accountable to the public, b) to control their activities more directly
and evaluate their effects on the rest of industry, on the economy as a
whole and on the economic agents (such as workers, consumers, local
authorities) directly dependent on and affected by these firms, c) to
commit those firms to take account of the government's social and economic
objectives and planning targets, and d) to take corrective actions through
directives against these firms whose actions harm the national economy,
violate the public interest and ignore socio-economic and planning goals.
In addition, the government could set up a para-governmental agency along
the lines of Italy's GEPI, helping smaller and medium-sized firms in
financial difficulties to overcome their difficulties by finding alter
natives to bankruptcy and by redeploying freed resources elsewhere.

This

agency which would definitely play a more active role than U.K.'s FFI does
currently, would mitigate the effects of large corporations on small
companies and possibly also strengthen many declining sectors or regions.
On the basis of planning agreements with all the firms above a certain
size the government would have to set un a centrally coordinated planning
mechanism.

Unlike the National Plan this type of "planning" would not

just be "indicative" but would commit individual companies to a
specified course of action.

Unlike the Industrial Strategy it would

coordinate micro-economic supply management and macro-economic demand
managment, would determine macro-level policies on the basis of a growth
/
target and of industry's needs and would carry out micro-level inttir-

vention in line with and related to macro-level goals as specified in
terras of productivity, imports,, exports, industrial employment* regional
balance, price and wage levels.

Such an exercise in planning and policy

coordination is crucial, if repeated rounds of demand deflation with
harmful effects on industry's ability to expand are to be avoided and
the current lack of integration between the various different branches
of economic policy, such as fiscal, monetary, income, competition, man9 q\
power, regional and industrial policies, be overcome. fs —
*

In addition,

it is necessary to plan and coordinate the job and income multiplier
effects arising from "enterprise investment" and to take the inter
industry dependencies ("matrix" multiplier effects of demand and pro
ductive capacity, based on input-output analysis) into account.

Other

wise disproportionalities may arise with surpluses in some sectors and
shortages in others, delays and disruptions may follow, the efficient
redeployment and allocation of productive resources between sectors and
regions may become impossible, and consequently the overall rate of
growth may be pushed below its maximum potential.

The planning mechanism

will therefore have as one of its objectives the synchronization of
"enterprise investment" between different sectors.

In order to

facilitate both public control over large companies and the planning
exercise the government could set up a state holding company which would
acquire a controlling interest in large, profitable firms in many growth
sectors.

These new public enterprises would, as argued in sec. 7.1.,

be in a position to put through their own actions competitive pressure
on other companies, forcing them into "enterprise investment," changes
in industrial relations, and pries restraint.

Uith subsidiaries in

many key sectors, that necwork of public enterprises could coordinate within
the context of the planning machinery its "enterprise investment" on an
inter-sectoral basis and at the same time encourage through coordinated
public purchasing policy expansion in other, related sectors of suppliers
and users.

Obviously, all these proposals (including those for a reform of in
dustrial relations which would not onlyimprove relations between
workers and managment, but have the added advantage of facilitating
rationalisation, modernisation and the redeployment of labour, and
those for stronger public control, possibly even nationalisation, of the
largest domestic financial institutions to give the government a large
range of holdings in industry and to improve the supply of external
finance) imply a concept of state intervention quite different from
that of "industrial policy," namely one that has a much broader view of
market "imperfections" and addresses the problems of economic pcver and
planned inter-industry coordination of activities.

Instead of imple

mentation in isolation of other policies and without coordination between
its different measures, selective state intervexition would be carried
out within the context of an integrated planning exercise.

Reliance on

the supply of public funds to finance investment projects would give way to
majority equity holdings.

Instead of concentrating support to declining

or high risk, advanced technology sectors the emphasis would be on
establishing bases of public control in profitable firms and key growth
sectors.

The "concensus policy" approach would be expanded to include

also compulsory powers (of acquiring undertakings, for example) and
the use of negative sanctions (such as directives, refusal of funds in
case of non-cooperation by private firms, refusal of projects against
the public interest, tighter exchange and price controls) applied by
the government, whenever necessary, to overcome the resistance of
private firms.

Finally, the focus of intervention would not any longer

be on the "internaiities" of specific private companies, but instead
would include "externalities" (that is., the effects, the indirect costs
and benefits of a firm's activities on the economy as a whole, on
economic policy, on economic agents affected by that company and on
other firms and sectors) as well.

Given the inadequacies of the current "industrial policy" concept:,
there is hence a need to extend the concept of state intervention
through new, more radical policies along the lines discussed above.
These may help to stop industrial decline and achieve instead higher
economic growth by encouraging "enterprise investment" with major
cumulative beneficial effects on the economy.

We must understand

Labour's proposals concerning such new policies as the NEB, Fill and
P.A.S. (discussed in sec. 5.2.4. and 7.1.) precisely in this context.
Irrespective of the political arguments and controversies surrounding
these measures and their fate during 1974/75, their relevance in terras
of contributing to the solution of U.K.'s economic problems not only
remains to be tested, but has also yet to be refuted on grounds other
than purely ideological or political arguments.

As long as industrial

decline continues and existing industrial policy or "disengagement" fail
to have sufficiently far-reaching or lasting beneficial effects on
the economy, Labour's proposals will remain in the political arena as
an "alternative program," based possibly on a more pervasive conception
of industry's problems and more relevant measures.

In the currently

evolving vacuum of policy-making, caused by the simultaneous occurrence
of high inflation and stagnating growth, by the consequent decline of
traditional Keynesian policies and by the rise of basically deflationary
monetarism, the political appeal of these measures may significantly
grow within the next few years. This may be especially so, once their
implications as tools to reduce inflation (by encouraging price restraint
and productivity growth), unemployment (by facilitating redeployment,
increasing investment in depressed regions and creating new employment
opportunities) and balance of payments deficits (through emphasis on
import substitution, improved international competitiveness of U.K. firms
and controls on transfer pricing and net capital export) are more fully

examined and understood.

(24)

Ultimately, the evolution of state

intervention in private industry is not simply a process of finding
the best policy responses to clearly identified problems within r.he
private company sector that have an effect on the economy as a whole.
It is above all a political process, determined by different positions
developed within the political parties, by a continuous process of trial
and error> of adjustments, of having to decide how to best meet: new
challenges, and by the lobbying efforts of organisations representing
different economic agents and interests.

In an attemptto contribute

to the ongoing controversies over the question of state intervention
in private industry we have tried in this thesis to more sharply define
industry's problems, examine previous and existing policies to deal
with these problems and to briefly analyse the relevance of different
alternatives that have been recently proposed.

APPENDIX

APPENDIX 1: TH E I MR ACTJIf __!_ND U STRAL
AND FIRMS OF U .
The purpose of this appendix is to present empirical data for examples
of successful, implementation of various industrial policy initiatives with
in private industry'. To avoid the methodological difficulties, which (as
pointed out in note 11 of Chapter 8) are inherent in any overall assessnent
of industrial policy on the basis of macro-economic data, we have confined
our analysis here to specific sectors or individual companies. Grouped in
different categories according to policy objectives we present examples,
where industrial policy measures can be demonstrated to have had a major
and beneficial impact on private industry. Such an approach, clearly, does
not aim at an overall assessment of the effectiveness of industrial policy
nor does it comprise a complete list of all the successful policy initia
tives. But the examples selected here indicate the potential of selective
state intervention to strengthen specific parts of private industry.
CATEGORY A: Sectors with heavy dependence on continued government assist
ance
In the main text we have discussed certain industries, such as nuclear
power, aerospace (both in sec. *4.3)> shipbuilding (se. 6.1), computers,, and
telecommunications (both in sec. 6.2) which rely heavily on government as
sistance through a multitude of industrial policy measures. Those sectors
have required consistent public backing. Either their contributions to
advanced technology involved costs and risks beyond the abilities of indi
vidual firms or other benefits in the national interest, such as employment
•
in depressed regions, exports and import substitution, could only be main
tained by massive efforts of~ reorganisatron ^md mo~cleTn1sation to reverse a
decline and loss of competitiveness in the respective industry. In general
we concluded that state intervention in these sectors had become an in- -creasing burden to public expenditure, as schemes of assistance had to be
extended beyond initial financial limits and time periods. Thn costs of
maintaining independent domestic produgtion in those sectors grew rapidly
in the 1960's and 1970's. At the same time we found that in many instances
the increasingly expensive involvement of the state in those industries was
often hampered by wrong judgement, inadequate monitoring and/or lack of
coordination on the part of policy-makers.

Only recently h?ve those prob-

Jems been tackled by policy-makers in order to remedy existing shortcomings
of intervention and avoid the repetition of costly failures of public sup
port, as had been the case, for example, w.i th UCS, RR's RB-211, Concorde,
AGR and the export strategy for nuclear reactors, and the delays of product
development in the telecommunications industry.
One sector, which falls under this category of heavy dependence on
continued government assistance, but has so far not been fully dealt with
in our thesis, is the machine tool industry. Policy measures in support of
this important sector are therefore briefly summarised and assessed in this
appendix.
Example A. 1: State Intervention in the machine tools ?_ndus_t_r_y_1_96jf_-1_978.
1. Measures to aid demand for domestic machine tools: a) IRC's revolv
ing loan facility to BL of h10 m. in June 1970 to enable BL to purchase
machine tools from domestic producers. This measure encouraged expansion
schemes, the development of new metal forming techniques and manufacture
of new product ranges with good export potential. Its success was due to
close cooperation between IRC, BL and machine tool firms, but IRC's aboli
tion in 1971 led to its premature end.
b) NEB's Stock
piling Scheme between March 1976 and April 1977 provided loans totalling
h5.9 m. to nine machine tool firms in support of maintaining-capacity
utilisation during recession, and encouraged the building up of stocks
ready for the next upturn to avoid the supply bottlenecks of past periods
of high demand. The demand for loans was hampered, however, because of
high costs of debt and uncertain future market prospects.
2. Measures to strengthen the competitiveness of industry: a) PreProduction Order Schemes and development contracts, which from 1966 onwards
amounted to between tl m. and h2 m. p.a. until their phasing out in 19/2/73This method of risk-sharing by the government was judged by the Machine Tool
Trade Association in Expenditure. Committee (1972, App. 9, para. 10-13,
pp. 698-699) to have been very successful in accelerating the development
and adoption of new technologically advanced equipment.
b) An IRCloan in May 1970 d'f t2.5 m. to Herbert Ingersoll to support the expansion
of a new factory built in 1966/67 as a joint ver.L'Te between A.H. and In' r
gersoll (of U.S.A.). It helped company to increase its production of spe
cial, tailor-made, one-off complete production systems and to strengthen
its market leadership in the transfer machinery field with high export
ratio.
c) The
very successful Machine Tools Industry Aid Scheme which offered under
- 313 -

sec. 8 of the Industry Act 1972 a total of h.30 m. in assistance between
August 1975 and December 1977. The funds were all taken up for projects
(between 1976 and 1931) worth over b200 in. which, wiicn compared lo indus
try's annual turnover of fc360 rn. in 1976, is a considerable sum. More than
30% of scheme's -funds are to be spent for the development of now prod-jrtis ,
while the remainder is intended for the modernisation of plant in both
small and large firms.

.

.

d) NER's

support for A.H. between 1975 and present, Including h-31 m. in aid for n
reorganisation program (discussed in sec. 7.2.) that enabled A.H. in 1977 to
to return for the first time in five years to profitability and to substan
tially improve its liquidity position, plus hlO m. in 1978 for expansion
plans based on capital restructuring to reduce A.H.'s debt burden, invest
ment in new plant and machinery, and product development to enter the mar
ket for sophisticated, computer-controlled machine tools.
3. Public assistance for production and application of NOmachine
tools: a) hO.5 m. between 1966 and 1971 for AEA's APACE which became recog
nised as a specialist centre on software for NOmachine tools and included
educational facilities, but was phased out in 1971 as part of "disengage
ment." b) NEL's projects between 1966 and 1975 to develop application of
NC-technology, such as work undertaken in 1975 in joint collaboration with
ICL to develop software for NC-machine tools.
c) IRC's support in 1969 through a fund of h3 m. for Plessey's acqui
sitions of Airmec-AEI from Racal and of Ferranti's NC-interests to form a
new company (Plessey NC) and for its subsequent investment program to be
come a strong domestic producer of NC-machine tools.
d) IRC's bl.5 m. in loans and equity in March 1970 to enable Marwin
to continue its expansion in the production of NC-machine tools.
e) IRC's equity participation in December 1970 for a sum of tO.3 in.
in Kearney S Trecker to support 'its expansion in the production of NCmachine tools and maintain its leadership in machinery centres.
f) Dol-assistance of h7 m. under the Industry Act 1972 between No
vember 1973 and June 1976 for the merger between Kearney &'Trecker an<J itarwln and for subsequent expansion. The new company KTM is now me leading
U.K. producer at the high technology en.d of the industry, specialising in
both standard and special-purpose NC-machine tools, transfer machines and
machining centres.

Management responsibility was taken over in 1973 by
VIckers Ltd. which in 1976 acquired a 86% controlling stake in KTM. in
1975 KTM managed finally a turn-around from the large los-ses 'n previous

years and achieved a return to profitability. Since then t!;e fi r,~ ha"> con
tinued its expansion, with a -27% increase in orders and an export-rat, iu o':
over i>03 in 1976/77.
g) During 1977/73 NC-machine tools production wa', also cncour^cjc-cj Inthe NEB through its support for A.M.'5 expansion into this market and urrj^r
the sec. 8 scheme through which Plessey NC, for example, received a tO.8 m.
grant for developing over the next five years a new family of ^C-nvjchine
tools based on microprocessor control.
k. Empirical indicators of successful state intervention: a) fina^r u:l
assistance by the government and publicly monitored rationalisation cr.:aic-J
new and more competitive domestic firms which de'.pite; the deep recession i..
the industry after 197^ managed to return to profitability and to expand
their output. Firms, which bencfitted in particular from state i nterve::t icn ,
were Plessey NC, KTM, A.H., and more recently also the NEB-assisted Aoemaspark and Mollart Engineering (see sec. 7.3.).
b) Between
1968/69 and 1970/71 the productivity of the industry grew by 36%, compared
to 33% in Germany and 28% in France. This coincides with the beginning of
more concerted efforts of public assistance. While the induscry faced
after 1973/7^ a world-wide recession, the combination of industrial policy
measures in the U.K., including public sector purchases, rescue operations,
assistance for modernisation and product development, enabled domestic
firms to rationalise production and scrap outdated capacity, while keeping
the more profitable lines intact. Encouraged by the sector-wide sec. 8scheme, the industry experienced in 1977/78 a substantial increase in
investment, a higher level of product development, and improved internation
al competitiveness. Its trade surplus, for example, grew in 1977 from
t3S m. to t*»5 m. , as new overseas markets in Eastern Europe and the rapidly
developing economies of Iran, Nigeria and Mexico were won.
c) With the
help of public funds the U.K. became by 1971/72 the EEC-leader in the field
of NC-machine tools. Between 19&7 and 1971 exports and production of NCmachine tools trebled in the U.K., which was the most rapid expansion in
the EEC.

In the early 1970's the U.K. had a higher proportion of NC-products in total oufput and also in exports of machine tools and a larger den
sity of using NC tools than any oiher European country. Since then U.K.
• «producers of NC-t.echnology, such as KTM and Plessey NC have continued to
expand rapidly and have maintained their strong position in overseas mar
kets as a result of publicly funded product development.
SOURCE: issues of Trade and Industry, Financial Times, NEDO (1972, pp. 33~'T>)

CATEGORY B: Use of public funds to set up new industries, on the basis of
successful development and. application of n?v.' r-rod'.!cti: sp.d
processes
This area of state intervention is of key importance to industrial
performance in the private sector as a whole, because it implies both £.n
acceleration of technological change and a real location of resources into
nev/ growth sectors. Frequently private firms require substantial amounts
of public funds to expand in this direction, because high ri.-.ks, long ges
tation periods and the costs of starting production and establishing rcsrkcit
outlets could otherwise not be dealt with by their own • 1 imi te.H capacity '. n
terms of finance, RSD-infrnstructure, production facilities and marketing
organisation. In this appendix we briefly discuss four examples, where
state intervention has been instrumental in supporting the expansion of
private firms into new areas.
Example B.I: A1 uminium (see also sec. '».2.6. above):
1. The setting up of aluminium smelters in the U.K.: a) In 1S/68 the
IRC undertook c, feasibility study on behalf of Min Tech in which it re
commended public assistance for firms willing to build smelters in the
b) Soon there
U.K.
after the government reached agreement with different producers to set up
three aluminium smelters in the U.K., each of which would have an annual
capacity of between 100.000 and 120.000 tons and be ready by the early
1970's. Each smelter was to be built in a development area and therefore
qualified for investment grants of *40% of project cost. The Electricity
Boards agreed to supply the smelters of BAC and of the Anglesey Aluminium
Corporation (a subsidiary of the KTZ/BICC-consortium) with substantially
cheaper electricity, based on the marginal price of electricity generation
by the most modern and cost-efficient plant (powered by AGRs), rather than
on the average price. In return both BAC =and RTZ/BICC agreed to contribute
to the costs of building and running the AGRs and the necessary grid system
for transporting ttie electricity. To pay for these contributions the. gov
ernment offered under the Industrial Expansion Act 1968 long-term, lowc) The National
Interest loans of t30 m. to BAC and t33 m. to RTZ/BICC.
Coal Board agreed to supply Alcan (U.K.) with cheap coal for its own power
station which would generate the electricity for its own smelter.
2. In addition the non-ferrous foundry industry scheme under sec. 8 of
the Industry Act 1972 encouraged in 1976/77 the modernisat ion of production

facilities required for aluminium processing.
3. Empirical evidence of successful state intervention: .3) While do
mestic production in the 1960's was confined to two small BAC-srneltars ; n
Scotland and did not exceed AO.OOO tons p.-a. , it reached in 1377 a lcvc.1
of 350.000 tons, as the three new large smelters have raised U.K.'s annual
production capacity to 360.000 tons, an increase of 900?;. Currently do
mestic production covers 75% of total U.K.-demand and based on aluminium
prices of 1977 the construction of the three new sm?.lters resulted in crvus
balance of payments savings of h210 m. through import subsritut ion.
b) The tirr.ing

of these investment projects between 1968 and 1971 and thus before the
rapid acceleration of inflation in the 1970's meant that the construction
costs of the smelters amounted then to only 3°% of today's costs, while theprice of the end product, namely aluminium, has since then increased con
siderably. This puts the operating firms in a strong and competitive posi
tion with profits rapidly growing, now that the smelters have been construc
ted and the recession of 197V75 has been overcome. Alcan (U.K.), for ex
ample, achieved pre-tax profits of h10 m. in 1976 and k?J}.5 m. in 1977This trend is likely to continue as demand for aluminium is expected to
increase by an annual 7 to 8% in the 1980's, whereas supply will not grow
that rapidly, thus leading with great certainty to further price increases
of the material.
c) Because of
the success of these investment projects the three companies are currently
involved in discussions with the government on plans to increase the capa
city of existing smelters in the U.K. by 50% at relatively low investment
costs in return for ROGs under the Industry Act 1972 and a new guarantee
for long-term supply of electricity at subsidised prices from the govern
ment. This expansion would make the U.K. a net exporter of aluminium with
*
additional balance of payments benefits of fclOO m. p.a. and would create
up to 1000 new jobs in depressed areas.
SOURCES: R. HUDSON (1977), Board of, Trade (1968), and the Financial Times
Survey on aluminium (6/10/1977).
Example B.2: —————————
DesalJnat?on (see also sec.
' f A.3>2. above)
1. The development of a domestic desalination industry: a) Under sec.
of the S&T-Act the government funded between 1966/67 and 19/2/73 AF.A's
RSD work in this area at a level of tO.5 m - hi m. p.a. in joint collabo
ration with private process plant manufacturer Wei r-Westgarth the AI'.A suc
cessfully constructed a large plant module based on no re .advanced nvjlti

flash distillation and electrodyalisis technology. Together with Whessco,
a private firm specialising in industrial plant,'the AEA constructed also
a prototype rig to develop vertical tube e.vaporator techniques as the cur
rently most advanced method of distillation.

And the AEA also buil" a pro

totype desalination plant based on freeze d i L>L i 1 lat ion.
2. In addition the AEA participated in 1973-76 in a three-year colla
borative program of R&D to improve materials for desalination plant.

This

joint European project was run by COST (Cooperation Europeennc de kt domaine de la recherche scient i f ique. ct technique).
3. Empirical evidence of successful Industrial policy: a) The ci.xccssful development of the multi-flash technology for large-s-:ale desalination
processes allows AEA and Weir Westgarth to receive substantial income from
licensing agreements with foreign companies, such as Japan's Sumitoinc, as
this technique has become increasingly widely ur.ed in recent projects.
b) for the same
reason Weir Westgarth was able to participate in large turn-key contracts,
such as in Saudi Arabia in collaboration with Siemens' Kraftwarke Union and
in Dubai with British Smelters and Hawker SicJdeley.

An even larger project

for another plant in Dubai was, however, not won in 19/6 by a consortium
with GEC, RTZ and the NEB, as discussed in sec. 7-5- Nevertheless, WeirWestgarth is currently one of six v/orId-market leaders in this booming in
dustry. Because of the ambitious industrialisation programs of oil-produc
ing economies in the Mid-East demand for desalination plants doubled be
tween 1973 and 1977 with orders worth t*»00 m. in 1977, half of which were
c) The success
placed with the three largest Japanese firms.
ful development of the vertical tube evaporator method gives Whessoe an
important lead in a new distillation technology with the first export order
in 1971 for bO.^ m. from Gibraltar.
SOURCES: Trade and Industry-issues, UKAEA's Annual Reports, Financial
Times, 6/3/1978, p. 3.
Example B.3: Hovercraft
1. Government'support for R&D: a) Support by the NRDC since 1959 to
industry through its subsidiary Hovercrati Development Ltd. (HDL, set up in
1962) for product development (mostly through joint ventures, launching aid
loans to private producers, and licensing agreements).
b) Intra-mural studies carried out by
c) Development contracts to IRf.s and
IREs, such as the NPL
private firms under sec. 5 of the S&T Act 1965-

2. Public assistance for firms setting up production Facilities:
a) Through its subsidiary HDL the NRDC participate? in firms to expand capa
city.

HDL, for example, has a 10fc equity stake in ti.e largest U.K. firm,

the British Hovercraft Corporation, and has set up Its own company, called
Tracked Hovercraft Ltd.

This involvement of the K'RDC, together with the

various forms of government support for R&D discussed above, amounted to a
total of b17-5 m. of public funds between 1959 and 1975/76, of which th?.
NRDC alone has advanced b5.2 rn. so tar (of which it only had recover LT!
b2.2 m. by the end of 197*0 b) Under the provisions of the various Local Employment Acts up to 1971
newly created factories and other plant was as part of the Government's
Advanced Factory Programme given rent-free to producers of hovercraft-.
3. State funds to encourage use of hovercraft: a) Under the industrial
Development Act 1966, sec. 3 a total of b2.l8 m. in investment grants was
paid between 1967/68 and 1972/73 to users purchasing hovercraft (see T.4.1.)
b) Hovercraft firms
were also helped by active government procurement in the 1970's, especially
through defence contracts.
*». Empirical evidence of successful industrial policy: a) The encour
agement, given especially by the NRDC, led to the setting up of a domestic
hovercraft industry with a substantial market lead up to the mid-1970's,
when France and the U.S.A. also became major producers. In 1971/72 sales
of the U.K. industry already amounted to b9 rn. with a doubling of that fig
ure since then. By 1975 the industry has become fully self-supporting.
b) This indus
try has major potential in overseas markets with exports running in the
mid-1970's at an annual level of b2.5 m. One prototype, the HM2, was sold
In 1*1 countries.
c) Public as
sistance for R&D made possible the product development of two generations
of hovercraft comprising 12 prototypes within a broad range of size. This
allowed hovercraft to become established as an important new product/tech
nology in transport which in 1976 absorbed already 30% of all cross-Channel
traffic. In receot years NRDC's HDL has concentrated in joint collabora
tion with pi ivate firms on extending the air-cushion technology into other
areas of industrial use, such as for storage tank relocation, hovertrailers as means of transport in otherwise impassable terrain, hoverplattorms
to load and unload cargoes and for use in aircraft recovery systems, hoverbeds in hospitals, hovertrains.
SOURCES: Trade and Industry-issues (especially of 1/10/1976, pp. 18-??.),

SCSI (1972C, p. 11, Q. 61)
»

Example b.k: The promotion of applications of con.putor technolo--^ In
industry (see also sec. 6.2.)1. NRDC's support for product development and Industrial application:
a) In 1965/66 the- NRDC invested b2.lt m. in automation schemes of EH iott
Automation.

Successful introduction of computerised automation technology

in a paper mill of Wolvercote and in acetic acid processes used by Distil
lers Co. led finally to the setting up of Elliott Process Automat ion spec
ialising in the use of computers for process control (now part of ICL).
Benefitting from the absence of IBM and other giants in this segment, of th?.
market, the new subsidiary won 15 orders in its first year alone.
b) In the 1970's the NRDC turned its attention more to software development.
In 1977 it spent over b2 m. to set up subsidiaries which will export soft
ware for use in the construction industry and in industrial engineering
(such as for computer-aided design of chemical processes and plant, as de
veloped in 1975 by CADC).
2. IRE's support of applications in industry: a) NPL undertook through
its Engineering Sciences Group in the late 1960's development work to pro
mote the application of computers and focussed in the early 1370's success
fully on designing a computerised system for the automatic verification of
b) NEL specialised frum
signatures.
the late 1960's onwards, apart from expanding the use of NT-machine tools,
on the use of computers in stress analysis of engineering testing, compo
nents testing and more economical methods of industrial design. In 1969/70,
for example, NEL developed in joint venture with private industry a compu
ter-aided design for steel chimneys which reduced the design costs by 30
times. During the 1970's NEL became an important force in the growing use
*
of computers in mechanical engineering, promoting their application by de
signers (to solve problems in structural analysis, fluid mechanics, heat
transfer, and strength of components) and by production managers (for con
c) WSL became active
trol of metal-cutting processes).
during the early 1^70's in developing computer applications in control en
gineering, especially in the use of microprocessor technology f or process
control and data handling. This work led to the devr-. 1,cement of computer
aids for process operators and for on-stream analytical systems to control
process plant, involving liquids, gases, powders, or molten metals. Since
then WSL's new findings have been successfully applied in a sugar refinery

and in a canning factory. A joint collaboration project with Neyrettl £
Zambra ended in 1976 with the successful commercial launching of a micro
processor based controller system, called MCP80. In July 1978 NEP invested
bl.17 m. for a 29.9%-stake in Negretti G Zambra to finance its development
program for the application of microprocessors in industrial process control
instrumentation and systems, based on MCP80.
3. Support for computer applleaf Ions under the S&T Act 19^5: a) Under
sec. A AEA ran between 1966 and 1971 APACE which, apart from its involve
ment in the promotion of NC-machine tools, encouraged the use of computers
in engineering design and in management (especially production and stock
control). The system it developed for computer-aided production management
(CAPM) was promoted in 1975/76 through an industry-wide scheme, in which
the Do! paid for feasibility studies by consultancies that evaluated the
application of the CAPM-system in small firms.. The AEA also succeeded in
197** to market STATUS, a group of computer programs to store, analyse and
b) Apart
search lengthy documents.
from its success in computer-aided design of chemical processes and plants
(see above under NRDC), CADC helped Brook Motors, a subsidiary of Hawkes
Siddeley, in 1971 to develop a computer program for induction motor design
analysis and developed in 1973 a general-purpose software package called
GINO-F which was already used in five U.K. sites and won its first export
c) In ad
order to the Netherlands by 197^.
dition the S&T Act 1965 was used after 1965 to finance the establishment of
the very successful Low-Cost Automation Centres, which have been used by
over 1000 firms p.a. for training courses, information, advisory and con
sultancy services and have despite minimal budgets of bO.05 m. - 0.1 m.
p.a. led to much higher benefits for private companies in terms of produc
tivity increases, improved product quality, reduced stock holdings and less
material wastage. Development contracts placed by Min Tech/DTI/Dol direct
ly to private industry or indirectly through ACPT have successfully promo
ted computer technology for production control, inventory control and
automation of production processes.
*». Empirical indicators of successful industrial policy: a) Betv/een
1969 and 19/5 the government spent annually between hi.5 m. and b3 m. p.a.
for the ACTP, CADC, and NCC, while CSERB's support for the promotion acti
vities of the IREs in this area amounted to b3.^ m. in 197V75. We have
seen that many projects thus financed led to a successful conclusion with
new methods of applying computer technology in industry developed and mar-
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b) The con
keted" as a result.
certed efforts of u.K. policy-n^kers helped to substantially increase tho
use of computers in the U.K.: from 72.^4 computers per million inhabitants
in 1968 to 139.1 in 1971 and 1^9.8 in 1972, compared with the increases in
France from 8>4.2 in .1968 to'125.7 in 1971, in Germany from 77.1 \:\ 1?68 to
112.6 in 1971, and in 'Italy from 30.^ in 1968 to 6A.O in 1971. These data
(taken from Trade and Industry, 15/3/1973, p. 570) show that both the level
and the growth of computer use was higher in the U.K. than in otlvir in^jor
c) Since 1975
European economies.
policy efforts to encourage the use. of computer technology have been greatly
expanded by the Labour Government. We have in this context already dis
cussed in this appendix and in sec. 6.2. the export initiatives by the NFB
(through its subsidiary INSAC) and the NUDC, the scheme to promote CAPM,
NEB's recent initiatives to support the development of computerised pro
ducts in telecommunications, office equipment, NC-machine tools (through
A.H.), consumer products (through Sinclair's pocket calculators, digital
watches, mini-TV) and industrial process control (by supporting Negretti &
Zambra), and finally the various schemes launched in 1978 by the Dol under
the S&T Act 1965 and the Industry Act 1972, such as the fc55 m. microproces
sor application scheme, the h10 m. program of the NCC to educate and inform
decision-makers in industry about computer applications, and the expansion
of training facilities b" the Industrial Training Boards for programmers
d) In addi
and systems analysts.
tion industrial policy has been a vital- factor in the development of U.K.
capacity in the production of microcircuits to support the growth of compu
ter technology in industry. NRDC's funds in 1965/66 gave ICT (and after
1968 ICL) an "in-house" capacity in computer circuitry and thus the ability
to upgrade existing products (such as the 1900 sertes) or launch improved
products (such as Id's 2900 seri.es and-its computer memories}.' This, was followed by AEA's Microcircuit Technology Group, which developed between
1966 and 1972 with funds from sec. ^ of the S&T Act 1965 the thick film
technology used in the production of integrated circuits and "chips."
Public support between 1968 and 1978 through three micro-circuit sche^s
with funds totalling b25 m. enabled Plessey, Ferranti and GEC to ouild up
the technical know-how and production capacity for low-volume, custom-bull,
circuits. Finally in 1978 the NEB began to support its subsidiary Ferranti
in developing, launching and marketing overseas a ncv/ high-volunc chip,
while at the same time deciding on a b50 m. investment project, called
INMOS, to produce standard, mill t i -appl icat ion "chips" at a high volume.
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These initiatives were complemented in July 13/8 by a Do I-scheme of b/0 HI.
to support the expansion of production facilities in the U.K. of low-volume,
custom-built chips and higher-volume, industry-specific circuits. The re
sult of all these various support measures, which were prompted by the em
phasis of the Industrial Strategy-exercise on microcircuits as a key tech
nology of the future, is likely to be a comparatively strong U.K. presence
in a booming world market and an even more rapid application of computer
technology in many areas of industry from the mid-1380's onwards.
SOURCES: Trade and Industry, COI (1976C), SCST (19?1A, B, 1972A, B. 1973 C).
CATEGORY C: The promotion of sectoral rationalisation ihromjh industric-l
policy measures
Example C.I: Mining machinery
1. IRC-promoted reorganisation of sector: Because of cutbacks in the
investment program of the National Coal Board the industry suffered from
severe overcapacity and liquidity problems in the late 1960 ! s. This prompt
ed the IRC to function as a "catalyst" and bring about a rationalisation of
the whole sector. It initiated a series of negotiations involving eleven
companies and became subsequently a key mediator in arranging a number of
mergers. In March 1969 Dobson Hardwick and William Park £ Co. merged into
Dobson Park to become the largest U.K. producer of mining machinery. The
newly created company had an average rate of capacity expansion (measured
as growth of capital employed) of 8% p.a. between 1969 and 1972 and gener
ally very high profit-rates (32.7% in 1969/70 and 59.0% in 1971/72 for ex
ample). In May 1969 R. Sutcliffe merged with Fletcher & Stewart and A.G.
Wild, but continued to face heavy losses and the need to cut overcapacity.
It was finally bought by the U.S.-firm Booker McConnel1 and after substan
tial rationalisation returned to profitability in 1971/72. In June 1969
the Dowty Group acquired Bonser Engineering and integrated the latter's
mining equipment business successfully into its subsidiary Dowty Mining
Equipment with the pre-tax profit rate steadily rising from 12.1*3; in 1969/70
to 39. n in 1971/72.
2. Empirical evidence on post-merger
•«' expansion: As a result of these
mergers initiated by the IRC the sector underwent: generally far-reaching
rationalisation between 1969 and 1972, during which employment fell from
22.600 to 18.300, while productivity jrew rapidly (from a net output/he^d
in 1968 of b195l to h308l in 1972). At the. sarr^ time net invoctment stag
nated In that period around b2 m. p.a. and cross output increased lurdly ut

all -(from h102.2 m. in 1968 to h131.1 in 197? in value terms). Neverthe
less, the rationalisation following the initiative^ of t'v? IRC led to a
substantial increase of the industry's average pre-tax profit-rate from
8.9% in 1969/70 to 25.5% in 1971/72. The underlying improvement in effi
ciency, productivity and capacity utilisation put the sector in a position •
to take advantage of the growing -demand after 1S73, when the explosion of
the price of oil made coal world-wide once again an important source of
energy. A substantial increase in investment, with net capital expenditure
rising from h2.1 m. in 19/2 to h9 m. in 1976 in nominal terms, was accom
panied by a rise in employment to 24.100 in 1976 and a significant growth
of gross output to fc^OS.l m. in 1976. With a rise of the seasonally ad
justed volume (that is, real) index of production from 100 in 1970 to 177-2
in the first quarter of 1978 the mining machinery sector has been during the
1970's one of the fastest growing industries in manufacturing with a stead
ily improved export ability based on the successful development of long-wall
mining equipment.
SOURCES: NEDO (1973, pp. 8-9), BUSINESS MONITOR (1976, T.1 and 1578, 7.1
and 2), IRC (1969, 1970, 1971)', Trade and Industry, 30/6/1578, p. 763.
Example C.2: Pumps
This was another sector where the IRC decided to act as a "catalyst"
and initiate discussions between firms on the future of the industry's
structure and possible mergers. Intense pressure by the !RC finally led in
1968/69 to a series of mergers, such as the acquisitions of the Harland
Engineering Company by The Weir Group, of Plenty S Son by Sigmund Pulsometer Pumps and of Worthington-Simpson jointly by Weir and StudebakerWorthington. This regrouping benefitted especially Sigmund Pulsometer,
which managed to turn a loss in 15^9/70 into a 13.»12 pre-tax profit-rate by
1971/72, and Weir's Pumps division, whose_pre-tax_e.ro_fj.t.rate increased
from 13.U in 1968/69 to 21. U in 1971/72 and whose international coopera
tion agreement with Studebaker-Wort;hi ngton improved its export performance
significantly. These successful initiatives by the IRC created thus two
strong domestic producers of pumps and laid the foundations for the roDid
industrial production (in volume
growth of the industry In the 1970 ! s with
•<
terms) growing by k6% between 1970 and 1978.
SOURCES: same as example 1 (mining machinery) above.
Example C.3' Construction Equipment
1. Strategic importance of the sector: Is a supplier of machinery to
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many different industries and has had a record of compara". i vf-ly rapid ex
pansion in the past. Domestic production levels of construction equipment
rose despite frequently depressed market conditions (caused, for example,
by cuts in public expenditure on road construction and other public works
or by industry's lower level of investment in new plant and b.ji liiings) in
the U.K. by 28% in real terms between 1970 and 1973. And world-wide denanc
in this sector is expected to grow by 8% p.a. up to 1985. This sector has
furthermore the highest level of average productivity in U.K. mechanical
Its export-share of 80% and trade surplus of b.^23 m. (in
1976/77) emphasised its considerable potential to contribute to any ini[,rcvements in the overall U.K. balance of payments. Having after the U.S.A. and
Japan the world's third largest construction equipment sector, the U.K. has

engineering.

since the start of the current recession expanded its leadership position
with regard to this sector in the context of the EEC, as other European
firms have suffered substantially more than their U.K. counterparts from
1 iquidity problems.
2. [RC's interventions: a) In 1967 the IRC encouraged Leylanc! Motors
to acquire Aveling-Barford which after the IRC-promoted creation of BL In
1968 became the cornerstone in the setting-up of Leyland Special Products
(LSP) as a strong international group in the construction equipment sector
(see below for more details).
b) In September 1969 the IRC offered The Steel
Group a loan of b1 m. and a standby facility of fcO.5 m. for the acquisition
of Priestman Brothers and for a rationalisation program to integrate the
latter with Steel's other subsidiary Coles Cranes into a newly created
company, called British Crane and Excavator Corporation. After Steel's
take-over by Acrow in 1972 its production of cranes was further strengthen
ed and expanded. With a turnover of b60 m. and pre-tax profits of over
b5 m. in 1976/77 Coles/Priestman has become the world's fifth-largest and
Europe's leading manufacturer of cranes.
3. Public assistance in the cpntext of the Industrial Strategy:
a) In 1976/77 construction equipment was chosen as one of the five sectors
within the Industrial Strategy-exercise whose growth potential ar.d import
ance vis-a-vis the rest of indust,/ justified spcc : al attention by policy
* tf

makers.
b) Among the resulting policy initiatives was the use of APS-funds under
sec. 8 of the Industry Act 1972 to further strengthen U.K. crane production
A b6 m. investment program was thus supported to expand the product range
and modernise the plant of Coles.

This should lead by 19^0 to a A5* in-

crease in productivity and more competitive products and thus help Coles'
planned export offensive and entry into new markets. APS-funds are cur
rently also supporting a modernisation program of Jones Cranes, U.K.'s
second major producer of cranes.
c) BL's LSP has especially benefitted from public funds. After BL's rescue
in 1975 LSP's increased financial resources allowed it to acquire for
b2.*4 m. Marshall Fowler and thus save it from closure which would have mear-J.
800 redundancies and the end of the last U.K.-owned manufacturer of crawler
tractors. The new subsidiary of BL. now called Aveling-Marshal 1, was subse
quently made profitable again through a t5 m. modernisat ion and reequipment
program which also expanded its product range. In 1377 the NEB (since 1376
the parent company of BL) approved a bo.5 m. investment program to expand
Aveling-Banford's production capacity by 30% in 1980 and a fcA.5 m. project
to enable Aveling Marshall introducing a new -range of crawler tractors and
wheeled loaders. BL has also been recently given NEB-funds to set up Aveling-Barford International as the exporting arm of LSP's construction equip
ment division with an investment of bl.2 m. to strengthen and develop its
operations in Australia, Canada, Middle East and South-East Asia through a
better marketing organisation, and distribution system, larger facilities
for stocks of products and spares, and a stronger servicing operation,
These moves should enable LSP to maintain its very strong position in the
construction equipment sector where it is already the second-largest U.K.
firm (after J.C. Bamford) and one of the biggest in Europe. Its subsidiary
Aveling-Barford is U.K.'s leading manufacturer of earth-moving machines and
also the world's largest manufacturer of road rollers. Aveling Marshall is
the only U.K.-owned manufacturer of crawler tractors. Goodwin Barsby,
another subsidiary of BL's LSP, is one of U.K.'s leaders in the quarry,
sand, and gravel equipment industry as well as manufacturing a r^nge of
asphalt plant for road-making purposes, while Barfords, LSP's smallest con
struction equipment firm, produces a wide range of dumpers and many other
items of building equipment. Together these four subsidiaries of LSP
achieved in 1977 a turnover of b6l m. (compared to b^1 m. in 197&) and
gross profits of b5.8 m. (bA.5 m. in 197&).
d) Since 1976 the NT.B has also been active in the industry to correct some
of the weaknesses emphasised by the analyses and negotiations under the In
dustrial Strategy. Special attention has been paid to the fact that the
multinationals of the U.S.A. (such as John Deere, Caterpillar, International
Harvester) and Japan (Komatsu) enjoy substantial economies of scale in R&D,

marketing, servicing, and completeness of product ranges offered. The NEE
therefore approached J.C. Bamford, U.K."s largest and most competitive manu
facturer of construction equipment, to begin merger talks with NEB's subsid
iary LSP (owned by BL) and eventually Babcock-WiIcox. Although these talks
did not produce immediate results, the options for mergers in the near fu
ture were kept open by all participants. . In the meantime, the NED concen
trated on setting up a joint marketing organisation to sell the products of
U.K.'s major firms in selected markets overseas. (The NEB has started re
cently similar initiatives of joint export organisations in software, office
equipment and telecommunications). Difficulties over the sharing of owner
ship, financial contributions, and selection of products and markets have
slowed down progress in concluding this NEB-initiativo, but any eventual
agreement between the firms involved could substantially improve the compet
itiveness and presence of U.K. firms overseas.
^. To sum up the results of state intervention in the construction
equipment sector, public funds and the exercise of public control have been
instrumental in setting up LSP's construction equipment division, assuring
its continued expansion and maintaining its leadership position ever a wide
range of products both at home and overseas. Public assistance has also
helped U.K. producers of cranes to become market leaders. With the priority
given by the Industrial Strategy-exercise to this particular industry fur
ther and probably even more substantial policy initiatives can be expected
in the near future. The already established close relations between policymakers and representatives of the industry should help formulating measures
of intervention designed to assure continued expansion in this key sector.
SOURCES: Financial Times-Survey (31/10/1977), K. Gooding (1977), BUSINESS
MONITOR (1978, T.1 and 2).
Example C.k: Paper and Board
In contrast to earlier efforts of intervention by the IRC, which de
spite repeated offers of assistance^and a series of negotiations resulted
only in a few IRC-supported projects (the joint acquisition- of the Donside
Paper Co. by Reed ^nd Bowater from Inveresk, the setting up of de-inking
waste papei plants by Peter Dixon and by Reed), the sector-wide scheme
' *•
under sec. 8 of the.Industry Act 1972 found a more favourable response in
industry. The whole t23 m. fund of public assistance offered under the
scheme was taken up by the industry. The main impact of .this scheme has
been a reduction of the industry's dependence on increasingly expensive
imports of wood pulp and other raw materials necessary for the production

of paper and board, which during the 1960's and up to the rnid~1970 l s had
added to the balance of payments deficits, depressed profitability in the
industry and reduced its competitiveness overseas. A series of projects
supported under the scheme enabled firms to shift to indigenous fibre (es
pecially waste paper) and increased the industry's annual recycling capa
city by 600.000 tons. As a result the industry will be able to consume
30% more waste paper from 1978 onwards which wi11 lead to lower costs and
less imports in the paper and board sector.
SOURCE: Trade and Industry-issues, such as Trade and Industry Strategy
News, 8/8/1978, p. 3Examp1e C.5 ' Ferrous- and non-ferrous foundry industry
Both ferrous- and non-ferrous foundries responded strongly to the two
sector-wide schemes under sec. 8 of the Industry Act 1972. Ferrous foun
dries fully absorbed the b79 m. assistance fund for investment projects
totalling b360 m. to modernise existing and develop new production facili
ties. According to Dol-officials and representatives of the industry the
projects supported under the scheme are expected to reverse the decline of
the U.K. ferrous foundries, improve working conditions (and thus attract
more skilled workers and reduce the manpower shortage), and add to compet
itiveness and production capacity so that the supply bottlenecks of pre
vious business upturns can be avoided in the future. Similar results in
terms of improved working conditions, labour-supply, efficiency and produc
tivity, and larger production capacity are, according to statements made
by representatives of industry (quoted in Trade and Industry, 17/2/1978,
P- 339), expected in the non-ferrous foundry sector. There the h20 m. of
fered by the sec. 8-scheme have all been taken up for investment projects
of t80 m. to modernise existing pl^nt and equipment.
SOURCES: see Example k.
Example C.6: Wool Textile Industry-,
The two sec. 8-schemes for the wool textile industry offered between
mid-1973 and the e'nd of 1978 assistance to 30% of all qualifying firms,
covering 60% of total employment in the industry. One effect or the
schemes was a strong increase of investment activity despite depressed
levels of demand. Capital expenditure in plant & machinery (including new
buildings) rose from t!7 m. in 1972 to h26.9 m. in 1973, h3**.8 m. in 197^,
•k36.8 m. in 1975 and h30 m. in 1976. The schemes also encouraged the clo
sure of old plants and accelerated the scrapping of old and outdated cqu?p-

ncnt, as companies qualified for grants to in.vest .in new machiiv,-.i'V only
after agree ing to reduce existing capacity by an ocjui V6 1 cnt proportion of
output. Overall the various forms of assistance offered under the two
schemes resulted in large-scale reorganisation of many plants which lefi;
the Industry v;ith lower overall production capacity, but great. :y increased
levels of plant utilisation and improved competitiveness. Not output per
head (as an indicator of productivity), which between 1573 and 1375 had
stagnated in the industry around h263C, jumped in 1^76 (in nominal terms)
by 58% to an average of t^179, as the effects of higher i nv.-st rr.snt: end ra
tionalisation on efficiency, capacity utilisation and manninj levels began
to be felt. Th^ overall improvement was also reflected in overseas trade
with exports of U.K. wool products gi owing by 30/0 in 19/7 to a new record
total of h^OO m.
SOURCES: Business Monitor (1978, T.1), Trade and Industry, 15/3/1978,
pp. 600-601, and Financial Times Survey, 27/1/1978.
CATEGORY D: The creation of successful and competitive companies through
industrial policy
1. V/e have already extensively dealt with a number of examples, where
policy-induced mergers created new companies of adequate size and thus cilso
opportunities for far-reaching rationalisation to ensure rapid expansion
and market leadership in the context of the U.K., the EEC or even the worldmarket. This was, for example, the case with GEC which benefitted from
IRC's support in 1967/68 in acquiring first AEI and then EE/Elliot Automa
tion to form a strong, internationally competitive firm across a wide range
of sectors in electrical engineering (see for details sec. A.2.^. and
'1.2.5«). Because of GEC's proven management qualities and impressive growth
record the company was repeatedly involved by the government in subsequent
reorganisation efforts, as was the case in telecommunications, micro-elec
tronics, turbo-generators, nuclear power plant, motorcycles (management -?id
to Meriden). Another, even more spectacular, success bv policy-makers to
create and then support strong market lenders was the extensive assistance
given since 1968 by all U.K. Governments•«- to ICL, Lurope's leading nr.anufacturer of computer hardware. In sec. 6.2 we discussed in detail the estab
lishment of ICL with funds from the Industrial Expansion Act 1968, the postmerger rationalisation measures, government assistance through puMic sc-tor purchases and launching aid for new products, and finnlly NEB's involve
ment in the expansion of ICL overseas. Both with regard to ICL and GuC il.o
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success of state intervention was based on backing a firm with strong mana
gerial resources to assume the leadership in the process of regrouping,
maintaining close ties to the firm after the init'al mergers, and supportin-j
it with a variety of industrial policy measures on a continuous basis. The
combination of public assistance, cooperation and monitoring facilitated no;.
only the carrying out of necessary rationalisation, but also long-range cor
porate planning of product development, capacity expansion and marketing
strategies by the firm in question.
2. Other examples of successful industrial policy in this category,
which fall under NEB's initiatives to reorganise the subsidiaries it inher
ited under the Industry Act 1975 or to support small, but rapidly growing
firms In its role as an investment bank, have been already adequately dis
cussed above, mostly in Ch. 7. The NEB has been especially effective In
strengthening companies, which previously had to be rescued with public
funds, such as Ferranti, A.H., Sinclair Radionics, Fairey Engineering, or
even KR. The outcome of its involvement in the reorganisation of BL and
CIC is at this point more difficult to predict. But NEB's already achieved
record of success in this category is nevertheless impressive. More than
any other policy Instrument before, the NEB exercises a degree of control
over the companies it supports, which manifests itself in insisting on im
proved methods of management, cost controls, long-term planning, industrial
relations. At the same time the Board encourages product development or
capacity expansion and frequently assists in capital restructuring schemes
to reduce a firm's debt burden and gearing ratio.
3. In addition to the mergers involving the GEC, the IRC intervened in
the late 1960's in a number of other industries to set up "national champ
ions" which thus became not only market leaders in the U.K., but turned out
to be capable of competing with large foreign multinational companies at
home and overseas: a) In 19&9 'RC 9 ot closely involved in the rationalisa
tion of the supertension cable industry which had suffered from increasing
ly expensive capital plant and maintenance of specialist technical and ser
vicing facilities on an uneconomic scale. To encourage a reduction and
more efficient utilisation of resources deployed in the industry, the IRC
helped ftrst Pirell! General and Enfield Standard to form a joint company
and integrate their supertension cable interests. But the main IRC-efforts
concerned BICC, the then leading U.K. manufacturer in the sector. A
b2.5 m. standley credit from the IRC allowed BICC to acquire from Associated
Electrical Industries (then already part of GEC) its supertension cable di
vision, to be followed by BICC's takeover of Power Securities later in the

same year.

These acquisitions consolidated BICC's existing c;jble business,

while at the same time diversifying BlCC's engineering and contracting ac
tivities further.

(In 1968 BICC had expanded into the aluminium smelting

sector, again supported by public assistance).

These, acquisitions in 1S'69,

subsequent modernisation of existing and scrapping of excess capacity, and
a new management structure helped BICC to become one of the world's largest
producers of cables, supported by a growing involvement in other engineering
activities.

The company has increased its sales from fc330 m. in 1968/69 to

over hi bn. in 1977/73, with 30% going into exports and with profits receiv
ing almost h60 m. in 1977/78. Despite world-wide overcapacity, slack of de
mand, and the competitive disadvantage of not being simply part of a larger
engineering group (such as Siemens of- Plrelli) and thus less dependent on
one product alone, the cable division of BICC has maintained its strong po
sition in many key markets overseas.
b) Because of the threat of losing U.K 's independence
in the production of ball bearings, which are vital components in most in
dustries and used in almost every type of machinery, the IRC Intervened in
this sector, when Sweden's SKF., already dominating most European ball bear
ing markets, planned to gain control over Ransome & Maries and then Pollard,
U.K.'s largest independent firms. After long negotiations and full involve
ment by the IRC in the stock-market and in the financing of various acquisi
tions, which amounted to almost hlO m. in loan offers and equity purchase:
by the IRC, a merger between Pollard, Hoffmann and Ransome & Maries was
finally concluded tn the spring of 1969. A further hi m. in standby credit
was offered and new management was brought in by the IRC in 1970 to complete
RHP's post-merger rationalisation. Within a short period of time (between
1969 and 1971) RHP succeeded in reducing the number of different types of
bearings and its stock levels, standardising product lines, and concentra
ting production In longer production runs. The resulting economies of
scale, mostly in terms of higher -level s "of "product! vi ty'and plant utilisa
tion, lower overhead costs, or larger volume of sales, helped RHP to reduce
its delivery times, increase profitability and generate the cash flow for
new plant and machinery, product development, and stronger overseas market
ing networks. Between 1969 and 1971 RHP increased its sales from h30 m. to
hM m. and its pre-tax rate of return on capital employed from 7.8% to 11.8:.
Although demand in the U.K. has in value terms largely stagnated (growing
from h88 m. in 1970 to h9'» rn. in 1977 In 1970 prices) and most major suppli
ers, such as SKF and the Japanese firms, have increased their export efforts

because of existing world-wide overcapaci t.y, RHP remains in h'uropc, be
sides France's SNR, the strongest local manufacturer wi H'i a dominant do
mestic market share.

So far RHP has been able to maintain profitabi1 i ly ,

growth of exports and output, and its market position at home despiie the
overwhelming competitive pressure from the largest firms, such as SKF,
Japan's NSK and NTN, and Ingersol 1-'land or Textron from the U.S.
c) In early 1968 the IRC r>ucccsv.ful ly promoted a loerorr
between Broom & Wade and

Holman Brothers.

The resulting new company, In

ternational Compressed Air Corporation (ICAC), became i.he la reject II. K.owned unit specialising in products based on the use or compressed air
power, with considerable strength in key overseas markets.

In December

1969 IRC helped ICAC to acquire Rcavell, manufacturers of air compressors
and exhausters, from James Howden & Godfrey and to thus take over leader
ship in the U.K. market which up to then was controlled by multinational
companies, such as Ingersoll Rand, Pneumatic Tool Co. (both U.S.A.) and
Sweden's Atlas Copco.

The mergers and subsequent rationalisation helped

ICAC to raise its profit-rate (pre-tax) from 1*4. U in 1968 to 21.8$ in
1972 and to increase capacity by 8$ p.a. during the same period.
SOURCES: IRC (1969 and 1971), NEDO (1973), Financial Times-articles.
CONCLUSION
In this appendix we have tried to present briefly a number of examples
where industrial policy has had a major beneficial impact in strengthening
firms or sectors through various forms of assistance. This is not a com
plete list of all the cases in which the implementation of industrial poli
cy met its intended objectives. Nor does it amount to an overall assess
ment ^f Industrial policy, as obvious failures of state intervention, where
the costs outweighed the benefits, have been excluded. The main purpose of
this appendix is to substantiate our argument in the main text (especially
in the conclusion of Ch. 8) that, wj^ile industrial policy may not have been
able to halt the overall decline of the private sector since. 196'*, it never
theless has on a selective basis accelerated, supported, and instigated
within Industry processes of reorganisation, development and expansion which
'«»
subsequently enabled firms and whole sectors to improve their performance or
utilisation of resources.
In our evaluation of empirical evidence we have not focusr>ed on any
generally valid standard variable to indicate success, but have instead
used different data, such as for profitability, capacity expansion, pro-

ducti-vity, trade balance, growth of output/product ion/sales, ccmpar isons of
use of nr.w products in different national economies. We have; furthermore.
abstracted in general from other possible factors of influence which ecu Id
have also had an impact on industry.

There is hence no obc.o; uu- certainty

with which we can establ i sh-whether and/or to what extent indu'5 trial policy
was directly responsible for the changes that occurred in different sectors,
after intervention took place. This, however, does not invalidate our ap
proach to select examples from within the private sector, where industrial
policy measures clearly led to initiative? which seemed to hove resulted
in statistically identifiable improvements.
In our first category of intervention we discussed sartors that have
depended to a large degree on public support in a number of ways. With re
gard to those industries industrial policy was necessary to finance R&D.
share the risks of commercial development of new products, organise the re
grouping of firms into a more competitive industrial structure,, provide mar
ket outlets. The difficulties inherent in those industries, be It longterm industrial decline or the high risks and costs of involvement in ad
vanced technology, required a long-term and coordinated strategy of inter
vention, rather than piecemeal intervention through short-term measures.
Both in the main text and in the appendix (in the case of machine tools) we
have seen how the evolution of intervention into such an overall sectoral
strategy was achieved only gradually. Only during the last years has in
dustrial policy with regard to these sectors reached a level of coordina
tion and coherence that corresponds to .the problems it tries to solve, as
exemplified in the sector-wide rationalisation scheme for machine tools,
the nationalisation of the shipbuilding and aerospace industries, the con
centration of nuclear power plant production into one consortia.
In Category B we have selected examples to she*1.-/ the ability of policymakers to support not only basic R&D-acti vi ty, but to create the condition;;
for successful commercial exploitation of new products and application of
new processes and techniques. In each of the cases described public funds
and state-run institutions helped private firms to complete- product devel
opment projects, overcome the "exploitation gap" (analysed in sec. A.3-1.}
The success of thece interand shift resources into new areas.of growth.
- «•
ventions depended on the close collaboration between government bodies and
industry, the proper identification of commercially viable projects and
users' needs, the sharing of risks and costs, the provision of incentives
for potential customers and support for expanding the application possi
bilities of new products.

Again this Implied the cocrci I nit ion of a multi-

tude of different policy measures. This area of intervention is particu
larly important, because it enables firms to move into ne\v industries which
are usually characterised by rapid growth and significant potential for rxports or import substitution, while at the same time accelerating technolog
ical change as an impetus for improvements of efficiency or product quality
The last two categories included examples of successful reorganisation
of sectors and firms encouraged by different policy ini t iat i ve.i which in
volved the selective use of public funds for that purpose. The effective
ness of stale intervention in bringing about and concluding a dc-.sired
course of action aimed at rationalisation is determined, apart from infor
mation and analysis concerning industry's specific problems and weoknesse-.s,
by the degree of public control exercised by policy-makers. Control is
essential in getting management to undertake the necessary steps towards
rationalisation and in monitoring the use of public funds by private firms
and their progress, as reflected in NEB's successes. Additional factors
with impact on the outcome of state intervention in this context are the
relevance of support measures to meet the specific needs of a particular
firm or sector and the extent to which collaboration exists between policymakers and private industry. The difference between IRC's failure to pro
mote restructuring In the software, wool textiles, or paper and board in
dustries and the subsequent success of the schemes under the Industry Act
1972 or the NFB concerning the same sectors was the growing willingness of
many firms to collaborate in the latter cases, because these measures were
much more relevant for and oriented towards their own particular situations.
The material discussed and presented in the appendix supports our
general hypothesis that on a selective basis industrial policy in the U.K.
between 196^ and 1978 has been capable of achieving encouraging results ancl
of promoting changes within industry towards improved performance. But it
also reaffirms our conclusions in the main text (especially in Ch. 8) that:
a) the conditions for successful implementation of industrial policy depend
on a number of factors, such as monitoring, control, coordination, problem
analysis, relevance and time-horizon of measures, and management quality;
b) only recently arid after a continuous learning process based on the ex
perience witn limitations of previous or current measures has industrial
policy been developed to a point where these factors are properly under
stood and potentially dealt with;
c) in most cases industrial policy was a continuous process characterised
by a gradual expansion of intervention towards the more fundamental prob-

lems of industry (as analysed in Ch. 2), such as product: development, man
agement structure, planning, cost controls, marketing, industrial relations,
or efficiency of utilising existing resources requiring standard I sat ion of
product lines, Icnger production runs, modernisation of faciliLics, and
more labour flexibility;
d) therefore industrial policy is, if at all, often only successful in '.lie
long-term and should not be expected to act as a means for remedial action
in the short-run.

NOTES

1.
The export growth-rate of U.K. manufacturing fell in constant price?
from 4.8% p.a. in 1852-72 to 2.}% p.a. during 1876-1910, Import growth on
the other hand averaged 3-4% p.a. during 188.3-1913. U.K. manufacturing^
share of world exports fell from *»1.U In 1880 to 7. c).9tf in 1913. The i.iUof growth of output in U.K. manufacturIny and mining Joel lii-.'J I rom an :nvrage of 2.1% in the period 1853-75 to 2.U p.a. In 18/3-1307, Kor «.he«..t« ,;mi
other data confirming the beginning in the 1870's of U.K. industry's rela
tive decline in comparison with earlier periods and other economies at thai,
time, see A. LEV/IS (136?) and D.H. ALOCROFT (1968).
2.
Given that long period of full employment and grow.h during the 1350's
and 60's it is not surprising that many economists focusssd their attention
on the factors leading to this boom. R.C.O. MATTHEWS (1568 and 1970), for
example, points to the historically high levels of growth and employment in
the U.K. during the period after 19^5- The major reason, according to him,
for this were the favourable conditions for industrial investment. Judging
from the deflationary impact of consistent surplus in the government expen
diture's current account balance and assuming that investment activity in
the nationalised industries was not higher than before under private owner
ship, he disputes that public sector activity should be seen as a major
contributor to this high level of growth. G.B. STAFFORD (1970). while ac
cepting the unprecedented levels of growth and employment after the war,
emphasised that the current budget surplus cannot be used as a measure of
fiscal leverage without considering the composition of the budget and the
different effects on demand of different types of public expenditure and
revenue. Reformulating Matthews' model to treat personal consumption, pub-.
lie capital expenditure and public consumption separately with an estima
tion of their different respective multiplier effects, Stafford concluded
that both the public sector's current expenditure and investment we re sig
nificantly contributing to the growth of output after 19^8. In the context
of our analysis, however, this controversy is marginal, because it does not
deal with the comparative decline of U.K. industry which continued even
during the boom.
3.
These figures have been calculated on the basis of data from CSO
(1966, T. 11, p. 13) and CSO (1976, T.1.1 and 1.11).
4.
I). SMITH (1975) defines "deindustrialisation" as "capital stock prov
ing inadequate to employ the existing labour force," accompanied by a "sud
den collapse of industries" (p. 21). Pointing out: that between 1969 and
197*» U.K.'s GNP grew by 11.4% in real terms, while industrial production
increased by only 6.7%, R. Bacon and W. Eltis (1975) define "deindustrialisation" as a decline of the manufacturing industry's share in GNP
(pp. 31f). For further recent use of this concept see also A. BENN (1975),
A. SINGH (1977), B. MOORE and J. RHODES (1976), and S. BRITTAN (1977),
where "deindustrialisation" is used as.defined by Bacon and Eltis. Their
definition has also been adopted in this thesis. A note of clarification
is required here on the »ise of the concept "industry" in the text. As evi
dent from footnote 2, the importance of a clear definition of "industry"
is manifest in Stafford l s reply to Matthews, where a distinction between
the nationalised industries and the private sector led to different re
sults. The theories of "deindustrialisation" refer usually to the manu
facturing sector alone, irrespective of whether ownership and control is

in private hands or has been assumed by the state. Our own analysis, -:;5
put forward in Ch. 2, centers, however, on the private, sector and thus ex
cludes all the traditional nationalised Industrie:,. In this context "in
dustry" is used synonymously with "private industry," "the private company
sector," or the "private sector." This includes also all the public share
holdings in firms, which have been acquired by the state as a result of in
dustrial policy after 196A, and, unless otherwise stated, alsu financial
companies.
This emphasis on deindustrialisation as an explanation for low econ
5>
omic growth in the U.K. is a derivation and modification of previously
developed theories focussing on the lack of expansion. One of the more
popular examples in this context v/as the "agricultural transfer thesis/'
as presented, for example, in D. Smith (1975) and N. KAI.DOR (1966). !t
was based on the fact that massive transfers of labour from low productivi
ty agriculture to high productivity manufacturing would increase the growth
potentials of the economy as a whole. C. Kl NDl.EGERGER (1967) expanded this
thesis to include also im-nigrant labour from less developed countries.
Therefore, as argued in Kaldor (1966), the rate of growth of manufacturing
output determines and strongly correlates with the rate of growth of GDP.
This is,because manufacturing is subject to increasing returns to scale
which result from economies of scale and "learning by doing" and which en
courage technical progress. With faster growth of manufacturing output
there will not only be more rapid growth in the economy as a whole, but
also corresponding increases in productivity and employment ("Verdoorn's
Law"), as increased production accelerates "learning by doing." With this
set of relations established, the argument in Kaldor (1966) then shifts to
possible reasons why manufacturing output in the U.K. did not grew ade
quately. The main constraint seems to have been the level of "maturity"
of U.K.'s industrial development during the 1950's which had reduced the
agricultural sector to a point where it could not supply additional labour
to the manufacturing sector. Other countries, such as Japan, France, Italy,
West Germany, benefitted from massive transfers of labour from agriculture
to manufacturing as the basis for the remarkable post-war growth rates.
This thesis abstracts, however, from the fact that U.K.'s economic growth
had been low since the end of the last century and continued to lag despite
chronically high unemployment in the inter-war period. Furthermore, once
the shift of labour was concluded in the other economies by the mid-1960's
there should have been in accordance with Kaldor's thesis a convergence of
growth rates over time which has not happened. R. ROWTHORN (1975A,B) at
tacked Kaldor's thesis both on theoretical and empirical grounds. Kaldor's
defence in N. KALDOR (1975) and the confirmation of his findings of a
strong correlation between the growth-rates of a country's GDP and of its
manufacturing sector in F. CRIPPS and R. TARLING (1973), which was based
on an analysis of growth in advanced industrial countries during the period
1950-1970, have to my mind not effectively dispelled the doubts raised by
Rowthorn's criticism. For a critical assessment of Kaldor's thesis, which
also provides a useful summary of the debate that resulted'frcm this ex
planation of low cfrowth, see A. SKG'JRAS (1978, pp. 2-k). Despite the con
troversies ^ver the cause-effect links between overall growth, relative
size cf manufacturing and productivity.*he currently fashionable "deindus
trial isation" theories are certainly modified applications of the assurr.ption that such a link exists: the relative decline of manufacturing (for
whatever reason) will, given established correlations, reduce a country's
overall economic growth.
This position contradicts the notion of orthodox theory that under the
6.
assumption of complete wage-price flexibility market forces will autonuti-

cally tend to correct any such disequilibrium vi^ changes in the exchange
rate or other relative prices.
A common weakness of these orthodox growth
models is that they either focus entirely on demand factors (many of the
short-run Keynesian or posfKeynesian models) or vice versa only take into
account supply-side effects, like that of ..investment on growth and produc
tivity determining competitiveness and trade over time (neo-classical mod
els). Singh is critical of such one-sided models and of their assumptions
as equilibrium models.
Less restrictive and rigid models on the link be
tween international trade, balance of payments and domestic economic activ
ity are C. KINDLEBERGER (1362), N. KALDOR (1971), K.C.O. MATTHEWS (1973).
Singh also refers in this context to the "export-led growth" models of
W. BECKERMAN (1962), R. CAVES (1970), and F. CRIPPS and W. GODLEY (19/6).
7.
A good summary of the most popular theories concerning low growth in
the U.K. economy, which have been put forward recently can be found in
M. STEWART (1977, pp. 42-47). These include Kaldor's application of Verdoorn^ Law and the "export-led" growth models, which formed the basis for
Singh's theory. A critique (conducted mostly on empirical grounds) of
Bacon and Eltis' hypothesis was added further below in Stewart's analysis
of economic policy since 1974 (see ibid., pp. 224-227).

8. Proposals for frequent variations of the exchange-rate, which
would in effect amount to a gradual devaluation of the pound,were
for example made by R.C.Tress and J.H.Fleming (in the London and
Cambridge Economic Bulletin, June 1962, p.Ill) and by J.Keade (in
the Three Bank Review-issues of June 1961, September 1964 and Sep=
tember 1966). Gee also the idea of 'sliding parities 1 , as developed by J.Black (in Economic Journal, June 1966,p.268), or J.Williamson's somewhat similar concept of 'crawling pegs 1 (as formu-lated in the 1966-publication "How to Stop Stop-Go"). In early
1963 a debate began in The Times between various economists clo=
sely associated with or involved in the formulation of Labour's
economic policies over the relative virtues and disadvantages of
devaluation. T.Neild B after 1964 economic advisor to the Labour
Government,had already in 1961 (in an article in The Listener,
V5/1961,p.?63) argued in favour of devaluation as the most preferable method to deal with balance of payments crises. For N.Kal=
dor, another influential advisor to the post-1964 government, a
floating exchange-rate for sterling was a necessary precondition
to achieve a higher growth-rate or maintain full employment. His
article(in The Times,19/2/1963) provoked a reply by P.Harrod (in
The Times,21/3/1963)» in which devaluation was rejected because
of the expense to compensate non-resident holders of sterling
and because of its aggravating impact on the price-wage-price
spirale, which would destroy the prospects for a successful inco=
mes policy and thus make the possibility of improvements in the
balance of payments less certain. Instead Harrod proposed r selec=
tive"and "temporary" import controls in case of serious deficits
of UK's current and long-term capital balance. Kaldor reaffirmed
hie own position (in The Times,28/2/1963) by saying that devalu=
ation would cope more effectively than temporary import restric=
tions with problems of that magnitude and in addition would bene=
fit industry also through an increase in exports. T.Balogh, an=
other economist with important influence inside the Labour party
during that period, took fl.n The Times,19/3/1963) a strong pjsi=
tion against devaluation. According to him such a step could

vjeaken the US-dollar and thus threaten the whole international
monetary systen, embitter relations v;ith' the USA and the stcrlinwren countries and lead to price increases, v:hich would not only
worsen industrial relations, but aleo increase costs and thus
cancel any temporary competitive advantages. Later (rmnely in
The Times, 20/7/1965) Sir Roy Karrod called for import restric=
tions to the tune of & ^OOm. p.a., an Income freeze for 2 years
and more expansive demand
..4f'.U 0

CHAPTER 2
1.
Further subdivisions In the private sector with relevance to our dis
cussion of industrial policy wi 11 later be introduced in the text:
a) between goods and services, as some policy measures discriminated
against the service industries;
b) between financial institutions end industrial or commercial companies
with industrial policy concentrating mostly on the latter;
c) between the "monopoly" sector (here used in the sense of oligopolistic
market structures with a few large firms per industry) and the "competi
tive" sector (referring to fragmented industries with many, relatively
small-sized firms) — a distinction of growing importance to policy-makers
which in recent years, as pointed out below, have increasingly introduced
measures specifically designed for either one of these sectors.
2.
S. HOLLAND (1975, pp. lM-1^9) argues that publicly controlled enter
prise in the U.K. is primarily concentrated in basic industry, social ser
vices and economic and social infrastructure as a necessary condition for
the success of private industry. More recent extensions of the public sec
tor have been in industries or firms of national importance (in terms of
employment or technology) which were loss-making (British Leyland, ship
building) and/or which had a long tradition of massive government involve
ment (aerospace). Most of the nationalised industries (such as the rail
ways, post office, power generation) depend for expansion on demand from
private industry at home. Their activities (such as in mining, public
transport, power distribution, post office communications) are locationtied and already spread through the country with little additional poten
tial to improve the regional balance within the U.K. Their pricing poli
cies are frequently used to provide a disguised subsidy to the private sec
tor with deficits in their accounts as a result. At the same time private
companies (particularly in the oligopolistic sectors) have failed, even
under a system of price controls, to transfer the lower costs of their in
puts from the public sector Into lower prices for the benefit of the con
sumers and the balance-of payments. Given these imbalances within the socalled "mixed economy" the overall capacity of the public sector to gener
ate growth, improve the balance of payments, reverse growing regional irrr

balance and lower inflation is severely limited, whereas the private sector
continues to play the active role.
3.
Higher productivity combined with a reduction in the number of people
employed could have been a product of labour-shedding which does not neces
sarily involve any investment and is primarily baseo on the rearrangement
of production with existing plant and machinery. Alternatively ihe same
effect could have been brought about by introducing new labour-saving pro
duction techniques usually through additional expenditure on new and inproved plant and machinery. Given that such increasingly labour-saving and
capital-intensive production methods will by themselves create fe\:ar perma
nent jobs, there wi11 have to be a proportionate increase, in total invest
ment to compensate for the saving of labour and to create enough new jobs.
No matter whether the rationalisation in the U.K. industry curing the 60 ! i>
and early 70's was predominantly carried out through labour-shedding or new
labour-saving technology, the empirical evidence suggests that in neither
case was there sufficient additional investment to offset the decline in
employment.
4.
For the derivation of this formula see the original articles by Harrcd
("An essay in dynamic theory") and Domar ("Capital expansion, rate of growtr
and employment") as reprinted in A. SEN (ed.) (1970), pp. 43~64 and 65-77
respectively. There the formula is the equilibrium equation in a dynamic
growth model expressed in demand terms. Its simplified assumptions have
subsequently been relaxed, including a foreign trade sector, a public sec
tor with government expenditure and taxation, autonomous demand other than
investment or more complicated investment equations with distributed adjust
ment lags. On these extensions see A.Sen (ed.) (1970, pp. 57-59), A. WOOD
(1975, pp. 111-114), and R.G.D. ALLEN (1967, pp. 188-194 and pp. 324-328).
The possible impacts of public sector activity or foreign trade on growth
of domestic private industry have already been discussed in our critical
comments on Bacon and Eltis (1976) and Singh (1977). Here, when using the
Harrod-Domar formula, we simplify and discount those factors, because we
are primarily concerned with the determinants of growt-n wi thin the private
company sector. It should be noted here again that the formula is used
simply as an accounting identity and not in the context of a growth model.
We therefore do not deal with the disequilibrium aspect of the. model where
the socalled "knife-edge problem" of erroneous expectations leads to everincreasing gaps between warranted and actual growth. Nor do we have to
consider the equilibrium conditions where expectations are always equal to
the actual outcome, where no labour shortage or supply bottlenecks can
exist and where hence ex-ante savings equal ex-post savings and actual in
vestment. On the frequently encountered mystique surrounding the relation
ship between saving and investment and the adjustment process of ex-ante
and actual savings (assuming the existence of "desired savings" independent
of firms' employment and investment decisions), see A. SKOURAS 0975, p. 7,
Fn. 6).
5.
We have deducted capital consumption from the gross figures of income
and investment, because during each specific period part of the capital
stock becomes obsolete and must be replaced by an assumed equivalent part
of income/investment to restore the status quo. The replacement is assumed
to be done with identical assets ignoring the possibility of using im
proved machines. For reasons of simplicity it is therefore assumed that no
additional wealth or capacity is created in this process^ The calculation
of capital consumption is not based on the actual depreciation declared by
the companies which as a result of generous depreciation and investment

allcv/ances would lead to an inflated figure relating to. the tax written
down value of fixed.assets rather than to the actual net capital stock.
For a calculation of these figures see J.S. FLEMING, L.D.D. PRICE and
D.H.A. INGRAM (1976, pp. '46-^7) • Furthermore, because capital -consumption
is not an identifiable transaction, it can only be calculated approximately
as an imputed transaction on the basis of assumed average life expectations
of different kinds of machinery, intensity of use, and waar r-mc! tear. !n
R. MAURICE (1968, .pp. 383-387) snd C50 "Economic Trends," O.-.t. 1975, var- '
ious methods for calculating capital consumption are extensively discussed.
Because of these arbitrary assumptions about the degree of obsolescence
the statistical data are only approximations with a possible error variable
of 10-20%. In addition the assumption of replacement by identical assets
in abstraction of possible technological change will further restrict the
validity of the data in terms of reflecting actual capital consumption.
6.
The extent and cost of external investment finance, which depend net
only on the assessment of a firm's and its projects' present and future
profitability, but also on the firm's respective, size, are analysed in
A. WOOD (1975, especially Ch. 2), M. KALECKI (1971, pp. 105-109), and in
J.S. FLEMMING, L.D.D. PRICE and S.A. BYERS (1976). See for further de
tails also 2.2.Jj. below.
7.
This equation is clearly an oversimplification, because: a) it assumes
a linear functional relationship between I and the other variables, b) it
ignores the financial assets of firms and also c) long-run technical pro
gress; d) it expresses I only in net terms and thus abstracts from capital
replacement and its possible capacity-increasing effect by using more mod
ern machinery to replace the old equipment, and e) discounts the possibil
ity of rationalisation which might increase the level of investment with
out adding proportionately to existing capacity or might not involve any
capital expenditure for new plant and machinery, but adds to capacity by
reorganising production to become more efficient. For more elaborate in
vestment decision equations based on the same principle influence variables
as our equation, but relaxing some of our more restrictive and oversimpli
fied assumptions, see M. Kalecki (1971), especially "Determinants of In
vestment" (pp. 110-123) and "Trend and Business Cycle" (pp. 165-183). A
good sum-up of the neo-classical, Keynesian and neo-Keynesian approaches to
investment decisions is provided in P. JUNANKAR (1972). The role of ex
pectations in firms' investment decisions has been recently emphasised in
a debate within the theory of oligopolistic mark-up pricing based on M.
Kalecki (1971, pp. >43-6l). A.S. EICHNER (1973) for example links the de
termination of the mark-up to investment plans antf necessary levels of ex
penditure based on expectations about future demand. A firm's supply-curve
for additional investment funds,, depend-i-ng on- the -comparative merits-ar.d
costs of internal finance via higher mark-up pricing versus the costs of
external finance, will be intersected by a demand curve for funds, assumed
to be the ^amiliar marginal efficiency of investment curve. A. WOOD (1975)
constructs in similar fashion a "finance frontier" which determines the
supply of additional funds depending on the relative costs of internal ver
sus external investment finance, to be intersected by an "opportunity fron
tier" where the demand for investment-funds depends on expectations. G.C.
HARCOURT and P. KENYON (1976) make the decision on investment expenditure
dependent on the amount of extra capacity to be laid out, on the sort of
investment in light of different technical possibilities, and en the method
and costs of finance. That there is in reality a link between pricing and
planned investment expenditure can be seen by the criteria for approved
price increases as formulated in recent U.K. price control policies. See
on that J.F. PICKERING (1971) and R. EVELY (1376).
8.

Further documentation of this decline is compiled in M. PANIC and

R.E. CLOSE (1973), G.J. BURGESS and A.J. WEBB (1S7 ;0, A.J. MTkRETT (1975)
and the methodologically more thorough study of M. KING (1975). Doubts
about the extent and generalisat ion of this profitabiiity decline were
raised by S. Holland (1975). He points to the fact th'it private firm:, can
use the arbitrariness and lack of public control concerning accounting
practices to underdeclare real profits and thus reduce their tax burden
(pp. 56-58). This is especially true for multinational corporations \.'h'ch
can make intra-firm transactions across borders (transfer pricing between
subsidiaries, debt transfer) to minimise their Uix obligation? on an inU,national level. In this way official statistics nay significantly under
estimate real profits. General industry-wide profit-figures also fai! to
distinguish between smaller and large firms and thus ignore the fact that
many large firms not only are more capable of underdeclaring real profits,
but can protect their profitability better than small firms because of econ
omies enjoyed by them in production, distribution, access to finance, c^c.
Even in a profit-crisis these firms may continue to have large profits
(pp. 54 and 56). While those points are valid, it has to ha added that
the absolute profits-figure is not adequate to indicate a profit-crisis.
While large firms may in many cases have very high absolute profits, they
may have even proportionately larger capita!-stocks and thus also suffer
from declining profitability.
9.
This feedback of investment on growth 2nd profits has been emphasised
by M. Kalecki (1971). See especially his "Determination of National In
come and Consumption," pp. 93~104, and his theories of the business cycle
(pp. 1-14, 124-137, and 165-183).
10. Statistics show that the share of dividends in profits (before inter
est) has recently fallen reflecting both statutory limitations and the de
cline in real profits. Company tax payments have also been reduced, if we
treat investment grants as negative company taxation. This -has been es
pecially true, since both interest and fixed investment are allowable
against taxable profits and tax relief exists now also for stock. These
reductions have, however, been more than counteracted by the extraordin
arily fast rise in interest payments (from b1.l93 m. in 1970 to t3.l68 m.
in 1974) and equally significant rise of capital consumption at replacement
cost and of stock appreciation within industrial and commercial companies,
exacerbated by accelerating inflation.
11. The particularly strong preference of U.K. firms to rely on their own
internally generated funds to avoid the risks, costs and dependency involv
ed in borrowing from banks, and the low and erratic level of external fi
nance through bank loans in the U.K. compared to countries, such as the
U.S.A., France, Japan and Wefst Germany, hrss been emphasised by NEDO (1975,
p. 53), T.M. RYBCZINSKI (1974, p. 66), A. Wood (1975, p. 9), and Bacon and
Eltis (1976, p. 104). The "element of structural weakness" in the relation
between financial institutions and'private industry is currently subject
of a Parliamentary Inquiry, headed by Sir Harold Wilson. On this question
Glyn and Sutcliffs (1972, pp. 41-43) have linked the institutional separa
tion between the City and industry to a conflict of interests that re
sulted from the City's attempts to uiaintain Its position as a world finan
cial centre and the role of. sterling as a major reserve currency despite
the long-run decline of U.K. industry's world market share from the I880' is
onwards. City-banks since then preferred to be involved in international
financial transactions which were more lucrative than helping domestic
firms to readjust to changing world market conditions and demand patterns.
The City's strong influence on the priorities of various governments often
led to economic policies in its own interest, but possibly harmful to iri-
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dustry. They cite as examples the emphasis on free trade and capital move
ments before and after the first World War instead of protection for do
mestic producers, or the attempts to maintain an overvalued exchanyy-rate
and high interest rates during the 1920's arid in 1950-67 to attract foreign
funds and stabilise reserves despite the consequences for industry's cost
of borrowing and international competitiveness.
12. When "allocative efficiency" refers in the context of the overall pro
duct mix of the economy, for example, to the question of whether too many
resources are concentrated in declining sectors and not enough in growth
sectors, then the term "market efficiency" applies as well -- see R. CAVES
(1968, p. 280). The term "price efficiency" is, according to G. WHITE an-l
R. HUDSON (1971, pp. 61 ft'.), used when allocative efficiency is discussed
in terms of social welfare losses caused by varying degrees cf imperfect
competi tlon.
13- For a discussion of different methods of measuring "X-efficiency,"
such as the efficiency-frontier approach developed by M.J. FARRtl.L (1957),
and their limits and complications see C. Row ley (1977) and G. Whita and
R. Hudson (1977).
14. Examples for such emphasis on poor production efficiency in the use
of existing plant and machinery as a major reason for the slow growth and
declining international competitiveness of U.K. industry can be found in
M. PANIC (1976), CBI (1976, p. 25), D. PURDY (1976, p. 312-313) and A.
MUELLER (1977, p. 262-263). With regard to empirical studies using the
capital-output ratio as a useful proxy variable, see e.g. D.C, ROWAN and
J.H. DUNNING (1968, pp. 152-163). Theoretically speaking, efficiency E is
defined there as the ratio between total costs of firms' inputs (including
social costs) and the value added by firms. It follows that
JL

r*
u> L + r K

with w = opportunity costs of labour proxied by the actual average wage
rate w, L = numbers of employed, K = value of capital, r" = opportunity
costs of capital, for which they use the average interest rate on the
money market as a proxy, and r = profit-rate. From this they get

(r .
as Y = wL + rK by definition. Thus K/Y plays a dominant role in determin
ing £, confirmed by their empirical findings (p. 163) of a statistically
significant and close correlation between K/Y andE. G. White and R. Hudson
(1977, pp. 61-69) use a more comptlcaTecl method re measure 'total efficien
cy, but confirm Rowan and Dunning 's conclusion that both the cap] tal -out
put ratio K/Y (here in constant price terms) and the profit-rate r are the
best indicators for production efficiency.
15. According to/NEDO (1975, p. 3), for example, ICOR in U.K. r,,onufacturing averaged 3.4. between 1963 and 1972, compared to 1.5 in West Germany.
Using gross- instead of net-figures for investment, value added instead of
change in GDP and constant instead of current prices, CBI (1976, p. 25)
gets an ICOR for U.K. manufacturing of 7-2 on average for 1963-73, compar
ed to 2.52 for West Germany's, 2.55 for U.S.A.'s, 2.72 for Japan's, 2.99
for Italy's and 3.58 for France's manufacturing industry.
16. Other evidence confirming the predominant position of the U.K. in
terms of comparative s i ze of its largest firms per sector can be found in
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A. Silberston (1970, p. 68), and in INDUSTRIAL POLICY GROUP (!PG)(1$J?0,
p. 10), C.F. PPATTEN (1976, p. 39) finds that the degree of conr.cntrct for,
in manufacturing is higher in the U.K. than in France or West Germany. IPG
(1970, p. 8) calculates the average size of manufacturing companies in the
U.S. and the U.K. and finds hardly any difference (average of 880 workers
per firm in U.K., compared to 850 in the U.S.A.). It concludes also thai the
bigger U.K. firms play a comparatively more important role and absorb a
higher proportion of output and employment in their national economy than
their U.S. counterparts.
17. On the significant rise of the concentration ratio in many U.K. indus
tries after 19& 1* see among others S. AARONOVITCH and M. SAWYER (19/5), P.E.
HART, M.A. UTTON and G. WALSHE (1973), and K.D. GEORGE (IS/5). D. TODD
(1971) used the method developed by Farrell (1957) to measure "production
efficiency" in U.K. manufacturing in general and six sectors in particular.
None of his results concerning manufacturing in general or the specific
sectors showed a significant difference in efficiency between large and
small firms. And both Silberston (1970, pp. 6*1-67) and IPG (1970~ p. 10-11)
dispute any positive link between the size of firms and their level of ef
ficiency. C.F. PRATTEN (1971) concludes that in some industries the na
ture of technology excludes the existence of many firms and requires a high
level of concentration to achieve maximum economies of scale, while in
other U.K. sectors mergers have led to a degree of concentration beyond
what is warranted to merely fully exploit available economies of scale. He
therefore warns against any generalised hypothesis concerning the link be
tween efficiency and concentration.
18. Similarly, C.F. Pratten (1976, p. 48) concludes that the product mix
cannot be a major factor in explaining the lack of efficiency in the U.K.,
because the allocation of resources between its sectors is too similar to
other more successful advanced economies. This similarity of allocation
of resources between various sectors has evolved gradually over time as a
result of more uniform demand patterns in the industrialised economies of
the West and as a consequence of increasingly internationalised markets
allowing for production and marketing of goods to be more and more inte
grated on a world-wide basis. That major differences in the industrial
structure of economies existed previously has been pointed out by W.P.
KENNEDY (1977, pp. 16-21, T.2 and 3). Comparing the distribution of in
dustrial output by sectors in the U.K. with that of the U.S. for the period
1907-1909, he notes for the U.K. a comparatively stronger concentration of
resources in traditional sectors with less rapid growth. G. VON TUNZELMANN (1977) analyses the structural shifts in U.K. industry during the fnterwar period and in particular the rap4-d expansion of th^n new industries,
such as chemicals, electrical engineering, vehicles, or precision instru
ments. The relative importance of the "old staple" sectors, iron and
steel, shipbuilding, textiles, as measured in percentage shares of employ
ment and capital stock (T.3, p. 16), declined in that period. This indi
cates major real location of resources within the U.K. industry d"r?ng the
1920's and 1930's towards more rapidly expanding sectors — a process that
has continued after WW2.

19* It could be argued that the widespread practice of "defensi=
ve" investment in the context of alow growth 9 economy,such as thi
U.K.i makes any management appear inefflcient s A lower pace of
technological change, lesser emphasis on R&D end on introducing
new products, the sub-optimal use of new machinery by wedding it
with old equipment are the results of stagnating markets which

restrict investment to uinor innovations ru.u r;aior;^l:).:;fjt ion.
As stated in Lamfalussy (19&1, pp. 06-9^-) , firms, lacing lov: growth,
cannot afford the risks and costs involved in "enterprise" invest=
ment and thus are rarely in' a position to undertake major innova=
tions and to set up entire new plants which could embody the most
'modern production techniques. The argument against emphasizing
management inefficiency gains weight ,}.f we consider that 26 (if
we include the'only partly UK-owned Royal Dutch Shell) out of the
largest 50 firms in the EEC are UK-owned and that in terras of „
profit-rates 6 UK firms rank among the top 10 in the EEC. These
statistics could be Interpreted as proof that UK managers achieve
satisfactory results in more rapidly growing markets overseas and.
could do equally well in the U.K., were? it not for the constraints
of a "low groth" economy. Kence "defensive"investment,not manage
ment inefficiency should accordingly be considered the main prob
lem. It is undeniable that the tendency of UK's multinational
firms to rely to a much greater extent .than the largest German
or Japanese firms on direct investment overseas is in response
to the comparative advantages and benefits to De gained fron
"enterprise" investment, in rapidly growing markets abroad. These
do not accrue from domestic investment which because of low growth
at home are more often than not "defensive" 6 Later,when dealing
with Labour's proposals between 1973 and 1975, we will return to
the multinationals to discuss their Impact on a nation's economy
and economic policies and what can be done to control their acti=
vities, such as capital export for direct overseas investment,
transfer pricing, and so forth.The argument about the profitable
overseas operations of U.K» multinationals does, however, not
necessarily contradict our view that the negative effects of "de=
fensive" investment may be exacerbated by inadequate management
or may be lessened by very capable and effective corporate execu^
tives. A.Lamfalussy(1961,p.15^-159) stressed that managers with
a shorter planning horizon, thus focussing attention on solutions
of current problems without considering the rationality of their
choices in a longer perspective t and those with a preference to
earn high profits as quickly as possible will principally be more
likely to adopt "defensive" investment (rather than "enterprise"
investment). Our argument in sec.2.3•2.5 that many UK firms suffer
from managemant inefficiency and that this in itself has had a
negative impact on investment activity and production efficiency
(on top of and maybe even related to "defensive" investment) is
confirmed by the studies of Dunning(1966), ROWAN andDUNNIKG (1966)
and rratten(l976). They all compared UK firms with similarly sized
U.S. subsidiaries in the U.K. on the basis of various criteria
in different sectors and found tna^ in general UK firms performed
worse. While these findings may at least to some extent be explai=
ned by the ability of the U.S. subsidiaries to draw on the reso^rces and support of huge parent companies, these studies note suf
ficient differences in management practices, such as planning and
cost control, to conclude that management quality also plays a
major role.
CHAPTER 3
1.
For some of the principal sources of "economic liberalism" see F.
HAYEK (I960), M. FRIEDMAN (1962), and J. KEADE (19W- Most relevant ex
amples of this "school of thought" in relation to the economic policy con
text in the U.K. are S. BRITTAN (1S7D and R. Bacon and W. Eltis (1S7C).
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2.
S. Holland (1975) is the most detailed and comprehensive example in
tn'-i category rcccn 1.1 y p u o i ! s i ico in die v. r\. o£c Siso /••>. o i. IM <, > . 11 v.< • \i > i_ •_ i.
and F. CRIPPS (1975) and M. ELLMAN, R. P.OWTHORN, R. SMITH and F. WILKINSON
(The Cambridge Political Economy Group)(1
3.
When referring to "planning", the authors usually differentiate their
proposals from the "indicative planning"-experirnent of the early 60' s
which failed mainly because of its limited powers and controls eve" private
enterprise. Such a distinction is somewhat in contrast to some recently
published descriptive accounts of U.K. economic policy during the 1S60's
and 1970's in which the National Plan, Industrial Strategy, and other parts
of industrial policy are all treated in a relatively undifferentiai:ed man
ner as part of "economic planning" — see e.g. A. BUDD (1378), M. SHANKS
(1578), and M. Stewart O c)77).
*f.
See, for example, A. GRAHAM (1972) on the development of industrial
policy under the Labour Government 196^-70, and S. YOUNG (197 Z0 on the
"disengagement" policy of the Conservative Government 1970-72 as phaseanalyses. For major industrial policy measures there are in each case
numerous references possible. See e.g. S. Young (197*0, D. SMITH
C. VILLIERS (1969), M.E. BEESLEY and G.M. WHITE (1973), A. LEJEUNE
V/.G. McCLELLAND (1972) among others on the Industrial Reorganisation Corp
oration (IRC) alone. This category of partial analyses concerning phases
or specific measures of industrial policy includes also case-studies of
industrial sectors or firms as they were affected by various measures, like
A. Knight (1973) on Courtaulds, R. JONES and C. MARRIOTT (1970) on the
IRC-induced mergers involving the General Electrical Company (GEC) or
J. McGILL (1973) on Upper Clyde Shipyards (UCS).
5.
Such 3 first, general statement towards a more comprehensive defini
tion of industrial policy immediately distinguishes it from ether policies.
Monetary and fiscal policies regulating aggregate demand are neither expli
citly nor directly affecting the supply-side factors .vhich together form
the production conditions. Regional policy, although often using the same
type of measures as industrial policy, attempts to improve the regional
balance in the U.K. as its overall objective. Manpower policy, although
concerned v/ith supply-side constraints (in this case labour), does not in
volve influencing management decisions except for social objectives con
cerning employment. The reform of industrial relations, although of major
importance to production conditions, is not directly part of industrial
policy because the primary target in this case are the unions. in as much
as the state uses measures to push management into changing its position
and role in industrial relations, they may be part of industrial policy.
Incomes policy is excluded from industrial policy, because it does not in
tervene directly in the production conditions, but rather aims to control
some of their effects (wage and price rises). Competition policy is treat
ed separately as well. Its principal objective is not production efficien
cy which is part of the production conditions, but market-determined a-lo
cative efficiency.
6.
Details on Austria's industrial policy are from E. HAAS and H. WEHSEl. v
(1977). Recent developments concerning OelAG, which as a state-holding
agency runs the country's iron and steel industry, its oil industry, large
segments of heavy engineering and the electrical industries and most of the
coal mines as well as the non-ferrous metal industry, and thus controls a
fifth of Austria's industrial output, are discussed in P. LENDVAI (1378).
Italy's state-owned holding corporations and industrial development banks

are analysed in detail by S. HOLLAND (ed.)(l972) on IRi, dud S. Holland
(1975, Ch. 7), on IRI, EMI and GLPI. Possibly the most detailed acco,.iru of
France's industrial pi 1 icy is given by Y, ULLMO (>97'i). D. CURRY 097^)
covers recent developments and state initiatives in France. These center
around launching an investment offensive in a few key sectors crucial to
France's balance of payments, employment and technologic^1 independence
(agriculture, food manufacturing, energy, pharmaceuticals, paper, r-3 i I
equipment). Attempts to set up a domestically controlled integrated cir
cuit industry are also mentioned. C. SMITH (19/8) briefly outlines plans
of Japan's Ministry of International Trade and Industry to authorise the
state-owned Japan Development Bank to put up funds in support of scrapping
schemes that would cut production capacity and set up recession cartels in
shipbuilding, electric furnace steel making, aluminium refining and arti
ficial fibres. According to F. GJESTER (1978) Norway intends to set up
besides the already existing State oil company STATOII. and the State-nomi
nated petroleum and oil refining company NOROL another public agency that
would manage (but not hold) the state's shares in 25 firms in order to
help coordinate planning, investment, financing and other major policy de
cisions concerning state holdings. These are just a few indications of
the international trend to expand the scope of industrial policy in the
wake of the current world-wide recession.
7.
On the influence of France's "planification" on U.K.'s "Indicative
planning" see P.C.P. (1961), P.E.P. (1963) and comparative studies, such
as G. DENTON, M. FORSYTH, and M. MAC LENNAN (1968) or J. HAYWARD and M. WAT
SON (eds.)(1975)• S. Holland has been particularly active in promoting the
concept of para-governrnental agencies. Apart from his political work in
the Labour Party, especially in the context of formulating the initial NEBproposals in 1973/7^, he has also widely published on such agencies in
other countries. Besides the already mentioned sources see also S. HOLLAND
(197^1 pp. 25-^2) and his "Memorandum on European Para-Governmental Aoencies" in EXPENDITURE COMMITTEE (1972, App. 22, pp. 7^0-753). On EEC's var
ious recent "crisis cartels" see G. DE JONQUIERES (1978), R. HUDSON (1978),
D. BUCHAN (1978B), R. DAVID (1978 A and B), K. DONE (1978 A and B). On
EEC's attempts to move into the "growth sectors" with coherent policy ini
tiatives see D. BUCHAN (1978A) and T. DODSWORTH (1978). The EEC attacks
on U.K. industrial policy measures are" discussed in C. JONES (1978). More
generally on EEC-industrial policy see R. VERNON (ed.) (197*0 with regard to
aerospace, aluminium, computers, cars and steel. S. V/ARNECKE and E. SULEI
MAN (eds.)(1975) discuss EEC's rules concerning national industrial policy
and its own initiatives to promote cross-frontier cooperation and joint
ventures with case studies on enerqy, textiles and, electronics.
8.
The post-war Labour Government's involvement Ln private industry 19'i5~
1951i characterised by policies to ensure the transition from a war- into a
peace-economy and the post-war reconstruction of industry, is discussed in
detail by A ROGOW and P. SHORE (1955), P.E.P. (1952) and J.W. GROVE (1962)
Important for later industrial policy measures as first reference-points
were a) the establishment of sector-specific Development Councils under
the Industrial Organisation and Development Act 19^7, which foundered -<
little later due to opposition from priyate industry, b) the Borrowing
(Control and Guarantees) Act 19^6 establishing the concept of government
loans to private industry, c) the Department of Industrial r«nd Scientific
Research regulating government support for research and promotional organi
sations, d) the Civil Aviation Act 19^9 providing launching aid for aero
space projects, and e) the Cotton Spinning (Reequipment Subsidy) Act 19-';8
as an example of government-sponsored sectoral reorganisation. All these
initial measures of the Labour Government 19^5-1951 were Jatcr picked up

agaTn and expanded.
9.
The Conservatives' emphasis on laisser-faire and non-intervention iii
industry during the 1950's is analysed in M. HARRIS (1972). S. n^lTTAN
(196'0 describes in detail the nexus Treasury-Bank of England and the evo
lution of a policy course in the interests of the City during that period.
J.C.R. Dow (19.65) and R.C.O. MATTHEWS (1969) both emphasise the pro-cycli
cal, destabilising nature of the "stop-go M -cycles t-nd their harmful effects
especially on industrial investment.
10. An elaborate analysis of the NEDC can be found in R- RAIIEY (1969) ,md
on the changes of its functions and its history see also F. CATHKRWOOD
(1971).
11. Both T. SMITH (1974, p. 91), and Bacon and Eltis (1976, pp. *:6-5l)
point out that the growth targets of the National Plan were formulated
against the background of a booming economy and were thus quite optimistic.
Both M. Stewart (1977, pp. 50-51) and M. Shanks (19/8, pp. 4.3-W argue
that the Plan may have overestimated industry's ability to increase Invest
ment activity and/or exports to the extent required for the achievement of
the growth target. The responsible policy-makers themselves felt at that
time that their targets were realistic, because they were based on detailed
surveys of plans, intentions and business forecasts in a large number of
industries. Although the targets may in light of U.K.'s previous exper
ience with growth, investment and foreign trade well have been unrealistically optimistic, most economists agree that the main reason for the Plan's
failure v/as the absence of adequate provisions for the state to back up
the Plan's targets with more powerful policies of intervention. For other
detailed assessments of the National Plan see R. OPIE (1972, especially
p. 177) and G. BROWN (1972).
12. In the wake of the Plan the government continued to expand its infor
mation-gathering machinery by increasing the number of EDCs from nine in
1964 to 20 by the end of 1966 and 2k by mid-1967. The premature abandon
ment of the Plan in the crisis of July 1966 shifted the emphasis towards
expanding industrial policy from an uncoordinated ad-hoc range of measures
within and as part of the planning exercise into an autonomous branch of
economic policy. This shift was also reflected within the state apparatus.
After 1966 the DEA as the "planning" ministry lost increasingly in power
and influence, while the initially small and politically weak Min Tech
expanded rapidly by taking over the responsibilities of the DEA and Board
of Trade. By 1969 Min Tech had become responsible for almost all the
sponsorship of private industry and for carrying out most of industrial
policy. Its staff had grown from 196^ to 1968 eight-fold to '40.000 and
to a ministerial team of seven from only tv/o in

CHAPTER k
1.
The depreciation allowances could take three different forms: a) ini
tial allowances that covered the first year of expenditure incurred, b) in
vestment allowances which covered subsequent years, and c) free deprecia
tion which gave the investing firm free choice over the timing and the ex
tent of their various tax deductions, including the possibility to take a
100% allowance in the first year. For more details on these distinctions,
see for example A. Graham (1972, pp. 183-185) and R. Maurice (1968, p. 388)
2.
This initiative in the area of investment finance dates from 19^5 and
is thus outside the scope of Ch. 4. It provides for the funding of selec
ted investment projects by the Bank of England and the largest domestic
clearing banks through their two consortia> the Industrial and Commercial
Finance Corporation (ICFC) to assist mainly small firms, and the Finance
Corporation for Industry (FCl) for medium-sized firms. 3oth were set up
in 19^5 after a report to the government by the Steering Committee on
Post-War Employment and were finally merged in 1973 into one body. Finance
for Industry (FFl). Neither the ICFC nor the FCl were ever placed under
direct control of the government, nor did they, compared to later policy
initiatives, ever assume an active role of providing significant quanti
ties of funds. For information on their operations see EXPENDITURE COMMITEE (1372, p. 386-417).
3.
It may well be argued that the taxation of profits is one form of in
come tax and thus should be considered primarily part of fiscal policy.
This raises the question of the extent to which industrial policy cuts
across other policies. Measures, such as the corporation tax, deprecia
tion allowances as a specific form of tax deductions, or the Selective
Employment Tax (discussed below in sec. A.2) all appear to be tools of fis
cal policy. In addition, many industrial policy measures involve the pro
vision of money to industry in form of loans, grants and even equities,
which might lead one to place all those measures simply within monetary
policy. But such an approach ignores that all these measures have as their
principle objective the improvement of the production conditions in private
industry. This places them within the category of industrial policy, as
defined in sec. 3.2. Corporation tax and depreciation allowances are riot:
primarily sources of state revenue or social benefits respectively, but
are specific tools to increase investment finance in industry. The Select
ive Employment Tax, although clearly a source of revenue for the state,
was primarily important as an incentive for the real location of resources
between sectors and for the mechanisation of labour-intensive sectors and
as such intervened directly in the structure of private industry. The pro
vision of money through industrial policy measures is not organised within
the general framework of monetary policy, which is to regulate the price
of borrowing and the money-supply., Instead it is carried out by specific
government agencies which operate largely outside the policy guidelines
of the Bank of England and supply funds for clearly defined projects to
strengthen industry and improve its performance. Without delineation of
industrial policy from other economic policies we would inevitably fail to
recognise the specific characteristics,pnd objectives of those measures
that fall into the category of industrial policy. For more information on
why industrial policy should be distinguished from other economic policies,
such as manpower, regional or incomes policy, see footnote 5 of Chapter 34.
R.J. BRISTON and C.R. TOMKINS (1970) analysed the dividend behavior
of 873 firms in the year following the introduction of the Corporation T,:.;<
and found that the majority of these firms maintained a policy of dividend

stability despite the tax discrimination against distributed profits. This
confirms the findings of the Final Report of Royal Commission on the. Taxr-ition of Profits and Income (Cmnd.gW, HMSO, 1355, pp. 155-160) that the
split profit tax-rate, which was the pre-1958 system of tax di f fereni:ia 1
between retained and distributed profits, was an ineffective chock on divi
dend distribution. This lack of reaction by firms to the tax sanction
against dividends is explained by A. Wood (19/8, pp. 38-59). His theory
of dividend behavior is based on the assumption that finus apparently pre
fer to maintain a stable pay-out ratio in order to minimise the long-run
risks and costs of external finance in an imperfect capital market. All
this is in direct contradiction to the calculation of M. FELDSTEIN (1967)
who predicted a massive increase in the level of profit retention on the
basis of an econometric forecasting model. The prediction power of such
models is, however, often severely reduced by difficulties, such as esti
mating investment behavior and finding appropriate and precise data to
feed the model. The redistribution effect of the Corporation Tax in favour
of companies with a low pay-out ratio and high retention needs was dis
cussed in G. WHITTINGTON (1971).
5.
Various surveys show that only a limited number of firms react to
investment incentives. K, GEORGE (1968), for example, found that of 84
large retailing firms surveyed only 35 (i.e. 42%) considered their invest
ment decisions to have been seriously affected by the pre-1966 system of
Initial and investment allowances. Most of those 35 firms said that the
principal benefit of incentives was to increase the available supply of
funds, while only 12 (i.e. 17% of all firms) took account of their allow
ances in their post-tax rate of return calculation. CBI (1965) questioned
438 companies and subsidiaries which in 1962-64 had been responsible for
almost 50% of all the gross fixed capital investment in manufacturing in
dustry. Only over 25% of the respondents, which were predominantly the
larger firms accounting for over 50% of the investment covered by the sur
vey, stated tnat the existence of (and changes in) the level of deprecia
tion allowances had made a significant difference to "heir investment de
cisions. This was despite the fact that nearly 2/3 of the firms inter
viewed (and 93% of the larger ones with annual investment above tO.5 m.)
claimed to take account of the allowances in their cash flow calculations.
MIN TECH (1970) found that, depending on the size of the firms and their
respective investment intensity, only between 1/3 and 2/3 of the 300 re
sponding firms included investment incentives in their project appraisals.
Confirming the results of the CBI-study above this survey also found firms
with larger net assets and investment projects to be more sensitive to
changes of the level of incentives. One major reason, why many firms do
not take account of or are not affected by investment incentives in their
investment decisions, is the still widespread use of outmoded and inade
quate investment appraisal methods. NEDO (1970 argues that appraisal
methods, such as the relatively crude "rate of return"-method or the "pay
back period"-method ) are still used by many firms. They are seriously de
fective, because they are based on pre-tax profit-rates and thereby ignore
investment incentives. These methods lead firms to make either overcautioMS investment decisions or to select projects which yield unduly low
rates of return. The only adequate me'thod without such deficiencies is
the "discounted cash flow" (DCF-) method. The study by Min Tech (1970)
showed that 30% of the survey's investment was not appraised at all. The
DCF-method was about as frequently applied as each of the other two methods,
although it was the only one to allow adequately for the effects of taxa
tion and tax allowances. Its most frequent use was by the largest compan
ies. To indicate the level of management inefficiency in U.K. industry,
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of Which leek of applying the DCF-method is only one factor, the study
claimed that 75% of all the investment in the survey wos undertaken by com
panies in which managerial factors like lack of satisfactory investment pro
posals or inadequate staffing to manage potentially profitable projects,
constrained investment activity. D.C. CORNER and A. WILLIAMSON (1965) P-'esent further evidence about the limited use of the DCF-method in industry.
Finally, in a more recent survey of 50 companies with sales between bp m.
and t150 m. p.a., carried out by the Wilson Committee's Research Panel and
summed up in C. LORENZ (1978) it was discovered that only 203 of the firns
used DCF techniques.
6.
These inspectors visited between 19&6 and September 19/3 112.000 ai. •?-ablishrnents and inspected 766.000 qualifying assets of which 52.000 re.vcv.l~
ed apparent irregularities. Between 1967/68 and 1972/73 b950.000 in
grants had to be written off because of liquidations, overpayments, or
breach of conditions by firms. This was only 0.03% of the total sum paid
out under the scheme. There were only five prosecutions for fraud. These
statistics are from G.M. FIELD and P.V. HILLS (1976, p. 6).
7.
Examples are R. AGARWALA and G.C. GOODSON (1969), M.A. KING (1972),
J.C. ROWLEY (1972), and M. FELDSTEIN and J. FLEMMING (1971). A survey of
such econometric studies, in which their limited value is emphasised, was
carried out by P.J. LUND (1970), himself an econometrician. Most of the
studies mentioned predicted that grants had some minor impact in raising
the level of investment activity. The extent of this effect is difficult
to determine because of conflicting results in these studies based on var
ious arbitrary assumptions.
8.
For statements to this effect by managers from Rio Tinto Zinc, British
Leyland and the British Aluminium Corporation, see Expenditure Committee
(1972, Vol. 2).
9.
In 1973 Finance For Industry (FFl) was created as a result of a merger
between the Industrial and Commercial Finance Corporation (ICFC) and the
Finance Corporation for Industry (FCl). For more details on the ICFC and
FCI see footnote 2 of this chapter. FFl, with capital contributed by the
Bank of England and the largest U.K. banks, established in early 1975 a
1 bn. medium-term lending facility for larger firms to ease their liquidity
position, finance investment projects during a period of sluggish growth
and help to close the credit gap caused by a tight control over the money
supply. In the three years up to early 1978 only e b270 m. of the fund have
been committed by the FFl for projects. Equity Capital for Industry (ECl),
set up in mid-1976 by a wide.group of financial institutions to supply
b^O m. to industry as a gap-filling measure against the supposed shortage
of funds in the capital market, had in its first 18 months of existence
invested only b5 m. This slow progress in the activity of these special
ised institutions may only partly be explained by the low level of indus
trial investment and the recent easing of credit constraint since 1976.
The expanding involvement of the state-controlled NEB (discussed below in
Ch. 7) seems to indicate that there are sufficient opportunities to fund
investment projects. But unlike the FF^I and ECl the NEB is actively
searching for projects, collects information about sectors, approaches
firms, promotes projects which it wants to be undertaken. Their lack of
comparative success may therefore be a consequence of their limited scope
of intervention, their lack of initiative and their "non-interventionist"
attitude towards industry- The relation between banks and industry is not
only determined quantitatively by the supply of funds, bur also qualita-

tivcly by the involvement of lenders In industrial management.
10. Figures presented in J.S. Fleming, L.D.D. Price and S.A. Byers (1976,
p. 202) suggest that in 197** the total income of U.K. industrial and commer
cial companies amounting to b12.5^5 m. was actually exceeded by the total
value of tax allowances (including allowances for stock relief and interest)
which came to H3.790 m. This meant that many firms were exempted in ID'A
from any mainstream corporation tax liability on profits earned.
11. The debate on the extent of SET's impact on productivity was between
W.B. REDDAV/AY (1970), 3.D. V/HITLEY and G.D.N. WORSV/ICK (1970 and the reply
in W.B. REDDAWAY (1971). On its labour market effect see, apart from the
most detailed overall evaluation of the SET in W.B. Reddawoy (1970), also
J.P. HUTTON and K. HARTLhY (1966), R.D. SLEEPER (1970) and K.D. GEORGE
(1968 and 1969).
12. Arguments in favour of and against the concept of ppra-governmental
agencies as instruments of selective intervention In private are discussed,
for instance, in Expenditure Committee (1972, vol. 3, Q. 18A5-1852, 19^5,
1966), IRC (1968, p. 6) and M.E. Beesley and G.M. White (1973, pp. 62-89).
13. From the evidence in Expenditure Committee (1972, vol. 2, Q.
Griersonand Sir Eric Roll, who were both strongly involved in the
its earliest stage, it is clear that it had as a concept not been
worked out during the preparation for and at the beginning of its
implementation in 1966.
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14. At the time of the publication of the IRC White Paper in January 1966,
U.K.'s leading chemical and textile fibre producer ICI criticised the in
tended use of the iRC to merge already big production units into even larger
firms and to exercise public control over private firms through equity hold
ings (see Sunday Times, 23/1/1966). This objection came, although the gov
ernment had developed the IRC-concept after discussions with ICi about its
successful strategy to restructure Lancashire's textile industry. This
strategy involved first the choosing of the strongest looking firm (in this
case Carrington & Dewhurst), and then providing it with first-class manage
ment, funds and technical expertise to equip it for subsequent restructur
ing initiatives without any further need for more ICI-aid. This socalled
"Viyella" approach (named after one of the larger firms that were part of
the restructuring scheme) was the model for the role of the IRC in many
different sectors. Sir Paul Chambers, first chairman of the Industrial
Policy Group (IPG), which consisted of 2k prominent top managers of firms,
1 i-ke Dunlop, Tate & Lyle, She-11 r IC-L, Unilever, went a-s £a-r as to view the
IRC "as bringing Britain to the verge of communism" (Guardian, 21/2/1966).
Later he compared measures, like the IRC, with "those of the Nazis" (Finan
cial Times, "A right to cri ticise, lh 2*»/11/1967) . For critical statement
by the CBI and the Institute of Directors see T. Smith (197/4, p. 101).
15- To emphasise its role as "lender of last resort" excluding "soft op
tions" the IRC had a statutory dut_y to earn a commercial rate of return on
its activities. The agency had therefo'te to lend at commercial rates to
cover its own borrowing costs and expenses. This did,not mean, however,
that the IRC could not provide funds more cheaply than those offered in the
City. The interest it had to pay on the money borrowed from the National
Loans Fund was geared to the market rates, but v/as because of the tight.
credit conditions in the second half of the 1960's still below those charged
by the City. As long as its expenses and any losses were covered, it could
lend therefore below the market rates and still earn a commercial rate of

return. See on this S. Young (1975, p. 70). A. Graham (1972, p. 211) wns
thus mistaken to find a contradiction between IKC's duty to earn a ccnirr.ercial rate of return overall and its claim in IRC (1968, p. 8) that "finan
cial support (by the IRC) should be made available on terms which differed
from those acceptable to existing institutions."
16. Sometimes the IRC would purchase equity not only as a for;,! oT assist
ance with a higher degree of control, but as a means to intervene actively
in the stock market in order to prevent a non-favoured solution and realise.1
its own preference instead. This most controversial aspect of ! RC-ar.t i vi ty.
was applied in the Kent/Cambridge- and RHP- take-over battles, where
the IRC tried to prevent foreign multinational corporations from taking
over domestic companies by promoting mergers between U.K. firms. A^art
from the equity, loans were the other major form of assistance. Most of
those were below hi m. and were medium-term (^-10 years). Sor.ie loans were
convertible into equity to give the IRC a higher share of the profits or
to strengthen a firm's capital structure. On certain occasions loans wore
given on an unsecured (and thus subordinate) basis to allow firms to con
tinue borrowing elsewhere easily. Sometimes it permitted an interest de
ferral at the beginning of the period covered by the loan when the costs
of the restructuring project were likely to burden the company's liquidity
most.
17. The term "national champions," referring to the creation through mer
gers of a single, domestic company per sector (such as British Leyland for
cars or ICL for computers) in the interest of international competitive
ness, was used, for example, in N. JEQUIER (1S7^, pp. 201, 21^) and in
S. V/ar:iecke and E. Suleiman (ad.) (1975, PP- 31 and 237).
18. To bring mergers about the IRC could act as a "catalyst," trying to
get firms together at the bargaining table and convince them of a merger's
benefits. This could involve offers of financial assistance as an incent
ive for firms to agree to a merger proposal. In general the IRC opted for
strategic mergers that were likely to have a "ripple effect" in industry
by causing a chain-reaction of further far-reaching changes usually in the
form of additional mergers. In some instances, where a firm resisted the
proposed mergers, the IRC intervened more forcefully as an "accelerator"
by supporting the cooperating company in a take-over bid against the un
willing firm (as in the case of the GEC/AEI merger).
19« At the same time the IRC supported international ventures involving
U.K. firms, such as in the Dunlop/Pirel1i case, and campaigned for the
establishment of an IRC-type organisation on the level of the EEC.
20. Some projects of the IRC involved also the promotion of export stan
dardisation (see A. Panni (1969, PP« 36-39)) and product standardisation
(see the IRC loan to BLMC for the purchase of standardised advanced ma
chine tools). More marginal efforts of the IRC involved drafting changes
in the Company Law, pressurising institutional investors and banks to get
more actively involved in industrial management, and the settling of commerc'al disputes.
21. S. AARONOVITCH and M. SAWYER (197*0, for example, compared the fivefirm concentration ratios .(i.e. the proportion of the sales of the five
largest firms in the total sales of the product group) of 297 product
groups in 1963 and 1968. In 1963 the five-firm concentration ratio ex
ceeded 75% in 99 product groups compared to 127 in 1968, The average

five-firm concentration ratio in term's of sales for all ?97 groups climbed
from A"? c;^ in 1Q63 i"O <^Q% In 1^6^
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tration in U.K.'s private industry during the 19^0's see footnote 17 of
Ch. 2.
22. Not surprisingly, recent studies (see again footnote 17 of Ch. 2)
have shown no clear-link between larger concentration arid some of tho claim
ed benefits in terms of improved efficiency or capacity t.o expand produc
tion facilities. M. UTTON (1974) discusses specific cases where the bene
fits of mergers failed to materialise due to a lack of post-merger rational
isation. The only statistically significant positive correlation repeat
edly established is that between the degree of concentr.it ion and the pricecost margins. This correlation implies a higher profit-margin with grow
ing concentration, as the larger firms use their enhanced market power to
charge higher prices relative to unit costs. Studies that confirm this
link, but find no clear evidence that firms enlarged by mergers achieve
lower unit costs through improved efficiency, can be found in W.G. SHEP
HERD (1972), J. KHALILZADEH-SHIRAZ! (1974), and K. COWLING and M. V/ATERSON (1974).
23. A detailed discussion of the GEC/AEl/EE/EA-mergers is provided bv
R. Jones and 0. Marriott (1970). The IRC had chosen the GEC as its pilot
company to create a "national champion" in electrical engineering because
of its management quality. Between 19&1 and 19&6 GFC's managing director
Weinstock had managed to transform the firm from a low-profit, over-borrow
ed into a high profit, fast-growth enterprise. During these five years GEC
had become a market leader, outgrowing EE and AEI. Its market value had
grown by 248% in that period, compared to AEI's 23% and EE's 138%, mainly
as a direct result of Weinstock's management reforms. He split the GEC
into decentralised, self-contained divisions each of which was run sepa
rately and independently by a management team. At the same time he ex
ercised very centralised scrutiny over each division, demanding, for in
stance, daily reports. This was accompanied by very elaborate sanctions
for division managers ranging from an option scheme in shares to dismissal.
The IRC was convinced that this type of management was the best guarantee
for seeing through tough post-merger rationalisation.
2k. Nevertheless, on an international level the GEC's combined turnover
was still only about a third of that of General Electric (U.S.) and approx
imately equal to that of Siemens (FRG) and Phi 1 1 ips(NL) , while AEG-Te'lefunken (FRG), CGE (F) , Thomson-Houston (F) and Bro»/n Boveri (CM) were not
too far behind. The existence of huge foreign multinational companies was
the major rationale for the IRC-objective to support major acquisitions
and mergers of U.K. firms into one "national champion," that is, a domest
ic combine large enough to compete successfully on an international basis.
25. Additional IRC-involvement in electrical engineering concentrated
on the radio communication sector (support for merger between Racol Elec
tronics and Controls and Communications which established the conditiuuj
for Racal's impressive expansion during the 1970's), on the elect, ical
motor sector (approving the merger between Hawker Sidney and Brook Mot
ors) and on the supertension cable Industry (helping BICC to acquire
AEI's interests in this sector and other smaller firms, thus creating
another "national champion" that managed to achieve satisfactory expan
sion after the mergers).
26.

For more details on the IRC-involvement in the setting up of BLIiC

see G. TURNER (1971), while the recent plans for British Leylr-nd ore dis
cussed in our case-study on the NEB in sec. 7-2.
27. In light of the distinction between allocative and production effi
ciency the claim by authors such as A. Graham (1972, p. 21?.), that IP.C's
support for mergers contradicted the Labour Government's anti-trust- and
competition policies is too simplistic, exactly because it ignores this
distinction.
28. See White Paper "Industrial Expansion," Cmnd. 3309, Jan. 68, para. ?..
The Act also included the authorisation of government assistance in individ
ual cases where the existing legal powers were insufficient and therefore
had to be amended. Sec. 8 of the Act provided additional finance for the
Concorde project. Sec. 9 channelled funds to Cunard for the luxury ship
Q.E. 2. Sec. 10 amended the Shipbuilding Industry Act 1967 so that the
SIB could offer more grants to shipbuilders or marine engine manufacturers.
Sec. 11 doubled NRDC's budget, while sec. 12 amended the Civil Aviation Act:
19^9 to allow the purchase of small aircraft producer Beagle Aircraft Ltd.
by Min Tech. The Act thus filled existing legal loopholes to cover specific
cases of intervention.
29. In these contracts electricity was to be supplied to the smelters for
30 years at a price determined by reference to the capital and operating
costs of the most advanced generating capacity currently installed. In
other words the two firms had to pay only the cheaper marginal cost price
based on the newest type of U.K. nuclear reactors as a form of government
subsidy.
30. Up to then aluminium had largely been imported from Canada and Norway.
Especially Norway protested vehemently against this initiative by the. U.K.
Government and claimed that this was a form of disguised protectionism vio
lating the EFTA-rules to which both countries were bound. The issue was
settled when the U.K. authorities agreed to import a certain amount of alu
minium from Norway each year.
31. Most of the information in the last paragraph comes from R. HUDSON
(1977) and a Financial Times-Survey on aluminium from 6/10/1977.
32. For example, G. COMANOR (1967) found in a study of the U.S. drug in
dustry that even dominant firms in oligopolistic market situations concen
trated their efforts far more towards short-run and piecemeal improvements
and product differentiation than towards major, long-run R&D-projects.
33. K. Pavitt (1976, p. 119) even claims that basic research is a "public
good" which justifies the involvement of public bodies. He also provides
an analysis of the structure and government support for academic research
and of the links between universities and industry in the U.K. (p. 122).
A comprehensive report on the work of the various Research Counci1s>which
were established in'the S&T Act 19&5, sec ' 1 an ^ 2, to replace together
with Min Tech both the Council and the Department of Scientific and Indus
trial Research, can b- found in COUNCIL-FOR SCIENTIFIC POLICY (1971).
3*t. Presently there exist k2 RAs which cover about half of U.K.'s private
industry, but are mostly concentrated outside the "high technology" sectors.
In 197^-75 they spent some b25 m. amounting to 1.8?, of the total national
RsD-expenditure. 80% of their funds goes into basic and applied research,
and all RAs run information and advisory services, including user education.
- 3SS -

They are thus more concerned with improving the technical awareness of man
agers and with upgrading or diffusing known technologies, rather than with
commercial development. Their success to promote the scientific knowledge
and information about new technologies in response to user needs, especially
in technically more backward industries, is reflected in the decline of
their purely cooperative research and the growth of contract research on
repayment for specific clients (see Trade and Industry, 17/2/1971, p. 317).
Although the RAs are in many instances government's only link to R&D in par
ticular industries, it was decided in 1968 to freeze the annual granls-inaid to the RAs at a level of b*t n. or below. Since 1571 the government h:i?
switcehd to fund RAs more through extra-mural contracts for specific pro
jects in line with the customer/contractor-principle. This change of fi
nance was supposed to improve government control over how public funds are
spent by the RAs and to generate activities with more immediate application
potential in industry. A thorough study of the RAs is P. JOHNSON (1973) who
noted that the relative importance of the RAs in an industry's total RGDactivity increases with declining RSD-intensity of sectors. For further in
formation on the changed nature of government support to the RAs see C.O.I.
(1976A, p. 12) and SCST (1971, para. 20).
35- The NPL concentrates mainly on new standards of measurement, but
through its Materials Group works or, microscopic and molecular properties
of industrially important materials (steel, glass, plastic) to expand their
use in engineering by collecting and providing data, and by improving test
ing techniques which has made the NPL into one of the world leaders in elec
tion microscopy. Its Engineering Sciences Group provides the government
with information on the effects of noise pollution, but has also undertaken
important work in the field of computer application and in designing ships
and hovercraft. NEL 1 s Fluids Group, apart from research on flow measurement
and on the physical properties of industrially important fluids and gases,
has directed its efforts also on improving the design and performance of
rotodynamic machines (pumps, fans and coater turbines) and of heat exchang
ers for the chemical and process industries. Its Strength and Design Group
has developed computerised testing techniques for stress analysis and design
improvements of a number of engineering structures and components. Its Spe
cial Products Group works on fluid power systems, in particular hydrostatic
pumps and motors and airlubricated bearings, and their application in in
dustry. Its Machine Systems Group succeeded in developing computer pro
gramming systems for production processes using numerically controlled (NC-)
machine tools, and control systems to improve the performance of convention
al machine tools. WSL, the smallest IRE, has been highly successful in
a) using digital computers for control and optimisation of chemical and pro
cess plant, b) materials handling, i.e. the storage, transport, mixing and
feeding of powders, granules, and pastes, with application in the cement,
fertiliser, foodstuffs, ceramical and pharmaceutical sectors, c) developing
improved processes and equipment for recovery of metals or production of
concentrates from ores or scrap materials to be used in the .mining and met
allurgical industries. AEA's non-nuclear R&D-activities under sec. k of
the SCT-Act 1965 are authorised by the government and are mostly joint ven
tures with industry or contract work on a repayment basis. They include a
Ceramics Centre, Non-destructive Testing'Centre, research on carbon fibres
and on high temperature chemical technology in the field of industrial ma
terials, on computer application in engineering and software, on electrotechnology and on hydrostatic extrusion. In the field of desalination it
helped U.K. firms (Weir V/estgarth, Whessoe) to develop a variety of commer
cially viable technologies and even constructed pilot plants and rigs. Its
success meant that the U.K. has now strong domestic firms in this new
growth industry which have already won and carried out export orders (e.g.
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a more comprehensive outline of the Rf,D-d<- i. I vi AEA) ?-eo their respccti VP nnnur, 1 reports. SCST
SCSI (1972A) on ACA's sec. Vwork, and SCSI
IREs.

36. Apart from SCSI (1972C) detailed accounts of NRDC's activities c*n nlsc
be found in its annual reports and in Trade and industry, 10/10/1975, pp. 76
79- The failure to commercially exploit carbon fibres in the best nalionalinterest because of risk and profitability considerations by private firms
was extensively discussed in SCSI (1S&9). On NRDC-involvement in the hover
craft industry see especially Trade and Industry, 1/10/1976, pp. i8-22,
37. Under this scheme projects from any sector in manufacturing were eligi
ble, with the main thrust of applications so far from mechanical and elec
trical engineering. The funds available could be used to support develop
ment costs from the design stage up to the point of commercial production,
with special emphasis on bringing new products or processes into the market:.
The aid could either be a grant of up to 2$% of the qualifying costs, be
(based on the "launching aid" concept) a shared cost contract with the Gov
ernment providing funds of up to 50% of estimated cost in return for- a levy
on the commercial sales,.or be a pre-production order. Only those projects
were supported, which seemed likely to succeed and to significantly strength
en the company, could not go ahead reasonably soon without government as
sistance, and cost between b25.000 and b1 m. (sec Trade and Industry,
22/7/1977, P. 98).
38. Detailed analyses of all aspects of government involvement in the U.K.
nuclear power industry can be found in C.O.I. (1976 B), and SCST (1967.
1969» and 1973). Apart from Expenditure Committee (1972), which in volumes
2 and 3 deals mostly with Concorde and RB211, see on public support for
aerospace also the Report of the Committee of Inquiry into the Aircraft In
dustry (Plowden Committee), Cmnd. 2853, Dec. 1965, and A. REED (1973).
39. According to DTI (1973B) 25% of its expenditure on RSD outside nuclear
energy in 1972 went into scientific research and related activities, while
the rest was directed towards commercial development. Private industry
undertook 1*5% of the DTI-backed scientific research and nearly 100% of the
commercial development.
40. For more details on the difficulties with the AGR see SCST (1969, p. 2
and 2*) and SCST (1973, Q. 147-180).
41. On Rolls Royce's management p«xbleos, as reported by the IRC, and on
the lack of government monitoring with regard to the RB 211-project see
Expenditure Committee (1972, Q. 1740-1852, 1095-1945, and 2018-208-5) and
A. Reed (1973, p. 131-133).
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CHAPTER 5
One element of disengagement involved the abolition or '"hivino off
1.
state agencies, such as the Land Commission, the National Board of Prices
and Incomes, the Consumer Council, the Public Trustees Office, the tsriti™
National Export Council. This process was reversed later, especially as t;h::.
reintroduction of a statutory incomes policy led to t:he expansion of the
Office of Manpower Economics and the setting up of both a Pay Board anri the
Price Commission; In addition "disengagement" aimed to increase the effi
ciency of remaining government agencies. The structure of government was tobe simplified through the creation of new anci larger ministerial and depart
mental units. Examples were the setting up of the Department of Trade and
Industry (DTl) to amalgamate Min Tech, BcT, and parts of the old Department
of Employment and Productivity, arid the creation of the Department of the
Environment. Modern management techniques were introduced in ciovornnient.
To facilitate this the bocalled Central Policy Review Staff (CPRS) or "iihir.Ktank" was set up with direct access to the Prime Minister to act as a small,
milltidisciplinary "central capability unit." As such it supervised moves
within the state apparatus aimed at tighter financial control and prepared
briefs on difficult matters to the Cabinet. Within this reorganisation of
the policy-making machinery emphasis was laid on making state agencies and
government-funded activities more "functional." This led, for instance, in
the field of science and technology policy to the establishment of the
"customer/contractor" principle, the RRBs, the Chief Scientist, and other
bodies to improve the coordination and usefulness of government's R&D-support. To improve the "launching aid" system for aerospace projects the socalled Procurement Executive was set up within the Ministry of Defense Lo
advise the DTl through technical assessments and monitoring of civil aero
space projects. Disengagement also included the reduction of the public
sector through denationalisation. Some more marginal activities of the 3SC
and NCB were hived off and reprivatised. Nationalisation plans concerning
Thomas Cook, the road haulage industry and docks were stopped or reversed
where already carried out. The profitable nuclear fuel- and radioisotopeactivities of the AEA were hived off and established as separate companies.
Commercial management criteria and competition within nationalised industries
were encouraged, as in the case of the airlines with the setting up of Bri
tish Caledonian and the British Airways' Board. All these initiatives came
In addition to the effects of disengagement on industrial policy. A detailed
overall discussion of the development and implementation of disengagement
can be found in S. Young (197^, Chs. 11 and 12). More specifically, on
the changes concerning government departments and ministeries see the White
Paper "The Reorganisation of Central Government," Cmnd. ^506, Oct. 1970,
while the "functional" approach with regard to government's R&D-activities
is discussed in CPRS (1971) and in the White Paper "A Framework for Govern
ment Research and Development," Cmnd. 50^6, July 1972.
The Conservatives were particularly skeptical about the IRC as a public,
2.
body providing "cheap money" during a period of general credit squeeze and
about its merger-promoting role which contradicted their emphasis on compe
tition. The fact, that the IRC had exhausted its budget of b150 m. an-H
wanted just before the 1970-elect ions an increase of its borrcvviria powers
to k300 m., did not help its cause'when*the new government rapidly final
ised plans to cut public expenditure (see M.E. Bees ley and G.M. White (1973,
P. 85-09)).
As part of the "lame duck" policy the government refused in late 1970
3.
to sign the credit guarantees for ship orders which provided UCS with up to
80% of its income. This made an already critical situation of cash short- 388 -

age and sagging confidence even worse. in December 1970 the company was as
ed to corne up with h3 m. from external sources as-a precondition for any fur
ther state assistance; When UCS managed to get oniy h2.75 m. the government
refused to help on the grounds that its conditions had not been met. UCS was
left with no alternative, but to go into liquidation, only to be bailed cut
at a much higher cost to the government (see Expenditure Committee (1972,
Q. 2110-2111)).
k.
The Industry Act 1972 was in effect preceded by two independent bills
with the intention of establishing two separate para-governmental agencies
in accordance with the distinction between industrial and regional policy.
The "Regional Development Corporation Bill" of December 1371 set out plans
for an agency along the lines of the IRC to operate only in the assisted
areas. The "Public Enterprise Development Agency Bill," timed for publica
tion shortly afterwards, was never printed. The idea of sett-no up indepen
dent agencies seemed then to have been abandoned in favour of directly gov
ernment-administered selective intervention for both regional and industrial
policy purposes.
5.
The RDG were set at 20% of capital expenditure on plant, machinery and
industrial buildings in development areas and 22% in the new special devel
opment areas. The boundaries of assisted areas were redefined and enlarged.
According to DTI (1972, para. 12-13) the RDG were introduced together with
an extension of free depreciation to the whole of the U.K. in order to main
tain a regional incentive differential. They also replaced the building
and operational grants under the Local Employment Act, but were unlike those
not only confined to projects which create new employment opportunities.
6.
IDAB was staffed with members from industry, banking, accounting and
finance to advise the DTI-secretary. Besides recommending government action
on specific applications for assistance under sec. 7 and 8, IDAB was sup
posed to carry out wider research. In 1972/73, for instance, it looked at
the availability of financial resources to industry from the private capital
market and concluded that interest relief grants were effective forms of aid
by allowing firms to raise money from commercial sources and relieving then
from the growing burden of interest debt. IDE was set up under a new Mini
ster for
Industrial Development and took over DTI's sponsorship of pri
vate industry and its responsibility for regional policy. It was also char
ged with the administration of the Act. It carried out studies on the longrun prospects of specific sectors, such as shipbuilding or offshore supplies.
Within IDE the Industrial Development Unit.-(IDU), with staff from the City,
industry and government, was set up to help with the appraisal; negotiations
and monitoring of selective projects. DTI's regional offices were strength
ened by .the appointment of Regional Di-r-ee-tors (a-t the Under-Secretary level),
of Regional Industrial Directors and of non-statutory Industrial Development
Boards, all of which were closely cooperating with IDAB and IDE.
7.
This scheme was announced as a result of an EDC-study of this industry
which in the past had resisted reorganisation efforts by the IRC. It was
to last until the end of 1975 with projects having to be completed by 19/7.
The b15 m. were made available to support reequippicnt and rebuilding (with
grants of 15~20% of capital costs), the wide-ranging scrapping of old capa
city and replacement with new capital stock (through loans and interestrelief grants), and the elimination of marginal capacity (grants). In No
vember 1973 a similar scheme under sec. 8 on a smaller scale was set up by
IDE's newly created Offshore Supply Office to offer interest-relief grafts
on funds borrowed to finance contracts for the provision of goods and ser
vices to the U.K. Continental Shelf (i.e. North Sea oil). An earlier IDE-
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study on the offshore supply industry had highlighted the credit handicap of
U.K. suppliers who, unlike their competitors from overseas, did not have ac
cess to fixed rate credit under the various national export credit sc
8.
This shift by the Conservative Government in 1971//2 away from "disen
gagement" towards the resumption of a more active policy of state interven
tion is also clearly evident from a comparison of different statements by
the government's spokesmen on industrial policy loade before and after this
reversal of policy. Soon after the elections of 1970 Sir Joh.i h'den, the
Minister for Industry in the DTI, spelled out the government's commitment
to "disengagement" in a speech at the Cardiff Business Club in the following
way:
"The objective of this government is to recreate the conditions
in which industry by itself can improve its economic and tech
nological strength and competitiveness. This will not be done
without the deliberate withdrawal by government from many of
the activities in \;hich it is now engaged .... 1 1 is (more) a matter
of subjecting every function of government to the twin test of
whether it is in itself essential and if so, whether it could
not as well be done outside government. The aim is to reverse
the trend, by which government power has been growing at the
expense of industry." (from Trade and Industry, 11/11/1970,
p. 176).
These intentions to implement "the deliberate withdrawal by government from
many. .. .activities" lasted for less than two years. In March 1972 the DT!
redefined the role of the government with regard to industry, when announ
cing its plans to provide itself with significant powers of intervention
which later were enacted in the Industry Act 1972:
"The new programme (of slective assistance to industry -- R.G.)
re-affirms the government's determination to provide a substan
tial and lasting impetus to profitable industrial expansion,
modernisation and regional regeneration, and to a higher growth
rate for the seventies." (from the White Paper "Industrial and
Regional Development," DTI,Cmnd. 1»9*»2, March 1972, para. 60) .
And in a speech, which introduced the White Paper in Parliament, DTI-Secretary J. Davies re-emphasised the need for state intervention, given the lim
itations of private companies and financial institutions to face the prob
lems of the private sector alone. He said that
"...I certainly am not nor ever have been an advocate of aban
doning to their fate major sectors of British industry whose
long-term success lies at the very heart of our industrial re
surgence. In a new and rapidly changing world industrial and
commercial environment, the government cannot stand aside when
situations arise which indu;try and the financial institutions
car.::->t meet alone." (House of Commons -speech by Mr. Davies on
22/3/1972, quoted from M. Stewapt (1977, p. 137, footnote l)).
These quotes express very clearly the realisation by the Conservative Gov
ernment that industry "by itself" was incapable of improving its position
and that therefore "the government cannot stand aside." • Instead the govern
ment had to "provide a substantial and lasting impetus" to inJustr/'s re
generation. As already pointed out, the reversal from disengagement, to
wards a renewed emphasis on industrial policy came during and against the

background of the recession in 1971- However, the business upswing which
followed in 1972/73 also justified strong measures to direct and 1und in
dustrial investment. Instead of substantially raising domestic Industrie!
investment from depressed levels, the upswing resulted in a speculative
boom in property and in a significant increase of overseas investment. Ac
cording to Trade and Industry, 6/2/1976, p. 355, the private companies' net
purchases of land and buildjngs rose during 1972/73 from 1.^3 of investment
in all fixed assets-to 7.2%, while direct investment of U.K. companies over
seas doubled during that short period.
9.
Such monitoring procedures included (especially in case of equity hold
ings as a form of support): a) regular reports on the financial position of
a firm and on the progress of the agreed rationalisation plans, b) assess
ment and approval by government of a firm's major new development projects,
and c) its control over the composition of management personnel. Day-to
day management was left in the hands of the company itself, Such a level of
control is clearly an important result of the experience gained from pre
vious measures which had shown that successful reorganisation depends among
other factors on a close relationship between government and cornpanv. See
in this context, for instance, ICL or IRC's follow-up procedures.
10. This rapidly expanded involvement by the state in the U.K. car industry
was accompanied by a series of official inquiries into this sector. See
especially CPRS (1975), Expenditure Committee 0975) and the government.' s
response in the White Paper "The British Motor Vehicle Industry," Cmnd. 6377,
January 1976. The reorganisation plans to complete British Leyland's rescue
are spelled out in Dol (1975), while Expenditure Committee (1976) examines
the circumstances surrounding the rescue of Chrysler (U.K.).
11. With regard to all three workers' cooperatives assistance was offered
against the advice of the IDAB which was also the case with A. Herbert, Bear
Brand, and Chrysler (U.K.). In all these instances the IDAB found little
prospects for eventual commercial viability, but saw its recommendation over
ruled by the government'r offers of aid as political decisions to take into
account clearly non-commercial factors. As a company run and owned by its
workers, Meriden, which exports over 7Q% of its motorcycles, mostly to the
U.S.A., has managed to rationalise production and raise both productivity
and efficiency by introducing a productivity bonus system and by setting up
a management structure under the guidance of the GEC. Progress has also
been made in product development which should substantially improve sales.
It is still uncertain whether enough cash-flow can be generated in time to
pay back its debt obligations to the government. Qn this interesting social
experiment and the conflict between "conventional management methods" and
the "cooperative spirit" in its fight for survival see A. SMITH (1978).
The experiment with the Scottish Daily News failed after government refusal
to supply further funds to keep the^ewspaper run as a workers' cooperative.
Kirkby Manufacturing and Engineering, after repeatedly receiving additional
funds under the Industry Act 1972, was refused further public assistance in
November 1978. Negotiations to sell the firm to the private company Worces
ter Engineering have not been successful by the end of 1978 and there i_ now
a growing danger of closure and mass redundancies during 197912. In the case of British Leyland the Industry Act 1972 was insufficient
in terms of the amount of assistance required and the government's intention
to buy more than 50% of equity from existing shareholders. Therefore the
British Leyland Art 1975 had to be passed which empowered the expenditure
of up to h265 m. for the acquisition of shares in the company, whereas fur
ther assistance made available after 1976 would be covered by the Industry

Acts 1972 and 1975 (NEB). Another rescue operation outside the. 1972 Act
involved the Burmah Oil Co. which instead was supported in January 1975 by
the Bank of England through loans and equity shares. Subsequently durino
1975 Surmah reorganised its world-wide operations by selling off its more
marginal operations and by entering a joint venture agreement with the state
run British National Oil Corporation (a para-governmental agency set up in
1975 as a means of public control to promote North Sea oil exploration and
production in the national interest) concerning its operations and holdings
in the North Sea. The amount of assistance available under sec. 7 and 8 3f
the 1972 Act was repeatedly increased in 1975/76 to cope with the high 1c/oi
of applications. The Industry Act 1975, sec. 22, removed certain restric
tions of the 1972 Act by amendments which allowed a) i!;e provision. oP as
sistance even if other sources of finance were available, b) the holciinc of
equity beyond the short-run, and c) the acquisition of more than 50% of a
company's shares by the state. Both the additional funds and the extended
legal powers facilitated the carrying out of rescue operations by the gov
ernment under the 1972 Act.
13. The Wool Textile Scheme of 1973 generated (at a cost of b17 m. to the
government) investment worth h75 m. during a period of recession which was
by any standard a high level for this particular sector. Overcapacity was
substantially reduced by tha scheme with 35 firms closing down and others
scrapping old equipment to replace it often with more modern machinery. At
the same time new jobs were created through additional investment for the
production of specialised products. The success of the scheme in terms of
response from industry was in stark contrast to IRC's efforts. For a temp
orary assessment of the scheme see J. McENERY (1975).
1*». In order to improve management techniques and efficiency especially
among small firms the government introduced two more sec. 8-schemes which
covered industry as a whole. One, set up in April 1976, offered grants of
up to 50% of cost for feasibility studies undertaken with a view towards
establishing collaborative arrangements among small firms. The other, an
nounced in September 1977, financed consultancies carrying out viability
studies on the application of computer aids for production management in
small firms. Both were an expression of the growing interest of the Labour
Government to develop a specific strategy in support of small firms. This
concern resulted from the realisation that small firms had up to now been
largely outside the scope of industrial policy, while having suffered par
ticularly strongly from the growing tax burden and the lack of availability
of external finance. The key role of small firms in the supply of compo
nents and in the creation of new jobs in industry was increasingly acknow
ledged. On the other hand, most of them were strongly dependent on large
ftrms and-especially vtrlneratrle to deftaTTDrrary eccnonrtc polTcy. These
problems were exacerbated by widespread backwardness of management techni
ques and lack of knowledge concerning new industrial developments. This
latter aspect was the target of the two schemes. In addition the govern
ment ordered an exhaustive study of the difficulties facing small firms to
be carried out by its industrial adviser H, Lever which already produced
first results in form of tax reduction iTic^sures in the April 1978-budget.
* «*
15. Because of the extensive gathering of information (concerning the type
of projects to be assisted and their progress) by the Advisory Committees,
whose members were chosen on the basis of their experience in and knowledge
about the situation in their respective sectors, the government officials
could get a better idea about the need for eventual alterations to make a
scheme more effective. Consequently the duration of a scheme was often
extended, its budget increased, the range of qualifying activities broad-
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encd or the level of incentives raised to generate more projects that ecu Id
be supported.
16. Subsequently the APS was extended by increasing funds to L120 m., low
ering the minimum cost limit*of a project to L0.5 in., and providing assist
ance also for modernisation investment, and thus not only simply for ca
pacity-adding investment, as originally intended.
17. Of the b8^.1 m. of assistance offered through the APS b/'8.'i m. were •
interest-relief grants and the rest (b5.7 m.) were concessionary loans. 11$
projects were rejected, mostly because of lack of proof that the project
would not have gone ahead without government assistance, inadequate bene
fits to the balance of payments, insufficient project size, inability to
meet the starting deadline or lack of project's manufacturing content.
10% of the investment assisted by the APS would not have taken place at all
and 90% only after an average delay of 18 months.
18. The information on the impact of the APS and SIS comes mostly from
J. CHAPMAN (1977, 1978A, 19/8B) and J. ELLIOTT (1978). Sec. 8-aid was also
used in February 1977 to set up a b65 m. intervention fund to subsidise U.K.
shipbuilders for their uncompetitive prices when bidding for orders against
foreign competition. This fund became necessary because of delays in get
ting the nationalisation bill through Parliament and the threat of mass re
dundancies and yard closures for lack of orders. The fund was used up more
rapidly than initially envisaged and helped to substantially increase orders
from the all-time low of 1975/76. But its extension is currently complica
ted by criticism of the EEC Commission that the fund violates EEC-regula
tions. The EEC wants a major reduction of capacity in the industry before
allowing any further export subsidies. This could become a test-case to
determine the extent of EEC's control over a member's industrial policy.
For more information see sec. 6.1.5. below.
•9. The strategy is outlined in the White Paper "An Approach to Industrial
Strategy," Cmnd. 6315, Nov. 1975- It is basically a tri-partita effort to
analyse industry's problems on a sectoral basis and then recommend specific
act'ons to be taken by unions^ management, and government so that identified
problems can be tackled and eventually removed. The machinery to carry OUT.
this strategy are the existing EDCs and the newly created SWPs (modelled
after the EDC-concept) for AO selected sectors of U.K. industry.
20. Further initiatives by the government in the context of the Industrial
Strategy since the end of 1977 were a "Buy British"-campaign to improve im
port substitution and a public statement on how the North Sea oil revenues
should be best used to benefit the economy. In the Whl.te Paper "The Chal
lenge of North Sea Oil," published in March 1978, the government emphasised
the use of tax cuts, continued efforts to restructure private industry and
increased energy exploration and conservation as the key priorities in .:sing the oil '•evenues. Large increases in either consumer purchasing power
or public expenditure would be prevented so that most of the resources
could go into industrial investment. At the same time no new major indus
trial policy initiative was envi Scjyed, -because the existing range of gen
eral investment incentives. Industry Act 1972, NEB and Industrial Stratery
was considered to be sufficient and could be extended when and if necessary.
The overall position of the White Paper comes close to the CBI '-arguments on
this subject and reflects the gradual shift within the Labour Government
towards more moderate policies.
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21. In Part 2 we discussed a number of examples within the overall evolu'lcn
of industrial policy since 13d 1*, where one party, once in government, relief'
heavily on measures that had previously been introduced by the other party
when it was in power. In sec. 5.1., for example, we discussed the extent
to which the provisions of the Industry Act 2972, enacted bv a Conservative
Government, borrowed from Labour's investment cjrrnt scheme or its Indus
trial Expansion Act 1968. -The same Industry Act became later, -?s shown in
sec. 5.2., an Important instrument for Labour's industrial policy after 137 !< The Labour Government also continued the system of general investment im.or.tives end the use of RRBs in support of industry's R&D which were both intro
duced by the Conservatives in the early 1970's (see sec. *i. ? . and A. 3-).
Both parties had to continue massive assistance for sectors, such as aero
space, shipbuilding, machine tools, computers, which had been initiated by
previous governments. This convergence of industrial policy in practice in
spite of the ideological differences between the two parties results from
both political pressures (from representatives of management, the unions
or the City) and the reality of industrial decline which together limit the
policy-makers' freedom of manoeuvre. The existence of a margin, within
which industrial policy had to be implemented so far by either party irre
spective of particular political preferences or initial intentions, is ac
knowledged in similar terms by pragmatic politicians on both sides. !n C.
CHATAWAY (1972, p. 7) the Conservative Minister for Industrial Development
states clearly
"...that the first and overriding priority in the industrial
policy of any modern British Government must be to create
conditions in which private industry can successfully serve
the national interest"
and calls for a fuller flow of Information between government and industry,
more expert public purchasing, and financial assistance to private maustry
for its high risk investment, in case of temporary adjustment pressures un
firms to adapt to drastically changed circumstances, and in rescue cases to
prevent collapse of Important firms. All these objectives call for deeper
Involvement of the government in private industry. Analyses by Labour-poli
ticians involved in the implementation-of industrial policy, such as E. Dell
(1973, pp. 38-43, 131-148 and 227-230), E. Moonman (1971, pp. 8, 77-80,
128 f. and 184 f.) and J. BOSWELL (1968, pp. 1, 8-9, 14-15), also put empha
sis on the need to merge "private" and "public" (or "national") interests as
a rationale for government intervention. They list objectives of industrial
policy which are very similar to those of Chataway. When the Labour Govern
ment stressed (in the White Paper <;An Approach to 'industrial Strategy, Cmnd.
6315, Nov. 1975, para. 8) the need to channel resources into industry's in
vestment and export performance rather than into the public sector and/or
personal consumption, thus "giving priority to industrial development over
consumption or even our social objectives," the Conservative Party welcomed
(in its "Campaign Guide 1977," P« 157) the "sudden concern of the Government
and its commitment y to private industry."
22.

See on this our table 1.3. and also A. Graham (1972, pp. ?00-204;.

1.
This negative growth rote has been documented by a number of sources,
S. Hays (19/2, p. 16) for example calculated the index of industrial pro
duction by combining k or 5 different base years sine?, the end of war. W?;:h
19^8 as the most representative average base year (i.e. 19^8 - 100) he esti
mated the 1970- index for .shipbui Iding to be 98.0, compared to 201.5 for all
industries. In other words, industrial production of all industries togeth
er slightly more than doubled, while that of shipbuilding fell by 2% be
tween 19^8 and 1970. I. MADDOCK (1969, p. 158) notes an even steeper fall •
of output in U.K. shipbuilding between 1958 (with index equal 100} and 1^63
(when the index stood at only 75).
2.
This practice had been mainly initiated by the increasingly efficient
and competitive Japanese yards. It subsequently contributed to their rapid
expansion, because it enabled them to secure a grow ing -share of orders at
conditions which other yards could not meet. But with the growing dominance
of Japanese firms in the world market, other shipbuilders were forced to ac
cept the practice of fixed price contracts as well in order to secure a nipimum amount of orders. See on this S.R.N.A. -(1972, para. 2.6). On the
question of U.K.'s competitive disadvantage in shipbuilding before the mkl60's due to subsidies in other countries which were not offered by the U.K.
Government, see R. GEDDES (1966, p.
3.
Based on Census of Production-data S. Hays (1972, p. 9A) found that ex
penditure on plant and machinery per employee was L53 in 1963 for shipbuild
ing and marine engineering, compared to h92. for all manufacturing. We took
1963 as our base year here, because it was the last year, before the U.K.
Government started its intervention in this industry. As we will show be
low, the industrial policy measures succeeded during the second half of the
1960's to idise the level of investment activity in shipbuilding.
4.
For statistical evidence of U.K. shipbuilding's lack of R&D-efforts
see, for example, table ^.3« in Ch . k. According to Trade and Industry,
2/5/197^, p. 211, R&D-expendi ture in shipbuilding and marine engineering
amounted in 1968 only to 0.5% of turnover (compared to 1.8% for all of man
ufacturing), to 0.9% of net output (k.2% for manufacturing on average), to
0.9% of value added ($.**%) and 3-9% of gross trading profits (13-2%). This
confirms the low priority of R&D in U.K. shipbuilding compared to other
sectors.
5.
For more detailed information on aspects of management inefficiency in
U.K. shipbuilding which elaborates on the points made above (on product nix.
marketing, cost control and accounting techniques, industrial relations)
see, for example, R. Geddes (1966, p. 136-139), and SIB (1969, p. 9-10 and
1972, p. 13-1^4). In the following sections we will also come across a num
ber of individual examples of management inefficiency with serious reper
cussion on a firm's ability to continue its operations.
6.
The meaJure was another expression and consequence of the Conservative
Government 's belated recognition of selective intervention in private in
dustry as an important policy concept. As pointed out by S. Brittan (196**,
p. 259 ff.)> it has to be seen in the wider context of the growing interest
in "indicative planning" at that time. It was accompanied by other mea
sures, such as higher investment allowances, free depreciation in develop
ment areas, the establishment of a k% annual growth target and the beg inn 1 1.9
of sector-based analysis in the wake of NEDC's plans. See for more details
in 3.^.1.
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7.
According to Trade and Industry, 2/6/1971, P. ^&9, i:ne r.elie.f was wortr
hl6 in. lu U.K. shipbuilders between 1966 and iy/'i and was running at an
annual b^.5 m. in the early 1970's. In connection with government assistance
to domestic shipbuilders in other countries R. Geddes (1966, p. l''il) urged
the U.K. Government to increase efforts on an international level, such as
the OECD-framework, to conclude a multilateral agreement on limiting sub
sidies as a method of unfair competitive practices. Despite progress in
this direction the levels of subsidies have recently grown very rapidly in
most relevant countries in the wake of the current world-wide crisis.
8.
Under the scheme domestic shipowners were offered the same terms made
available since January 1.965 to overseas purchasers of U.K.-built ships.
More specifically, this meant that the government would guaroniee credits
offered by banks for 8-10 years at an annual interest-rate of 5-5? f o cover
a maximum of 80% of a specific order's costs. The scheme vvas to be admin
istered and implemented by Min Tech which would give guarantees after recom
mendation by the SIB. Sec 7(3) of the Act linked these guarantees to the
general reorganisation of the shipbuilding industry by specifying the cri
teria for SIB-recommendations. According to this section the SIB had to be
satisfied that any order thus supported would a) be carried out at ship
yards undergoing rationalisation, b) increase the efficiency of that yard
and c) make use of the most currently installed and/or otherwise underutil
ised resources.
9.
After the dissolution of the SIB and Min Tech during 1970/71 the
scheme was administered by- the DTI without prior vetting procedure and re
commendation requirements, as had up to then been carried out by the SIB.
This simplification abolished the conditions previously attached to the
granting of a guarantee (see footnote 8). Sec. 10 of the Industry Act 1972
which established the new limit of hlOOO m. (later raised to bl800 m, under
sec. 23 of the Industry Act 1975), also extended the eligibility of credit
guarantees beyond ships to mobile offshore installations (that is, pipes
and rigs for North Sea oil exploitation) and furthermore included the poss
ibility of raising the limit in the future to bl^OO m. by an order subject
to parliamentary approval. Up to the present none of the shipping firms
benefitting from credit guarantees ever defaulted. Therefore no public
funds had ever to be used to meet a firm's debt obligations to the banks.
But the present crisis nevertheless hit many shipping firms hard (especially
those heavily involved in bulk tramp markets). To help shipping companies
with short-term cash-problems caused by the world recession meet their re
payment obligations of L100 m. in 1978 alone the government and the clearing
banks announced in May 1978 a three-year moratorium on loan repayments for
parts of the b880 m. of credits outstanding under sec. 10 of the 1972 Act.
Interest will continue to be paid, remaining fixed at the concessionary rai:_
of 7-5%. At the same time British Shipbuilders (the corporation new running
the nationalised shipbuilding industry) announced in February 1978 that ii
was receiving a growing number of requests from (mostly foreign) shipowners
for rescheduling of debt and was studying each case on its own merits.
10. In contrast to the IRC the SIB was'thus given the power to offer grants
to individual firms. The major reason for this difference between the two
agencies derived from the fact that many shipbuilding firms were not opera
ting profitably and had to bear losses during the period of their (postmerger) rationalisation. Furthermore, management quality in the industry
was frequently inadequate and therefore advice from outside experts often
became a necessity. To cover losses and costs of consultancy services
grants were considered the most appropriate form of assisconce. See on this
point also R. Geddes (1966, p. 1^6-1^7). The aggregate limit of grants by
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SIB for reorganisation projects (category b)) was subsequently increased
by sec. 10 of the Industrial Expansion Act 1?68 from the initial h5 .11. to
b20 m. in response to strong demand from industry. Unlike tlit: I P\C the Si5
was also capable to offer assistance to individual firms for modernisation
projects outside merger situations and independent of a government's direct
ive. But while individual initiatives of the IRC were not interfered wi th
by the government on a case-to-case basis, every project of the SiB which
involved funding in.any of the forms described above WP^ ^"h'ect to Min
Tech's approval.
11. Among the grants b4.875 m. were spent for market entry, i.e. the con
struction of facilities to allow the manufacture of new products. 1:3.995 M.
worth of grants went into reorganisation, modernisation, or coverage of socalled "disruption" costs, which arose after mergers as a result of dis
mantling plant and capacity underut i 1 i sat ion, while grants worth bO.406 m.
were offered for the improvement of workers' amenities and welfare provi
sions. In 1968/69 b1 m. in grants were given to Swan Hunter as a special
assistance to acquire Furness Shipbuilding Co. Ltd. which had not partici
pated in the initial merger of five yards. But the highest proportion of
grants, namely b9 m., was required to cover the losses of UCS and Harland
S Wolff after 1968. This was also the reason for the b3 m. equity partici
pation of the SIB in UCS, as discussed in SIB (1971A, p. 6). The distribu
tion of loans concentrated heavily on supporting the purchase of new capi
tal equipment and the reorganisation of existing resources which absorbed
b13-98 m. This compared to b1.55 m. for the acquisition of shares by re
grouping companies and b3•1 m. for working capital. These data are from
SIB (19/2, p. 16).
12. The Council consisted of four representatives from the shipbuilding
sector, one from ship repairs, one from the marine engine building industry,
six trade union representatives and one member each of the British Shi^ Re
search Association, the British Marine Equipment Council, and Min Tech. At
its meetings, which were held on a monthly or bi-monthly basis, the Council
dealt with a large range of aspectr- concerning the whole sector through
papers and discussions. For example during its first year it met according
to SIB (1968, p. 8) ten times and heard.32 papers on different issues, such
as the work of the BSRA, the state of industrial relations in shipbuilding,
the future of the marine engine building sector, the availability of train
ing facilities. Discussions during 1967/68 also covered the steel price
(a major component for the industry), redundancies and order book prospects.
13. Especially with regard to the product mix of shipbuilding firms the
Geddes-Committee and later also the SIB found at their visits to the yards
that in many cases firms took orders ove^-a-wide spread-of different types
of ships. This exacerbated production inefficiency, because instead of long
production runs, standardised production techniques, cost-saving division of
labour, better integration of the various steps in the construction process,
and lower stock levels firms with short runs of many different- ships could
not eventually benefit from any of the related economies. Noting the wide
spread practice of spreading naval orders over nine to ten yards and miAin.j
them with the yards' merchant work,.R. Geddes (1966, p. 136-139) r^commended a virtual segregation between work on naval ships, wivch should be con
centrated in a few specialised yards, and the construction of ships for
civil demand in other yards. This would rationalise the product range of
many yards and improve their ability to standardise production. For other
examples of government procurement policy in the interest of higher produc
tion efficiency see sec. 4.2.5. (IRC) and 4.3.2.5. (science and technology).
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1^. E. Dell (1973, pp. 16^-166) has pointed out these weaknesses of the
Gedcics Report, especially its failure to precisely define the role of the
SiB in relation to the problems of industry. .In SIB (1.971 A, p. 11) it was
acknowledged that the SIB was too short-lived to assist ail the necessary
reorganisation plans. And in SIB (1971B, p. 12) the Hoard stated that at
least for two years after its dissolution the government would hove, to con
tinue with the provision of funds to the industry so thnt firms could sur
vive the loss-making fixed price contracts and start work on new and more
profitable orders. Data provided by Austin & PickersgMI. UCS, and Swan
Hunter in Expenditure Committee (1972, p. 191-193) show massive cose in
creases of components, raw materials, and labour between 4'0 and 60S; on aver
age for the period 1S&7-71, during which nearly all contracts were based on
a fixed price or on entirely inadequate escalation clauses based on infla
tion estimates of 3-5% p.a.
15- DTI (1971, para. 1) found that the initial structure of UCS was "to
tally mistaken," because it was based on merging together five weak and uncompetitive firms into one rigid group. Pre-existing fixed price contracts
of the five subsidiaries, which were taken over and finished by the UCS,
turned out to cost UCS b12 m. in losses (and not b3-55 m., as estimated at
the time of ther merger). The evidence by former UCS-managers A.E. Hepper
and Sir lain Stewart in Expenditure Committee (19/2, vol. 3, p. 503-51& and
528-53*0 confirmed that SIB's feasibility study vastly underestimated the
losses on these contracts and the working capital requirements of the UCS.
The yards merged into the UCS had no marketing policy so that UCS ended up
with an impossible mix of orders. In order to guarantee continued work UCS
took on many new orders at low fixed prices during the recession 1968. At
the time of the merger UCS had about 500 different wage rates, and no effect
ive cost control and accounting systems. It is remarkable that the SIB
should have ignored or underplayed so many signs of weakness for so long.
16. These bail-out operations at massive costs to the public were preceded
in 1970/71 by the Conservatives' "lame duck" policy towards financially
troubled private firms (see for more details sec. 5.1.) as part of their
"disengagement" strategy. On the refusal of aid to the UCS during a criti
cal period of capital shortage, accompanied by first signs of successful
rationalisation, see footnote 3 of Chapter 5. The delay and disruption,
caused by this denial of credit guarantees and funds, had a major impact on
the confidence of suppliers, customers, and the staff of UCS and accelerated
its deterioration towards bankruptcy a year later. With regard to Cammell
Laird, which since 1969 had suffered heavy losses from fixed price contracts,
government intervention was delayed and interrupted not only because of "dis
engagement," but already before because of inadequate legal powers to carry
out the necessary industrial policy steps. During ihe negotiations between
the company and SIB in 1969/70 the losses from its shipbuilding activities
grew to an extent, where the other activities in the rest of the Cammell
Laird Group were also endangered. Because of the uncertain.prospects for
future commercial viability and the extension of financial difficulties from
shipbuilding to the Group's other activities the SiB had no legal powers
to offer assistance. The issue was then in 1970 transferred to the IRC
which in turn had no remit for the sliipbCii Iding industry. As a precondition
to its involvement the IRC therefore had to insist that the shipbuilding un
dertaking should become independent from the rest of the Group in order to
allow the IRC to promote reorganisation and development of the Group's other
activities. In June 1970 Cammell Laird (Shipbuilding and Engineering) Ltd.
became an independent shipbuilding firm, owned half by the government (for
an investment of hi.5 m.) and half by Laird, while the rest became the
Laird Group. The latter agreed to cover the losses from the current ship-
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building order book amounting to b7t2 m. To help finance these costs the
IRC agreed to buy 13.6% of Laird's shares for b1.22$ m. ar.J .offered Li? i nl
a L*t.825 in. loan (on lop of loans totalling bO.6/5 m. from shipowners which
the IRC agreed to refund). This reorganisation allowed the SIB to resume
negotiations with Cammel1 Laird (SkE), now an independent shipbuilding firm,
concerning assistance for its modernisation program and funds for its working capital subject to changes in the management. The final agreement camebriefly before the'dissolution of the SIB which therefore could only recom
mend a b3 m. stand-by facility to be offered by the newly elected govern
ment. It took until November 1971, before this assistance was-finally
granted. The combined effect of these delays and interruptions was to
worsen the liquidity position of Caramel! Laird to a degree which subse
quently made further substantial aid necessary. Karland & V/olff had al
ready been saved in 1966 by a b3.5 m. loan from the government of Northern
Ireland and in 1970 by a b3o m. grant from the SIB to cover losses from
fixed price contracts and safeguard its outlays on a new yard for super
tankers. Then the Conservative Government as part of its "lame duck" policy
decided to put the yard out for tender. In the absence of any bids the Min
istry of Commerce for Northern Ireland acquired a k7.8% stake of its en
larged ordinary capital for bA m., rescheduled its b3.5 m. debt, and offer
ed in addition a grant of b2.3 m. Alternatively, the government could hove
nationalised the shipbuilding interests of the firm for a mere hi.25 m.
according to commercial criteria of the stock market valuations. Disen
gagement also hurt the shipbuilding industry by abolishing the investment
grants for the purchase of ships.
17- Between 1968 and 1971 UCS had absorbed major sums of public expendi
ture. At the time of its establishment in February 1968 the SIB provided
loans of b1.5 m. for the acquisition of three yards and of b2 m. for work
ing capital. Subject to approval of DCS' future plans and budget fore
casts the SIB also promised a further loan of b2 in. for capital investment
of which bO.935 m. were paid out between July 1968 and March 69. In Pel,uary 1969 the SIB agreed to supply b5-5 m. in grants to help UCS overcome
its cash difficulties. They were paid in two tranches depending on S!Bacceptance of revised plans of the firm. In August 1969 the SIB bought
b3 m. worth of shares, after the UCS had accepted management changes and
the nomination of a SIB-representative to its board. Soon afterwards UCS
asked for a new loan to finance its capital expenditure, but this was re
fused by the SIB. Taking into account criteria other than commercial via
bility Min Tech agreed finally in February 1970 to assist with a b7 m.
loan. In addition UCS benefitted also from interest-rate relief grants of
bO.9^8 m. on the SIB-loan and bO.ouO m. on the government loan. Its ra
tionalisation efforts finally had begun to make some progress in the last
years before its final bankruptcy in 1971. The work-force had been reduced
by 2500 over the three-year period to 8.500. Productivity at the most ad
vanced Govan-yard rose from an annual average of 14.3 tons of fabricated
steel per man in 1970 to a rate of 25.8 tons in mid~71. After long dis
cussions the company finally reached agreements with the unions on dispute
procedures, demarcation, job flexibility. These facilitated the rational
isation of production, such as the reduction in the number of berths norn
21 to 10. The construction of a covered berth at the Yarrow-yard speeded
up the reshifting of all naval work into that yard. By 1971 UCS had also
reduced its range of types of merchant ships to only two classes. But
continuing losses from fixed price contracts (exacerbated by production
delays from frequent strikes), especially heavy deficits at its Yarrow
yard (which UCS sold shortly before its bankruptcy back to Yarrow Ship
builders and Engineers), inadequate management techniques to control costs,
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insufficient exercise of public control (despite a public shareholding of
^8.5% since August 1969), and loss of confidence (after the refusal of the
government in 1970/71 to support UCS further through credit guarantees and
loans) finally led to the bankruptcy of UCS.
18. Since then Govan managed, according to Trade and Industry, 4/2/77,
p. 301, to increase its productivity. In 197?- Govan's standard bulk carrier
had a total labour content of 850.000 manhours, compared to 600.000 in 1976.
Employment rose from 4602 in 1972, when it started to operate, to 5771 at
the end of 1976. But its losses have been heavier than forecast in DTi
(1972B) because of the depressed market conditions. For that reason govern
ment subsidy to Govan was also much higher than originally planned. A fur
ther b5 m. injection through equity purchase under sec. 7 of the Industry
Act 1972 in late 1972 was followed by a total of b34.88 m. in grants and
loans under the Industry Act 1972, until Govan passed into British ShipbuiIders in 1977.
19- According to G.M. Field and P.V. Hills (1S76, p. 14) and G. Ganz (1977
p. 61-62) both Cammell Laird (S&E) and Govan had to suomit a formal longrange corporate plan over four years with annual updating as the basic mon
itoring instrument of the DTI. The plans typically included clearly stated
assumptions and objectives with regard to marketing strategy, pricing poli
cy, product development, industrial relations, productivity, capital struc
ture, and investment. The companies also had to supply monthly cash fore
casts over the next three months, 'trading (profit and loss) accounts of
previous month or quarter, operating forecasts and cash flow projections,
plus monthly data on productivity, order book position, capital spending,
industrial relations and general financial matters. The DTI had also
access to the minutes of the board meetings and the opportunity to visit
yards at any point of time. In addition the DTI had the power to determine
the composition of the firms 1 management and to appoint government direct
ors. DTI-approval was also necessary for capital restructuring, borrowing,
dividend contributions, new equity issues, and the sale of assets by the
firms. Assistance was made conditional on agreements with the unions reg
ulating work practices. As specified in Trade and Industry, 28/2/1975,
p. 510, the monitoring procedures covering the affairs of Harland £ Wolff
were similarly extensive.
20. As already mentioned above in sec. 6.1.3, Appledore was an example of
successful SIB-supported modernisation, based on the establishment of an
integrated and highly mechanised yard which allowed side-by-side produc
tion of ships with up to 10.000 deadweight tons. Being fully enclosed,
this type of "ship factory" allowed more protection for workers, machinery,
and ships, while at the same time improving working conditions. The use of
the most" modern equipment and production techniques was combined with a de
sign of the assembly docks that not only made a better integration of the
overall production process in its various stages possible, but also cut
down time and costs of transport and stock requirements. Appledore was
not only profitable during the boom 1972/73 with profits of b1 .44 m. from
October 1972 to September 1973, but was one of the few yards without
losses during the following crisis after 1973 (with profits of kO.38 m.
between October 1973 and September i975). Basea on the same successful
production technique and yard design the DTI supported in November 1972
Sunderland with a b9 m. loan under sec. 7 of the Industry Act 1972 for its
k22 m. modernisation program which centered around the construction of an
Appledore-type yard at Pal lion and improvements at its other two^yards.
When the new til m. Pal lion yard was finally opened in April 19/6, it was
the world's largest totally enclosed shipyard, employing.1000 workers to

construct ships with up to 35-000 tens under a production process resem
bling an assembly line. Improvements at Sunderland's other yards in the
meantime contributed to its impressive turnaround froir: a less of L6.5 rn.
in 1973/7^ to a profit of hi .8 m. in 197V75. The third major subsidiary of
the state-owned Court Shipbuilders, Northeast Coast Ship Repairers, vis
consistently profitable between 1972/73 and 1975. For more details see
Trade and Industry, 30/1/1976, p. 309 and 16/V1976, P- 133.
21. This initiative was not only part of a major reorganisation of the
government's science and technology policy (discussed in sec. A.3«3)» but
also followed SIB's efforts to encourage and coordinate R&D in the indus
try and to increase Min Tech's support for this type of activity (see
6.1.3.). The SHTRB was primarily in contact with the SRMA's research
bodies, the BSRA, and the government's IREs of which NpL's Ship Division
was the most important. Most of NPL's work in this division focussed dur
ing the 1970's on increasing the efficiency of large ships in terms of both
operating economics in handling and manoeuvring with comparatively small
crews and hull design. About 30% of its work in 1973 was undertaken and
carried out directly on behalf of industry. But during the same period
growing emphasis was given within the division to the needs of the off
shore oil and gas industry. For example, work began on the fluid loading
and dynamics of British Petroleum's moveable semi-submersible drilling
barge "Sea Quest." The same trend was observable in the activities of the
SMTRB. Its most important project,was a joint R&D-program with private
industry for the improvement of offshore technology, including the inspec
tion and repairs of structures and pipelines, new underwater technology
for welding, cutting and tools, high-definition acoustic aids and an as
sessment of further underwater engineering systems concerning manned and
unmanned submersibles. Mostly because of the importance of North Sea oil
for the U.K. economy (and less as a reflection of rising R&D-activity in
shipbuilding) the budget of the SMTRB in 1973/7^ was at bk.k m. the third
largest among the nine RRBs.
22. The intervention fund was accompanied by a b12 rr. advance factory pro
gram in shipbuiIding areas, and a redundancy scheme similar to the one
introduced by the British Steel Corporation to encourage workers to leave
the industry voluntarily. At the same time the government set up a hold
ing company, named National Shipbuilders and Repairers Limited, based on
the existing state-owned yards of Govan, Sunderland, Appledore, Cammell
Laird, and others. Besides holding in trust all the public shareholdings
in the industry, its main function was to undertake a marketing effort on
behalf of the whole industry (including the private firms), unt ; l the de
lays with regard to the nationalisation of the industry, caused by the par
liamentary controversy over the bill's alleged hybridity, could be overcome.
23. One limit to further increase the order levels arose from the delays
caused by EEC's resistance to U.K.'s application for an b80 m. successor
to.its rapidly depleted intervention fund. The EEC Commission, according
to I. HARGREAVES (1977A); had initially given only half-hearted approval
to the original fund in February 1977 on the understanding that, when it
expired, BS would be ready with a corporate plan to slim down the industry.
Since then the Commission had begun to monitor member countries' subsidies
to their shipbuilders more closely and to prepare a plan for the coordin
ated reduction of tonnage built in the EEC-yards by 46£ from the 1?75~
levels. By 1980 this would cut the 165.000 strong EEC shipbuilding work
force by 60.000 to 75.000, plus another 30.000 in related industries.
In March 1978 the EEC Commission issued a directive, aimed at modifying the
Treaty of Rome's ban on state aids for the duration of the present crisis

in this sector and instead linking government subsidies to each member's
plans for a reduction in shipbuilding capacity and work forces. At the
same time the U.K. applied for a successor to its intervention fund with
out having submitted any such plan. The EEC then refused to approve the
renewal of the fund until such a plan was forthcoming. On the increasing
involvement of EEC's Commission and industry Directorate in the rationali
sation of various, particularly crisis-ridden sectors In the form of "cri
sis cartels" see sec.
3.3., especially footnote 7 of Ch. 3- On initia
tives in non-EEC countries to link subsidies to private shipbuilders with
plans to cut capacity, see in the case of Norway F. GJESTER (.1973B) and the
unsigned article in the Financial Times, 10/10/78, p. 28 on the v/ork of the
Japan Shipbuilding Rationalisation Council. f. HARGREAVES (19778) dis
cusses in detail the IMIF-study on prospects, trends, and estimated world
wide increases of government subsidies concerning shipbuilding tip to 1935.
One other method currently considered to keep U.K. shipyards in work (be
sides the renewal of the intervention fund) is, according to (. HARGREAVES
(1978), to bring forward the Royal Navy's building program. Such a stock
piling scheme has been successful in Italy. Under the scheme ships would
be built up to destroyer size with flexible completion dates, and during
construction efforts would be made to find overseas buyers. The only major
problem is that the Royal Navy's requirements are not necessarily in line
with vessel types providing the best export opportunities.
2k. In the 1950's the computer was still regarded as an "electronic cal
culating machine" for laborious arithmetic and data registration functions,
used principally for scientific research in. physics, chemistry and engineer
ing, for aircraft design and nuclear energy operations. The 19^0's saw the
development of the computer as an electronic office, replacing machinery
introduced in the 1920's to process punched cards. This laid the basis for
its growing use in the context of "data base management" (i.e. maintaining
an up-to-date file of information which can be integrated remotely :n a
variety of ways). Today computers are central to the accounting systems
of many organisations and find wide-spread use in government, banking, in
surance, industrial management, transport control, defence, education,
health services, retailing and the distributive trades. They are also In
creasingly important for the automation of production, process control and
engineering design. New technologies, such as in printing, telecommunica
tions, machine tools, office equipment, are based on computers. Improve
ments which have vastly reduced the production costs and the size of comput
ing processors have recently opened up a whole new sphere of computer ap
plication in the mass consumption goods market, such as for calculators or
digital watches.
25. This polarisation trend.has been more extensively discussed -in-E. LUBBOCK (1971, PP. 11-12), S. GILL (1971, pp. 31-32), SCST (19/0, Q. 6 and 19,
pp. 21-23), and SCST (1971A, para. 20-25). Those large installations are
based on "rnal-time" technology which allows for instantaneous processing
of information and responses to inquiries, such as for airline reserva
tions, traffic control or library services. This requires them to have
time-sharing equipment, which provides "time" for a number of progrc:.:" to
proceed simultaneously, and also multi-access facilities, whereby a number
of people located at different places can use the computer at the same
time. This development encouraged the phenomenal growth of peripherals
and data communication devices, as seen in Table 6.3. At the same, time
the most rapid technological advances in recent years occurred in the area
of microprocessors which led to the concentration of a growing multiplicity
of components within one single semiconductor element (i.e. integrated cir
cuit) and to the interconnection of more of these circui.ts cnto a single

"chip." The semiconductor firms producing these "chips," which are the
supporting matrices to assemble the mass of integrated circuits containing
microscopic connections densely -packed together, supply the computer firms
therefore not any longer with mere components for assembly into operating
units, but with complete "functlorjil pieces" capable of performing a logi
cal function. Because of this change from loose to highly integrated ele
ments and the parallel increase in storage density the size and costs of
computer hardware have steadily declined In the 13"/0's without loss in pro
cessing power. This has encouraged the growth of mini- and microcomputers.
which can be afforded by more and more users for an expanding range of spe
cialist applications. It is now widely acknowledged that microprocessors
will turn the computer into a mass product in the coming decades and will
be the key source of the industry's future grov/th. The same sources men
tioned above also point out that the larger number of users, the increas
ingly specialised applications of computer hardware (Ke. central processors
and associated equipment) and the need to use especially the large instal
lations efficiently have all made computer software and services more im
portant as a proportion of total computing costs. The software Industry,
which comprises a) firms specialising in software (I.e, the development of
programming techniques, such as program languages or packages, compilers
Installed within the computer to translate the programs into the machine
code), b) services in the form of carrying out the computing requirements
of clients and customers on the firm's own computer facilities (socalled
service bureaux) or c) advice to users concerning potential computer appli
cations (socalled consultancies), has thus become the most dynamic part of
the industry. According to C.O.I. (1976C, p. 46), the value of total billIngs to clients of the U.K. software Industry increased (at current prices)
by an annual average of nearly 3C£ during the first half of the 1970's.
For more figures on the growing importance of software and services see
also N. FOY (1971, p. 15-18).
26. Examples are, apart from industrial policy in U.K. supporting ICL (dis
cussed below in sec. 6.2.2.), the French Government's establishment and
funding of CM after Honeywell acquired the other major French producer,
Bull, public support for Siemens and AEG/Telefunken in Germany, for Phil
lips in Netherland, for Data-SAAB in Sweden and especially the efforts by
Japan's MITI (equivalent to U.K.'s DTI/Dol) to promote mergers between
Mitsubishi, Toshiba, Hitachi, Nippon Electric, Oki, and Fujitsu into three
large groups.
27. ICT impressed Min Tech as a computer firm which had started the wave
of mergers in 1959 and had kept up its expansion since then, causing major
"ripple effects" in the sector by forcing others to merge. In addition
ICT's management techniques were very advanced, Aocof^i-ftg to P.V. Eli is
(1969, p. 184-186), !CT developed in the early 1960's in the wake of a
series of acquisitions and subsequent post-merger rationalisation a system
of corporate long-range planning aimed at merging and combining different
R&D-projects and design teams of the various, previously independent groups
that have become part of ICT. For this purpose a computerised r^del was
employed to cover the major interrelations and decision variables concern
ing all the parts of the enterprise. This company model was designed to
easily allow changes to be made to individual parts of the program and
alternatives to be evaluated. Such a technique led to improvements in the
information flow especially on research possibilities and appraisals of
markets and investments. It finally resulted in the reorientatIon and
rededication of the whole company and its resources which paved the v/ay
for the successful development and marketing of the 1900 series against
formidable competitors. The model was also used to evaluate in 1363 the

possible merger between ICT and the French firm Bull which !CT called off
after the thus processed data revealed that such a merger would involve the
firm in too large a cash outflow. Nine months later Bull nearly became
insolvent and was taken over at high costs by General Electric of the U.S.
which accelerated its own bankruptcy and rescue by HoneywelK Furthermore^
ICT was also willing to accept government support and had in the 1°6C's
realised the benefits of cooperation, when It received a b5 m. loan snd
standby-facility from the NRDC for R&D into computer circuitry and program
ming. This enabled ICT to begin with the production of micro-circuits and
more advanced software to upgrade the 1300 series which subsequently turned
out to be a cornerstone in the market success of these computers end helped
the firm to reverse the initial post-merger losses in 1965 into healthy
profits after 1566. For all these reasons Hin Tech saw ICT as the central
firm in any move towards establishing a "national champion' 1 in the industry.
28. Investment grants (fo- details see Jf.1.1.) were given at 203 of cost
(and kQ% in development areas) for the purchase of computers in a special
extension of the scheme beyond merely plant and machinery which also in
cluded grants for ships, hovercraft and mining works. As evident from
Table 4.1., the government thus subsidised U.K. industry's investment in
computers between 1867/68 and 1972/73 with grants totalling slightly more
than h1^5 m. SCST (1971A, para. 1^9) concluded in its report on the compu
ter industry that the grants gave a definite inducement to users to purchase
or long-lease computer equipment, rather than r«nt it on a short-run basis.
This helped the cash flow position of computer manufacturers. Not surpris
ingly, many producers, such as ICL, Honeywell, and Miles Roman, complained
that the abolition of the investment grants as part of the Conservatives'
"disengagement" in 1971 depressed their order books and reduced the indus
try's cash flow position. A side-effect of the grants scheme, mentioned
by the SCST in the same paragraph, was the encouragement it gave to U.S.manufacturers to set up new factories in assisted areas and thus increase
competitive pressure on domestic firms which according to A. Benn, then
Labour's Minister of Technology, was probably not in the best national in
terest.
29. One problem of the government's purchasing policy with regard to com
puters was according to SCST (1971A, paras. 153-165) the multiplicity of
bodies within the state apparatus initially involved in the decision-making
process concerning orders for computers. The individual user departments
(20 by 1973) within the government machinery would determine their own com
puting requirements and inform the Civil Service Department (C.S.D.) about
their intentions and specifications of'orders. The C.S.D., responsible for
overall planning, policy proposals regarding computer use, and pi emotion of
technological developments of common interest, would give advice to the user
departments as to what orders would fit into the government's general policy
in support of U.K. computer firms. The HMSO undertook then the actual pur
chasing of computers used by central government. On top of this, Min Tech
(and after 1970 DTl) as the sponsor of the private industry was running a
Computer Advisory Service (C.A.S.) and a Technical Support Unit (T.S.U.) to
give advice to any user in the public sector (including local authorities
and universities which made frequent use of both C.A.S. and T.S.U., and the.
nationaMsed industries which hardly ever consulted these advisory services).
After complaints by the SCST about the lack of coordination between all
these bodies and about conflicts of interest between the C.S.D. concerned
with buying the most efficient products and the C.A.S./T.S.U. pushing for
a maximum of orders to ICL regardless of efficiency criteria, the government
responded to a recommendation for centralised coordination in SCST (19/1A,
para. 237-238). It announced in DTl (1972C, para. 10) the establishment of

the Central Computer Agency (CCA) in April 1372 as the central coordinating
body for the purchase of computers ?n central government. The CCA was re
sponsible to the Minister for Civil Service and took ever the functions of
the C.S.D., C.A.S., TSU, and HHSO to coordinate the use of computers, pur
chasing policy and procedures within one single, strong, technically compe
tent agency. Local authorities, nationalised industries, and universities
continued to receive advice from the CCA, but maintained essentially the
freedom and independence to make their own choice without any compulsory
pressure from central government.
30. IBM and Honeywell both strongly attacked in SCSI (1970, Q. 361, p. 73
and Q. 608, p. 100) the preference given by the government's procurement
policy to !CL as "unfair" and wanted instead competitive tenders giving
equal opportunity to all these firms (including U.S.-control led ones) which
manufacture computers in the U.K. This suggestion was refused by the gov
ernment on grounds that such positive discrimination In favour of nation
ally owned firms was standard practice of governments in most countries,
Including the U.S.A. It also ignored complaints and factual evidence con
cerning the inefficiency of single tenders which automatically place orders
to one company alone. Such criticisms were voiced, for example, by N.
Jequier (.1974, P- 222), by E. Lubbock (.1971, p. 5) and by SCSI (1971A,
para. 218). They all objected to the practice as undermining proper eval
uations of the various competing computer systems available and forcing pub
lic sector users to buy sometimes sub-optimal products. An investigation in
1978 by the Public Accounts Committee into the procurement during 1972 of
ICL's new 2900 computer systems found that the CCA failed a) to present min
isters with a full picture of the risks involved in buying untested and unproven equipment, b) to apply strict financial controls, including cost
estimates in case of delays, and c) to properly monitor the implementation
of the contract. Subsequently the 2900 system, which now operates well and
has become a commercial success for !CL ironically because of CCA's readi
ness to bear the special risks for first users of a new and technologically
advanced product, ran into long delays and substantial cost overruns to
tal 1 ing b10 m.
31. ICL's former subsidiary Data Recording Instruments (DRl), in which the
NEB acquired a 53-9% stake in July 1976, is Europe's largest producer of com
puter peripherals and digital magnetic recording heads. This gave ICL con
trol until 1972 over its own peripherals, such as card readers, card punch
ers, magnetic tape stations, magnetic disc drives, core memories, which it
extensively used to upgrade its mainframe products on the basis of DRI's
innovative strength. Its 1900 series,for example, was equipped with a new
"virtual memory" facility, improved disc storage devices, and more versa
tile and economic terminals,_all developed-by_J)Rl—to-imp rove the pri<:^/performance relation of ICL's main article. The succeeding 2900 series was
equally attractive in terms of its peripherals. ICL also emphasised in
SCST (1970, Q. 6, p. 21) the role of DRl to increase U.K.'s share in the
rapidly growing peripherals market and to reverse the deteriorating bal
ance of payments trend in peripherals through import substitution and an
export drive by DRl. ICL's entry into semiconductors technology in t!-e
mid 1960's, which was funded then by the NRDC, enabled the firm t-'Ithin a
decade to triple the processing power of its 1SOO computer series without
relative increase in price or product size. Its expertise in this field
also made possible the successful launching of its 2300 series, which in
response to the polarisation trend mentioned in sec. 6.2.1. included with
the 2970 and the 2980 Europe's two most powerful systems and with 2903 a
very popular small computer, all based on the latest advances in the tech
nology of semiconductor and integrated circuitry. Since.the 1968-merger
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ICL also substantially increased its software components offered as a stan
dard part of its systems. This was a consequence of its moves into the soft'
ware and services market, .Its subsidiary Ddlubkl I was by 1972/73 already
U.K.'s largest software house, while iCL owned in Baric U.K.'s largest com
puter bureau operation. A third subsidiary, Dataset f provides a wide range.
of ancillary products and services to users. After the phasing out of
investment grants again increased the importance of leasing, iCL concluded
(with government support) agreements on the provision of leasing finance
with Computer Leasing Ltd. in 1971 and with Midland in 1S7^. These mitiatives were also necessitated by strong U.S. -penetration into Europe's
leasing market in a series of acquisitions and agreements that gave U.S.firms control over European leasing and financing houses In the late 1960's.
32. During the I960 's the work of these IREs In the area of computer tech
nology focussed mostly on furthering the application possibilities of ad
vanced data programming and thus spreading the use of computers in indusr
try. This was especially true for NPL's Divisions of Computer Science and
of Numerical and Applied Mathematics. NEL's Machine Systems Group was re
sponsible for the development of computer programming systems for produc
tion processes that use NC-machine tools. WSL's Control Engineering Divi
sion advanced the use of digital computers for the control and optimisation
of chemical and process plant. Details of these activities can be found,
for instance in SCST (1971 B, App. 2-4, pp. 733- For details on the various government-sponsored projects in support
of computer application and P.5D see, for example, SCST (1970, p. 358-361)
or SCST (1971A, p. 108-112 and 327~335) . For industry's criticism of the
NCC with regard to its limited role in know-how and stimulation of computer
application, its overemphasis on commercial activities, which could be
done more effectively by private service bureaux, and its lack of integra
tion with other government activities, see E. Lubbock (1971, p. 13), SCST
(1970, Q. 366, p. 73 and Q. 1063, p. 191) and SCST (1971A, Q. 42-157, r- 418). In SCST (1973B, App. 1, p. 142) DR! complained that the cut in ACTP's
support for its product development in the field of peripherals after 1371
was a harmful restriction on an up to then very beneficial measure and de
layed important projects of DRl. SCST (1971A, paras. 206-207, 252-262) pro
vides a summary of criticisms by private firms concerning the insufficient
level of government's R&D-support, the lack of coordinating the various
measures of assistance, and their sometimes inadequate commercial consider
ations.
34. Compared to the 1971~average employment of 2200 by each of the five
leading U.S. consultants, the average of 200 employees of the three U.K.
leaders in this field, Systems Prograram-ifHg J^td. -(-5 PL-}-^ Computer Analysts
and Programmers (CAP), and Logica, is clear evidence of the gap in size
with which domestic firms had to cope. The SPL-memorandum in SCST (1970,
para. 1, p. 202) gave a list of examples of U.S. -penetration of the Euro
pean software market after 1968 which included various takeover-bids of
large European software, service, consultancy and leasing operations by
the various U.S. -market leaders and their establishment of subsidiaries to
service the local markets of Western Europe.
35- Between early 1973 and mId-1975 CSERB placed under this support pror
gram development contracts of fcl.3 m. to private industry and of fc2.9 m.
to government establishments, such as ACTP f NCC, CADC, AEA and NPL's Com
puting Science Division. This intensified public assistance for software
R&D led to some important successes. For example the CSERB began in 1974
to promote and market CORAL 66, a standard real time prcg ramming language

for computer application in industry and commerce, developed by NCC arid the
Royal Radar Establishment. Also in 197^ CADC began to sell at home and
abroad its general purpose compu-ter graphics software package G!NO-F and
in 1975 it began studies on integrated design of chemical processes based
on a computerised technique involving also software. AE.A Sad by 197^ con
cluded work on its STATUS-project in which it had developed a group of
computer programs designed to store, analyse and search lengthy texts and
documents. NEL collaborated with !CL on the development of a language to
be applied on Id's computers for programming NC-machine tools. NPL
brought out a computerised system for the automatic verification of signa
tures that will be used to control access to premises and information,, to
control also the issue of drugs and dangerous chemicals, and in automated
banking services. A higher level of funds enabled the NCC to extensively
sell throughout the world its file maintenance and reporting program, Filetab, from which it also developed a high-level programming system, FTL 6 p
with a built-in capability for management reporting. NCC's general exoanslon during the 1970's prompted the CSERB in March 1377 to announce a
tl.7 ro. program (until 1980) of development contracts to the NCC to work on
computing methods, linking computers with communications, software, micro
processors, standardisation of programs, and on the problems of privacy and
security in computer use. Other CSERB-funded RSD activities will be men
tioned further below. It is sufficient to mention here that the CSERE is
not only the largest of the various sectoral RRBs, but has between 1972 and
1978 constantly expanded the funding of R&D-project in all computer-related
activities, including data transmission, micro-processor and semi conductors,
and peripherals. The examples mentioned here were taken from CO! (1976C,
p. kk-k$ and 62-67) and from various issues of Trade and Industry.
36. According to C. DUNN (1977) the scheme was introduced to last for
three years, to cost about L350.000, and to be eligible for 70.000 firms
employing up to 500 workers each. Under the scheme the Dol pays indepen
dent consultants up to h2000 for their feasibility studies. It aimed on
the one hand to strengthen computer consultants by giving them opportunity
to gain important expertise. On the other hand it encouraged small firms
to improve their production efficiency and management techniques. CAPM, de
veloped by the AEA as part of its sec. A-activities in non-nuclear RSD, es
sentially applied computers to work out the most effective ways of purchas
ing stocks, costing order books and organising production sequences in the
workshop. Smaller firms frequently have neither the financial resources to
face the costs and risks involved in commissioning a study of production
methods, nor do they always have the organisational capacity to avoid man
agement inefficiency in production control. The scheme was intended to
overcome both problems. It is more generally a reflection of the growing
abj 1 i ty of industrial_pp_Hcy__ i_rLJ"^cenjL_y^ar_s_ JLCL^lrejCJLly_addLress fundamen
tal deficiencies (here the quality of management) within U.K.'s private
sector, as analysed in Ch. 2.
37. Not only was this NEB's first coordinated strategy with regard to a
profitable and rapidly growing sector, but the INSAC-formula was designed
to solve a number of sector-specific problems simultaneously. The coordi
nation of export marketing efforts into a stratco^/ not only met industry's
demands, but directly addressed the deficiencies of fragmentation and in
adequate size which in the past had'reduced the potentJals of overseas
sales even in the case of the leading software houses. Furthermore, the
minority stakes of the NEB in some market leaders provided those over the.
last year with the external financial backing which banks and the stock
market had denied them, and which had become absolutely necessary to con
tinue expansion. Thirdly, the formula also envisaged the full funding of

product development through INSAC. Up to 1977 software houses had only re
ceived directly bO.7 m. under NCC's Software Products Scheme (in URindexed
prices arid over a time span of five years). The firms not only felt that
this was not enough, but complained also that this money was taxed and was
usually given on a cost-sharing (50-50) basis with the software houses bear
ing most of the risk, while the French and U.S. Governments gave their firms
development contracts on the basis of 1001 public funding. But ? most import
antly, the formula clearly indicated that the NEB had learnt from IRC's fail
ure to intervene in the software industry. Between 1968 and its abolition in
1971 the IRC had held a series of discussions with software firms to encour
age mergers between them and thus reduce the fragmentation of the sector Into
many small and undercapitalised firms. fn the course of these efforts the
IRC had only gradually understood that its widely used "merger" strategy did
not work in an industry whose key capital is skilled manpower and whose firms
still are mostly based on hundreds of employee-shareholders intent on main
taining independency. By tne time IRC had come around to present alterna
tives to mergers, such as joint ventures, or collaboration agreements, those
more realistic proposals were prematurely interrupted by its abolition in
the "disengagement era" of 1370 and 1971. HEB's strategy did not begin with
the same mistake. Instead it managed to combine coordination (especially
overseas) with a minimum loss of independence>for individual companies. It
only took minority stakes and through the device of INSAC as a subsidiary,
whose beard consisted not only of the NEB, but also of management represen
tatives from participating companies, decisions concerning product develop
ment and marketing could be made collectively.
38. The context for this concern is the extraordinary revolution in elec
tronic components, as described for example in M. WILKINSON (1978A), Since
1961, when only a single transistor was implanted on each silicon "chip,"
the density of components packed into each device has doubled every year.
By 1979 computer memory chips will be made with between 6^.000 and 128.000
storage elements per chip (socalled very large scale integrated (VLSI) 64K
or 128K chips). The limit is expected to be reached by 1985 with about
6 m. transistors on a single silicon chip of a few square centimeters.
Such a chip will in itself be a computer with the size of a postage stamp,
containing as many elements (6000K) as the world's largest present day
computer. Given thsse incredible technological developments it is not sur
prising to hear that between 1975 and 1978 the price per element of memory
has fallen a thousandfold. The price of a computer switch is now 10.000
times cheaper than what it was 15 years ago. Within a decade from now the
previous producers of components (such as transistors, memories) will have
thus become system designers of micro-computers, arranging microscopic
transistors into various patterns of their chips for an ever-wider range of
applications, while the present mainframe equipment manufacturers of com
puter hardware will have been reduced to component suppliers and sub-assem
bly operations for the semiconductor firms.
39. This initiative by the NEB has not been without controversy. First of
all, the TUC has repeatedly expressed Its concern with the effects of micro
processors on employment and has urged the government to study this problem.
Reports by NtDO, the Advisory Council for Applied RSD, and the government's
"think-tank" CPRS all agree that the mass production of standard semi-con
ductors, including computer memories and micro-computers, will rapidly in
crease the degree of automation in industry and reduce jobs, as repetitive
tasks will be taken over and machine operators, office workers, etc. will
be replaced by computerised machinery. Secondly, many experts in the in
dustry seriously doubt whether INMOS can compete with the much larger firms
from the U.S. and Japan. And they also consider NEB's cost estimate of

m. to be entirely unrealistic. J. Ackerman, rnanagi'ng director of Ph M lip's U.K. subsidiary Mullard, believes that the costs of the NEB-venture
are more likely to amount to t^OO m. because of rapidly changing technology
and the complexity of the production techniques. Motorola, a major U.S.
semiconductor firm with operations in the-U.K., predicts that INMOS 1 timeand cost-calculations are overoptimi stic in light of the existing shortage
of skilled staff. INMOS will also have to face the competition (especially
in the U.K.) of ITT and Mullard, both of which also plan to produce 6^K
chips in the U.K. In its report the SWP responsible, for electronic compo
nents also criticised NEB's plan, arguing that this was the most rssky and
expensive option with a likely minimum cost of b2^0 m. over the next five
years. The SWP favoured instead a joint venture between a U.K. firm and a
U.S. -multi national (such as the G EC/Fa i rchi Id agreement) because of the
immediate access to most modern technology and a ready-made marketing net
work. In addition the SWP recommended a long-run strategy of expansion
and support for LI.K.'s existing firms, including government aid to U.K.
subsidiaries of foreign multinational firms to encourage increased produc
tion.
This support for DRI's expansion included also a subscription of the
NEB in February 1978 in b0.8*j m. worth of new DRI shares. This helped DR!
to acquire Newbury Laboratories Ltd. (ML) which since 1372 has been a pro
fitable manufacturer of low cost visual display units. The acquisition of
NL allowed DRI to strengthen its product range, especially in the increas
ingly popular segment of cheap computer terminals.
J»1 . Publicly funded R&D by such bodies and programs (as ACTP, APACE, WSL,
NEL, or NRDC) into the use of computers for industrial process control h?s
been supported by the intervention of industrial policy tools, especially
the IRC and the NEB, in support of manufacturers of process automation
and control instruments. This equipment designs the various controllable
stages of a process, operates in the product stream itself, or is concerned
with control and measurement (i.e. monitoring) of temperatures, pressure,
level and flow. GEC-ElIiott Process Instruments, initially set up by the
IRC-supported merger between GEC and EE/EA in 1968, continued the NRDCfunded work by EA in the field of computerised process control systems and
developed such a- system for use in the chemical , petrochemical , and pharma
ceutical industries. GEC and Brown Boveri-Kent, which are active in pro
ducing both computers and instruments, and which have both been supported
In the past by the U.K. Government (GEC through the IRC, Brown Boveri-Kent
through IRC, Industry Act 1972, and now NEB), are coordinating their activ
ities to jointly design sophisticated electronic-based instruments for the
automation and control of production processes. Ferranti, another NEB-subsidiary, links its computers-with a ramje-of—instruments made by other com
panies. For more information see C.O.I. (1976, p.
Since '366 the NPL has used public funds to become a world leader in
the design of packet-switched computer networks. Based on its work in this
new area of data transmission technology the government announced in Octo
ber 197^ the plans of the GPO to start its exocrimental packet switching
service (EPSS) within a short peri.od of time as the first step fc,r the in
troduction of a national digital data network. The EPP3 would have packetswitching exchanges in London, Manchester and Glasgow for public service.
At the same time (in June 197*0 the CSERB began funding of a joint project
between NPL and AEA's Research Establishment at Harwell to pool the R&D~expertise of both IREs in the area of packet-switched computer networks to
gether. This joint project includes work by NPL and AEA on France's packet
switched network and (in cooperation with CADC) on GPO 's. EPSS to evaluate

whether this new technology is the most economic and via,ble method for data
transmission systems.. !n the meantime the GPO has also become involved ?n
negotiations within the Confederation of European Post and Telecommunication
Administrations concerning plans for a European pilot computer information
network using packet switching devices.
Both firms could not get adequate financial backing from banks to devel
op, manufacture and market 'promising, new products and therefore accepted
NEB's assistance. ATS, a small firm with 38 employees and a turnover of
fcO.75 m. p. a. in 1977, nevertheless impressed the NEB with an annual growth
rate of kO% over the past few years and with two new products (a telemetry
system and a teleprinter-linked visual display unit) that have good market
prospects both at home and overseas. In addition to finance in form of equity the NEB provided CASE also with a loan facility of hi m. for product
development and overseas marketing efforts in the U.S.A. and W. Germany to
secure future growth. CASE, according to NEB (1978, p. 23) a leading Euro
pean manufacturer of communications equipment for the data and message corn"
munication markets with an employment of 200 and profits of kO.5 m. on b5 m.
turnover in 1977 S produces message switches, mul tiplexers , concentrators
and high speed modems,
A4. These new products as part of GPO's communication policy include?
a) Confravision, where conferences can take place between two groups by
means of closed circuit television? b) Viewphone, its individual equivalent
using the media of the phone; c) Telemetry, for the remote reading of meters;
d) Telecommand, for the remote control of plant and machinery; e) Tel email,
the electronic transmission of letters via phone lines; and, most import
antly, f) Viewdata, enabling domestic television sets to display printed
text and graphics just as if they were a computer terminal. The TV is HnKed to a computer, which stores information (including encyclopedias, finan
cial statistics, timetables and reference) for the viewers to call up on to
their screens, whenever they wish, and which in addition receives information
from subscribers for e.g. direct purchases of goods, orders in response to
advertisements, etc. Viewdata, which will be offered as a full public ser
vice in 1979, makes extensive use of recent technological developments in
the microprocessor and data transmission areas. Given its extensive appli
cation possibilities and the interest already generated it looks like a cer
tain commercial success with potentially far-reaching repercussions in com
munications. To maximise the benefits of U.K.'s lead in this area, the NEB
has decided to market Viewdata in conjunction with the GPO through its sub
sidiary INSAC in the U.S.A. For details on GPO's new products in communica
tion media see J. LLOYD (1978) and M. WUKINSON (1978B).
45. The presently existing telephone exchange and switching systems are
still mostly based on electro-mechanical switches (socalled Strowger or
Crossbar switches) and ordinary electrical currents to convey speech between
telephones (i.e. analogue signals, based on socalled electro-magnetic reed
relay exchanges). The most modern systems currently on the market are based
on a computerised way of controlling switches in which a computer calculates
the best route for a call, when the lines are busy, and sends out appropriate
instructions to the switches. This use of computers to control exchanges is
the already above mentioned SPC system. The existing SPC systems, i.e.
Ericsson's AXE, ITT's Metaconta, Phillips 1 PRX, Siemens' EWS and Fujitsu/
Nippon's Electric DEX2 and 10, were all made possible through the rapid de
velopments in the microprocessor technology which enabled the use of inte
grated circuits to control telephone exchanges. All these systems, however,
still rely on the more traditional reed relay mechanism (i.e. analogue
switching) for actually connecting calls. Because of a previous GPO-deci-

sion not to order SPC systems (using Integrated circuits) even the most ad
vanced U.K. electronic exchange;, the TXE k f is without computer control,.
This decision meant that the U.K. suppliers- could not compete in an except
ionally tough, but lucrative market, now worth about k3 bn . p. a. and expand
ing by 10% annually, as most of the recent major orders (in Australia, Saudi
Arabia, South Korea) went to suppliers of SPC systems , most notably Ericsson
of Sweden. The lack of a U.K. -manufactured SPC system also had a negative
impact on finding a market for standard computer memories and Integrated cir
cuits, produced at high volume for application in a particular industry, and
thus contributed to the weakness of microprocessor production in the U.K.
(see above in 6.2.3.2). The new "System X, n which the GPO plans to use from
1981 onwards, is designed to overcome these deficiencies in terms of lacking
competitiveness and inadequate large-scale application of integrated cir
cuits. It combines SPC with a new type of digital switching which can be
carried out within the computer on microscopic electronic switches that can
operate extremely fast and require very little maintenance. With this com
bination the GPO plans not only a leap into SPC, but also into the still rel
atively unexplored digital switches to replace analogue switches. The GPO
expects "System X" also to be much smaller, to require significantly less
direct labour in manufacture, and to operate with a much higher degree of
flexibility than existing SPC systems. It should therefore make U.K. manu
facturers of telephone exchange equipment, which can offer "System X," much
more competitive. For more details concerning "System X" see, for example,
Trade and Industry, 14A/1978, p. '67 and M. WILKINSON (1978C).
According to present plans the NEB would in this way take a share hold
ing in the following firms: a) Logtca, an important data word processor firm
which will play a central role in product development of office equipment
and with which the NEB has already concluded negotiations over its equity
stake in order to make the firm also a member of INSAC; b) Computer Technol
ogy Ltd., important as a producer of word processors; c) Systime because of
its manufacture of small business computers (already a member of INSAC);
d) Muirhead, a major supplier of facsimile transmission; e) CASE, in which
NEB already invested in April 1978, because of its importance for facsimile
transmission; and f) Monotype with significant expertise in electronic text
editing.
47. The rather limited efforts by EEC-members to collaborate on joint pro
jects in the computer sector included so far: a) cooperation on standards
for programs and languages with the NCC playing a key promotion role, b) dis
cussions between the various national Post and Telegraph Administrations on
harmunising future technology in data transmission, c) a relatively small
joint project of R&D into portable minicomputers, data protection and high
sp-eed communication. A 1975 plan for a European "real time" computer lang
uage for use in automated machinery had to be withdrawn after two years of
inaction by the EEC Council of Ministers, when developments by the U.S. De
partment of Defence had overtaken it. The most important initiative by the
EEC Council of Ministers so far has been the setting up of the socailed
"Aigrain Committee" in October 1967, where civil servants of the various
member states meet regularly to py.amlne tne possibilities and objectives of
technological collaboration, bring the various national computer firms to
gether, and design a joint EEC-based procurement policy. But despite in
tensive negotiations this Committee has failed to achieve any tangible suc
cess. Proposals for cooperation to jointly develop a computer based on
existing technology to be marketed by 1975 and a giant computer to be mar
keted by 1980 never really came off the ground because of opposition from
various national manufacturers fearing the predominance of the ICL. Other

projects, such as the setting up of a European Program Library and of a
European Information Science Institute, both of which are similar to U.K.'s
NCC, but only at an EEC-level, are currently still being pursued by the Aigrain Committee, although progress so far has been rather slow. In 1970/71
the ICL joined in a consortium, called "Eurodata," to bid together with Cl\ t
Olivetti and AEG/Telefunken for a jointly developed new computer system for
the European Space Research Organisation In line with the proposals of the
Aigrain Committee. Internal disagreements amongst the firms finally led to
the contract going to IBM and the dissolution of the consortium. National
interests of member governments to protect their own domestic industries
have stalled progress towards an EEC-wide procurement policy. For the same
reasons various governments have so far refused cross-national mergers.
Talks in 1964 between ICT and CITEC to manufacture an Anglo-French computer
failed because of the French Government's preference to set up its own na
tional champion Cll through the Plan Calcul . Merger talks in 136; between
ICT and AEG/Telefunken and in 1970 between Cll and ICL were never concluded
because of the conflicting interests of the firms and the opposition of
governments. Apart from fearing the effects of ICL's size and competitive
strength on their own firms, such mergers or joint collaboration projects
were also made impossible by ICL's insistence that competition against IBM
required the development of computers independent of IBM's range to allow
a maximum of flexibility. All the other European firms and governments be
lieved strongly in developing systems compatible with those of IBM to enable
IBM-users to switch. This is why ICL failed to successfully conclude nego
tiations with Cll and Nixdorf between 1970 and 1972 on a joint development
program and why ICL did not join in the cooperation project "Unidata" be
tween Siemens, Cll and Phillips in 1973. For the same reasons Siemens, Phil
lips, and AEG/Telefunken have so far not joined in the successful joint ven
ture "Multinational Data." This subsidiary was set up in 1970 in an agree
ment between ICL, the U.S.-multinational firm CDC, and France's CM to inte
grate their ranges of hardware offered, exchange technical information, mar
ket each other's series and (between CDC and ICL) manufacture under license,
what the other firm has already developed, provided that they place orders
with each other for half the production under these licensing arrangements.
This collaboration project has already led to a standardisation of products,
savings through reduced duplication of effort and R&D economies, and strong
er marketing organisations for the firms involved. On the difficulties of
international collaboration in the computer industry see N. Jequler (197^,
p. 201-209, 223-226), SCST (1970, p. 12-18, 36*1-5} and D. Buchan (1978A).
CHAPTER 7

1. The proposals specifying NEB's activities, which included le=
gal powers of compulsory purchase of equity, covered new grounds
of state intervention far beyond previously applied industrial
policy measures. They emphasized the extension of public ownership
and control over the largest firms Jn profitable and rapidly
growing industries on a long-term basis* They envisaged with.1.n
the new public enterprises a more democratic structure, based on
workers' participation in management affairs, 'open books' in key
areas of decision-iPaking (provided secrets in the national or
commercial interest were protected), social audits of the firm's
activities and the ^public accountability derived from planning
agreements. They saw the NEB only as part of a powerful planning
machinery which would also integrate the p.A.S. .and the FIU. NEB's
powers and scope of activities were significantly larger than
those of the IRC or of more similar state holding companies in
other countries, such as Belgium's SNI, France's IDI, and even

Italy's 1RI. S.Holland(l975iP'iy3) proposed the establishment in
the UK of another para-governmental agency in addition to the l^B
and more closely resembling the conventional state holding compa=
nies. Modelled after Italy's GEPI this new public corporation
would primarily help to bail out smaller and medium-sized fir~is
weakened by more dominant firms or by the general decline of their
sector. As an alternative to large-scale.redundancies and bank
ruptcies this could be achieved by helping the ailing firm to
rationalise , by merging it with another private firm or one of
the public enterprises, or by ultimately closing down its facili
ties and redeploying its workforce for .more productive use else
where. Such a state holding company could be an essential comple™
ment to the NEB, facilitating the process of industrial regenera
tion accelerating structural change 9 strengthening declining
sectors and improving the allocation of resources with emphasis
on solutions acceptable to the workforce* Whereas the NEB 9 as
proposed in The Labour Party(1973)» clearly signalled a signifla
cant expansion o<f state intervention, it should be noted that
Influential and moderate Labour-politicians had already earlier
called for the establishment of a new type of state holding ccm=
pany 0 Roy Jenkins, for example, proposed in a speech on "The Needs
of The Regions" (published by Fontana as Ch.2 of his book "What
Matters Now") the setting up of such a public corporation to
take over the governmant 8 s holdings in companies^ such as RH P BP f
and to extend public enterprise into at least 10 other specified
industries. A para-governmental agency different from the IRC,
with emphasis on holding equity, on increased public accountable
lity and on having more than Just one main purpose (as opposed
to IRC's predominant concern with merger promotion) was proposed
in E.Dell(197l.PP«2l4-220). The Final Report in Expenditure Com=
mittee(l972,vol.l f pp,58f•)i in summarizing the various arguments
in favour and against para-governmental agencies, reaches a con
sensus that state holding companies are more effective and flex=
ible than state intervention carried out directly by government
departments.
2. The initial intention of NEB's original architects was to take
over no less than 100 of the country's biggest companies. In
"Labour's programme 1973" this was reduced to 25 firms. The pro
posals were also discussed in LRD(1976A) and A.Benn,F«Morrell and
F.Cripps(l975). The latter, authors call for a doubling of the rate
of investment in manufacturing within the next decade(p.5-6) and
propose that apart from NEB's own resources "Insurance and pension
companies should be required to channel minimum proportions of
their new funds as loans to the NEB or other public enterprises,
as loans or new equity in large companies to finance investment
approved under planning Agreements, or through a fund to finance
manufacturing Investment by small and medium-sized companies" (p*7 (3)
According to The Labour Party(1973,pp.22-23)i which was the Green
Paper covering the plans for the new state holding company 8 the
NFB's initial finance to purchase public shares in private compa=s
nies wold be covered by issuing long-term debt with interest met
from central exchequer resources. Its operating finance could,
as Is the case in Italy, be managed by alleviating new public
enterprise companies from a proportion of the corporation tax as
compensation for their social development role of Investing in
depressed regions. With NEB's investment projects mostly concen-

trated in profitable firms 8 the main source of Investment funds
for its subsidiaries would be retained earnings from their operas
tions 0 Additional funds would be made available to the NEB through
annual exchequer endowments to allow a rapid build-up of regional
achievements and through public assistance of the kind available
to all firms for specific projects. In l973/7;* discussions began
in the Labour Party about the possible nationalisation of the
largest clearing banks and insurance companies to increase the
supply of funds for Industrial Investment and. broaden the equity
base under public control* This became as a result of pressure
from the TUG and Labour's National Executive Committee during
1975/76 official policy and forced the government.to set up a
Committee of Inquiry under Sir Harold Wilson. Such drastic propo=
sals were voiced during a period of recession and strongly deelining investment activity in the U.K. (see tables-2.£ and 2.^ in
Ch.2). Official statistics, such as in Trade and IncTstry, 17/12/1978
p. 3^-91 show that the net investment (i.e. the gross domestic fixed
capital formation minub capital consumption) in constant 1970
prices (i.e. in real terms) fell in manufacturing from & I040m«
in 1970 to fc 365m. in 1976, the lowest, level since 19^8 (when it
was B300m.) and less than half the average of the 1960 e s e

For outlines of these arguments see V. WATKiNSON (1976, p. 126-127,
3.
p. 142*145)(then head of the CBI), CBt(1974, p. 7-8) and CBS (1976, Ch. 7,
pp. 53-58). In this context it is worth mentioning the series of extremely

polemical pamphlets, published in 19/V75 by.the "private enterprise" pres
sure group "Aims of Industry" (now renamed to "Aims for Freedom and Enter
prise"). These included "The Ugly Face of Mr. Wedgwood Be.nn" (197*0, "When
it Doesn't Pay to be British" . (197*0 , "The Case Against: Nationalisation of
Banks" (197**) » "State Capitalism; Some Reflections on the National Enter
prise Board in the Mirror of Italy's IRS 51 "(197^)» "Socialists on the Board:
The Case Against the National Enterprise Board" (197 1*), "The Industry Act:
Should industry Help the Executioner?" 097*0? "Parliament and the Industry
Bill" (1975), "Labour and Industry — the last steps" (1375) -- the titles
speak for themselves. Details with regard to Alms* membership among top
U.K. managers and industry's political donations to Aims are disclosed in
LRD (1976B, p. 173 f.).
k.
The provisions covering the disclosure of information by firms were sub
sequently enacted in industry Act 1975, sec. 27-3^- in Dot's "Discussion
Document on Contents of Planning Agreement" (August 1975) the voluntary
character of such agreements was again confirmed. And, furthermore^ firms
were assured that their commitments in any agreement were not legally bind"
ing, but rather a statement of firm intentions. As an incentive for firms
to conclude planning agreements the government would in return guarantee
stable levels of support under the Industry Act 72.or give priority support
under the 1972 Act (see also Industry Act 1975, sec. 21). Additional assist*
ance through the NEB, for export promotion, manpower services, or R&D (under
the S&T Act 1965) would also be offered on a priority basis to firms which
have entered planning agreements. However, the document excluded the NEB
from involvement in the negotiations between the government and the respect
ive companies, thus severing the close link between the two measures initial
ly proposed in "Labour's Programme 1973." "Strategic issues" to be negotiated were, according to the document, company strategy and long-term object
ives on sales, exports, investment, employment and training, productivity,
finance, prices, industrial relations, product and process development, the
interests of consumers and the community. While both this document and the
Industry Bill (February 1975) still envisaged the planning agreements to
cover the foreign activities of U.K. multinationals and their decisions about
foreign investment (a crucial aspect considering the traditionally high pro
portion of overseas investment by large U.K. firms), sec. 21 of the Industry
Act 1975 confined the scope of discussions and arrangement to a firm's inten
tions in the U.K. only. Nor did sec. 21 give trade unions a statutory right
to participate in planning agreements despite the emphasis in the document
on the close involvement of unions and employees in company forward planning.
5.
The NEB had no right to determine the valuation itself or appeal against
Dol's determination, although its return on capital employed was affected by
the valuation. In the. case of the three quoted companies (Brown Boveri Kent,
Dunford £ Elliott, ICL) the transfer took place at market value, and in the
case of Cambridge Instrument, BL, Ferrnati and Herbert at cost. Only in the
case of RR f where valuation by the Dol was based on aggregate cost of govern
ment investment in the company of b!95«3 m., was the NEB dissatisfied and cornplained that this figure was too high, thus artificially lowering its own
rate of return. The criteria, according to which the government decided on
the transfer of its shares in these particular seven firms and on the exclu
sion of other public holdings, were never explicitly stated. Those in ship
building and aeroframe production were soon to be integrated in the full-
scale nationalisation of both sectors. Shares In motor-cycle producer NVT
were not transferred, because that company had no commercially viable future
and was part of an orderly run-down of the whole industry. Public holdings
in nuclear power plant producer NNC were the responsibility of the Depart
ment of Energy and could more appropriately be placed in the hands of the

AEA or the CEGB. Similarly, the Department of Energy was also ultimately
responsible for publ i'c shares in oil producers BP and Burmah Oi 1 f which
could be (and in the case of.Burmah actually were) transferred to the newlycreated state-owned British National Oil Corporation (BNOC). In all these
cases, control and responsibility was outside Dol's authority and/or the
industrial policy rationale of owning equity in these firms did not conform
with NEB's terms.
The major exception to this rule was RR, which fought hard to maintain
6.
direct access to the government and secured this in the Memorandum of Under
standing between the company and the NEB, as described, for example, In the
Guardian, 2V2/1976. Continued communication with government departments
without the NEB as intermediary was considered crucial by RR's management
because of the government's importance as a buyer and its technical evalua
tion of RR's aero-engine projects through the Defence Ministry's Procure
ment Executive.
According to NEB (1977, p. 11) the value of BL's total exports rose
7.
from fc589 m. in the 12 months of 197V/5 to a record fc1.0*i8 m. in the 15
months between 30/9/1975 and 31/12/19/6. Sales in the 1975/76-period
amounted to L2.892 m., compared to hi.868 m. in the previous 12 months.
Mostly as a result of increased imports and benefits from currency fluctua
tions BL managed to turn its 197V75~loss of b76.1 m. into a pre-tax profit
of fc70.5 m. during 1975/76. BL's most successful reorganisation attempts
during 1976 took place in its newly created international Division which
eliminated loss-making operations in Spain and Australia,
According to the Economist, 2V7/1976, the hlQQ m. loan would be spent
8.
on initial retooling at the Longbridge plant to prepare for the Mini-replace
ment project, on modernisation of BL's foundries, on building a new Jaguar
paint plant at Castle Bromwich, on reequipping the Canley plant for its new
role as an-engineering centre, and on a series of reorganisation projects
in the Truck and Bus Group.
For example, the workers at the Longbridge plant initially refused to
9.
commit themselves to any productivity targets on the new Mini, fearing that
the .required productivity increase of 30-50% would increase the number of
accidents and cut the size of the workforce. The approval of the fc150 m.
Mini-replacement project by the NEB in October 1976 and by ths Do! in Decem
ber 1976 came only after an intensive debate within the BL/NEB/Dol-network.
Serious doubts were raised among the NEB-staff and civil servants in the Do!
about the costs and benefits of bringing out a new Mini in 1979 or 1980, as
all the major competitors, such as Fiat, Ford, Volkswagen and the French
firms, had a market lead in the-small •• car—segment of-3-5" years . The p~rof i t
margins on small cars are even under the best circumstances comparatively
low and only achievable at large turnover and production volumes, very high
productivity levels and without frequent disruptions. Many questioned BL's
ability to satisfy these conditions. Another drawback were the high costs
of setting up the production facilities for the new Mini, involving the com
plete retooling of the Longbridge plant with the most modern equipment, such
as "robot" welders, the building of a new body plant there, and tho transfer
of Allegro's Assembly to BL's plant in Belgium. The mor** capital-intensive
methods to produce engines and gearboxes for the Mini required the rapid
completion of BL's t70 m. program to revitalise its foundries. But this
project came during 1976 under increasing pressure from the foundry industry
which criticised BL's plans to independently raise its foundry-capacity dur
ing a period, when the sectoral schemes under sec. 8 of the 72 Act (see
5.2.2.) carried out rationalisation of the industry as a whole. Because of

these delays the cost estimates of the Mini-project had to be upgraded to
t220 m. by December 197&. Despite these counter-arguments .the proposals
for the Mini were finally approved, because it would allow BL to continue a
presence in the high-volume car market and as one of Europe's major car pro
ducers, provide the BL-workforce with enough jobs, and maintain its exten
sive dealer network. For these reasons NEB-Chairman Lord Ryder considered
the new Mini as vital for'the regeneration of BL along the lines outlined
in his Report: Apart from work on the Mini and on the foundries,, there were
also problems and delays with Jaguar. Workers there, frustrated with the
loss of identity in the reorganised BL Cars Group, also resisted the move
of the paint plant to a new site at Castle Bromwich.
10. This reform package, proposed by a joint union/management committee to
the shopfloor workers for ratification was not only remarkably comprehensive
and far-reaching, but included a number of initiatives to change issues and
practices which in the past had been responsible for most complaints and
disputes. Subject to government relaxation of the 12 months-rule all wage
agreements would have a common starting date. To overcome the chaotic leg
acy of differing wages and fringe benefits, the agreement stated that par
ticular types of workers doing the same type of work would earn the same, as
their colleagues regardless of plant or'location. The 117 different bargainIng units would be substantially reduced in number through a much more cen
tralised bargaining structure. Management agreed to substantial increases
of fringe benefits, such as injury and sickness benefits, layoff pay, and
redundancy awards, on equal terms for all plants. Manual workers were thus
given greater job security with benefits and status raised closer to that of
staff. in exchange unions promised greater cooperation in "substantially re
ducing unauthorised absence and unconstitutional industrial action" (Finan
cial Times, 18/1/1977)* They accepted even a "penalty clause" by which
workers participating in unofficial strikes over more than half a shift
would lose their entitlement to a whole quarter's lay-off pay. The combined
effect of all these parts of the agreement was to simplify the process of
collective bargaining, remove some of the long-lasting causes of complaint,
and give the workforce dn incentive to keep production at a continuing flow.
Nevertheless, ratification and successful conclusion of the package turned
out during the whole of 1977 to be more difficult than expected in the wake
of the initial euphoria. Major points of contention were the penalty clause,
the lack of any incentive scheme to offer extra bonuses for productivity in
creases, the fears of skilled workers about lack of representation and fur*ther erosion of differentials, and the centralisation of bargaining weaken
ing shopfloor power in negotiations at the plant arid section levels,
11. Under the new management structure of BL the profitable Special Products
Group would maintain its separate identrrty as~an ~1~ndus~triar holding company
and be renamed SP industries. BL International would only be responsible
for overseas manufacturing. The Truck and Bus Group would become. Leyland
Vehicles, with overall responsibility for design, manufacture and selling
both at home and overseas of trucks and buses. BL Cars would become an um
brella organisation, responsible for overall management of the assets for
car operations, employee relations policies, the overall model strateo/,
long-term product planning and advanced engineering. Under BL Cars four
separate subsidiaries would be created as autonomous bodies and profit cen
ters? a) Austin Morris Ltd, responsible for the production and selling (also
overseas)'of volume cars; b) Jaguar Rover Triumph Ltd. to cover production
and marketing (including exports) of the specialist car ranges; c) Land-Ro
ver Ltd, to expand BL's successful four-wheel drive business, arid d) BL Com
ponents, responsible for parts, foundry, SU/Butec (truck and car compo
nents) and the body operations, of which the Parts Division and SUButec were

profitable, rapidly growing and self-sufficient already, The Mini would
not be replaced by the ADO -88, as planned under Ryder, but would continue.
Instead a new small car f with ^different driving characteristics, larger vol
ume, less noise and better performance than the Mini, would be introduced in
a t250 m. project by 1980, and produced alongside the Mini at Longbridge.
More emphasis would be directed towards regaining lost ground in the mid-car
range. A substantial crash program to update the Marina and Princess
through facelifts over the next few years would act as an interim measure
until a completely new, middle range car to replace the Max: would be intro
duced at Cowley by 1382, followed by other model replacements for the Marina
and Allegro in the mid-80's. Among the specialist cars the four-seater
Triumph TR7 was chopped, while improvements on the Jaguar-range had top
priority. The new Rover range, especially the Rover 3500, could be poten
tial winners, if quality problems and frequent disruptions of production
at the new h90 m. plant in Sol(hull were reduced. The h240 m. program to
double output of the successful Land-Rover and Range-Rover models, already
well advanced, would be continued at a slower pace. Various projects to ex
pand production capacity for trucks and buses, which In 1977/78 resulted In
sales worth fcSOO m. and an export ratio of over 50%, would be soon completed.
Under BL Components the h100 m. foundry modernisation programme would be cut
by more than half, compensated by substantial expansion plans for S.U. Butec,
spare parts (by increasing the number of its Unipart shops and offer parts
also for the more popular foreign cars), and components, such as gearboxes.
For a detailed outline of the Edwardes-proposals see Trade and Industry,
10/2/1978, p. 266-7 and T. DODSWORTH and G. OWEN (1978).
12. On the background of RR's financial crisis and subsequent nationalisa
tion in 1971 see especially sec. 4,3-3.2. above.
13- Such a program of long-term expansion was expected to be negotiated
upon in 1978, when the major airframe producers, such as Boeing, McDonnell
Douglas and Airbus Industrie, would choose the engines for the new planes
and the major airlines would begin to order their fleet replacements. Until
then, i.e. during 1976-77, RR concentrated on consolidating Its existing
range of engines. It substantially improved, for example, the in-service
development of the RB211-22 (the engine which led to RR's crisis in 1970),
of which over 550 have been delivered to Lockheed. In the years up to 1976
RR spent t100 m. in R&D-costs to develop the more powerful 524 version of
the RB211 with a thrust range from 48.000 pounds on upwards and a possible
future limit of 60.000 pounds, if Boeing and Lockheed realise plans for up
to 100-seater jets. The 50.000 Ib thrust-version of the RB211-524, launch
ed successfully in summer 1976, will be used for the long-range Lockheed
Tristar 500, the projected short-to-medium range Lockheed Tristar 600, and,
most importantly, in_±he_pLro.£Ltable.. marke-^-su&ces^^—4:h^—Boe-ing 747 Jumbo
jet. Orders from British Airways (Boeing 747), Saudi Arabian Airlines
(Tristar 200 extended-range), and Pan Am (Tristar 500) over the last couple
of years ensured the commercial success of the RB211-524. RR also developed an
art industrial version of the RB211 engine and won already a b& m. order for
its use in eight new gas-turbine compressor packages to be bunt by Amoco
(U.K.) and Shell for two natural gas fields in the North Sea. This order
allows RR entry into the lucrative North Sea o»i and gas development and
exploration market. With major new gas and oil pipeline projects planned
or under construction in Canada, the Middle East, the Soviet Union, Mexico,
and China both the industrial RB213 and the equally new industrial fnarine
Spey (called RB244) could both open up a huge new export fnarket for RR.
In the military engine field RR continued improvement and testing work on
the RB199 (to be used In the joint U.K.-German-ltallan Tornado aircraft),
the Adour, Viper, Pegasus, and TF4l. And in October 1978 it won a major

h150 m. order to supply a new Italian jet with a Spey 807 military engine.
For more details on RR's product range consolidation of existing engines
see NEB (1377, p. 15'16) and NEB (1978, p. 16-17).
1^. For details on RR's corporate plan, and in particular its product de
velopment plans from 1978 onwards, see M. DONNE (1978). Apart from its ex
isting RB211-range the most important development will be the b200 m. pro
ject to build the 535 version of the RB211, a "derated" or "cropped-fan"
model of 32.000 Ibs. thrust. In the summer of 19/8 Boeing agreed to use the
RB211-535 for its new smaller-range 757? for which it already won first or
ders from British Airways and Eastern Airlines. RR expects to sell 1200
RB211-535 in the first 12 years and 2,220 during the lifespan of the model.
It also estimates that collaboration with Boeing, including possibly the use
of the 52^-model in the medium-range tri-jet 777 and, less likely, the use
of the RB211-22 in the twin-engined 200-seat /67, will provide four times
as many jobs as collaboration with Europe, i.e. participation in Airbus In
dustrie's 200-seat B-10 version of the A-300 and the proposed Joint European
Transport (JET)-project cf a plane with 130-163 seats. This preference of
entering a joint venture with the U.S,-firm is in clear conflict with the
intention of the state-run British Aerospace to join the European consortia,
making a unified government strategy for the aerospace sector impossible
(see Business Week, 18/9/1978, p. 27-29). In the corporate plan RR also
made clear its intention to develop for over fc200 m. an entirely new engine*
the RB-^32, of around 20,000 Ibs.,thrust to replace the ageing Spey engine
and to be used for airlines up to 150 seats, such as EEC's JET-project. ft
may want to accelerate work on the RB^32, because the market for smaller
short-to-medium range jets is emerging now as the fastest growing market and
RR's main competitors Snecma (of France), General Electric and Pratt & Whitney have already developed their respective models in this class to a more
advanced stage. Currently RR is trying to find an overseas partner, either
in Japan or West Germany, for collaboration on this engine. Less pressing
is work on the RB-^01 intended for light aircraft (business jets, light cornbat and training jets) in the 5*500 Ibs. (and upwards) thrust class. Apart
from the industrial RB211 and the industrial marine Spey (see footnote 13
above) RR's industrial and marine division will also spend h20 m. to convert
Concorde's Olympus 593 for industrial use, especially as a gas turbine
engine in electricity generating stations which RR in consortium with power
plant producers intends to sell as a whole package to the Middle East and
Far East in particular.
15- This countercyclical measure, announced by the Board in March 1976,
provided loans at commercial rates to machine tool firms to build for. stock,
while the depressed level of demand continued, and thus prepare themselves
for the next upturn In orders. The scheme was designed to help firms in
their liquidity problems and maintain both production capacity and employ
ment in the industry. When the scheme was closed in April 1977, a total
of h5.9 m. had been made available to nine firms, with AH's h5 m. loan
obviously absorbing the largest proportion. This was a disappointing re"
sponse, but it should be remembered that the scheme was only part of a
whole ran£? of industrial policy measures to benefit the machine tool in
dustry. These included continued R&D-support for the application of NCmachine tools, a sectoral scheme for modernisation, product development,
etc. under sec. 8 of the Industry Act 1972, provisions under the same Act
to rescue firms in financial difficulties, such as KTM and A.H., (see
5.2.1 and 5.2.2) and promises from large state-owned customers, such as
BSC and BL, of preferential purchasing of domestic tools. For a summary
of all these measures see also Example A.I. in Appendix 1.

16. _To deal with the loss-making transformer activity a-new subsidiary,
Ferranti Engineering, was set up in 1976, with loans of hi.5 m. each from the
NEB and the Dol (under the 1972 Act) to provide adequate working capital for
an Initial diversification programme. With these funds two companies were
acquired in 1976 (namely Clark Equipment*s .straddle carrier and dock handling
business Clark Van Carrier, and agricultural machinery producer Alpha Accord)
and another one in 1977 (Ru.bery Owen's Karritainer dock handling equipment
production), whose activities were all successfully transferred to the same
site as the now much reduced transformer activity. Another subsidiary^,
Ferranti Offshore Systems Ltd., was set up on the basis of joint ventures in
1976 with TRW Subsea Petroleum Systems and Eastman Whipstock to exploit
Ferranti*s technology at all stages of exploitation, drilling and transporta
tion of North Sea Oil. Its information equipment activity was strengthened
in terms of product development and marketing during 1976 through a joint
venture with Cetec Systems. Ferranti's Computer Systems Group, after massive.
restructuring of management and production at home during 1975/76, entered
into a joint venture with the Brazilian Government to set up an Indigenous
computer industry in Brazil through the new firm Cobra manufacturing Ferrrs nti's Argus 700 computers under license. The Instrumentation and Electronic
Components Divisions reduced both their overcapacity by closing loss-making
plants, but later in 1976/77 expanded again through new acquisitions, in
the latter division new products, such as a 9K microprocessor chip and a
new method of circuit design for custom-made semiconductor devices, were
launched in 1976 and given a vital market outlet in the U.S.A. through the
acquisition of Interdesign Inc. in 1977. In September 1978 the NEB spent
fcO.3 m. to set up a joint venture with Ferranti. In return for this assist"
ance the Board took a kS% stake in this new firm which was called Ferranti
Resin Engineering Ltd. It enabled Ferranti to acquire Vetro Resin, a manu
facturer of large glass-fibre storage tanks for the chemical industry, for
integration with its insulation department to broaden its base in resin
technology and tube manufacturing. For more details on Ferranti's exoansion
after 1975 see NEB (1977, pp. 13-14 and 1978, pp. 14-15).
17. The legal power to dispose of its shares was given to the NEB in sec.
2(4)(a) of the Industry Act 1975 and more closely regulated in para. 8 of the
guidelines. The limit of hO.5 m., below which any disposals of NEB~shares,
such as in the case of Ferranti or the D&E, did not require the approval of
the Dol-secretary, was later raised to fcl m. in an attempt to calm fears in
private industry about an unflexible permanence of NEB-control ?n each in
stance of equity participation. Although it was stated NEB-policy to invest
in long-term holdings, as opposed to IRC's emphasis on temporary assistance,
the Board used the disposal-clause to divest from parginal activities or
offer its subsidiaries an "incentive" scheme that promised divestment after
specified profitability targets have beeo—met_Qven~.a .-stated_per-?od-o£..-.time..
18. For statements by Lord Ryder to this effect see, for example, his inter
views and speeches reprinted in the Times, 10/9/76, or Financial Times, 5/11/
1976. For details on the continuation of such NEB-efforts to close the
"equity finance gap" under Ryder's successor as the Board's chairman, Sir
Leslie Murphy (formerly deputy chairman of Schroders, a leading domes fie
merchant bank), see R. EGLIN (1977). The extent, to which sucii NEB activity
was useful and relevant in light of refusals or unfavourable conditions from
banks, was repeatedly made clear by managers of firms assisted by the NEB,
such as Sinclair Radionics, DRI, Barrow Hepburn, Francis Shaw. They all
claimed that without NEB-support they would not have been able to get afford
able financial backing for further expansion. Another indication was the
very high level of applications by small firms for NEB-assistance in form
of equity which far exceeded the Board's resources: only about 8% of all

the more serious applications resulted in actual suppo-rt from NEB's small
fi rms divi s ion.
19. Note that this is not a complete list of all investments undertaken by
the NEB. It only lists those small firms which received assistance (mostly
in form of equity, supplemented sometimes by a loan) to continue with their
expansion plans. Thus the table excludes; a) NEB's investment as a siiate
holding company ,of inherited shares (see sec. 7.2. above), b) rescue opera
tions of firms wi thr potentials for long-term vsabi!ity (discussed below in
7.3.)» c) regional policy projects (see J.k.) t d) support for export market
ing organisations (see
7-5«)» d) initiatives to restructure whole sectors,
usually as part of the Industrial Strategy (see 7-6.). Furthermore, the
following investments, made after June 19/3 (the end of the table's timespan) should be mentioned here for reason of completeness: bO,1 m. for a
33-3%-stake in J£P Engineering (electronic and mechanical engineering) in
July 1978, a total of fc1.17 m. for a 29.6%-share of voting rights in Ne~
gretti & Zambra (process control equipment), kO.27 m. for a 40%-stake in
Powerdrive PSR (power transmission systems), and hO.3 m, for a ^2.9%-stake
in Energy Equipment (power systems engineers and contractors), all in Sept
ember 1978.
20. Some of these rescue operations created, however, major controversies.
Financial institutions objected vehemently to NEB's involvement in take-over
battles, such as in its successful bid for Fairey's engineering activities
and in its failed attempt to get control over container manufacturer White,
Child & Beney which was acquired by Guinness to be merged with its plastics
division. A more serious threat to the NEB resulted from its support in the
setting up of British Tanners Products. Sixteen domestic tanners, charging
the NEB with the breaching of its guidelines on the grounds that the invest
ment in BTP violates NEB's legal obligations to assist only commercially
viable projects and to maintain fair trading practices, are planning to take
the NEB to court. If the NEB loses the case, it would mean a major blow to
its activities as an investment bank, as the range and flexibility of its
actions would be considerably reduced. It could also create a precedent,
inviting further legal actions by other private firms.
21. Both studies emphasised the dependency of these regions to a dispropor~
tionate extent on old and declining industries, such as textiles, heavy en"
gineering, shipbuilding, and metal manufacturing, which in the recession have,
been particularly hard hit. An even more important factor in the regions'
weakness is the overrepresentation of what NEB's Northern Regional Office
termed '-'slave" companies. These are subsidiaries of large firms whose de
cision-making centre lies outside the regions. As such these subsidiaries,
which in the North East, for example,—eons t4-tute-8Q%--of-a41 the -firms, are
generally at the bottom of these companies' hierarchy, run by lower-rank
management, and during a recession the first to be trimmed down or closed,
The NEB fcund this factor to be the main reason for the loss of 150.000
jobs in the North East over the last 12 years. The reports therefore re
commended that regional policy for these regions should be based both on
assisting small, local firms to expand employment and production anc! on
replacing the declining industries with job-creating, expanding activities,
such as offshore supply and tourism in the North East., and offices and
ports in the North West. NEB's North West office also discussed a scheme
with Merseyside County Council to jointly set up a scheme for the selection
and financing of expansion projects by small, local firms.
22. These Regional Boards of the NEB were set up to support the existing
Regional Offices in the North and North West. Each of the two Boards will
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be supplied by NEB's Head Office with (so far unspecified) funds and will
have "the delegated authority to approve new investments of up to hO,5 m.
each arising in the areas covered by the NEB's Regional Offices" (NEB (397°,
p.3))- For projects costing more than that the Regional Beards will recom
mend to the NEB's Head Office. Their creation followed complaints by local
authorities and politicians that the two English regions suffered in terms
of regional policy aid from active discrimination on the part of the gov
ernment, which in 1975/76 had set up the Scottosh Development Agency (SDA),
the Welsh Development Agency (WDA), and the Northern Ireland Development
Agency (Ml DA). The SDA has up to b300 m., the WDA hi 50 in. and the NiDA
h50 m. in funds for five years to take over and continue existing regional
policy measures„ such as the advance factory programs, clearance and re
clamation of derelict land. And in addition they can use the funds to
carry out NEB-type activities of taking equity stakes In small firms within
their respective regions as a form of assistance and public control in pri
vate industry. Judging from the initiatives of the three agencies so far
they are apparently more willing and in legal terms less restricted to offer
funds at "softer" terms, i.e. lower costs,, and to less certainly viable
projects. NEB's Regional Boards plan to offset this disadvantage of being
legally bound to support only profitable enterprises and to offer aid only
at strictly commercial terms by presenting firms with packages in which NE8funds are supplemented.with grants or other "soft" finance under the Indus*
try Act 1972. The pilot scheme, set up In August 1978 with the Midland Bank
to provide finance for small firms in the two regions, might, also increase
the flexibility, level and frequency of the Regional Boards' assistance
offers.
23. In March 1977 the NEB set up in a joint venture with Allied Investments
(a medical supplies, nursing home and private hospital group) a new company*
United Medical Company (UMEDCO), offering package deal contracts to plan
and equip hospitals overseas. For hO.?5 m, the NEB received a 55% share
holding and provided in addition a fcl.75 rn. loan facility. UMEDCO took over
Allied Investment's two existing Middle East contracts to equip and manage
hospitals in the Gulf states Abu Dhabi and Sharjah which it subsequently
completed successfully on time. During 1377 Allied suffered despite a very
rapid growth in sales from a series of financial setbacks and therefore
found itself short of the necessary capital base to carry out a h250 m.
contract from Saudi Arabia for the setting up of two major hospitals. For
this reason and to expand UMEDCO's operations the NEB and three institution
al investors with shares in Allied decided in January 1978 to make a take
over bid of h8.1 m. for the company and to merge its overseas hospitals divi
sion with UMEDCO into a new company, United Medical Enterprises (UME). The
bid for Allied was made through UME, in which the NEB acquired a 70% share,
and cos.t-_the _Board..b5~6--nu —^Ju*~acq«-i-s4440«- -made—i-fe-pos-s4b4e for the Saudi
Arabian contracts to be transferred to UME which since then has made good
progress towards their completion. As a result of this NEB-initiative UME
has now a strong enough equity base and the orders which are both necessary
to win further contracts in a competitive market with relatively high risks
and long lead times. See M. REID 0978A) for further details en UME.
2k. The government's rationalisation plans were formulated in a CPRSrReport
on the industry in 1976 which called for an advanced order program of elecr
trical power plant to provide the suppliers with much needed work and for
mergers between boilermakers Babcock & Wilcox and Clarke Chapman and between
turbogenerator manufacturers GEC and CA Parsons, to be followed by redundan
cies and other measures to cut overcapacity. As a means of pressure the
government has made any forward order, such as for the Drax power station,
dependent on the successful completion of these mergers. While the prospects

for an eventual merger agreement in the boi1ermaking sector are good, the
discussions in the .turbogenerator part of the industry have been without
success for over two years. Parsons' workforce wants either a 53% partici
pation of the NEB or equal one-third shares for GEC, NEB and Parsons to
prevent GEC-control ''hich they fear will lead in the rnedi um~terrn to the clo
sure of all of Parsons. They and their colleagues at GEC also want to see
fewer redundancies than envisaged. GEC's managers, backed by the CEGB and
the Dol, insist on complete control in any reorganised turbogenerator firm,
on minority interests for Parsons and the NEB, and on the planned cuts in
the size of the workforce. In the'meantime the government has decided to
proceed with the advanced order program despite the lack of progress in the
reorganisation of the sector. The Drax order was recently awarded to C.A.
Parsons and Babcock £ Wilcox. Currently all four power plant producers
are competing for a major order to construct two AGR-based nuclear power
plants.
25« Among the producers of industrial fork-lift trucks, which are part of
the construction equipment sector, BL ! s Coventry Climax took over Rubery
Owen Conveyances in the spring of 1977 and may in the future merge with
Clarke Equipment's U.K. fork-lift truck business, now run by Ferranti . The
NEB has also approached J.C. Bamford Excavators, U.K.'s largest manufactur
er of construction equipment, to lead the reorganisation process in the
industry and in particular to merge with BL Special Products' construction
equipment division, centered around Aveling-Barford. Discussions have also
begun on the creation of an industrywide joint marketing company for ex
ports by the NEB. Both projects have not yet been successfully completed,
but are actively considered both by the Board and industry with regular
meetings through the SWP-network. For a detailed summary of all these
plans see the "Survey on Construction Plant and Equipment" in Financial
Times, 31/10/77 and therein especially K. GOODING (1977B).
26. For more details on these initiatives by the NEB in the computer and
electronics sector see sec. 6.2.3. and 6.2.^. above and the excellent sum
mary in M. WILKINSON (1978D) which deals with INSAC, INMOS, peripherals
(DRl), and the new marketing company for electronic office equipment.
27. See sec. 3'3« and footnotes 6 and 7 in Ch. 3 for more details and
literature references on other paragovernmental agencies in Japan and West
ern Europe. For an extensive discussion of Sweden's state holding company
STATSFORETAG see Financial Times, 25/8/1976 and on Spain's equivalent, the
Institute Nacional de Industrie (INI), see the Guardian 19/5/197728. Among these City-led special institutions that supply small firms with
sources of industrial finance the FFI, created in 1973 in a merger between
the Finance Capital for Industry (FC!) and the Industrial and Commercial
Finance Corporation (ICFC) and owned by the Bank of England in a consortium
with the leading clearing banks, has aside from more recently the NEB been
the most important one. Through its ICFC-subsidiary the FFI supports grow
ing companies, sometimes for the ultimate launch on the stock market. Dur
ing the first nine months of 1977 the ICFC invested b33 m. against fc?J.5 m.
in 1976. In addition the FFI has recently expanded its facilities to in
clude equipment leasing arrangements and the supply of venture capital for
new undertakings. But the main difference to the NEB is FFl's reliance on
receiving applications and its refusal to engage in any active search pro
cess to identify potential customers. Directly in response to the challenge
posed by the NEB, a wide group of financial institutions set up in mid-197^
the Equity Capital for Industry (ECl) to take share stakes between L-.0.25 m.
and t2 m. in medium-sized firms with an asset value of fc1 m. - b20 m. for

periods of three to five years in return for a flow of information to assist
monitoring of the investment. But un}ike NEB EC! so far has operated very
disappointingly. After a very slow start it finally invested hJ.75 m. in
the Bond Worth Holdings carpet group, which had been denied NEB-assistance
before, only to see the firm collapse just five months later in M^vch 3977
with a deficiency of b,20 m. After 18 months in existence EC! still had not
used up more than fc5 m. of its total budget of b^O m. and continued its
rather passive and limited role also during all of 1978, while the NEB con
tinued to expand its activities rapidly and successfully, Both long-estab
lished development capital specialists, such as Charterhouse Development,
and the big clearing banks, such as Barclays with its new h2.5 m. project
Barclays Development Capital or Midland through its pilot scheme with the
NEB, have during 1978 stepped up their supply of venture and development
capital to small firms. For good summaries of this recent surge of interest
in investment bank-type support for small business in the wake of NEB's
success in this area see M. RE!D (1978B) and N. LESLIE 0978). In the
meantime, the 1976-plan of (then) TGWU-leader J. Jones to institute a capi
tal levy on all profits before distribution to finance a central fund for
greater investment, in manufacturing industry has been dropped, It thus met
the same fate as the related plan of the TUC-to have private firms deposit
a specific portion of their profits in form of interest-free loans at the
Bank of England which they could only get back for investment in plant and
machinery.
29. According to NEB (1977, p. 7, and 1978, p. 11} its return before taxa
tion on capital employed fell from 11.8$ (Ik.7% excluding RR and BL) in 1976
to 7-6?; (11.4* excluding' RR and BL) in 1977. During the first half of 1978
this figure fell to 10.2%, if BL and RR are excluded. With h720 m. already
spent by October 1978 and further commitments for 1979 the NEB is expected
to exhaust its h! bn. budget by mid-1979« The government introduced there
fore in December 1978 a bill which, if approved by Parliament later in 1979*
would raise NEB's statutory borrowing limit from b1 bn. to c3 bn. with pro
vision of a further budget increase by affirmative order to b^.,5 bn. In
case of an election victory by the Conservatives this figure would be cut
again in line with their current plans to reduce the NEB's role to a holding
company of existing "lame ducks," abolish its powers to invest in profitable
firms, and resell its existing holdings in those.

1. This does not only relate to macro-- economic policies encou
raging adequate growth of demand. It also indicates the importance
of public expenditure as a source of demand for private industry,
More specifically and within this category we have mentioned exara~
pies in our thesis, such as shipbuilding (sec* 6.1) r computers
(sec. 6.2), other advanced technology projects and industries (dis
cussed in the case of aerospace, nuclear power, pre-production
order schemes in sec* 4.3.2), where industrial policy included
measures aimed directly at encouraging demand for products of firms
receiving public assistances In the Appendix we shall discuss the
example of the mining machinery industry, where policy-Induced
rationalisation of an initially declining sector was ultimately
a full success, when the industry was experiencing a market boom
in the wake of the energy crisis and helped by the success of a
new type of machinery first tried by the NCB. Recognizing the con^
tribution public sector demand can make to the strength of dlfferen
private industries, DEA(196?) set out the criteria for public pur=
chasing decisions to promote industrial efficiency.
2. The current policy program of the Conservative party again
stresses very strongly that the market forces should be allowed
to function 'freely 1 as an absolutely necessary precondition to
resolve industry's problems. A newly elected Conservative Govern
ment under the leadership of Margaret Thatcher and with Sir Keith
Joseph as head cf the Dol is certainly bound to initiate another
round of 'disengagement', centering around the abolition of price
controls, denationalisation of currently profitable parts of the
public sector (including many of NEB's recent acquisitions), much
less extensive use of the Industry Act 19?2 and sharp cutbacks in
the powers and budgets of the various state holding companies,
such as the development agencies in Scotland, Wales and Northern
Ireland, the NEB and the BNOC. After the experience with the pre
mature abolition of the IRC in 1971 the NEB is unlikely to face
the same fate. But its role will be substantially reduced, its
budget cut, its activities confined mainly to holding and managing
the government's shares in balled out companies, such as BL t until
they return to long-term commercial viability, its investments
in profitable parts of industry will be returned to the private
sector and further acquisitions in viable firms outlawed. It still
may be be allowed to play a role in supporting high risk projects
and enterprises in vitally important advanced technology sectors
(such as INMOS or INSAC), but whenever possible in joint partners
ship with private sources of capital. In general, the "BP formula"
(socalled after the joint venture of public and private ownership
of British Petroleum) will be enlarged and will replace full-scale
public ownership in many firms, such as British Aerospace, British
Airways, GPO's telecommunication activites. Remaining nationalised
Industrie? will be given new financial guidelines and be confronted
with increased competition from private firms, so as to make them
more responsive to market pressures. Related to this, the 'mono=
poly power' of the unions will be legally curbed, for example, by
outlawing the closed shop and by restricting the unions 1 ability
to take industrial action. Industrial democracy proposals will be
replaced by attempts to encourage profit-sharing schemes for eiuplcfees. Fiscal policy will be dominated by severe and unprecedented
expenditure cuts which, if successfully implemented, will possibly
dismantle the 'welfare state 1 by reducing public education, public
housing and social services* Furthermore, plans for a tax reform^

with tax cuts aimed especially at corporations and. individuals'
with higher incomes (justified ai; forms of positive incentives
for skilled workers and management and juxtaposed to the negative sanctions of reduced unemployment benefits to keep workers
in low-income categories j'rom leaving their low-pay and often
unpleasant jobs) and with"the emphasis shifting from direct income taxes to more regressive indirect taxes, further indicate
the end of an era of income redistribution by fiscal means. The
demise of post-war economic policy based on Keynesian principles
is also clearly reflected in the crucial role assigned, by the Conservatives to monetary policy as the only means to combat infla=
tionary pressures irrespective of its recessionary impact on the
economy. The various aspects of this program not only bear the
imprint of Monetarism to an unprecedented degrees They will un=
doubtedly also have a major Impact on industry* We believe that
the problems for many firms will increase, that industrial decline
will*probably accelerate and that such a program will in the Ion
ger-term become untenable for both political and economic reasons.
Although therefore likely to be reversed or considerably weakened
during the life of a Thatcher Government, the program, as it stands
now, marks another round of * disengagement*, one more shift so
characteristic of
the evolution of industrial policy in the U.Ke
(discussed especially in the concluding remarks to Part 2 at the
end of Ch.5).
3. Many economists and spokesmen for private industry, such as V. Watkinson (1976), CBI (1976), IPG (1970), AIMS FOR FREEDOM AND ENTERPRISE (in the
pamphlets listed in footnote 3 of Ch. 7), BRITTAN (1971 and 1977B) and
I. PAPPS (1975). used the coincidence of deteriorating industrial perform
ance and intensified state intervention as a case in point for their argu
ments against the "interference" by the government into the affairs of pri
vate industry. Without exception they view the growth of industrial poHcy
as the prime reason for industry's accelerated decline during the 1960's and
1970's due to its effects of "undermining the workings of the market econ
omy," "destroying the free enterprise system" and the "demoralisation of
business confidence and incentives." We find this particular form of argu
ment to be more ideological and polemical than based on well-founded reason
ing and supported by convincing empirical evidence. None of the references
mentioned above made any serious attempt to put forward an explanation or
a set of theoretical hypotheses concerning the reasons for these growing
problems of the private sector.
Nor was there any evaluation of the effects
of industrial policy, on the basis of which one could determine whether
state intervention overall was detrimental or beneficial to the needs of
the private sector.
IPG (1970) is the _onjy_ example^ -la which the re. was any
analysis and presentation of data with regard to industry's underlying de
velopment tendencies.
In this case the emphasis was mostly on the degree of
concentration to argue against IRC's promotion of mergers as superfluous.
But even this pamphlet confined itself to a very restricted number of points
and based its main argument, namely that the larger size of firms does not
lead to a.ny benefits in R&D-actiyity, productivity, or growth, on deb*table
evidence.
^. The assessment of the effects of Industrial policy on the basis of
aggregate data poses a number of methodological problems, tmplies usuallya set of restrictive assumptions, and Is therefore at Last of only limited
validity as a hypothetical statement. First of all, industrial policy con
sists of a number of micro-economic policy measures with no easily comblnable
and quantifiable dimension to measure their overall effects on the macro-

economic level required to compare and analyse such aggregate data. Second
ly,- ?n order to establish a cause-effect relationship between industrial
policy and industrial performance on the basis of trend deviations In the
time-series of data indicating changes one would have to abstract from any
other possible influences that could be responsible for that discerned
change. Thirdly, even in those instances, where there is a statistically
significant and empirically verified correlation between policy changes and
trend variations of the indicators measuring performance in Industry, we do
not necessarily have any indication or explanation, as to why_ a specific
measure or industrial policy at large should have caused the particular ef
fect in industry. Despite these methodological difficulties there are ex
amples of attempts to assess the impact of various industrial policy mea
sures in the private sector on the basis of aggregate data. Arid frequently
they conclude that measures had a more or less significant effect on private
industry's production conditions. A. Graham (1972, pp. 200-210), for ex
ample, tried to identify policy effects by comparing cyclical behaviour be
fore and after the introduction of certain measures in 1965/66. He noted
a significant change of usual cyclical relationships after 1966 ond derived
from these noticeable trend deviations tentative hypotheses about the impact
of the various industrial policy measures. From various sets of data on the
labour market and output per head he concluded that the noticeable increase
of productivity after 1965/66 was linked to (and therefore possibly the
result of) both "labour-shedding" in the wake of policy-induced rationalisa
tion and a redistribution of resources towards more rapidly growing sectors
with above-average levels of productivity. He agrees with the conclusions
of W.B. Reddaway (1970) and R.D. Sleeper (1970) that this shift in the in
dustrial structure was to some extent a direct effect of the SET. He also
claimed that the rate of investment in industry fell during the recession
1966/67 noticeably less than in previous cycles with the introduction of in
vestment grants having been a likely contributory factor. B. MOORE, J. RHO
DES and R. TARLING (1978) analysed ?n their methodologically more sophisti
cated comparative study various policy-induced trend deviations of proxy
variables to indicate changes in industry's production conditions after
(and as a result of) the adoption of certain industrial policy measures.
They found the various general and selective investment incentives during
the 1960's and 1970's leading in Northern Ireland (and Ireland) to an in
crease of Investment and employment in'manufacturing which was significant
ly above the levels expected on the basis of trends existing before the in
troduction of these measures. One of the conclusions in R. Ware 0977,
pp. 92-96), based on measurements of technical progress and "total" G.e.
allocative and productive) efficiency In different sectors of 'U.K. indus
try, was that between 1968 and 1972 both aerospace^ and electrical engineerIng experienced major increases in the rate of technical progress and the
level of total efficiency. During the same per iod-bot-b- sectors underwent
as a result of growing selective Intervention by policy-makers to a signif
icant degree rationalisation and structural reorganisation which probably
caused these improvements in performance. Finally, D. HODGSON (1977) stress
ed in his analysis of industrial performance and government policy towards
industry in the U.K. the need to improve the coordination between the var
ious micro-level measures on the one hand and between micro-level industrial
policy and macro-economic policy on the other hand as a precondition for a
more effective government policy. To sum up briefly, all these studies
found on the basis of aggregate data empirical evidence of various effects
which industrial policy had on the production conditions of industry (either
as the private sector or as manufacturing). But in order to arrive at such
hypotheses they usually had to ignore other possible factors that could have
influenced industrial performance. In Appendix 1 we tried instead to use
disaggregated data for empirical assessments of industrla.1 policy's effects
in industry on the micro-level of firms and sectors.

After the liquidity crisis in the U.K. company sector during J
5,
(see table 2.^.) private firms concentrated in J976/77 f° r example primarily
on restoring their financial strength, mainly through massive destocki ng t.
repayment of debts and using the increased profits to build up financial
assets. Profits of industrial and commercial companies rose, according to
the quarterly Do!-surveys of over 200 large companies, by over kO% p.a. net
of stock appreciation in 1977 (see Trade and Industry 10/3/1373 and 26/6/
1978). Stock investment fell by nearly 60% during 1977. For the first time
since 1970 current assets of the companies exceeded in 1977 current liabil
ities, with the ratio rising from the record-low of 29% in 197** (implying
that liabilities were more than three times higher than assets) to 86% at
the end of 1976 and 111% in the fourth quarter of 1977. This improvement
in company liquidity was only partly a reflection of better profitability.
It was also due to depressed capital investment in the U.K., especially in
manufacturing industry, where gross investment in 1976 was 5% lower than
in 1975 and 22, k% below the peak in 1970 in real terms. (Since then, that
Is, during 1977/78, capital spending in manufacturing has begun to rise
again, but hardly enough to cover the inflation rate and therefore amounting
only to a minor increase in volume terms). Instead U.K.'s private sector
has once again invested more heavily overseas. During 197& British multi
nationals increased their overseas investment by almost kO% from the depres
sed 1975-1eveV to an annual h!50Q, m., which was more than 50% of the total
investment by industrial and commercial -companies at home. This figure is
probably even an underestimation, because, as pointed out in LRD (197&C,
pp. 186-7), many firms do not give precise information about overseas in
vestment in their annual reports and/or list the accumulated value of over
seas Investments in "book value" (that is, on a tax-written down basis as
they appear in the balance sheets including tax-allowable deductions)
rather than at the actual market value. According to the same reference,
the thirty leading U.K. manufacturing companies produced in 1975/76 goods
at home worth hlS.OOO m., of which h3.**70 m. were exported. But their
total overseas production in the same period was bl6.280 m. or 90% of their
total home production and four-and-a-half times greater than their exports
from the U.K. These figures begin to have a perspective, when we consider
the profit differential between production at home and overseas. According
to CSO (1975, T. 35), the profits made at home by industrial and commercial
companies in 197** were as a nominal total 2,3 times as high as in 196**, but
their profits made abroad were 5-** times as high. it can be argued that
there is a direct conflict between the profit-motivated investment by the
private company sector In liquid assets and production overseas (especially
after 197V75) and the national need for exports and domestic investment.
This, conf 1 ict grew. re-cent4'y^i^^R§---a-^eH<>d-of—s-^agna-trng'-oatput, high
unemployment, record balance of payments deficits, growing regional imbal
ances, and an economic policy designed to encourage an export- and invest
ment-led recovery at the expense of personal and public sector consumption.
Product development in many sectors was furthermore encouraged by the
6.
government's role as a purchaser of goc^s. The use of procurement by the
state apparatus as a means of strengthening specific supplier industries
has been made expl icitly-official policy in DEA (.1967). In sec. 6.2. we
discussed the purchase of ICL-computers by the central and local govern
ments, nationalised Industries, and other public bodies (universities,
IREs). This has been vitally important for that firm's capability to mar
ket Its products and in particular to launch new generations of computers.
Of similar importance was the preferential purchasing by state institu
tions for the various domestic aerospace companies. But frequently such

support was not without problems. in industries such as telecommunications,
nuclear power plant, and shipbuilding, the public sector users demanded new
products which were not optimally suited for the export market. This there
fore contributed to the declining world market share of those domestic sup
plier industries. With regard to the rawest nuclear reactor types, the
"System X" telephone exchange, or new machine tools for Si's modernisation
program, the public sector delayed orders which were important for product
development and export efforts of the supplier industries. These delays
meant that new products took much longer to be tested and proven and to est
ablish their marketing potentials on the basis of their initial successful
application in the domestic public sector. As a result export markets were
lost to those foreign competitors which managed to launch their products be
fore the U.K. firms could. in sec. 6.2. with regard to computer software
and services and in sec. 7.2.1. with regard to BL's expansion plans for its
own foundry we discussed briefly an additional difficulty in the relationship
between the private and the public sector within the context of Industrial
policy. In these and other instances the public sector built its own !: mhouse" capacity to compete with private industry. This weakened the letter's
ability to launch new products with sales to the public sector as its first
customer.
^.
fn support of plans to promote industrial democracy, more centralised
bargaining and workers' participation in the U.K., one could point to Sweden,
Austria and West Germany. These factors of industrial relations had been in
stitutionalised there in the post-war period as successful mechanisms of
industrial peace and cooperation. In the U.K. only one planning agreement
has been concluded so far, namely with Chrysler (U.K.). The involvement of
the unions in the negotiations and formulation of that agreement may have
been one important reason for the much improved industrial relations in that
company after the agreement up to the time of the first rumors concerning
Chrysler's pull out in 1978. Incidentally, planning agreements have been
successful instruments for close collaboration between government and private
industry in France and Italy.

6. Concrete examples for this need to expand Industrial policy
measures and the level of public assistance in light of deteriorating conditions within industry are mentioned throughout the
entire thesis. For instance, the introduction of new measures of
general investment incentives in 1972 (free depreciation,regional
development grants) and in 1975 (stock relief, plans for inflation
accounting) came in the wake of recessions, where the liquidity
shortage among U.K. companies proved the Inadequacy of existing
measures (discussed in sec. ^.1*2 and 4.1*3). The waves of bankruptcies in 1971/72 and. especially in 197 V?5 were the prime reasons for the introduction and the subsequent expansion of the
Industry Act 1972 (see sec, 5.1 and 5.2.1). Similarly, certain
domestic Industries had to face a serious intensification of difficulties in the 1970's, exacerbated by outmoded production facill=
ties, lagging behind in product development and overcapacities,
which, as in the case of shipbuilding (see sec.6.1) 9 machine tools f
textiles, and various other sectors of mechanical and electrical
engineering (see sec. 5*2.2), required sector-wide schemes of
modernisation, rationalisation and product devlopment. Other sectors
were continous sources of bottlenecks (such as the foundries) or
engaged in advanced technology projects with only limited financial
resources available and had to be backed up with sector-wide sche=
mes as well. Both the Industry Act 1972 and the NEB became very
important sources of investment finance during a period of increase
ingly limited access for many domestic firms to external finance
in the money and capital markets 6 Sec, 8's counter-cyclical invests
ment schemes APS and SIS (see sec. 5.2.3) were introduced after
the crisis of 197V75 had produced in the U.K. the steepest decline
in investment activity in the post-war period.
Other examples, where additional financial assistance had to be granted
9.
by the state after the initial support expired, are the aid schemes to U.K.'s
three leading semiconductor firms in 1972 and 1978, the various amendments
to the Shipbuilding Industry Act 1967, which raised the amount of the ship
building credit guarantees between 1968 and 1975 from the initial h200 m.
to h!800 m., the introduction of the SIS in December 1976 as a follow-up
to the counter-cyclical investment support scheme APS, the extensions of
deadlines and funds for different sector-wide schemes under sec. 8 of the
NEB's function as a state holding company, the
1972 Act, and so forth.
take-over of previous regional policy measures by SDA, WDA, and NIDA, the
expansion of the existing NEDC/EDCs network through the SWPs of the Indus
trial Strategy, the coordination and administration of the activities under
taken in the IREs and other public RSD-bodies through the RRBs, are all ex
amples of attempts by the state to continue existing policy measures on a
more integrated and consolidated basis. They reflect the need to establish
a long-term framework for the administration and coordination of policy
measures which up to then suffered from inadequate integration into the
overall policy-regulating state apparatus and lacked any clarification of
It was again the "learning process" about their
their long-term objectives.
limited effectiveness within existing modes of their implementation that
prompted their extension and reorganisation through the initiatives mention
For more detailed discussions of these and other improvements of
ed above.
the policy-making machinery, which allowed industrial policy to gradually
overcome its limitations of a piecemeal approach to industry's problems,
see Parts 2 and 3 In general and sections ^.3. (science and technology
policy), 5.2. (industry Act 1972 and Industrial Strategy 1975-1978), 6.1.
(shipbuilding), 6.2. (computers), and Ch. 7 (NEB) in particular.

10• This separate and more unrelated use of different individual
measures was also reflected by their narrow basis of application
and by their pursuit of single objectives e During most of the
1960's investment grants, S & T-policy t and the various measures
under the category of industrial restructuring were especially
after the de-facto abandonment of the National Plan in niid-1966
and the ensuing decline of the DEA all implemented in isolation
from each other and without an overall coordinating mechanism.
The seperation from other measures and confinement to narrowly
defined and/or interpreted objectives characterised even the
IRC in its initial phase of merger promotion. But gradually, as
shown in sec. ^.2.5» the IRC developed not only new functions,
but through its investigations of different sectors as a governs
ment merchant bank a communication network with different other
government bodies involved in industrial policy (NRDC, MinTech,
SIB, and nationalised industries as suppliers to and customers
Of respective private industries). This reflected a growing
concern on the part of the policy-makers to use the limited
industrial policy tools and resources more effectively by pooling
them, as also evident in the explicit connection between the
IRC and the Industrial Expansion Act 1968. The use in the 1960's
of many single-purpose, fairly narrowly, applied, measures- and their
isolated implementation meant that we could discuss them in Ch.^
by grouping them according to their respective objectives into
three loosely defined categories, three areas of intervention
without having to abstract in this process from any underlying
integrated approach within which these measures could have been
applied together in explicitly defined strategies. In contrast
the new measures introduced in the 1970's, such as the Industry
Acts of 19?2 and 1975. ™ere more centralised and coordinating
mechanisms, within which different 'umbrella 1 measures or tools,
such as the sec. 7-fuhds for individual firms in development areas,
the sector-wide schemes under sec.8, A£S,SIS f RDG § s (all part of
the 1972 Act) or the NEB (with its different functions discussed
in Ch.7), could be combined and used flexibly for a variety of
objectives. Therefore we had to discuss them in Ch. 5 as centrali
sing measures combining different forms of aid and functions in

order to give state intervention more flexibility and accuracy so
as to cope with different problems and production -conditions 121
industry more effectively. See, for example., the use of the 1972
Act in rescue cases (sec* 5»2»1) or for sector-wide rationalisation
schemes (5.2.2) or NEB's functions as an-investment bank for small
private firms (sec, 7.3) as opposed to a state holding company (7*2)
11. Obviously this tendency.and the achievements of industrial
policy in this respect up to now have to be relativated and quali
fied as still very limited when compared with the "planning machi
nery 1 proposed, in 1973 by the Labour Party in the. form of the P.A.S.
and a new type of state holding company (see sec. 5«2.^. and sec.
7.1). Industrial policy, as implemented up to 1978, confined fullscale intervention still basically to two types of sectors, namely
declining industries (see sec.6,1) or high-risk, advanced techno
logy sectors (see sec*6.2) with . little"11 - intervention in profit
able growth sectors and hardly any control exercised over the most
powerful companies operating in the U.K. So far industrial policy
also achieved at-best only parallel sectoral strategies, but not
coordination of intervention extended to industry as a whole to
take account of, plan and coordinate the inter-industry multiplier
effects. Furthermore, sectoral strategies implemented so far stillsuffered from shortcomings due to limited focus. For example, there
is now a growing understanding that supply-management needs for
its ability to help industry break out from the vicious circle of
low growth and 'defensive investment* the backing up and the intcg=
ration with adequate policies to encourage demand. Although DEA(1967)
and some examples of micro-level demand management through public
purchasing policy (such as with regard to computers, nuclear power,
aerospace) or incentives to customers buying domestic goods (e.g.
ships, machine tools) indicate some awareness with regard to the
need of coordinating supply- and demand-management policies, the
lack of any overall planning, such as Labour's proposed P.A.S.,
prevented the needed integration of both policies on micro- and
macro-levels. Another limit of industrial policy was its failure
to ever fully address the question of corporate power related to
company size and to tackle the problems caused by oligopolistic
market structures and the powers of multinational corporations for
a national economy and its economic policies. Industrial policy
focussed namely either on internalities, implying the unquestioned
acceptance of corporate objectives, or on externalities alone (as
reflected in the rescue operations under tfoe 1972 Act, the support
for projects in the 'national int ere st ' as opposed_..to short-term
commercial viability envi'saged, but hardly materialised in the ln=
dustrial Expansion Act I96b, and some of the interventions in de
clining sectors),but failed to combine the two sides of corporate
activity. Because both the acceptance of corporate goals and the
notion of supporting, rather than controlling, private industry
are inherent in the concept of industrial policy, as define. i n
sec. 3.2, policy-makers consequently failed to consider fully the
effects of private corporate power on the economy as a whole and
on its different economic agents (the government, the industrial
workforce, consumers, other companies). In sec. 8.3 and 8.4 below
we will further elaborate on these limits to show .how they result
from an inadequate conceptualisation of
the extent and the
purpose of state intervention,as reflected in our definition of
Industrial policy in sec. 3»2 and Its actual implementation clis=
cussed in Ch. 4 to 7. and to argue in favour of a more broadly

defined notion of state intervention that can find adequate
wers to these problems outlined here.
IX. The strength and weakness of monitoring have been discussed In sec.
A.2.3. in the case of the IRC and in sec. 6.1.3. with regard to the SIB.
As pointed out in sec. 6.1.J*., the government learned the lessons from SIB's
inability to demand and evaluate information on company affairs and con
cluded much more detailed monitoring arrangements with Harland s Wolff,
Cammel1 Laird, and UCS/Govan after their rescues.
In general, the rescue
cases discussed in sec. 5.2.1. all included provisions for the government
to receive detailed financial information, as the major shareholder, Includ
ing monthly cash flow statements, quarterly profit and loss statements*
annual reports and accounts, annually revised corporate plans for a five
year period, and regular reports on order books, capital spending, Indus
trial relations, and general financial matters. The government could fur
ther Intensify this control by commissioning outside consultants to prepare
a report on a particular firm, by demanding to receive copies of the min
utes of the board meetings, and by regular informal discussions with com
pany representatives. The NEB has yis-a-y?s tts subsidiaries continued
this practice of detailed monitoring as a standard minimum, as pointed out
in NEB (1378, p. 6). The extensive provision of information by the tCL
since 1968 laid the foundation for a successful cooperation between the
firm and the government.
Jt should be noted that this monitor ing agree
ment of 1968 was the first example where the government required a. committ
ment by a firm to reach a specified performance target.
tCL promised to
keep up the level of R&D-expenditure demanded by Min Tech.

13 The qualitative and quantitative growth of industrial policy
has also been reflected in the changesjsof the state apparatus
which accompanied its evolution. The existence of the Dol reflects
the evolution of industrial policy into an independent and autonomous branch of economic policy. On the other hand the U.K. still
lacks a central planning authority which could develop into
an effective counterweight against the determination of overall
policy by the Treasury and its powerful Civil Service. The dis=
integration of the DEA and the concomitant rise t>f Mintech after
1966 up to the creation of the Dol in 197^ show that industrial
policy has up to now not been carried out as a subcategory and in
the context of a central planning mechanism, but as nn alternative
to it. Without the coordinating and execution powers of a planning
apparatus, as the.P.A.S. would have been, the Dol is still" a. 'specialist 1 department subordinate to the Treasury-Bank of England
nexus. Not only does it lack control over the macro-level of economic policy and has therefore to operate within the constraints
set in the Treasury or central bank with regard to fiscal and
monetary policy, but it also lacks the political muscle to carry
out its own policies to the degree it desires, if those contradict
the 'Treasury* view. This became clear during 1975 in the defeat
of the Dol over the questions what powers the NEB should have and
how the F.A.S. should be implemented, when the much more
moderate positions of the Treasury finally prevailed in the Cabinet
and was followed by a significant purge among .the top echelon
of the Dol. If we define the concept of the 'state apparatus 0
more broadly, the issues concerning the implementation of industrial
policy become even more complex. We would then have to investigate
the power of the Civil Service in shaping the economic policies
of respective governments,as was the case in 1972 with the

ing Influence on prime Minister Heath of top-level civil servants
advocating a reversal of 'disengagement 5 towards limited intern-
vent ion. We would have to consider,as we did to some extent, the
instability caused by the deep political conflicts between and
even within the leading parties and the tension this also creates
between politicians and the Civil Service. Related to this we
would definitely have to consider the effects of lobbying by re
presentatives of industry and the financial institutions on poli=
cy~making. While such organisations, as the CBI, have enormous
financial resources and economic power, which they can translate
into political power , as became evident in their campaigns on the
ESC-referendum and against the implementation of Labour*s election
manifestos and programs concerning the NEB,P.A.S. and industrial
democracy, their positions are not unequivocal.With regard to in
dustrial policy there may be conflicts of interest between snail
firms and large corporations, between^?4 which depend to a (some
times considerable) degree on public funds, and those that are
more independent, between those more interested in ties with U.S.
corporations and those more oriented towards the EEC (see recent
conflicts in U.K's aerospace industry between RR,BAe and BA over
Joint international ventures), between those favouring government
protection from international competition and those favouring un
restricted flow of capital and products across national borders*
Similarly, lobbying by the TUC may have considerable impact on
policy, but is often hampered by internal differences (as is the
case over the issue of industrial democracy)«
m-. For definitions of the concept "production conditions," referring to
a) the level of investment activity and profitability and b) production ef
ficiency in the use of existing resources, and of the concept "elements of
structural weakness," which comprises determinants of investment and of ef
ficiency with a degree of institutionalisation specific to the U.K., such
as the supply of external investment finance, industrial relations, manager
ial inefficiency, capital vintage, intra-company fragmentation, see the in
troduction to Part 1.

15. Obviously the transformations of firms (into the modern,multidivisional corporation or even conglomerate) and of market struc=
tures (from competitive into oligopolistic ones) are complex,
historic processes. Only a seperate thesis on these changes, con=
fined to the context of the U.K. economy and perhaps only covering
a specific period, such as the one between 19^5 and the present,
maVj, do that complexity some justice. In our thesis we state those
developments as simple facts to use them as a .basis for further
arguments related to our topic of supply-management in the U.K.
For very interesting and informative discussions of various as=
pects involved in the tendency towards large-sized companies,
higher degrees of concentration in industry and oligopolistic
market structures in the context of the U.K. economy, see S.Aaronovitch and H.Sawyer(1975)• D.F.Channon(19?3) and C.F.Pratten(l97i)
16. For an excellent summary of the recently explosive growth of
the Euro-currency market, the extent of involvement of multi
national corporations and banks in expanding in this way their
international network, of operations and the lack of government
regulation in this market despite its potentially dramatic effects
on a country'scurrency, monetary policy, balance of payments, tax
collection, ability, see the article "Stateless Money" in Business
Week, 2l/b/i97B, pp. ?6ff.

17•" This, for example, was mode evident in the case of Ford,
Chrysler UK, Massey Fergusson and others which threatened to pull
out from the U.K., partly as a means to pressure their workforce
into more docile, less militant behaviour and partly to strengthen
their bargaining positions vis-a-vis the government with regard
to the level of subsidies granted e That investment projects by
multinational corporations in regional development areas are in
the long-term'often marginal and volatile, is clearly evident in
the case of Scotland. Large capital inflows in the late 1960's
with many companies setting up subsidiaries in that region only
led to a temporary Improvement of economic conditions, because
parent companies increasingly transfer especially their more
labour-intensive operations from there to South America or SouthEast Asia. For more information see The Labour party(197?,p.21-23)•
18. We are not arguing here, for example, against investment in
the U.K. by foreign companies, nor do we ignore the potential
benefits of such inward investment in terms of import substitution,
employment creation, technical know-how, or capacity expansion.
We are only saying that, given its potential indirect costs in
terms of 'persuasion 1 costs for the government to encourage through
subsidies (which because of competition between different governs
ments are becoming increasingly generous) location of investment
in the U.K., in terms of volatility (including the threat of clo
sure), or in~terms of loss of domestic control over productive
resources at home, this type of investment needs to be better
controlled by the government. It should be thoroughly examined
on the basis of indirect costs and benefits, should be possibly
prevented by the responsible authorities in cases, where costs
are likely to outweigh its benefits for the economy, should be
carried out under clearly specified conditions laid down in an
agreement between the company and the appropriate government agen
cy, and should be closely and regularly monitored with government
powers to issue directives, whenever the agreement has been ig:=
nored or breached by the company. Chrysler*s threatened pull-out
in 1975 9 which forced the Labour Government into a massive and
very costly rescue operation without in exchange receiving any
control through public equity (see sec. 5*2.1), NRDC's inabilitjr
to get domestic firms to set up production facilities in the U,K,
for the manufacture of carbon fibres and to prevent the subsequent
acquisition of the technical know-how for, this very promising new
material by U.S. competitors (see sec.*K3«3), or the advanced
technology projects, where initial ..cost evaluation, better monl=
toring, disclosure of information, public shareholdings as means
of control, risk-sharing and pressure for better corporate plan^
ning or for necessary industrial restructuring could have avoided
or at least more effectively contained cost explosions^ dslays g
commercial failures and lagging behind in the development of new
products (as discussed in our thesis in the case of nuclear power,
areospace, telecommunications, microelectronics), are all examples
mentioned in our thesis for the costs of lacking public control
in the U.K. over the corporate decisions of large, international
firms. It should be noted here that governments in other countries 8
such as France, Italy, Sweden or Belgium, have developed and. suc
cessfully used various means of control, such as planning agree=
ments, joint ventures with foreign companies through participation
of state holding companies and the establishment of public en
terprise in key growth sectors.Beginnings made recently in this
direction by this Labour Government, such as the establishment of

the }.:2B,Bi\OC,SDA,WDA,I.J^A,the P.A.S. (v:hich however was never
actively used) and a gradual'extension of provisions for the dis
closure of information and for tighter exchange controls, are
now seriously endangered of being substantially eroded or totally
abandoned in case of an election victory by the Conservative,.
Party in 197919. This example is taken from J.F.WESTON and E.BHIGHAM(1977.Ch.5)
where it was introduced In a discussion on corporate tools for
'profit planning 1 . We use this example here in a somewhat diffe=
rent context and modified form* but its essential features remain
unaltered and are standard material in any textbook on corporate
finance dealing with breakeven-analysis and operating leverage*
20. If P = sales price per unit of output, Q = quantity produced
and sold, FC = fixed costs and vc = variable costs per unit, then
the breakeven point can be defined as the point, where sales rsvenues p.Q equal total costs FC + (-vc.Q) . From this follows
FC = Q(P - vc) and finally the breakeven point formula Q = ~^-^-«»
Using the figures of our example in the formula we see that
Firm A breaks even at an output level of 60.000 units, Firm B
at 50.000 units, and Firm C at 40.000 units.
21. We arrived at these figures of profit increase on the basis
of the following equation: profits = revenues P.Q « total costs
(FC + vc.Q), both at output level Q and with FC and vc of the three,
firms given. At Q = 100.000 the profits of Firms A and B are
£> ^0.000 and for Firm C B 30.000. At Q = 200.000 the profit? of
Firm A will be fc 1^0.000, of Firm B £ 120.000 and of Firm C fcSo.OOO.
Note that for reasons of simplicity we have assumed that with
rising output both FC and vc of all three firms remain constant.
In reality this is unlikely to be the case, because, for example,
at a certain point of output firms will have reached their capa=
city limits and will in order to expand output beyond that point
have to increase their capacity through expansion investment,
thus raising their fixed costs.. Furthermore, it is generally as
sumed that the average variable cost per unit falls over some
range of output and then begins to rise. It is also reasonable
to think that increased sales can often only be obtained, if prices
are somewhat reduced. Hence all three factors, namely p, FC and
vc may change with expanding production. These changes, which
would require more complicated equations>to take account of non
linear relationships, do, however, not ultimately alter the con=
elusions and results of-our-exampi-e. --They-have therefore"'been ab=
stracted from and have been replaced by linear relationships. He=
lated to the findings in this example of a more rapid profit increase fcr more capital-intensive firms in a phase of rising de
mand is the more general conclusion that at any given level of
output a change in volume of sales will have a larger effect on
profits the more capital-intensive the firm Is. This particular
type of elasticity, defined in terms of the percentage change oi
profits that results from a percentage change in-.units sold, is
generally referred to in the terminology of corporate finance as
a firm's degree of operating leverage (OL). With OL thus being
defined as the ratio of the /'-change of (P.Q - (FC +vc.Q)) over
the ^-change of Q, we can see that, if Q Increases for all three
firms from 100.000 units to 200.000 units OLA = 2«5» OLB - 2 and
OLc = 1«67. In other words, Firm A with the highest degree of

operating leverage (Implying the highest degree of capital-inten
sity) will, experience ceterls parlbus for a 100$ increase in vo
lume a profit increase of 250^, compared, to profit gains or 200/5'
of Firm B and 167^ for Firm C. Therefore, although Firm A will
clearly benefit proportionately more from rapid growth of demand
than its less capital-intensive competitors, it also carries the
higher risk of larger swings in profits as its volume fluctuates.
Especially if Firm A's industry Is one whose sales are greatly
affected by changes in the overall level of economic activity,
as are for Instance the durable goods industries, such as machine
tools, steel, and cars, its profits will be subject to large fluc=
tat ions. Consequently its degree of financial leverage (that is,
the ratio of debt over tdal assets) should be lower than that
for a firm with a lower degree of opeating leverage and for in=S
dustries, whose sales are less sensitive to fluctuations in the
level of economic activity. This precaution is necessary in order
to avoid during downturns both potential difficulties of meeting
debt obligations, such as payments of interest or repayment of
maturing loans, and of having to take on additional, more expen=
sive debt. For this reason firms, which undertake 'enterprise*
investment, will have to rely more an equity and retained earnings
as sources of finance, if they want to minimize the risks asso=
dated with rapid expansion. The decline of the stock market in
the U.K., which we discussed in sec. 2.2.4, reduced therefore the
ability of firms to soundly finance their expansion plans, public
shareholdings in private companies can thus be justified as ne=
cessary to facilitate the shift towards enterprise investment and
to support the continuous growth of firms with high operating
leverage.
22. For a rather detailed discussion of means of public control
linked to the provisions of aid, see G.Ganz( 1977» Ch.5) • There a
distinction between monitoring and control is appropriately made.
We disagree, however, with Ganz's conclusion that "the extent of
control over a company is not in direct proportion to the amount
of equity owned by the government" (ibid. , p. ?4) . While correctly
emphasizing that UK governments have tended to maintain an arm's
length relationship with publicly ow.red firms, she wrongly argues
that the new public enterprises are run under the same criteria
and along the same principles as the private companies, because
up to now governments of both parties have insisted that these
publicly owned undertakings earn a commercial rate of return and
Pivate firms, namely by
are managed on a day-to-day basis like __
to the
the~-corporate executtve's~^w±t;h~^lTe~nr^^
Board of Directors and to shareholders (in this case the govern=
ment). From this she devloped a concept of 'public control* based
on the right of the government to demand regular information, to
appoint government nominees as non-executive directors to the
board, and to propose changes of management personnel. While it
is true that, if restricted to these rights, this type of control
has been exercised even in casts of no shares held by the govern=
ment, it nevertheless confines the concept of 'public control 1
to a passive role for government in mostly overseeing the progress
made by the firm so far. More active control, as exercised by the
NEB in the form of approval of major investment projects, involve
ment in the formulation of long-term corporate plans, linking the
firm's activities to other firms in the context of sectoral ini-tiatives (such as li^JSAC or in the office equipment sector or with

regard to negotiating, joint ventures with foreign companies, as
happened recently in the case of the link-up of KB with Boeing,
of DRI with CDC(U.S.)» of CAP with l-:cstek(U.G.) } and other iaeasu=
res of influence by making further financial support conditional
on specified performance targets was so far only possible when
backed up by substantial public shareholdings.
23. In sec. 1.2, J.k and 8,3 we emphasized the need to avoid de=
mand deflation which discourages companies to shift from 'defen=
sive investment 1 to 'enterprise investment 8 and puts a serious
burden on those firms which have already undertaken 'enterprise
investment 9 (see note 21 above). Its repeated recurrence has harmed
industry (see sec 3»^) and has hampered the effectiveness of in
dustrial policy* Devaluation as an alternative to deflation has
not worked well either, for reasons outlined in sec. 1*2. While
a coordinated public purchasing policy as a form of supply-rela
ted demand management and the combination of general investment
incentives and other public sources of investment finance (e.g*
the Industry Act 1972) as methods to isolate industry from mone
tary constraint may well benefit the private company sector, we
have argued in sec.1.2 for import controls as a possibly effecti
ve alternative to deflation. A planning mechanism could administer
these controls and relate them to intensified efforts of reorgani=
sation and expansion In the protected industries aimed at improved
competitiveness arid increased import substitution so that the
probably controversial and therefore probably only temporary
trols could be used to achieve the best results.
The political problems of successfully implementing these
proposed measures are not only caused by the resistance and lob=
bying efforts of private industry or the financial institutions,
nor are they mainly due to the opposition ( of many influential
politicians. They have been made more difficult to carry out by
U.K's international committments. In exchange for financial help
from the IMF and from the central banks of other industrialised
nations the UK government had to commit itself recently to very
deflationary policies, based on restrictions on credit and the
growth of the money-supply, public expenditure cuts, an income
policy reducing real wages, and probably also (at least implies
itly) a committment to moderate proposed reform programs. UK's
partnership in the EEC may limit its ability to introduce new
measures possibly in violation of EEC-rules and to carry out a
nationally oriented industrial policy. International trade agree=
ments restrict the-^us-e—erf—import—trontrulrs^-a"nii"Tnay~Tinder new regu=
lations even curtail preferential purchasing policies by UK's
public sector. On the other hand, these agreements have frequent^
ly loopholes and exemptions, their restrictions are not necessa
rily clearly defined and often have yet to be challenged and tes=
ted for reaction, and the degree of a national government's auto=
nomy to conduct its own policies Las therefore yet to be fully
determined in the context of all these international treaties c
and trans-national agreements* Furthermore, UK's policy-makers"
may choose to pursue their intervention Increasingly on an EECwide basis together with their EEC-counterparts, as could, for
example, happen in the form of joint ventures involving state
holding companies from different EEC-countries, increased colla=
boration on R & D, common EEC-approaches to transfer pricing„

to inward investment by non-K£C flrns into the KEC r to competition
between member governments over the location of largo-scale now
investment to hold down the 'persuasion 1 costs, and to competition
policy. All this assumes that divisions caused by opposing nati
onal interests can eventually be overcome. Finally it should be
noted (as we did briefly in sec* 3«3) that with regard to esta
blishing powerful state holding companies (such as Italy's IKJ) »
using planning agreements extensively, controlling capital export
and inward investment, promoting the location of neF investment
and plant in depressed regions? and introducing more far-reachIr-g
industrial democracy policies (such as West Germany's p*Mitbe~
stimmungsgesetze"as a form of ' codeterrainatiori*) , other EECmember states have (often under conservative governments) exceeded
the U.K. and have used more extensive measures of intervention,
without causing an international uproar,

LIST OF FREQUENTLY USED ABBREVIATIONS
ACGR = Average Cap!tal-Output Ratio
ACTP = Advanced Computer Technology Project
AEA - Atomic Energy Authority (U.K.)
AGR = Advanced Gas-Cooled Reactors
A.H. = Alfred Herbert Ltd.
APACE = Aldermaston Project for the Application of Computers in Engineering
APS = Accelerated Projects Scheme
ATS = Automation and Technical Services (Holdings Ltd.)
BICC = British Insulated Callenders Cables
BIM = British Institute of Management
BLMC (or BL) = British Leyland

BNOC = British National Oil Corporation

BOT = Board of Trade
BOTB = British Overseas Trade Board
BS = British Shipbuilders
BSA = Birmingham Small Arms
BSRA = British Ship Research Association
CADC = Computer-Aided Design Centre
CAP = Computer Analysts and Programmers
CAPM = Computer-Aided Production Management
CAS = Computer Advisory Service
CASE = Computer and Systems Engineering Ltd.
CBI = Confederation of British Industry
CCA = Central Computer Agency
CDC = Control Data Corporation (U.S.)

CEGB = Central Electricity Generating Board

CIC = Cambridge Instruments Co.
Ch. = Chapter(s)
CH = Swi tzerland
Cmnd. = Command Paper
COI - Central Office of Information

CPC - Conservative Political Centre
CPRS = Central Policy Review Staff

CSD = Civil Service Department
CSERB = Computers, Systems and Electronics Requirement Board

CSO = Central Statistical Office

DCF = Discounted Cash Flow
DEA = Department of Economic Affairs
Dol = Department of Industry
DRI = Data Recording Instruments
DTI = Department of Trade and Industry
EA— El 1-iott Automation
ECGD = Export Credit Guarantees Department

ECI = Equity Capital for Industry

EDCs = Economic Development Committees
EE - English Electric
EEC (or EC) = European Economic Community

ENI = Ente Nazionale Idrocarburi (Italy)

EPPS = Experimental Packet Switching Service

f. (or ff.) = "..and following.."
F = France
FCI = Finance Corporation for Industry
FFI = Finance for Industry

FRG ~ Federal Republic of Germany (i.e. West Germany)
GDP/NDP = Gross/Net Domestic Product

GEC = General Electrical Company (U.K.)
GEPI = Gestione Economic} e Partecipazione Industriale (Italy)
GNP/NNP = Gross/Net National Product
GPO = General Post Office
HC = House of Commons (Papers, Bills)

HMSO = Her Majesty's Stationary Office

IBM = International Business Machines (U.S.A.)
ICFC = Indus trial, and Commercial Finance Corporation
ICI = Imperial Chemicals Industries
ICL = International Computers Ltd.
ICOR = Incremental Capital-Output Ratio
ICT = International Computers S Tabulators
IDAB/IDE/IDU = Industrial Development Advisory Board/Executive/Unit
IMIF = International Maritime Industry Forum
IPG = Industrial Policy Group
IRC = Industrial Reorganisation Corporation
IREs = Industrial Research Establishments

!RI = Istituto per la Ricostruzione Industriale (italy)

KTM = Kearney Trecker Marvin
h m. = million pounds
LRD = Labour Research Department
MDHB = Mersey Dock and Harbour Board
Min Tech = Ministry of Technology
MSI/LSI/VLSI = medium-/)arge-/very large scale integration
NBPl = National Board for Prices and Incomes
NC = numerically controlled (machine tools)
NCC = National Computing Centre
NCCN = National Committee on Computer Networks
NDPS = National Data Processing Service
NEB = National Enterprise Board
NEDC/NEDO = National Economic Development Council/Office
NEL = National Engineering Laboratory

NL = Newbury Laboratories Ltd./Netherlands

NPL = National Physical Laboratory
NRDC = National Research Development Corporation
NVT = Norton Villiers Triumph
OECD = Organisation of Economic Cooperation and Development
OelAG = Oesterreichische Industrien Aktien-GeselIschaft (Austria)

p. (or pp.) = page(s)
p.a. ~ per annum, annually

PAC = Public.Accounts Committee

para. = paragraph(s)

PEP = Political and Economic Planning
RAs = Research Associations

RAE = Royal Aircraft Establishment

RSD - Research and Development
RDG = Regional Development Grants
RHP = Ransome Hoffman Pollard
RR = RolIs Royce
RRBs = Research Requirement Boards
SCST - Select Commit*-2e for Science and Technology
SDIL= Systems Designers International Ltd.

sec. - section(s)

SET =
SIB =
SIS =
SMTRB

Selective Employment Tax
Shipbuilding Industry Board
Selective Investment Scheme
= Ship and Marine Technology Requirement Board

SPC = Stored Program Control
SPL = Systems Programming Ltd. (later SPH = S.P. Holdings Ltd.)
SRNA - Shipbuilders and Repairers National Association
S&T = Science and Technology
STC = Standard Telephones and Cables
SWPs = Sectoral Working Parties

T. (or t.) = table(s)

TGWU = Transport and General Workers Union
TSU = Technical Support Unit
TUC = Trades Union Congress
UCS = Upper Clyde Shipyards
U.K. = United Kingdom
U.S. (or U.S.A.) = United States of America
WSL = V/arren Spring Laboratory

WW = World War
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